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Preface

New Horizons in Qur’anic Linguistics provides groundbreaking scholarship in 
Qur’anic linguistics. It provides a panoramic insight into Qur’anic landscape 
fenced by innate syntactic, semantic and stylistic landmarks where context and 
semantic componential features of lexical items have closed ranks to influence 
morphological form in order to achieve variegated styles with different perlocu-
tionary effects. The present work discusses the pragmatic secrets of discourse, 
the perlocutionary effects of speech acts and the performative intent of the 
speaker. It accounts for the interpersonal relationship between the text producer 
and the text receiver through exploring the text producer’s performative intent. It 
is a wide- ranging account of the recurrent syntactic, stylistic, morphological, 
lexical, cultural and phonological voids that are an iceberg looming in the 
horizon of Qur’anic genre. When the intermingling of linguistic and rhetorical 
landmarks have imposed limits of translatability, one may wonder whether trans-
lation theory can provide an icebreaker to negotiate Qur’anic discourse. This 
work is an invaluable resource for comparative linguistics, translation studies 
and corpus Qur’anic linguistics.
 New Horizons in Qur’anic Linguistics elucidates the linguistic and stylistic 
idiosyncrasies of Qur’anic Arabic and accounts for a wide range of linguistic 
topics such as syntactic structures, ellipsis, synonymy, polysemy, semantic 
redundancy, semantic incongruity, semantic contrastiveness, selection restriction 
rule, componential features, collocation, cyclical modification, foregrounding, 
backgrounding, pragmatic functions and categories of shift, pragmatic distinc-
tion between verbal and nominal sentences, morpho- semantic features of lexical 
items, context- sensitive word and phrase order, and vowel points and phonetic 
variation.
 New Horizons in Qur’anic Linguistics is designed for a much wider inter-
national market. It is the first publication in English on this newly established 
academic research discipline, which I launched in 2001. The book will plug a 
research gap in a more innovative and methodologically coherent way and will 
meet market academic needs in Qur’anic linguistics for undergraduate and post-
graduate students, researchers and scholars.



Arabic transliteration system

In terms of transliteration of examples, we have transferred the Qur’anic expres-
sion in full but, at times, we separate some conjunctive particles like (wa, fa) in 
the interest of clarity. Throughout the present work, the Library of Congress 
transliteration system has been consistently employed whenever an Arabic 
expression is quoted. The following table explains the Arabic transliteration 
system for Arabic consonants and vowels:

Arabic Transliteration Arabic Transliteration
ṭ ط a أ
ẓ ظ ’ ء
c ع b ب

gh غ t ت
f ف th ث
q ق j ج
k ك ḥ ح
l ل kh خ
m م d د
n ن dh ذ
h ـه r ر
w و z ز
y ي s س
sh ش
ṣ ص
ḍ ض

Arabic short – long vowels and case endings:

Arabic Transliteration Arabic Transliteration
an- ًــــ ā ا
un- ٌــــ ū وـ
in- ٍـــ ī ـيـ
a َــــ
u ُــــ
i ِــــ



Introduction

About this book
New Horizons in Qur’anic Linguistics is the first book on Qur’anic linguistics 
which accounts for the different levels of linguistic and stylistic analysis. The 
linguistic investigation adopted in the current book is hinged upon modern Euro-
pean theoretical linguistics. The present work serves the undergraduate, post-
graduate, researchers and scholars of Arabic and English comparative linguistics, 
translation studies, corpus linguistics and Arabic and Qur’anic studies. 
 New Horizons in Qur’anic Linguistics provides a fascinating informative 
insight into Qur’anic Arabic and furnishes an in- depth linguistic, semantic and 
stylistic analysis required for comparative linguistics and much needed for 
corpus linguistics. It addresses the needs of undergraduate students in terms of 
learning, the needs of PhD students in terms of research and the needs of the 
scholars in terms of teaching materials.

Premises of the current work
New Horizons in Qur’anic Linguistics is hinged upon two interrelated and 
equally important premises. The first premise is based on the linguistic fact that 
an in- depth account of Qur’anic discourse should be based on context- sensitive 
and co- text-sensitive grammatical, semantic, stylistic and phonetic factors. The 
second premise of the current book is also based on the linguistic fact that an in- 
depth analysis of discourse should be carried out on different levels of discourse 
analysis, which includes: the particle level (conjunctive elements and preposi-
tions), word level (content words and function words), phrase and clause level 
and text level. Most importantly, the two premises are hinged upon the prag-
matic level where the text producer’s performative intention, the perlocutionary 
effects and the illocutionary (communicative) force of each speech act are taken 
into consideration during the discussion and the analysis process of examples.

Rationale of the current work
Although Qur’anic linguistics is an intriguing academic discipline, there have 
been no publications in English in a book form. This constitutes a major research 
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gap. Most importantly, the value of European theoretical linguistics to the inves-
tigation of Qur’anic discourse has been overlooked. Qur’anic discourse can 
greatly benefit from European theoretical linguistics. Thus, for learning, teaching 
and research needs, new horizons in Qur’anic linguistics need to be explored and 
provided as an academic resource for American, European and other universities 
worldwide, where Islamic studies courses are taught at undergraduate level and 
where PhD students are supervised.
 Based on facts on the ground (the classroom) and my own personal teaching 
and research experience, there is no such book available for undergraduate and 
postgraduate students, researchers and scholars. Thus, a methodologically consist-
ent book on Qur’anic linguistics is an academic must have. There is an academic 
and market need for a book on Qur’anic linguistics which accounts for the dif-
ferent levels of linguistic and stylistic analysis (the particle, the word, the phrase, 
the clause, the sentence, the paragraph and the text). The lack of such a book con-
stitutes a research gap. A book on Qur’anic linguistics needs to enjoy breadth, in- 
depth analysis and the insight into putting European theoretical linguistics into 
practice through informative explication of a large number of Qur’anic examples. 
The availability of a book on Qur’anic linguistics where the different levels of lin-
guistic analysis are discussed in detail will provide a valuable academic resource 
and a pool of information for the following research categories:

i Arabic and English comparative linguistics,
ii Arabic and Qur’anic studies,
iii translation studies, and
iv corpus linguistics.

Based on my past teaching and MA/PhD supervision experience in Leeds Uni-
versity from 1993–2012, my awareness of undergraduate and postgraduate stu-
dents’ interest in Qur’anic linguistics and personal contacts with colleagues in 
several overseas universities, I have come to the conclusion that a book on 
Qur’anic linguistics is required to plug a major research gap in this intriguing 
discipline.
 New Horizons in Qur’anic Linguistics will have an academic international 
appeal since it constitutes a major research gap and a market need. My premise 
is based on the following academic and market facts:

1 Undergraduate and postgraduate students’ interest in Arabic and Qur’anic 
linguistics. This is based on my past teaching experience in Leeds Univer-
sity.

2 The current book addresses the learning and academic needs of undergradu-
ate and postgraduate students, researchers and scholars.

3 The present book is on high demand by a large number of PhD students, 
researchers and scholars who are either studying or researching in Arabic/
Islamic/Qur’anic studies, European linguistics, corpus linguistics, Qur’anic 
exegesis and translation studies.
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4 The current book is of great value for English/Arabic comparative theoret-
ical linguistics and for English/Arabic/English translation studies. This 
claim is based on my experience in MA teaching and PhD supervision in 
Leeds University.

5 Concerns have been expressed by undergraduate and postgraduate students 
about the lack of learning resources related to Qur’anic linguistics and 
Qur’anic Arabic. I have observed that there have been no consistent aca-
demic teaching materials on Qur’anic linguistics or Qur’anic Arabic for 
undergraduate and postgraduate students studying Islamic and Arabic 
studies and for scholars working with this category of students.

6 There are highly important linguistic topics which have been overlooked in 
the syllabus of Islamic and Arabic studies courses taught in European, 
American and Australian universities, as well as in most overseas univer-
sities where Islamic and Arabic studies courses are taught such as Malaysia, 
Indonesia, India, Pakistan, Turkey, Iran, South Africa and the American 
University of Sharjah (UAE). Thus, New Horizons in Qur’anic Linguistics 
will provide valuable and methodologically consistent learning and teaching 
resources.

Having taught European theoretical linguistics, stylistics, general Qur’anic 
studies and Qur’anic exegesis since 1993, I have realised that a book on Qur’anic 
Linguistics constitutes a major academic need, will be on high international 
demand, and thus, will plug a research gap.

Overview of the current work
This book includes an introduction and seven well- researched chapters, whose 
analysis is based on European theoretical linguistics.

Introduction

This constitutes an outline, which provides a panoramic view of the book. The 
reader is told how the current book is the only one available, what teaching and 
learning needs it addresses, the premises on which the book is hinged and the 
rationale and the structure of the book. The raison d’être of this course of action 
is meant to familiarise the unaware reader with the idiosyncrasies of Qur’anic 
discourse through reader- friendly examples and details. 

Chapter 1 Syntactic structures of Qur’anic discourse and perlocution

The Qur’an as a genre enjoys Qur’an-specific linguistic and stylistic prototypical 
idiosyncrasies. A detailed list of these idiosyncratic features will be provided. 
The listed syntactic structures have been derived from an in- depth empirical 
investigation based on a thorough textual analysis of Qur’anic discourse. 
This discussion, therefore, can be taken by researchers as a platform for the 
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distinction in comparative linguistics between Qur’anic Arabic, modern standard 
Arabic and European languages, and is also of value to Qur’anic corpus lin-
guistics. Over forty Qur’an-bound syntactic structures have been diagnosed. 
These constitute the stylistic patterns of Qur’anic genre. These syntactic struc-
tures will be investigated at the macro level (word and sentence). This informa-
tive discussion of these linguistic features will be of high value to:

i comparative analysis between Arabic and any other European or non- 
European language,

ii corpus linguistics, and
iii translation between Arabic and any other European or non- European 

language.

The chapter also discusses the pragmatic secrets of discourse, the perlocutionary 
effects of speech acts and the performative intent of the speaker.

Chapter 2 Semantically oriented stylistic shift

The present chapter investigates the following factors: 

Syntactic factors, which generate ten types of stylistic shift: word order, gram-
matical case endings, person, tense, number (singular/plural form), definiteness 
(definite/indefinite form), gender (feminine/masculine form), morphological 
form, substitution and ellipsis (stylistic ellipsis and grammatical ellipsis).

Semantic factors, which generate five types of stylistic shift: componential fea-
tures, collocation, semantic incongruity, semantic redundancy and violation of 
selection restriction rule. 

Phonetic factors, which generate four types of stylistic shift: assimilation, asso-
nance, vowel points and onomatopoeia.

Co- textual factors, which generate three types of stylistic shift: grammatical co- 
text, which involves five sub- types of stylistic shift (grammatical category, mor-
phological form, number, tense and word order), lexical co- text and phonetic 
co- text.

Contextual factors, which generate three types of stylistic shift: lexical, gram-
matical and word order.

Pragmatic factors, which mark the departure from the unmarked verb- initial 
word order to the marked subject noun- initial word order for pragmatic reasons.

Repetition, which generates four types of stylistic shift: lexical items, frozen 
expression (formulas), leitmotifs, and parables.

Surface structure ungrammaticality, which generates five types of stylistic shift: 
number (singular/plural form), morphological form, gender (masculine/feminine 
form), grammatical case and anaphoric reference.
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Chapter 3 Morpho- semantic analysis of Qur’anic lexical items

This chapter provides a syntactic and semantic analysis of morphologically dif-
ferent words, which belong to the same root. The argument is that words of dif-
ferent morphological patterns signify distinct meanings. The discussion also 
involves the analysis of sentences where a specific word is employed. This 
demonstrates the underlying semantic reasons of a given stylistic choice as well 
as the impact of semantic context on lexical items. The examples will also vali-
date that the grammatically oriented coherent sequence requires the employment 
of a word in the singular rather than the plural, the masculine rather than the 
feminine or vice versa in order to achieve coherence and consolidate the required 
meaning of the message. The current chapter will investigate: semantically ori-
ented morphological patterns, context- based sentence- final epithets, the active 
participle, semantic factors, componential semantic features, collocation, surface 
structure semantic incongruity, semantic redundancy, violation of selection 
restriction rule, semantically oriented syntactic structures, and sound and 
meaning.

Chapter 4 Stylistic analysis of Qur’anic discourse

This chapter provides an in- depth empirical investigation based on thorough 
textual analysis of Qur’anic discourse. The stylistic analysis of a discourse is 
based on two levels:

i the linguistic level, which accounts for grammatical, morphological, seman-
tic, phonetic and pragmatic problems, and

ii the rhetorical level, which accounts for the rhetorical features (tropes).

An explicated account will be provided to all the linguistic and the rhetorical 
elements that have occurred in the Qur’anic text. Due to the fact that some of 
these rhetorical features are Arabic language- bound, the analysis of their prag-
matic value will be of interest to the following category of readers:

i comparative linguists and students,
ii translation studies between Arabic and any other European or non- European 

language, and most importantly to
iii corpus Qur’anic linguistics.

Chapter 5 Cyclical modification in Qur’anic discourse

This chapter investigates the syntactic process of modification at phrase, clause 
and sentence levels. No research has been undertaken to investigate this Qur’an-
specific feature. Thus, this chapter will plug a research gap. A word can be 
modified by either another word (an adjective, active participle, passive parti-
ciple), a phrase or a clause. The process of grammatical modification is a 
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universal linguistic phenomenon. However, we encounter in Qur’anic discourse 
a unique linguistic case where the modification of a word is repeated in a cycli-
cal way through modifying words, phrases or clauses using different modifica-
tion elements. 

Chapter 6 Theory and practice of Qur’an translation

The present chapter provides an in- depth account of applied semantics in terms 
of theoretical and applied translation studies. It argues that linguistically and 
culturally incongruent languages like Arabic and English lead to translatability 
problems. This is also due to the semantic fact that some expressions are 
language- specific. Having such a problem, we expect that the target text (the 
English translation) can suffer from meaning loss and is not effectively equi-
valent to the source text (the Qur’an) in terms of:

i impact on the target language reader,
ii stylistic patterns, and
iii semantically oriented sound effect.

This chapter is an overview of theoretical and practical translation studies where 
syntactic, semantic, morphological, stylistic, pragmatic and phonetic Qur’an-
bound problems will be accounted for. It will demonstrate that translation studies 
are the study of applied semantics and the context of culture. This chapter aims 
to provide a comprehensive account of:

i the nature of Qur’an translation,
ii the major problems of Qur’anic genre, and
iii the major approaches to Qur’an translation.

The discussion will enable the student to put translation theory into practice.

Chapter 7 Stylistic and pragmatic analysis of Q18

Based on the stylistic analysis of the whole Qur’anic text in Chapter 4, we have 
chosen sūrat al- kahf (Q18) as a representative model for future research and 
corpus linguistics. The discussion focuses on the grammatical, semantic, mor-
phological, stylistic, phonetic and rhetorical landmarks of Q18, together with 
any relevant pragmatic functions.
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1 Syntactic structures of Qur’anic 
discourse and perlocution

1.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the major linguistic and stylistic prototypical features of 
Qur’anic Arabic. This is an in- depth empirical investigation based on a thorough 
textual analysis of Qur’anic discourse. This discussion, therefore, can be taken as a 
platform for the distinction between Qur’anic Arabic and modern standard Arabic. 
However, such a distinction falls outside the scope of the present analysis. Sim-
ilarly, this discussion is of value to Arabic and English comparative linguistics and 
to any other European or non- European linguistic studies. The features provided in 
this chapter can also be employed in Qur’anic corpus linguistics. The features of 
Qur’anic discourse will cover the different levels of language at both the micro 
and macro levels of analysis. It is worthwhile to point out the following:

i	 The	examples	taken	are	either	independent	āyahs	or	part	of	an	āyah.	In	both	
cases, however, each example provided constitutes a meaningful grammati-
cal and stylistic structure.

ii The sentence- initial conjunctive element (wa – and) is not included in the 
example	because	 this	particle	occurs	 in	almost	every	Qur’anic	āyah	at	 the	
initial position. Thus, it is not considered as part of the linguistic structure of 
the sentence in this linguistic analysis.

iii Due to the fact that Arabic and English are linguistically and culturally dif-
ferent languages, the translation of the Qur’anic examples may not convey 
the same Arabic linguistic structures, and most importantly, the English 
conjunctive particles may not provide the same grammatical, semantic or 
stylistic functions in the translated examples.

iv By prototypical features of Qur’anic discourse, we mean that each feature 
has occurred many times throughout the Qur’anic text. However, some of 
the features given in the discussion have occurred more than a dozen times.

v Due to lack of space, only three or four examples can be provided.

The present discussion also accounts for the stylistic feature of shift at the 
sentence level and the macro text level, and the perlocutionary effects of 
Qur’anic syntactic structures. According to Searle, ‘meaning consists in part in 
the intention to produce understanding in the hearer’ (Searle 1975:60). He 
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emphasises the text producer’s (interlocutor) ‘general powers or rationality and 
inference’ (Searle 1975:61). The text producer ‘means what he says, but also 
means	something	more’	(Searle	1975:59).	It	is	worthwhile	to	define	three	notions	
relevant to the present discussion and to subsequent chapters:

The locutionary act: The words of a statement,
The illocutionary act: The force behind the words uttered, and
The perlocutionary act: the effect of words on the hearer/reader.

(Ogiermann 2009:7)

1.2 Syntactic features
The most prominent grammatical features of Qur’anic discourse include a number 
of	syntactic	structures	that	are	specific	to	Qur’anic	Arabic.	These	syntactic	struc-
tures provide a linguistic insight into the stylistic patterns of Qur’anic discourse. 
Some of these structures demonstrate the impact of context on the occurrence of a 
given structure. The Qur’anic syntactic structures will be listed and illustrated 
with examples. This investigation is of value to corpus linguistics.

1.2.1 Qur’anic syntactic structures

Based on empirical linguistic investigation of the Qur’anic text, we can argue 
that the most common Qur’anic structures which constitute Qur’anic discourse 
include the following syntactic patterns:

 1 verb- initial sentences: This is a structurally simple syntactic structure with a 
sentence- initial main verb. The syntactic pattern is: verb + subject + com-
plement. Also, this is the unmarked (normal) word order in Qur’anic Arabic. 
We	can	also	find	this	syntactic	pattern	with	a	verb	sentence-	initially	which	
has an explicit subject noun (phrase). Representative examples of a verb- 
initial sentence are:

ḍaraba	allāhu	mathalan	lilladhīna	kafarū	imra’ata	nūḥin	wamra’ata	lūṭ	–	
God presents an example of those who disbelieved: the wife of Noah 
and the wife of Lot, Q66:10

where	the	verb	is	(ḍaraba	–	to	present),	the	subject	is	(allāhu	–	God)	and	the	
complement is the rest of the sentence.

waṣṣainā	al-	insāna	biwālidaih	 iḥsānan	–	We	have	enjoined	upon	man,	
to his parents, good treatment, Q46:15

where	 the	 verb	 is	 (waṣṣā	 –	 to	 enjoin,	 advise),	 the	 subject	 is	 the	 attached	
pronoun	(nā	–	We	(God)),	and	the	object	is	(iḥsānan	–	good	treatment).
 The subject may be implicit in the sentence- initial verb, as in: 

khalaqa	 al-	insāna	min	 calaq – He (God) created man from a clinging 
substance, Q96:2
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where we have the main verb (khalaqa – to create), subject (an implicit 
singular masculine pronoun – He (God)) and complement (min calaq – from 
a clinging substance).

 2 noun- initial sentence (nominal sentence): Sentence- initial noun (phrase) 
(mubtada’) + predicate (khabar). This is of two types:

i noun- initial sentence with a main verb (nominal sentence with a main 
verb), as in:

allāhu	 yaclamu	mā	 taḥmilu	 kullu	 unthā	 wamā	 taghīḍu	 al-	arḥāmu	
wamā	tazdād	–	God	knows	what	every	female	carries	and	what	the	
wombs lose or exceed, Q13:8

where	the	initial	noun	(allāhu	–	God)	is	the	mubtada’	(a	sentence-	initial	
noun (phrase)) and the verb (yaclamu – know) is the khabar (predicate).

allāhu	anzala	min	al-	samā’	mā’an	–	God	 sends	down	water	 from	
the sky, Q16:65

where	 the	 initial	 noun	 (allāhu	 –	 God)	 is	 the	 mubtada’	 and	 the	 verb	
(anzala – send down) is the khabar (predicate). Noun- initial sentences 
with a main verb also include: 

allāhu	yadcū	 ilā	dār	al-	salām	–	God	 invites	 to	 the	home	of	peace,	
Q10:25

allāhu	khalaqakum	thumma	yatawaffākum	–	God	created	you;	then	
He will take you in death, Q16:70

allāhu	 jacala	 lakum	min	 anfusikum	 azwājan	 –	God	 has	made	 for	
you from yourselves mates, Q16:72

allāhu	 akhrajakum	min	buṭūn	ummahātikum	–	God	has	 extracted	
you from the wombs of your mothers, Q16:78

allāhu	 jacala	 lakum	min	 buyūtikum	 sakanan	 –	God	 has	made	 for	
you from your homes a place of rest, Q16:80

allāhu	 jacala	 lakum	mimmā	 khalaqa	 ẓilālan	 –	 God	 has	 made	 for	
you, from that which He has created, shade, Q16:81

ii noun- initial sentence without a main verb (no- main-verb nominal sen-
tence), as in: 

ilāhukum	ilāhun	wāḥidun	–	Your	god	is	one	God,	Q2:163

lā	ilāha	illā	huwa	al-	raḥmānu	al-	raḥīmu	–	There	is	no	deity	except	
Him, the Entirely Merciful, the Especially Merciful, Q2:163

allāhu	 lā	 ilāha	 illā	 huwa	 al-	ḥaiyu	 al-	qaiyūmu	 –	 God,	 there	 is	
no deity except Him, the Ever- Living, the Sustainer of 
existence, Q3:2
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allāhu	nūru	al-	samāwāti	wal-	arḍ	–	God	is	the	light	of	the	heavens	
and the earth, Q24:35

	 3	 lā	ilāha	illā	hū:	This	is	a	frozen	(fixed)	syntactic	structure,	that	is,	syntacti-
cally independent, without a main verb. It is worthwhile to note two 
matters: (i) Because this syntactic structure ends with the pronoun (huwa), 
this	pronoun	should	be	pronounced	as	(hū),	that	is,	this	pronoun	ends	with	
a	long	vowel	/ū/	rather	than	a	short	vowel	/u/,	and	(ii)	Because	there	is	a	
pause diacritic in the Qur’anic text on the pronoun (huwa), this is evidence 
that this is an independent syntactic structure. Examples of this syntactic 
pattern are: 

lā	 ilāha	 illā	 hū	 –	 There	 is	 no	 deity	 except	 Him,	 Q9:31,	 Q4:87	 and	
Q64:13

	 4	 lā	ilāha	illā	huwa	+	adjectives:	This	is	a	syntactic	structure	which	does	not	
stop at the pronoun (huwa) but it continues with adjectives. Therefore, the 
pronoun	(huwa)	is	pronounced	with	a	word-	final	short	vowel	/a/.	Examples	
of this syntactic pattern include: 

lā	ilāha	illā	huwa	al-	raḥmānu	al-	raḥīm	–	There	is	no	deity	except	Him,	
the Entirely Merciful, the Especially Merciful, Q2:163

lā	ilāha	illā	huwa	al-	cazīzu	al-	ḥakīm	–	There	is	no	deity	except	Him,	the	
Exalted in Might, the Wise, Q3:6 and 18

	 5	 allāhu	 +	 lā	 ilāha	 illā	 huwa	 +	 adjectives:	 Examples	 of	 this	 syntactic	
pattern are:

allāhu	lā	ilāha	illā	huwa	al-	ḥaiyu	al-	qaiyūm	–	God,	there	is	no	deity	except	
Him, the Ever- Living, the Sustainer of existence, Q2:255 and Q3:2

	 6	 lā	 ilāha	 illā	 huwa	 +	 a	main	 verb	 complement:	 Examples	 of	 this	 syntactic	
pattern include:

lā	 ilāha	 illā	huwa	yuḥyī	wayumīt	–	There	 is	no	deity	except	Him.	He	
gives life and causes death, Q44:8

	 7	 allāhu	+	lā	ilāha	illā	hū	+	no-	main-verb	complement:	Examples	of	this	syn-
tactic pattern include:

allāhu	 lā	 ilāha	 illā	 huwa	 lahū	 al-	asmā’u	 al-	ḥusnā	 –	 God,	 there	 is	 no	
deity except Him. To Him belong the best names, Q20:8

allāhu	lā	ilāha	illā	huwa	rabbu	al-	carsh al- caẓīm	–	God,	there	is	no	deity	
except Him, Lord of the Great Throne, Q27:26

	 8	 allāhu	+	two	adjectives:	This	occurs	as	a	no-	main-verb	nominal	sentence	at	
the end of a main sentence, as in:

allāhu	 cazīzun	 ḥakīm	 –	 God	 is	 Exalted	 in	 Might	 and	 Wise,	 Q2:228	
and 240
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allāhu	wāsicun calīm	–	God	is	All-	Encompassing	and	Knowing,	Q2:247,	
261, 268 and Q3:73

allāhu	samicun calīm	–	God	is	Hearing	and	Knowing,	Q2:256

allāhu	ghafūrun	raḥīm	–	God	is	Forgiving	and	Merciful,	Q3:129

 9 huwa + two adjectives: This includes the following examples:

huwa	al-	ḥakīmu	al-	khabīru	–	He	is	the	Wise,	the	Acquainted,	Q6:73

huwa	 al-	samīcu al- calīmu	 –	He	 is	 the	Hearing,	 the	Knowing,	Q10:65,	
107, Q12:34 and Q21:4

huwa	al-	wāḥidu	al-	qahhāru	–	He	is	the	One,	the	Prevailing,	Q13:16

huwa al- cazīzu	al-	ḥakīmu	–	He	is	the	Exalted	in	Might,	the	Wise,	Q61:1

10 structurally complex syntactic structures: Examples of this syntactic pattern 
include:

i	 inna	 fī	 khalq	 al-	samāwāt	wal-	arḍ	wakhtilāfi	 al-	lail	 wal-	nahār	wal-	fulk	
allatī	 tajrī	 fī	 al-	baḥr	 bimā	 yanfacu	 al-	nāsa	wamā	 anzala	 allāhu	min	 al-	
samā’	min	mā’in	fa’aḥyā	bihi	al-	arḍa	bacda	mawtihā	wabaththa	fīhā	min	
kulli	dābatin	wataṣrīf	al-	riyāḥ	wal-	saḥāb	al-	musakhkhar	baina	al-	samā’	
wal-	arḍ	 la’āyātin	 liqawmin	 yacqilūn	 –	 Indeed,	 in	 the	 creation	 of	 the	
heavens and the earth, and the alteration of the night and the day, and the 
ships	which	 sail	 through	 the	 sea	with	 that	which	 benefits	 people,	 and	
what God has sent down from the heavens of rain, giving life thereby to 
the earth after its lifelessness and dispersing therein every moving crea-
ture, and directing of the winds and the clouds controlled between the 
heaven and earth are signs for a people who use reason, Q2:164

where (inna) is an auxiliary verb, that is, it is not a main verb, its noun 
(ism	inna)	has	been	backgrounded	which	is	(āyātin	–	signs)	at	the	end	of	
the	complex	sentence,	while	the	predicate	of	(inna)	is:	(fī	khalq	al-	samāwāt	
wal-	arḍ	 wakhtilāf	 al-	lail	 wal-	nahār	 wal-	fulk	 allatī	 tajrī	 fī	 al-	baḥr	 bimā	
yanfacu	al-	nāsa	wamā	anzala	allāhu	min	al-	samā’i	min	mā’in	fa’aḥyā	bihi	
al-	arḍa	bacda	mawtihā	wabaththa	fīhā	min	kulli	dābatin	wataṣrīfi	al-	riyāḥ	
wal-	saḥāb	 al-	musakhkhar	 baina	 al-	samā’	 wal-	arḍ).	 The	 prepositional	
phrase (liqawmin – for a people) has the grammatical function of an adjec-
tive	describing	(āyātin).	The	verb	+	the	subject	pronoun	(-ūn)	→	(yacqilūn	
– they use reason) grammatically functions as a verbal sentence with the 
grammatical function of an adjective describing (liqawmin).

ii	 alam	tara	ilā	al-	mala’i	min	banī	isrā’īla	min	bacdi	mūsā	idh	qālū	linabi-
yyin lahum ibcath	 lanā	malikan	nuqātil	 fī	 sabīli	 allāh	–	Have	you	not	
considered the assembly of the Children of Israel after Moses when 
they	said	to	a	prophet	of	theirs:	‘Send	to	us	a	king,	and	we	will	fight	in	
the way of God’?, Q2:246
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whose grammatical analysis is: The letter /a/ of (alam) is an interroga-
tive particle, (lam) is a negation particle, the word (tara) is a verb with 
an	implicit	subject	(anta	–	you	(singular,	masculine)),	(ilā	al-	mala’i/min	
banī	 isrā’īla/min	bacdi	mūsā	–	 the	 assembly/of	 the	Children	of	 Israel/
after Moses) are prepositional phrases, (idh – when) a temporal con-
junctive	particle	referring	to	the	past,	(qālū	linabiyyin	lahum	–	they	said	
to a prophet of theirs) is a sentence- initial main verb sentence, (ibcath 
lanā	malikan	–	Send	to	us	a	king)	is	an	imperative	sentence-	initial	main	
verb	sentence,	and	(nuqātil	fī	sabīli	allāh	–	we	will	fight	in	the	way	of	
God) is a sentence- initial main verb sentence.

iii	 idh	 najjainākum	 min	 āli	 fircawna	 yasūmūnakum	 sū’a	 al-	cadhābi	
yudhabbiḥūna	abnā’akum	wa	ystaḥyūna	nisā’akum	–	And	recall	when	We	
saved	you	from	the	people	of	Pharaoh,	who	afflicted	you	with	the	worst	
torment, slaughtering your sons and keeping your females alive, Q2:49

Where the subject plural noun (We (God)) is implicit in the verb 
(najainā	–	to	save),	the	object	is	(-kum	–	you,	plural	masculine)	which	
is	an	attached	pronoun	to	the	verb.	There	is	another	subject	(āli	fircawna 
–	the	people	of	Pharaoh)	which	has	three	verbs:

a	 (yasūmūna	–	to	afflict)	whose	objects	are	(-kum	–	you,	plural	mas-
culine)	and	(sū’a	al-	cadhābi	–	the	worst	torment),

b	 (yudhabbiḥū	 –	 to	 slaughter)	 whose	 object	 is	 (abnā’akum	 –	 your	
newborn sons), and

c	 (yastaḥyū	 –	 to	 keep	 alive)	 whose	 object	 is	 (nisā’akum	 –	 your	
women).

iv	 innamā	al-	mu’minūna	alladhīna	āmanū	billāhi	warasūlihi	wa	idhā	kānū	
macahu calā	 amrin	 jāmicin	 lam	 yadhhabū	 ḥattā	 yasta’dhinūh	 –	 The	
believers are only those who believe in God and His messenger and, 
when they are meeting with him for a matter of common interest, do 
not depart until they have asked his permission, Q24:62

where	 (innamā	al-	mu’minūna	alladhīna	āmanū	billāhi	warasūlihi)	 is	 a	
resumptive	sentence	(jumlah	isti’nāfiyyah),	which	specifies	the	qualities	
of the believers in order to be contrasted with the attitude of the hypo-
crites.	The	noun	 (al-	mu’minūna	–	 the	believers)	 is	 a	mubtada’	whose	
khabar	is	(alladhīna	–	who	are).	(āmanū	billāhi	warasūlihi	–	believe	in	
God and His messenger) is a sentence with an initial main verb related 
to	the	relative	pronoun	(alladīna).	The	(wa	–	and)	is	a	coordination	par-
ticle	 (adāt	 caṭf	).	 (idhā	 –	when)	 semantically	 designates	 a	 future	 tense	
and	is	a	conditional	particle.	The	sentence	(idhā	kānū	macahu calā	amrin	
jāmicin	lam	yadhhabū	ḥattā	yasta’dhinūh)	is	a	conditional	sentence.	

v	 fa	awḥainā	 ilaihi	an	aṣnac al- fulka bi’acyuninā	wawaḥyinā	fa	 idhā	 jā’a	
amrunā	 wafāra	 al-	tannūru	 fasluk	 fīhā	 min	 kulli	 zawjaini	 ithnaini	
wa’ahlaka	 illā	 man	 sabaqa	 calaihi al- qawlu minhum – We (God) 
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inspired to him to construct the ship under Our observation and Our 
inspiration,	and	when	Our	command	comes	and	the	oven	overflows,	put	
into the ship two mates and your family, except those for whom the 
decree of destruction has proceeded, Q23:27

where	 the	verb	 is	 (awḥā	–	 to	 inspire),	 the	 subject	 is	 the	 attached	pronoun	
(nā	–	We	(God),	plural	masculine),	and	 the	object	 is	 the	attached	pronoun	
(-hi – him) which is within the prepositional phrase (ilaihi – to him). As can 
be	 observed,	 this	 complex	 syntactic	 structure	 has	many	 verbs	 (awḥa	 –	 to	
inspire),	 (yaṣnac	 –	 to	 construct),	 (jā’a	 –	 to	 come),	 (fāra	 –	 to	 overflow),	
(salaka – to put into) and (sabaqa – to decree). Also, as a complex sentence, 
it has many subjects, objects or complements.

11 object noun sentence- initially (foregrounded object): This includes the syn-
tactic structures:

iyyāka	nacbudu	–	It	is	You	we	worship,	Q1:5

al- ancāma	 khalaqahā	 –	 The	 grazing	 livestock	 He	 has	 created,	
Q16:5 and 8

al-	arḍa	bacda	dhālika	daḥāhā	–	After	 that	He	spread	the	earth,	Q79:30	
and 32

al-	arḍa	madadnāhā	–	The	earth	We	have	spread,	Q15:19

12 prepositional phrase sentence- initially (foregrounded prepositional phrase):

ilā	allāhi	marjicukum – To God is your return, Q11:4

bil-	najmi	hum	yahtadūn	–	By	the	stars	they	are	guided,	Q16:16

lillāhi	mulku	al-	samāwāti	wal-	arḍi	–	To	God	belongs	the	dominion	of	
the heavens and the earth, Q48:14

ilā	 rabbika	 yawma’idhin	 al-	mustaqarr	 –	To	 your	Lord	 that	 day	 is	 the	
place of permanence, Q75:12

Other examples are found in Q13:15, Q16:16, Q22:36 and Q79:44

13 subject noun (phrase) + relative pronoun clauses: This is a syntactic struc-
ture	where	the	modification	(description)	of	subject	is	achieved	by	a	series	
of	 relative	 clauses.	 This	 is	 called	 cyclical	 modification.	 For	 instance,	 the	
subject noun phrase (cibād	al-	raḥmān	–	is	modified	(described,	specified)	by	
a series of relative pronoun clauses whose typical grammatical pattern is 
(alladhīna	 +	 main	 verb	 with	 an	 implicit	 subject	 coreferential	 to	 the	 head	
noun (phrase) + complement), as in Q25:63–75:

cibād	 al-	raḥmān	 [alladhīna	 yabītūna	 lirabbihim	 sujjadan	 waqiyāmā]	
[alladhīna	 yaqūlūna	 rabbanā	 aṣrif	 cannā	 cadhāba	 jahannam]	 [alladhīna	
idhā	anfaqū	lam	yusrifū	walam	yaqturū	wakānū	bayna	dhālika	qawāmā]	
[alladhīna	 lā	yadcūna	maca	allāhi	 ilāhan	ākhara]	 [lā	yaqtulūna	al-	nafsa	
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allatī	ḥarrama	allāhu	illā	bil-	ḥaqq]	[lā	yaznūn]	[alladhīna	lā	yashhadūna	
al-	zūr]	 [idhā	marrū	billaghwi	marrū	kirāmā]	[alladhīna	 idhā	dhukkirū	
bi’āyāt	rabbihim	lam	yakhirrū	calaihā	ṣumman	wacumyānā]	[alladhīna	
yaqūlūna	 rabbanā	 hab	 lanā	…]	 [ulā’ika]	 [yujzawna	 al-	ghurfata	 bimā	
ṣabarū]	–	The	servants	of	the	Most	Merciful	[those	who	spend	part	of	
the	night	to	their	Lord	prostrating	and	standing	in	prayer]	[those	who	
say:	 ‘Our	 Lord,	 avert	 from	 us	 the	 punishment	 of	 hell’]	 [those	 who	
when they spend do so not excessively or sparingly but are ever 
between	 that]	 [those	who	do	not	 invoke	with	God	another	deity]	 [do	
not	kill	the	soul	which	God	has	forbidden	to	be	killed]	[do	not	commit	
unlawful	 sexual	 intercourse]	 [those	who	 do	 not	 testify	 to	 falsehood]	
[when	they	pass	near	ill	speech,	they	pass	by	with	dignity]	[those	who	
when	reminded	of	the	āyahs	of	their	Lord	do	not	fall	upon	them	deaf	
and	 blind]	 [those	 who	 say:	 ‘Our	 Lord	 grant	 us	…’]	 [those]	 [will	 be	
awarded	 the	 chamber	 for	 what	 they	 patiently	 endured],	 Q25:63–68	
and 72–75

Q13:19	where	 the	 subject	 noun	 phrase	 (ulū	 al-	albāb)	 is	modified	 by	 sub-
sequent sentence- initial relative pronoun sentences 20–22. Another example 
is	Q23:1–11	where	the	subject	noun	(al-	mu’minūn)	is	modified	by	a	series	
of relative pronoun clauses. Similarly, in Q70:22–34, the subject head noun 
is	(al-	muṣallīn)	which	is	modified	by	relative	pronoun	clauses	modifying	the	
subject.	 For	more	 examples	 on	 this	 syntactic	 pattern	 and	more	 details	 on	
cyclical	modification,	see	Chapter	5.

14 imperative sentence: Representative examples of this syntactic structure are:

aqīmū	 al-	ṣalāta.	 ātū	 al-	zakāta.	 aṭīcū	 al-	rasūla	 –	Establish	 prayer.	Give	
zakāt.	Obey	the	messenger,	Q24:56

lā	 tuṣaccir	khaddaka	 lil-	nāsi.	 lā	 tamshī	 fī	 al-	arḍi	maraḥā	–	Do	not	 turn	
your cheek in contempt towards people. Do not walk through the earth 
exultantly, Q31:18

qul	 lilmukhallafīna	min	al-	acrābi	–	Say	 to	 those	who	remained	behind	
of the Bedouins, Q48:16

qul	innamā	adcū	rabbī	…	qul	innī	lā	amliku	lakum	ḍarran	walā	rashadā	
–	Say:	 ‘I	only	 invoke	my	Lord’.…	Say:	 ‘Indeed,	 I	do	not	possess	 for	
you the power of harm or right direction’, Q72:20–22

aṣbir	calā	mā	yaqūlūn	wahjurhum	hajran	jamīlā	–	Be	patient	over	what	
they say and avoid them with gracious avoidance, Q73:10

15 interrogative sentence: Examples of this syntactic pattern include:

awalā	yaclamūna	anna	allāha	yaclamu	mā	yusirrūna	wamā	yuclinūn?	–	
But do they not know that God knows what they conceal and what they 
declare?, Q2:77
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alaisa	 minkum	 rajulun	 rashīd?	 –	 Is	 there	 not	 among	 you	 a	 man	 of	
reason?, Q11:78

hal	atā	calā	al-	insāni	ḥīnun	min	al-	dahri	lam	yakun	shai’an	madhkūrā?	–	
Has there not come upon man a period of time when he was not a thing 
mentioned?, Q76:1

alam najcal	al-	arḍa	kifātā?	–	Have	We	not	made	the	earth	a	container?,	
Q77:25

fabi’aiyi	ḥadīthin	bacdahu	yu’minūn?	–	 In	what	 statement	after	 it	 (the	
Qur’an) will they believe?, Q77:50

hal	atāka	ḥadīthu	al-	ghāshiyah?	–	Has	 there	reached	you	 the	report	of	
the overpowering event?, Q88:1

16 conditional sentence: Representative examples of this syntactic structure 
include: 

in cazamū	 al-	ṭalāqa	 fa’inna	 allāha	 samīcun calīm	 –	 If	 they	 decide	 on	
divorce,	then	indeed	God	is	Hearing	and	Knowing,	Q2:227

man	 yuṣraf	 canhu	 yawma’idhin	 faqad	 raḥimah	 –	He	 from	whom	 it	 is	
averted that day, God has granted him mercy, Q6:16

in	tastaftiḥū	faqad	jā’akum	al-	fatḥu	–	If	you	seek	the	decision,	the	deci-
sion has come to you, Q8:19

in	yurīdū	an	yakhdacūka	fa’inna	ḥasbuka	allāhu	…	law	anfaqta	mā	fī	al-	
arḍi	jamīcan	mā	allafta	baina	qulūbihim	…	in	yurīdū	khiyānataka	faqad	
khānū	allāha	min	qabl	–	 If	 they	 intend	 to	deceive	you,	 then	sufficient	
for you is God. If you had spent all that is in the earth, you could not 
have	brought	their	hearts	together.…	If	they	intend	to	betray	you,	then	
they have betrayed God before, Q8:61–62 and 71

in	kadhdhabūka	faqul	lī	camalī	walakum	camalukum – If they deny you, 
then	say:	‘For	me	are	my	deeds,	and	for	you	are	your	deeds’,	Q10:41

in	yukadhdhibūka	 faqad	kadhdhabat	qablahum	qawmu	nūḥin	wacādun	
wathamūd	–	If	they	deny	you,	so,	before	then,	did	the	people	of	Noah	
and cĀd	and	Thamūd	deny	their	prophets,	Q22:42

idhā	jā’a	naṣru	allāhi	wal-	fatḥu	…	fasabbiḥ	biḥamdi	rabbika	wastagh-
firhu	–	When	 the	victory	of	God	has	come	and	 the	conquest.…	Then	
exalt with praise of your Lord and ask forgiveness of Him, Q110:1

For	 details	 on	 the	 semantic	 and	 pragmatic	 distinction	 between	 the	 condi-
tional	conjunctive	particles	(in	–	if	)	and	(idhā	–	if	),	see	Chapter	4,	Section	
4.4,	Point	12	and	Chapter	6,	Section	6.6.1.1.1.

17	 vocative	sentence:	This	 is	where	 the	vocative	particle	(yā	–	O)	occurs	fol-
lowed by a noun (phrase) then by the core statement. The most common 
vocative expressions which occur sentence- initially are:
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(yā	banī	isrā’īl	–	O	Children	of	Israel,	Q2:122),	(yā	maryam	–	O	Mary,	
Q3:43),	 (yā	aiyuhā	al-	nāss	–	O	mankind,	Q4:1),	 (yā	ahla	al-	kitāb	–	O	
people	 of	 the	 Scripture,	 Q4:171),	 (yā	 aiyuhā	 al-	nabiy	 –	 O	 Prophet,	
Q33:45,	Q66:9),	(yā	aiyuhā	al-	muzzammil	–	O	you	who	wraps	himself	
in	 clothing,	 Q73:1),	 (yā	 aiyuhā	 al-	muddaththir	 –	 O	 you	 who	 covers	
himself	with	a	garment,	Q74:1),	 (yā	aiyuhā	alladhīna	āmanū	–	O	you	
have	believed,	Q4:135–136),	 and	 (yā	aiyuhā	al-	kāfirūn	–	O	disbeliev-
ers, Q109:1)

However,	 we	 encounter	 five	 types	 of	 vocative	 syntactic	 structures.	
These are:

i	 yā	aiyuhā	+	noun	+	imperative	verb	+	complement

The	 noun	 is	 usually	 represented	 by	 one	 of	 these	 nouns:	 (al-	nāss/
alladhīna	āmanū	/al-	rasūl/al-	nabiy),	as	in:

yā	aiyuhā	al-	nāss	ucbudū	rabbakum	alladhī	khalaqakum	walladhīna	
min qablinkum lacallakum	 tattaqūn	 –	 O	 mankind,	 worship	 your	
Lord who created you and those before you that you may become 
righteous, Q2:21

yā	aiyuhā	alladhīna	āmanū	–	O	you	who	have	believed,	Q3:102

yā	 aiyuhā	 alladhīna	 āmanū	 kūnū	 qawwāmīna	 bil-	qisṭ	 shuhadā’a	
lillāh	…	–	O	you	who	have	believed,	be	persistently	standing	firm	
in	justice,	witnesses	for	God	…,	Q4:135–136

Other examples are Q2:153, 168, 208, 254, 267, 278 and Q3:200.

ii	 yā	aiyuhā	+	noun	+	 lā	+	 imperative	verb	+	complement:	This	 type	of	
imperative occurs in the negative form with the use of the negative par-
ticle	(lā	–	no),	as	in:

qul	yā	aiyuhā	al-	kāfirūn	lā	acbudu	mā	tacbudūn	–	Say:	‘O	disbeliev-
ers, I do not worship what you worship’, Q109:1

iii	 yā	aiyuhā	alladhīna	+	noun	+	passive	voice	verb	+	complement

yā	aiyuhā	alladhīna	āmanū	kutiba	calaikum	al-	qiṣāṣu	fī	al-	qatlā	–	O	
you have believed, prescribed for you is legal retribution for those 
murdered, Q2:178

yā	 aiyuhā	 al-	nāsu	ḍuriba	mathalun	 fastamicū	 lahu	–	O	people,	 an	
example is presented, so listen to it, Q22:73

iv	 yā	aiyuhā	alladhīna	+	noun	+	idhā	+	verb	+	complement

yā	 aiyuhā	 alladhīna	 āmanū	 idhā	 tadāyantum	 bidainin	 ilā	 ajalin	
musammā	faktubūh	–	O	you	who	have	believed,	when	you	contract	
a	debt	for	a	specified	term,	write	it	down,	Q2:282
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yā	 aiyuhā	 alladhīna	 āmanū	 idhā	 ḍarabtum	 fī	 sabīli	 allāhi	
fatabaiyanū	walā	taqūlū	…	–	O	you	who	have	believed,	when	you	
go	 forth	 to	 fight	 in	 the	 cause	 of	 God,	 investigate	 and	 do	 not	
say	…,	Q4:94

Other examples are Q5:6, Q8:15, 45, Q33:49, Q58:9, 11, Q60:10, 12 
and Q65:1

v	 yā	 aiyuhā	 alladhīna	 +	 conditional	 conjunctive	 particle	 (in)	 +	 verb	 +	
complement

yā	 aiyuhā	 alladhīna	 āmanū	 in	 tuṭīcū	 farīqan	min	 alladhīna	 ūtū	 al-	
kitāba	yaruddūkum	bacda	īmānikum	kāfirīn	–	O	you	have	believed,	
if you obey a party of those who were given the Scripture, they 
would turn you back, after your belief unbelievers, Q3:100

yā	 aiyuhā	 alladhīna	 āmanū	 in	 jā’akum	 fāsiqun	 binaba’in	
fatabaiyanū	–	O	you	who	have	believed,	 if	 there	 comes	 to	you	 a	
disobedient one with information, investigate, Q49:6

Other examples are Q3:149, Q8:29, Q10:104, Q22:5 and Q47:7

For	more	details	on	cyclical	vocative	clauses,	see	Chapter	5,	Section	5.8.

18 oath sentence: This is a syntactic structure whose pattern is: oath word + 
complement which is the core statement in, as in:

wal- caṣri.	 inna	 al-	insāna	 lafī	 khusr	 –	 By	 time.	 Indeed,	 mankind	 is	 in	
loss, Q103:1–2

falā	uqsimu	bil-	shafaq.	wal-	laili	wamā	wasaq.	wal-	qamari	idhā	ittasaq.	
latarkabanna	ṭabaqan	can	ṭabaq	–	So	I	swear	by	the	twilight	glow.	And	
by the night and what it envelops. And by the moon when it becomes 
full. That you will surely embark upon state after state, Q84:16–19

wal-	fajr.	walayālin	 cashr. wal- shafci	wal-	watri.	wal-	laili	 idhā	yasri.	hal	
fī	dhālika	qasamun	lidhī	ḥijr	–	By	the	dawn.	And	by	the	ten	nights.	And	
by the even number and the odd. And by the night when it passes. Is 
there	not	in	all	that	an	oath	sufficient	for	one	of	perception?,	Q89:1–5

wal-	tīni	 wal-	zaitūni.	 waṭūri	 sīnīna.	 wahādhā	 al-	baladi	 al-	amīn.	 laqad	
khalaqnā	al-	insāna	fī	aḥsani	taqwīm	–	By	the	fig	and	the	olive.	And	by	
Mount Sinai. And by this secure city. We have certainly created man in 
the best of stature, Q95:1–4

For	more	details	on	cyclical	oath,	see	Chapter	5,	Section	5.7.

19 passive sentence: This is where the main verb occurs in the passive voice, as in:

kitābun	 uḥkimat	 āyātuh	 thumma	 fuṣṣilat	min	 ladun	 ḥakīmin	 khabīr	 –	
This	is	a	Book	whose	āyahs	are	perfected	and	then	presented	in	detail	
from one who is Wise and Acquainted, Q11:1
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yawma	yunfakhu	fī	al-	ṣūri	–	The	day	the	horn	will	be	blown,	Q20:102

khuliqa	al-	insānu	min	cajal – Man was created of haste, Q21:37

futiḥat	 al-	samā’u	…	 suyyirat	 al-	jibālu	 –	 the	 heaven	 is	 opened	…	 the	
mountains are removed, Q78:19–20

20	 alam	 tara	 +	 anna	 +	 allāha	 +	 main	 verb	 +	 complement:	 This	 includes	
sentences like:

alam	 tara	 anna	 allāha	 yasjudu	 lahu	man	 fī	 al-	samāwāti	wal-	arḍ	 –	Do	
you not know that to God prostrate whatever is in the heavens and 
whoever is on the earth, Q22:18, 63 and 65

alam	tara	anna	allāha	yusabbiḥu	lahu	man	fī	al-	samāwāti	wal-	arḍ	–	Do	
you not see that God is exalted by whomever is within the heavens and 
the earth, Q24:41 and 43

alam	 taraw	 anna	 allāha	 sakhkhara	 lakum	mā	 fī	 al-	samāwāti	 wamā	 fī	
al-	arḍ	–	Do	you	not	see	that	God	has	made	subject	to	you	whatever	is	in	
the heavens and whatever is in the earth, Q31:20

alam	taraw	anna	allāha	yūliju	al-	laila	fī	al-	nahār	…	–	Do	you	not	know	
that God causes the night to enter the day, Q31:29

Other examples are found in Q35:27 and Q58:7

21 auxiliary verb (inna) + complement to form a nominal sentence with no 
main verb: This includes:

inna	 nāshi’ata	 al-	laili	 hiya	 ashaddu	waṭ’an	 –	 Indeed,	 the	 hours	 of	 the	
night are more effective for concurrence of heart and tongue, Q73:6–7

inna sacyakum	lashattā	–	Indeed,	your	efforts	are	diverse,	Q92:4

inna	al-	insāna	lafī	khusrin	–	Indeed,	mankind	is	in	loss,	Q103:2

inna	shāni’aka	huwa	al-	abtar	–	Indeed,	your	enemy	is	 the	one	cut-	off,	
Q108:3

22	 auxiliary	verb	(inna)	+	allāha	+	main	verb	+	object	noun	(active	participle):	
This includes the following examples:

inna	allāha	 lā	yuḥibbu	al-	mufsidīn	–	 Indeed,	God	does	not	 like	 trans-
gressors, Q2:190 and 195

inna	 allāha	 lā	 yaẓlimu	mithqāla	 dharratin	 –	 Indeed,	God	 does	 not	 do	
injustice, even as much as an atom’s weight, Q4:40, 102 and 116

inna	 allāha	 yuḥibbu	 al-	muqsiṭīn	 –	 Indeed,	 God	 loves	 those	 who	 act	
justly, Q5:42

inna	 allāha	 yuḥibbu	 al-	muttaqīn	 –	 Indeed,	 God	 loves	 the	 righteous,	
Q9:4 and 7
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23 inna + subject + main verb + object: Examples of this syntactic pattern are:

inna	al-	munāfiqīna	yukhādicūna	allāh	–	Indeed,	the	hypocrites	think	to	
deceive God, Q4:142

inn	allāha	 lā	yahdī	al-	qawma	al-	ẓālimīn	–	 Indeed,	God	guides	not	 the	
wrongdoing people, Q5:51

inna	 allāha	 lā	 yuḥibbu	 al-	muctadīn	 –	 Indeed,	 God	 does	 not	 like	
transgressors, Q5:87

inna	 allāha	 lā	 yukhlifu	 al-	mīcād	 –	 Indeed,	 God	 does	 not	 fail	 in	 His	
promise, Q13:31

inna	allāha	lā	yuḥibbu	kulla	khawwānin	kafūr	–	Indeed,	God	does	not	
like everyone treacherous and ungrateful, Q22:38

24	 inna	 +	 allāha	 +	 two	 adjectives:	 Representative	 examples	 of	 this	 syntactic	
structure include:

inna	 allāha	 wāsicun calīm	 –	 God	 is	 All-	Encompassing	 and	 Knowing,	
Q2:115 and 181

inna	 allāha	ghafūrun	 raḥīm	–	 Indeed,	God	 is	Forgiving	 and	Merciful,	
Q2:173, Q5:3, 34, 39 and 98

25	 inna	+	allāha	+	kāna	+	two	adjectives:	Representative	examples	of	this	syn-
tactic structure include:

inna	allāha	kāna	 calīman	ḥakīmā	–	 Indeed,	God	 is	Ever-	Knowing	and	
Wise, Q4:11 and 24

inna	allāha	kāna	tawwāban	raḥīmā	–	Indeed,	God	is	Ever-	Accepting	of	
repentance and Merciful, Q4:16

inna	allāha	kāna	ghafūran	raḥīmā	–	Indeed,	God	is	Ever-	Forgiving	and	
Merciful, Q4:23

inna	 allāha	 kāna	 caliyyan	 kabīrā	 –	 Indeed,	 God	 is	 Ever-	Exalted	 and	
Grand, Q4:34

Other examples of this syntactic structure are Q4:43, 56, 58, 127 and 129

26	 inna	 +	 rabbaka	 (rabbī)	 +	 two	 adjectives:	 Representative	 examples	 of	 this	
syntactic structure include:

inna	 rabbaka	 ḥakimun	 calīm	 –	 Indeed,	 your	 Lord	 is	 Wise	 and	
Knowing,	Q6:83

inna	rabbī	laghafūrun	raḥīm	–	Indeed,	my	Lord	is	Forgiving	and	Merci-
ful, Q11:41

inna	 rabbī	 qarībun	mujīb	 –	 Indeed,	 my	 Lord	 is	 near	 and	 responsive,	
Q11:61
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inna	 rabbī	 raḥīmun	wadūd	–	 Indeed,	my	Lord	 is	Merciful	 and	Affec-
tionate, Q11:90

27	 inna	(anna)	+	allāha	+	calā	kulli	shai’in	qadīr:	This	is	a	set	(frozen)	syntactic	
structure that has remained the same throughout the Qur’an, as in:

inna	(anna)	+	allāha	+	 calā	kulli	sha’in	qadīr	–	Indeed,	God	is	over	all	
things competent, Q2:20, 106, 109, 148 and 258

28	 allāhu	+	calā	kulli	sha’in	qadīr:	This	is	also	a	set	syntactic	structure	that	has	
remained the same throughout the Qur’an, as in:

allāhu	calā	kulli	sha’in	qadīr	–	God	is	over	all	things	competent,	Q2:284,	
Q3:29, 165, 189, Q5:17, 19, 40 and Q8:41

29	 inna	 +	 alladhīna	 +	main	 verb	 +	 complement:	 Representative	 examples	 of	
this syntactic structure include:

inna	 alladhīna	yaktumūna	mā	 anzalnā	min	 al-	baiyināti	wal-	hudā	…	–	
Indeed, those who conceal what We sent down of clear proofs and guid-
ance	…,	Q2:159

inna	 alladhīna	 kafarū	 wamātū	 wahum	 kuffārun	 ulā’ika	 …	 –	 Indeed,	
those who disbelieve and die while they are disbelievers, upon them 
will	be	…,	Q2:161

inna	alladhīna	yaktumūna	mā	anzala	allāhu	min	al-	kitābi	…	–	Indeed,	
they	who	conceal	what	God	has	sent	down	of	the	Book	…,	Q2:174

inna	alladhīna	yashtarūna	bicahdi	allāhi	wa’aimānihim	thamanan	qalīlan	
…	–	 Indeed,	 those	who	exchange	 the	covenant	of	God	and	 their	own	
oaths	for	a	small	price	…,	Q3:77

inna	alladhīna	kafarū	bi’āyātinā	sawfa	nuṣlīhim	nārā	…	–	Indeed,	those	
who	disbelieve	in	Our	āyahs,	We	will	drive	them	into	a	fire	…,	Q4:56

Other examples of this syntactic pattern are Q3:90–91, 116, Q16:18 and 
Q23:57–60

30	 kāna	+	 allāhu	+	 two	 adjectives:	Representative	 examples	 of	 this	 syntactic	
structure include:

kāna	allāhu	calīman	ḥakīmā	–	God	is	Ever-	Knowing	and	Wise,	Q4:17

kāna	allāhu	cafuwwan	ghafūrā	…	kāna	allāhu	ghafūran	raḥīmā	–	God	is	
Ever-	Pardoning	and	Forgiving	…	God	is	Ever-	Forgiving	and	Merciful,	
Q4:99–100

kāna	allāhu	calīman	ḥakīmā	–	God	is	Ever-	Knowing	and	Wise,	Q4:104

kāna	allāhu	wāsican	ḥakīmā	…	kāna	allāhu	ghaniyyan	ḥamīdā	–	God	is	
Ever-	Encompassing	and	Wise	…	God	is	Ever-	Free	of	need	and	Praise-
worthy, Q4:130–131
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kāna	allāhu	samīcan	baṣīrā	…	kāna	allāhu	calīman	ḥakīmā	–	God	is	Ever-	
Hearing	and	Seeing	…	God	is	Ever-	Knowing	and	Wise,	Q4:134	and	170

For	 details	 on	 the	 pragmatic	 functions	 of	 the	 auxiliary	 verb	 (kāna),	 see	
Chapter	4,	Section	4.2.1.10,	Point	6.

31 negation particle sentence- initially: Representative examples of this syntac-
tic structure are:

(kallā):	kallā	bal	lā	yakhāfūna	al-	ākhirah.	kallā	innahu	tadhkirah	–	No!	
But	 they	 do	 not	 fear	 the	 hereafter.	 No!	 Indeed,	 it	 is	 a	 reminder,	
Q74:53–54
kallā	 lā	wazara.	 kallā	 bal	 tuḥibbūna	 al-	cājilah.	 kallā	 idhā	 balaghat	 al-	
tarāqiya	–	No!	There	is	no	refuge.	No!	But	you	love	the	immediate.	No!	
When it has reached the collar bones, Q75:11, Q75:20 and 26
(lā):	lā	tarkuḍū	…	waman	cindahu	lā	yastakbirūn	…	lā	yasbiqūnahu	bil-	
qawl	–	Do	not	flee	…	and	 those	near	Him	are	not	prevented	by	arro-
gance.…	They	cannot	precede	Him	in	word,	Q21:13,	19	and	27
(laisa):	 laisa	 al-	birra	 an	 tuwallū	 wujūhakum	 qibala	 al-	mashriqi	 …	
laisa calaika	 hudāhum	 –	 Righteousness	 is	 not	 that	 you	 turn	 your	
faces	towards	the	east.…	Not	upon	you	is	 their	guidance,	Q2:177	and	
Q2:272
(mā):	mā	khalaqnā	al-	samā’a	wal-	arḍa	wamā	bainahumā	 lācibīn	–	We	
did not create the heaven and earth and that between them in play, 
Q21:16

The negation particle can occur in the middle of the sentence as in Q2:205 
(allāhu	lā	yuḥibbu	al-	fasād),	Q2:286,	Q75:1–2	and	16
We can also encounter chain negation within the same sentence, as in:

laisa calā	al-	acmā	ḥarajun	wa	lā	calā	al-	acraji	ḥarajun	wa	lā	calā	al-	marīḍi	
ḥarajun	wa	lā	calā	anfusikum	an	ta’kulū	…	–	There	is	not	upon	the	blind	
constraint nor upon the lame constraint nor upon the ill constraint nor 
upon	yourselves	when	you	eat	…,	Q24:61

32	 exception	particle	sentence-	initially:	This	is	a	fixed	(frozen)	syntactic	pattern	
that has occurred in Q37:

illā	 cibāda	 allāhi	 al-	mukhlaṣīn	 –	But	 not	 the	 chosen	 servants	 of	God,	
Q37:40, 74, 128 and 160

33 contrastive sentences: Representative examples of this syntactic structure 
include:

inna	al-	abrāra	 lafī	nacīm.	 inna	al-	fujjāra	 lafī	 jaḥīm	–	Indeed,	 the	right-
eous	 will	 be	 in	 pleasure.	 And	 indeed,	 the	 wicked	 will	 be	 in	 hellfire,	
Q82:13–14
allāhu	waliyyu	alladhīna	āmanū	yukhrijuhum	min	al-	ẓulumāti	ilā		al-	nūri	
walladhīna	kafarū	awliyā’uhum	al-	ṭāghūtu	yukhrijūnahum	min	al-	nūri	
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ilā	al-	ẓulumāt	–	God	is	the	ally	of	those	who	believe.	He	brings	them	out	
from darkness into the light. And those who disbelieve, their allies are the 
false gods. They take them out of the light into darkness, Q2:257

al-	shaiṭānu	 yacidukum	 al-	faqra	 waya’murukum	 bil-	faḥshā’i	 wallāhu	
yacidukum	 maghfiratun	 minhū	 wafaḍlā	 –	 Satan	 threatens	 you	 with	
poverty and orders you to immorality, while God promises you forgive-
ness from Him and bounty, Q2:268

faman	thaqulat	mawazīnuhu	fa’ulā’ika	hum	al-	mufliḥūn.	waman	khaffat	
mawāzīnuhu	 fa’ulā’ika	 alladhīna	 khasirū	 anfusahum	 fī	 jahannama	
khālidūn	–	Those	whose	 scales	 are	heavy,	 it	 is	 they	who	are	 the	 suc-
cessful. But those whose scales are light, those are the ones who have 
lost their souls, in hell abiding eternally, Q23:102–103

yukhriju	al-	ḥaiya	min	al-	maiyiti	wayukhriju	al-	maiyita	min	al-	ḥai	–	He	
brings the living out of the dead and brings the dead out of the living, 
Q30:19

34 postponement of a sentence constituent: This is an interesting but not a 
recurrent linguistic feature. There are two types of postponement:

i postponement of an adjective, as in Q18:1–2 where the adjective (qaiyi-
man – straight) is not placed immediately after the noun it describes 
(al-	kitāba	 –	 the	Book)	 but	 placed	 at	 the	 end	of	 the	 sentence	 after	 the	
negative sentence (lam yajcal lahu ciwajā	 –	 He	 (God)	 has	 not	 placed	
therein any crookedness).

ii	 postponement	 of	 a	 subject,	 as	 in	 (wa’idh	 ibtalā	 ibrāhīma	 rabbuhu	 –	
When the Lord of Abraham tried him, Q2:124).

35 zero particle sentences: This is an inter- sentence level conjunction where we 
account for the sentence- initial conjunctive particles rather than the conjunc-
tive particles between verbs, nouns or adjectives within a simple sentence. 
Zero conjunction is inter- sentential, rhetorically referred to as asyndeton, 
and	 is	 employed	 for	 the	 pragmatic	 function	 of	 affirmation	 and	 stating	 an	
important fact, as in:

al-	munāfiqūna	walmunāfiqātu	…	ya’murūna	bil-	munkari	…	nasū	allāha	
…	–	The	hypocrite	men	and	hypocrite	women	are.…	They	enjoin	what	
is	wrong.…	They	have	forgotten	God	…,	Q9:67

qul	huwa	allāhu	aḥad.	allāhu	al-	ṣamad.	lam	yalid	…	–	Say:	‘He	is	God	
who	is	one.	God,	the	eternal	refuge.	He	neither	begets	…’,	Q112:1–3	

There	 is	 no	 conjunctive	 particle	 used	 before	 the	 first	word	 of	 each	 of	 the	
constituent main simple sentences of the above examples. The pragmatic 
function of zero conjunction in Q9:67 is to bring to the reader’s attention an 
important fact about the hypocrites and what they actually do and who they 
are.	It	presents	a	fact.	In	Q112,	the	affirmation	and	the	fact	are	about	mono-
theism and who God actually is.
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36	 theme-	rheme	(al-	muḥaddath	canhu) sentences: This is a syntactic process in 
which	the	initial	noun	(phrase)	act	as	a	Theme	(al-	muḥaddath	canhu) and the 
rest	of	the	sentence	acts	as	the	Rheme	(al-	muḥaddath).	Grammatically,	the	
Theme is a foregrounded noun (phrase) but, most importantly, it takes the 
nominative case regardless of its underlying (original) grammatical function 
and	case	ending.	For	instance,	in	modern	standard	Arabic,	we	say:	(kasara	
sālimun	al-	shubbāka	–	Sālim	broke	the	window).	We	can	also	have	a	fore-
grounded object sentence structure provided the direct object retains its ori-
ginal	accusative	case	ending	(manṣūb),	which	is	a	short	vowel	/a/.	Thus,	we	
have:	 (al-	shubbāka	kasara	sālimun	–	The	window	Sālim	broke).	However,	
to have a Theme- Rheme structure, we need to place the object sentence- 
initially and give it the nominative case which is a short vowel /u(n)/ 
(marfūc)	and	also	add	a	coreferential	pronoun	(ḍamīr	 cā’id)	referring	to	the	
object and agreeing with it in number and gender. Thus, we have: (al- 
shubbāku	 sālimun	 kasarahu	 –	 As	 for	 the	 window,	 Sālim	 broke	 it).	 It	 is	
worthwhile to note that the Theme- Rheme syntactic structure is a marked 
(unusual) word order.

tilka	al-	rusulu	faḍḍalnā	bacḍahum	 calā	bacḍ	–	Those	messengers,	some	
of them We caused to exceed others, Q2:253

where the Theme is the noun phrase (tilka al- rusulu – those messengers), the 
Rheme	is	(faḍḍalnā	bacḍahum	calā	bacḍ	–	some	of	them	We	caused	to	exceed	
others) and the coreferential pronoun is (-hum – them) referring to the object 
noun phrase (tilka al- rusulu) acting as a Theme. This is a marked word order 
whose	unmarked	 (usual)	word	order	 is:	{faḍḍalnā	bacḍa	 tilka	al-	rusuli	 calā	
bacḍ}	where	the	object	noun	phrase	has	regained	its	original	accusative	case	
/a/	 implicitly	→	{tilka	 al-	rusula}	 and	 the	 coreferential	 pronoun	 (-hum)	
attached	 to	 the	 first	 word	 (bacḍ)	 is	 dropped.	 The	 reason	 why	 (al-	rusuli)	
occurs in the genitive case /i/ is because of the impact of (bacḍa).

al-	nāru	wacadahā	allāhu	alladhīna	kafarū	–	It	is	the	fire	which	God	has	
promised those who disbelieve, Q22:72

where	 the	Theme	 is	 the	noun	 (al-	nāru	–	 the	fire),	 the	Rheme	 is	 (wacadahā	
allāhu	alladhīna	kafarū	–	has	promised	those	who	disbelieve),	and	the	coref-
erential	pronoun	is	(-hā	–	it)	referring	to	the	object	noun	(al-	nāru)	acting	as	
a Theme. This is a marked word order whose unmarked word order is: 
{wacada	allāhu	alladhīna	kafarū	al-	nāra}	where	the	object	noun	has	regained	
its	 original	 accusative	 case	 /a/	→	{al-	nāra}	 and	 the	 coreferential	 pronoun	
(-hā)	attached	to	the	first	word	(wacada) is dropped.

al-	nāru	yucraḍūna	calaihā	–	The	fire,	they	are	exposed	to	it,	Q40:46

where	the	Theme	is	 the	noun	(al-	nāru	–	the	fire),	 the	Rheme	is	(yucraḍūna	
calaihā	 –	 are	 exposed	 to	 it)	 and	 the	 coreferential	 pronoun	 is	 (-hā	 –	 it)	
referring	 to	 the	object	noun	(al-	nāru)	acting	as	a	Theme.	This	 is	a	marked	
word order whose unmarked word order is: {yucraḍūna	 calā	al-	nāri}	where	
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the	 object	 noun	 has	 regained	 its	 original	 genitive	 case	 /i/	 (majrūr)	→	{al-	
nāri}	and	the	coreferential	pronoun	(-hā)	attached	to	the	preposition	(calā)	is	
dropped.

al-	mawtā	 yabcathuhum	 allāhu	 –	 The	 dead,	 God	 will	 resurrect	
them, Q6:36

where	 the	 Theme	 is	 the	 noun	 (al-	mawtā	 –	 the	 dead),	 the	Rheme	 is	 (yab-
cathuhum	allāhu	–	God	will	resurrect	them),	and	the	coreferential	pronoun	is	
(-hum	–	 them)	 referring	 to	 the	object	noun	(al-	mawtā)	acting	as	a	Theme.	
This is a marked (unusual) word order whose unmarked (usual) word order 
is: {yabcathu	allāhu	al-	mawtā}	where	 the	object	noun	has	regained	 its	ori-
ginal	genitive	case	/a/	(manṣūb)	→	{al-	mawtā}	and	the	coreferential	pronoun	
(-hā)	attached	to	the	verb	(yabcathu) is dropped. It is worthwhile to note that 
the	Theme	(al-	mawtā)	 is	a	noun	 that	ends	with	a	vowel.	Thus,	neither	 the	
nominative nor the accusative case will appear at the end of the word.

37	 the	particle	/l/	for	affirmation:	Affirmation	is	achieved	through	the	letter	/l/	
(lām	al-	tawkīd),	as	in:

inna	hādhā	lahuwa	al-	qaṣaṣu	al-	ḥaqq	…	inna	allāha	lahuwa	al-	cazīzu	al-	
ḥakīmu	–	Indeed,	this	is	the	true	narration	…	Indeed,	God	is	the	Exalted	
in Might, the Wise, Q3:62

inna	hādhā	lashai’un	cajīb	–	Indeed,	this	is	an	amazing	thing,	Q11:72

inna	ibrāhīma	laḥalīmun	awwāhun	munīb	–	Indeed,	Abraham	was	for-
bearing, grieving and returning, Q11:75

innaka lataclamu	mā	nurīd	–	Indeed,	you	know	what	we	want,	Q11:79

innaka	la’anta	al-	ḥalīmu	al-	rashīd	–	Indeed,	you	are	the	forbearing,	the	
discerning, Q11:87

inna	 rabbaka	 lashadīdu	 al-	ciqāb	 –	 Indeed,	 your	 Lord	 is	 severe	 in	
penalty, Q13:6

innā	lanaḥnu	nuḥyī	wanumīt	–	Indeed,	it	is	We	who	give	life	and	cause	
death, Q15:23

inna	al-	sācata	la’ātiyatun	lā	raiba	fīhā	–	Indeed,	the	hour	is	coming,	no	
doubt about it, Q40:59

38	 the	detached	pronoun	 for	 affirmation:	Affirmation	 is	 achieved	 through	 the	
detached	pronouns	 (ḍamīr	al-	faṣl)	 like	 (huwa	–	he,	hum	–	 they),	 as	 in	 the	
following examples:

ulā’ika	 alladhīna	 ishtaraw	 al-	ḥayāta	 al-	dunyā	 bil-	ākhirati	 falā	 yukhaf-
fafu canhum al- cadhābu	walā	hum	yunṣarūn	–	Those	are	the	ones	who	
have bought the life of this world for the hereafter, so the punishment 
will not be lightened for them, nor will they be aided, Q2:86
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inna	rabbaka	huwa	yaḥshuruhum	–	Indeed,	your	Lord	will	gather	them,	
Q15:25

innahu	huwa	aḍḥaka	wa’abkā.	Innahu	huwa	amāta	wa’aḥyā	–	That	it	is	
He who makes one laugh and weep. That it is He who causes death and 
gives life, Q53:43–44

innahu	huwa	aghnā	wa’aqnā.	 Innahu	huwa	rabbu	al-	shicrā	–	That	 it	 is	
He	who	enriches	and	suffices.	That	it	is	He	who	is	the	Lord	of	Sirius,	
Q53:48–49

It is worthwhile to note that the sentence will remain grammatically sound 
when the detached pronoun is taken out but the statement will not be 
affirmed.	For	more	details	on	the	detached	pronoun,	see	Chapter	6,	Section	
6.6.1.2.2.

39	 the	exception	particle	(illā)	sentences:	Representative	examples	of	this	syn-
tactic structure include:

mā	 muḥammadun	 illā	 rasūlun	 qad	 khalat	 min	 qablihi	 al-	rusul	 –	
Muḥammad	is	not	but	a	messenger.	Other	messengers	have	passed	on	
before him, Q3:144

allāhu	lā	ilāha	illā	hū	–	God,	there	is	no	deity	except	Him,	Q4:87

mā	anzalnā	calaika	al-	qur’āna	litashqā	illā	tadhkiratan	liman	yakhshā	…	
allāhu	 lā	 ilāha	 illā	 hū	…	 innanī	 anā	 allāhu	 lā	 ilāha	 illā	 anā	 facbudnī	
wa’aqim	al-	ṣalāta	lidhikrī	–	We	have	not	sent	down	to	you	the	Qur’an	
that you be distressed, but only as a reminder for those who fear God 
…	God,	there	is	no	deity	except	Him	…	Indeed,	I	am	God.	There	is	no	
deity except Me, so worship Me and establish prayer for My remem-
brance, Q20:2–3, 8 and 14

qāla	 rabbī	 bimā	 aghwaitanī	 la’uzaiyinanna	 lahum	 fī	 al-	arḍi	 wa	
la’aghwiyannahum ajmacīn	–	Satan	said:	‘My	Lord,	because	you	have	
put me in error, I will surely make disobedience attractive to them on 
earth and I will mislead them all’, Q15:39–40

huwa	allāhu	lā	ilāha	illā	hū	–	He	is	God.	There	is	no	deity	except	Him,	
Q28:70

wamā	arsalnā	qablaka	illā	rijālan	nūḥī	ilaihim	–	We	sent	not	before	you	
except men to whom We revealed, Q21:7

inna	al-	insāna	lafī	khusrin	illā	alladhīna	āmanū	wacamilū	al-	ṣālihāṭi	…	
– Indeed, mankind is in loss. Except for those who have believed and 
done righteous deeds, Q103:1–3 

40	 Fixed	syntactic	structures	specific	to	a	given	sūrah	context:	There	are	recur-
rent syntactic structures which are repeated many times within the same 
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sūrah	 and	 are	 context	 sensitive.	Repetitive	 syntactic	 structures	 include	 the	
following stylistic patterns:

i	 inna	 fī	 dhālika	 la’āyatan	 wamā	 kāna	 aktharuhum	mu’minīn.	 wa’inna	
rabbaka lahuwa al- cazīzu	al-	raḥīmu	–	Indeed	in	that	is	a	sign,	but	most	
of them were not to be believers. And indeed, your Lord, He is the 
Exalted in Might, the Merciful, Q26:8–9

 The above syntactic structure also occurs in QQ13:3–4, Q16:13, 65, 
and more intensively in Q26:8–9, 67–68, 103–104, 121–122, 139–140, 
158–159, 174–175 and 190–191 

ii	 inna	fi	dhalika	la’āyatan	liqawmin	+	context-	sensitive	sentence-	final	verb

(yatafakkarūn)	 (yadhdhakkarūn)	 (yasmacūn)	 (yacqilūn)
 Thus, the above stylistic pattern includes the following syntactic 

structures:
a	 inna	 fī	 dhālika	 la’āyatan	 liqawmin	 +	 context-	sensitive	 sentence-	

final	verb	(yatafakkarūn)
	 inna	fī	dhālika	la’āyatan	liqawmin	yatafakkarūn	–	Indeed,	in	that	is	

a sign for a people who give thought, Q16:11, 69
b	 inna	 fī	 dhālika	 la’āyatan	 liqawmin	 +	 context-	sensitive	 sentence-	

final	verb	(yadhdhakkarūn)
	 inna	fī	dhālika	la’āyatan	liqawmin	yadhdhakkarūn	–	Indeed,	in	that	

is a sign for a people who remember, Q16:13
c	 inna	 fī	 dhālika	 la’āyatan	 liqawmin	 +	 context-	sensitive	 sentence-	

final	verb	(yasmacūn)
	 inna	fī	dhālika	la’āyatan	liqawmin	yasmacūn	–	Indeed,	in	that	is	a	

sign for a people who listen, Q16:65
d	 inna	 fī	 dhālika	 la’āyatan	 liqawmin	 +	 context-	sensitive	 sentence-	

final	verb	(yacqilūn)
	 inna	 fī	 dhālika	 la’āyatan	 liqawmin	yacqilūn	–	 Indeed,	 in	 that	 is	 a	

sign for a people who reason, Q16:67 

iii	 min	āyātihi	+	nominalisation	+	complement:	Representative	examples	
of this syntactic structure are:

min	āyātihi	an	khalaqakum	min	turābin	…	min	āyātihi	an	khalaqa	
lakum	min	anfusikum	azwājan	…	min	āyātihi	khalqu	al-	samāwāti	
wal-	arḍ	 …	 min	 āyātihi	 manāmukum	 bil-	laili	 wal-	nahār	 …	 min	
āyātihi	 yurīkum	 al-	barqa	 khawfan	 waṭamacan	…	 min	 āyātihi	 an	
taqūm	 al-	samā’u	 wal-	arḍ	 bi’amrih	 …	 min	 āyātihi	 an	 yursil	 al-	
riyāḥa	mubashshirātin	…	–	Of	His	signs	is	that	he	created	you	from	
dust	 …	 of	 his	 signs	 is	 that	 he	 created	 for	 you	 from	 yourselves	
mates	…	of	His	signs	is	the	creation	of	the	heavens	and	the	earth	
…	of	His	signs	 is	your	sleep	by	night	and	day	…	of	His	signs	 is	
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that	He	shows	you	the	lightning	causing	fear	and	aspiration	…	of	
His signs is that the heaven and the earth remain by His command 
…	 of	 His	 signs	 is	 that	 He	 sends	 the	 winds	 as	 bringers	 of	 good	
tidings	…,	Q30:20–25	and	46

	 where	nominalisation	words	(al-	maṣdar)	are	achieved	either	through	(an	
+ verb) or a nominalised noun like (an khalaqa – created (twice)), 
(khalqu	–	creation),	(manāmu	–	sleeping),	(an	taqūm	–	remain)	and	(an	
yursil – send). The above syntactic structure also occurs in:

min	āyātihi	khalaqu	al-	samāwāti	wal-	arḍ	…	–	Of	His	signs	 is	 the	
creation	of	the	heavens	and	the	earth	…,	Q42:29

 where (khalqu – creation) represents the nominalised word 
(nominalisation). 

iv	 salāmun	calā	+	a	Prophet’s	name	+	innā	kadhālika	najzī	al-	muḥsinīn	+	
innahū	min	cibādinā	al-	mu’minīn:	Representative	examples	of	this	syn-
tactic pattern are: 

salāmun	 calā	 nūḥin	 innā	 kadhālika	 najzī	 al-	muḥsinīn	 innahū	min	
cibādinā	al-	mu’minīn	–	Indeed,	We	thus	reward	the	doers	of	good.	
Indeed, he (Noah) was of Our believing servants, Q37:79–81
salāmun	 calā	 ibrāhīm	 innā	 kadhālika	 najzī	 al-	muḥsinīn	 innahu	
min cibādinā	 al-	mu’minīn	–	 Indeed,	We	 thus	 reward	 the	doers	of	
good. Indeed, he (Abraham) was of Our believing servants, 
Q37:109–111
salāmun	 calā	 mūsā	 wa	 hārūn	 innā	 kadhālika	 najzī	 al-	muḥsinīn	
innahumā	min	cibādinā	al-	mu’minīn	–	Indeed,	We	thus	reward	the	
doers of good. Indeed, they (Moses and Aaron) were of Our believ-
ing servants, Q37:120–122
salāmun	calā	āli	yāsīn	innā	kadhālika	najzī	al-	muḥsinīn	innahu	min	
cibādinā	al-	mu’minīn	–	Indeed,	We	thus	reward	the	doers	of	good.	
Indeed, he (Elias) was of Our believing servants, Q37:130–132

v	 fakaifa	kāna	 cadhābī	wanudhurī:	Representative	examples	of	 this	 syn-
tactic pattern are:

fakaifa	 kāna	 cadhābī	 wanudhurī	 –	 How	 severe	 were	My	 punish-
ment and warning, Q54:16–17, 21–22, 30–32 and 40

vi	 fabi’aiyi	 ālā’i	 rabbikumā	 tukadhdhibān:	 Representative	 examples	 of	
this syntactic pattern are: 

fabi’aiyi	ālā’i	rabbikumā	tukadhdhibān	–	So	which	of	 the	favours	
of your Lord would you deny?, Q55:13–77

	 It	 is	 worthwhile	 to	mention	 that	 the	 verb	 (tukadhdhibān	 –	 you	 (two,	
dual) deny) occurs in the dual form because there are two categories of 
species addressed: mankind and the jinn (the invisible creatures).
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vii	 wailun	 yama’idhin	 lil-	mukadhdhibīn:	Representative	 examples	 of	 this	
syntactic pattern are:

wailun	 yama’idhin	 lil-	mukadhdhibīn	 –	 Woe,	 that	 day,	 to	 the	
deniers, Q77:15, 19, 24, 28, 34, 37, 40, 45, 47 and 49

viii	 lil-	lāhi	mā	fī	al-	samāwāti	wal-	arḍ:	Representative	examples	of	this	syn-
tactic pattern are: 

lil-	lāhi	mā	fī	al-	samāwāti	wal-	arḍ	–	To	God	belongs	whatever	is	
in the heavens and whatever is on the earth, Q3:109, 129 and 
Q4:132

41 parenthetical clauses: This is a prototypical stylistic feature which usually 
occurs	 in	 long	 sentences	 where	 modification	 is	 achieved	 through	 relative	
pronoun clauses. We encounter a series of modifying relative pronoun 
clauses	and	when	an	important	notion	occurs,	the	modification	discontinues	
and	parenthetical	 clauses	 are	 introduced;	 then	 the	modification	by	 relative	
pronoun clauses continues, as in the following examples: 

qad	 aflaḥa	 al-	mu’minūn.	 alladhīna	 hum	 …	 walladhīna	 hum	 …	
walladhīna	 hum	 …	 walladhīna	 hum	 lifurūjihim	 ḥāfiẓūn	 [illā	 calā	
azwājihim	 aw	 mā	 malakat	 aimānuhum	 fa’innahum	 ghairu	 malūmīn.]	
[faman	ibtaghā	warā’a	dhālika	fa’ulā’ika	hum	al-	cādūn]	walladhīna	hum	
…	walladhīna	hum	…	ulā’ika	hum	al-	wārithūn	–	The	believers	will	cer-
tainly	have	succeeded.	Who	are.…	Who	are.…	Who	are.…	Who	guard	
their	private	parts.	 [Except	from	their	wives	or	 those	 their	right	hands	
possess,	 for	 indeed,	 they	 will	 not	 be	 blamed.]	 [But	 whoever	 seeks	
beyond	 that,	 then	 those	 will	 be	 the	 transgressors.]	 And	 who	 (the	
believers)	 are.…	Who	 are.…	Those	 (the	 believers)	 are	 the	 inheritors,	
Q23:1–9

In	 the	 above	 example,	 the	 head	 noun	 is	 (al-	mu’minūn	 –	 the	 believers),	
which	 is	modified	by	six	relative	pronoun	clauses	(walladhīna	hum	–	who	
are)	and	 is	 also	modified	by	 the	active	participle	noun	 (al-	wārithūn	–	 the	
inheritors)	 in	 the	concluding	no-	main-verb	nominal	 sentence	 (ulā’ika	hum	
al-	wārithūn	–	Those	are	the	inheritors).	Because	important	legal	details	are	
required	 to	 be	 explained,	 to	 avoid	misunderstanding	of	 specific	matters,	 a	
parenthetical clause is introduced for this purpose. The parenthetical clauses 
are placed in square brackets, as in: 

The	 first	 parenthetical	 clause	 is:	 [illā	 calā	 azwājihim	 aw	 mā	 malakat	
aimānuhum	fa’innahum	ghairu	malūmīn	–	Except	 from	their	wives	or	
those	 their	 right	 hands	 possess,	 for	 indeed,	 they	will	 not	 be	 blamed]	
which	explains	 (lifurūjihim	ḥāfiẓūn	–	 to	guard	 their	private	parts)	and	
the	 second	 parenthetical	 clause	 is:	 [faman	 ibtaghā	 warā’a	 dhālika	
fa’ulā’ika	hum	al-	cādūn]	which	provides	more	 legal	details	 to	 the	first	
parenthetical clause. 
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42	 shift:	This	is	referred	to	in	Arabic	as	(al-	iltifāt)	and	occurs	in	Qur’anic	dis-
course in different forms. Let us consider the following examples:

qāla	 lā	 takhtaṣimū	 ladaiya	 waqad	 qaddamtu	 ilaikum	 bil-	wacīd.	 mā	
yubaddalu	 ladaiya	wamā	 anā	 biẓallāmin	 lil-	cabīd.	 yawma	 naqūlu	 lija-
hannama	 hal	 imtala’ti	…	 –	 He	 will	 say:	 ‘Do	 not	 dispute	 before	Me	
while I had already presented to you the warning. The decree will not 
be changed with Me, and never will be unjust to the servants.’ On the 
day,	We	will	say	to	hell:	‘Have	you	been	filled?’	…,	Q50:28–30

The	above	sentence	has	a	pronoun	and	number	shift.	The	verb	(qāla	–	say)	
has the implicit singular masculine pronoun (huwa – he) referring to 
(God), the verb (qaddama – to present) has the implicit singular masculine 
pronoun	 (huwa	 –	 he)	 referring	 to	 (God),	 and	 the	 explicit	 first	 person	
singular	pronoun	(anā	–	I)	also	refers	to	(God).	However,	the	verb	(naqūl	
–	to	say)	has	the	implicit	plural	masculine	first	person	pronoun	(we)	refer-
ring to (God).
	 For	a	detailed	analysis	of	shift	in	Qur’anic	discourse,	see	Chapter	2	and	
Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1.2.

1.2.2 Set order of sentence constituents

A sentence constituent is either a word or a phrase. In terms of occurrence in a 
given	Qur’anic	sentence,	we	find	a	fixed	order	of	lexical	items	(words).	This	is	
due to the semantic process of collocation which produces idioms. Also, the 
occurrence of a noun phrase and a prepositional phrase in terms of their order in 
a given sentence is context sensitive. In other words, stylistically and in the 
interest	 of	 intertextuality,	 a	 noun	phrase	 should	be	placed	first	 in	 the	 sentence	
before another noun phrase or before a prepositional phrase. 

1.2.2.1 Set word order

There	is	a	fixed	order	of	lexical	items	in	terms	of	occurrence	in	a	given	Qur’anic	
sentence. Semantically, this is collocation which produces idioms and has an 
impact	on	the	set	(fixed,	frozen)	patterns	of	verbs,	nouns,	adjectives	and	preposi-
tions. Collocation is the habitual company of a word with another word. Collo-
cations	 are	 semantically	 unified	 expressions	 but	 words	 are	 collocationally	
restricted, that is, words occur and co- occur only in conjunction with their mates 
in a special linguistic environment. Certain verbs collocate only with certain 
nouns, and certain adjectives collocate with certain nouns. 

1	 (al-	samā’)	+	(al-	arḍ)	→	(al-	samā’	wal-	arḍ	–	the	heavens	and	the	earth):	This	
collocation occurs in the following patterns:

(al-	samāwāt)	 +	 (al-	arḍ)	→	(al-	samāwāt	wal-	arḍ	 –	 the	 heavens	 and	 the	
earth, Q6:1) 
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(al-	arḍ)	 +	 (al-	samāwāt)	→	(al-	arḍ	 wal-	samāwāt	 –	 the	 earth	 and	 the	
heavens, Q20:4)

This is a recurrent type of collocation which has occurred in Q3:133, Q6:73, 
79, Q7:54, Q9:36, Q10:3, Q11:7, 107–108, Q14:19, 32, 48, Q15:85, Q16:3, 
Q23:71, Q30:25, Q31:25 and Q32:4

2	 (al-	ẓulumāt)	 +	 (al-	nūr)	→	(al-	ẓulumāt	 wal-	nūr	 –	 darkness	 and	 light):	 This	
collocation	occurs	in	the	set	pattern	(min	al-	ẓulumāt	ilā	al-	nūr	–	from	dark-
ness into the light), as in Q2:257, Q5:16, Q6:1, Q13:16, Q14:1, 5, Q33:43, 
Q35:20, Q57:9 and Q65:11

3 (al- acmā)	+	(al-	baṣīr)	→	(al-	acmā	wal-	baṣīr	–	the	blind	and	the	seeing):	This	
pattern occurs in Q13:16, Q35:19 and Q40:58

4	 (al-	jinn)	+	(al-	ins)	→	(al-	jinn	wal-	ins	–	the	jinn	and	mankind):	This	pattern	
occurs in Q6:130, Q7:38, 179, Q27:17, Q41:25, 29, Q46:18 and Q51:56

	 We	also	encounter	the	reverse	word	order	(al-	ins)	+	(al-	jinn)	→	(al-	ins	wal-	
jinn – mankind and the jinn), as in Q6:112, Q17:88 and Q72:5

5	 (yaghfir	 liman	yashā’)	+	 (yucadhdhib	man	yashā’)	→	(yaghfir	 liman	yashā’	
wa yucadhdhib	man	 yashā’	 –	He	will	 forgive	whom	He	wills	 and	 punish	
whom He wills): This collocation pattern occurs in Q2:284, Q5:18 and 
Q48:14. However, the reverse collocation pattern is: 

(yucadhdhib	man	yashā’)	+	 (yaghfir	 liman	yashā’)	→	(yucadhdhib man 
yashā’	wa	yaghfir	 liman	yashā’	–	He	will	punish	whom	He	wills	 and	
forgive whom He wills) which occurs in Q5:40

1.2.2.2 Context- sensitive phrase order

The word order of Qur’anic noun phrases is conditioned by the context in which 
these	specific	phrases	occur.	We	need	to	investigate	why	a	noun	phrase	is	given	
priority in terms of position in a sentence over another noun phrase. Let us con-
sider the following examples and the impact of context: 

1	 (lā	 ilāha	 illā	 hū	 +	 khāliqu	 kulli	 shai’)	 Q6:102	→	(khāliqu	 kulli	 shai’	 +	 lā	
ilāha	illā	hū)	Q40:62

The	noun	phrase	(lā	ilāha	illā	hū	–	there	is	no	deity	except	Him	(God))	desig-
nates	monotheism	and	 is	given	first	 position	 in	 sentence	Q6:102	due	 to	 the	
context of monotheism which has occurred already in sentence Q6:101. 
However,	the	noun	phrase	(khāliqu	kulli	shai’	–	the	Creator	of	all	things)	in	
Q40:62 designates God’s omnipotence in terms of creation. This noun phrase 
is	placed	first	in	sentence	Q40:62	because	the	context	of	God’s	omnipotence	
with regards to creation has already been referred to in sentence Q40:57 

2	 (bi’amwālihim	wa’anfusihim)	 +	 (fī	 sabīl	 allāh)	 Q8:72	→	(fī	 sabīl	 allāh)	 +	
(bi’amwālihim	wa’anfusihim)	Q9:20
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In	Q8:72,	the	prepositional	phrase	(bi’amwālihim	wa’anfusihim	–	with	their	
wealth	 and	 lives)	 is	 given	 first	 position	 in	 the	 sentence	 because	 of	 the	
previous context represented by sentences Q8:60, 65–70 where reference 
has	been	made	to	donations,	sacrificing	oneself	in	fighting,	prisoners	of	war	
(al-	asrā),	 the	 temporary	 goods	 of	 this	 world	 (caraḍa	 al-	dunyā)	 and	 the	
material gains in war (ghanimtum). All these expressions are wealth- 
specific.	Thus,	stylistically	and	in	the	interest	of	intertextuality,	the	preposi-
tional	 phrase	 (bi’amwālihim	 wa’anfusihim)	 should	 be	 placed	 first	 in	
sentence	Q8:72.	However,	in	Q9:20,	the	prepositional	phrase	(fī	sabīl	allāh	
– in the cause of God) is placed sentence- initially because its context is 
represented by the previous sentences Q9:16 and 19, in which reference has 
been	made	to	the	notion	of	fighting	in	the	cause	of	God.	Therefore,	stylisti-
cally	and	in	the	interest	of	intertextuality,	the	prepositional	phrase	(fī	sabīl	
allāh)	should	be	placed	first	in	sentence	Q9:20

3	 (lil-	nāss)	 +	 (fī	 hādhā	 al-	qur’ān)	Q17:89	→	(fī	 hādhā	 al-	qur’ān)	 +	 (lil-	nāss)	
Q18:54

In	(walaqad	ṣarrafnā	lil-	nāsi	fī	hādhā	al-	qur’āni	min	kulli	mathalin	–	We	have	
certainly	diversified	for	the	people	in	this	Qur’an	from	every	kind	of	example,	
Q17:89),	the	prepositional	phrase	(lil-	nāsi	–	for	people)	takes	first	position	in	
the sentence. This is because its context is sentence Q17:88 where the word 
(al-	ins	–	mankind)	is	used	and	is	semantically	a	synonym	of	(al-	nāss	–	people).	
However,	in	(walaqad	ṣarrafnā	fī	hādhā	al-	qur’āni	lil-	nāsi	min	kulli	mathalin	–	
And	We	have	certainly	diversified	 in	 this	Qur’an	 for	 the	people	 from	every	
kind	of	example,	Q18:54),	 the	prepositional	phrase	 (fī	hādhā	al-	qur’āni	–	 in	
this Qur’an) because the macro- level leitmotif of Q18 is people’s scepticism 
about the Qur’an. In this context, the occurrence of the prepositional phrase  
(fī	hādhā	al-	qur’āni)	makes	the	macro-	level	leitmotif	more	salient.

4	 (yaghfir	 liman	 yashā’)	 +	 (yucadhdhib	man	 yashā’)	Q2:284	→	(yucadhdhib	
man	yashā’)	+	(yaghfir	liman	yashā’)	Q5:40

As a presentation technique which aims to make the notion of God’s mercy 
salient,	the	phrase	with	the	verb	(yaghfir	–	to	forgive)	occurs	first,	followed	
by the phrase where an antonym verb (yucadhdhib – to punish) is employed. 
Thus, such an illocutionary act aims to deliver an illocutionary (communica-
tive) force, namely, ‘God’s mercy overrides His wrath’. This thesis is inter-
textually backed up by sentences Q6:12 (kataba calā	nafsihi	al-	raḥmah	–	He	
has	decreed	upon	Himself	mercy)	and	Q39:53	(lā	taqnaṭū	min	raḥmat	allāh	
inna	 allāha	 yaghfiru	 al-	dhunūba	 jamīcā	 –	Do	 not	 despair	 of	 the	mercy	 of	
God. Indeed, God forgives all sins). However, when the context deals with 
punishment as an Islamic legal ruling for theft as a crime, the notion of pun-
ishment	is	made	more	salient	and	is	placed	first	in	the	sentence.	The	context	
represented by sentence Q5:38 deals with the male and female thieves, who 
should be punished for their crime. Therefore, the sentence unit which has 
the verb (yucadhdhib – to punish) is given priority in word order.
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5 (calā	 shai’)	 +	 (mimmā	 kasabū)	 Q2:264	→	(mimmā	 kasabū)	 +	 (calā	 shai’)	
Q14:18

Both	 patterns	 are	 preceded	 by	 the	 negated	 plural	 verb	 (lā	 yaqdirūn	 –	 are	
unable). In Q2:264, the prepositional phrase (calā	 shai’)	 is	 placed	 first	 in	
terms	 of	 phrase	 order	 in	 the	 sentence.	 This	 is	 context-	specific	 since	 the	
notion	of	(infāq	al-	māl	–	the	spending	of	money)	represented	by	the	verb	+	
object	 (yunfiq	mālahu	 –	 to	 spend	 his	money)	 occurs	 first.	 Since	money	 is	
(shai’ – a thing), the phrase (calā	shai’)	occurs	first.	Later	on	in	the	sentence,	
we	are	told	about	the	large	smooth	stone	(ṣafwān)	upon	which	is	dust	and	is	
hit by a downpour that leaves it bare (calaihi	 turābun	 fa’aṣābahu	 wābilun	
fatarakahu	ṣaldā).	This	simile	entails	 the	meaning	of	someone	who	has	not	
earned anything, that is, the notion of (al- kasb – earning). This is represented 
by	the	phrase	(mimmā	kasabū),	which	comes	second	in	phrase	order	within	
the	 sentence	 Q2:264.	 However,	 in	 Q14:18,	 the	 phrase	 (mimmā	 kasabū)	
occurs	first.	This	is	also	due	to	the	fact	that	we	are	told	about	a	category	of	
people whose deeds are likened to ashes which the wind blows forcefully on 
a stormy day. Semantically, this simile entails the meaning of how this cat-
egory of people have not earned anything from their deeds. Thus, the notion 
of	(al-	kasb	–	earning)	comes	first.	This	is	represented	by	the	phrase	(mimmā	
kasabū),	which	comes	first	in	phrase	order	within	the	sentence	Q14:18

6 jacalū	lillāhi	shurakā’a	al-	jinna	–	They	have	attributed	to	God	partners,	the	
jinn, Q6:100

wajacalū	 al-	malā’ikata	 alladhīna	 hum	 cibādu	 al-	raḥmān	 ināthā	 –	 They	
have made the angels, who are servants of the Most Merciful, females, 
Q43:19

These are unique examples of a marked (unusual) word order because we 
have	 the	 first	 object	 noun	 (al-	jinna	 –	 the	 jinn)	 foregrounded	 and	 placed	
sentence-	finally	in	order	to	serve	the	text	producer’s	performative	intent	of	
not	 placing	 the	 (jinn)	 adjacent	 to	 (allāh).	 The	 second	 object	 noun	 is	
(shurakā’a	–	partners).	Similarly,	we	have	the	noun	(ināthā	–	females)	fore-
grounded	and	placed	sentence-	finally	for	a	theologically	based	perlocution-
ary effect. This is a rebuttal to the addressee’s thesis that the angels are 
females. As an illocutionary act, Q43:19 has a performative intent and, thus, 
introduces	the	perlocutionary	effect	that	(al-	malā’ikata	–	the	angels)	are	[+	
Male],	 who	 are	 (cibādu	 al-	raḥmān	 –	 servants	 of	 the	 Most	 Merciful).	 To	
execute	 this	 illocutionary	 force,	 the	 accusation	word	 (ināthā	 –	 females)	 is	
moved	to	a	sentence-	final	position	as	a	stylistic	technique	of	rebuttal	to	the	
opponents’ thesis.

1.3 Syntactic structures and perlocutionary effects
To warm the reader up for the details provided in the forthcoming chapters, an 
interesting assortment of topics and examples will be provided to unmask the 
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hidden grammatical, semantic, stylistic idiosyncrasies of the Qur’an and the 
perlocutionary effects of Qur’anic speech acts. The reader will be given a 
taster of the vast landscape of Qur’anic discourse. The raison d’être behind this 
is that through the present warming up session, the reader will discover for 
himself/herself the fascinating fact that Qur’anic Arabic is punctuated by 
intermingling multifaceted landmarks which have innate idiosyncrasies and 
which are employed for different perlocutionary effects, that is, illocutionary 
(communicative) forces. This discussion aims to provide a panoramic insight 
into the linguistic and rhetorical richness of Qur’anic genre, which is pragmatic-
ally oriented. Before our journey into the next chapters, we will dwell for a while 
to see how grammar and morphology are employed as an effective communica-
tion mechanism, how Arabic culture has impacted Qur’anic Arabic, how lan-
guage is effectively employed as a vehicle of Islamic theology, how the reader/
listener is entertained by the music of language (rhyme, assonance, cadence), 
how grammatical and semantic rules are violated for a given perlocutionary 
effect, and how translation theory stands helpless to address the lacunae in 
Qur’an translation as a result of the Qur’anic linguistic, stylistic and pragmatic 
idiosyncrasies.	Pragmatically,	the	Qur’anic	sentence	structure	is	performative.	It	
is a signal transmitted to deliver a message.
 The particle, word and phrase/clause levels represent the micro level of ana-
lysis while the text level represents the macro level of analysis. Thus, we have a 
micro text and a macro text. The analysis of the different factors and different 
levels of analysis will unearth the syntactic, semantic, stylistic, phonetic and 
pragmatic secrets of discourse. Having untangled the unique features of dis-
course, we can employ them for different applications such translation studies, 
computational Qur’anic linguistics, and most importantly, contrastive linguistics 
between Arabic and other European or non- European languages.
 In any act of communication, and for any speech act, there are communica-
tion strategies that aim to build bridges with the addressee (the receiver of the 
message, the reader, the listener) using deliberately selected linguistic and stylis-
tic mechanisms for the following communication objectives:

i	 To	 achieve	 a	 specific	perlocutionary	 effect,	 that	 is,	 an	 illocutionary	 (com-
municative) force, and

ii To attain the text producer’s intended meaning.

The addressee is the pivotal part in any text production and he/she is the counter-
part of the text producer. If the addressee fails to understand the communication 
strategies employed in the message, there will be a breakdown in the communi-
cation process. Thus, the success of communication is hinged upon the text pro-
ducer’s communication strategies and presentation techniques. To avoid a 
breakdown in any act of communication, there are two solutions:

i The text producer makes his/her text (message) more accessible to his/her 
addressee, or
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ii The addressee makes effort to process the communication strategies 
involved in the message relayed to him/her.

During the revelation of the Qur’an, the addressee has the linguistic competence 
and intuition, and is well equipped with linguistic skills that have empowered 
him/her to process successfully the Qur’anic communication strategies. 
However, today, the Qur’anic text receiver (reader, listener) is not equipped with 
the linguistic strategies that can help him/her to understand the communication 
strategies employed by the Qur’anic text producer.
 Another matter which I would like to raise is the notion of ‘reminder’ as an 
illocutionary (communicative) force. We need to remember that an illocutionary 
act	reflects	the	intention	of	the	text	producer	(speaker/writer).	As	the	Qur’an	is	
nicknamed as a reminder (tadhkirah, Q20:3), the illocutionary act in Q20:3 has 
the illocutionary force of urging the text receiver to fear his/her Lord and abide 
by the Qur’anic moral instructions. This leads me to draw a comparison between 
the	Qur’anic	 (tadhkirah)	and	 the	same	notion	of	a	Final	Notice	of	a	utility	bill	
(water, gas, electricity) from a High Court for an unpaid invoice. The text of the 
Final	Notice	represents	an	illocutionary	act.	Thus,	the	text	producer	of	the	Final	
Notice must have employed a linguistic presentation mechanism to encourage, 
threaten,	or	advise	 the	consumer	who	 is	 the	 receiver	of	 the	Final	Notice.	Sim-
ilarly, the Qur’anic text represents an illocutionary act whose intention is to 
achieve the purpose of the (tadhkirah – reminder). The text producer of the 
Qur’an has employed numerous linguistic techniques to accomplish pragmatic-
ally oriented perlocutionary effects which constitute the illocutionary force of 
the Qur’an. These linguistic mechanisms are too many to list here but are thor-
oughly investigated in the next chapters. Thus, language has come to the aid of 
the language user. Language is an effective means for a designated and intention-
 based end.
	 Pragmatically,	Qur’anic	 sentences	 are	 performative.	On	 the	 pragmatic	 level,	
Qur’anic pragmatic effects are perlocutionary effects. In other words, they are the 
effects of the Qur’anic text on the reader’s behaviour, feelings, beliefs, attitudes 
or	 actions.	 The	 perlocutionary	 effects	 of	 a	 given	 text	 are	 defined	 by	 Hickey	
(1998a:8)	as	the	thoughts,	feelings	and	actions	that	result	from	reading	a	text.	For	
Austin (1962:101), reading or saying something will often, or even normally, 
produce certain consequential effects upon the feelings, thoughts or actions of the 
audience. A speech act is, therefore, a form of doing something and is described 
by Austin (1962:6) as a performative utterance according to which all utterances 
are means of performing intended actions. In other words, there is a performative 
intention behind every message (Hervey 1998:11). The theory of communication, 
in the view of Miller (1974:5), makes a critically important distinction between 
the signal that is transmitted and the message that the signal conveys. Miller 
(1974:15)	also	argues	that	a	far	more	important	source	of	difficulty	in	communi-
cation is that we so often fail to understand a speaker’s intentions. We are also 
reminded by Thomas (1983:91) that pragmatic failure is an area of cross- cultural 
communication breakdown. The translator’s task, therefore, is to decode the 
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intended meaning of the SL speech act and to make sure that the ST’s intended 
pragmatic force is fully understood and rendered forcefully in the TT. In this case, 
we can claim that the TT, as an act of communication, is also a perlocutionary 
act, which should not only stimulate an equivalent perlocutionary effect of the ST 
but also its intent. Should the TT either fail to generate corresponding perlocu-
tionary effects or misrepresents the intention of the ST, the translation is deemed 
flawed	and	the	translation	has	led	to	a	pragmatic	failure.	The	translator,	during	the	
process of forensic linguistic analysis, should be able to detect all the potential 
pragmatic effects intended by the original author and then formulate a TT, which 
is capable of triggering analogous perlocutionary effects on its readers. The inten-
tion of the original author is paramount in cross- cultural communication. A perlo-
cutionary act for Austin (1962:109) and Davis (1980:39) is described as what we 
bring about or achieve by saying something, such as convincing, persuading, 
deterring, surprising or misleading. We shall, thus, look at language and meaning 
through a pragmatic telescope and enjoy the view of context. According to 
Sperber and Wilson (1986:11), the interpretation of a text in context can be 
accounted for by adding an extra pragmatic level provided by the grammar. A 
better understanding of the nature of language, argues Austin (1962), must 
involve a better understanding of how language is embedded in social institutions, 
and of the various actions it can be used to perform. Various cultures and lan-
guages employ different linguistic, stylistic, lexical and phonetic techniques to 
achieve context- sensitive perlocutionary effects.
 Our claim that Qur’anic discourse is pragmatically performative is of value 
to Qur’anic corpus linguistics. The illocutionary (communicative) force of 
reward	and	punishment,	for	instance,	is	a	major	tenet	of	faith	(mabda’	īmān)	as	
in Q2:2–7. Q2:2–5 have the perlocutionary effect of reward and punishment, 
while Q2:6–7 have the perlocutionary effect of punishment. Q11:103, Q17:59 
and Q39:16, among others, have the perlocutionary effect of fear. Q2:212, 
Q16:128,	among	others,	aim	to	influence	the	addressee’s	attitude	and	urge	him/
her for piety.
 Let me expound my thesis put forward in the present book (New Horizons in 
Qur’anic Linguistics)	through	the	following	exemplified	discussion:	

1 The constituents of a single sentence can be coloured by different grammati-
cal,	semantic,	pragmatic	and	rhetorical	functions,	as	in	Q31:29	(anna	allāha	
yūliju	 al-	laila	 fī	 al-	nahāri	 wa	 yūliju	 al-	nahāra	 fī	 al-	laili	 wa	 sakhkhara	 al-	
shamsa	wal-	qamara	kullun	yajrī	 ilā	ajalin	musammā	–	Indeed,	God	causes	
the night to enter the day and causes the day to enter the night and has sub-
jected	the	sun	and	the	moon,	each	running	for	a	specified	term).	At	the	sty-
listic level, the sentence begins with the auxiliary verb (anna – indeed), 
which	is	an	affirmation	particle	for	the	pragmatic	function	of:

i setting the scene for God’s omnipotence in terms of creation and 
resurrection, and

ii	 affirming	 and	 substantiating	 through	 this	 sentence	 what	 has	 been	
declared in the previous sentence: 
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mā	khaqukum	walā	bacthukum	illā	kanafsin	wāḥidatin	–	Your	cre-
ation and your resurrection will not be but as that of a single soul, 
Q31:28

One may wonder how this can be attained at discourse level. Also at the sty-
listic level, Q31:29 is a nominal sentence with a main verb in the present 
tense. The nominal sentence is employed to deliver the pragmatic function 
of continuity, that is, that God performs the action denoted by the present 
verb	 (yūliju	 –	 cause	 to	 enter).	At	 the	grammatical	 level,	 the	 present	 tense	
verb	 (yūliju)	 is	 used	 because	 it	 expresses	 a	 short	 period	 of	 time.	 In	 other	
words,	each	act	of	(yūliju)	lasts	only	for	a	few	hours.	As	a	result,	we	have	
understood the reason why the active participle (muliju – the causer of 
entering)	 is	 avoided	because	 it	 designates	 [+	Continuity],	 [+	Permanency]	
and	[+	Long	Period	of	Time].	At	the	semantic	level,	the	sentence-	initial	verb	
designates	 the	 semantic	 componential	 features	 [+	 Renewability]	 (al-	
tajaddud), that is, the action of ‘causing the night to enter the day and 
causing the day to enter the night’ is renewed everyday in several parts of 
the	world.	The	same	applies	to	Q39:5.	The	preposition	(ilā	–	for)	is	semanti-
cally oriented. This preposition designates a continuous action that is taking 
place	 and	moving	 towards	 a	 specific	 end,	 at	 a	 specific	 time.	 Also,	 at	 the	
semantic level, Q31:29 and Q39:5 provide interesting information about the 
semantic process of collocation. Semantically, in Q31:29 and Q39:5, the 
verbs	(yūliju	–	cause	to	enter)	and	(yukawwiru	–	wrap	over)	collocate	with	
the	 nouns	 (al-	lail)	 and	 (al-	nahār),	 while	 the	 verb	 (sakhkhara	 –	 subjected)	
collocates with the nouns (al- shamsa – the sun) and (al- qamara – the moon). 
However,	in	Q31:29,	the	verb	(yūliju)	takes	the	preposition	(fī	–	in),	while	
the verb (yukawwiru) in Q39:5 takes the preposition (calā	 –	 over).	At	 the	
rhetorical level, this sentence introduces epizeuxis through the repetition of 
the	verb	(yūliju	–	cause	to	enter),	the	nouns	(al-	lail)	and	(al-	nahār).	Also,	at	
the	rhetorical	level,	the	verb	(yajrī	–	run)	is	used	metaphorically	and	has	the	
rhetorical function of zeugma. At the pragmatic level, epizeuxis is employed 
for	 the	 illocutionary	 force	of	affirmation.	At	 the	 textual	 level,	epizeuxis	 is	
used to achieve lexical cohesion (making the text cohesive). 

2 The deliberate selection of a past tense verb and then shift to an active parti-
ciple noun is for a good pragmatic purpose: (falayaclamanna	allāhu	alladhīna	
ṣadaqū	wa	layaclamanna	al-	kādhibīn	–	God	will	surely	make	evident	those	
who said the truth, and He will surely make evident the liars, Q29:3). In this 
act	of	communication,	the	verb	(ṣadaqū	–	said	the	truth)	is	used	in	the	past	
tense,	 rather	 than	 in	 the	 active	 participle	 form	 (al-	ṣādiqīna	 –	 literally	
meaning ‘the speakers of the truth’), because the past tense informs us that 
the	action	denoted	by	the	verb	does	not	designate	continuity	and	firmness	in	
faith. The past tense refers to a shaky belief in something, that is, the 
addressee	is	still	sceptical	and	not	firm	in	his/her	belief	in	the	Qur’an.	The	
addressee	is	called	(mutarddid	–	a	floater,	has	not	decided	yet).	The	employ-
ment of the past tense is context sensitive. It refers to the early days of 
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Islam.	However,	the	occurrence	of	the	active	participle	noun	(al-	kādhibīn	–	
the	liars)	is	a	communication	strategy,	which	designates	[+	Continuity],	[+	
Renewability]	and	[+	Permanency]	of	the	character	trait	of	lying	(al-	dawām	
calā	 al-	kadhib),	 that	 is,	 the	 act	 of	 lying	 is	 a	 permanent	 habit	 and	 a	 well-	
established feature of the character of some people. This applies to Q33:35 
(al-	dhākirīna	 allāha	 kathīran	 wal-	dhākirāt	 –	 the	 men	 who	 remember	 God	
often and the women who remember God often), where morphology is 
employed as an effective communication mechanism to deliver the prag-
matic	function	of:	[+	Continuity],	[+	Renewability]	and	[+	Permanency]	of	
the	active	participle	(al-	dhākirīna)	and	(al-	dhākirāt).	

3 One may wonder why a word occurs in a morphological pattern as an adjec-
tive rather than as a verb when both syntactic structures are acceptable 
grammatically.	 For	 instance,	 the	 word	 (faccāl	 –	 an	 effecter)	 occurs	 in	
Q11:107 and Q85:16 (inna rabbaka faccāl	limā	yurīd	–	Indeed,	your	Lord	is	
an effecter of what He intends), while we can have a verb- based structure 
{inna rabbaka yafcalu	mā	yurīd	–	Indeed,	your	Lord	is	an	effecter	of	what	
He	 intends},	 which	 is	 equally	 grammatically	 sound.	 The	 reason	 for	 the	
deliberate selection of an adjective (faccāl)	is	due	to	the	fact	that	it	designates	
the pragmatic functions of hyperbole, intensity entailed by the action 
denoted by the verb, and multitude/large amount/large number as a result of 
the action carried out. These pragmatic functions cannot be attained by the 
verb (yafcalu). It is worthwhile to note that the (faccāl)	morphological	pattern	
is derived from the active participle morphological pattern (facīl),	which	is	
derived from the verb (facala).

4 In Qur’anic linguistics, the nominal sentence (a noun- initial sentence with 
or	without	a	main	verb)	 lends	more	affirmation	 to	a	given	notion	 than	 the	
verbal sentence (verb- initial sentence). Let us put this claim to the test:

allāhu	alladhī	sakhkhara	lakum	al-	baḥra	litajrī	al-	fulka	fīhi	bi’amrih	–	It	
is God who subjected to you the sea so that ships may sail upon it by 
His command, Q45:12

This	 is	 a	 nominal	 sentence	 used	 to	 affirm	 the	 notion	 of	monotheism	 and	
divinity. This sentence has occurred after the notion of lordship has occurred 
in	Q45:11.	The	noun	 (allāhu)	 is	 used	 sentence-	initially	 to	 rebut	 the	 oppo-
nent’s thesis referred to earlier against God. The opponent is referred to as 
(affāk	 athīm	 –	 sinful	 liar,	 Q45:7)	 and	 (yasmacu	 āyāt	 allāh	 tutlā	 calaihi 
thumma	yuṣirru	mustakbiran	ka’an	 lam	ysmachā	–	who	hears	 the	āyahs	of	
God recited to him, then persists arrogantly as if he had not heard them, 
Q45:8).	However,	the	sentence-	initial	noun	(allāhu)	is	not	used	to	affirm	the	
state	of	continuity	or	perpetuality	but	is	employed	to	affirm	monotheism.	In	
Q45:22, a stylistic shift occurs where a verb- initial sentence is used:

khalaqa	 allāhu	 al-	samāwāti	 wal-	arḍa	 bil-	ḥaqq	 –	 God	 created	 the	
heavens and earth in truth. 
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This is an elliptical sentence, that is, it involves ellipsis. There is an ellipted 
sentence	before	Q45:22	which	is:	{khalaqa	allāhu	al-	nāsa	kullahum	bil-	ḥaqq	
–	God	created	all	people	in	truth}	+	Q45:22.	Thus,	we	have:

{khalaqa	 allāhu	 al-	nāsa	 kullahum	 bil-	ḥaqq}	 +	 wa	 khalaqa	 allāhu	 al-	
samāwāti	wal-	arḍa	bil-	ḥaqq

In other words, Q45:22 is a sentence which is coordinated to (mactufah cala) 
the ellipted sentence through the additive conjunctive particle (wa – and). 

5	 Stylistic	 variation	 from	 the	 noun	 (subḥān)	→	present/past	 tense	 verb	
(yusabbiḥu/sabbaḥa)	→	imperative	 verb	 (sabbiḥ):	 The	 text	 producer	 has	
opted	for	 the	different	grammatical	functions	of	 the	same	word	(yusabbiḥ)	
in	order	to	produce	a	given	salient	theological	theme.	In	Q17:1	(subḥāna	–	
exaltation)	as	a	nominalised	noun	 (maṣdar)	has	been	used	 to	highlight	 the	
notion	of	deanthropomorphism	(al-	tanzīh).	The	sentence-	initial	noun	is	the	
stylistic mechanism through which continuous, permanent and renewable 
exaltation of the Lord can be achieved. Thus, a noun is required to signify 
[+	 Continuity],	 [+	 Renewability]	 and	 [+	 Permanency]	 of	 deanthropomor-
phism and its underlying meaning of exaltation. The noun also represents 
the intended meaning that God’s exaltation has been going on for a long 
time before the creation of the heavens, the earth, mankind and all other 
creatures.	However,	the	employment	of	the	sentence-	initial	verb	(yusabbiḥ/
sabbaḥa	 –	 to	 exalt/exalted,	 Q62:1,	 Q57:1)	 where	 creatures	 are	mentioned	
highlights the theological theme that the universe and all types of creatures 
have/had begun the exaltation of the Lord. The verb denotes an action. The 
action of exaltation has taken place after the creation. Then, we encounter 
the	same	verb	 in	 the	 imperative	 form	(sabbiḥ	–	exalt,	Q87:1)	 to	designate	
the theological command that people and everything else in the universe are 
commanded to perform exaltation of the Lord.

6 The employment of different stylistic mechanisms for a given illocutionary 
force:

alam yaclamū	 anna	 allāha	 huwa	 yaqbalu	 al-	tawbata	 can cibādihi	 wa	
ya’khudh	 al-	ṣadaqāt	wa	 anna	 allāha	 huwa	 al-	tawwābu	 al-	raḥīm	 –	Do	
they not know that it is God who accepts repentance from His servants 
and receives charities and that it is God who is the Accepting of repent-
ance, the Merciful, Q9:104

The	 dominant	 illocutionary	 force	 of	 this	 sentence	 is	 affirmation,	which	 is	
executed through a variety of stylistic mechanisms:

i The use of the auxiliary verb (anna),
ii	 The	 noun-	initial	 nominal	 sentence	 with	 a	 main	 verb	 (allāha	 huwa	

yaqbalu al- tawbata – It is God who accepts repentance),
iii	 The	use	of	restriction	(al-	qaṣr)	through	the	employment	of	(huwa	–	He)	

which	 is	 a	 detached	 pronoun	 (ḍamīr	 al-	faṣl)	 in	 order	 to	 designate	 the	
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meaning:	{allāhu	lā	ghairuhu	–	God	only	and	no	one	else	(who	accepts	
repentance)},	that	is,	accepting	repentance	is	restricted	to	God	only,

iv	 The	 use	 of	 the	 adjective	 (al-	raḥīm	 –	 the	 Merciful)	 whose	 pragmatic	
function	is	glorification	of	God	and	praising	Him.	This	adjective	has	a	
similar function to that of the active participle.

The	employment	of	four	stylistic	affirmation	devices	is	to	achieve	the	illo-
cutionary force of rebuttal of any denier (munkir). Also, Q9:104 has 
employed the rhetorical feature of metaphor through the word (ya’khudh – 
literally meaning ‘take’), whose underlying meaning is (yaqbal – accept). 
The	sentence	has	employed	the	word	(al-	ṣadaqāt	–	charities)	instead	of	the	
expected	word	{zakāt}.	This	style	has	the	performative	intent	of	encourag-
ing people to give charity, since giving charity is a voluntary action rather 
than	using	{zakāt},	which	entails	a	compulsory	Islamic	legal	action.

7	 We	have	said	above	that	the	stylistic	mechanism	of	affirmation	is	achieved	
through the nominal sentence, whether it is a no- main-verb sentence or a 
noun-	initial	sentence	with	a	main	verb.	Examples	of	affirmation	 through	a	
noun-	initial	 sentence	 with	 a	 main	 verb	 are	 Q6:124	 (allāhu	 aclamu	 ḥaithu	
yajcalu	 risālatah	 –	 God	 is	 most	 knowing	 of	 with	 whom	 He	 places	 His	
message)	and	Q13:2,	8,	15,	26	and	41.	Examples	of	affirmation	 through	a	
no- main-verb sentence are Q2:32 (innaka anta al- calīmu	al-	ḥakīmu	–	Indeed,	
it	 is	You	who	 is	 the	Knowing,	 the	Wise),	Q5:19	 (allāhu	 calā	 kulli	 shai’in	
qadīr	 –	 God	 is	 over	 all	 things	 competent),	 Q10:40	 (rabbuka	 aclamu bil- 
mufsidīn	–	Your	Lord	is	most	knowing	of	the	wrongdoers).	To	substantiate	
the	fact	that	a	no-	main-verb	sentence	is	employed	for	affirmation	that	cannot	
be attained by a nominal sentence with a main verb, let us consider the 
nominal no- main-verb Q6:119 (inna rabbaka huwa aclamu bil- muctadīn	 –	
Your	Lord,	He	is	most	knowing	of	the	transgressors).	This	makes	us	wonder	
why an equally stylistically elegant structure is not used with a main verb: 
{rabbuka yaclamu al- muctadīn	–	Your	Lord	knows	the	transgressors}.
	 We	have	also	said	that	affirmation	can	be	achieved	through	the	detached	
pronoun	 (huwa	–	He	 (God)).	An	example	of	 this	 is	Q13:12	 (huwa	alladhī	
yurīkum	al-	barqa	khawfan	waṭamacan – It is He who shows you lightening 
causing	fear	and	hope),	and	triple	affirmation	tools	(inna	+	/l/	(the	affirma-
tion	/l/	letter)	+	the	detached	pronoun	(huwa	–	He)),	as	in	Q3:62	(inna	allāha	
lahuwa al- cazīzu	 al-	ḥakīmu	 –	 Indeed,	 God	 is	 the	 Exalted	 in	 Might,	 the	
Wise). 

8 Intertextuality is one of the seven standards of textuality. It is employed to 
explain	or	back	up	a	given	notion.	For	 instance,	 the	notion	of	 (al-	ṣirāṭ	 al-	
mustaqīm	 –	 the	 straight	 path,	 Q1:6)	 has	 been	 elaborated	 on	 elsewhere	 in	
several places of the Qur’an. Thus, establishing an intertextual link between 
Q1:6	 and	 other	 sentences	 defining	what	 the	 straight	 path	 is,	 as	 in	Q3:51,	
101, Q6:153, Q19:36, Q22:54, Q36:61, Q42:52 and Q43:43. Let us consider 
the following example:
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In Q40:60 (adcūnī	astajib	lakum	–	Call	upon	Me,	I	will	respond	to	you),	
where we are informed that if one asks God for help, God will answer 
his/her call. In Q37:75, we encounter an interesting example of inter-
textuality	with	Q40:60.	We	have	(walaqad	nādānā	nūḥun	falanicma al- 
mujībūn	 –	Noah	 had	 certainly	 called	Us,	 and	 how	 excellent	was	Our	
response.	We	are	the	best	of	responders,	Q37:75).	In	order	to	fulfil	the	
promise stated in Q40:60 that God responds to people’s call for help, 
Q37:75 has employed fascinating stylistic mechanisms to substantiate 
God’s promise made in Q40:60. Our point of departure is the word 
(falanicma	 –	 and	 how	 excellent)	→	(/f/	 +	 /l/	 +	 nicma) where we can 
observe	 the	 employment	 of	 the	 conjunctive	 particle	 /f/	 (ḥarf	 al-	fā’)	
whose	 semantic	componential	 features	are:	 [+	 Immediate	Action]	and	
[–	Delay],	that	is,	(no	delay	in	taking	an	action)	as	well	as	the	employ-
ment	of	the	affirmation	letter	/l/	(lam	al-	tawkīd)	to	affirm	the	execution	
of an action. Thus, it has become evident that God has responded imme-
diately and with no delay to Noah’s call for help.

9 In Qur’anic discourse, the word used for a given punishment usually repres-
ents	the	sin	itself.	In	other	words,	the	sin	is	mentioned	first	in	the	sentence	
and then it is followed by the same word, which designated the punishment 
for	 the	 sin	 committed.	 For	 instance,	 sins	 are	 represented	 by	 the	 words	
(mustahzi’ūn	–	mockers,	Q2:14),	(saiyi’ah	–	an	evil,	Q42:40),	(makara	–	to	
plan,	to	plot,	Q3:54)	and	(yakīd	–	to	plan,	to	plot,	Q86:15).	These	sin	words	
are followed by their respective punishments using the same words: (yas-
tahzi’ – to mock someone, Q2:15), (saiyi’ah – an evil), (makara – to plan, to 
plot)	and	(akīd	–	to	plan,	to	plot)	respectively.

10	 Texts	have	gaps	such	as	ellipsis;	yet,	they	are	still	meaningful	and	the	native	
speaker	 can	 process	 such	 texts	 successfully.	 For	 instance,	 the	 sentence	
(wacindahum	qāṣirātu	al-	ṭarfi	cīn	–	With	them	will	be	women	limiting	their	
glances, with large eyes, Q37:48) where the ellipted information that should 
be	included	is	{nisa’	–	women}.	Similarly,	the	sentence	(…	qāla	kallā	inna	
macī	rabbī	sayahdīn	–	(Moses)	said:	‘No!	Indeed,	with	me	is	my	Lord;	He	
will	guide	me’,	Q26:62)	where	the	ellipted	information	{lan	tudrakū	–	you	
will	not	be	overtaken}	is	expected	to	appear	after	the	word	(kallā).

11 We encounter in Qur’anic discourse three effectively employed stress mech-
anisms.	In	Qur’anic	linguistics,	there	are	three	categories	of	affirmation	par-
ticles: single, double and triple stress particles. The pragmatic functions of 
an	 affirmation	 particle	 are:	 (a)	 affirmation	 of	 a	 notion,	 (b)	 highlighting	 a	
given proposition, and (c) relaying the text producer’s intended goal to the 
addressee. It is worthwhile to note that the use of a particular stress particle 
is directly related to the addressee’s state of mind, where we have:

i	 open-	minded	(khālī	al-	dhihn),
ii	 floater	(undecided,	sceptical	–	mutaraddid),	and
iii denier (munkir).
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Taking	the	three	categories	of	addressee	into	consideration,	the	affirmation	
tools employed in Qur’anic discourse include the following:

i single- particle stress, such as the use of emphatic (inna) or (qad), as in:

inna wacda	allāhi	ḥaqq	–	The	promise	of	God	is	truth,	Q10:55

where,	at	the	end	of	the	sentence,	we	have	(lā	yaclamūn	–	but	most	of	
them do not know), which entails that the addressee’s state of mind is 
that	of	a	floater,	who	cannot	make	up	his/her	mind.	Thus,	a	single	stress	
particle	is	sufficient	to	influence	him/her.
	 	 The	particle	 (qad)	 is	also	employed	for	affirmation	especially	when	
the context refers to the hypocrites:

qad yaclamu	allāhu	alladhīna	yatasallalūna	minkum	liwādhan	–	God	is	
indeed aware of those of you who steal away surreptitiously, Q24:63

qad yaclamu	allāhu	al-	mucawwiqīna	minkum	–	God	is	indeed	aware	of	
those of you who hinder others, Q33:18

ii double- particle stress: Taking the addressee into account, Qur’anic dis-
course employs effectively the stylistic mechanism of double- particle 
stress,	such	as	(inna)	+	the	letter	/l/	(the	lam	of	affirmation)	used	in	the	
predicate part of the sentence for the pragmatic function of substantiation 
or	 rebuttal	 of	 an	 argument.	 Double-	particle	 affirmation	 is	 intentionally	
employed when there is a denier addressee involved who denies mono-
theism	or	 the	prophethood	of	Muḥammad.	 In	 terms	of	 communication,	
the double- particle gives a special communicative value to the statement. 
The statement equals saying it three times. Thus, the pragmatic value of a 
single-	particle	stress	is	distinct	from	that	of	a	double-	particle	affirmation:

inna	allāha	la	maca	al-	muḥsinīn	–	Indeed,	God	is	with	the	doers	of	
good, Q29:69

ajacala	al-	ālihata	ilāhan	wāḥidan	inna	hādhā	la	shai’un	cujāb	–	Has	
he made the gods only one God? Indeed, this is a curious 
thing, Q38:5

inna	al-	sācata	la	ātiyatun	lā	raiba	fīhā	–	Indeed,	the	hour	is	coming,	
no doubt about it, Q40:59

In the above Qur’anic structures, we have a style with the double- 
particle stress, that is, (inna) plus the /l/ cliticised onto (maca – with, 
shai’un	–	thing,	ātiyatun	–	coming).	If	we	talk	to	a	proponent	who	holds	
our own ideas and supports them, we do not need to repeat or stress 
twice to him/her what our intended message is in order to persuade him/
her. We can stress it to him/her once. However, if we want to counter 
an opponent’s argument and try to convince him/her of our own views, 
we need to stress our message and repeat it more than once. Instead of 
repeating the same message three times, Arabic has the stylistic facility 
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of using double- particle stress to do that. This has taken place in Q40:59 
above because the message is addressed to the unbelievers who oppose 
God’s views.

iii	 triple-	particle	stress:	This	stylistic	affirmation	mechanism	is	employed	
for	the	open-	minded	addressee	(khālī	al-	dhihn)	such	as	the	believers	in	
monotheism as in the following example:

innahum	lahum	al-	manṣūrūn.	wa	inna	jundanā	lahum	al-	ghālibūn	–	
Indeed, they would be those given victory. Indeed, Our soldiers 
will be those who overcome, Q37:172–173

where	 the	 affirmation	 particles	 (inna	+	 lām	of	 affirmation	+	 detached	
pronoun	(huwa))	are	used	for	affirming	God’s	promise	to	the	believers.	
However, in:

inna	 hādhā	 lahuwa	 al-	qaṣaṣu	 al-	ḥaqq	 –	 Indeed,	 this	 is	 the	 true	
narration, Q3:62

the three particles (inna) + /l/ + (huwa – it) are effectively employed for 
the	 communicative	 purpose	 of	 affirmation	 where	 the	 addressee	 is	 a	
denier	(munkir)	of	Muḥammad’s	prophethood	as	represented	by	Q3:61	
and of monotheism as represented by the end of Q3:62

The analysis of Q36:14–16 provides interesting details about the lin-
guistic	 mechanism	 of	 affirmation	 and	 the	 interrelation	 between	 the	
employment	of	double	and	triple	affirmation	tools.	Let	us	consider	these	
sentences:

idh	arsalnā	ilaihim	ithnaini	fakadhdhabūhumā	facazzaznā	bithālithin	
faqālū	 innā	 ilaikum	 mursalūn.	 qālū	 mā	 antum	 illā	 basharun	
mithlunā	 wamā	 anzala	 al-	raḥmānu	 min	 shai’in	 in	 antum	 illā	
takdhibūn.	qālū	rabbunā	yaclamu	innā	ilaikum	la	mursalūn	–	When	
We sent to them two but they denied them, so We strengthened 
them with a third, and they said: ‘Indeed, we are messengers to 
you.’	They	(the	people)	said:	‘You	are	not	but	human	beings	like	
us,	and	 the	Most	Merciful	has	not	 revealed	a	 thing.	You	are	only	
telling lies.’ They (the three men sent by Jesus) said: ‘Our Lord 
knows that, indeed, we are messengers to you’, Q36:14–16

Jesus sends a delegate of two men to a village to inform people of his 
prophethood. However, the people of the village accused the two dele-
gates of lying. Jesus sends a third man to support the two men in their 
mission.	 The	 three	 men	 told	 the	 people	 of	 the	 village:	 (innā	 ilaikum	
mursalūn	–	‘Indeed,	we	(the	three	men)	are	messengers	(from	Jesus)	 to	
you’)	where	 two	 affirmation	 tools	 are	 employed:	 (i)	 the	 auxiliary	 verb	
(innā	–	indeed	(we)),	and	(ii)	the	nominal	sentence	(ilaikum	mursalūn	–	
We	are	messengers	to	you).	The	reason	for	using	two	affirmation	parti-
cles is due to the accusation of lying made already by the people of the 
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village against the two men before the third man arrived. Thus, one accu-
sation by the addressee (the villagers) and the response is through using 
two	affirmation	 tools.	However,	when	the	 three	messengers	address	 the	
people	 of	 the	 village:	 (innā	 ilaikum	 mursalūn)	 using	 two	 affirmation	
tools, the people of the village put forward three accusations:

a	 mā	antum	illā	basharun	mithlunā	–	You	are	not	but	human	beings	
like us,

b	 mā	 anzala	 al-	raḥmānu	min	 shai’in	 –	 The	Most	Merciful	 has	 not	
revealed a thing, and

c	 in	antum	illā	takdhibūn	–	You	are	only	telling	lies.

To rebut the accusations of the deniers and to substantiate the truth of 
Jesus’ message to the people of the village, the delegation of three men 
employs	 three	 affirmation	 tools	 in	 response	 to	 the	 three	 allegations	
made	by	the	villagers:	(innā	ilaikum	la	mursalūn	–	Indeed,	we	are	mes-
sengers	to	you).	The	affirmation	tools	are:

a	 the	auxiliary	verb	(innā),
b	 the	nominal	sentence	itself	(ilaikum	la	mursalūn),	and
c	 the	affirmation	letter	/l/	(lām	al-	tawkīd)	prefixed	to	the	active	parti-

ciple	(mursalūn).

Due to pragmatic and stylistic incongruity between English and 
Qur’anic	 Arabic,	 triple	 affirmation	 cannot	 be	 captured	 in	 translation.	
For	 more	 details	 on	 Qur’an	 translation	 and	 affirmation	 particles,	 see	
Chapter 6, Section 6.6.1.3.3.

12	 Let	 us	 consider	 the	 following	 interesting	 example,	 which	 reflects	 the	 lin-
guistic and stylistic Qur’anic idiosyncrasies:

in nasha’ nunazzil calaihim	 min	 al-	samā’i	 āyatan	 faẓallat	 acnāquhum	
lahā	khāḍicīn	–	If	We	(God)	willed,	We	could	send	down	to	them	from	
the sky a sign for which their necks would remain humbled, Q26:4

where	the	adjective	(khāḍicīn	–	humbled,	bowed	in	utter	humility)	is	used	
in	 the	 plural	masculine	 form	while	 it	 refers	 to	 a	 [–	Human]	 (ghair	 cāqil)	
plural feminine subject (acnāquhum	 –	 their	 necks).	 Thus,	 the	 masculine	
adjective	 (khāḍicīn)	 should	 be	 in	 the	 plural	 feminine	 form	 (khāḍicah) in 
order not to violate the number and gender agreement between the subject 
and	the	predicate.	However,	the	[–	Human]	plural	feminine	subject	(acnāq	
–	necks)	has	been	treated	as	a	[+	Human]	and	that	is	why	the	grammatical	
number and gender agreement rule is violated. Based on context, the under-
lying	meaning	of	the	[+	Human]	adjective	(khāḍicīn)	refers	to	[+	Human],	
that	 is,	 the	 polytheists	 of	 Makkah,	 who	 disbelieved	 Muḥammad	 and	
rejected	the	Qur’an.	Semantically,	the	act	of	(khuḍūc – remaining in a state 
of humbleness, bowing in utter humility) is an act performed by a 
[+	Human]	subject.
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13 Modern standard Arabic is different from Qur’anic Arabic. Some Qur’anic 
words	have	adopted	different	meanings.	For	instance,	the	noun	(al-	shuqqah)	
in	Q9:42	means	(journey)	while	in	modern	standard	Arabic	it	means	(a	flat,	
an	 apartment).	 Similarly,	 the	 verb	 (yastafizz)	 has	 occurred	 in	 Q17:104	
meaning (to drive away, to kick out from a place or land). However, in 
modern	 standard	Arabic,	 (yastafizz)	means	 (to	provoke).	The	verb	 (yastac-

mir) occurs in Q11:61 meaning (to settle people in a place) but in modern 
standard Arabic, it mean (to colonise a nation, to occupy their land). In 
Q26:129,	 the	 plural	 noun	 (maṣānic) means (constructions like palaces and 
fortresses)	while	in	modern	standard	Arabic,	(maṣānic) means (factories). In 
Q68:40, the noun (zacīm)	means	(responsible	for,	guarantee)	but	in	modern	
standard Arabic, (zacīm)	means	(a	leader,	a	brigadier).

14 To account for grammatical incongruity in Qur’anic discourse, we have two 
approaches:

i a semantic approach where we can interpret the word and provide its 
underlying (intended) meaning that represents the illocutionary force of 
the speech act, or

ii a grammatical approach where we can refer to grammar and morphology. 
For	 instance,	 in	 (inna	 raḥmat	 allāh	 qarīb	min	 al-	muḥsinīn	 –	 Indeed,	 the	
mercy of God is near to the doers of good, Q7:56), where the adjective 
(qarīb	–	near)	is	masculine,	while	the	noun	it	describes	(raḥmat	–	mercy)	is	
feminine. This is grammatical incongruity. However, the underlying mean-
ings	of	the	feminine	noun	(raḥmat)	are	(maṭar	–	rain)	and	(al-	raḥam	–	the	
womb),	which	are	masculine	nouns.	Thus,	the	masculine	adjective	(qarīb)	
can	 co-	occur	with	 the	masculine	 nouns	 (maṭar)	 and	 (al-	raḥam).	We	 can	
also	 say,	 that	morphologically,	 the	masculine	 adjective	 (qarīb)	 is	 on	 the	
morphological	pattern	(fācil), which accepts both masculine and feminine 
nouns. Therefore, there is grammatical incongruity in Q7:56. Our two pro-
posed	approaches	also	apply	to	(qarīb)	in	Q42:17	and	(ẓahīr)	in	Q66:4.

15 Change in style leads to change in meaning. Stylistic change has a prag-
matic value and can deliver a distinct communicative message to the reader. 
Stylistic shift is not a haphazard linguistic phenomenon in Qur’anic dis-
course. It is conditioned by:

i contextual factors, and
ii co- textual factors.

Such factors can be pinpointed on the macro level (the larger text) and on 
the micro level (the immediate nearby text). Stylistic change can be repres-
ented by a lexical word, a preposition, a particle, a tense or a phrase. The 
occurrence or disappearance of any of these carries a semantic shift, that is, 
a change in exegetical meaning and theological overtones. The analysis is 
based on empirical research and will be carried out at different levels of lan-
guage: the particle, the word, the phrase, the clause, the sentence and the 
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text. Change in style is semantically conditioned. The semantic conditioning 
of stylistic shift is based on co- textual and contextual factors. In other 
words, stylistic variation in Qur’anic discourse is context and co- text sens-
itive. Co- textual and contextual factors involve different types of variation 
at different aspects of Qur’anic genre: word order, morphological pattern, 
tense, particles, case endings, lexical co- text, phonetic co- text, gender, tense 
and	definiteness.	Co-	textual	and	contextual	 factors	constitute	 the	 linguistic	
habitat that determines the linguistic shape of the sentence stylistic pattern 
and	the	meaning	of	a	given	sentence.	In	other	words,	stylistic	shift	is	influ-
enced by the surrounding grammatical, lexical and phonetic environment of 
a given sentence. This is due to the following reasons:

i The impact of co- textual and contextual factors on the semantically ori-
ented multifaceted style shift, and

ii The impact of co- textual and contextual factors on intertextuality that 
establishes a semantic bond between the structurally similar but stylisti-
cally	and	semantically	distinct	sentences.	For	examples,	see	Chapter	2.

16 Qur’anic Arabic is rich with different morphological patterns. Although one 
can argue that morphological change implies stylistic shift, this is not the 
case	with	sentences	that	involve	words	of	a	specific	morphological	pattern.	
The change in morphological pattern of a word is context based and co- text 
based. In both cases, morphological change is semantically and phonetically 
oriented. A Qur’anic sentence may require the occurrence of a word in a 
particular morphological pattern to be well suited for a given meaning that 
is more relevant for a given context. In other words, context, co- text and 
meaning	can	close	ranks	to	impact	morphological	form.	For	examples,	see	
Chapter 3.

17 In a single speech act, three levels of language are involved, each delivering 
a given goal. In Q9:78, for instance, we encounter (yaclam – know), (yaclam 
– know) and (callām	–	knower):

i On the grammatical level, lexical cohesion is achieved through the 
employment of the same word or its derivatives,

ii On the rhetorical level, epizeuxis (repetition of words) is attained for a 
sublime style with a decorative value, and

iii On the pragmatic level, the perlocutionary effect of hyperbole is 
achieved through the active participle (callām),	 which	 also	 fulfils	 the	
performative intent of the text producer to rebut a denier (munkir) text 
receiver.	Pragmatically,	 the	active	participle	highlights	 the	 theological	
notion that God’s knowledge is superior to human’s limited knowledge. 
The illocutionary force of (callām)	 is	 realized	 through	 the	 morpho-	
pragmatic mechanism of the hyperbole pattern (faccāl	→	callām).

18 Syntax, semantics, morphology and phonology have arbitrary rules. The text 
producer is restrained by frozen rules. However, there are no arbitrary rules 
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in stylistics. Style is a well- calculated and well- planned communication 
strategy. Style conveys the text producer’s performative intention (intended 
meaning, illocutionary (communicative) force) through the manipulation of 
syntax, semantics, morphology and phonology. By doing so, the speech act 
conveys its intended meaning to the addressee. Thus, in Qur’anic discourse, 
one should not be surprised to see the employment of a verb- initial rather 
than a noun- initial sentence, a plural of multitude (jamc kathrah) in one sen-
tence (Q2:80) but a plural of paucity (jamc qillah) in another (Q3:24), a vio-
lation of a selection restriction semantic rule (Q3:21), a violation of 
gender- number agreement grammatical rule (Q7:56 and Q49:14), or a viola-
tion of morphological form for the phonological purpose of rhyme (Q20:79 
and Q26:72–73) or assonance (Q33:67). The style of the Qur’an’s text 
producer	 allows	 for	 such	 speech	 acts	 for	 a	 specific	 perlocutionary	 effect.	
Style, through the manipulation of linguistic disciplines, is the vehicle which 
carries the communicator’s illocutionary force.

In conclusion, we can argue that the above Qur’anic Arabic idiosyncrasies lend 
support to the claim made by Malinowski (1946:306) that the study of any lan-
guage, spoken by a people who live under conditions different from our own and 
possess a different culture, must be carried out in conjunction with the study of 
their culture and their environment.

1.4 Summary
Based on empirical textual investigation, a number of syntactic and stylistic 
structures have been provided. We can note the following:

i Some sentence structures are context sensitive.
ii	 Some	sentences	have	their	words	fixed	in	a	specific	order	due	to	either	col-

location or context.
iii Some sentences are pragmatically oriented. Therefore, they are performative 

because	 they	 influence	 the	 reader’s/listener’s	 behaviour	 and	 attitude.	 This	
takes place when the sentence has a marked (unusual) word order. In other 
words, such sentence patterns have a foregrounded word or phrase to 
achieve a perlocutionary force and relay the intended meaning.

iv Some sentences involve grammatical, semantic, pragmatic and rhetorical 
functions.

v The nature of the verb plus the tense and the morphological shape it has adopted 
seriously	influence	the	meaning	of	the	sentence	and	its	pragmatic	impact.

vi	 Some	sentences	have	stress	particles	 for	affirmation.	The	number	of	parti-
cles employed in a given sentence represents the relationship between the 
text producer and the text receiver (reader/hearer).

vii Some sentences have shift due to contextual and co- textual factors.

Having discussed the syntactic and stylistic structures, Chapter 2 will investigate 
the semantically oriented and stylistic structures.



2 Semantically oriented 
stylistic shift

2.1 Introduction 

This is a stylistic investigation of an intriguing linguistic problem of stylistic 
change that features in Qur’anic discourse. In Arabic, shift is a rhetorical feature 
employed by the communicator to beautify discourse, provide vividness and 
break monotony, in order to keep the addressee/reader more attached to the 
speech act. Shift refers to stylistic change at different levels of language and 
occurs at different places of the Qur’anic text for different purposes, such as:

i grammatical, morphological and semantic harmony,
ii collocation and semantic componential features inherent to a given word,
iii stylistic symmetry,
iv phonetic harmony (for cadence and assonance), and most importantly,
v perlocutionary effect, that is, an illocutionary (communicative) force.

Pragmatically, the perlocutionary effects represent the impact of the text on the 
reader’s behaviour, feelings, beliefs, attitudes or actions. Each speech act leads 
the reader/listener to believe in something, to sympathise with the text produc-
er’s viewpoints, to persuade him/her to do something and to play with his/her 
feelings: to make them angry or to make happy, to raise their spirits when they 
are in distress, to make them dare when they are fearful, to frighten or ridicule 
them. Thus, through words, we can achieve a perlocutionary impact on the 
reader/listener. 
 The present analysis is based on empirical research and will be carried out at 
different levels of language (particle, word, phrase, clause, sentence and text 
levels).

2.2 Where does stylistic shift occur?

Stylistic shift in Qur’anic discourse occurs at two levels of Qur’anic Arabic:

i at the micro level within the sentence boundary, and
ii at the macro level beyond the sentence boundary.
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This linguistic- stylistic phenomenon will be explained through the linguistic 
analysis of the examples provided. Qur’anic genre also provides intriguing mani-
festation of the impact of context and co- text on the variation in style in Qur’anic 
Arabic. The present account will highlight examples of surface structure ungram-
maticality, semantic syntax and stylistic acceptability in Qur’anic discourse. An 
in- depth linguistic analysis of stylistic shift in Qur’anic discourse requires the 
investigation of variegated grammatical, semantic, phonetic, pragmatic, contex-
tual and co- textual factors, which are investigated below.

2.3 Why does stylistic shift occur?
Stylistic shift occurs in Qur’anic discourse due to one of the following eight 
factors:

1 Syntactic factors, which generate ten types of stylistic shift: word order, 
grammatical case endings, person, tense, number (singular/plural form), def-
initeness (definite/indefinite form), gender (feminine/masculine form), mor-
phological form, substitution and ellipsis (stylistic ellipsis and grammatical 
ellipsis).

2 Semantic factors, which generate five types of stylistic shift: componential 
features, collocation, surface structure semantic incongruity, semantic 
redundancy and violation of selection restriction rule.

3 Phonetic factors, which generate two types of stylistic shift: assimilation and 
onomatopoeia.

4 Co- textual factors, which generate three types of stylistic shift: grammatical 
co- text (which involves five sub- types of stylistic shift: grammatical cat-
egory, morphological form, number, tense and word order), lexical co- text 
and phonetic co- text.

5 Contextual factors, which generate three types of stylistic shift: lexical, 
grammatical and word order.

6 Pragmatic factors, which mark the departure from the unmarked (usual) 
verb- initial word order to the marked (unusual) subject noun- initial word 
order for two pragmatic reasons (rebuttal/substantiation and specification).

7 Repetition, which generates four types of stylistic shift: lexical items, for-
mulas, leitmotifs and parables.

8 Surface structure ungrammaticality, which generates five types of stylistic 
shift: number (singular/plural form), morphological form, gender (mascu-
line/feminine form), grammatical case and anaphoric reference.

2.4 Syntactic factors
There are syntactic factors, which include different grammatical aspects where 
stylistic shift occurs. Stylistically distinct patterns occur in Qur’anic discourse 
due to different grammatical reasons, such as word order, case ending, person, 
the tense of the verb, the singular or plural case of the noun or pronoun, the 
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 definite or indefinite case of the noun, the feminine or masculine form of the 
noun or pronoun, the morphological pattern of the word, substitution, stylistic 
ellipsis and grammatical ellipsis. These syntactic factors are discussed below.

2.4.1 Word order

Qur’anic discourse features sentences which are structurally identical but stylis-
tically different due to the change in the order of their constituents, as in the fol-
lowing examples:

a fayaghfiru liman yashā’u wa yucadhdhibu man yashā’u – He will forgive 
whom He wills and punish whom He wills, Q2:284

b yucadhdhibu man yashā’u wa yaghfiru liman yashā’u – He will punish 
whom He wills and forgive whom He wills, Q5:40

Sentence (a) has also occurred in Q3:129, Q5:18 and Q48:14. Structurally, both 
sentences (a) and (b) are made of two units:

Unit one: (fayaghfiru liman yashā’u – He will forgive whom He wills), and
Unit two: (yucadhdhibu man yashā’u – He will punish whom He wills).

The stylistic variation between sentence (a) and sentence (b) lies in the order of 
these constituent units. This stylistic shift is not without a good reason. The 
unmarked (usual) order in Qur’anic genre is the occurrence of the verb (yaghfiru 
– to forgive) before its antonym counterpart (yucadhdhibu – to punish) as we 
have seen in sentence (a) above. The pragmatic function of the unmarked word 
order is to highlight the leitmotif of God’s forgiveness that always precedes His 
wrath. Due to the change in the context of situation surrounding sentence (b), 
that is, Q5:40, a stylistic variation takes place. This is represented by sentence 
Q5:38, which deals with the male and female thieves and refers to the Islamic 
legal ruling pertinent to their crime. In order to establish intertextuality between 
sentences Q5:38 and Q5:40, the verb (yucadhdhibu – to punish) is right- 
dislocated (placed sentence- initially). Thus, stylistic variation occurs. Stylisti-
cally distinct structures due to word order are also manifest in the following 
examples:

c kūnū qawwāmīna bil- qisṭ shuhadā’a lillāh – Be persistently standing firm in 
justice, witnesses for God, Q4:135

d kūnū qawwāmīna lillāh shuhadā’a bil- qisṭ – Be persistently standing firm 
for God, witnesses in justice, Q5:8

Stylistic shift is represented by the change in word order of the lexical items 
(lillāh – for God) that is backgrounded in sentence (c) but is foregrounded in 
sentence (d), as well as the word order of the prepositional phrase (bil- qisṭ – in 
justice) that is foregrounded in (c) but backgrounded in (d).
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 The reason for the grammatical process of foregrounding (bil- qisṭ) in (c) is 
due to the influence of the preceding context of situation in which allusion has 
been made to maintaining justice to orphans, and allusion to husbands who are 
urged to strive to be just to their wives, not to show contempt to them, to reach 
just terms of settlement with them, and to do good to each other (Q4:127–129). 
Thus, the leitmotif of ‘justice’ represented by the prepositional phrase (bil- qisṭ – 
in justice) is foregrounded, made salient and given priority over the other leitmo-
tif of ‘piety and unbiased witness’, even if it is against one’s parents or relatives. 
However, the foregrounding of (lillāh – for God) in sentence (d) is also due to 
the influence of its context in which reference has been made to a number of 
Islamic legal rulings such as the fulfilment of contracts, not to violate the rites 
of God, not to transgress, not to cooperate in sin and aggression, the prohibition 
of dead animals, blood and flesh of swine, and prayer and its ablution. Thus, the 
leitmotif of ‘piety and unbiased witness’ is given priority; therefore, (lillāh – for 
God) is foregrounded in Q5:8. 
 It is interesting to note that stylistic shift also occurs in terms of verbal, that 
is, verb- initial and nominal, that is, noun- initial sentences. Let us consider the 
following examples:

e allāhu alladhī sakhkhara lakum al- baḥra li- tajriya al- fulku fīh bi- amrih – It 
is God who subjected to you the sea so that ships may sail upon it by His 
command, Q45:12

f khalaqa allāhu al- samāwāt wa al- arḍ bil- ḥaqq – God created the heavens and 
earth in truth, Q45:22

Sentences (e) and (f ) are distinct speech acts with different perlocutionary effects 
due to verb- initial versus noun- initial word order. There is a stylistic shift from 
the nominal sentence in (e) to the verbal sentence in (f ). The reason why sen-
tence (e) is nominal is due to the pragmatic fact that the noun (allāhu – God) is 
placed sentence- initially in order to highlight the leitmotif of monotheism and 
divinity. Q45:12 has occurred after reference to lordship (rabbihim – their Lord) 
has been made in Q45:11. In terms of argumentation technique, the noun (allāhu) 
is employed to rebut the opponents’ thesis against God, which has been referred 
to by earlier sentences. Thus, the initial noun (allāhu) is employed in sentence 
(e) for affirmation. However, stylistic change occurs in sentence (f ) where we 
have a verb- initial sentence. The reason for this stylistic shift is attributed to the 
grammatical fact that Q45:22 is an elliptical sentence coordinated to (macṭūfah 
calā) an ellipted clause which is: {khalaqa allāhu al- nāsa kullahum bil- ḥaqq – 
God created all people in truth}. Therefore, the original sentence structure of 
Q45:22 is:

{khalaqa allāhu al- nāsa kullahum bil- ḥaqq + wa khalaqa allāhu al- samāwāt 
wa al- arḍ bil- ḥaqq} where the second part, that is, the verb- initial sentence 
(f ) is coordinated to the first part of the ellipted sentence.
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2.4.2 Grammatical case endings

Stylistic shift is also represented by a grammatical shift in the case endings of 
some of the sentence constituents, as in:

a wacada allāhu alladhīna āmanū wa camilū al- ṣāliḥāt lahum maghfiratun wa 
ajrun caẓīmun – God has promised those who believe and do righteous deeds 
that for them there is forgiveness and great reward, Q5:9

b wacada allāhu alladhīna āmanū wa camilū al- ṣāliḥāt minhum maghfiratan wa 
ajran cāẓīman – God has promised those who believe and do righteous deeds 
that for them there is forgiveness and great reward, Q48:29

where in sentence (a) the nominative case ending (-un) is used in the final noun 
phrase (maghfiratun wa ajrun caẓīmun – forgiveness and great reward), while in 
sentence (b) the accusative case ending is employed for the same noun phrase 
(maghfiratan wa ajran caẓīman). In order to account for this stylistic shift in case 
ending, we need to divide the above sentences into two units:

Sentence (a) consists of:

Unit one: (wacada allāhu alladhīna āmanū wa camilū al- ṣāliḥāt), and
Unit two: (lahum maghfiratun wa ajrun caẓīmun)

Sentence (b) also consists of two units:

Unit one: (wacada allāhu alladhīna āmanū wa camilū al- ṣāliḥāt minhum), and
Unit two: (maghfiratan wa ajran caẓīman).

Thus, the underlying grammatical structure of sentence (a) Q5:9 involves an 
ellipted part such as (qāla allāhu – God said) or (anna – that) after the first unit 
of the sentence. Therefore, the second unit of sentence (a) can occur in the nomi-
native case because it is a complete nominal sentence which consists of a subject 
and predicate (mubtada’ wa khabar) which are both in the nominative case. 
Thus, the underlying structure of Q5:9 is:

{{qāla allāhu}: ‘lahum maghfiratun wa ajrun caẓīmun’} – {{God said}: ‘for 
them there is forgiveness and great reward’}

or as:

{{anna} ‘lahum maghfiratun wa ajrun caẓīmun’} – {{that} ‘for them there is 
forgiveness and great reward’}

However, the second unit of sentence (b) Q48:29 is simply a direct object of the 
verb (wacada – to promise) which usually takes the accusative case (-an).
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 It is also interesting to note that in Qur’anic discourse, two antonyms may 
occur in the same sentence with different case endings, as in:

walā yaḥsabanna alladhīna yabkhalūna bimā ātāhum allāhu min faḍlih huwa 
khairan lahum bal huwa sharrun lahum – Let not those who greedily with-
hold what God has given them of His bounty ever think that it is better for 
them. Rather, it is worse for them, Q3:180

In this statement, the noun (khairan – better) appears in the accusative case, 
while its antonym (sharrun – worse) occurs in the nominative case. The 
reason for this is due to the fact that (khairan) is the second object of the verb 
(yaḥsabanna – to think) whose first object is ellipted which is implicitly 
understood as (al- bukhla – greediness) and the subject that is represented by 
the relative pronoun (alladhīna – those) can be replaced by an ordinary noun 
(al- bakhīlūna – the greedy people) that matches the context of the sentence. 
In other words, the non- elliptical sentence should read as {walā yaḥsabanna 
al- bahkīlūna al- bukhla khairan lahum – Let not those who are greedy ever 
think that greediness is better for them}. The reason why ellipsis has taken 
place is due to the lexical reference to it by the verb (yabkhalūna – to be 
greedy). Grammatically, (huwa – it) that occurs with (khairan) is a pronoun 
that has no grammatical status (lā maḥalla lahu min al- icrāb). In another mode 
of reading Q3:180 above, the verb (yaḥsabanna) changes to (taḥsabanna). In 
this case, the first part of the sentence does not involve ellipsis, the first 
object is (alladhīna) and (khairan) remains again as the second object. 
However, at the end of the sentence, the lexical item (sharrun) is in the nomi-
native case because it is the predicate (khabar) of the subject (mubtada’) 
pronoun (huwa – it). This stylistic variation in grammatical case ending also 
occurs in:

lā taḥsabūhu sharran lakum bal huwa khairun lakum – Do not think it bad 
for you; rather, it is good for you, Q24:11

Although this sentence does not involve ellipsis, the noun (sharran – bad) occurs 
in the accusative case because it is the second object of the verb (taḥsabū – to 
think) whose first object is the attached pronoun (-hu – it), while the counterpart 
noun (khairun – good) occurs in the nominative case because it is the predicate 
of the subject (huwa – it).

2.4.3 Person

The stylistic change between two sentences is represented by the shift from first, 
second or third person, as in:

a la’in anjānā min hādhihi lanakūnanna min al- shākirīn – If He should save us 
from this, we will surely be among the thankful, Q6:63
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b la’in anjaytanā min hādhihi lanakūnanna min al- shākirīn – If He should save 
us from this, we will surely be among the thankful, Q10:22

where the verb (anjānā – (he) to save us) in sentence (a) occurs in the third 
person singular, while in sentence (b) the same verb (anjaytanā – (you, mascu-
line, singular) to save us) is in the second person singular. This stylistic shift 
from third to second person is attributed to the co- text surrounding the two sen-
tences. Sentence Q6:63 is influenced by co- text sentences Q6:61–65, in which 
third person singular pronouns are recurrently employed such as (huwa – he, 
yursilu – (he) to send, jā’a – (he) to come, tawaffathu – (they) to take him, lā 
yufarriṭūn – (they) do not fail in their duties, huwa – he, yabcathu – (he) to send, 
yalbisakum – (he) to cover you, yudhīqa – (he) to give you a taste, yafqahūn – 
(they) to understand). Sentence (b), however, is the last section of a long 
complex sentence in which the verb (dacū – (they) to call onto someone) occurs 
earlier. This verb provides a cognitive imagery of someone talking directly to 
someone else, that is, a group of people are addressing their Lord directly; there-
fore, the second person pronoun is employed in Q10:22.

2.4.4 Tense

Stylistic variation can also be attributed to shift in tense between two structurally 
similar sentences, as in:

a inna rabbaka huwa aclamu man yaḍillu can sabīlih wahuwa aclamu bil- 
muhtadīn – Your Lord knows best who strays from His way. He knows best 
who they are that receive His guidance, Q6:117

b inna rabbaka huwa aclamu biman ḍalla can sabīlih wahuwa aclamu bil- 
muhtadīn – Your Lord knows best who strays from His way. He knows best 
who they are that receive His guidance, Q16:125 and Q68:7

where stylistic shift is represented by the shift from the present tense of the verb 
(yaḍillu – to stray) in sentence (a) to the past tense (ḍalla – strayed) in sentence 
(b). The unmarked tense in such sentences is the past tense as it occurs else-
where such as Q53:30. In terms of colligation, the epithet (aclamu – the one who 
knows best) requires the preposition (bi), which carries the semantic function of 
magnifying the faculty of knowing on the part of the subject who knows very 
well those who stray and those who do not. Thus, the rhetorical function of 
hyperbole is also achieved through the preposition (bi). The preposition (bi) is 
cliticised onto the relative pronoun (man – who) and, therefore, grammatically 
requires the past tense (ḍalla – strayed). Moreover, the sentences surrounding 
Q6:117 have their verbs in the present tense as in Q6:116 and Q6:119 and also 
have the same verb (yaḍillu – to stray). This is the impact of grammatical co- 
text.
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2.4.5 Singular/plural form

Two sentences are also stylistically different because of the singular or plural 
noun, as in:

a dhālika bimā qaddamat aidīkum – That is for what your hands have put 
forth, Q3:182 and Q8:51

b dhālika bimā qaddamat yadāka – That is for what your hands have put forth, 
Q22:10

In sentence (a) Q3:182 and Q8:51, the noun (aidīkum – your hands) occurs in 
the plural form, while in Q22:10, the noun (yadāka – your two hands) is 
employed in the dual form. The stylistic shift from the plural to the dual is attrib-
uted to contextual factors. For Q3:182 and Q8:51, the context refers to the 
wealthy people and the hypocrites. Thus, the plural form is required. However, 
in sentence (b) Q22:10, the context refers to one person named al- Naḍar bin al- 
Ḥārith. For this reason, reference to the two hands (dual) of this person is made.
 Stylistic variation in terms of singular/plural nouns also occurs in the follow-
ing examples:

c fa’arsil macī banī isrā’īl – So send with me the Children of Israel, Q7:105
d fa’arsil macanā banī isrā’īl – So send with us the Children of Israel, Q20:47

The singular possessive pronoun (-ī – me), annexed to the proposition (maca – 
with), is employed in sentence (c) because it refers to one speaker who is Moses, 
while in sentence (d) there are two speakers who are Moses and Aaron. For this 
reason, the plural possessive pronoun (-nā – our (us)), annexed to the proposition 
(maca – with), is used. This is backed up by Q20:42 (idhhab anta wa akhūka – 
Go, you and your brother). In terms of textuality, each word order has achieved 
conceptual sequentiality and intertextual connectivity. 

2.4.6  Definite/indefinite form

Stylistic variation takes place between two sentences that employ the definite or 
indefinite noun, as in:

a yaqtulūna al- nabiyyīna bighair al- ḥaqq – They kill the Prophets without 
right, Q2:61

b yaqtulūna al- nabiyyīna bighair ḥaqq – They kill the Prophets without 
right, Q3:21

where there is a stylistic shift from the definite noun (al- ḥaqq – the right) in 
Q2:61 to the indefinite noun (ḥaqq – right) in Q3:21. This stylistic variation is 
attributed to the macro text, that is, the sentences surrounding the above two sen-
tences. Sentence Q2:61 is influenced by sentences Q2:42, 71, 91, 109, 119, 121, 
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144, 146, 147, 151, 176, 213, 252 and 282, which also employ the same noun 
(al- ḥaqq) in the definite form. Similarly, the indefinite form (ḥaqq) occurs in sen-
tence Q3:21 due to the impact of the subsequent sentences such as Q3:86, 102, 
112 and 181, which also employ the same noun (ḥaqq) in the indefinite form.

2.4.7 Feminine/masculine form

Stylistic variation is manifest between two sentences in terms of the violation of the 
morpho- syntactic agreement between the noun and its reference/anaphora, as in:

a dhūqū cadhāba al- nār alladhī kuntum bihi tukadhdhibūn – Taste the punish-
ment of the fire which you used to deny, Q32:20

b dhūqū cadhāba al- nār allatī kuntum bihā tukadhdhibūn – Taste the punish-
ment of the fire which you used to deny, Q34:42

The stylistic shift lies in the use of the masculine relative pronoun (alladhī – 
who/which (masculine, singular)) in sentence (a) and the use of (allatī – who/
which (feminine, singular)) in sentence (b). However, we need to investigate the 
grammatical co- text of the two sentences and the coreferential system that have 
led to this stylistic variation. In sentence (a), the masculine relative pronoun 
(alladhī) is coreferentially linked to the masculine noun (cadhāba – punishment) 
and to the masculine anaphoric pronoun (-hi – it). In sentence (b), however, the 
feminine relative pronoun (allatī) is coreferentially related to the feminine noun 
(al- nār – the fire) and the feminine anaphoric pronoun (-hā – it).

2.4.8 Morphological form

Stylistic variation is also represented by the change in the form of a noun, verb 
or adjective in two structurally similar sentences, as in:

a fakadhdhabūhu fa’anjaynāhu walladhīna macahu fī al- fulk – They denied 
him, so We saved him and those who were with him in the ship, Q7:64

b fakadhdhabūhu fanajjaynāhu waman macahu fī al- fulk – They denied him, 
so We saved him and those with him in the ship, Q10:73

These two sentences are marked by the shift from the verb form (anjaynāhu – to 
save him) in sentence (a) to (najjaynāhu – to save him) in sentence (b). This is 
because the verb (anjā – to save) is transitive and is related to the first verb form 
(facala), which accepts the initial hamzah (the glottal stop). Although the verb 
(najjā – to save) is also transitive, it does not accept the initial hamzah and is 
related to the second verb form (faccala). Statistically, however, Qur’anic dis-
course has employed the verb (anjā) and its derivative forms twenty- four times, 
while the verb (najjā) has occurred thirty- seven times. The major reason for the 
stylistic shift from one verb form to another in sentences (a) and (b) is attributed 
to the influence of the macro text. For instance, the verb (anjā) has occurred 
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repeatedly in Q7:72, 83, 141 and 165, while the verb (najjā) has occurred in other 
sentences such as Q10:86, 92 and 103. Thus, to achieve stylistic lexical harmony 
with the other sentences, a given verb form is chosen. The other stylistic variation 
between sentences (a) and (b) is the employment of the plural masculine relative 
pronoun (alladhīna) in (a) but the relative pronoun (man) in (b). An interesting 
feature of stylistic variation in Qur’anic genre is the employment of synonymy or 
periphrasis in the two sentences involved. In sentence (a), the relative pronoun 
(alladhīna – who) is synonymous to the relative pronoun (man – who) in sentence 
(b). Also, semantically, the verb (najjā) in sentence (b) signifies multitude and, 
therefore, (man) is the most appropriate relative pronoun that can collocate with it.
 Let us also consider the following examples:

c qālū lan tamassanā al- nāru illā aiyyāman macdūdah – They say: ‘Never will 
the fire touch us, except for a few numbered days’, Q2:80

d qālū lan tamassanā al- nāru illā aiyyāman macdūdāt – They say: ‘Never will 
the fire touch us, except for a few numbered days’, Q3:24

We have stylistic shift from (macdūdah – a few numbered), which is a plural of 
multitude (jamic kathrah) in sentence (c) to (macdūdāt – a few numbered), which 
is a plural of paucity (jamic qillah) in sentence (d). This variation in morphologi-
cal form is attributed to the fact that Q2:80 alludes to people who claim that if 
they end up in hellfire, their punishment will last for forty days, while Q3:24 
alludes to a different group of people who claim that their punishment in hellfire 
will last for seven days only. Thus, the form of the lexical item changes from 
(macdūdah) to (macdūdāt) according to the number of days.
 Stylistic variation in terms of morphological form also applies to the follow-
ing examples:

e in huwa illā dhikrā lil- cālamīn – It is not but a reminder for the 
worlds, Q6:90

f in huwa illā dhikrūn lil- cālamīn – It is not but a reminder to the worlds, 
Q12:104

We have two morphologically different lexical items (dhikrā – reminder) and 
(dhikrun – reminder). This stylistic variation is attributed to their relevant 
context. Since reference to the same lexical item (dhikrā) is made in Q6:68, the 
same word is employed in Q6:90. However, in Q12, no reference has been made 
to the lexical item (dhikrun). Thus, it is used with nunation (tanwīn), which is 
the expected form in Qur’anic genre.

2.4.9 Substitution

Two grammatically similar sentences are stylistically different due to the gram-
matical process of substitution in which one sentence employs a full noun while 
an anaphoric reference is employed in the other sentence, as in:
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a qul udcū alladhīna zacamtum min dūn allāh – Say: ‘Invoke those you have 
claimed besides God’, Q34:22

b qul udcū alladhīna zacamtum min dūnihi – Say: ‘Invoke those you have 
claimed besides Him’, Q17:56

The stylistic variation lies in the shift from the use of the noun (allāh – God) in 
sentence (a) to the use of its coreferential pronoun (hi – Him) in sentence (b). 
The reason for this stylistic shift is attributed to the fact that sentence Q17:56 is 
preceded by sentences with anaphoric references which are either implicit or 
explicit such as the implicit pronoun (huwa – he) in the verbs (aclamu – is most 
knowing), (yashā’ – to will), (yarḥamukum – to have mercy upon you), etc., in 
sentences Q17:46–55. Similarly, the employment of the noun (allāh) in Q34:22 
is also influenced by the grammatical co- text of the preceding sentences in which 
the same full noun (allāh – God) occurs.

2.4.10 Ellipsis

Qur’anic genre displays two kinds of ellipsis which are:

i stylistic ellipsis, and
ii grammatical ellipsis.

These are explicated below:

2.4.10.1 Stylistic ellipsis

Stylistic ellipsis occurs when two sentences are identical on the grammatical 
level but are different on the stylistic level due to the absence of a linguistic 
element such as a preposition or a conjunctive particle, as in:

a sawā’un calaihim a’andhartahum am lam tundhirhum lā yu’minūn – Whether 
you warn them or do not warn them, they will not believe, Q2:6

b wa sawā’un calaihim a’andhartahum am lam tundhirhum lā yu’minūn – 
Whether you warn them or do not warn them, they will not believe, Q36:10

Sentences (a) and (b) are structurally identical but stylistically distinct due to 
the ellipted sentence- initial additive conjunctive element (wa – and), which is 
missing in sentence (a) but occurs in sentence (b) in (wa sawā’un – and 
whether) to fulfil the grammatical function of coordination (al- caṭf ). In other 
words, sentence Q36:10 is coordinated to (macṭūfah calā) the previous sentence 
Q36:9. However, the conjunctive element (wa) is not required for the lexical 
item (sawā’un) in sentence (a) because this sentence performs the grammatical 
function of predicate (khabar) whose subject (mubtada’) is (inna alladhīna 
kafarū – those who deny the truth), which is the initial part of the larger 
sentence Q2:6.
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 Stylistic ellipsis also occurs in the following examples:

c walā aqūlu lakum innī malakun – I do not tell you that I am an angel, Q6:50
d walā aqūlu innī malakun – I do not say that I am an angel, Q11:31

The ellipsis of the pronoun (lakum – you (plural, masculine)) in sentence (d) is 
due to the fact that this pronoun has been employed five times, one of them 
within the same larger statement. To avoid repetition of (lakum), the grammati-
cal process of ellipsis is employed. This is not the case for sentence (c) where 
(lakum) is employed because it has not been used in nearby sentences. Thus, the 
use of (lakum) in (c) is a grammatical necessity.

2.4.10.2 Grammatical ellipsis

Grammatical ellipsis involves an elliptical sentence that has a missing grammati-
cal element such as a lexical item or a preposition, as in:

a innamā dhālikum al- shayṭānu yukhawwifu awliyā’ahu falā takhāfūhum – It 
is but Satan who frightens you with his allies; so, do not fear them, Q3:175

The accurate underlying signification of sentence (a) relies upon the ellipted prepo-
sition (bi – by, through), which should be prefixed to the object noun (awliyā’ahu 
– his allies) to get (bi- awliyā’ihi – through his allies). This underlying meaning is 
backed up by the rest of the sentence (falā takhāfūhum – so, do not fear them).
 Also, in:

b walaw tarā idh wuqifū calā rabbihim – If you could but see when they will 
be made to stand before their Lord, Q6:30

The ellipted lexical item in this sentence is the noun (cadhāb – punishment), which 
occurs after the preposition (calā – before). Therefore, sentence (b) should read:

{walaw tarā idh wuqifū calā (cadhābi) rabbihim} – If you could but see when 
they will be made to stand before (the punishment of ) their Lord}.

2.5 Phonetic factors
These include the following phonetic aspects:

2.5.1 Assimilation

Assimilation involves the deletion of a sound, as in:

a man yartadid minkum can dīnih – Whoever of you reverts from his religion, 
Q2:217
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b man yartadda minkum can dīnih – Whoever of you reverts from his 
religion, Q5:54

These structurally identical constructions are stylistically distinct due to the pho-
netic process of assimilation in sentence (b), in which the final voiced alveolar 
stop sound /d/ in the verb (yartadda – to revert) has been deleted. In sentence (a), 
however, the non- assimilated verb form (yartadid – to revert) has been employed 
where a final /d/ sound is added. The reason for this stylistic shift from an assim-
ilated form (yartadda) to a non- assimilated form (yartadid) is attributed to dif-
ferent modes of reading (qirā’āt) the Qur’anic text by Qur’an reciters (qurrā’). 
The verb form in sentence (a) represents the dialect of Ḥijāz which includes 
Makkah and the neighbouring areas and has been a mode of reading adopted by 
Ibn cĀmir, Nāfic, the reciters of Iraq, Syria and Madīnah. However, the assim-
ilated verb form in sentence (b) represents the dialect of the tribe of Tamīm. 
 Let us consider another interesting example of phonetic shift:

c dhālika bi’annahum shāqqu allāha wa rasūlahu waman yushāqiq allāha wa 
rasūlahu fa’inna allāha shadīdu al- ciqāb – That is because they opposed God 
and His messenger; and whoever opposes God and His messenger, indeed, 
God is severe in penalty, Q8:13

d dhālika bi’annahum shāqqu allāha wa rasūlahu waman yushāqqi allāha 
fa’inna allāha shadīdu al- ciqāb – That is because they opposed God and His 
messenger, and whoever opposes God, indeed, God is severe in 
penalty, Q59:4

On the surface structure level, sentences (c) and (d) are similar. However, they 
are distinct stylistically. The stylistic variation is represented by the employment 
of the verb (yushāqiq – to oppose) in sentence (c), which involves non- 
assimilation, and the use in sentence (d) of the same verb but with an alternative 
phonetic form (yushāqqi – to oppose), which involves the phonetic process of 
assimilation of the uvular stop sound /q/. These two phonetic forms of the same 
verb represent different modes of reading the Qur’anic text. This phonetic shift 
from non- assimilation to assimilation can also be attributed to the occurrence of 
two objects (allāha wa rasūlahu – God and His messenger) in sentence (c), as 
opposed to the occurrence of one object (allāha – God) in sentence (d). In other 
words, the occurrence of the verb (yushāqiq) in sentence (c) with two letters /q/ 
+ /q/ is to achieve grammatical symmetry with the occurrence of two objects. 
Similarly, the occurrence of the verb (yushāqqi) in sentence (d) with one sound 
/q/ is to achieve grammatical harmony with the occurrence of one object 
(allāha).

2.5.2 Assonance

The major aim of assonance is to achieve rhyme and cadence through word- final 
sounds of words which occur sentence- finally. This, however, should not be at 
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the expense of meaning, that is, the major objective of any speech act is to 
deliver a meaningful message. Assonance is subsidiary to meaning. Assonance 
in Qur’anic discourse has an illocutionary force on the reader/hearer, has a psy-
chological function of spiritual relaxation, and is achieved through one of the 
following linguistic mechanisms:

1 word order: At the end of a sentence, we find a word placed sentence- finally 
to achieve assonance, as in (qālū āmannā birabbi al- cālamīn. rabbi mūsā wa 
hārūn – They said: ‘We have believed in the Lord of the worlds, the Lord of 
Moses and Aaron’, Q26:47–48) where the noun (hārūn) is placed at the end 
of the sentence to rhyme with the previous sentence which ends with (al- 
cālamīn). Thus, we have /īn/ + /ūn/. However, in Q20:70, the noun (mūsā) is 
placed at the end of the sentence in order to rhyme with the previous sen-
tence, which also ends with the same rhyme of a long vowel /ā/. This is: 
(… ḥaithu atā … birabbi hārūn wa mūsā – … wherever he is … in the Lord 
of Aaron and Moses, Q20:69–70). Thus, we have /ā/ + /ā/.

2 change in morphological form: In order to achieve rhyme, the morphologi-
cal form of a word may get changed, as in: (qāla hal yasmacūnakum idh 
tadcūn. aw yanfacūnakum aw yaḍurrūn – He said: ‘Do they hear you when 
you supplicate? Or do they benefit you, or do they harm?’, Q26:72–73) 
where we have the verbs (yasmacūnakum – they hear you) and 
(yanfacūnakum – they benefit you). However, the third verb (yaḍurrūn – 
they harm) has violated the morphological pattern of the previous two verbs 
in the interest of assonance. The morphological form of the verb (yaḍurrūn) 
should be {yaḍurrūnakum}. Thus, we have morphological symmetry: (yasm
acūnakum) → (yanfacūnakum) → (yaḍurrūnakum). Since assonance is para-
mount, a change in morphological form has taken place in (yaḍurrūn) of 
Q26:73. Thus, we have /ūn/ + /ūn/. The same applies to the verb (hadā – to 
guide, Q20:79), which ends with a long vowel /ā/ in order to match the sur-
rounding rhyme of /ā/. However, the morphological form of (hadā) should 
be {hadāhum}.

3 lengthening the word- final vowel: To achieve assonance, the vowel at the 
end of a word is lengthened, as in: (… fa’aḍallūnā al- sabīlā – They led us 
astray from the right way, Q33:67), where we have a word- final long vowel 
/ā/ in the noun (al- sabīlā – the right way) which is compatible with the same 
rhyme /ā/ of other surrounding sentences. If assonance is overlooked, this 
noun should occur as (al- sabīla), that is, ending with a short vowel /a/ 
because it is an object noun. Having lengthened the last vowel, we now have 
/ā/ + /ā/ for the sake of assonance.

2.5.3 Onomatopoeia

Onomatopoeia is a phonetic phenomenon which refers to the symbolism of 
sounds and the verbalisation of noises. Stylistically, a given lexical item with an 
onomatopoeic effect is selected other than its synonymous counterparts, as in:
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inna baṭsha rabbika lashadīd – Indeed, the vengeance of your Lord is severe, 
Q85:12

where the word (baṭsha – vengeance) is chosen for its inherent sounds, the 
velarised alveolar stop /ṭ/ and the palato- alveolar fricative /sh/, in order to 
highlight phonetically God’s mighty power. The synonym (cadhāb – punish-
ment) cannot deliver this rhetorical task. The sound effect of onomatopoeia 
also applies to other words such as (al- ṭāmmah – the greatest overwhelming 
calamity) in Q79:34 and (al- qāricah – the striking calamity) in Q101:1. In fact, 
Q114, as a whole sūrah, is marked by onomatopoeic effect through the 
employment of the voiceless alveolar fricative sound /s/ which delivers the 
perlocutionary effect of Satan’s whisper (waswasat al- shaiṭān) in people’s 
ears → (fawaswasa lahumā al- shaiṭānu – Satan whispered to both of them, 
Q7:20).

2.5.4 Vowel points and pronunciation 

We are concerned with vowel points (or case endings – ḥarakāt al- icrāb) in terms 
of the different pronunciations of Qur’anic words. In Arabic, there are three 
major vowel points which affect the pronunciation of some Qur’anic words:

i the short vowel /u/ called (ḍammah): This designates the nominative case 
(ḥālat al- rafc) or (al- marfūc),

ii the short vowel /a/ called (fatḥah): This designates the accusative case (ḥālat 
al- naṣb) or (al- manṣūb), and

iii the short vowel /i/ called (kasrah): This designates the genitive case (ḥālat 
al- jarr) or (al- majrūr).

Vowel points are related to the modes of reading (al- qirā’āt), which are a 
major phonetic aspect of Qur’anic discourse and which represent a diversity 
in the pronunciation of Qur’anic words. Let us consider the following 
examples:

1 allāhu khalaqa kulla dābbatin min mā’ – God has created every living crea-
ture from water, Q24:45

where the noun (allāhu – God) is the subject with the short vowel /u/, the verb 
(khalaqa – to create) has three short vowels /a/ as a past tense verb, and the 
expression (kulla dābbatin – every living creature) appears with the short vowel 
/a/ for (kulla) as the object noun. According to this mode of reading, the subject 
(allāhu) is in the nominative case and acts as the mubtada’, while (khalaqa kulla 
dābbatin – created every living creature) is the predicate (khabar) of the subject 
(mubtada’). This kind of pronunciation is based on the past tense verb (khalaqa), 
whose pragmatic function is to designate a lasting state of affairs (al- khalq – the 
state of creation all the time).
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 However, the second way of pronunciation below is less common:

{allāhu khāliqu kulli dābbatin min mā’} – God has created every living 
creature from water.

where the original verb (khalaqa) has undergone three phonological changes:

i the short vowel /a/ is lengthened to become /ā/,
ii the second short vowel /a/ is changed to /i/, and
iii the last short vowel /a/ becomes /u/.

These phonological changes are undertaken to produce an active participle noun 
(khāliqu – creator). This new mode of reading is based on the word (khāliqu), 
whose pragmatic function is to designate continuity of the act of creation since 
the noun (active participle) is more able to achieve this semantic function than 
the verb (khalaqa). However, the first pronunciation with a past tense verb 
(khalaqa) with three short vowels /a/ is phonetically easier than the second pro-
nunciation where the long vowel /ā/ is used in (khāliqu).

2 fatalaqqā ādamu min rabbihi kalimātin fatāba calaihi – Then Adam received 
from his Lord words, and He (God) accepted his repentance, Q2:37

where (ādamu) is read with the short vowel /u/ as a subject in the nominative 
case, while (kalimātin – words) is read with the genitive case /-in/ as an object. 
According to this pronunciation, the sentence means Adam received words from 
his Lord, understood them, admonished people according to them and acted 
upon them. However, the other way of pronunciation is:

{fatalaqqā ādama min rabbih kalimātun fatāba calaih}

where (ādama) is read with the short vowel /a/ as a foregrounded object in the 
accusative case, while (kalimātun) is pronounced with the nominative case /un/ 
as a subject in the nominative case. The meaning of this mode of reading is that 
the words influenced Adam, helped him to repent and obey his Lord. Then, as a 
result, his Lord accepted his repentance.
 In terms of thematic relations, also known as (case, thematic or semantic 
roles), there are deep structure relations between the noun (phrase) and the 
verb in any sentence. These semantic roles are decided by the semantic fea-
tures of the verb with which the noun occurs. Thus, the noun takes different 
thematic roles in different contexts. In Q2:37, (Adam) is a recipient (benefac-
tive) due to the semantic nature of the verb (talaqqā – receive), which 
expresses a change in ownership or possession. Adam undergoes ‘gain’ due 
to the transfer of (kalimātin – words) to him. Semantically, Adam is the 
object.
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3 khatama allāhu calā qulūbihim wa calā samcihim wa calā abṣārihim 
ghishāwatun wa lahum cadhābun caẓīm – God has set a seal upon their hearts 
and upon their hearing, and there is a veil over their vision, and there is a 
great punishment for them, Q2:7

where the word (ghishāwatun – a veil) is pronounced with the nominative case 
/un/ as a backgrounded subject (mubtada’ mu’akhkhar) because it is an indefinite 
noun and the prepositional phrase (calā abṣārihim – upon their vision) is a fore-
grounded predicate (khabar muqaddam), and the additive conjunctive particle (wa 
– and) coordinates between the verbal sentence (khatama allāhu calā qulūbihim wa 
calā samcihim – God has set a seal upon their hearts and upon their hearing) and 
the nominal sentence (calā abṣārihim ghishāwatun – there is a veil over their 
vision). Thus, in terms of conjunction by (wa), the whole sentence should be:

{khatama allāhu calā qulūbihim wa calā samcihim {wa} calā abṣārihim 
ghishāwatun}

Thus, structurally, it should be:

{khatama allāhu calā qulūbihim wa calā samcihim} {wa} {ghishāwatun calā 
abṣārihim}

However, according to the alternative mode of reading, we have (ghishāwatan – 
a veil) pronounced with the accusative case /an/ as an object in the accusative 
case whose verb (jacala – to set or make) is ellipted. Thus, we have two verbal 
sentences coordinated by (wa):

{khatama allāhu calā qulūbihim wa calā samcihim {wa} jacala calā abṣārihim 
ghishāwatan}

In other words, the ellipted verb (jacala) is coordinated to (macṭūf calā) the first 
verb (khatama) and the subject of both verbs is (allāhu).

2.6 Co- textual factors 
Co- text means the textual habitat which influences the stylistic occurrence of a 
grammatical, lexical or phonetic form. Co- textual factors help to establish stylis-
tic symmetry on the grammatical, semantic and phonetic levels. There are, there-
fore, three kinds of co- text pertaining to stylistic variation in Qur’anic genre. 
These are discussed below.

2.6.1 Grammatical co- text

This refers to the linguistic environment in which a number of sentences share 
common grammatical features. The main stylistic function of grammatical  
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co- text is to achieve grammatical symmetry among a number of sentences. There 
are five kinds of grammatical co- text. These are explained below.

2.6.1.1 Co- text and grammatical category

Co- text and grammatical category refer to the stylistic shift from one grammati-
cal category to another, such as the shift from a verb to a noun, or an adjective, 
or vice versa, as explained below:

a innakum lata’tūna al- rijāla shahwatan min dūn al- nisā’ bal antum qawmun 
musrifūn – Indeed, you approach men with desire instead of women. Rather, 
you are a transgressing people, Q7:81

b a’innakum lata’tūna al- rijāla shahwatan min dūn al- nisā’ bal antum qawmun 
tajhalūn – Indeed, you approach men with desire instead of women. Rather, 
you are a transgressing people, Q27:55

where stylistic variation is represented by the grammatical shift from the noun 
(musrifūn – transgressors) in sentence (a) to the verb (tajhalūn – ignorants). This 
is due to the macro grammatical co- texts, which are dominated by sentence- final 
nouns and sentence- final verbs in sentences (a) and (b) respectively. Thus, gram-
matical compatibility and stylistic harmony are achieved in the macro texts of 
both Q7 and Q27.

2.6.1.2 Co- text and morphological form

The morphological form of lexical items constitutes the co- text that allows the 
occurrence of other lexical items, as in:

a inna hādhā lashai’un cajīb – Indeed, this is an amazing thing, Q11:72
b inna hādhā lashai’un cujāb – Indeed, this is a curious thing, Q38:5

where stylistic variation is influenced by the morphological co- text of sen-
tences (a) and (b) in which there is a shift in morphological form. In sentence 
(a), the adjective (cajīb – amazing) is on the pattern of (facīl) that has been 
employed in word- final co- text sentences like Q11:66, 68, 73 and 75. However, 
in sentence (b), the adjective (cujāb – curious) is on the morphological pattern 
of (fucāl) that has occurred in word- final co- text sentences such as Q38:2, 3, 4 
and 6. In order to achieve compatibility in morphological form and stylistic 
harmony, a given morphological form is employed in either sentences. 
Although sentences (a) and (b) refer to the same leitmotif of God’s omnipo-
tence, that is, they occur in the same context, the shift in morphological form 
is not influenced by the same context of situation but rather by their relevant 
grammatical co- text.
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2.6.1.3 Co- text and number

The occurrence of a noun in the singular or plural form is influenced by co- text, 
as in:

a lakum fīhā fawākihu kathīratun wa minhā ta’kulūn – In which for you are 
abundant fruits and from which you eat, Q23:19

b lakum fīhā fākihatun kathīratun minhā ta’kulūn – For you therein is much 
fruit from which you eat, Q43:73

We encounter here a stylistic shift from the plural noun (fawākihu – fruits) and 
the conjunctive element (wa – and) in sentence (a) to the singular noun 
(fākihatun – fruit) and the absence of the conjunctive element (wa) in sentence 
(b). This is attributed to their relevant grammatical co- texts. Since plural nouns 
like (jannāt – gardens), (nakhīl – palm trees) and (acnāb – grapevines) have 
occurred in sentence Q23:19, the plural noun (fawākihu) has also been selected 
for this sentence. The conjunctive particle (wa) is employed in Q23:19 because 
it is coordinated to an implicit phrase {minhā taddakhirūn – from which you 
store or save}. This is because this sentence refers to the present life in which 
people store fruits to be consumed at a later stage or season. However, sentence 
Q43:73 employs the singular noun (fākihatun) for two reasons:

i its co- text sentence Q43:72 employs a singular noun (al- jannah – para-
dise), and

ii sentence Q43:73 refers to the hereafter where people in paradise do not need 
to store fruits since they are available to them during all seasons.

2.6.1.4 Co- text and tense

Stylistic variation also results from tense shift, as in:

a allāhu alladhī yursilu al- riyāḥ – It is God who sends the winds, Q30:48
b allāhu alladhī arsala al- riyāḥ – It is God who sent the winds, Q35:9

Stylistic variation is represented by the shift from present tense (yursilu – to 
send) in sentence (a) to past tense (arsala – sent) in sentence (b). This stylistic 
shift is attributed to the present tense co- text which dominates Q30 and the past 
tense co- text that is employed within the larger statement Q35:9, and also due to 
other co- text sentences Q35:1 and 11 that have employed the past tense.

2.6.1.5 Co- text and word order

A change in word order creates stylistic shift, as in:

a qul lā amliku linafsī nafcan walā ḍarran illā mā shā’a allāhu – Say: ‘I do not 
hold for myself the power of benefit or harm except what God has willed’, 
Q7:188
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b qul lā amliku linafsī ḍarran walā nafcan illā mā shā’a allāhu – Say: ‘I do not 
hold for myself the power of harm or benefit except what God has willed’, 
Q10:49

The stylistic change is represented by the word order of the noun phrase (nafcan 
walā ḍarran – benefit or harm) in sentence (a) and the noun phrase (ḍarran walā 
nafcan – harm or benefit) in sentence (b). To account for this mode of stylistic 
variation, a textual analysis is required. The macro text needs to be investigated 
in order to find out why the nominalised noun (nafcan – benefit) occurs first in 
the noun phrase of sentence (a) but it occurs at the end of the same noun phrase 
in sentence (b).
 Although the two nouns collocate with each other, the unmarked (usual) word 
order of the noun phrase is for the noun (ḍarran) to occur first as in sentence (b). 
This collocational pattern is intertextually related to Q32:16 in which the reader is 
admonished to worship his/her Lord for fear of His punishment as a priority and 
then for the attainment of His infinite bounty. The lexical co- text in Q7:178 and 
Q7:188 provides positive meaning words similar to the positive meaning word 
(nafcan – benefit) that have also occurred first before negative meaning words such 
as (yahdī – to guide) occurs before the word (yuḍlil – to misguide) and (al- khair – 
much wealth) occurs before (al- sū’ – harm). Similarly, the word order co- text has 
also influenced the occurrence of the negative meaning word (ḍarran – harm) to 
occur first. The same word order also occurs in Q10:18 and Q10:107.

2.6.2 Lexical co- text

This refers to the lexical environment in which a number of sentences share 
common lexical features. The main stylistic function of semantic co- text is to 
achieve lexical symmetry among a number of sentences. Thus, the selection of a 
given lexical item is not done haphazardly but is influenced by lexical co- text, 
as in:

a walaw shā’a rabbuka mā facalūhu fadharhum wamā yaftarūn – If your Lord 
had willed, they would not have done it. So, leave them and that which they 
invent, Q6:112

b walaw shā’a allāhu mā facalūhu fadharhum wamā yaftarūn – If God had 
willed, they would not have done it. So, leave them and that which they 
invent, Q6:137

In the above examples, we have a stylistic shift on the lexical level from the 
subject noun (rabbuka – your Lord) in sentence (a) to the subject noun (allāhu – 
God) in sentence (b). This stylistic shift is attributed to the lexical co- text of sen-
tences (a) and (b). For Q6:112, the lexical co- text is represented by sentences 
Q6:76–112, in which the word (rabbuka) occurs more frequently. For Q6:137, 
the lexical co- text is represented by sentences Q6:136–144, in which the word 
(allāhu) recurrently occurs. 
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2.6.3 Phonetic co- text

This refers to the phonetic environment in which a number of sentences share 
common phonetic features. The main stylistic function of phonetic co- text is to 
achieve phonetic symmetry among a number of sentences. On the phonetic level, 
two sentences are stylistically different due to the following two reasons:

i the impact of the phonetic co- text which conditions the selection of a given 
lexical item that ends with a given sound in order to match the overall pho-
netic pattern of the macro text, and

ii to achieve the rhetorical feature of assonance that leads to cadence.

This applies to the final sound of sentence- final words. Let us consider the fol-
lowing examples: 

a cindahum qāṣirātu al- ṭarf cīn – With them will be women limiting their 
glances, with large, beautiful eyes, Q37:48

b cindahum qāṣirātu al- ṭarf atrāb – With them will be women limiting their 
glances and of equal age, Q38:52

Stylistic shift is represented by the final sound of each sentence- final word. In 
sentence (a), the word (cīn – with large, beautiful eyes) ends with the nasal sound 
/n/, while in (b), the word (atrāb – of equal age) ends with the bilabial stop sound 
/b/. This is due to the phonetic co- text, known as assonance, surrounding these 
sentences. In Q37, assonance is based on the final nasal sound /n/ in sentence- 
final words, while in Q38, assonance is hinged upon the sound /b/ in sentence- 
final words. 

2.7 Contextual factors
Contextual factors influence stylistic variation at different levels of language. 
However, stylistic variation occurs on the lexical level, which is conditioned by 
context. The context of situation influences stylistic variation in Qur’anic genre on 
different levels. The contextual factors that lead to stylistic shift include three lin-
guistic levels: lexical, grammatical and word order. These are explained below. 

2.7.1 Lexical level

The collocation of a given lexical item is context sensitive, that is, the colloca-
tion of a word is influenced by the context in which it occurs, as in:

a tilka ḥudūdu allāhi falā taqrabūhā – These are the limits of God, so do not 
approach them, Q2:187

b tilka ḥudūdu allāhi falā tactadūhā – These are the limits of God, so do not 
transgress them, Q2:229
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The stylistic variation from the verb (taqrabū – to approach) in sentence (a) to 
(tactadū – to transgress) in sentence (b) is attributed to their relevant contexts. In 
sentence (a), the verb (taqrabū) in Q2:187 is employed in a context of situation, 
which alludes to a serious prohibition represented by the earlier section of the 
larger statement Q2:187, which highlights the prohibition of sexual intercourse 
between the husband and wife in the mosque. The other verb (tactadū), however, 
does not highlight a serious prohibition. It occurs in a divorce context that urges 
the husband to be more lenient and not to take back the presents he gave to his 
former wife. 
 Let us consider another example that demonstrates the influence of context 
upon the selection of a given lexical item:

c walākinna akthara al- nāss lā yaclamūn – But most of the people do not 
know, Q40:57

d walākinna akthara al- nāss lā yu’minūn – But most of the people do not 
believe, Q40:59

Stylistic variation is represented by the lexical shift from the verb (yaclam – to 
know) in sentence (c) to the verb (yu’min – to believe) in sentence (d). This sty-
listic variation is attributed to the context of situation in which the two sentences 
unfold. The context of sentence (c) alludes to the sceptics of God’s power and 
the arrogant who doubt God’s ability to recreate mankind after their death. Thus, 
reference is made to God’s creation of the heavens and the earth. For this con-
textual reason, the verb (yaclam – to know) is employed in Q40:57. This reflects 
the perlocutionary effect of rebuttal to the opponents’ thesis that God is unable 
to recreate. However, the context of sentence (d) refers to disbelief in the Day of 
Judgement; thus, the verb (yu’min – to believe) is employed in Q40:59. 

2.7.2 Grammatical level

On this level, context influences the occurrence of a given conjunctive element 
or a preposition in one sentence but not in the other, as in:

a laqad arsalnā nūḥan ilā qawmih – We had certainly sent Noah to his 
people, Q7:59

b wa laqad arsalnā nūḥan ilā qawmih – We had certainly sent Noah to his 
people, Q11:25

This stylistic variation is attributed to contextual factors and is represented by 
the employment of the additive conjunctive element (wa – and) before the affir-
mation particle (laqad – certainly) in sentence (b) and the absence of the con-
junctive (wa) in sentence (a). Sentence Q7:59 is conditioned by its context 
sentences Q7:54–58 in which allusion is made to the leitmotif of God’s omnipo-
tence. Because Q7:59 is a new sentence with a new leitmotif which is not related 
to the previous sentences which have alluded to a different leitmotif, there is no 
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need to employ the conjunctive particle (wa) at the beginning of sentence Q7:59. 
However, there is a semantic link between sentence Q11:25 and the previous 
sentences Q11:19–24. Thus, the context of situation is represented by sentences 
Q11:19–24, which allude to people who are deniers (munkir) and disbelieve 
their Prophets and God’s signs. Because context has established a semantic link, 
sentence Q11:25 is coordinated to the previous context sentences by the con-
junctive element (wa) in order to attain stylistic sequentiality, textual progres-
sion, and conceptual and intertextual connectivity between sentences 19–25 
of Q11. 

2.7.3 Word order level

Contextual factors also influence the word order of two structurally identical 
sentences, as in:

a walaqad ṣarrafnā lil- nāss fī hādhā al- qur’āni min kulli mathalin – And We 
have certainly diversified for the people in this Qur’an from every kind of 
example, Q17:89

b walaqad ṣarrafnā fī hādhā al- qur’āni lil- nāss min kulli mathalin – And We 
have certainly diversified for the people in this Qur’an from every kind of 
example, Q18:54

where the prepositional phrases (lil- nāss – for the people) and (fī hādhā al- 
qur’āni – in this Qur’an) have different orders in sentences (a) and (b). This is 
due to the context of situation relevant to each sentence. In sentence (a), refer-
ence is made to (al- ins – mankind) in the previous sentence Q17:88. Therefore, 
the word (nāss – people, mankind) occurs first in Q17:89 to achieve lexical con-
nectivity with the previous context sentence. However, the occurrence of (fī 
hādhā al- qur’āni) first in Q18:54 is to achieve compatibility with the macro 
context of situation in Q18, which highlights the revelation of the Qur’an as a 
major leitmotif. 
 The notion of context is also related to contextual affiliation (qarīnat al- siyāq), 
which refers to words which are contextually related to other words through the 
same context. The two words occur in the same sentence. Let us consider 
(baqarah). If we assume that the /q/ and the /r/ letters are not clear to read or are 
deleted, we get (ba- a-ah). However, through contextual affiliation we can find 
out that the missing letters are /q/ and /r/. For instance, if we read on, we find in 
the same text or sentence words like (qurūn – horns), (ḥalīb – milk), (dhail – 
tail), or the Qur’anic noun phrase (fāqicun lawnuhā – bright in colour). Accord-
ingly, we can deduce that due to contextual affiliation, the missing letters are the 
/q/ and /r/. Examples of contextual affiliation are like (khalq) in Q4:119, 
Q26:137 which means (God’s religion, fiṭrah (inborn inclination to worship 
God)), and Q29:17, (fitnah) in Q2:193, Q8:39, which means (al- shirk – idol wor-
shipping), and (raḥmah) in Q17:28, which means (al- rizq – provision). This 
meaning is based on contextual affiliation because: (i) the previous and latter 
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sentences refer to spending in God’s cause, (ii) circumstantial context (qarīnat 
al- ḥāll), that is, the reason for the revelation of Q17:28, and (iii) intertextuality, 
as in Q17:100, Q18:10 and Q35:3. 
 Another example of contextual affiliation is:

walā tulqū bi’aidīkum ilā al- tahlukah – Do not throw yourselves with your 
own hands into destruction, Q2:195

where the noun (tahlukah) is given the surface structure meaning (destruction). 
However, having considered the contextual affiliation of the noun (tahlukah), the 
accurate underlying meaning is (to stop donation for the sake of God). Thus, the 
accurate translation should be: (Do not destroy yourselves by stopping donation 
for the sake of God). This meaning is backed up by the context of situation, that 
is, the reason for the revelation of this sentence. The context of situation is the 
battle between the Muslims and the Romans in Constantinople. The Companion 
Abu Aiyyub al- Ansari has confirmed the underlying meaning of (tahlukah) 
based on the context of the revelation of Q2:195. Most importantly, the earlier 
occurrence of the verbal phrase (anfiqū fī sabīl allāh – Spend in God’s cause, 
Q2:195) lends support to the underlying meaning of (tahlukah) as (to stop dona-
tion for the sake of God). 

2.8 Pragmatic factors
Pragmatic factors include the foregrounding of the rhetorical element of al- 
musnad ilaihi (the subject of a noun- initial sentence). Qur’anic genre departs 
from the unmarked (usual) verb- initial word order to the marked (unusual) 
subject noun- initial word order for pragmatic reasons. This stylistic variation 
occurs for the following pragmatic and rhetorical reasons:

i rebuttal and substantiation: The rhetorical element of al- musnad ilaihi is 
foregrounded in order to attain the perlocutionary effect of rebuttal of an 
opponent’s thesis and substantiation of the speaker’s thesis, as in:

allāhu anzala min al- samā’ mā’an … allāhu khalaqakum thumma 
yatawaffākum … allāhu faḍḍala bacḍakum calā bacḍin fī al- rizq … 
allāhu jacala lakum min anafusikum azwājan … allāhu akhrajakum min 
buṭūn ummahātikum … allāhu jacala lakum min buyūtikum sakanan … 
allāhu jacala lakum mimā khalaqa ẓilālan – God has sent down rain 
from the sky … God created you then He will take you in death … God 
has favoured some of you over others in provision … God has made for 
you from yourselves mates … God has extracted you from the wombs 
of your mothers … God has made for you from your homes a place of 
rest … God has made for you, from that which He has created, shade, 
Q16:65–81
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The musnad ilaihi noun (allāhu – God) is foregrounded for the perlocutionary 
effect of rebutting the opponents’ thesis of ingratitude, denial of God’s favour 
and polytheism. The deniers’ argument has occurred in the previous statements 
of Q16:53–64 and 73–76. The rhetorical mechanism of foregrounding al- musnad 
ilaihi is also to substantiate the text producer’s thesis that: ‘whatever the deniers 
have of favour, it is from their Lord’.

ii specification: The rhetorical element of al- musnad is foregrounded in order 
to pinpoint the role of someone or something in the sentence, as in:

a lahu mā fī al- samāwāt wal- arḍ – To Him belongs whatever is in the 
heavens and the earth, Q16:52

 where the prepositional phrase (lahu – to Him (God)) is al- musnad, which is 
foregrounded in order to specify exactly what belongs to whom and who is 
in control of the affairs of the heavens and the earth. In other words, by fore-
grounding al- musnad (lahu), the communicator has restricted ‘the ownership 
and possession of the heavens and the earth to one entity, namely, God’. 
This pragmatic function of al- musnad is referred to in Arabic rhetoric as al- 
takhṣīṣ (specification) or al- qaṣr (restriction). The same argument applies to 
(lil- lāh al- amru – to God belongs the command, Q30:4) where al- musnad 
(lil- lāh – to God) is foregrounded for specification. However, if the prag-
matic function of specification is not required, al- musnad is not fore-
grounded, as in:

b al- ḥamdu lil- lāh – All praise is due to God, Q1:2
 lil- lāh al- ḥamdu – To God is due all praise, Q45:36

 where in Q1:2, al- musnad (lil- lāh – to God) is not foregrounded, while in 
Q45:36, the same musnad element (lil- lāh – to God) is foregrounded due to 
the pragmatic need of specification (al- takhṣīṣ) that is dictated by the context 
of this sentence.

2.9 Surface structure ungrammaticality
On the surface structure, the sentence sounds ungrammatical. This results from 
a number of linguistic factors, such as singular/plural form, morphological 
form, masculine/feminine form, grammatical case and anaphoric reference 
(coreferentiality or coreference). These different grammatical factors are 
explained below.
 Qur’anic discourse is marked by surface structure grammatical incongruity. 
Although this linguistic phenomenon has created grammatical unacceptability, 
stylistic acceptability has remained intact and Qur’anic Arabic provides syntactic 
reasons for this shift on the grammatical level. This is a form of grammatical 
variation in Qur’anic genre, which is attributed to contextual and exegetical 
reasons. Surface structure ungrammaticality takes different linguistic modes, 
such as:
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2.9.1 Singular/plural form 

In Qur’anic discourse, we encounter sentences which employ nouns in the 
singular form, which grammatically should have been in the plural form, or 
nouns in the plural form, which should have been in the singular form, as in 
examples (a) and (b) respectively:

a innā rasūlu rabb al- cālamīn – We are the messenger of the Lord, Q26:16

where the singular noun (rasūlu – messenger) is employed. Therefore, grammati-
cally, the sentence should have a plural noun (rusulu – messengers) and should 
read as {innā rusulu rabb al- cālamīn – We are the messengers of the Lord}. 
However, the underlying meaning of the singular noun (rasūlu – messenger) 
refers to the plural form (rusul – messengers). Therefore, this surface structure 
grammatical unacceptability is stylistically acceptable in Arabic.

b walaqad nādānā nūḥun falanicma al- mujībūn – Noah had certainly called Us 
(God), and We (God) are the best of responders, Q37:75

In this sentence, the plural noun (al- mujībūn – responders) is used. Grammati-
cally, the singular form (al- mujīb – responder) should be employed and the sen-
tence should read as {walaqad nādānā nūḥun falanicma al- mujīb}. On the 
contextual level, the plural noun (al- mujībūn) is stylistically more elevated than 
its singular counterpart. In Qur’anic discourse, the plural noun is employed for 
the perlocutionary effect of highlighting God’s status, exaltation of God and 
God’s omnipotence.
 It is interesting to note that stylistic variation on the singular/plural grammati-
cal level occurs within the same sentence, as in:

c allāhu waliyyu alladhīna āmanū yukhrijuhum min al- ẓulumāt ilā al- nūri wa 
alladhīna kafarū awliyā’uhum al- ṭāghūtu yukhrijūnahum min al- nūr ilā al- 
ẓulumāt – God is the ally of those who believe. He brings them out from 
darkness into the light. Those who disbelieve, their allies are the evil ones. 
They take them out of the light into darkness, Q2:257

The first part of this sentence achieves grammatical concordance and involves 
the singular subject noun (allāhu – God) and its verb (yukhrijuhum – to bring 
them out (singular, masculine)), which is in agreement with its subject in terms 
of number. In the second part of the sentence, however, we encounter a gram-
matical shift because the singular subject noun (al- ṭāghūtu – the evil one) is 
employed with a plural verb (yukhrijūnahum – they take them out (implicit 
subject, plural, masculine)), which is in violation of the subject- verb number 
agreement. Grammatically, the verb should have been in the singular form 
(yukhrijuhum) in order to achieve grammatical compatibility with its singular 
subject (al- ṭāghūtu). This grammatical incongruity is not without a good pragmatic 
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reason. The employment of the plural verb (yukhrijūnahum) in the second part 
of the sentence carries a perlocutionary effect. The plural verb represents the 
performative intent of the ST producer and signifies an underlying theological 
communicative function, which has an intertextual and conceptual connectivity 
with the Qur’anic leitmotif of the many evil ones among people, as in Q2:14, 
Q6:71, 121, Q7:30 and Q23:97, which refer to the evil ones. Another underlying 
pragmatic function of the employment of the plural verb is the affirmation of the 
leitmotif of monotheism, where the first singular subject (allāhu) is employed 
with a singular verb form, while the second singular subject (al- ṭāghūtu) is 
employed with a plural verb form in order to signify the multitude of false gods 
which (al- ṭāghūtu) stands for. 

2.9.2 Morphological form

Qur’anic discourse employs verbs in the active participle form, which should 
have been in the passive participle and vice versa, or verbs which violate the 
semantic rule of selection restriction, as in the following examples:

a lahum fīhā azwājun muṭahharatun – For them therein are purified 
spouses, Q4:57

In this sentence, the passive participle form (muṭahharatun – purified) is 
employed instead of the grammatically expected active participle form (ṭāhiratun 
– purified). This morphological shift from the active to the passive form is attrib-
uted to the pragmatic function of the passive participle, which aims to signify the 
elevated status of the spouses in paradise. The passive participle (muṭahharatun) 
denotes the action of purifying as being performed and perfected by God. There-
fore, the grammatically expected active participle (ṭāhiratun) cannot signify the 
perfection of purifying because it denotes an action that is performed by the 
spouses themselves. 
 Similarly, in:

b yā abati innī ra’aytu aḥada cashara kawkaban wa al- shamsa wa al- qamara 
ra’aytuhum lī sājidīn – O my father, indeed, I have seen eleven stars and the 
sun and the moon; I saw them prostrating to me, Q12:4

In this sentence, the plural verb form (sājidīn – prostrating) is employed instead 
of the other morphological form (sājidah – prostrating). This verb refers to the 
subject noun phrase (aḥada cashara kawkaban wa al- shamsa wa al- qamara – 
eleven stars and the sun and the moon), which represents nouns with the seman-
tic componential features [– Animate] and [– Human]. In terms of collocation 
and semantic selection restriction rule, the verb (sājidīn) should have been 
employed with subject nouns that have the componential features [+ Animate] 
and [+ Human], that is, features that designate human beings. Had the active 
participle (sājidah) been used, reference would have been made to the subject 
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nouns as [– Animate] and [– Human]. However, the sentence aims to achieve the 
pragmatic function of upgrading the status of these subject nouns by making 
them behave like [+ Animate] and [+ Human] beings, who prostrate to their 
Lord. In other words, these [– Animate] and [– Human] nouns have been given 
the [+] semantic features and, therefore, are grammatically given the active parti-
ciple form (sājidīn) that usually collocates with nouns of the [+] features. Thus, 
this active participle form is grammatically befitting. On the rhetorical level, the 
morphological form (sājidīn) is employed to achieve hyperbole.

2.9.3 Masculine/feminine form

This is another form of stylistic variation on the grammatical level where 
ungrammaticality occurs due to the inconsistent gender agreement between the 
noun and its verb, as in:

a akhadha alladhīna ẓalamū al- ṣaiḥatu – The shriek seized those who had 
wronged, Q11:67

where the feminine noun (al- ṣaiḥatu – the shriek, mighty blast) has collocated 
with a masculine verb (akhadha – to seize, take). This grammatical incongruity 
is semantically justified because the feminine noun (al- ṣaiḥatu) has the under-
lying meaning of (al- ṣawt – sound), which is a masculine noun → {akhadha al- 
ṣawt – the sound seized}. Thus, the masculine verb (akhadha) is compatible with 
the underlying masculine noun (al- ṣawt). 

b qālat al- acrābu āmannā – The Bedouins said: ‘We believed’, Q49:14

Grammatical incongruity stems from the lack of agreement between the mascu-
line noun (al- acrābu – the Bedouins) and its feminine verb (qālat – said). 
Ungrammaticality has taken place in this sentence because it is elliptical, that is, 
there is a feminine noun missing such as (qabīlah – a tribe) or (majmūcah – a 
group). Thus, the sentence can read like: {qālat qabīlatun min al- acrāb āmannā – 
a tribe of Bedouins said: ‘We believed’}. Feminine nouns like these are referred 
to in Arabic grammar as the allegorical feminine form (al- ta’nīth al- majāzī). 
 Inconsistent gender agreement between the noun and its modifier is also 
manifest in the following example:

c al- samā’u munfaṭirun – The heaven will break apart, Q73:18

This case of grammatical incongruity is attributed to the feminine noun (alsamā’u 
– the heaven), which is modified (described) by an adjective in the masculine form 
(munfaṭirun – broken apart (masculine, singular)), which should have occurred in 
the feminine form (munfaṭiratun (feminine, singular)). The reason for this stylistic 
shift from the expected feminine adjective to the unexpected masculine adjective 
form is attributed to the semantic fact that the feminine noun (alsamā’u) refers to 
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an underlying masculine noun meaning (al- saqfu – the roof ). We also encounter in 
Qur’anic discourse gender agreement between these two particular lexical items as 
in: (idhā al- samā’u infaṭarat – when the sky breaks apart, Q82:1), where gender 
agreement is observed between the subject feminine noun (al- samā’u – the sky) 
and its feminine verb (infaṭarat – to break apart).

d inna raḥmata allāh qarībun min al- muḥsinīn – The mercy of God is near to 
the doers of good, Q7:56

where we have a grammatical incongruity between the feminine noun (raḥmata 
– mercy) and its masculine adjective (qarībun – near). The adjective should 
agree with its noun in gender and number. Because the noun (raḥmata) is fem-
inine, its adjective should also be the adjective → {qarībatun}. The reason why 
the adjective (qarīb) occurs in the masculine form is due to the morphological 
fact that (qarīb) is on the morphological pattern (facīl), which can collocate with 
both a masculine and a feminine noun. Thus, it is grammatically sound to say 
either {raḥmata allāhi qarībun} or {raḥmata allāhi qarībatun}.

2.9.4 Grammatical case

Stylistic variation is represented by the shift in the nominative, accusative or 
genitive cases, as in:

a innakum ladhā’iqū al- cadhābi al- alīmi – Indeed, you will be tasters of the 
painful punishment, Q37:38

where grammatical inconsistency lies in the genitive case (ḥālat al- jarr) instead of 
the expected accusative case (ḥālat al- naṣb) in the construct noun phrase (al- cadhābi 
al- alīmi – the painful punishment), whose grammatical cases should be (al- cadhāba 
al- alīma), that is, the accusative case, because it is the direct object of the active 
participle (ladhā’iqū – to taste). Since there are different modes of reading or recita-
tion (qirā’āt) of the Qur’an, shifts in grammatical case like this can also occur. The 
mode in which the object noun phrase occurs in the expected accusative case is 
acceptable to Sībawaih but it is rejected by other linguists who prefer the mode of 
reading with the genitive case for phonetic reasons, which is the ease of articulation. 
This is supported by the deletion of the letter (n) from the verb (ladhā’iqū – to taste), 
which should be (ladhā’iqūn) in order to achieve smoother articulation when it 
occurs next to its adjective (al- alīmi – painful). The same grammatical inconsist-
ency occurs in (al- muqīmī al- ṣalāti – the establishers of prayer, Q22:35), which is 
also in the genitive case and which should be in the nominative case {al- muqīmūn 
al- ṣalāta} but the letter (n) is dropped from the active participle (al- muqīmūn) and 
the noun phrase is given the genitive case for ease of pronunciation. 

b al- mūfūn bicahdihim idhā cāhadū wa al- ṣābirīn – Those who fulfil their 
promise when they promise, and those who are patient, Q2:177
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where grammatical incongruity lies in the subject noun (al- ṣābirīn – those who 
are patient) which has occurred in the accusative case /īn/ rather than the 
expected nominative case (al- ṣābirūn) since it is coordinated to the previous 
subject noun (al- mūfūn – those who fulfil), which has occurred in the nomina-
tive case /ūn/. It should be noted that there is a series of subject nouns in the 
initial part of this sentence which have the implicit nominative case. Then, we 
get the explicit nominative case for the subject (al- mūfūn), which is also coord-
inated to the previous subjects. The reason for this ungrammaticality of having 
the last subject noun (al- ṣābirīn) in the accusative is attributed to the semantic 
fact that Arabic allows a noun which is originally in the nominative case to adopt 
an accusative case in order to provide a special semantic status to this verb in 
particular. In Arabic grammar, this is referred to as (al- naṣb calā al- madḥ – the 
accusative case for praise). Exegetically, the nominative noun (al- ṣābirūn) is 
highlighted (focused, salient) more in the sentence by changing its nominative 
case to the accusative case (al- ṣābirīn). In other words, the accusative case has a 
pragmatic function of giving prominence to the noun in order to highlight the 
importance of the leitmotif of patience. 
 Another example is Q3:180 (walā yaḥsabanna alladhīna yabkhalūna bimā 
ātāhum allāhu min faḍlih huwa khairan lahum bal huwa sharrun lahum) and 
Q24:11 (lā taḥsabūhu sharran lakum bal huwa khairun lakum) where (khairan) 
occurs in the accusative case. This has been accounted for in Section 2.4.2.
 We also encounter grammatical incongruity due to grammatical case in the 
following examples: 

c al- sāriqu wa al- sāriqatu faqṭacū aidiyahumā – The male and female thief 
amputate their hands, Q5:38

d al- zāniyatu wa al- zānī – The unmarried woman or unmarried man found 
guilty of sexual intercourse, Q24:2

In both sentences (c) and (d), grammatical incongruity is represented by the 
inaccurate nominative case marking given to the nouns, which instead, should 
have the accusative case marking. According to Arab grammarians, this is attrib-
uted to the fact that the noun phrase (al- sāriqu wa al- sāriqatu – the male and 
female thief ) is the mubtada’, whose predicate is (faqṭacū aidiyahumā – amputate 
their hands). This example is not similar to what we say (zaidan faḍribhu – as for 
Zaid, you hit him), where (zaidan) is in the accusative case but rather it is like 
saying (man saraqa wa man saraqat faqṭacū aidiyahumā – whoever steals, a male 
or female, amputate their hands) or like (alladhī saraqa wa allatī saraqat faqṭacū 
aidiyahumā) where we have a conditional sentence whose mubtada’ is the rel-
ative pronoun (man – whoever) and (alladhī/allatī – who). The occurrence of the 
noun phrase (al- sāriqu wa al- sāriqatu) in the nominative case is the unanimous 
mode of reading among Qur’an reciters. The same grammatical argument applies 
to sentence (d).
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2.9.5 Anaphoric reference

In Arabic, there is a strong grammatical bond between the noun and its anaphora 
(al- ḍamīr al- cā’id), which agrees with its noun in number and gender, as in:

a ḥattā idhā kuntum fī al- fulk wa jaraina bihim – When you are in ships and 
they sail with them, Q10:22

Although ungrammaticality arises when the number and gender agreement 
between the noun and its anaphora is violated, Arabic allows this stylistic 
phenomenon of pronoun shift. In the above example, shift is represented by 
the employment of the third person plural pronoun (-him – them), which 
refers to the second person plural pronoun (-um – you, plural masculine). The 
expected grammatical form should have been (bikum – with you (second 
person masculine plural)), rather than (bihim – with them (third person plural 
masculine)).

b wa man yacṣī allāha wa rasūlahu fa’inna lahu nāra jahannama khālidīna fīhā 
abadan – Anyone who defies God and His messenger, they will have hellfire 
to live in eternally, Q72:23

Stylistic variation lies in the shift in anaphoric reference from the third person 
masculine singular (-hu – him) of (lahu – to him), which refers to the implicit 
singular masculine subject (huwa – he) in the verb (yacṣī – to defy) to the third 
person masculine plural pronoun (-īn – they) attached to the active participle 
(khālidīna – they live in it forever).

2.10 Summary
Qur’anic Arabic has been investigated at particle, word, phrase, clause, sen-
tence and text levels. The examples have demonstrated that stylistic change is 
conditioned by contextual and co- textual factors. The examples have also 
shown that two stylistically different sentences are not lexical paraphrases. 
Lexical paraphrases are two sentences which have the same meaning. Change 
in style is semantically conditioned. The semantic conditioning of stylistic 
shift is based on co- textual and contextual factors. In other words, stylistic 
variation in Qur’anic discourse is context and co- text sensitive. Co- textual and 
contextual factors involve different types of variation at different aspects of 
Qur’anic genre: word order, morphological pattern, tense, particles, case 
endings, lexical co- text, phonetic co- text, gender, tense and definiteness. Co- 
textual and contextual factors constitute the linguistic habitat that determines 
the linguistic shape of the sentence stylistic pattern and the meaning of a given 
sentence. In other words, stylistic shift is influenced by the surrounding gram-
matical, lexical and phonetic environment of a given sentence. This is due to 
the following reasons:
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i The impact of co- textual and contextual factors on the semantically oriented 
multifaceted style shift, and

ii The impact of co- textual and contextual factors on intertextuality that estab-
lishes a semantic bond between the structurally similar but stylistically and 
semantically distinct sentences. 

The present discussion leads to the conclusion that the secret of Qur’anic dis-
course is its stylistic elegance (balāghatuh), the beauty of Qur’anic discourse is 
its stylistic elegance, the linguistic inimitability of Qur’anic discourse is its sty-
listic elegance, and the difficulty of translating Qur’anic discourse is its stylistic 
elegance. Briefly, in Arabic, I want to say that (sirru al- qur’āni balāghatuh, wa 
jamālu al- qur’āni balāghatuh, wa icjāzu al- qur’āni balāghatuh, wa ṣucūbatu tar-
jamati al- qur’āni balāghatuh).
 The investigation of words on the stylistic level requires a further analysis on 
the morphological and semantic levels, that is, the morpho- semantic network. 
This will be our concern in Chapter 3.



3 Morpho- semantic analysis of 
Qur’anic lexical items

3.1 Introduction
We will argue that style is context sensitive and does not tolerate semantic unac-
ceptability, that is, we cannot say: (I drank a glass of air). For a word to be sty-
listically appropriate, its semantic componential features need to match its 
context. It provides a syntactic and semantic analysis of morphologically dif-
ferent words which belong to the same verb root. The argument is that words of 
different morphological patterns signify distinct meanings and perlocutionary 
effects. The discussion also involves the analysis of sentences where a specific 
word is employed and the underlying semantic reasons of a stylistic choice and 
the impact of semantic context. The examples will demonstrate that the gram-
matically oriented coherent sequence requires the employment of a word in the 
singular rather than the plural, the masculine rather than the feminine or vice 
versa in order to achieve coherence and consolidate the intended meaning of the 
message. The thesis of this chapter is that style is context sensitive. The chapter 
investigates: semantically oriented morphological patterns, context- based 
sentence- final epithets, the active participle, semantic factors, componential fea-
tures, collocation, surface structure semantic incongruity, semantic redundancy, 
violation of selection restriction rule, semantically oriented syntactic structures, 
and sound and meaning. The present discussion is of high value to contrastive 
linguistics, computational Qur’anic linguistics and translation studies. 

3.2 Semantically oriented morphological patterns
Words which are morphologically related belong to the same root. For instance, 
(kattaba – to make someone write something, i.e. to dictate), (kātib – writer), 
(maktūb – written), (kitāb – book), (maktabah – library, bookshop), (kitābah – 
writing) all belong to the same verb root (kataba – to write). Semantically, words 
which have distinct morphological patterns signify different meanings. Thus, the 
sentence meaning is hinged upon the morphological pattern of the word used in 
a given context. In other words, there is a bond between context and verb form. 
According to Arabic morphology, the pattern (faccala) signifies multitude (al- 
takthīr) and hyperbole (al- mubālaghah), as in (qaṭṭaca – to cut into many pieces), 
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(fattaḥa – to open widely several doors), and (kassara – to break into many 
pieces). However, the morphological pattern (afcala) is semantically neutral and 
neither implies multitude nor hyperbole. 
 Let us consider the following examples to illustrate how different morpholog-
ical patterns can influence the sentence meaning:

1 (aqāma) and (qawwama)

fawajadā fīhā jidāran yurīdu an yanqaḍḍa fa’aqāmah – They found 
therein a wall about to collapse, so al- Khiḍr restored it, Q18:77

The verb (aqāma – to restore) is on the morphological pattern (afcala). One 
may wonder why the morphological pattern (faccala) is not used, that is, 
why the verb (qawwama – to demolish and rebuild) is not used in order to 
have (faqawwamah – al- Khiḍr demolished the wall and built it again). The 
meaning of the verb (aqāma) semantically implies (to support the wall 
with something to prevent it from collapsing. This job does not require 
much time or effort). For this reason, the componential semantic features 
of the verb (aqāma – to restore) are suitable for the kind of job which al- 
Khiḍr did and the amount of time he spent. Thus, the verb (qawwama) is 
semantically inappropriate, based on its semantic componential features 
which designate: (i) the restoration of the wall through demolishing it and 
then rebuilding it, and (ii) the huge amount of time and effort required to 
do this job. 

2 (tastaṭīc), (tastaṭic), (tasṭic), (isṭācū) and (istaṭācū)

innaka lan tastaṭīc macī ṣabrā – Indeed, you will never be able to have 
patience with me, Q18:67

hādhā firāqun bainī wabainika sa’unabbi’uka bita’wīli mā lam tstaṭic 
calaihi ṣabrā – (al- Khiḍr said): ‘This is parting between me and you. I 
will inform you of the interpretation of that about which you could not 
have patience’, Q18:78

dhālika ta’wīlu mā lam tasṭic calaihi ṣabrā – That is the interpretation of 
that about which you could not have patience, Q18:82

famā isṭācū an yaẓharūhu wamā istaṭācū lahu naqbā – (Gog and Magog) 
were unable to pass over the wall nor were they able to dig through it, 
Q18:97

The context of the above sentences which have four different verbs is Q18, 
where al- Khiḍr is explaining to Moses why he (al- Khiḍr) has undertaken the 
previous actions: tearing open the ship that belongs to poor people (Q18:71), 
the killing of a young boy (Q18:74), and the restoration of a wall about to 
collapse (Q18:77). There is, therefore, an intertextual relationship between 
each verb form and the specific incident it refers to. In other words, the four 
verbs are context sensitive.
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 In sentences Q18:67 and 78, the full verb form has been used where the 
letters /t/ and /ī/ are both maintained in sentence 67 (tastaṭīc), and where 
the letter /t/ is used in sentence 78 (tastaṭic). This is referred to in Arabic as the 
‘heavy’ form of the verb, that is, using the full verb form without deleting any 
letter(s) from it. The employment of the ‘heavy’ form of the word has the 
pragmatic function of expressing ‘extra useful information and a serious situ-
ation’. For instance, in Q18:66, Moses begs al- Khiḍr to join him: (hal 
attabicuka calā an tucallimunī mimmā cullimta rushdā – May I (Moses) follow 
you (al- Khiḍr) so that you teach me something of that knowledge which you 
have been taught?) al- Khiḍr responds: (innaka lan tastaṭīc macī ṣabrā – Verily, 
you (Moses) will never be able to have patience with me, Q18:67). Thus, the 
context is about the expected difficulties ahead of al- Khiḍr’s journey, which 
Moses will have no patience to withstand (Q18:67). Similarly, the context of 
Q18:78 is about the difficulties which al- Khiḍr and Moses have encountered 
and the three actions undertaken by al- Khiḍr. Therefore, we encounter the full 
verb form (tastaṭīc) in Q18:67, which has six letters (t + s + t + ṭ + ī + c) and the 
full verb form (tastaṭic) in Q18:78, which has five letters (t + s + t + ṭ + c). The 
‘heavy’ morphological form is compatible with the difficult circumstances.
 The context has changed and now al- Khiḍr is explaining to Moses why 
he did the three actions to which he (Moses) objected strongly. The circum-
stances have now become clear to Moses whose frame of mind is more 
relaxed. Therefore, al- Khiḍr employs a different verb form, whose pattern is 
more relaxed and which has only four letters (t + s + ṭ + c), that is, easy to pro-
nounce and with less letters. Thus, we have (tasṭic) in Q18:82. Context and 
meaning have closed ranks to influence morphological form.
 Similarly, in Q18:97, the context is about the story of Dhū al- Qarnain 
and God and Magog (Q18:83–96). We encounter two morphologically dif-
ferent verb forms in Q18:97. The first verb (isṭāc) has five letters 
(i + s + ṭ + ā + c) and the second (istaṭāc) has six letters (i + s + t + ṭ + ā + c). In 
sentence 97, we have a context referring to a highly smooth wall, which is 
extremely difficult to scale up. The smoothness of the wall necessitates 
having the morphological form (isṭāc), which has a smooth pronunciation 
due to its simple form and smoothness of pronunciation. However, the 
second verb (istaṭāc) is related to the context of digging a hole through a 
solid wall. This is a difficult task. Thus, we have a verb form with six letters, 
which requires more effort in its articulation. Pragmatically, the difficulty in 
pronunciation has matched the difficulty of digging a hole in a rock- hard 
wall. Again, context and meaning have closed ranks to influence morpho-
logical form. 

(tastaṭīc) is on the morphological pattern (tastafcil) Q18:67
(tastaṭic) is on the morphological pattern (tastafil) Q18:78
(tasṭic) is on the morphological pattern (tasfil) Q18:82
(isṭāca) is on the morphological pattern (isfacala) Q18:97
(istaṭāca) is on the morphological pattern (istafcala) Q18:97
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3 (tafjur) and (tufajjir) 

waqālū lan nu’mina laka ḥattā tafjura lanā min al- arḍ yanbūcan. aw 
takūna laka jannatun min nakhīlin wacinabin fatufajjira al- anhāra 
khilālahā tafjīrā – They say: ‘We will not believe you until you break 
open for us from the ground a spring, or until you have a garden of 
palm trees and grapes and make rivers gush forth within them in force’, 
Q17:90–91

In Q17:90, we encounter the verb (tafjur – to break open) on the morphologi-
cal pattern (afcala); thus, it neither signifies multitude nor hyperbole. For this 
semantic reason, the verb (tafjur) collocates with the noun (yanbūc – a spring). 
However, in Q17:91, we find a different verb (tufajjir – to gush forth) is on 
the morphological pattern (faccala); thus, it signifies multitude and hyperbole. 
For this semantic reason, the verb (tufajjir) collocates with the noun (al- anhāra 
– rivers). The two verbs are morphologically related. Based on the semantic 
features of each of these two morphologically different verbs, the meaning of 
(tafjur) implies (to break open a spring of water which usually flows in little 
quantities, and the spring may not flow for a long time, and may dry up). 
Thus, the componential semantic features of the noun (yanbūc – a spring) 
require the verb (tafjur). However, the meaning of (tufajjir) implies multitude 
and hyperbole. Thus, the meaning of (tufajjir) implies (the gushing of water in 
massive quantities in the form of rivers, and the river usually flows for a long 
time and does not dry up). For this reason, the componential semantic features 
of the noun (al- anhāra – rivers) require the verb (tufajjir). 

4 (akrama) and (karrama)

laqad karramnā banī ādama – We (God) have certainly honoured the 
children of Adam, Q17:70

The morphological pattern (faccala) is represented by the verb (karrama – to 
honour). This verb has the semantic componential features [+ Continuity] 
and [+ Generic]. Based on its semantic features, the verb (karrama) signifies 
(God’s continual honouring of all mankind). Also, the verb (karrama) is sty-
listically more elevated than its counterpart (akrama – to honour), which is 
on the morphological pattern (afcala). Thus, for semantic and stylistic 
reasons, the verb (karrama) is appropriately employed in Q17:70. This 
semantic analysis is backed up by the following sentence:

qāla ara’aitaka hādhā alladhī karramta calaiya – (Satan) said: ‘Do you 
see this one whom You have honoured above me?’, Q17:62

where the speaker is Satan, who has used the verb (karrama), whose mor-
phological pattern is (faccala) and which also has the same componential 
semantic features mentioned above in addition to [+ Favour], that is, Satan 
has complained to God and claims that Adam (which is reference to 
mankind) has been given eternal preference over Satan.
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 However, we encounter the verb (akrama), whose morphological pattern 
is (afcala) in the following contexts: 

fa’ammā al- insānu idhā mā ibtalāhu rabbuhu fa’akramahu wanaccamahu 
fayaqūlu rabbī akramani – And as for man, when his Lord tries him and 
thus is generous to him and favours him, he says: ‘My Lord has hon-
oured me’, Q89:15

kallā bal lā tukrimūn al- yatīma – No! But you do not honour the orphan, 
Q89:17

In the above sentences Q89:15 and 17, the verbs (akrama) and (tukrimūn) 
are on the morphological pattern (afcala) and involve the semantic features 
[– Continuity] and [– Generic]. These verbs entail (to favour a specific cat-
egory of people with money and financial gain for a temporary period of 
time). Thus, they do not signify eternal divine honour.
 The same applies to (akrimī mathwāhu – make his (Joseph’s) residence 
comfortable, Q12:21) where the verb (akrimī – (afcala) you, second person 
singular feminine) means (to provide for Joseph comfortable accommoda-
tion). This does not reflect a favour forever. It represents material gain.

5 (awṣā) and (waṣṣā) 

waṣṣainā al- insāna biwālidaih – We (God) have enjoined upon man 
goodness to parents, Q29:8

waṣṣā bihā ibrāhīmu banīh wayacqūbu – Abraham instructed his sons to 
do the same and so did Jacob, Q2:132

dhālikum waṣṣākum bih – This is what He (God) has instructed you to 
do, Q6: 151

The verb (waṣṣā) is used for hyperbole and has the morphological pattern 
(faccala). Semantically, it signifies (admonition and guidance). Thus, (waṣṣā) 
occurs in the context of the notion of being dutiful to parents, reference to 
Prophets’ advice to their family or people and reference to Islamic legal 
rulings. This stylistic usage also applies to Q4:131, Q6:144, 152–153, 
Q31:14, Q42:13 and Q46:15.
 However, the other verb (awṣā) is on the morphological pattern (afcala) 
and is semantically related to contexts about the division of children’s shares 
in a will, that is, financial matters or money payment. It occurs in Q4:11–12 
(twice each) and Q19:31 as in the following examples: 

yūṣīkum allāhu fī awlādikum lil- dhakar mithlu ḥaẓẓ al- unthayain – God 
instructs you concerning your children: for the male, what is equal to 
the share of two females, Q4:11

awṣānī bil- ṣalāt wal- zakāt mā dumtu ḥaiyā – (God) enjoined upon me 
prayer and zakāt as long as I remain alive, Q19:31
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6 (anzala) and (nazzala)

The verb (nazzala) → (faccala) signifies that something is repeatedly taking 
place for some time. For this reason, the Qur’an is called (tanzīl) because its 
revelation took twenty- three years, that is, it was revealed as a piecemeal at 
different stages over many years. The semantic distinction between 
(anzala) → (afcala) and (nazzala) → (faccala) is illustrated by the following 
sentence:

nazzala calaika al- kitāba … anzala al- tawrāta wal- injīl – He (God) has 
sent down upon you the Book (the Qur’an), and He revealed the Torah 
and the Gospel, Q3:3

al- kitāba alladhī nazzala calā rasūlihi wal- kitāba alladhī anzala min qabl 
– The Book that He sent down upon His messenger and the Scripture 
which He sent down before, Q4:136

where (nazzala) signifies multitude in terms of quantity and recurrence of 
the revelation to highlight the fact that it was not revealed as one piece while 
(anzala) denotes the revelation of a divine scripture as one piece. Therefore, 
the verb (nazzala) enjoys the semantic componential features [+ Recurrence] 
and [+ Multitude] while (anzala) has the semantic componential features [– 
Recurrence] and [– Multitude].
 However, the verb (nazzala) can also be distinguished from its counter-
part (anzala) according to the following major semantic contexts:

i heated debate for the verb (nazzala): This means argumentation which 
takes place between a given Prophet and his relevant people, as in 
Q7:65–72. This is where Prophet Hūd is experiencing a heated debate 
with his people (cĀd), who are depicted as arrogant disbelievers, sarcas-
tic of him, accuse him of foolishness and disbelief, insist on worshiping 
the same gods of their fathers, reject the notion of monotheism and 
question his truthfulness. On his part, Prophet Hūd defends himself 
against these allegations, calls himself ‘a trustworthy adviser’, reminds 
them of God’s favours bestowed upon them and uses strong words like 
(rijsun wa ghaḍabun – defilement and wrath). The conclusion of the 
above context is the climax, where Hūd’s people are destroyed by 
God’s wrath, while Hūd and his few supporters are saved. Therefore, in 
a tough context like this, we expect the occurrence of the verb 
(nazzala) → (faccala). We can argue, therefore, that the semantic compo-
nential features of (nazzala) are [+ Heated Debate], [+ Arrogance] and 
[+ Defamation]. Also, the verb (nazzala) in this semantic context collo-
cates with the word (asmā’ – names (of different gods)) (Q7:71). The 
same applies to Q6:37 where the verb (nazzala) occurs in the semantic 
context of heated debate between Muḥammad and his people, the rejec-
tion of God’s signs, the rejection of eschatology, and defaming 
Muḥammad and the Qur’an. 
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ii gentle debate for the verb (anzala): This means a quiet debate is taking 
place between a given Prophet and his opponents, as in Q12:39–40. 
This is where Prophet Joseph is admonishing his prison inmates in a 
highly respectful and relaxed atmosphere of exchanging theological 
points of view related to monotheism. This semantic context is sup-
ported by Q29:46–50, where the reader is admonished to debate with 
the People of the Book in a respectful manner. In this semantic context, 
we encounter the verb (anzala) → (afcala) four times. 

iii reporting opponents’ point of view for the verb (anzala) with a mild 
attack: When the disbelievers’ opinion about their rejection of the 
Qur’an is reported, the verb (anazal) is used. This is due to the fact that 
the semantic context does not involve heated debate. It is merely a 
reported statement, said by the unbelievers, as in:

dhālika bi’annahum karihū mā anzala allāhu – That is because they 
disliked what God revealed, Q47:9

 where (bi’annahum karihū mā anzala allāhu) is the disbelievers’ 
reported point of view. More importantly, the verb (anzala) has 
occurred in a context of a mild attack against the unbelievers, where we 
have expressions like (tacsan lahum – for them (the disbelievers) is 
misery) and (aḥbaṭa acmālahum – God rendered their deeds worthless). 
There is also advice for the unbelievers to learn a lesson from the past 
unbelieving nations (Q47:10).

iv the semantic context of apostasy (al- riddah), morphological co- text, and 
a strong attack for the verb (nazzala): The verb (nazzala) occurs in the 
semantic context of apostasy where reference has been made to those 
who have turned back to disbelief, and when the co- text involves verbs 
of a morphological pattern with double letters (aḥruf mushaddadah), as 
shown below: 

inna alladhīna irtaddū calā adbārihim min bacd mā tabaiyana lahum 
al- hudā al- shaiṭānu sawwala lahum wa amlā lahum. dhālika 
bi’annahum qālū lilladhīna karihū mā nazzala allāhu sanuṭīcukum 
fī bacḍ al- amr – Indeed, those who reverted back to disbelief after 
guidance had become clear to them, Satan enticed them and pro-
longed hope for them. That is because they said to those who dis-
liked what God sent down: ‘We (those who reverted back to 
disbelief ) will obey you in part of the matter’, Q47:25–26

 where reference to apostasy is made (alladhīna irtaddū calā adbarihim 
min bacd mā tabaiyana lahum – Those who reverted back to disbelief 
after guidance had become clear to them) and where the verb (irtaddū – 
revert back, third person plural masculine) has double letters /d/ + /d/ 
(dāl dāl) and the verb (sawwala – enticed, third person plural mascu-
line) has double letters /waw/ + /waw/. Moreover, the verb (nazzala) has 
occurred in a context of a strong attack against the unbelievers, where 
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we have expressions like (al- malā’ikatu yaḍribūna wujūhahum wa 
adbārahum – The angels strike the unbelievers’ faces and backs), 
(aḥbaṭa acmālahum – God rendered their deeds worthless) and (fī qulu-
bihim maraḍun – there is disease in their hearts). 

v collocation of (nazzala) and (anzala): The verb (nazzala) collocates with 
(al- kitāb – the Book (the Qur’an)), (sulṭān – authority), (al- furqān – the 
Qur’an), (āyah – a Qur’anic sentence), (al- samā’ mā’ – water from the 
sky), (al- ghaith – rain), (biqadarin mā yashā’ – an amount which He 
(God) wills), (cabdinā – Our servant (Muḥammad)), (al- dhikra – the 
message (the Qur’an)), (rūḥu al- qudus – the pure spirit (Gabriel)), (al- 
malā’ikah – angels), and (mā’idah – a table spread with food).

   However, the verb (anzala) collocates with (al- mann wal- salwā – send 
down to you manna and quails), (al- samā’ mā’ – water from the sky), 
(allāh – God), (al- furqān – the Qur’an), (al- kitāb – the Book (the Qur’an), 
(ilaika – to you (Muḥammad)), (junūdan – soldiers), (rabbukum – your 
Lord), (malā’ikah – angels), (al- raḥmān – the most merciful), (al- ancām – 
livestock), (al- sakīnah – tranquillity).

7 (anjā) and (najjā)

The verb (anjā) can be distinguished from its counterpart (najjā) according 
to the following major semantic factors:

i detailed elaboration for the verb (najjā): When we have long details in a 
Qur’anic parable which may include argumentation, that is, debate 
between a given Prophet and his relevant nation, we usually encounter 
the verb (najjā → faccala), as in:

najjaināhu wa ahlahu min al- karb al- caẓīm – We (God) rescued him 
(Noah) and his family from the great distress, Q37:76

 This sentence has occurred with other details Q37:75–82. Similarly, the 
verb (najjā) also occurs in Q23:28 with the semantic context of long 
details on Noah in Q10:71–73, Q21:76–77 and Q23:23–28.

najjaināhumā wa qawmahumā min al- karb al- caẓīm – We (God) 
saved them (Moses and Aaron) and their people from the great dis-
tress, Q37:115

 where long details have occurred in Q37:114–122 about Moses and 
Aaron.

   Similarly, in Q11:50–58, we have long details and debate between 
the Prophet Hūd and his people. Thus, we find the verb (najjā) used in 
Q11:58. The same applies to the Prophet Ṣāliḥ in Q11:65 (Q11:61–68) 
and in Q41:18 (Q41:17–18), Prophet Shucaib in Q7:89 (Q7:85–93) and 
in Q11:94 (Q11:84–95), Prophet Moses in Q20:40 (Q20:37–40), in 
Q10:86 (Q10:75–89), in Q37:115 (Q37:114–122) and in Q44:30 
(Q44:30–31), Prophet Lot in Q21:74 (Q21:74–75), Prophet Noah in 
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Q21:76 (Q21:76–77), Prophet Lot in Q26:170 (Q26:160–175), in 
Q37:134 (Q37:133–138) and in Q54:34 (Q54:33–38). 

ii reported speech on people experiencing distress at sea and the psycho-
logical feeling of panic for the verb (najjā): This is demonstrated by 
Q17:67, Q21:88, Q29:65 and Q31:32 below:

idhā massakum al- ḍurru fī al- baḥr ḍalla man tadcūna illā iyyāh 
falammā najjākum ilā al- barr acraḍtum – When adversity touches 
you at sea, lost are those you invoke except for Him. But when He 
delivers you to the land, you turn away from Him, Q17:67

idhā ghashiyahum mawjun kal- ẓulal dacū allāha mukhliṣīna lahu 
al- dīna falammā najjāhum ilā al- barr faminhum muqtaṣid – When 
waves come over them like canopies, they supplicate God, sincere 
to Him in faith. But when He delivers them to the land, there are of 
them who are moderate in faith, Q31:32

 where both statements are reported speech, that is, the sentences in 
Q17:67 and Q31:32 are reported by God about the unbelievers who are 
in need of His rescue. This is different from Q10:22–23 which has the 
alternative verb (anjā → afcala), which is used in similar circumstances 
but the statement is directly said by the people themselves. Thus, the 
distinction between (najjā → faccala) and (anjā → afcala) can be attrib-
uted to the direct versus indirect speech of the people experiencing dis-
tress at sea.

   The reported speech on Prophet Dhū al- Nūn also employs the verb 
(najjā) in the following example:

wa dhā al- nūn idh dhahaba mughāḍiban faẓanna an lan naqdira 
calaih fanādā fī al- ẓulumāt an lā ilāha illā anta subḥānaka innī kuntu 
min al- ẓālimīn. fastajabnā lahu wanajjaināhu min al- ghamm – And 
mention the man of the fish (Jonah) when he went off in anger and 
thought that We would not decree anything upon him. And he 
called out within the darkness: ‘There is no deity except You; 
exalted are You. Indeed, I have been of the wrongdoers.’ So We 
responded to him and saved him from distress, Q21:87–88

 The reported speech about people who are in distress at sea is also 
encountered in Q29:65 where the verb (najjā) is used:

fa’idhā rakibū fī al- fulk dacū allāha mukhliṣīna lahu al- dīna 
falammā najjāhum ilā al- barr idhā hum yushrikūn – When they 
board a ship, they supplicate God, sincere to Him in religion. But 
when He delivers them to the land, at once they associate others 
with Him, Q29:65

iii the semantic context of critical circumstances for the verb (anjā): Based 
on semantic context of dangerous conditions the verb (anjā → afcala) is 
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used, as in Q2:50, Q10:22–23, Q26:65, 119, Q27:53, 57 and Q29:24 as 
illustrated below:

wa’idh faraqnā bikum al- baḥra fa anjainākum wa aghraqnā āla 
fircawn – When We parted the sea for you and saved you and 
drowned the people of Pharaoh, Q2:50

 where Moses and his followers have experienced dangerous circum-
stances while they are crossing the Red Sea towards Sinai. An imme-
diate rescue operation is urgently required. The [+ Immediate Action] 
conjunctive particle (fa – immediately) cliticised onto the verb (anjā) 
backs up this meaning.

la’in anjaitanā min hādhih lanakūnanna min al- shākirīn … falammā 
anjāhum idhā hum yabghūna fī al- arḍ bighair al- ḥaqq – If You 
should save us from this, we will surely be among the thankful. But 
when He saves them, at once they commit injustice upon the earth 
without right, Q10:22–23

 where reference is made to a group of people in a boat in the middle of 
the sea experiencing critical weather conditions such as a storm, high 
waves and expected drowning, if their boat will capsize. They pray to 
God to save them and their prayers are answered immediately. Most 
importantly, the sentence (la’in anjaitanā min hādhih lanakūnanna min 
al- shākirīn – If You should save us from this, we will surely be among 
the thankful) is their statement said directly by them, that is, not a 
reported speech. Thus, we can distinguish it from Q17:67 discussed 
above which has the verb (najjā → faccala).

   It is worthwhile to note that the meaning of Q10:22–23 is backed up 
by two factors:

a stylistic factor: In this context, the conjunctive particle (fa-) 
cliticised onto the conjunctive temporal particle (lammā – 
when) → (fa + lammā = immediately when …) is employed to 
express immediate action, and

b intertextuality factor: This critical situation in Q10:23 is 
backed up by Q40:60 (qāla rabbukum in tadcūnī astajib lakum 
– Your Lord says: ‘Call upon Me, I will respond to you’, and 
Q27:62 (amman yujību al- muḍṭarra idhā dacāhu wa yakshifa 
al- sū’ – it is He (God) who responds to the desperate one when 
he (the person) calls upon Him (God) and removes evil). Thus, 
they are saved immediately.

 The verb (anjā) also occurs in Q6:63 (anjā → afcala). However, we 
encounter two verbs: The verb (najjā → faccala) occurs at the beginning 
of the sentence. This verb is employed for the purpose of hyperbole to 
highlight God’s might and ability to undertake rescue missions to save 
those who call upon Him when they are in critical circumstances. The 
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other verb (anjā) is said by the people concerned who are calling 
upon God.

anjainā alladhīna āmanū wakānū yattaqūn – We saved those who 
believed and used to fear God, Q27:53

fa anjaināhu wa ahlahu – So We saved him and his family, Q27:57

 where both Prophet Ṣāliḥ and Prophet Lot were rejected by their people 
who were destroyed as a result of their disbelief. Thus, Ṣāliḥ and Lot 
were saved immediately due to the dangerous circumstances just before 
the destruction took place.

famā kāna jawāba qawmih illā an qālū uqtulūh aw ḥarriqūh fa 
anjāhu allāhu min al- nār – The answer of his people was not but 
that they said: ‘Kill him or burn him’, but God saved him from the 
fire, Q29:24

 where Abraham is placed in the fire but is immediately saved by God. 
This meaning is also supported by the use of the [+ Immediate Action] 
conjunctive particle (fa-) cliticised onto the verb (fa + anjā).

   The same applies to Q26:65 and 119 where the verb (anjā) occurs in 
the semantic context of critical circumstances where rescue is needed 
urgently for Moses, Noah and their followers.

iv lexical co- text: Due to co- textual reasons, the verb (anjā) in Q27:53 is 
employed to attain lexical symmetry with other verbs of the same mor-
phological pattern like (anjā – to save), (akhraja – to expel), (anjā – to 
save), (amṭara – to cause to rain), (anzala – to send down) and (anbata – 
to cause to grow) in sentences Q27:53, 56, 57, 58 and 60 respectively. 
The same applies to the selection of the verb (najjā) in Q41:18 where 
lexical co- text with this morphological pattern has been achieved 
through the employment of verbs like (zaiyana – to adorn) and (qaiyaḍa 
– to appoint) in Q41:12 and 25 respectively.

8 (khāliq) and (khallāq)

lā ilāha illā hū khāliqu kulli shai’ – There is no deity except Him, the 
Creator of all things, Q6:102

inna rabbaka huwa al- khallāqu al- calīm – Indeed, your Lord, He is the 
Knowing Creator, Q15:86

The hyperbole morphological patterns are nouns which are derived from 
verbs to form morphological patterns. For instance, we have the verb (ṣāma 
– to fast) → (ṣawwām – a person who fasts frequently throughout the year). 
Also, we can generate other hyperbole morphological patterns from the 
active participle itself, as in (ṣā’im – a fasting person) → (ṣawwām – a 
person who fasts frequently throughout the year). Thus, we have:
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verb → hyperbole morphological pattern

active participle → hyperbole morphological pattern

It is worthwhile to note that, grammatically, the hyperbole morphological 
patterns:

i behave like the active participle,
ii enable the subject to take the nominative case (al- rafc), and
iii make the object in the accusative case (al- naṣb).

In Qur’anic discourse, we encounter the following hyperbole morphological 
patterns:

(faccāl + facīl), as in (kaffār athīm – sinning disbeliever, Q2:276), 
(khawwān athīm – habitually sinful deceiver, Q4:107), (affāk athīm – 
sinful liar, Q26:222), or (faccāl) repeated, as in (sammācūn … akkālūn – 
listeners … devourers, Q5:42). Also, we encounter the hyperbole 
morphological pattern recurrently used in the same sūrah, as in (awwāb 
– repeatedly turns back to God, Q38:17, 30 and 44) and (ḥallāf … 
mahīn … hammāz … mannāc … athīm – worthless habitual swearer … 
scorner … preventer … sinful, Q68:10–12).

The hyperbole morphological pattern semantically signifies hyperbole and 
persistence to carry on doing the same action, which generates the same 
outcome.

9 (cajīb) and (cujāb)

inna hādhā lashai’un cajīb – This is an amazing thing, Q11:72

inna hādhā lashai’un cujāb – This is a curious thing, Q38:5

These two verbs differ in morphological form due to their different contexts 
where each morphological pattern enjoys semantic componential features 
and entailment different from the other verb form. The context of Q11:72 
refers to Abraham’s ninety- nine-year- old barren wife and is also intertextu-
ally related to Q51:29 (faṣakkat wajhahā waqālat cajūz caqīm – She struck 
her face and said: ‘I am a barren old woman’). Thus, it is an amazing thing 
to be pregnant while being too old, barren and having a very old husband. 
To express her surprise, Abraham’s wife employs the morphological pattern 
(facīl) → (cajīb), as well as two affirmation devices: the particle (inna – 
verily) and the affirmation letter (/l/ – the lām). Pragmatically, in such act of 
communication, these are sufficient linguistic and stylistic mechanisms 
through which the speaker’s underlying message of surprise is relayed to the 
audience.
 However, sentence Q38:5 refers to a different context. The word (cujāb) 
is intertextually related to Q50:2 where the disbelievers have said: (hādhā 
shai’un cajīb). It is worthwhile to note that this syntactic structure neither has 
the affirmation mechanism of the particle (inna – verily) and the affirmation 
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letter (/l/ – the lām) nor does it have the powerful morphological pattern 
(fucāl). This will be accounted for in a moment. As this is their first reaction 
to Muḥammad, the disbelievers have used the word (cajīb – an amazing 
thing, i.e. very surprising) on the morphological pattern (facīl). The level of 
surprise in Q50:2 is less than that in Q38:5. In Q50:2, their surprise is about 
Muḥammad being an ordinary member of their tribe, a human who claims 
to be a Prophet: (The disbelievers wonder that there has come to them a 
warner from among themselves, Q50:2). During their second phase of sur-
prise, they are more shocked to hear Muḥammad asking them to abandon 
polytheism, that is, the worshipping of different deities, which has been a 
deep- rooted religious practice for centuries, adopt monotheism and worship 
one Lord. To counter this psychological shock, the disbelievers need to 
employ a word that is compatible with this more serious and shocking news. 
Thus, a morphologically more powerful word (cujāb) is used. However, their 
linguistic counter- attack is on two fronts:

i To employ the morphological pattern (fucāl) → (cujāb), which is seman-
tically and pragmatically more powerful than (facīl) → (cajīb), which 
they have used during their first phase mild reaction.

ii To fortify their syntactic structure Q38:5 with two affirmation devices: 
the particle (inna – verily) and the affirmation letter (/l/ – the lām). In 
other words, they have abandoned the non- emphatic ordinary sentence 
structure: {hādhā shai’un cujāb – This is a curious thing}.

In Arabic, to use (fucāl), as in: (hādhā rajulun ṭuwāl – This is a very tall man) 
is semantically more effective than using the morphological pattern (facīl), as 
in: (hādhā rajulun ṭawīl – This is a tall man). Thus, the word (cujāb) → (fucāl) 
has the semantic componential features [+ Extraordinary] while its counter-
part (cajīb) → (facīl) has the componential feature [– Extraordinary].

10 (barī’) and (barā’)

innī barī’ mimmā tushrikūn – O my people, indeed I am free from what 
you associate with God, Q6:78

innanī barā’ mimmā tacbudūn – Indeed, I am disassociated from that 
which you worship, Q43:26 

The context of Q6:78 is about Abraham who has gone astray, is confused, in 
search of a true God, but is unable to find one. He took a star as his Lord, 
then the moon and then the sun. However, in the end, none of them pleased 
him and he abandoned all of them. Finally, in Q6:78, he declares to his 
people his (barā’ah – literally meaning ‘innocence, disavowal’) of what they 
are worshipping: ‘I am disassociated from that which you worship’. Thus, 
this is a context of an Abraham who has gone astray and is still without any 
given faith but at the same time objects to worshipping a star, the moon, the 
sun or any of his people’s deities. Therefore, the stylistic choice of the 
adjective (barī’ – innocent) is compatible with this context at this stage.
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 However, the context has changed in Q43:26. A new phase begins and 
Abraham is now a monotheist Prophet calling his people to abandon their 
deities and worship God alone. To achieve this pragmatic function, 
Abraham employs a speech act with a nominalised noun (al- 
maṣdar) → (barā’), which is much stronger than the adjective (barī’) in 
Q6:78. Semantically, the nominalised noun designates an absolute (abstract) 
event (ḥadath mujarrad). In modern standard Arabic, for instance, (huwa 
rajul sū’ – He is a man of evil) is semantically stronger than (huwa rajul 
saiyi’ – He is an evil man) because (sū’) is a nominalised noun referring to 
the feature ‘evil’ as flowing in the man’s blood, ‘he is an entity of evil in the 
form of a man’, while (saiyi’) is an ordinary adjective describing the man. 
Moreover, in Q43:26, Abraham has used another stylistic technique for a 
stronger perlocutionary effect. The first person singular (innanī – I am) 
includes an extra /n/ letter, which is used for affirmation to match the intense 
level of ‘disavowal of polytheism’. In Q6:78, this is not used. We only have 
(innī – I am). As a result of the new context in Q43:26, a different word of 
disavowal (barā’) is required that denotes a stronger overtone.

11 (yatadabbar) and (yaddabbar)

afalā yatadabbarūn al- qur’ān? – Do they not reflect upon the Qur’an?, 
Q4:82, Q47:24

afalam yaddabbarū al- qawl – Have they not reflected over the word (the 
Qur’an)?, Q23:68

kitābun anzalnāhu ilaika mubārakun liyaddabbarū āyātih – This is a blessed 
Book which We have revealed to you (O Muḥammad), that they might 
reflect upon its sentences, Q38:29
 For the verb (yatadabbar – reflect upon) and (yaddabbar – reflect upon), 
we can make the following observations:

i The verb (yatadabbar) is employed in the present tense.
ii It is preceded by the negation particle (lā – not).
iii The intended addressees are the hypocrites of Madīnah (Q4:82) and the 

polytheists of Makkah (Q23:68, Q47:24).
iv It occurs in an interrogative statement.

Based on the above, we can provide the following argument:

a The present tense is used to designate [+ Renewal] (al- tajaddud). In 
other words, the reflection upon the Qur’an needs to be renewed every 
now and then, the comprehension is gradual, takes time, without haste 
and needs personal effort and interest. Thus, to express hasty reflection 
upon the Qur’an, this is represented by a phonetically different present 
tense verb (yaddabbarū) in Q23:68, which refers to how the unbe-
lievers of Makkah have rushed their reflection on the Qur’an. For this 
contextual reason, the original /t/ letter is altered to a /d/ letter, which 
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is assimilated with the adjacent /d/ letter. Thus, the verb in Q23:68 
(yaddabbarū) should be (yatadabbarū).

b The negation particle (lā – not) is used in Q4:82, Q47:24 and the nega-
tion particle (lam – not) is employed in Q23:68 to affirm the underlying 
meaning that the hypocrites of Madīnah and the polytheists of Makkah 
have not reflected seriously upon the Qur’an.

c The interrogative particle /a/ is used in Q4:82, Q23:68 and Q47:24 to 
achieve three types of perlocutionary effect:

i A denial interrogative statement (inkār): It is a denial interrog-
ative statement because it aims to reject the notion that the 
hypocrites and the unbelievers have reflected upon the Qur’an.

ii Rebuke interrogative statement (tawbīkh): It is a rebuke inter-
rogative statement because it aims to rebuke them for aban-
doning the Qur’an.

iii Astonishment interrogative statement (tacajjub): It is an aston-
ishment interrogative statement because one is surprised to see 
the state they are in. 

Furthermore, the end of the sentence Q4:82 provides the positive result 
of genuine reflection upon the Qur’an (walaw kāna min cind ghair allāh 
lawajadū fīh ikhtilāfan kathīran – If it had been from any other than 
God, they would have found within it much contradiction). However, 
the end of the sentence Q47:24 provides the cause why the hypocrites 
do not reflect upon the Qur’an: (amm calā qulūbin aqfāluhā – or are 
there locks upon their hearts?), that is, they are not open- minded, but 
are hard- hearted and rejecters (munkir).
  However, in Q23:68, we encounter the verb form (yaddabbar – 
reflect upon) where the final nasal letter /n/ (nūn) is dropped because of 
the negation particle (lam), which provides the entailment [+ Absolute 
Negation], that is, the polytheists of Makkah have not reflected ser-
iously upon the Qur’an. In Q23:68, we encounter the same categories 
of interrogative statements for the same three illocutionary functions 
discussed above for Q4:82 and Q47:24.
  In Q38:29, the verb form (yaddabbar) is used with a prefixed /l/ (lām) 
letter (lām al- taclīl – the lām of reason) → (liyaddabbar). Thus, we can 
make the following observations about this verb:

i The illocutionary (communicative) force of the /l/ letter is to 
provide a reason for the revelation of the Qur’an, that is, for the 
pragmatic function of justification. We are told by the last part 
of Q38:29 that the reason for the revelation of the Qur’an is to 
reflect upon it, that is, the prefixed /l/ letter means (in order to),

ii There is no negation and no interrogative statement 
involved, and

iii The intended addressees are the believers.
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In terms of argumentation (al- jadal) and illocutionary force, the addressees in 
Q4:82, Q23:68 and Q47:24 are deniers (munkir). However, the addressees in 
Q38:29 are open- minded (khālī al- dhihn) and supporters of the argument put 
forward by the text producer. It is worthwhile to note that the illocutionary act 
reflects the intention of the speaker/writer, that is, the text producer.

3.3  Context and sentence- final words
This is an account of the context- oriented lexical items. Words that occur at 
sentence- final position, epithets or otherwise, are conditioned by their context. 
Let us consider the following examples:

1 (samīc calīm), (samīc baṣīr), (ghafūr raḥīm), (ḥakīm calīm), (cazīz ḥakīm) and 
(cazīz raḥīm) 

In Q2:181, the idiom (samīc calīm – (God) hears and knows all things) is 
employed in order to achieve lexical congruity within the same sentence 
where the word (samaca – to hear); thus, we have (samaca) → (samīc). The 
context of this sentence refers to an injunction about a dying wealthy person 
who is leaving behind his wealth to his/her parents or relatives. We are 
admonished to listen carefully to his/her words about how to distribute the 
wealth, should keep the will as it is without any change because God can 
hear what has been said to us by the dying wealthy person, and because 
God knows well what is going on or what our intentions are about his/
her will.
 However, in Q22:61, we encounter the occurrence of (samīc baṣīr – 
(God) hears and sees all things) in sentence- final position. This is due to the 
context of this sentence in which we are admonished about the exaggerated 
retaliation and vengeance and that revenge should not be done. The reader is 
told that when the person who is harmed excessively, God will be on his/her 
side. Then, sentence Q22:61 refers to God’s omnipotence and mighty power 
to alert the reader to God’s ability to provide support to the person attacked 
viciously in a vengeance act. This context dictates the employment of the 
epithets (samīc baṣīr) at the end of the sentence as a warning that people are 
constantly monitored by a divine radar and that God’s power of hearing and 
seeing is much greater than ours: God can hear well what we are planning 
to do and can see clearly our actions. Also, the idiom (samīc baṣīr) is inter-
textually related to Q20:46 (innī asmacu wa arā – I (God) can hear and see 
everything) in which God informs Moses and Aaron that He (God) is able to 
hear their words said to Pharaoh and is also able to see their deeds. 
However, in Q2:182, the idiom (ghafūr raḥīm – oft- forgiving, most merci-
ful) occurs to achieve lexical compatibility with the word (ithm – sin) that 
has occurred in the same sentence Q2:182. Thus, the accurate collocation of 
the noun (ithm) with the idiom (ghafūr raḥīm) has been achieved. The same 
applies to Q7:153 and 167 where (ghafūr raḥīm) occurs after reference has 
been made to the word (ciqāb – punishment).
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 Context also influences the word order of sentence- final epithets. For 
instance, at the macro level, Q6 deals with legislation and Islamic legal 
rulings. Therefore, the context requires (ḥikmah – wisdom) as a priority, 
while ‘expertise’ and ‘knowledge’ are complementary. Thus, we have the 
order of epithets (ḥakīm + khabīr) meaning (the wise, the acquainted with 
all, Q6:18 and 73) and (ḥakīm + calīm) meaning (wise, knowing, Q6:83, 128 
and 139). This order of epithets in the context of Q6 tells us that ‘wisdom’ 
is a priority and that ‘knowledge’ without ‘wisdom’ is futile. Similarly, in 
Q26:9, the idiom (cazīz raḥīm – the exalted in might, the most merciful) is 
used in a sentence- final position for contextual reasons. The word order of 
(cazīz + raḥīm) is compatible with the preceding context where reference has 
been made to the unbelievers who reject and mock God’s message, disbe-
lieve in resurrection and do not contemplate upon God’s signs represented 
by the earth and the plants that decorate their surroundings.
 Reward and punishment are a Qur’anic presentation technique employed 
after reference has been made to disbelief. Therefore, the underlying 
message of Q26:9 is a warning to the polytheists. The use of the epithet 
(cazīz – the exalted in might) is an affirmation of God’s power and that God 
will be the victor eventually. However, the occurrence of (raḥīm – the most 
merciful) is a carrot offered to the polytheists rejecting God’s message. 
They are admonished that although they are ungrateful to their Lord, He is 
still very merciful to them. God’s mercy to them does not mean He is weak. 
Rather God is (cazīz). Thus, God’s might is made more salient through the 
word order of the two epithets in the idiom (cazīz + raḥīm). However, in 
Q5:118, we encounter the sentence- final idiom (cazīz ḥakīm – the exalted in 
might, the wise) with the word order of adjectives (cazīz + ḥakīm). This is 
another case of context- oriented word order and the specific epithets used in 
a given sentence. The sentence Q5:118 is semantically linked to its context 
which is about Jesus. This begins from Q5:110–117. In sentence Q5:116, 
God is questioning Jesus: (a’anta qulta lil- nāsi ittakhidhūnī wa ummī 
ilāhaini min dūni allāh? – Did you say to the people: ‘Take me and my 
mother as deities besides God?’ Jesus answers: ‘You (God) are the exalted. 
It was not for me to say that to which I have no right. If I had said it, You 
would have known it. You know what is within myself, and I do not know 
what is within Yourself. Indeed, it is You who is knower of the unseen. I 
did not say to them anything except what You commanded me: to worship 
God, my Lord and your (people’s) Lord.… If You should punish them, 
indeed, they are Your servants. But if You forgive them, indeed, it is You 
who is the exalted in might, the wise’). Based on this context, it becomes 
obvious why the adjective (cazīz – the exalted in might) occurs before the 
adjective (ḥakīm – the wise). However, one may wonder why the adjective 
(ghafūr – forgiving) is not used instead of either (cazīz) or (ḥakīm) since the 
context is also about the sin of polytheism committed by Jesus’ people and 
reference has been also made to (tucadhdhibhum – to punish them) and 
(taghfir lahum – to forgive them). In fact the priority of the epithet (cazīz) in 
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terms of word order and stylistic choice is hinged upon the fact that Jesus is 
implicitly saying: {My Lord, You can forgive anyone but no one is able to 
question your decision of forgiveness since You are exalted in might, You 
are not indecisive in decision- making, and You are wise in decision- 
making.} Thus, the thematic feature of God being ‘exalted in might’, that is, 
(cizzat allāh – God’s being exalted in might) is the cornerstone of: (i) the 
stylistic selection of the adjective (cazīz), and (ii) its occurrence first in the 
idiom (cazīz + ḥakīm). The notion of (cazīz) semantically entails ‘any change 
of mind and indecisiveness by God signify humiliation and insult to God’. 
Thus, God is (cazīz).

2 (yasmacūn) and (yubṣirūn)

awalam yahdī lahum kam ahlaknā min qablihim min al- qurūn yamshūna 
fī masākinihim inna fī dhālika la’āyātin afalā yasmacūn. awalam yaraw 
annā nasūqu al- mā’a ilā al- arḍ al- juruz fanukhriju bihi zarcan ta’kulu 
minhu ancāmuhum wa’anfusuhum afalā yubṣirūn – Has it not become 
clear to them how many generations We destroyed before them, as they 
walk among their dwellings? Indeed in that are signs; then do they not 
hear? Have they not seen that We drive the water in clouds to barren 
land and bring forth thereby crops from which their livestock eat and 
they themselves? Then do they not see?, Q32:26–27

In Q32:26, the verb (yasmacūn – hear, third person plural masculine) is used 
while in sentence 27, the verb (yubṣirūn – see, third person plural mascu-
line) is employed. In sentence 26, the sense of hearing is involved and that 
is why the phrase (awalm yahdī lahum – has it not become clear to them) is 
used. This hearing- based phrase is intertextually related to the previous 
context in which reference has been made to (al- kitāb – the Book, i.e. the 
Qur’an), the verb (litundhira qawman – to warn a people), (waman aẓlamu 
mimman dhukkira bi’āyāt rabbih thumma acraḍa canhā – Who is more unjust 
than one who is reminded of the āyahs of his Lord, then he turns away from 
them?), (inna rabbaka huwa yafṣilu bainahum yawma al- qiyāmah – Indeed, 
your Lord will judge between them on the Day of Resurrection) in Q32:2, 3, 
22 and 25 respectively. What is referred to in these sentences involves the 
sense of hearing: hearing the Qur’an, hearing the warning said to them, 
hearing the constant reminding of God’s signs and proofs, and hearing of 
the admonition said to them about the Day of Judgement. Therefore, the sty-
listically most relevant verb which is context- based in Q32:26 is (yasmacūn 
– (they) hear). However, in Q32:27, we have the phrase (awalam yaraw – 
have they not seen), which involves the verb (yaraw – see), (al- mā’ – water), 
(zarcan – crops) and (ancām – livestock), which all are related to the sense of 
seeing. Thus, the stylistically most relevant verb which is context- based in 
Q32:27 is (yubṣirūn – (they) see).
 This is similar to Q28:71 where the noun (al- laila – the night) is used but 
the verb (tasmacūn – hear) occurs, while the expected verb is (yubṣirūn – 
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see) since (night) collocates with (see). However, in Q28:72, the noun (al- 
nahāra – the day) is used with the verb (tubṣirūn – see) and this is fine 
because (day) also collocates with (see). Semantically, the verb (tasmacūn – 
hear) can co- occur with the noun (al- laila – the night) since we can also hear 
during the night. Most importantly, however, the use of the verb (tasmacūn 
– hear) in Q28:71 is intertextually linked to the macro context in which ref-
erence has been made to (lam yastajībū – not answering), (waṣṣalnā lahum 
al- qawl – We (God) have told them about the Qur’an), admonition (twice), 
and (mādhā ajabtum al- mursalīn – What did you answer the messengers?) in 
Q28:50, 51, 58–59 and 65 respectively. Since what is referred to in these 
sentences involves the sense of hearing, the employment of the verb 
(tasmacūn – hear) in Q28:71 has not violated the semantic notion of 
collocation.

3.4 Semantic contrastiveness
The present discussion provides an insight into hyponymy (generic and specific 
meaning), semantic componential features, entailment, collocation, partial syn-
onymy, context- sensitive meaning and the illocutionary (communicative) force 
of partially synonymous words. For more details on synonymy, see Section 3.5. 
For more details on semantic componential features, see Section 3.8.1. For more 
details on collocation, see Section 3.8.2.
 In Qur’anic linguistics, the selection of a lexical item is conditioned by its 
semantic componential features, context and co- text. In Qur’anic discourse, sty-
listic decision- making is hinged upon two major semantic factors:

i The semantic componential features of a lexical item: A word which is 
employed in a given sentence occurs in a context where another word which 
is semantically similar to it cannot be employed because the alternative 
word has different semantic componential features from the first word. A 
word contrasts with another word on a single or a number of componential 
features. This leads to semantic contrastiveness between two verbs, nouns, 
adjectives or adverbs. Semantic contrastiveness leads to stylistic differences 
on the lexical level, that is, preference for using one word rather than 
another. However, semantic contrastiveness should not be confused with 
antonymy (a word of opposite meaning to another word). Componential 
analysis provides a useful insight into the problem of semantic 
contrastiveness.

ii Lexical co- text: The occurrence of a word rather than the other is condi-
tioned by the lexical co- text. This also leads to semantic contrastiveness 
between two verbs, nouns, adjectives or adverbs. However, the investigation 
of lexical co- text provides a useful insight into the problem of semantic con-
trastiveness which leads to stylistic differences on the lexical level. The 
lexical co- text is illustrated by Q7:198 (tarāhum yanẓurūna ilaika wahum lā 
yubṣirūn – you see them looking at you, while they do not see) and Q7:204 
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(idhā quri’a al- qur’ānu fastamicū lahu wa’anṣitū – when the Qur’an is 
recited, listen to it and be silent (pay attention)) where in Q7:198, the verbs 
(tarā – see), (yanẓur – look) and (yubṣir – see) have occurred to establish the 
lexical co- text of this sentence. Similarly, in Q7:204, the verbs (qara’a – to 
read), (istamaca – to listen, literally meaning ‘to hear what is said’) and 
(anṣata – to pay attention, literally meaning ‘to listen attentively’) have col-
located together to achieve the lexical co- text of this sentence.

Let us consider the following examples of contrasts of meaning:

1 (imra’ah) and (zawjah)

kānat imra’atī cāqiran – My wife has been barren, Q3:40, Q19:5

aṣlaḥnā lahu zawjah – We (God) cured his wife, Q21:90

The context of the above sentences is the same, which is the Prophet Zecha-
riah who in Q3:38 invokes his Lord requesting children. However, in Q3:40 
and Q19:5, the noun (imra’ah – literally meaning ‘lady’, ‘woman’) is used 
but in Q21:90, the noun (zawjah – wife) is employed. This difference in sty-
listic usage is attributed to: (i) the semantic componential features of each 
noun, and (ii) entailment. The word (imra’ah) has the componential features: 
[+ Human], [+ Adult], [± Married], [– Monotheistic Faith] and most impor-
tantly, if married, [– Children], that is, she is sterile (cāqir). The semantic 
feature [± Married] means: (She is either married, unmarried or divorced). 
Thus, when the semantic feature [± Married] becomes hazy due to the 
diminishing husband–wife affectionate relationship and marital problems, 
the word (zawj – husband) is semantically inappropriate. A new word (bacl 
– husband) is employed, as in Q2:228 and Q4:128 (wa’in imra’atun khāfat 
min baclihā nushūzan aw icrāḍan falā junāḥa calaihimā an yuṣliḥā bainahumā 
ṣulḥā – If a woman fears from her husband contempt or evasion, there is no 
sin upon them if they make terms of settlement between them). In terms of 
entailment, (zawjah) entails (imra’ah) but (imra’ah) does not entail (zawjah). 
Also, (zawjah) entails [± Children]. Therefore, we have asymmetrical entail-
ment between (zawjah) and (imra’ah). The semantic feature [– Monotheistic 
Faith] where the word (imra’ah) occurs is backed up by Q7:83, Q29:33, 
Q66:10–11 and Q111:4, where (imra’ah) is used and reference is made to 
Lot’s wife, Lot’s wife, Noah’s wife and Lot’s wife, and to Abu Lahab and 
his wife respectively. Based on Qur’anic context, we can have the following 
illustration for (imra’ah):

(imra’ah) → [+ Human, + Adult, + Married, – Children, – Monotheistic 
Faith]

However, in Q21:90, we are told that Zechariah’s childless wife is cured of 
her infertility and gives birth to a baby boy (yaḥyā – John). Thus, [+ Chil-
dren] is the major semantic componential feature of the noun (zawjah – 
wife) in addition to having a [+ Animate] husband. The semantic feature  
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[+ Children] collocates with (zawjah) as in Q25:74 (rabbanā hab lanā min 
azwājinā wadhurriyātinā qurrata acyun – Our Lord grant us from among our 
wives and offspring comfort to our eyes). Based on Qur’anic context, we 
can have the following semantic illustration of (zawjah):

(zawjah) → [+ Human, + Adult, + Married, + Children, + Animate 
Husband]

The semantic componential feature [+Animate Husband] is backed up by 
Q3:35 (idh qālat imra’tu cimrān: rabbī innī nadhartu mā fi baṭnī muḥarraran 
… – When the wife of cImrān said: ‘My Lord, indeed I have pledged to You 
what is in my womb consecrated for Your service’) in which (rabbī innī 
nadhartu mā fī baṭnī muḥarraran) is a statement said by Mary’s mother after 
her husband cImrān passed away. For this reason, she has used the noun 
(imra’ah). However, this semantic- stylistic rule of having a [+Animate 
Husband] for (imra’ah) is violated by Q2:234 (walladhīna yutawaffawna 
minkum wayadharūna azwāj yatarabbaṣna bi’anfusihinna arbacata ashhurin 
wacashrā – Those who are taken in death among you and leave wives 
behind, the wives will have to wait for four months and ten days) for a very 
interesting pragmatic function. The use of the plural noun (azwāj – wives) 
instead of (imra’ah) is attributed to the pragmatic function of (azwāj), which 
designates the underlying contractual meaning: ‘the widow whose husband 
has passed away a few weeks ago is, ethically and by marriage contract, still 
his wife.’ For this pragmatic reason, the widow is required to wait for four 
months and ten days before she can remarry. It is worthwhile to note that 
the word (imra’ah) has occurred in Q12:30 and Q66:10, while the word 
(zawjah) has occurred in Q30:21 and Q25:74. 

2 (inbajasa) and (infajara)

infajarat minhu ithnatā cashrata cainan – Twelve springs gushed forth 
from it, Q2:60

inbajasat minhu ithnatā cashrata cainan – Twelve springs gushed forth 
from it, Q7:160

The two sentences have different contexts. The verb (infajara – to gush 
forth) in Q2:60 has the semantic componential features [+ Large Quantities] 
and [+ Beginning] meaning that the spring at the beginning produced large 
quantities of water. This was due to the exegetical meaning that the Chil-
dren of Israel were God- fearing and abiding by Moses’ instructions. 
However, the context has changed where the Children of Israel were no 
longer God- fearing, committing sins and diverting from Moses’ instruc-
tions. Thus, the verb (inbajasa – to gush forth) is employed in Q7:160, 
which has opposite componential features [– Large Quantities] and  
[– Beginning] meaning during the end, the spring produced a small amount 
of water as a result of the negative context. Also, exegetically, Q2:60 refers 
to Moses asking God to have drinking water; thus, God provides large 
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quantities for him. However, Q7:160 refers to the Children of Israel request-
ing Moses to give them some water. Thus, they expected only a small 
amount of water given the circumstances.

3 (camala) and (kasaba)

fa’aṣābahum saiyi’ātu mā camilū – They were struck by the evil con-
sequences of what they did, Q16:34

fa’aṣābahum saiyi’ātu mā kasabū – They were struck by the evil con-
sequences of what they did, Q39:51

where the verb (camala) occurs in Q16:34 and in Q45:33. This is due to 
the impact of lexical co- text where the verb (camala) occurs heavily in 
Q16:28, 32, 63, 93, 96, 97, 111, 119 and in Q45:15, 21, 28, 29, 30 and 33. 
However, lexical co- text of the verb (kasaba) has influenced the occur-
rence of this particular verb which has occurred in Q39:24, 50 and 51 
(twice). Thus, the verb (kasaba) has been used in sentence 51 of Q39. In 
other words, (kasaba) is sandwiched between two sentences which have 
employed the same verb.

4 (atā) and (jā’a)

falammā atāhā nūdiya yā mūsā – When he came to it, he was called: ‘O 
Moses …’, Q20:11

falammā jā’ahā nūdiya an būrika man fī al- nāri waman ḥawlahā – 
When he came to it, he was called. Blessed is whoever is at the fire and 
whoever is around it …’, Q27:8

The two sentences refer to the same context, which is the story of Moses 
and the fire he saw. Although the two verbs (atā – came) and (jā’a – came) 
may sound as synonyms, the occurrence of (atā) is conditioned by its lexical 
co- text. For instance, the verb (atā) occurs fifteen times in Q20:9, 10, 15, 36, 
47, 58, 60, 64, 69, 74, 75, 99, 126 and 133 (twice). Although the verb (atā) 
is used seventeen times in Q27:3, 7 (twice), 15, 16, 18, 21, 31, 36 (twice), 
37, 38 (twice), 39, 42, 54 and 55, it has not been selected for sentence 
Q27:8. The verb (jā’a) is used instead. Thus, we can argue that the semantic 
componential features of the lexical item plays a major role in stylistic 
choices. The componential features of the verb (atā) are [+ Close] and [+ 
Ease]. This leads to the meaning that Moses was very close to the fire, was 
about to take some of it and he has had no difficulty in doing so. However, 
the verb (jā’a) has the componential features [– Close] and [– Ease] meaning 
that Moses was walking towards the fire but was not close to it yet and he 
must have some difficulties during his journey towards it.

5 (jabal) and (ṭūr), (nataqa) and (rafaca)

nataqnā al- jabal fawqahum – We (God) raised the mountain over them, 
Q7:171
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rafacnā fawqahum al- ṭūr – We (God) raised the mount over them, 
Q4:154

In Qur’anic discourse, the verb (nataqa – to raise over) collocates with the 
noun (jabal – mountain) while the verb (rafaca – to raise over) collocates 
with the noun (ṭūr – mount). The semantic componential features of the verb 
(nataqa) are: [+ Forceful], [+ Threatening] and [+ Fear]. This verb has the 
entailment: (to uproot forcefully, to throw away at someone, to shake vio-
lently). These semantic features are suitable for the noun (jabal) whose com-
ponential features are: [+ Big], [+ High] and [+ Deep Rooted]. Also, the 
context of Q7:171 refers to a situation which involves threat, that is, 
[+ Fear]. Thus, context supplements the componential features to influence 
the stylistic usage of the verb (nataqa) with its object noun (jabal). However, 
the verb (rafaca) in Q4:154 collocates with the object noun (ṭūr) due to the 
componential features of each word. The verb (rafaca) has the componential 
features [– Forceful], [– Threatening] and [– Fear]. This verb does not 
entail: (uprooting forcefully, throwing away something at someone, shaking 
violently). The semantic componential features of (rafaca) and its underlying 
meaning are suitable to collocate with the object noun (ṭūr) whose semantic 
features are: [– Big], [– High] and [– Deep Rooted]. Thus, the componential 
features of (rafaca) have influenced the stylistic choice because there is 
[– Fear] involved.

6 (nakhl) and (nakhīl)

min al- nakhl min ṭalcihā qinwānun dāniyatun – From the palm trees, of 
its emerging fruit are clusters hanging low, Q6:99

yunbitu lakum bihi al- zarc wal- zaitūn wal- nakhīl – He (God) causes to 
grow for you thereby the crops, olives, palm trees …, Q50:10

Semantically, the word (nakhl) is a specific noun because it refers to the big 
and mature palm trees which can produce dates. Thus, (nakhl) refers to a 
specific category of palm trees, that is, only those which produce dates. 
However, the word (nakhīl) designates multitude and is a generic noun 
because it includes both small palm trees, which have not yet produced 
dates and big palm trees, which are mature and can produce dates. We also 
encountered the word (nakhl) in Q50:10 and the word (nakhīl) in Q16:67.
 However, the word (nakhīl) collocates with (jannah/jannāt – garden/
gardens of this world) as in Q2:266, Q17:91, Q23:19 and Q36, while the 
word (nakhl) does not. Also, (nakhīl) collocates with the phrase (yusqā 
bimā’in wāḥid – watered with one water, Q13:4) meaning they are in the 
same place in the garden where all trees are watered with the same water, 
and also collocates with the phrase (tattakhidhūna minhu sakaran – from 
which you make intoxicants). These details make the word (nakhīl) of a spe-
cific category of trees; therefore, (nakhīl) is a specific noun rather than 
generic. Considering Q55:11, 68, Q26:148, Q54:20, Q69:7, Q20:71 and 
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Q18:32, it can be argued that the word (nakhl) refers to multitude and is a 
generic noun referring to big and small palm trees, whether they are in 
gardens or scattered in different places as one, two or more trees, and 
whether they produce dates or not.
 It is also worthwhile to note that the noun (nakhl) can be regarded as 
either a masculine or a feminine noun. When this noun refers to a group of 
palm trees, it designates the feminine gender, as in: (ka’annahum acjāzu 
nakhlin khāwiyah – As if they were like hollow trunks of palm trees, 
Q69:7), where the adjective (khāwiyah – hollow) is in the feminine form to 
agree with the feminine noun (nakhl). However, if the noun (nakhl) is 
employed in the generic sense, it designates the masculine gender, as in: 
(ka’annahum acjāzu nakhlin munqacir – As if they were uprooted trunks of 
palm trees, Q54:20), where the adjective (munqacir – uprooted) is in the 
masculine form to agree with the masculine noun (nakhl).

7 (halaka) and (dhahaba)

halaka cannī sulṭāniya – My authority has gone, Q69:29

where the verb (halaka – went) is used instead of the expected verb 
(dhahaba – went). The prominent semantic componential features of the 
verb (halaka) are [+ Vanish] and [+ Non- existence]. In other words, the 
noun that collocates with the verb (halaka) is annihilated and wiped out 
forever. Also, the verb (halaka) usually collocates with [+ Human], 
[– Human] and [+ Concrete] nouns rather than with [– Human] and 
[– Concrete] (i.e. abstract) nouns like (knowledge, power, authority, 
status, influence). Thus, the prominent semantic feature of the verb 
(halaka) is (something has gone forever). Therefore, the verb (dhahaba – 
to go) cannot semantically replace (halaka). The prominent semantic fea-
tures of the verb (dhahaba) are [+ Disappear Temporarily] and [+ Come 
Back]. Had we used (dhahaba) in Q69:29, the meaning would have been 
(My authority has left me temporarily). However, this is not the pragmatic 
underlying (intended) meaning of Q69:29.

8 (makkah) and (bakkah)

inna awwala baitin wuḍica lil- nāsi lalladhī bibakkata mubārakan 
wahudan lil- cālamīn. fīhi āyātun baiyinātun maqāmu ibrāhīm waman 
dakhalahu kāna āminan walillāh ḥijju al- bait man istaṭāca ilaihi sabīlā – 
Indeed, the first house of worship established for mankind was that at 
Bakkah, blessed and a guidance for the worlds. In it are clear signs such 
as the standing place of Abraham. And whoever enters it shall be safe. 
And due to God from the people is a pilgrimage to the House, for 
whoever is able to find thereto a way, Q3:96–97

wahuwa alladhī kaffa aidiyahum cankum wa aidiyakum canhum bibaṭni 
makkata min bacdi an aẓfarakum calaihim – It is He who withheld their 
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hands from you and your hands from them within the area of Makkah 
after He caused you to overcome them, Q48:24

The meaning of the noun (bakkah) in Q3:97 is context based. Since refer-
ence is made to (ḥijju al- bait – pilgrimage to Kacbah), the use of (bakkah) is 
stylistically more appropriate. The noun (bakkah) is morphologically 
derived from the verb (bakka) [b + k + k] and whose nominalised noun 
(maṣdar) is (al- bakk – overcrowdedness). This is due to the fact that during 
the pilgrimage season, Muslims in huge numbers perform pilgrimage. Thus, 
we need a word which can portray the extremely busy place. Semantically, 
the noun (bakkah) means [+ Overcrowdedness]. Thus, this noun depicts suc-
cessfully the semantic context of the very busy season of pilgrimage because 
(yabikku al- nāsu bacḍuhum bacḍan – people jostle (mill about)). The noun 
(makkah) is another name of (bakkah). Since there is no need for the depic-
tion of overcrowdedness, the noun (makkah) is employed in Q48:24.

9 (akala) and (iftarasa)

fa’akalahu al- dhi’bu – A wolf ate him (Joseph), Q12:17

This is the news reported by Joseph’s brothers to their father that while they 
were playing and having a race, they left Joseph with their possessions. 
Later on, they found out that he was eaten by a wolf. One may wonder why 
the verb (akala – eat) is used with the subject noun (dhi’b – wolf ) rather 
than the verb (iftarasa/farasa – to break the neck and tear into pieces the 
prey of a predatory animal) to suit the predatory animal (dhi’b). The verb 
(akala) suits best the pragmatic function of the message relayed by Joseph’s 
brothers to their father. This verb (akala) entails the componential features 
[+ Eat Up] and [+ No Left Over]. Thus, it entails that the wolf ate Joseph up 
without leaving a single piece of his body and that was why they only found 
his shirt stained with his blood. Had they used the alternative verb (iftarasa), 
the illocutionary force (communicative function) of their report would not 
have been achieved. Their father would understand that surely the wolf must 
have left Joseph’s bones, skull and hair. This is because the verb (iftarasa) 
entails this conclusion. Thus, the semantic componential features have influ-
enced the stylistic choice of (akala) over (iftarasa) for an illocutionary (com-
municative) force and the performative intent of the speaker.

10 (shajarah), (ṣalāt) and (ṣalawāt)

walaw annamā fī al- arḍ min shajaratin aqlāmun wal- baḥru yamudduhu 
min bacdih sabcatu abḥurin mā nafidat kalimātu allāh – If whatever trees 
on the earth were pens and the sea was ink, replenished thereafter by 
seven more seas, the words of God would not be exhausted, Q31:27

where the word (shajaratin – a tree) is used in the singular rather than the 
plural to signify the generic sense. Semantically, the generic singular noun 
(shajaratin) refers to all types of tree and not to one type of tree only. To 
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achieve the underlying (intended) meaning of the generic singular noun 
(shajaratin), the lexical co- text where the plural nouns (abḥur – seas; kalimāt 
– words) have occurred has to be avoided. In other words, although the co- 
text involves plural nouns, we still have a singular noun (shajaratin). This 
meaning of the singular noun overrides grammatical co- text. Thus, the 
semantic componential feature [+ Generic] conditions style.
 Also in:

qad aflaḥa al- mu’minūn alladhīna hum fī ṣalātihim khāshicūn … 
walladhīna hum calā ṣalawātihim yuḥāfiẓūn – Certainly the believers 
have succeeded. They who are during their prayer humbly submissive, 
… And they who carefully maintain their prayers, Q23:1–2, 9

Semantically, the word (ṣalāt – prayer) occurs as a generic noun [+ Generic]. 
Thus, it is in the singular form to signify any type of prayers. The under-
lying generic meaning of the singular is that the believers humble them-
selves in any type of prayers. However, the plural form (ṣalawāt – prayers) 
signifies that the believers should strictly guard their various types of 
prayers such as the five daily prayers, the Friday prayers, the Eid (cīd) 
prayers, the funeral prayers, etc.

11 (sujjirat) and (fujjirat)

We encounter two different verbs used referring to the same context: (idhā 
al- biḥāru sujjirat – When the seas are filled with flames, Q81:6) and (idhā 
al- biḥāru fujjirat – When the seas are erupted, Q82:3). The semantic context 
has played a role in the stylistic choice of the verbs (sujjirat) and (fujjirat). 
Also, the semantic co- text has played a role in the stylistic choice of the 
verb (sujjirat) in Q81:6 in order to achieve lexical symmetry. Thus, the verb 
(sajjara – to fill with flames) occurs to match the other verbs like (kawwara 
– to fold up, i.e. contextually meaning to extinguish) and (inkadara – to lose 
light, contextually meaning to be become dark) in Q81:1–2, which both 
entail the loss of light and heat coming from the sun. Thus, when the oceans 
are in flames, they will provide the light and the heat instead of the sun, 
which has vanished. However, in Q82:3, we are informed that on the Day of 
Resurrection, Earth will be submerged by the oceans’ water. Thus, the 
semantic context requires the stylistic choice of the verb (fajjara) since the 
oceans will break their banks. The verb (fajjara) semantically denotes cata-
clysms in nature. Moreover, the lexical co- text has influenced the use of 
(fajjara) to achieve lexical symmetry with other verbs like (infaṭara – to 
cleave), (intathara – to scatter) and (bacthara – to turn upside down) in sen-
tences Q82:1, 2 and 4, which semantically entail the total wreck and break-
 up of the universe.

12 (aḥad) and (wāḥid)

qul huwa allāhu aḥad … wa lam yakun lahu kufuwan aḥad – Say: ‘He 
is God, who is one.… Nor is there to Him an equivalent one’, Q112:1
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The lexical items (aḥad) and (wāḥid) are partial synonyms. For this reason, 
there are major semantic differences between them, such as: 
i The lexical item (aḥad) is semantically more comprehensive than 

(wāḥid).
ii The lexical item (aḥad) entails one only. For instance, we say: (sālimun 

lā yaḥtarimuhu aḥad) meaning (No one (none) respects Sālim). 
However, the lexical item (wāḥid) entails more than one. For instance, 
we say: (sālimun lā yaḥtarimuhu wāḥid) meaning (More than one, two 
or more respect Sālim).

iii The lexical item (aḥad) in: (laisa fī al- dāri aḥad – There is no one in the 
house) entails any kind of creature, human or non- human. Thus, it pre-
supposes reference to nouns whose semantic componential features are 
[± Human] like people, animals, birds and insects.

iv The lexical item (wāḥid) in: (laisa fī al- dāri wāḥid – There is no one in 
the house) entails a human being only. Thus, (wāḥid) entails the seman-
tic componential feature [+ Human].

v Stylistically, the lexical item (aḥad) is used in affirmative sentences, as 
in (qul huwa allāhu aḥad – Say: ‘He is God who is one’, Q112:1).

vi Stylistically, the lexical item (aḥad) is used in negative sentences, as in 
(ayaḥsabu an lan yaqdira calaihi aḥad? – Does he think that never will 
anyone overcome him?, Q90:5).

vii Stylistically, the lexical item (aḥad) can be used in the masculine form 
(Q2:102, Q3:73, Q4:43, Q112:1) and in the feminine form (Q4:20, 
Q8:7, Q9:52). The lexical item (aḥad) can also collocate with feminine 
nouns, as in Q33:32.

viii Stylistically, the lexical item (aḥad) can be used for both the singular 
and the plural, as in (min aḥadin canhu ḥājizīn – one of you who could 
prevent Us from him, Q69:47).

Thus, the lexical items (aḥad) and (wāḥid) are partially synonymous. One 
may wonder why one cannot use (wāḥid) instead of (aḥad) in Q112:4

{wa lam yakun lahu kufuwan wāḥid}

The use of (wāḥid) instead of (aḥad) in Q112:4 is stylistically wrong since 
(wāḥid) does not collocate with the negative and Q112:4 has the negation 
particle (lam – no). More importantly, if we use (wāḥid) in Q112:4, this will 
entail that there are many gods who have no equivalent to them. Therefore, 
the perlocutionary effect of monotheism in Q112:4 has vanished.

ix The lexical item (wāḥid) collocates with the epithet (al- qahhār – the 
prevailing), as in Q12:39, Q13:16, Q14:48, Q38:65, Q39:4 and 40:16. 
However, (aḥad) does not collocate with epithets but can be preceded 
by either a prepositional phrase (minkum – among you, Q15:65) or the 
noun (allāh – God, Q112:1).

x The lexical item (wāḥid) can occur in the masculine, feminine 
(wāḥidah) and definite form (al- wāḥid).
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13 (thucbān) and (jānn)

The noun (thucbān – snake, Q7:107) and the noun (jānn – small snake, 
serpent, Q27:10) occur in the context of the story of Moses and Pharaoh. 
The denotative meaning of both nouns represents a reptile. However, the 
difference between the two nouns stems from their innate semantic compo-
nential features. This subtle semantic difference can also be captured 
through the semantic relationship of hyponymy, which is a relationship 
between specific and general words, that is, when the meaning of one word 
is included in the meaning of another, the relationship is called hyponymy. 
Thus, the word (jānn) is included in (is part of ) the word (thucbān). In 
semantics, (thucbān) is the superordinate (it has a generic meaning) while 
(jānn) is a co- hyponym (it has a specific meaning). For instance, (furniture) 
has a generic meaning but (chair) has a specific meaning. Thus, (furniture) 
is the superordinate, while (chair) is a co- hyponym.
 The semantic componential features of (thucbān) include: [+Big], 
[+ Male], [+ Adult], [+ Long] and [– Fast]. However, the semantic compo-
nential features of (jānn) are: [– Big], [± Male], [– Adult], [– Long] and 
[+ Fast]. The word (thucbān) is employed in Q7:107 to entail its enormous 
size and to depict an image of horror to the people involved in the scene, 
while the word (jānn) is used in Q27:10 to entail its tiny size, speed and 
agility. The major semantic distinction in the lexical shift from (thucbān) to 
(jānn) is the fear generated by the size of each reptile, that is, the componen-
tial features of each word.

14 (radda) and (rajaca)

The distinction between (radda – to return, Q18:36) and (rajaca – to go back, 
to return, Q41:50) lies in the fact the two transitive verbs are partial syn-
onyms. Because their semantic componential features are distinct, their 
entailment is different, too. The verb (radda) entails the returning of 
someone/something unwillingly. Thus, the semantic componential feature 
of (radda) is [– Willingness], that is, to bring back someone without his/her 
wish. Contextually, the speaker in Q18:36 alludes to his disbelief in eschato-
logy (the hereafter), his unwillingness to meet his Lord, his unwillingness to 
leave his wealth behind after his death, and his love for his wealth (his farm) 
which he thought would remain intact forever. However, through the 
employment of the verb (rajaca), the speaker in Q41:50 has successfully 
managed to express his willingness to meet his Lord on the Day of Judge-
ment. Thus, the semantic componential feature of (rajaca) is [+ Willingness]. 
Thus, the semantic componential features and context have influenced the 
selection of lexical itmes in different speech acts.

15 (caẓīm), (mubīn) and (kabīr) 

The adjectives (caẓīm – great), (mubīn – clear) and (kabīr – great) occur in a 
sentence- final position and are context sensitive in terms of their collocation. 
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The three lexical items collocate with the noun (al- fawz – attainment, 
success), as in Q4:13, Q5:119, Q6:16, Q9:72, 89, 100, 111, Q10:64, Q37:60, 
Q44:57, Q57:12, Q61:12, Q64:9 and Q85:11. When the context refers to 
paradise, we encounter the noun phrase (al- fawz al- caẓīm – the great attain-
ment). Thus, the attainment of paradise is supreme. When the context refers 
to God’s mercy, as in Q6:16, the noun (al- fawz) also occurs but it collocates 
with the adjective (mubīn – clear, obvious), that is, the winning of God’s 
mercy is obvious to people if they are genuinely interested. This is sup-
ported by God’s omnipotence statements Q6:11–14, which are also clear to 
people and they can ponder upon them. However, the adjective (kabīr – big, 
great, Q85:11) occurs in the context of words which are also ‘big and great’ 
like (al- samā’ – the sky), (al- arḍ – the earth) and (al- anhār – rivers) as in 
Q85:9 and 11. 

16 (al- akhsarīn) and (al- asfalīn)

The occurrence of the lexical itmes (al- akhsarīn – the great losers, Q21:70) 
and (al- asfalīn – the most debased, Q37:98) is context sensitive. The context 
of both words is the story of Abraham and his polytheist people. Abraham’s 
rebellion against his people’s pagan practices begins in Q21:51–69 and he 
has begun planning to destroy them: (la’akīdanna aṣnāmakum – I will surely 
plan against your idols, Q21:57). However, his people have also launched 
their plan to harm Abraham: (wa’arādū bihi kaidā – They intended a plot 
against him, Q21:70). Abraham succeeds in his plan of destroying his peo-
ple’s idols. However, his people’s plan to burn him alive is foiled. Thus, 
Abraham is the winner but his people are the losers. Based on this context 
and the componential features, the word (al- akhsarīn – the great losers) is 
employed in Q21:70. The meaning of this hyperbole form expression is 
backed up by the passive voice sentence: (nukisū calā ru’ūsihim – They were 
confounded with shame, literally meaning, ‘they were turned upside down, 
are now standing on their heads’, Q21:65). In Q37:83–97, the context is also 
about Abraham being a rebellious man rejecting his people’s polytheism. 
Sentence Q37:97 sets the scene for the selection of the lexical item (al- 
asfalīn). Although his people built a thirty- foot high oven to burn Abraham, 
he is saved and his status is intact, while their status has become ‘debased’ 
as an antonym of their thirty- foot high oven.

17 (yufakkir), (yasmac), (yacqal), (yafqah) and (yaclam)

The occurrence of these verbs is context sensitive. The verbs (yufakkir – to 
think, to give thought to something), (yasmac – to listen attentively) and 
(yacqal – to use own reason, to be wise, to have intellect) have occurred in 
consecutive sentences (Q30:21, 23, 24) respectively, but the verb (yafqah – 
able to grasp the truth, to understand) has occurred in Q59:13, and the verb 
(yaclam – to know something, to understand) has occurred in Q63:8. There-
fore, both the micro and macro contexts need to be investigated. The selec-
tion of the verb (yufakkir – to think, to give thought to something, Q30:21) 
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is conditioned by its macro (inter- sentential) context, which is Q30:19–27 
whose salient theme is God’s omnipotence (qudrat allāh), which includes 
reference to the creation of the sperm, making the dead earth alive, the cre-
ation and re- creation of people. These signs of God’s omnipotence have 
necessitated the lexical selection of the verb (yufakkir). However, the occur-
rence of the verb (yasmac – to listen attentively, Q30:23) is compatible with 
its micro (same sentence) context whose theme is striving to obtain one’s 
living during the night and in daytime. It is paramount to note that the under-
lying illocutionary (communicative) force of Q30:23, and in particular the 
verb (yasmac), is to persuade the hearer/listener about God’s existence and 
make him/her believe in the one God through the theme of striving to obtain 
a living during daytime and at night and that the understanding of this notion 
is exclusive to those who are ready to listen. The selection of the verb (yacqal 
– to use own reason, to be wise, to have intellect, Q30:24) is also context 
sensitive and is compatible with its micro context whose theme is God’s 
omnipotence depicted through the lightning and rain, whose perlocutionary 
effect is to persuade the hearer/listener about God’s existence and make him/
her believe in monotheism through the theme of grand natural phenomena 
such as lightning and rain. The employment of the verb (yacqal) makes the 
understanding of the natural phenomena of lightning and rain exclusive to 
people who have intellect and are wise. The verbs (yafqah – able to grasp the 
truth, to understand, Q59:13) and (yacqal – to use own reason, to be wise, to 
have intellect, Q59:14) have occurred in Q59:13–14 negated by the negation 
particle (lā – not), i.e. → (lā yafqah – are not able to grasp the truth, cannot 
understand) and → (lā yacqal – do not use own reason, are not wise, do not 
have intellect). Thus, the sentence refers to a category of people who cannot 
grasp the truth and do not have intellect. The reason for using a negated verb 
is due to the change in the context of these two negated verbs. The context 
of (lā yafqah, Q59:13) refers to people who fear others more than God. Since 
their fear is not correct, that is, it should not have taken place, the verb 
(yafqah) is also employed in a negated form through the use of (lā – 
not) → (lā yafqah). The same applies to the context of (lā yacqal), that is, this 
category of people have followed their desires and their affairs are based on 
their personal whims. Since this is wrong, that is, they should not have done 
so, the negation particle is used with the verb → (lā yacqal).

18 (walad) and (ghulām)

The two nouns are synonyms but each has been influenced by its relevant 
co- text (the lexical environment in which it occurs). The noun (walad – son, 
child, Q3:47) is employed to match its co- text, where reference is made to 
Jesus as the son of Mary (al- masīḥu cīsā ibn maryam, Q3:45). However, the 
noun (ghulām – boy, Q19:20) is used to match its co- text where the same 
word (ghulām) has occurred in Q19:19. Thus, stylistically, in both instances 
where synonymy is involved, lexical symmetry is paramount in the selec-
tion of a given lexical item.
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3.5 Synonymy in Qur’anic discourse
In Qur’anic linguistics, synonymy as a semantic process achieves lexical cohe-
sion, semantic affirmation and hyperbole of lexical items. Through the repeti-
tion of lexical items that have either partial or complete synonymy we can 
achieve semantic affirmation and depict a sense of hyperbole, as in Q34:5 
(lahum cadhābun min rijzin alīm – For them will be a painful punishment of 
foul nature), where (cadhābun) and (rijzin) are synonyms employed for the 
pragmatic functions of hyperbole and semantic affirmation to depict the 
meaning of double painful torment. Similarly, in Q12:86 (ashkū baththī wa 
ḥuznī ilā allāh – I only complain of my suffering and my grief to God) the 
lexical items (baththī – suffering) and (ḥuznī – grief ) are semantically syn-
onymous but stylistically represent repetition to depict the severity of emo-
tional hardship experienced by Joseph’s father and the increase of problems he 
has suffered. 
 Each lexical item has its own inherent semantic componential features 
which can be slightly distinct from another lexical item that has its own innate 
semantic componential features. Context and semantic componential features 
are the major factors in the selection of one word rather than the other. Thus, 
context plays a role in the deliberate selection of one but not the other lexical 
item in the delivery of the performative intent (intended meaning) of the 
speaker. 
 Different Arab dialects have led to the evolution of synonymy in Qur’anic 
discourse. We can argue that the emergence of the different seven modes of 
reading (al- qirā’āt al- sabc) can be attributed to synonymy. For instance, the word 
(al- cihn – wool, Q70:9) is read by Ibn Mascūd as (al- ṣūf – wool), the word 
(mashaw – walked, Q2:20) is read by Ubai b. Kacb as (marraw – passed by) or 
(sacaw – marched). Ibn Mascūd also read the word (inẓirūnā – wait for us, 
Q57:13) as (imhilūnā – wait for us) or (akhkhirunā – delay us), the word (khamrā 
– wine, Q12:41) as (cinabā – grapes), and the word (al- ṣadafain – the two moun-
tain sides, Q18:96) as (al- jabalain – the two mountains). However, to unite the 
Muslim nation in terms of reciting/reading the Qur’an, cUthmān b. cAffān took a 
decisive decision through which he adopted the dominant dialect of Quraish in 
his codex (the cUthmānic master copy) referred to as al- muṣḥaf al- cUthmānī and 
abandoned all the lexical substitutions (synonymous expressions) made by some 
companions.
 Having discussed Semantic Contrastiveness in Section 3.4 above, it can be 
claimed that partial synonymy is the most reasonable argument rather than com-
plete synonymy. Examples of synonymy are: (al- ḥamd – praise, Q1:2) and (al- 
shukr – gratefulness, Q27:40), (al- raib – doubt, Q2:2) and (al- shakk – doubt, 
Q11:62), (yakhshā – fear, Q35:28) and (yakhāf – fear, Q27:10), and (al- sabīl – 
literally meaning ‘road’, Q9:93) and (al- ṭarīq – path, Q4:169 and Q46:30). It is 
worthwhile to note that the examples of synonyms may not be well represented 
by the translation.
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3.5.1 Textual levels of synonymy

In Qur’anic discourse, synonymy occurs at two different levels: (i) synonymy at 
the micro level, and (ii) synonymy at the macro level.

3.5.1.1 Micro- level synonymy

Micro- level synonymy is: (i) intra- sentential, that is, it occurs within the same 
sentence, and (ii) employed for semantic affirmation. Synonymy for affirmation 
is of two categories:

1 juxtaposition synonymy (al- tawkīd al- ṣinācī): This is a linguistic process 
where two synonymous words are placed next to each other without con-
junction and where the second word delivers the function of semantic affir-
mation of the first one. Examples of juxtaposition synonymy are (fujājan 
subulā – mountain passes as roads, Q21:31), (ḍaiyiqan ḥarajan – tight and 
constricted, Q6:125), (gharābīb sūd – extremely black (black and black), 
Q35:27), (irjicū warā’akum – go back behind you, Q57:13). It is worthwhile 
to note that (warā’ – behind, Q57:13) is not an adverb but a gerund (verbal 
noun) meaning (irjicū). Thus, affirmation is achieved through juxtaposition 
synonymy.

2 conjunction synonymy (al- tawkīd bicaṭf al- murādif ): This is a linguistic 
process where two synonymous words occur together but are separated by a 
conjunctive particle:

i the additive conjunctive particle (wa – and), as in (famā wahanū … wa 
mā ḍacufū wa mā istakānū – They never lost assurance …, nor did they 
weaken or submit, Q3:146) where the verbs (wahana), (ḍacufa) and 
(istakāna) are synonyms but separated by the additive conjunctive parti-
cle (wa). Other examples of two synonymous words that are separated 
by the additive conjunctive (wa) are: (kalimah … wa rūḥ – a word … a 
soul, Q4:171), (shircah wa minhāj – a law and a method, Q5:48), 
(baththī wa ḥuznī – my suffering and my grief, Q12:86), (lā takhaf wa 
lā takhshā – will not fear nor be afraid, Q20:77), (ciwajā wa lā amtā – a 
depression or an elevation, Q20:107), (ḍulmā wa lā haḍmā – injustice 
nor deprivation, Q20:112), (sādatanā wa kubarā’anā – our masters and 
our dignitaries, Q33:67), (naṣab wa lā lughūb – fatigue and no weari-
ness, Q35:35), (sirrahum wa najwāhum – secrets and their private con-
versations, Q43:80), (tacfū wa taṣfaḥū wa taghfirū – to pardon and 
overlook and forgive, Q64:14), (cabasa wa basara – frowned and 
scowled, Q74:22), (lā tubqī wa lā tadhar – it leaves nothing remaining 
and leaves nothing unburned, Q74:28). 

ii the additive conjunctive particle (aw – or), as in (khaṭī’atan aw ithman – 
an offense or a sin, Q4:112), (nushūzan aw icrāḍan – contempt or evasion, 
Q4:128), (cudhran aw nudhran – justification or warning, Q77:6).
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iii the temporal conjunctive particle (thumma – then), as in (istaghfirū rab-
bakum thumma tūbū ilaih – Ask forgiveness of your Lord and then 
repent to Him, Q11:52) where (istaghfirū – ask forgiveness) and (tūbū – 
repent) are synonyms but separated by the temporal conjunctive 
(thumma – then).

3.5.1.2 Macro- level synonymy

Affirming the meaning of a word (semantic affirmation) and intertextuality 
through synonymy can also take place at the larger text, that is, inter- sententially 
either within the same sūrah or in different sūrahs, as in (raib – doubt, Q2:2) and 
(shakk – doubt, Q11:62), (alfā – find, Q2:170) and (wajada – find, Q5:104), 
(faḍḍala – prefer, Q2:47, 122, 253, Q16:71) and (āthara – prefer, Q12:91), 
(infajara – gush forth, Q2:60) and (inbajasa – gush forth, Q7:160), (walad – a 
child, Q3:47) and (ghulām – a boy, Q19:20), (ḥaḍara – come, Q4:18) and (jā’a – 
come, Q6:61), (ta’sā – grieve, Q5:68) and (taḥzan – grieve, Q9:40), (thawāb – 
reward, Q5:85), (jazā’ – reward, Q29:7) and (ajr – payment, Q65:6), (ḥalafa – swear, 
Q9:74) and (aqsama – swear, Q24:53 and Q35:42), (khuḍūc – humbleness, 
Q26:4) and (khushūc – humbleness, Q17:109), (yakhāf – fear, Q27:10) and 
(yakhshā – fear, Q35:28), (yabcath – send, Q17:15) and (yursil – send, Q21:107), 
(ya’s – despair, Q12:87) and (qunūṭ – despair, Q39:53), (abaqa – ran away, 
Q37:140), (haraba – ran away, Q72:12) and (farra – flee, Q74:51), (fazica – be 
terrified, Q27:87) and (ṣaciqa – fall down senseless, Q39:68), (shuḥḥ – stingi-
ness, Q59:9) and (bukhl – stinginess, Q64:16).

3.5.2 Reasons for synonymy 

In Qur’anic linguistics, the semantic notion of synonymy provides many seman-
tic, rhetorical, textual, phonetic and pragmatic advantages to Qur’anic discourse. 
These include:

i the achievement of the semantic function of lexical cohesion,
ii the achievement of the semantic function of semantic affirmation,
iii the suitability of one of the synonymous lexical items to undertake the role 

of rhyme and assonance due to its innate phonic componential features,
iv the achievement of the rhetorical function of hyperbole,
v the achievement of the text linguistic standard of intertextuality at both the 

micro and macro levels,
vi the achievement of a more easy pronunciation by one of the synonymous 

words rather than the other. For instance, the lexical item (tatlū) is a 
synonym of (yaqra’). However, in Q29:48 (mā kunta tatlū min qablihi … – 
You did not recite before it …), it is easier phonetically to employ (tatlū – 
recite) than (taqra’) which is heavy phonetically. Similarly, the employment 
of words like (wahana – become weak) but not its synonymous counterpart 
(ḍacufa – become weak), (āmana – believe) but not its synonymous counterpart 
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(ṣaddaqa – believe), and (āthara – prefer) but not its synonymous counter-
part (faḍḍala – prefer),

vii to avoid boring the reader/hearer with mentioning the same word in the 
same sentence or in the larger text.

3.6 Polysemy in Qur’anic discourse
Polysemy (polyseme) refers to a word which has different meanings. Polysemy is 
also called lexical ambiguity. Although semantic ambiguity (lexical ambiguity) can 
result from polysemy, context plays a major role in the clarification of ambiguity 
and the understanding of the intended meaning. Thus, polysemy is context sens-
itive. For instance, (anzala lakum min al- ancām …, Q39:6), the verb (anzala – to 
send down) and its object (al- ancām – livestock) should not be understood as the 
different types of livestock are sent down from the sky. In this context, the sentence 
is semantically ambiguous and the accurate meaning is that (al- mā’ – water/rain) is 
sent down to water the plants which are the food for all types of livestock. Thus, the 
verb (anzala) means (to produce) → (He (God) produced (i.e. created) for you the 
livestock). Similarly, (anzalnā calaikum libās – literally meaning ‘We (God) have 
sent down upon you clothing’, Q7:26) where the context- based intended meaning is 
(al- mā’ – water/rain), which is the source for cultivating cotton from which clothes 
are made and is also the source for plants from which sheep, for instance, eat and 
that wool is taken from the sheep. Thus, Q7:26 is semantically ambiguous and to 
disambiguate it, we need to paraphrase it → (We (God) have sent down upon you 
water to cultivate cotton for clothing). Also, (liyastacfif alladhīna lā yajidūna nikāḥ 
– Let them who do not find marriage abstain from sexual relations, Q24:33) where 
(nikāḥ – marriage) is not something that can be found. Thus, the intended meaning 
is that (nikāḥ) means (al- māl – money) that can be used to get married → (Let them 
who do not have money to get married abstain from sexual relations).
 Most importantly, the understanding of polysemy should not be related to alle-
gorical (metaphorical) meaning but only to denotative (dictionary, surface structure) 
meaning. It is also worthwhile to note that polysemy is also related to homonymy 
(al- jinās al- tāmm). Homonymy (homonym) refers to two or more words which 
have the same form (graphic and phonological form) but differ in meaning, such as 
the English word (bank) which has the same phonological and graphic form but has 
different meanings which can be clarified through context: (I went to the bank to 
withdraw some money), (I sit by the bank to watch the fish swimming in the river) 
and (I can bank on my friends). Thus, we have three words (bank, bank, bank) 
which are homonyms. In other words, the word (bank) is a polyseme: (i) a financial 
institution, (ii) edge of a river or a lake, and (iii) to rely on. Thus, both polysemy 
and homonymy are semantic relations that can lead to semantic (lexical) ambiguity.
 Representative examples of polysemy in the Qur’an are:

(al- ākhirah) which has different meanings: (i) al- qiyāmah – hereafter, 
Q2:102, Q23:74 and Q92:13, (ii) al- jannah – paradise, Q43:35, (iii) jahan-
nam – hellfire, Q39:9, and (iv) al- qabr – the grave, Q14:27
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(aḥad) which has different meanings: (i) allāh – God, Q90:5 and 7, (ii) 
Muḥammad, Q3:153 and Q59:11, and (iii) the companion Bilāl, Q92:19

(al- karīm) which has different meanings: (i) al- fāḍil – man of culture and 
refinement, Q27:29, (ii) al- ḥasan – nice, Q17:23, (iii) al- ṣafūḥ – the one who 
pardons, Q82:6, (iv) al- kathīr – abundant, Q8:74, (v) al- mutakabbir – the 
Superior, Q59:23, and (vi) al- taqī – pious, Q82:11

(al- sū’) which has different meanings: (i) al- shiddah – affliction, Q2:49 and 
Q7:141, (ii) al- caqr – to harm, wound, Q7:73, (iii) al- sū’ – evil, Q12:25, 51 
and Q19:28, (iv) al- baraṣ – leprosy, Q20:22 and Q27:12, (v) al- cadhāb – 
punishment, Q13:11, Q16:27 and Q39:61, (vi) al- shirk – polytheism, 
Q16:28 and Q30:8, (vii) al- shatm – foul words, swearing, Q4:148 and 
Q60:2, (viii) al- ba’s – wretched, worse, Q13:25 and Q40:52, (ix) al- dhanb – 
sin, Q4:17 and Q6:54, (x) al- ḍarar – harm, Q7:188 and Q27:62, and (xi) al- 
qatl wal- hazīmah – getting killed and defeated, Q33:17

(ittaqū) which has different meanings: (i) ikhshū – fear, Q4:1 and Q22:1, (ii) 
ucbudū – worship, Q16:2, 52, Q23:23 and 52, (iii) lā tacṣū – do not disobey, 
Q2:189, (iv) al- tawḥīd – monotheism, Q4:131 and Q49:3, and (v) al- ikhlāṣ 
– sincerity, Q22:32

(jabbār) which is a hyperbole form (faccāl) that has different meanings: (i) 
strong and heavily built, muscular person, Q5:22, (ii) too arrogant to 
worship God, Q19:32, (iii) kill people in great numbers, Q26:130 and 
Q28:19, and (iv) has control or authority over others, Q50:45

3.7 The active participle
The active participle (ism al- fācil) is a grammatical expression coined by the 
Baṣrah grammarians. It is a derived noun (ism mushtaqq) from the verb. Seman-
tically, the active participle has the following features:

i It denotes an action (al- ḥadath) and the doer of the action (fācil al- ḥadath).
ii It designates that an event has taken place (al- ḥudūth – event, occurrence),
iii It designates a permanent attribute (state) of someone or something (ṣifat al- 

thubūt).
iv It is a permanent attribute (ṣifah) of the doer of an action (ṣifat fācil al- 

ḥadath). For instance, when we say: (kātib – writer), this active participle 
designates three important facts: ‘an attribute that describes the doer of the 
action’, ‘an action of writing’, and ‘the doer of writing’ and a ‘permanent 
feature of someone who always writes’.

For the grammar school of Baṣrah, the active participle is grammatically a noun 
since it behaves like a noun for the following reasons:

i It is affected by the preposition before it.
ii It takes the definite article.
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iii It takes nunation (al- tanwīn).
iv It can be made into the diminutive form (al- taṣghīr), as in (suwair – a very 

small walker), which is the diminutive of the active participle (sā’ir – a 
walker).

However, for the grammar school of Kūfah (like Sībawaih, Ibn Mālik and al- 
Farrā’), the active participle is a verb for the following reasons:

i It grammatically behaves like a verb in terms of word order where it can 
appear both before or after a subject noun. Because it designates the prag-
matic function of [+ Continuity] (al- istimrāriyyah), some Arab grammarians 
claim that the active participle is a present tense verb. 

ii It grammatically behaves like a verb in terms of taking an object, as in 
(zaidun kātibun risālatan – Zaid is writing a letter) where the noun (risālatan 
– a letter) is the direct object of the active participle (kātibun – writing). 
Thus, grammatically, it has behaved like a verb. 

iii Like the verb, the active participle can denote the present and the future 
tense. 

iv Like the verb, it can take the affirmation particle (adāt al- tawkīd) → (lām), 
that is, the letter /l/ for affirmation.

v The Kūfah grammarians are divided with regards to whether the active 
participle can be made into the diminutive form. For al- Farrā’ and al- 
Naḥḥās, the active participle cannot be made into a diminutive form. 

However, the argument of the grammar school of Kūfah is syntactically flawed 
since the active participle can take nunation which the verb does not, like 
(kātibun – writer). In Qur’anic discourse, the active participle can be derived 
from three major trilateral verbs whose morphological patterns are either (facala) 
like (ḍaraba – to hit), (facila) like (fariḥa – to become happy) or (facula) like 
(karuma – to become generous). The active participle derived from these trilat-
eral verbs is (fācil). Thus, we have (ḍārib – the hitter, i.e. person who performed 
the hitting), (fāriḥ – the happy person) and (kārim – the one who is performing 
the generosity). Examples from the Qur’an are like (khārij – the one who 
emerges from the fire, Q6:122), (qācid – sitting, Q10:12), (qā’im – standing, 
Q10:12), (sājid – one who prostrates, Q15:98), (kātib – writer, the scribe, 
Q2:282), (cāṣif – blowing, Q21:81), (cākif – one who remains devoted, Q20:97) 
and (nācimah – showing pleasure, Q88:8).

3.7.1 Pragmatic functions of the active participle

The active participle reflects the performative intent of the speech act. It is 
employed in Qur’anic discourse to fulfil the following pragmatic functions:

i permanent attribute or state (ṣifat al- thubūt): The morphological pattern that 
conveys the meaning of a permanent attribute or state is (fācil). This is the 
most recurrent morphological pattern when reference is made to an attribute 
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of God. Through the morphological pattern (fācil), God’s attributes can 
pragmatically designate a permanent state that does not cease at any 
moment, that is, a state or an attribute that was, is and will be. God’s 
attributes are also called permanent attributes (ṣifah mushabbaha) because 
semantically they denote a permanent state or attribute but grammatically 
they have the surface structure morphological pattern of the active parti-
ciple. However, human attributes or states may or may not be permanent. 
The active participle has the pragmatic function of continuity of a given 
state. This pragmatic function designates an everlasting attribute of the doer 
of the action (ṣifat fācil al- ḥadath). The pragmatic function of the active 
participle also refers to the permanent state of someone or something. Thus, 
the semantic componential features of the active participle are [+ Permanent 
Attribute of Doer] and [+ Permanent State of Someone or Something], as in 
(muslimūn – Muslims, Q2:133), (mu’minūn – believers, Q2:285), 
(mustahzi’ūn – mockers, Q2:14), (kāfirūn – disbelievers, Q2:254) and 
(khālidūn – abide therein eternally, Q2:39).

ii permanency and continuity of carrying out an action (al- istimrār): The mor-
phological pattern that conveys the meaning of permanency and continuity 
of carrying out an action is (fācil). The active participle has the pragmatic 
function of continuity of doing an action. Thus, the semantic componential 
features of the active participle are [+ Action] and [+ Doer of Action], as in 
(cābidīn – worshippers, Q21:53), (rākicūn – who bow, sājidūn – who pros-
trate, āmirūn – who enjoin, nāhūn – who forbid, Q9:112) and (qāhir – subju-
gator, Q6:18).

iii abundance (al- takthīr): The morphological pattern that conveys the meaning 
of large quantity or number is (mufaccil), as in (mubadhdhirīn – the wasteful, 
Q17:27), (muṭaffifīn – those who give less than due, Q83:1), (musawwimīn 
– having marks of distinction, Q3:125) and (mukadhdhibīn – those who 
denied, Q3:137). Thus, the semantic componential feature of the active 
participle (mufaccil) is [+ Abundance].

iv partnership (al- mushārakah): There are two morphological patterns that 
convey the pragmatic meaning of reciprocal cooperation and participation. 
These patterns are (mufācil) and (mutafācil), as in (mucājizīn – those who 
cause failure, Q:51) and (mutashākisūn – quarrelling, Q39:29). Thus, the 
semantic componential feature of the active participles (mufācil) and 
(mutafācil) is [+ Partnership].

v reflexive: The morphological pattern that conveys the meaning of a reflexive 
action is (munfacil). This means that the action taken by the subject affects 
the subject itself, as in (munqacir – uprooted, Q54:20), (munhamir – pouring 
down, Q54:11) and (munqalibūn – those who return, Q7:125). Thus, the 
semantic componential feature of the active participle (munfacil) is [+ 
Reflexive Action].

vi colour: The morphological pattern that conveys the colour of someone or 
something is (mufcall), where the last letter is doubled. This pragmatic func-
tion meaning has occurred three times only in the Qur’an, as in (mukhḍarrah 
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– to become green, Q22:63), (muswaddah – blackened, Q39:60) and 
(muṣfarrah – to turn yellow, Q39:21). Thus, the semantic componential 
feature of the active participle (mufcall) is [+ Colour], which designates 
either a positive or a negative outcome.

vii inconvenience or unnatural mannerism (al- takalluf ): The morphological 
pattern that conveys the meaning of either inconvenience or unnatural 
(unacceptable) mannerism is (mutafaccil), as in (mutabarrijāt – displaying 
adornment, Q24:60), which signifies inconvenience to the ladies, (mutakab-
bir – arrogant, big- headed, Q40:27) and (mutakallifīn – pretentious, con-
ceited, Q38:86), which signify abnormal mannerism. Thus, the semantic 
componential features of the active participle (mutafaccil) are either 
[+ Inconvenience] or [+ Unnatural Mannerism].

viii hyperbole: There are many morphological patterns that convey the perlocu-
tionary effect of hyperbole: (faccāl) as in (faccālun – effecter, Q85:16), (fācil) 
as in (calīm – a learned man, Q7:109), (facūl) as in (kafūr – ungrateful, 
Q22:66), (ifcalla) as in (iṣfarra – turn yellow, Q39:21, ikhḍarra – turn green, 
Q22:63), (yafcalla) as in (yakhḍarr – turn green, Q22:63, yaswadd – turn 
black, Q39:60, yaṣfarr – turn yellow, Q39:21), and (mufcalla) as in 
(mukhḍarrah – become green, Q22:63, muswaddah – blackened, Q39:60, 
muṣfarrah – turn yellow, Q39:21, muṭma’innah – reassured, … marḍiyyah – 
pleasing (to God), Q89:27–28).

It is worthwhile to note that, in some rare cases, the surface structure meaning of 
the active participle denotes an underlying meaning, which is slightly distinct 
from the surface structure meaning as explained below:

i The active participle surface structure meaning can signify an underlying 
meaning of the passive participle (ism al- mafcūl) meaning. In other words, 
in this rare situation, the underlying meaning of the active participle is in 
fact the meaning of a passive participle, as in: (cāṣim – protector, Q11:43) 
whose underlying meaning is a passive participle (macṣūm – is protected), 
(rāḍiyah – pleasant, Q69:21) whose underlying meaning is a passive parti-
ciple (marḍiyyah – is being pleasing to God), (dāfiq – is ejecting, Q86:6) 
whose underlying meaning is a passive participle (madfūq – is ejected), 
(āmin – has safety, Q29:67) whose underlying meaning is a passive parti-
ciple (ma’mūn – is made safe).

ii The active participle surface structure meaning can signify an underlying 
meaning of the nominalised noun (al- maṣdar), as in (khā’inah – one who 
deceives, Q5:13) whose underlying meaning is a nominalised noun 
(khiyānah – deception), (ṭāghiyah – something causing an overpowering 
blast, Q69:5) whose underlying meaning is a nominalised noun (ṭughyān – 
overpowering), (kādhibah – someone who denies, Q56:2) whose underlying 
meaning is a nominalised noun (kidhb – denial), (kāshifah – remover, 
Q53:58) whose underlying meaning is a nominalised noun (kashf – 
removal), (khāliṣah – exclusive, Q38:46) whose underlying meaning is a 
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nominalised noun (ikhlāṣ – exclusiveness), (lāghiyah – unsuitable speech, 
Q88:11) whose underlying meaning is a nominalised noun (laghu – unsuita-
bility of speech).

3.7.2 Hyperbole morphological pattern

The hyperbole morphological pattern is referred to in Arabic as (ṣīghat al- 
mubālaghah) which is recurrently employed in Qur’anic discourse for specific 
pragmatic functions. The morphological pattern of a word which designates 
hyperbole is (faccāl) as we have encountered in (faccāl – effecter, Q11:107) and 
(faccāl – effecter, Q85:16). This morphological pattern is derived from the active 
participle morphological pattern (fācil), which is derived from the verb (facala). 
The hyperbole- oriented word designates two inherent pragmatic functions:

i exaggeration/intensity entailed by the action denoted by such a word, and 
most importantly,

ii multitude/large amount/large number as a result of the action carried out.

Thus, the semantic componential features exclusive to the morphological pattern 
(faccāl) word are: [+ Hyperbole] and [+ Multitude].
 For instance, the hyperbole- based word (qattāl) is derived from the active 
participle (qātil) (literally meaning ‘killer’, i.e. murderer). However, the action 
of ‘killing’ denoted by the active participle does not necessarily entail: (the 
murderer has committed too many actions of killing). It may and it may not. In 
other words, the action performed by an active participle may entail either a 
large amount/number, a small amount/number or an intensive/poor outcome. 
Thus, hyperbole is not always an inherent semantic componential feature of 
the active participle. The intrinsic semantic componential features of the active 
participle are [+ Fixed State] and [+ Continuity] (al- thubūt wal- istimrāriyyah) 
meaning:

i a permanent attribute such as (ṭawīlu al- qāmati – a tall man) where the 
feature (ṭawīlu – tall) is permanent, or

ii a temporary attribute such as (ḥasanu al- wajhi – a handsome- faced man) 
where the feature (ḥasanu – handsome) will change in the future.

In order to describe a person who ‘continually steals’ as a way of living, we say 
(sāriq – a burglar, a thief ), that is, using the active participle. However, to 
describe a person who has been committing too many crimes of murder and has 
exaggerated in his methods of killing, we need to adopt the hyperbole- oriented 
morphological pattern (faccāl) in order to relay the accurate perlocutionary effect 
of the word. Thus, we say: (qattāl – a sadistic series killer). Thus, we have the 
inherent semantic features [+ Hyperbole] and [+ Multitude] represented by the 
English words (sadistic) and (series killer) respectively. The same applies to 
the hyperbole- oriented noun (shattām – a foul- mouthed person who swears a 
lot). Now we can argue that context and meaning have closed ranks to influence 
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 morphological form in order to achieve a pragmatic function. This is well repres-
ented in Qur’anic discourse, as in:

innaka in tadharhum yuḍillū cibādaka walā yalidū illā fājiran kaffārā – 
Indeed, if You (God) leave them, they will mislead Your servants and not 
beget except every wicked one and confirmed disbeliever, Q71:27

where we have a morphological pattern shift, that is, an active participle (fājir – 
a wicked person) is first used followed by a hyperbole- based noun (kaffār – a 
confirmed disbeliever) and both are morphologically derived from the same root 
(kafara – to disbelieve). This morphological shift to (kaffār → faccāl) has served 
the perlocutionary effects of hyperbole and multitude. To avoid morphological 
shift and employ the active participle (kāfir – a disbeliever) would not semanti-
cally entail the same underlying meaning of the message conveyed by Q71:27. 
We can claim that morphology is an effective communication mechanism in 
Qur’anic discourse.
 However, the hyperbole- oriented morphological pattern (faccāl) does not 
always signify [+ Hyperbole]. Let us consider the following hyperbole- oriented 
word (ẓallām):

anna allāha laisa biẓallāmin lil- cabīd – Indeed, God is not ever unjust to His 
servants, Q3:182

where the hyperbole- oriented word (ẓallām – is not ever just, is excessively 
unjust) → (faccāl) is selected rather than its counter form, which is the active 
participle (ẓālim – unjust) → (fācil) in order to highlight and focus on the perlo-
cutionary effect of (God’s zero, non- existing injustice), which is depicted by 
(faccāl) as a [+ Permanent Attribute]. To claim that (faccāl) in Q3:182 has focused 
on the meaning of [– Multitude], this would have been neither the underlying 
meaning nor the pragmatic purpose of Q3:182, which is intertextually backed up 
by Q4:40 (allāhu lā yaẓlimu mithqāla dharratin – Indeed, God does not do injus-
tice even as much as an atom’s weight). Thus, we can conclude that the 
hyperbole- oriented morphological pattern (faccāl) as in (ẓallām) does not always 
designate [+ Hyperbole] and [+ Multitude]. Rather, it also designates [+ Perma-
nent Attribute]. To conclude, the hyperbole- oriented morphological pattern 
(faccāl) can have three underlying semantic componential features: [+ Hyper-
bole], [+ Multitude] and [+ Permanent Attribute]. The third semantic feature 
only [+ Permanent Attribute] applies to Q3:182 and that this feature is negated 
by (laisa) to generate the intended meaning (zero, non- existing injustice).
 There are significant reasons behind the stylistic decision of (laisa + ẓallām):

i The hyperbole- oriented word (ẓallām) does not designate [+ Multitude] in 
Q3:182 because of the negation by (laisa).

ii It is semantically wrong to claim that the word (ẓallām) designates 
[+ Hyperbole] only in Q3:182.
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iii The feature [+ Hyperbole] is merely a surface structure attribute in this 
context.

iv The hyperbole- oriented word (ẓallām) designates first and foremost a 
[+ Permanent Attribute] rather than the semantic componential features 
[+ Hyperbole] and [+ Multitude].

v The negation particle (laisa) is employed to negate the componential feature 
[+ Permanent Attribute] in order to produce the performative intent (God’s 
zero, non- existing injustice).

vi If one argues that the negation (laisa – is not) focuses on the exaggeration 
meaning [+ Hyperbole] only, the performative intent of the text producer of 
Q3:182 and its perlocutionary effect will be twisted. Thus, Q3:182 will be 
wrongly understood as:

{laisa rabbuka bikathīr al- ẓulm – Your Lord is not to a great deal unjust, i.e. 
God’s injustice is not of a great amount}.

This is the wrong meaning of Q3:182 because we have made the negation parti-
cle (laisa) focus on the [+ Multitude] feature, that is, (a great amount) only and 
this has led to the wrong meaning [– Multitude], that is, (God’s very little 
injustice).
 The hyperbole morphological pattern (faccāl) is less in number than other 
related morphological patterns. Let us consider the following (faccāl) words:

(jabbār) has occurred ten times, as in Q5:22, Q19:32 and Q26:130
(ṣabbār) has occurred four times, as in Q14:5, Q31:31 and Q42:33
(kaffār) has occurred five times, as in Q2:276, Q14:34 and Q50:24
(ghaffār) has occurred five times, as in Q20:82, Q38:66 and Q39:5
(khallāq) has occurred twice, as in Q15:86 and Q36:81
(callām) has occurred four times, as in Q5:109, Q9:78 and Q34:48

However, the above hyperbole morphological forms are different semantically 
from their related forms. For instance, (jabbār) enjoys the perlocutionary effect 
of [+ Hyperbole] and is distinct from its verb form (yajbur – to force someone) 
because of the semantic limitations of the verb. The expression (ṣabbār) has a 
stronger exaggeration signification than that of its counterpart (ṣabūr → facūl). 
The hyperbole form (ṣabbār) designates a [+ Multitude] in having patience 
during extremely difficult circumstances as well as other features like [+ Con-
tinuity] and [+ Renewal] of patience in spite of the suffering experienced by the 
(ṣabbār) person. Thus, patience has become a [+ Permanent Attribute] of the 
person. Also, (ṣabbār) collocates with the word (shakūr) within a fixed formula 
(inna fī dhālika la’āyātin likulli ṣabbār shakūr – Indeed, in that are signs for 
everyone patient and grateful).
 The semantic componential feature [+ Hyperbole] is the most significant 
feature that semantically distinguishes the hyperbole forms (kaffār), (ghaffār), 
(khallāq) and (callām) from their counterparts (fācil) → (kāfir), (ghāfir), (khāliq) 
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and (facīl/fācil) → (calīm/cālim) respectively, although they all share other seman-
tic features like [+ Multitude], [+ Continuity] and [+ Permanent Attribute].
 In terms of [+ Hyperbole], the same applies to the hyperbole words (jahūl, 
Q33:72) and (ẓalūm, Q33:72), which are semantically stronger than their coun-
terparts (fācil) → (jāhil) and (ẓālim) respectively. The same applies to the hyper-
bole word (ḥuṭām → fucāl) which occurs in Q39:21, Q56:65 and Q57:20. Due to 
the feature [+ Hyperbole], the hyperbole word (ḥuṭām – to break into tiny pieces) 
is employed instead of its passive participle counterpart (maḥṭūm). This analysis 
is backed up by Q104:4, where the hellfire is described as (al- ḥuṭamah – the fire 
which breaks bodies and bones into small pieces).
 In conclusion, we can argue that:

i The hyperbole morphological forms occupy the top level of the hyperbole 
scale in terms of perlocutionary effect, and

ii The change in context and the innate semantic componential features of 
lexical itmes lead to a change in style and morphological form, that is, style 
is context sensitive.

3.8 Semantic factors
The semantic factors include a number of semantic aspects, such as componen-
tial features, collocation, semantic ambiguity, semantic redundancy and the vio-
lation of selection restriction rule, that is, the rule of co- occurrence restrictions. 
These are discussed below.

3.8.1 Componential features

A lexical item has a set of intrinsic semantic features that condition their selec-
tion restrictions, as in:

a laqad ji’ta shai’an imrā – You have certainly done a grave thing, Q18:71
b laqad ji’ta shai’an nukrā – You have certainly done a deplorable thing, 

Q18:74

There is a stylistic shift from the adjective (imrā – grave) in sentence (a) to the 
adjective (nukrā – deplorable) in sentence (b). Although the two adjectives are 
synonymous on the surface structure level, they possess distinctive componential 
features. The lexical item (imrā) has the innate semantic features [+ Strange] and 
[+ Unusual], which are required by the context of situation in which al- Khiḍr 
deliberately damages the boat which belongs to some poor men. Although dam-
aging the poor men’s boat is a strange and unusual act, the boat can still be 
repaired. In other words, al- Khiḍr made the boat unseaworthy in the best interest 
of the poor men, whose unjust king was about to take it for himself. However, 
the lexical item (nukrā) is employed in sentence (b) for its semantic features 
[+ Extremely Wrong] and [– Ethical], which are required by the context of 
 situation in which al- Khiḍr committed manslaughter in the best interest of the 
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righteous parents whose son would have transgressed against them when he 
would grow up. Thus, the adjective (nukrā) can accurately designate to the 
reader the fact that murder is an unacceptable and unethical act.

3.8.2 Collocation 

The permitted permutation of lexical items within a given construction is condi-
tioned by the componential features of the lexical items that constitute a given 
construction. In Qur’anic genre, however, some lexical items violate the selec-
tion restriction rule for a given rhetorical function, as in:

a fabashshirhum bicadhābin alīmin – Give them good tidings of a painful pun-
ishment, Q3:21

Although the verb (bashshara – to give glad tidings) signifies the componential 
feature [+ Positive News], it has collocated with the noun phrase (cadhābin 
alīmin – a painful punishment), which signifies [– Positive News]. Stylistically, 
however, the verb (bashshara), has violated the selection restriction rule in order 
to achieve the perlocutionary effects of sarcasm and irony. In other sentences, 
however, the same verb is employed without any violation, as in:

b wabashshir al- mu’minīna bi’anna lahum min allāh faḍlan kabīran – Give 
good tidings to the believers that they will have great bounty from God, 
Q33:47

Stylistically, the verb (bashshara) appropriately collocates with the [+ Positive 
News] noun phrase (faḍlan kabīran – great bounty).

3.8.3 Surface structure semantic incongruity

There are Qur’anic sentences whose surface structure meaning implies semantic 
contradiction. In other words, some Qur’anic sentences provide information which 
is inconsistent with the information given by another intertextually related sen-
tence that has occurred elsewhere in the Qur’an. However, the surface structure 
semantic incongruity can be eliminated through reference to context and Qur’anic 
exegesis. Context dictates style, that is, style is context sensitive. Exegetical 
information illuminates the semantic incongruity as in the following examples: 

Example 1:
inna alladhīna kafarū bacda īmānihim thumma izdādū kufran lan tuaqbala 
tawbatuhum – Indeed, those who disbelieve after their belief and then 
increase in disbelief, their repentance will never be accepted, Q3:90

huwa alladhī yaqbalu al- tawbata can cibādih – It is He (God) who accepts 
repentance from His servants, Q42:25
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On the surface structure, the above two sentences (Q3:90 and Q42:25) seem to 
contradict each other. The reader is informed by Q3:90 that the unbelievers’ 
repentance is not accepted, while Q42:25 states that God accepts the repentance 
of everyone. This surface structure semantic contradiction between the two sen-
tences can be removed when an exegetical account is provided. According to 
Qur’anic exegesis, Q3:90 refers to a category of Muslims who have believed in 
the prophethood of Muḥammad but have abandoned their faith, become disbe-
lievers, become stubborn opponents to Islam, and most seriously, have insisted 
upon their disbelief. Therefore, God will not accept the repentance of this cat-
egory of people. However, Q42:25 represents a different category of people. 
They are the disbelievers who accept Islam and become believers. Therefore, 
God accepts the repentance of this category of people. Thus, the surface struc-
ture incongruity is disambiguated.

Example 2: 
inna allāha lā yaghfiru an yushraka bih – God does not forgive association 
with Him, Q4:48 and Q4:116

inna allāha yaghfiru al- dhunūba jamīcan – Indeed, God forgives all sins, 
Q39:53

There is a surface structure semantic incongruity between Q4:48, 116 and 
Q39:53. The message of Q4:48, 116 is that God does not forgive anyone who 
associates other gods with Him. Thus, the sin of polytheism (al- shirk – associ-
ation with God) cannot be forgiven or tolerated by God. However, the message 
of Q39:53 is that God forgives all kinds of sins and that God is forgiving. The 
semantic incongruity can be disambiguated by reference to Qur’anic exegesis. 
The exegetical meaning of Q39:53 is that God accepts the sincere repentance of 
any polytheist (mushrik – a person who associates with God), who no longer 
practises polytheism. In other words, Q39:53 involves the ellipsis of a condi-
tional clause:

inna allāha yaghfiru al- dhunūba jamīcan {idhā lam yushrak bih} – Indeed, 
God forgives all sins {if polytheism (association with God) is not practised} 
Q39:53

Example 3: 
Let us consider the three stylistically different sentences, which represent 
stylistic shift and surface structure semantic inconsistency:

rabb al- mashāriq wal- maghārib – The Lord of all sunrises and all sunsets, 
Q70:40

rabb al- mashriq wal- maghrib – He (God) is the Lord of the sunrise and the 
sunset, Q26:28 and Q73:9
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rabb al- mashriqain wa rabb al- maghribain – The Lord of the two sunrises 
and the Lord of the two sunsets, Q55:17

There seems to be a surface structure semantic contrast between the above three 
sentences because the nouns (al- mashriq – the sunrise) and (al- maghrib – the 
sunset) occur in different numbers. In Q70:40, the nouns occur in the plural form 
(al- mashāriq – all sunrises) and (al- maghārib – all sunsets). In Q26:28 and 
Q73:9, the same nouns are used in the singular form (al- mashriq – the sunrise) 
and (al- maghrib – the sunset). However, in Q55:17, the nouns are employed in 
the dual form (al- mashriqain – the two sunrises) and (al- maghribain – the two 
sunsets). This is a unique stylistic shift which has led to surface structure seman-
tic inconsistency. However, Qur’anic exegesis can illuminate this semantic 
ambiguity which has resulted from stylistic shift: 

i There are different places of sunrise and sunset each day of the year, at dif-
ferent countries throughout the world and throughout the different seasons 
of the year. Thus, we can have thousands of points of sunrise and sunset 
throughout the year all over the world. Therefore, semantically and stylisti-
cally, the plural should be employed. 

ii We need to investigate the macro text. In other words, we need to consider 
the sentences that have preceded sentence 28 of Q26 and sentence 9 of Q73. 
Having examined the preceding sentences, we have found reference to the 
parable of Pharaoh and the noun (the day) in the singular form has occurred 
in 73:2, 6 and 7. As for Q26, we have found reference to singular nouns. 
Thus, stylistically, the singular noun is employed in Q26:28. Style is context 
sensitive. 

iii The macro text of Q55 illuminates the stylistic shift in Q55:17 where the 
dual noun is employed. This is due to the influence of the other dual nouns 
that have occurred in Q55 such as sentences 5, 19, 50, 52, 62 and 66 where 
the dual noun is used. This is the influence of stylistic co- text through which 
we have achieved stylistic symmetry.

Example 4: 

However, stylistic shift which leads to semantic incongruity can be only dis-
ambiguated through a grammatical analysis. Let us consider the following 
sentences:

fiṣāluh fī cāmain – His (the baby’s) weaning period is in two years, Q31:14

fiṣāluh thalāthūna shahran – His (the baby’s) weaning period is thirty 
months, Q46:15

The adverbial phrase of time (cāmain – two years, i.e. twenty- four months) in 
Q31:14 is in contrast with the adverbial phrase of time (thalāthūna shahran – 
thirty months) in Q46:15, while both sentences refer to the baby’s period of 
weaning. The surface structure semantic contrast can be disambiguated through 
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the syntactic analysis of Q46:15. Grammatically, Q46:15 involves two nominal-
ised nouns (maṣdar), which are coordinated (macṭūf calā) by the additive con-
junctive particle (wa – and), which is a coordination particle (adāt al- caṭf ). The 
first nominalised noun in Q46:15 is (ḥaml – the gestation (i.e. during the preg-
nancy) of the unborn baby) and the second nominalised noun in Q46:15 is (fiṣāl 
– the weaning of the born baby). Thus, the whole sentence is:

ḥamluh wa fiṣāluh thalāthūna shahran – His (the baby’s) gestation AND 
weaning period are thirty months, Q46:15

Therefore, the syntactic structure should be:

Nominalised Noun + And + Nominalised Noun

ḥamluh + wa + fiṣāluh

Having set up the grammatical framework of the sentence, we can understand 
clearly the underlying meaning of Q45:15. This sentence refers to two periods of 
time: 

i the period of pregnancy when the unborn baby is still in the womb, and
ii the period of time when the born baby is breast- fed by his/her mother.

Thus, Q46:15 refers to the minimum period of pregnancy which is six months 
before giving birth. Therefore, the period of weaning the baby remains twenty- 
four months as it is illustrated below:

ḥamluh + wa + fiṣāluh = thalāthūna shahran

six- month minimum period of pregnancy + twenty- four-month period of 
breastfeeding = thirty months

Thus, although we have stylistic shift between Q31:14 and Q46:15, the surface 
structure semantic contradiction between the two sentences has been eliminated 
by grammatical analysis.

3.8.4 Semantic redundancy

Semantic redundancy generates a stylistic shift in Qur’anic discourse. The stylis-
tic feature of semantic redundancy occurs in sentences whose words are seman-
tically superfluous due to the following reasons:

i The redundant word does not provide extra details other than that already 
given by the other words available in the same sentence, and

ii The reader can determine the meaning of the sentence without the redundant 
word. In other words, the meaning of the sentence is based on common 
sense or common knowledge.
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It is worthwhile to note that semantic redundancy is employed in Qur’anic dis-
course for three perlocutionary purposes:

i to achieve the rhetorical function of affirmation (al- tawkīd),
ii to achieve the rhetorical function of metonymy (al- kināyah), and
iii to achieve the rhetorical function of metaphor (al- majāz). 

All of the above three rhetorical functions are pragmatically oriented. In other 
words, they have the illocutionary (communicative) force of pleonasm (al- iṭnāb). 
Pleonasm is a semantic relation that takes place between two words when one of 
them is redundant, that is, the use of the other word does not add any semantic 
information or value which the first word has not given. For instance, in Q2:79, 
pleonasm (semantic redundancy) is represented by (yaktubūn al- kitāba – write the 
Scripture) and (bi’aidīhim – with their hands) since we already know that the 
writing process is carried out by the hand and not by the foot. Although the word 
(bi’aidīhim) is stylistically redundant, the speaker’s performative intent is to 
achieve affirmation. In Q6:7, we have semantic redundancy (pleonasm) repres-
ented by the expression (falamasūh bi’aidīhim – they touch it with their hands) 
where touching is usually carried out by the hand. Semantic redundancy is also 
introduced in Q29:48 (takhuṭṭahu biyamīnik – you inscribe it with your right hand) 
and in (zawjain ithnain – two mates, Q11:40, Q13:3 and Q23:27) where (ithnain – 
two) is redundant (pleonasm) because (zawjain) entails (two – a pair, a couple).
 Let us consider the following examples and find out why semantic redun-
dancy occurs in Qur’anic discourse:

Example 1:
walā ṭā’irun yaṭīru bijanāḥaih – Nor a bird that flies with its two 
wings, Q6:38

The semantically redundant word in the above sentence is (bijanāḥaih – with its 
two wings). This is because the reader can discern the meaning that ‘birds fly 
with their wings’. However, this stylistic shift in Q6:38 is employed for the per-
locutionary effect of affirmation.

Example 2:
lā tattakhidhū ilāhain ithnain – Do not take for yourselves two deities, 
Q16:51

The semantically redundant word is (ithnain – two). This word is semantically 
superfluous because the word (ilāhain – two deities) is a dual noun which entails 
the meaning ‘two’. However, this stylistic shift in Q16:51 is employed for perlo-
cutionary effect of affirmation.

Example 3: 
fa’innahā lā tacmā al- abṣāru walākin tacmā al- qulūbu allatī fī al- ṣudūr – It is 
not the eyes that are blind but the hearts which are in the breasts become 
blind, Q22:46
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The semantically redundant words are (allatī fī al- ṣudūr – which are in the 
breasts). Based on common sense or common knowledge, the reader is able to 
determine the meaning that the heart, as a fact, is in the breast and not elsewhere 
in the body. Thus, one can argue that (allatī fī al- ṣudūr) are semantically 
superfluous.
 However, the stylistic shift in Q22:46 which has employed semantically 
redundant words is used for a good linguistic reason. The noun (qalb – heart) is 
a polyseme, that is, it is semantically ambiguous because it has two different 
meanings. Thus, the best stylistic technique to disambiguate the polysemous 
meaning of (qalb – heart) is through the employment of paraphrase where 
semantically redundant words are used. Paraphrase through the employment of 
semantically redundant words has two pragmatic functions:

i to illuminate the polysemous meaning, and most importantly
ii to achieve the perlocutionary effect of metonymy (al- kināyah).

The word (qalb – heart) has the rhetorical function of metonymy meaning (al- 
tadabbur – reasoning), as in the following example:

inna fī dhālika ladhikrā liman kāna lahu qalb – Indeed, in that is a reminder 
for whoever has a heart or who listens, Q50:37

The notion of (heart) in the Qur’an refers to the tool of reasoning, as we are told 
by Q22:46 (qulūbun yacqilūna bihā – hearts through which people can reason 
logically).
 In Q22:46, the role of the heart is highlighted and its place is mentioned for 
the perlocutionary effect of affirmation. However, the following expression:

(walākin tacmā al- qulūbu allatī fī al- ṣudūr – but the hearts which are in the 
breasts become blind, Q22:46) serves a figurative style whose perlocution-
ary effect is to achieve metaphor (al- majāz). In this part of the sentence, we 
are told that blindness does not only affect the eyes but it can also affect the 
hearts. Hearts can be blind, too. Thus, the sentence is marked by a 
metaphor.

3.8.5 Violation of selection restriction rule

This rule is also called the rule of co- occurrence restrictions. A sentence is 
semantically acceptable if its words are compatible with their selection restric-
tions and collocate with the right set of words in the same sentence. A word has 
a set of inherent componential features which impose co- occurrence restrictions 
on its employment in a sentence. The major componential semantic features are:

[+ Human], [– Human], [+ Male], [– Male], [+ Adult], [– Adult], [+ Animate],

[– Animate], [+ Concrete], [– Concrete], and [+ Countable], [– Countable].
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The selection restriction rule specifies the restrictions imposed on the permitted 
combinations of words within a given sentence. For example, the noun (lady) 
collocates with the adjective (pregnant) and with the verb (laugh) in the sen-
tence: (The pregnant lady is laughing). Also, the noun (lady) has the componen-
tial features [+ Human, – Male, + Adult, + Animate, + Concrete, + Countable]. 
Semantically, the verb (laugh) requires a [+ Human, + Animate] noun. However, 
for rhetorical purposes, the rule of selection restrictions can be violated. As a 
result, we get metaphor (al- majāz) and sarcasm (al- sukhriyah) in sentences 
whose words are neither compatible with the selection restriction rule nor with 
collocation, as in: (bakat al- samā’u – the sky cried). However, in Qur’anic dis-
course, there are sentences which have broken the selection restriction rule. Such 
a violation of the rule of co- occurrence restrictions creates a stylistic shift, as in 
the following examples:

Example 1:
fabashshirhum bicadhābin alīmin – Give them good tidings of a painful 
punishment, Q3:21

bashshir al- munāfiqīna bi’anna lahum cadhāban alīman – Give good tidings 
to the hypocrites that there is for them a painful punishment, Q4:138

Semantically, the verb (bashshara – to give good tidings (news)) collocates with 
happy results or positive news. However, (bashshara) has violated the selection 
restriction rule in Q3:21 because it has collocated with the noun phrase (cadhābin 
alīmin – painful punishment), which refers to sad news and negative results. This 
stylistic shift in selection restriction is employed for the perlocutionary effect of 
sarcasm (al- sukhriyah). However, the verb (bashshara) has also occurred in its 
correct stylistic environment, as in:

fabashsharnāhu bighulāmin ḥalīmin – We (God) gave him (Abraham) good 
tidings of a forbearing boy, Q37:101

where the verb (bashshara) does not entail sarcasm in the above sentence.

Example 2:
Semantic unacceptability due to the violation of selection restriction rule is 
also found in the following example:

waman yaqtarif ḥasanatan nazid lahu fīhā ḥusnā – Whoever earns a good 
deed, We (God) will increase for him good therein, Q42:23

The surface structure meaning of the verb (yaqtarif ), that is, its literal meaning, 
is (to commit a bad deed, such as a sin or an evil deed). Thus, stylistically, this 
verb collocates with an object noun whose semantic componential feature is 
[– Good Deed]. This type of collocation is found in Q6:113 and 120 
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(walyaqtarifū mā hum muqtarifūn – And that they (the disbelievers) will commit 
what they are committing (all kinds of sins and evil deeds)).
 However, the selection restriction rule imposed on the collocation of the verb 
(yaqtarif ) has been violated by Q42:23 because of the employment of an object 
noun (ḥasanah – a good deed) whose componential feature is [+ Good Deed].
 It is interesting to note that the verb (iqtarafa) is semantically related to the 
nominalised noun (al- qarf ) meaning (al- iktisāb – acquisition), which has the 
pragmatic function of excessive acquisition of anything, that is, it denotes hyper-
bole. Also, the verb (iqtarafa) is originally taken from (qarafa al- shajarah) 
meaning (qashshara qirfahā – to peel the tree’s bark). This meaning has occurred 
in Q6:113 (wal- yaqtarifū mā hum muqtarifūn – They will commit that which 
they are committing), Q6:120 (sayujzawna bimā kānū yaqtarifūn – They will be 
recompensed for that which they used to commit) and Q9:24 (wa amwālun 
iqtaraftumūhā – Wealth which you have obtained).

3.9 Semantically oriented syntactic structures
There is a strong morpho- syntactic bond in Arabic between the verb and its 
subject noun in terms of number and gender agreement. In other words, the 
subject noun controls the agreement of the verbal suffix in terms of number and 
gender. The present discussion is concerned with gender- number agreement 
between the verb and its subject noun. The grammatical rule is that the verb has 
to agree with its subject noun in terms of its gender and number. If the subject 
noun is masculine/feminine or singular/plural, the verb has to be in the mascu-
line/feminine and singular/plural form, and so on. However, this grammatical 
rule can be violated. Arabic grammar allows the use of the verb in a masculine 
form while its subject noun is feminine. It also allows the use of the verb in a 
feminine form while its subject noun is masculine. Let us consider the semantic, 
grammatical, pragmatic and rhetorical underlying reasons of the following 
examples:

1 qāla niswatun fī al- madīnati imra’atu al- czīzi turāwidu fatāhā can nafsih – 
Women in the city said: ‘The wife of al- cAzīz is seeking to seduce her slave 
young boy’, Q12:30

To account for the surface structure grammatical incongruity, we need to 
consider the following reasons:

i semantic reasons: In order to achieve the underlying meaning of paucity 
of number (al- qillah) for the feminine subject noun, we use the verb in 
the masculine form, as in:

qāla niswatun fī al- madīnati imra’atu al- czīzi turāwidu fatāhā can 
nafsih, Q12:30

 This cannot be captured in English translation due to the linguistic 
incongruity between Arabic and English. Having used in Q12:30 the 
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verb (qāla – said) in a masculine singular form, the subject- verb agree-
ment has been violated. The verb should be in the feminine form (qālat) 
because the noun (niswatun – women) is feminine. The violation of 
Arabic grammar achieves three major functions:

a the pragmatic function of paucity (al- qillah), that is, insufficient 
number, meaning (a few),

b the rhetorical function of succinctness (al- ījāz), that is, to avoid 
verbosity (al- iṭnāb) where lengthy paraphrase is used. Thus, the 
alternative paraphrastic expression is (cadad qalīl min – a small 
number of ), and

c the contextual function which is compatible with the context of 
situation in which sentence Q12:30 occurs. The sentence refers to 
the fact that the women were only four. The major reason why the 
plural of paucity (niswatun) is employed in Q12:30 instead of the 
plural of multitude (nisā’) is attributed to the context of situation in 
which sentence Q12:30 has occurred.

In other words, the underlying meaning of Q12:30 is:

[A very small number of women in the city said: ‘The wife of al- cAzīz 
is seeking to seduce her slave young boy’.]

ii a grammatical reason: Surface structure grammatical incongruity can be 
accounted for: The subject noun (niswatun – women) is broken plural 
(jamic taksīr) whose verb, if it has occurred sentence- initially, it (the 
verb) can be either in the masculine or in the feminine form. Therefore, 
because the verb occurs before its subject, its feminine mark is dropped, 
just like the dual and the plural marks, which are also dropped from the 
initial masculine verb followed by either a dual or a plural subject mas-
culine noun. It is interesting to note that Arabic also allows the other 
expected structure (qālat niswatun – women said) in which the verb 
(qālat) occurs in the feminine form to match its feminine subject noun. 
Most importantly, both syntactic structures are perfectly grammatical 
and stylistically acceptable. Moreover, the Arabic feminine noun (nis-
watun – women) is also a plural of paucity (jamic qillah) which does not 
have a singular form of the same root. Its singular form is the noun 
(imra’ah – a woman) which has a different morphological form derived 
from the plural noun (niswatun). It is worthwhile to note that the plural 
of multitude (jamic al- kathrah) of the feminine noun (niswatun) is (nisā’ 
– women).

2 qālat al- acrābu āmannā – The Bedouins say: ‘We have believed’, Q49:14

This sentence refers to the Bedouin tribe of Banī Sacad. The verb (qālat – 
say) in this sentence is in the feminine form but it co- occurs with a mascu-
line subject noun (al- acrābu – the Bedouins). This is a surface structure 
grammatical incongruity because the subject- verb number and gender 
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 agreement has been violated. The expected syntactic structure should be 
(qāla al- acrābu) where the attached feminine mark (tā’ al- ta’nīth al- marbūṭah 
– the feminine /t/ letter) is dropped. The major reason for the surface struc-
ture incongruity involved in sentence Q49:14 is attributed to the grammati-
cal fact that this sentence is elliptical. In other words, the feminine noun 
(qabīlah – a tribe) or (majmūcah – a group) is ellipted from the sentence. 
Therefore, grammatically, the feminine verb (qālat) is compatible in terms 
of gender with its underlying ellipted feminine noun (qabīlah) or 
(majmūcah). This is referred to in Arabic grammar as the figurative feminine 
form (al- ta’nīth al- majāzī) of the verb. The same applies to Q30:1 below:

ghulibat al- rūmu – The Byzantines have been defeated, Q30:1

where the passive voice verb (ghulibat – have been defeated) occurs in the 
feminine form, although its subject noun (al- rūmu – the Byzantines) is mas-
culine. This violation of the subject- verb number and gender agreement is 
due to the fact that the feminine noun (juyūsh – armies) or (ummatu – a 
nation) is ellipted from the sentence. Thus, the underlying syntactic struc-
ture is (ghulibat ummatu al- rūm – The Roman nation has been defeated). 
Therefore, grammatically, the feminine verb (ghulibat) is compatible in 
terms of gender with its underlying ellipted feminine noun (juyūsh or 
ummatu). In Arabic grammar, this is referred to as the figurative feminine 
form (al- ta’nīth al- majāzī) of the verb.

3 kadhdhabat qawmu lūṭin al- mursalīna – The people of Lot denied the mes-
sengers, Q26:160

This is another syntactic structure of the same grammatical problem where 
the verb (kadhdhabat – denied) is used in the feminine form with an attached 
feminine mark while its subject noun (qawmu – people) is masculine. The 
normal syntactic structure should be {kadhdhaba qawmu lūṭin al- mursalīna} 
where the verb (kadhdhaba) is in the masculine form. The major reason for 
the surface structure incongruity involved in sentence Q26:160 is attributed 
to the grammatical fact that this sentence is elliptical. In other words, the 
feminine noun (majmūcah – a group) is ellipted from the sentence. Gram-
matically, the feminine verb (qālat) is compatible in terms of gender with its 
underlying ellipted feminine noun (majmūcah). This is another example of 
the figurative feminine form (al- ta’nīth al- majāzī) of the verb.

4 al- samā’u munfaṭirun bih – The heaven will be broken apart therefrom, 
Q73:18

In the above sentence, the passive participle (munfaṭirun – broken apart) is 
employed in the masculine form while it describes a feminine subject noun 
(al- samā’u – the sky). This sentence can be accounted for as below:

i Arabic grammar allows the noun (al- samā’u) to take either a masculine 
or a feminine form. In Q73:18, the noun (al- samā’u) has been treated as 
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a masculine noun and for this reason it has taken a masculine passive 
participle (munfaṭirun – broken apart). However, in Q44:29 (famā bakat 
calaihim al- samā’u – the sky did not weep for them), the noun (al- 
samā’u) is treated as a feminine noun which has taken a feminine verb 
(bakat – wept). Both masculine and feminine forms of (al- samā’u) are 
stylistically and grammatically acceptable.

ii The underlying meaning of the feminine noun (al- samā’u) signifies a 
masculine noun meaning (al- saqfu – the ceiling). Thus, the implicit 
meaning (al- saqfu) performs the perlocutionary effect of metonymy. 
The noun (al- saqfu) occurs in Q21:32 (wajacalnā al- samā’a saqfan 
maḥfūḍā – We made the sky a protected ceiling).

The same applies to Q11:67 (akhadha alladhīna ẓalamū al- ṣaiḥatu – The 
shriek seized those who had wronged). In this example, there is a surface 
structure grammatical inconsistency because the noun (al- ṣaiḥatu – the 
shriek, mighty blast) is a feminine noun but the accompanying verb 
(akhadha – seized) has occurred in the masculine form. The semantic 
reason for the violation of the morpho- syntactic bond between the subject 
noun and its verb is attributed to the fact that the underlying meaning of 
the feminine noun (al- ṣaiḥatu) is the masculine noun (al- ṣawtu – the 
sound). Thus, in the underlying structure of Q11:67, the verb (akhadha) is 
grammatically and morphologically compatible with the underlying 
implicit noun (al- ṣawtu).

5 ikhtalafū min bacdi mā jā’ahum al- baiyinātu – They differed after the clear 
proofs had come to them, Q3:105

Grammatically, the above syntactic structure should be:

{ikhtalafū min bacdi mā jā’athum al- baiyinātu}

The morpho- syntactic bond between the verb (jā’a – come) and its subject 
noun (al- baiyinātu – the clear proofs) is broken. The example above repres-
ents surface structure grammatical inconsistency because of gender agree-
ment, the masculine verb (jā’a) is not compatible with its subject feminine 
noun (al- baiyinātu). This incongruity is due to the grammatical fact that the 
noun (al- baiyinātu) is a sound feminine plural (jamc mu’annath sālim) which 
allows the occurrence of a verb in the plural masculine form (jā’a) rather 
than the expected plural feminine form (jā’at). The same applies to:

jā’ahum al- baiyinātu – Clear signs had come to them, Q3:86

where the feminine noun (al- baiyinātu – clear signs) occurs with a mascu-
line verb (jā’a – came).

6 uḥilla lakum al- ṭaiyibātu – Good foods are lawful for you, Q5:4

where the verb (uḥilla – is lawful) is in the masculine form while its subject 
noun (al- ṭaiyibātu – good foods) is a sound feminine plural noun (jamic 
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mu’annath sālim). The unmarked (expected, usual) syntactic structure is 
{uḥillat lakum al- ṭaiyibātu} where gender agreement between the verb and 
its subject is maintained.

7 dhahaba al- saiyi’ātu cannī – Bad times have left me, Q11:10

where the verb (dhahaba – has left) is in the masculine form while its 
subject noun (al- saiyi’ātu – bad times) is a sound feminine plural noun. The 
expected syntactic structure is {dhahabat al- saiyi’ātu cannī} where gender 
agreement between the verb and its subject is maintained.

8 aṣābahum saiyi’ātu mā camilū – They were struck by the evil consequences 
of what they did, Q16:34

where the verb (aṣāba – to strike) is in the masculine form while its subject 
noun (saiyi’ātu – evil consequences) is a sound feminine plural noun. The 
expected syntactic structure is (aṣābahum saiyi’ātu mā camilū) where gender 
agreement between the verb and its subject is maintained.

9 lawlā unzila calaihi āyātun min rabbih – Why are not signs sent down to him 
from his Lord?, Q29:50

where the verb (unzila – to send down) is in the masculine form while its 
subject noun (āyātun – signs) is a sound feminine plural noun. The expected 
syntactic structure is {lawlā unzilat calaihi āyātun min rabbih} where gender 
agreement between the verb and its subject is preserved.

10 badā lahum saiyi’ātu mā camilū – The evil consequences of what they did 
will appear to them, Q45:33

where the verb (badā – to appear) is in the masculine form while its subject 
noun (saiyi’ātu – evil consequences) is a sound feminine plural noun. The 
expected syntactic structure is {badat lahum saiyi’ātu mā camilū} where 
gender agreement between the verb and its subject is maintained.

11 idhā jā’akum al- mu’minātu muhājirātin – When the believing women come 
to you as emigrants, Q60:10

where the verb (jā’a – to come) is in the masculine form while its subject 
noun (al- mu’minātu – the believing women) is a sound feminine plural 
noun. The expected syntactic structure is {idhā jā’atkum al- mu’minātu 
muhājirātin} where gender agreement between the verb and its subject is 
maintained.

12 idhā jā’aka al- mu’minātu yubāyicnaka – When the believing women come 
to you pledging to you, Q60:12

where (al- mu’minātu – the believing women) is a sound feminine plural 
noun has occurred with the verb (jā’a – came) which is in the masculine 
form. Grammatically, it should be in the feminine form (jā’at): {idhā jā’atka 
al- mu’minātu yubāyicnaka}.
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13 innakum ladhā’iqū al- cadhābi al- alīmi – Indeed, you will be tasters of the 
painful punishment, Q37:38

where the noun phrase (al- cadhābi al- alīmi – the painful punishment) is in 
the genitive case (ḥālat al- jarr – the short vowel /i/) instead of the correctly 
expected accusative case (ḥālat al- naṣb – the short vowel /a/) → {al- cadhāba 
al- alīma} because it is the direct object of the active participle (ladhā’iqū – 
the tasters). Grammarians like Sībawaih prefer the expected accusative case 
with the short vowel /a/ which is compatible with Arabic grammar. 
However, due to the different modes of reading (qirā’āt), the Qur’an reciters 
prefer to read Q37:38 with the pronunciation of a genitive case short vowel 
/i/ rather than with the accusative case short vowel /a/. Also, to make the 
pronunciation easier, the final /n/ letter (nūn) of the verb (ladhā’iqū) is 
dropped, that is, it should be {ladhā’iqūn}. This is phonetically motivated in 
order to make the initial sound of the following object noun (al- cadhābi) 
easier to articulate. Thus, a word- final vowel /ū/ of (ladhā’iqū) + a word- 
initial vowel /a/ of (al- cadhābi) produce smoother pronunciation than a 
word- final nasal consonant /n/ + a word- initial short vowel /a/.

3.10 Phonetic differences of lexical items
This is an account of words that have peculiar pronunciation due to having 
unusual vowel points, case endings and different ways of pronunciation due to a 
given dialect or a given mode of reading by some Qur’an reciters.

3.10.1 Sound and vowels

Let us consider the case endings, consonants and vowels in the following 
examples:

1 mā ansānīhu illā al- shaṭānu an adhkurah – None made me forget it except 
Satan, Q18:63

man awfā bimā cāhada calaihu allāha – He who fulfils that which he has 
promised God …, Q48:10

In Q18:63, the short vowel /u/ (ḍammah) is used with the final letter /h/ of 
(ansānīhu – made me forget it) while the expected case marking is the short 
vowel /i/ (al- kasrah). The short vowel /u/ is called a non- grammatical case 
ending (ḥarakah ghair icrābiyyah). In other words, it does not signify the 
nominative case (al- marfūc) although the short vowel is used. Therefore, the 
phonetically strange short vowel /u/ does not represent a grammatical func-
tion such as the nominative case (al- marfūc), the accusative case (al- manṣūb) 
or the genitive case (al- majrūr). The word (ansānīhu) in Q18:63 is phoneti-
cally strange because the expected phonetic form should be {ansānīhi} 
where the short vowel /i/ (kasrah), that is, the genitive case (maksūr, majrūr) 
is used after the consonant letter /h/. However, the phonetic form (ansānīhu) 
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is a mode of reading (qirā’ah) adopted by the famous Qur’an reciters, Ḥafṣ 
and cĀṣim. It is also the dialect of Ḥijāz which uses the short vowel /u/ 
(ḍammah → marfūc) with words which end with the consonant /h/. Thus, in 
the dialect of Ḥijāz, we find words like (bihu – in him, in it) and (ladaihu – 
he has got) rather than the more commonly used phonetic forms (bihi) and 
(ladaihi) respectively.
 Phonetically speaking, Arab grammarians claim that in terms of articu-
latory phonetics, the short vowel /u/ is the most difficult case ending, the 
short vowel /i/ is a less difficult case ending and the short vowel /a/ (al- 
fatḥa) is the least difficult case ending to pronounce.
 Also, the context in Q18:63 refers to difficult circumstances. This is 
about Moses and his boy- servant who forgot the fish at a far away point; 
they were very hungry and they had to go all the way back to collect it. This 
context has influenced the selection of the dialect of Ḥijāz where we have 
(ansānīhu), which involves a difficult articulation to match the difficult 
circumstances.
 Similarly, in Q48:10, the short vowel /u/ is also attached to the consonant 
letter /h/ of (calaihu – that which). The expected phonetic form should be 
(calaihi) where the short vowel /i/ is used after the consonant letter /h/. 
However, the context of Q48:10 has influenced the stylistic choice of the 
phonetically difficult word (calaihu) because it suits the seriousness of the 
situation. Q48:10 refers to the day of Ḥudaibiyyah during which people 
came to express their allegiance to Muḥammad, to sacrifice themselves if 
needed to protect the new faith Islam. This is a solemn and highly serious 
form of allegiance. Thus, the strange phonetic form of (calaihu) stylistically 
fits in well with this context.

2 single/double consonant, as in (tafarraqū) and (tatafarraqū)

In this example, we have a single /t/ letter verb versus a double /t/ letter verb 
(/t/ + /t/). In Q3:103, we are instructed to ‘hold firm to the rope of God all 
together’. Then, the imperative verb is used (lā tafarraqū – do not be 
divided), where the verb appears with one letter /t/ on the morphological 
pattern (tafaccala) and not doubled (mushaddad) as it occurs in Q42:13. The 
context of Q3:103 has influenced the single /t/ verb (tafarraqū). Sentences 
Q3:103–104 refer to two important singular nouns (ḥable – a rope) and 
(ummah – a nation) which both semantically signify the notion of unity: The 
underlying message of sentence 103 is to unite as one nation by the rope of 
God. This context which entails the notion of unity necessitates the stylistic 
choice of a single /t/ verb (tafarraqū). However, in Q42:13, we encounter a 
double letter /t/ imperative verb (lā tatafarraqū – do not be divided) on the 
morphological pattern (tatafaccala). Context, once again, has conditioned the 
occurrence of the verb with a double /t/. Sentence Q42:13 refers to the plural 
notion represented by different past nations and their different past Prophets 
like Noah, Abraham, Moses and Jesus. Second, the notion of ‘unity’ high-
lighted in Q3:103 is not raised in Q42:13. Third, these past nations were 
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admonished to practise their relevant religions and not to form sects. Thus, 
the context refers to the plural and for this contextual reason, the double /t/ 
verb is employed: /t/ + /t/ → (tatafarraqū). 
 Similarly, we encounter the single /t/ verb (tanazzal – descend, 
Q26:221–222 and Q97:4) and the double /t/ verb (tatanazzal – descend, 
Q41:30). Each verb has a different semantic context: When the act of 
descending (al- tanazzul) is of a limited number of times and does not take 
place too frequently during the year, the single /t/ verb is employed. For 
instance, in Q26:221–222, the descending of the devils upon the sinful liars 
(affāk athīm) is limited in number during the whole year, and also the 
number of the sinful liars are not too many. Thus, semantic context has 
influenced the stylistic choice in favour of the single /t/ verb (tanazzal) 
whose semantic componential feature is [– Large Number]. The same 
applies to Q97:4 where the angels descend in one single night only in a year 
during the night of decree (lailat al- qadr). However, when the act of 
descending is intensified and takes place too many times throughout the 
year, the double /t/ verb (tatanazzal) is employed. The semantic context 
entails the descending of the angels upon the people moments before their 
death too frequently throughout the year and at different times of the day 
and night. Thus, semantic context has influenced the stylistic choice in 
favour of the double /t/ verb (tatanazzal) whose semantic componential 
feature is [+ Large Number].

3 (yushāqiq) and (yushāqqi)

Semantically, the two verbs (yushāqiq – oppose, Q4:115) and (yushāqqi – 
oppose, Q59:4) are synonyms. However, (yushāqiq) is the dialect of the 
Ḥijāz tribe and is compatible with the cUthmānic codex while (yushāqqi) is 
the dialect of the Tamīm tribe.

4 (mawtatanā) and (mawtatunā)

In Q37:59, we encounter the noun (mawtatanā – our death) in the accusative 
case (manṣūb) where the short vowel /a/ is used for the second consonant 
letter /t/, that is, (ta). The accusative case is used because it performs the 
grammatical function of exception (al- istithnā’) which takes the accusative 
case /a/. However, in Q44:35, the noun (mawtatunā) occurs in the nomina-
tive case (marfūc) where the short vowel /u/ is used for the second consonant 
letter /t/, that is, /tu/. The nominative case is employed because the noun 
(mawtatunā) is the predicate of the subject pronoun (hiya – it (feminine)). 
Thus, we have the grammatical structure: subject (hiya) + verb (mawtatunā). 
Grammatically, the subject and its predicate occur in the nominative case.

5 innakum ladhā’iqū al- cadhābi al- alīmi – Indeed, you will be tasters of the 
painful punishment, Q37:38

To achieve smoother pronunciation, the final /n/ letter (nūn) of the verb 
(ladhā’iqū – to taste) is dropped. In other words, it should be (ladhā’iqūn). 
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This is phonetically motivated in order to make the initial sound of the fol-
lowing object noun (al- cadhābi) easier to articulate. Thus, a word- final 
vowel /u/ of (ladhā’iqū) + a word- initial vowel /a/ of (al- cadhābi) produce 
smoother pronunciation than /n/ + /a/.

6 al- muqīmī al- ṣalāti – the establishers of prayer, Q22:35

The active participle (al- muqīmī – the establishers of ) occurs in the genitive 
case (ḥālat al- jarr – the vowel /ī/) while it is expected to occur in the nomi-
native case (ḥālat al- rafc – the short vowel /u/) → {al- muqīmūn} and the 
object noun (al- ṣalāti – prayer) occurs in the genitive case with the vowel /i/ 
but it is expected to occur in the accusative case (ḥālat al- naṣb – the short 
vowel /a/) → {al- ṣalāta}. Thus, the expected phonetic form of the phrase (al- 
muqīmī al- ṣalāti) is {al- muqīmūn al- ṣalāta}. This sound change is phoneti-
cally motivated in order to achieve ease of articulation. A word- final vowel 
/i/ + a word- initial short vowel /a/ is easier to articulate than a word- final 
nasal consonant /n/ + a word- initial vowel /a/.

3.10.2 Assonance and meaning

Let us consider the phonetic feature of assonance and its impact on word form 
and word order through the following examples:

1 qāla hal yasmacūnakum idh tadcūn. aw yanfacūnakum aw yaḍurrūn – He 
said: ‘Do they hear you when you supplicate? Or do they benefit you, or do 
they harm?’, Q26:72–73

In Q26:73, we have the first verb (yanfacūnakum – they benefit you, third 
person plural masculine) followed by another verb (yaḍurrūn – they harm, 
third person plural masculine). It is worthwhile to note that the grammatical 
structure of these two verbs is: verb + subject + object. However, the second 
verb should have occurred as (yaḍurrūn + akum), that is, grammatically 
similar to the pattern of the first verb (yanfacūnakum). The reason for using 
the verb pattern (yaḍurrūn) in Q26:73 with a different grammatical structure 
where the object is missing (verb + subject) is for the phonetic and rhetori-
cal purpose of assonance (al- sajc), which requires the long vowel /ū/ at the 
end of the sentence- final words. In Q26:72, the assonance is also achieved 
by the verb (tadcūn – you supplicate, second person plural masculine) which 
rhymes well with the verb (yaḍurrūn). The rhythmical music achieved by 
assonance would have been ruined had we replaced the verb (yaḍurrūn) by 
(yaḍurrūnakum). The grammatical structure is sacrificed for the sake of 
assonance. In other words, the grammatical pattern is changed to achieve 
compatibility with the macro phonetic co- text (the surrounding phonetic 
environment) where the sentence- final rhyme is /ūn/. The same applies to 
Q20:79 (wa’aḍalla fircawnu qawmahu wamā hadā – Pharaoh led his people 
astray and did not guide them) where the sentence- final verb (hadā – guide) 
should have been with an attached object pronoun (-hum) → (hadā + hum – 
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guide them). The original grammatical pattern of the verb {hadāhum} is 
changed to (hadā) to achieve compatibility with the macro phonetic co- text 
which is the word- final long vowel /ā/. Thus, (hadā) is what phonetic co- text 
needs. The same applies to Q93:3, where the verb (qalā – detest) is used 
with a missing attached object pronoun (-ka – you (Muḥammad)). Thus, the 
original grammatical structure of the verb (hadā) should be {qalā + 
ka} → {qalāka}. Dropping the attached object pronoun (-ka) from (qalā) is 
in the interest of the macro phonetic co- text, which is the word- final long 
vowel /ā/.

2 (mūsā + hārūn)

Another example of how assonance is given priority over the unmarked 
(expected) word order of nouns is Q20:70 where we encounter one example 
only in Qur’anic discourse where the noun (hārūn) is placed before the other 
noun (mūsā). Thus, we have (hārūn + mūsā). This is an unexpected word 
order of these two nouns. However, the expected word order of these two 
nouns is always (mūsā + hārūn), as in Q6:84 and Q7:122, Q10:75, Q26:48 
and Q37:114, 120 where the normal word order is (mūsā wa hārūn). Thus, 
we find (mūsā + hārūn). 
 One of the major reasons why the word order (hārūn + mūsā) occurs in 
Q20:70 is to maintain assonance, that is, to achieve phonetic symmetry. 
This is because the sentence- final rhyming vowel is the long vowel /ā/ in 
Q20. Because the noun (mūsā) possesses this phonetic feature, it is placed 
after (hārūn), which ends with the rhyme /ūn/ and this will disturb the macro 
phonetic feature of assonance of Q20. 
 As for the expected word order (mūsā + hārūn), in Q6:84 and Q10:75, 
the expression (mūsā wa hārūn) occurs in the middle of the sentence and not 
at sentence- final position. In Q7:122, Q26:48 and Q37:114, 120, the 
expected word order of the expression (mūsā wa hārūn) occurs with the 
noun (hārūn) after the noun (mūsā) in order to maintain assonance and pho-
netic symmetry through /ūn/ with the macro phonetic feature of assonance. 
In other words, we have achieved compatibility with the macro phonetic co- 
text where the sentence- final rhyme is /ūn/.

3 farīqan taqtulūna wa ta’sirūna farīqā – a party you killed and you took 
captive a party, Q33:26

This sentence is made up of two grammatical units:

i object + verb + subject → (farīqan taqtulūna – a party you killed), and
ii verb + subject + object → (wa ta’sirūna farīqan – and you took captive a 

party). 

Thus, the expected word order of the second unit is: {wa farīqan ta’sirūna}, 
that is, Q33:26 unmarked (usual) word order is: {farīqan taqtulūna + wa 
farīqan ta’sirūna}. However, due to the impact of assonance on sentence 
word order, foregrounding of the verb (ta’sirūna) has taken place so that 
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Q33:26 rhymes with the surrounding sentences through the word- final long 
vowel /ā/. Through the grammatical process of foregrounding in the second 
unit of the sentence, compatibility with the macro phonetic co- text where 
the sentence- final rhyme is /ā/ has been attained. 

4 faqalīlan mā yu’minūn – So little is it that they believe, Q2:88

falā yu’minūn illā qalīlā – So they believe not, except for a few, Q4:46

In terms of assonance, we can observe a lexical shift from (yu’minūn) in 
Q2:88, which ends with the rhyme /ūn/, to the word (qalīlā) in Q4:46, which 
ends with the rhyme /ā/. To achieve compatibility with the macro phonetic 
co- text (the surrounding phonetic environment), Q2:88 ends with the long 
vowel /ū/ + the nasal consonant /n/ → /ūn/. However, in Q4:46, the macro 
phonetic co- text in terms of assonance is different, that is, it is the long 
vowel /ā/. Thus, to achieve compatibility with the macro phonetic co- text, 
Q4:46 has to undergo a change in word order and end with (qalīlā), which 
ends with the long vowel /ā/.

5 waji’nā bika calā hā’ulā’i shahīdā – And We bring you (Muḥammad) against 
these people as a witness, Q4:41

waji’nā bika shahīdan calā hā’ulā’i – And We will bring you 
(Muḥammad) as a witness over these, Q16:89

It is worthwhile to note that the clause Q16:89 occurs in the middle of the 
overall sentence and, thus, has no role in the assonance of the larger sen-
tence. However, when this clause occurs at the end of Q4:41, a word order 
operation, through foregrounding, needs to be undertaken so that the object 
noun (shahīdā) is placed sentence- finally in the interest of preserving macro-
 level assonance. To achieve compatibility with the macro phonetic co- text 
in terms of assonance, Q4:41 places (shahīdā) sentence- finally to attain 
assonance through the word- final long vowel /ā/ of (shahīdā).

3.11 Summary
This chapter illustrates how morphology and semantics interact. The same word 
can have different morphological forms. The change in morphological shape 
leads to a change in meaning, that is, semantic contrastiveness. We can note the 
following: 

i The occurrence of a word in a specific morphological form or in a sentence- 
final position is context sensitive.

ii A word is not haphazardly employed. The word is selected for an under-
lying intended meaning, if its semantic componential features are contextu-
ally and co- textually appropriate. 

iii The collocation of words is based on the componential features of words 
that collocate with each other.
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iv Synonyms are context sensitive and occur at the micro level and the macro 
level. 

v Synonyms achieve many functions, such as lexical cohesion, affirmation, 
assonance, hyperbole and intertextuality.

vi Polysemy leads to semantic ambiguity. 
vii The employment of the active participle is pragmatically oriented and is 

context sensitive.
viii Semantic redundancy achieves different functions, such as affirmation, 

metonymy and metaphor. 
ix The word has specific componential features. The violation of componential 

features imposes restrictions on the employment of a word in a sentence.
x We encounter grammatical incongruity in some sentences. However, we 

need to take into account grammatical, semantic, pragmatic, rhetorical and 
contextual reasons. 

The examples have demonstrated that lexical semantics is concerned with the 
meanings of morphemes and words.



4 Stylistic analysis of Qur’anic 
discourse

4.1 Introduction
The present account is concerned with two major levels of stylistic textual 
analysis: 

i The linguistic level, which investigates the syntactic, morphological, seman-
tic and pragmatic prominent features of discourse, and

ii The rhetorical level, which accounts for the major tropes of Qur’anic 
discourse. 

In the production of each message, written or spoken, the text producer makes 
intentional stylistic choices that will enable him/her to relay successfully his/her 
designated message, that is, the intended meaning, to the text receiver. Regard-
less of whether the intended meaning of the text will be understood or misunder-
stood by the addressee, the text producer employs stylistic mechanisms through 
which his/her message is delivered. The stylistic techniques employed in the 
delivery of the message are hinged upon two major mechanisms: (i) linguistic 
and (ii) rhetorical. 
 A thorough stylistic investigation of Qur’anic genre should provide an in- 
depth account into the major syntactic processes such as foregrounding and 
backgrounding of specific constituents of the sentence, the verbal and nominal 
sentences, the linguistic process of ellipsis, the pragmatic functions of syntactic 
structures with such processes, the linguistic feature of shift, the types of shift, 
micro- level and macro- level occurrences of shift, the stylistic variation of shift, 
the semantic process of lexical selection and the componential features of each 
selected item, the interrogative sentences, the modes of reading and well- selected 
samples of the structurally similar but stylistically dissimilar (al- mutashābihāt). 
The second level of a thorough stylistic analysis is the examination of major rhe-
torical features that occur in Qur’anic genre. This methodical approach is of 
theoretical and practical value to corpus linguistics, contrastive linguistics and 
translation studies. 
 Due to lack of space, the present discussion will provide selected samples of 
linguistic and rhetorical features. 
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4.2 Pragmatically oriented linguistic analysis
In the current discussion, we will present syntactic structures which have pragmatic 
goals. Thus, our major concern is to unravel the underlying pragmatic function of 
the text producer’s message. The text producer aims to achieve a specific commu-
nicative goal through the syntactic process of word order which is a recurrent 
textual feature of Qur’anic discourse. For this reason, our investigation will focus 
primarily on examples of marked word order. A marked word order refers to the 
uncommon syntactic pattern which is a violation of the grammatical conventions of 
language. However, it is employed for a designated pragmatic function and is sty-
listically more elevated than the unmarked word order. Thus, the unmarked word 
order is the normal order that is compatible with the grammatical norms of lan-
guage. For instance, in English, we have the unmarked word order (I found the 
watch in the library) where the subject pronoun (I) is not stressed phonetically, that 
is, it does not receive high pitch. However, the marked word order is: (In the library 
I found the watch) where the prepositional phrase (in the library) is foregrounded 
(muqaddam) in order to highlight the place where (the watch) was found. 

4.2.1 Types of Qur’anic marked word order

In Qur’anic linguistics, the unmarked word order of Qur’anic Arabic is (Verb + 
Subject + Complement). In other words, the main verb- initial syntactic structure 
is the common grammatical pattern. However, the marked (uncommon) word 
order is (Subject + Verb + Complement), (Prepositional Phrase + Verb + Com-
plement) or any grammatical construction where the main verb does not occur 
sentence- initially. Let us consider the following linguistic habitat of marked 
Qur’anic word order.

4.2.1.1 Foregrounding and backgrounding

This is a universal phenomenon and referred to in Arabic as (al- taqdīm wal- 
ta’khīr). It is a syntactic process in which a sentence constituent is taken from its 
normal place in the sentence and positioned sentence- initially in order to achieve 
an illocutionary (communicative) function of saliency, that is, give the fore-
grounded sentence constituent pragmatic prominence over other sentence con-
stituents. The result is a marked (unusual) word order. In Q1:5, we encounter a 
foregrounded object pronoun (iyyāka – You) in: (iyyāka nacbud – You we 
worship) and (iyyāka nastacīn – You we ask for help). This is a marked word 
order. The unmarked word order is: (nacbud iyyāka) and (nastacīn bika). The 
pragmatic function of foregrounding the object pronoun (iyyāka) is to achieve 
restriction (al- ḥaṣr). In other words, through foregrounding, the message relayed 
to the addressee is that: ‘worship is exclusive to God and asking for help is also 
exclusive to God’. These two messages entail: (God only is worthy of worship) 
and (we should ask God only for help). Thus, restriction applies to the action of 
worship and the action of asking for help.
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 In Q2:2, we have a marked syntactic structure: (lā raiba fīh – no doubt in it) 
where the expression (lā raiba – no doubt) is foregrounded and placed before the 
prepositional phrase (fīh – in it). This stylistic pattern has the pragmatic function 
of highlighting and giving prominence to the negated expression (lā raiba) in 
order to psychologically prepare the audience for this specific message.
 In Q2:172, we have (iyyāhu – Him) foregrounded for the pragmatic function 
of specificity (al- ikhtiṣāṣ). The unmarked (usual) word order is (tacbudūna 
iyyāhu).
 We encounter in Q28:20 the unmarked word order: (jā’a rajulun min aqṣā al- 
madīnati yascā – A man came from the farthest end of the city, running). 
However, in Q36:20, we find a marked word order where foregrounding has 
been applied: (jā’a min aqṣā al- madīnati rajulun yascā – There came from the 
farthest end of the city a man, running). In Q24:16, the phrase (idh samictumūhu 
– when you heard it (the gossip, the slandering statement)) is foregrounded and 
the verb (qultum – you said) is backgrounded for the pragmatic function of 
admonition. We are told that one should not listen to slander in the first place 
rather than listen to slanderous statements and then comment on them. Also, in 
Q24:30, the moral instruction urges the believers to lower their glances 
(yaghuḍḍū min abṣārihim – to lower their glances). Then, another moral instruc-
tion is introduced urging the believers to guard their private parts (yaḥfaẓū 
furūjahum – to guard their private parts). This order of instructions is based on 
the fact that the beginning of any unlawful sexual intercourse is the glances 
exchanged between the man and the woman. Thus, lowering the glances is 
placed first.
 In Q25:43 (ittakhadha ilāhahu hawāhu – He/She takes as his/her god his/her 
own desire), the second object (ilāhahu – his/her god) is foregrounded and the 
unmarked (usual) word order is to place the first object before the second: {itta-
khadha hawāhu ilāhahu}. Another example of a marked (unusual) word order is 
Q112:4 (lam yakun lahu kufwan aḥad – No one is equivalent to Him). The predi-
cate (khabar) of the auxiliary verb (kāna – to be) is (kufwan – equivalent). This 
has been foregrounded while (aḥad – one) is the subject (ism) of the auxiliary 
verb (kāna) but it is backgrounded. Also, the prepositional phrase (lahu – to 
Him) is also foregrounded. The unmarked word order of Q112:4 is: {lam yakun 
aḥadun kufwan lahu}. Because the illocutionary (communicative) force of 
Q112:4 is to highlight the notion of ‘no- equivalence to God’ through the negated 
phrase (lam yakun lahu kufwan), foregrounding takes place while (aḥadun – 
one) is a secondary notion.

4.2.1.2 Shift

Through shift, different types of stylistic variation can be created. It is a syntac-
tic process and a major textual feature of Qur’anic discourse with designated 
pragmatic functions. Shift occurs intra- sententially (at the micro level) and inter- 
sententially (at the macro level). Thus, in Qur’anic linguistics, we can classify 
shift into two major categories:
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i shift at the micro level, and
ii shift at the macro level.

It is worthwhile to note that shift is not a universal linguistic feature, that is, it is 
language- bound. In other words, linguistically, shift may not occur in other lan-
guages such as English. Thus, the translation of Qur’anic examples may not 
faithfully convey this stylistic idiosyncrasy.

4.2.1.2.1 PrAgmATIc fuNcTIoNS of SHIfT

on the stylistic level, the major purpose of shift in Arabic is to beautifully colour 
the speech act (talwīn al- kalām). Thus, through shift, we can provide glitter to 
the sentence which, in turn, has acquired an illocutionary force of ensuring psy-
chological comfort to the reader/listener.
 In Qur’anic linguistics, the major pragmatic functions of coreferential 
pronoun shift in Qur’anic discourse are:

i to achieve cognitive awakening of the addressee’s mind,
ii to enable the audience to focus attentively on the designated meaning of the 

message,
iii to avert boredom when reading or listening to the message, and
iv on the stylistic level, Qur’anic genre aims to achieve a sublime style and 

stylistic elegance through coreferential pronoun shift, as in:

man aslama wajhahu lillāh wa huwa muḥsiniun falahu ajruhu cinda 
rabbih walā khawfun calaihim walā hum yaḥzanūn – Whoever submits 
himself in Islam to God while being a doer of good will have his reward 
with his Lord. And no fear will there be concerning them, nor will they 
grieve, Q2:112

where we have a pronoun shift from the third person masculine singular (huwa 
– he) which is also represented by the (-hu – he) of (falahu – he will have), the 
(-hu – his) of (ajrahu – his reward) and (rabbahu – his Lord) to third person 
masculine plural (-him – them) of (calaihim – concerning them), (hum – they) 
and the (-nūn – plural masculine (they)) of (yaḥzanūn – they grieve). Had we 
changed the marked (unusual) pronoun shift- based style of Q2:112 to an 
unmarked (usual) style with no pronoun shift where the coreferential pronoun 
(he) continues throughout the sentence, we would have got a very poor style:

{man aslama wajhahu lillāh wa huwa muḥsiniun falahu ajruhu cinda 
rabbih walā khawfun calaihi walā huwa yaḥzan}

Thus, the main pragmatic purpose of shift in the Qur’an is either primarily 
psychological or stylistic. Through a close look at Q1:5, we can make the 
following observations:

1 Shift from first person singular masculine pronoun (I) to first person plural 
masculine pronoun (we): An interesting linguistic feature of Q1:5 is the 
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occurrence of the implicit subject first person pronoun in the plural form 
(naḥnu – we) in (nacbud – we worship) and (nastacīn – we ask for help), 
which are both implicit first person masculine plural pronouns rather than in 
the expected first person singular (acbud – I worship) and (astacīn – I ask for 
help). Thus, the number agreement is violated (singular → plural).

2 on the interpersonal level of communication, one can rightly claim that the 
first person singular pronoun (I) can be used. However, the designated prag-
matic function of Q1:5 is to involve the ‘plural’, that is, more than one 
speaker to demonstrate the notion of collective supplication to the Lord.

3 The reader/listener of Q1:5 will be made mentally alert through the syntac-
tic process of pronoun shift.

4.2.1.2.2 cATegorIeS of SHIfT

Shift in Qur’anic discourse occurs at two distinct textual levels: the micro level 
and the macro level.

4.2.1.2.2.1 Intra- sentential shift on the micro level, intra- sentential shift 
occurs as: (1) coreferential pronoun shift, (2) lexical shift, (3) tense shift, (4) 
verb- initial/noun- initial shift, and (5) conjunctive particle shift. These are 
explained below:

1 coreferential pronoun shift: This category of pronoun shift is coreferential 
because the shift takes place in the same sentence. Coreferential pronoun 
shift is concerned with person and number shift. It is important to note that 
Arabic is characterised by person, number and gender agreement. This 
means that the verb agrees with its subject and object in terms of number. 
However, in Qur’anic discourse, this grammatical rule is violated for the 
rhetorical purpose of shift and for a context- sensitive pragmatic function. In 
this category of shift, the pronoun is coreferential to the noun. on the micro 
textual level, we encounter one type of shift which takes place on the micro 
level, that is, within the same sentence (intra- sentential). Pronoun shift is 
concerned with shift from first person singular masculine pronoun (I) to first 
person plural masculine pronoun (we), as in Q1:5.
 Pronoun shift is also concerned with shift from third person singular 
masculine pronoun (he) to first person plural masculine pronoun (we), as in 
Q41:12 (faqaḍāhunna sabca samāwātin fī yawmain wa awḥā fī kulli samā’in 
amrahā wa zaiyannā al- samā’a al- dunyā bimaṣābīḥa waḥifẓā – He com-
pleted them as seven heavens within two days and inspired in each heaven 
its command. And We adorned the nearest heaven with stars and as protec-
tion), where intra- sentential shift is introduced through the third person 
singular masculine pronoun (He (god)) implicit in the verbs (qaḍāhunna – 
He completed them) and (awḥā – He inspired) to first person plural mascu-
line pronoun (naḥnu – We) implicit in the verb (zaiyannā – We decorated). 
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The expected unmarked (usual) form of (zaiyana) is (zaiyannāhā – He deco-
rated it). The pragmatic purpose of this shift is to show that a considerable 
amount of care has been granted to the nearest sky (planet Earth), which is 
inhabited by billions of people and surrounded by billions of celestial 
objects. Thus, the verb (zaiyannā), where the first person plural masculine 
pronoun (We) has taken place, is made more salient than the earlier verbs.
 In Q26:15 (qāla kallā fadhhabā bi’āyātinā innā macakum mustamicūn – 
god said: ‘No. go both of you with our signs; indeed, We are with you, lis-
tening’) where shift has taken place from dual masculine pronoun (antumā 
– you two (masculine), i.e. moses and Aaron), which is implicit in the verb 
(fadhhabā – you go (dual, masculine)) to a plural masculine pronoun 
(macakum – with you (plural)). The expected unmarked (usual) form of 
(macakum) is (macakumā – with you (two, dual)). The plural pronoun form 
in (macakum) is used for the perlocutionary effect of hyperbole signifying 
God’s power and ability to provide support to Moses and Aaron and in 
appreciation of their mission and dialogue with Pharaoh.
 In Q65:1 (yā aiyuhā al- nabiyyu idhā ṭallaqtum al- nisā’a faṭalliqūhunna 
liciddatihinna wa uḥṣū al- ciddata – o Prophet, when you divorce women, 
divorce them for their waiting period and keep count of the waiting period), 
where shift has taken place from the singular noun (al- nabiyyu – the 
Prophet) to a plural second person pronoun implicit in the verbs (ṭallaqtum 
– you (plural) divorce) and (uḥṣū – you (plural) keep count). The expected 
unmarked (usual) form of the verbs (ṭallaqtum) and (uḥṣū) are (ṭallaqta – 
you (singular) divorce) and (iḥṣī – you (singular) keep count) respectively. 
The pragmatic purpose for this shift is referred to as the specific which 
means the generic (al- khāṣṣ wayurādu bihi al- cāmm) meaning that although 
muḥammad is addressed specifically, the muslim general public are in fact 
addressed by the message of Q65:1. Thus, the plural verb forms (pronouns) 
are employed.
 Another example of micro (intra- sentential) level coreferential pronoun 
shift is encountered in Q10:22 (huwa alladhī yusaiyirakum fī al- barri wal- 
baḥri ḥattā idhā kuntum fī al- fulki wa jaraina bihim birīḥin ṭaiyibatin wa 
fariḥū bihā – It is He who enables you to travel on land and sea until, when 
you are in ships and they sail with them by a good wind and they rejoice 
therein).
 Where we have a shift from second person plural pronoun (kuntum – you 
are) to third person plural pronoun (bihim – with them), that is, person 
agreement is violated (second person → third person). The expected 
unmarked sentence should have the third person plural pronoun (bihim) 
changed to a second person plural pronoun (bikum – with you).
 Similarly, we have a micro- level coreferential pronoun shift in Q72:23 
(waman yacṣī allāha warasūlahu fa’inna lahu nāra jahannama khālidīna fīhā 
abadā – Whoever disobeys god and His messenger, then, indeed, for him is 
the fire of hell. They will abide therein forever). on the intra- sentential 
level, the pronoun shift is represented by the verb (yacṣī – to disobey), which 
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has the implicit singular subject pronoun (huwa – he) and the plural active 
participle (khālidīna – to abide therein), which has the implicit plural 
pronoun (hum – they). The expected unmarked sentence structure is to 
change the plural active participle (khālidīna) to a singular active participle 
(khālidan), which has the implicit singular pronoun (huwa – he), that is, we 
have singular pronoun → plural pronoun shift.
 Let us consider the following example of intra- sentential coreferential 
pronoun shift:

wacada allāhu alladhīna āmanū minkum wacamilū al- ṣāliḥāti layastakhl-
ifannahum fī al- arḍi kamā istakhlafa alladhīna min qablihim walayu-
makkinanna lahum dīnahum alladhī irtaḍā lahum walayubaddilannahum 
min bacdi khawfihim amnā yacbudūnanī lā yushrikūna bī shai’an – god 
has promised those who have believed among you and done righteous 
deeds that He will surely grant them succession to authority upon the 
earth just as He granted it to those before them and that He will surely 
establish for them therein their religion which He has preferred for them 
and that He will surely substitute for them, after their fear, security. 
They will worship Me (God) and do not associate anything with Me. 
Q24:55

In this structurally complex sentence, we have the verb (wacada – to 
promise), the subject (allāhu – god) and the object (alladhīna āmanū 
minkum wacamilū al- ṣāliḥāti – those who have believed among you and 
done righteous deeds). Let us consider the first part of the sentence:

(wacada allāhu alladhīna āmanū minkum wacamilū al- ṣāliḥāti layasta-
khlifannahum fī al- arḍi kamā istakhlafa alladhīna min qablihim walayu-
makkinanna lahum dīnahum alladhī irtaḍā lahum walayubaddilannahum 
min bacdi khawfihim amnā)

There is no pronoun shift in this part of the sentence. In other words, the 
subject- pronoun agreement is perfect, that is, the pronoun agrees with its 
verb in terms of number. Thus, we have (layastakhlifanna – grant succes-
sion to authority) where this verb has an implicit pronoun (He), which is in 
the third person singular referring to god. Also, the verb (irtaḍā – establish) 
has an implicit pronoun (He), which is in the third person singular referring 
to god. Similarly, the verb (layubaddila – to substitute) has an implicit 
pronoun (He), which is in the third person singular referring to God.
 However, pronoun shift has occurred in the second part of the sentence:

(yacbudūnanī lā yushrikūna bī shai’an)

where the verb (yacbudūnanī – to worship me) has violated the subject- 
pronoun number agreement. In other words, the implicit pronoun (Me) 
within the verb occurs in the first person singular rather than the expected 
third person singular (Him). As a grammatical rule, we expect to see 
(yacbudūnahu – to worship Him). This pronoun shift is employed for a 
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 rhetorical purpose innate to Qur’anic discourse to achieve stylistic glitter to 
the sentence. Thus, we have a shift from the third person singular → the first 
person singular.
 We also encounter intra- sentential (micro- level) coreferential pronoun 
shift in Q64:9 and Q65:11. In Q64:9, the shift is found in the plural noun 
(khālidīn – those who dwell forever (in paradise)). However, this plural 
noun has an implicit plural pronoun (hum – they) which refers to a singular 
noun phrase (man yu’min billāhi wayacmal ṣāliḥan – a person who believes 
in god and does righteousness). To remove shift, the plural noun (khālidīn) 
should be in the singular (khālidan – a person who dwells forever (in 
paradise)).
 In Q65:11, we have exactly the same shift that has occurred in Q64:9 
discussed above: the plural noun (khālidīn – those who dwell forever (in 
paradise)) and the singular noun phrase (man yu’min billāhi wayacmal 
ṣāliḥan – a person who believes in god and does righteousness).
 This micro- level (intra- sentential) coreferential pronoun shift can be 
compared with the macro- level (inter- sentential) pronoun shift. However, 
the macro- level pronoun shift is not coreferential because it occurs in dif-
ferent sentences which are in different places of the Qur’anic text. For more 
details, see Section 4.2.1.2.2.2, Point 1 (pronoun shift).

2 lexical shift: This takes place intra- sententially (within the same sentence) 
and is of two types:

i lexical form shift, as in:

tulqūna ilaihim bil- mawaddah – You extend to them 
affection, Q60:1

tusirrūna ilaihim bil- mawaddah – You confide to them 
affection, Q60:1

Lexical form shift occurs intra- sententially where we have a shift from 
the lexical item (tulqūna – to extend, to throw openly) to the lexical 
item (tusirrūna – to confide, to keep something secret), that is, 
(tulqūna) → (tusirrūna). The two lexical items have occurred in a rather 
long sentence. However, each word has a different context. The first 
context refers to the opponents’ actions and semantically requires the 
verb (tulqūna) which has the innate semantic componential feature 
[+ overt friendship] with the opponents. However, the second context 
signifies god’s knowledge of one’s secret acts and personal intentions. 
Thus, the verb (tusirrūna) is semantically required due to its inherent 
semantic componential feature [+ covert friendship] with the 
opponents.
  It is interesting to note that lexical shift can also occur at the inter- 
sentential (macro) level. For more details, see Section 4.2.1.2.2.2, 
Point 10.
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ii morphological form shift, as in:

awalam yaraw ilā al- ṭairi fawqahum ṣāffāt wa yaqbiḍn? – Do they 
not see the birds above them with wings outspread and sometimes 
their wings folded in?, Q67:19

Morphological form shift also occurs intra- sententially where we have 
a shift from a noun (active participle) (ṣāffāt – outspread wings) to a 
verb (yaqbiḍn – fold in), that is, active participle noun → verb. The 
active participle noun designates [+ Permanency] and [+ continuity] 
(al- thubūt) while the verb designates [+ renewability] (al- tajaddud) and 
[+ Action] (al- ḥudūth). Q67:19 is a unique example that illustrates the 
semantic and pragmatic distinction between the active participle and the 
verb, and most importantly supports the Baṣrah school grammarians’ 
claim that the active participle is a noun, that is, Q67:19 is a rebuttal to 
the Kūfah school grammarian’s argument that the active participle is a 
verb. Q67:19 could have provided either: (active participle + active 
participle → ṣāffāt + qābiḍāt) or (verb + verb → yaṣfufn + yaqbiḍn). 
During flying, the birds’ permanent physical characteristic is to out-
spread their wings throughout their flying process but occasionally fold 
them in. The noun (active participle) (ṣāffāt) relays the intended 
meaning that the outspreading of the bird’s wings is a normal perma-
nent flying procedure. However, the verb (yaqbiḍn) is required to 
demonstrate that the occasional folding in of the bird’s wings is 
renewed every now and then during the flying process. for more details 
on the grammar schools of Baṣrah and Kūfah, see chapter 3, 
Section 3.7.

3 tense shift, as in:

alam tara anna allāha anzala min al- samā’i mā’an fasalakahu yanābīca fī 
al- arḍi thumma yukhriju bihi zarcan mukhtalifan alwānuhu thumma 
yahīju fatarāhu muṣfarran thumma yajcaluhu huṭāman inna fī dhālika 
ladhikrā li’ulī al- albāb – Do you not see that god sends down rain from 
the sky and makes it flow as springs in the earth; then He produces 
thereby crops of varying colours; then they dry and you see them turned 
yellow; then He makes them debris. Indeed, in that is a reminder for 
those of understanding, Q39:21

where we have a shift from the past tense verbs (anzala – sent down) and 
(salaka – made it flow) to present tense verbs (yukhriju – to produce), 
(yahīju – to dry), and (yajcalu – to make), that is, past tense → present tense. 
Semantically, the past tense signifies affirmation of an action/event that was 
definitely completed and certainly took place. for instance, the past tense 
verb (jā’a – came) is employed in Q7:131 and Q110:1 and, for this par-
ticular reason, the conjunctive particle (idhā – when, if ) collocates with the 
past tense. The past tense also affirms the taking place of an event like 
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eschatology (resurrection), as in Q27:87 where the past tense verb (fazica – 
got terrified) is used to entail a future tense meaning, that is, the Day of 
Judgement will certainly take place. The latter pragmatic function of the 
past tense also applies to the past tense verb (ḥasharnāhum – gathered them) 
in Q18:47, that is, past tense → will certainly.
 However, semantically, the present tense entails: 

i an action that is still going on, that is, the action denoted by the present 
tense verb is renewed occasionally,

ii [+ continuity] and [+ repetition] of doing something,
iii something that takes place rarely,
iv uncertainty of something that will take place,
v that something bad has taken place, 
vi that something in the future will take place, and
vii the vivid depiction of an imagery. 

For these reasons, the conjunctive particle (in) collocates with the present 
tense, as in Q7:131, where the present tense verb (tuṣibhum – to strike them) 
occurs. Thus, Q7:131 provides a shift from the present tense to the past 
tense. In Q3:59 (inna mathala cīsā cinda allāhi kamathali ādama khalaqahu 
min turābin thumma qāla lahu kun fayakūn – Indeed, the example of Jesus 
to god is like that of Adam. He (god) created him from dust; then, He said 
to him: ‘Be’ and he was), where there is a shift from the past tense verbs 
(khalaqa – created) and (qāla – said) to an unexpected present tense verb 
(yakūn – be (is)). Through the semantic componential features [+ con-
tinuity] and [+ repetition] of the present tense, the illocutionary act Q3:131 
can deliver effectively the illocutionary (communicative) force of God’s 
omnipotence and ability to create repeatedly at the present time and in the 
future. Thus, the present tense (yakūn) rather than the expected past tense 
(kāna – was) is employed. 
 Pragmatically, through the present tense, cognitive imagery can be 
attained, that is, the image depicted by the present tense verb can be vividly 
invoked by the reader/hearer. The same tense shift applies to Q22:63 and 
65, where we have affirmation interrogative (istifhām taqrīri) through the 
interrogative particle (alam – Do … not …?) to attract the reader’s/hearer’s 
attention to significant natural phenomena and also to influence the 
addressee to ponder upon the results of each phenomenon. For instance, the 
past tense (sakhkhara – subjected) leads us to think about all things that 
have been subjected to humans and non- humans and their benefits to 
humans and non- humans. It is worthwhile to note that the psychological 
impact of the past tense does not last long. For instance, the rain comes 
down for a specific period of time. However, it has caused numerous results 
that can be pondered upon for quite a long time: the crops of varying 
colours, how they dry and turn yellow, and then made into debris. Also, in 
Q22:63 and 65, we encounter the shift from the past tense verb (sakhkhara – 
subjected) to the present tense verbs (taṣbaḥ – to become) and (yumsik – to 
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restrain), which depict the image of continuous green vegetation which dec-
orates the earth due to the rain, and the continuous state of the sky that is 
raised without pillars. Thus, the present tense is employed to vividly mirror 
the signs of God’s omnipotence. The latter pragmatic function of the present 
tense is also manifested in (adhbaḥuka – I am slaughtering you, Q37:102), 
where the present tense depicts Abraham’s dream slaughtering his son 
Ishmael and signifies the vividness of the image which has dominated his 
mind about this unpleasant dream. Thus, Abraham has been continuously 
haunted by this vision and the present tense will serve this purpose. The 
other pragmatic function of the present tense is to signify a terrible act that 
has taken place, as in Q2:87, where the present tense verb (taqtulūn – you 
are killing) is used to entail the meaning that the killing of Prophets is a 
wrong and a terrible act. In Q2:87, there is a shift from a past tense verb 
(kadhdhabtum – disbelieved) to a present tense verb (taqtulūn). Also, the 
present tense entails a future tense, as in Q27:88 (watarā al- jibāl jāmidatan 
wahiya tamurru marra al- saḥāb – You will see the mountains and think they 
are firmly fixed, but they will float away like clouds), where the present 
tense verb (tamurru – float away) signifies a future tense (sawfa – will). This 
meaning is backed up by intertextuality with Q20:105 (yas’alūnaka can al- 
jibāli faqul yansifuhā rabbī nasfā – They ask you about the mountains, so 
say: ‘my Lord will blow them away with a blast’) and Q52:10 (tasīru al- 
jibālu sairā – The mountains will pass on, departing).
 It is interesting to note that tense shift can also occur at the inter- 
sentential (macro) level. For more details, see Section 4.2.1.2.2.2, Point 9. 
For intra- sentential stylistic variation, see Section 4.2.1.2.3.

4 verb- initial → noun- initial shift: This is concerned with a verb- initial sentence 
followed by a noun- initial sentence with a main verb or vice versa, as in:

ittaqū yawman lā tajzī nafsun can nafsin shai’an wa lā yuqbalu minhā 
shafācatun wa lā yu’khadhu minhā cadlun wa lā hum yunṣarūn – fear a 
day when no soul will suffice for another soul at all, nor will interces-
sion be accepted from it, nor will compensation be taken from it, nor 
will they be aided, Q2:48 

where we have a series of verb- initial (verbal) sentences: [ittaqū yawman lā 
tajzī nafsun can nafsin shai’an – fear a day when no soul will suffice for 
another soul at all], [lā yuqbalu minhā shafācatun – nor will intercession be 
accepted from it] and [lā yu’khadhu minhā cadlun – nor will compensation 
be taken from it]. Then, a noun- initial (nominal) sentence occurs: [lā hum 
yunṣarūn – nor will they be aided]. Thus, we have a shift from verb- initial 
sentence → noun- initial sentence. The pragmatic function of this shift to a 
nominal sentence is to achieve: (i) the perlocutionary effect of hyperbole, 
and (ii) to signify the semantic componential features of [+ Permanency] 
and [+ continuity] to deliver the meaning that this category of people will 
not be aided forever.
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5 conjunctive particle shift: The investigation of conjunctive particles involves 
those which occur at the beginning of the sentence and within a long sen-
tence, as in:

yaḥlifūna billāhi mā qālū walaqad qālū kalimata al- kufri wakafarū … 
wahammū bimā lam yanālū wamā naqamū illā an … fa’in yatūbū yaku 
khairan lahum wa’in yatawallaw … wamā lahum fī al- arḍi min waliyyin 
… – They swear by god that they did not say anything against the 
Prophet while they had said the word of disbelief and disbelieved … and 
planned that which they were not to attain. And they were not resentful 
except that … So if they repent, it is better for them, but if they turn away 
… There will not be for them on earth any protector …, Q9:74

where we have no conjunctive particle (zero conjunction) at the beginning 
of the sentence, then the use of the conjunctive particle (wa – and) with the 
words (laqad – indeed), (kafarū – disbelieved), (hammū – planned), and (mā 
– no), then a conjunctive particle shift to (fa – and) with the particle (in – 
if ), then a conjunctive particle shift to (wa – and) with the particle (in – if ) 
and the negation particle (mā – no).

wa’akhadha alladhīna ẓalamū al- ṣaiḥatu fa’aṣbaḥū – And the shriek 
seized those who had wronged, and they became …, Q11:67

where we have a shift from the initial conjunctive particle (wa – and) to the 
conjunctive particle (fa – and, so).

wayawma yaqūlū … fadacūhum falam yastajībū lahum. wajacalnā bain-
ahum mawbiqā – And warn of the day when He (god) will say.… And 
they will invoke them, but they will not respond to them. And We 
(God) will put between them a valley of destruction, Q18:52

where we have a shift from the initial conjunctive particle (wa – and) to the 
conjunctive particle (fa – and, but), then a shift to the conjunctive particle 
(wa – and).

4.2.1.2.2.2 Inter- sentential shift This category of shift occurs at the macro 
level, that is, in different sentences of different places (inter- sentential) in the 
Qur’anic text. There are many types of inter- sentential (macro- level) shift:

1 person and number shift (pronoun shift): This is a pronoun shift that takes 
place at inter- sentential (macro) level where two sentences at different 
places in the Qur’anic text are involved. Therefore, this is not a coreferential 
pronoun shift, as in the following examples:

fa’illam yastajībū lakum faclamū – If they do not respond to you (plural, 
masculine), then know that …, Q11:14

fa’in lam yastajībū laka faclam – If they do not respond to you (singular, 
masculine), then know that …, Q28:50
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where in Q11:14, we have the pronoun (lakum – to you, masculine second 
person plural pronoun) which refers to the believers who are addressed in 
this sentence. The pronoun (lakum) is compatible with the sentence gram-
matical structure where we have the verb (faclamū – you (second person 
masculine plural pronoun) know). However, in Q28:50, we have the 
pronoun (laka – to you, masculine second person singular pronoun) which 
refers to muḥammad, who is addressed in the same sentence through the 
verbs (faclam – respond you (muḥammad)) and (qul – say you 
(muḥammad)).
 Inter- sentential number shift also occurs in the following example:

walaqad manannā calā mūsā wahārūn. wanajjaināhumā waqawmahumā 
min al- karbi al- caẓīm. wanaṣarnāhum fakānū hum al- ghālibīn. 
wa’ātaināhumā al- kitāba al- mustabīn. wahadaināhumā al- ṣirāṭa al- 
mustaqīm. wataraknā calaihimā fī al- ākharīn – We did certainly confer 
favour upon Moses and Aaron. We saved them and their people from 
the great affliction. We supported them so it was they who became 
victors. We gave them the explicit Scripture (the Torah). We guided 
them on the straight path. We left for them favourable mention among 
later generations, Q37:114–119

The two nouns (mūsā wa hārūn – moses and Aaron) require a dual number 
agreement through coreferential pronoun (al- ḍamīr al- cā’id calā al- ism). The 
coreferential pronoun is the dual pronoun (ḍamīr al- muthannā). This is 
called ‘person agreement’ in Arabic grammar. However, there is a shift in 
the third sentence from the dual pronoun to the plural pronoun (-hum – they, 
plural masculine) which is cliticised onto the verb (naṣarnāhum – we made 
them (plural) become victors). The expected grammatical structure without 
pronoun and number shift should be: (naṣarnāhumā – we made them both 
(dual) become victors) where the dual pronoun (-ā – dual) is attached to the 
verb. This category of macro- level pronoun shift also occurs in Q22:5 and 
Q40:67.
 This macro- level (inter- sentential) pronoun shift can be compared with 
the micro- level (intra- sentential) pronoun shift. For more details, see Section 
4.2.1.2.2.1, Point 1 (coreferential pronoun shift).

2 relative pronoun shift, as in the following examples:

dhūqū cadhāb al- nār alladhī kuntum bihi tukadhdhibūn – Taste the pun-
ishment of the fire which you used to deny, Q32:20

dhūqū cadhāb al- nār allatī kuntum bihā tukadhdhibūn – Taste the pun-
ishment of the fire which you used to deny, Q34:42

where we have a masculine singular relative pronoun (alladhī – which) in 
Q32:20 but this has been changed to a feminine singular relative pronoun 
(allatī – which) in Q34:42, that is, shift from (alladhī) → (allatī). This rel-
ative pronoun shift is due to the grammatical context of coreferentiality: The 
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masculine relative pronoun (alladhī) in Q32:20 is grammatically related to 
the masculine noun (cadhāb – punishment) and to the masculine coreferen-
tial pronoun (-hi – it {him}) of (bihi – in it {him}). However, the feminine 
relative pronoun (allatī) in Q34:42 is grammatically related to both the fem-
inine noun (al- nār – the fire) and the feminine coreferential pronoun (-hā – it 
{her}) of (bihā – in it {her}).

3 masculine → feminine pronoun shift, as in:

farīqan ḥaqqa calaihim al- ḍalālah – A group deserved to be in 
error, Q7:30

minhum man ḥaqqat calaihi al- ḍalālah – Among them were those upon 
whom error was decreed, Q16:36

The verb (ḥaqqa – to deserve (masculine)) in Q7:30 occurs in the masculine 
form while in Q16:36, the same verb occurs in the feminine form (ḥaqqat – 
to deserve (feminine)), that is, shift from masculine (ḥaqqa) → feminine 
(ḥaqqat). This is due to the influence of the direct object in each sentence. In 
Q7:30, the verb (ḥaqqa – to deserve (masculine)) in Q7:30 is employed in 
the masculine form because the direct object noun (farīqan – a group) is a 
masculine noun. In Q16:36, the feminine verb form (ḥaqqat) is used because 
the direct object noun (ummatin – a nation) is a feminine noun which has 
occurred in the beginning of the sentence.

4 definite → indefinite article shift, as in:

yaqtulūna al- nabiyyīna bighair al- ḥaqq – They kill the prophets without 
right, Q2:61

yaqtulūna al- nabiyyīna bighair ḥaqq – They kill the prophets without 
right, Q3:21

where we have a noun (al- ḥaqq – the right) in the definite form in Q2:61 but 
the same noun occurs in the indefinite form (ḥaqq – right) in Q3:21, that is, 
shift from definite (al- ḥaqq) → indefinite (ḥaqq). The lexical co- text 
(environment) of Q2:61 is dominated by the definite form of the same word 
(al- ḥaqq) as in Q2:42, 71, 91, 109, 121, 144, 146, 147, 149, 151, 176, 213, 
252 and 282. Thus, the definite form of the noun (al- ḥaqq) is required to 
achieve grammatical and stylistic symmetry at the macro textual level. 
However, the stylistic shift in Q3:21 to the indefinite form (ḥaqq) is also 
attributed to the grammatical co- text surrounding sentences of Q3 where we 
have the occurrence of the same noun (ḥaqq) in the indefinite form as in 
Q3:86, 102, 112 and 181. The indefinite noun (ḥaqq) is a requirement for 
grammatical and stylistic symmetry at the macro textual level.

5 plural → singular shift, as in the following examples:

lakum fīhā fawākihu kathīratun wa minhā ta’kulūn – In which for you 
are fruits and from which you eat, Q23:19
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lakum fīhā fākihatun kathīratun minhā ta’kulūn – In which for you is 
fruit from which you eat, Q43:73

where we have in Q23:19 a plural noun (fawākihu – fruits) and the additive 
conjunctive particle (wa – and). The employment of the plural noun is due 
to the surrounding grammatical co- text where other plural nouns have been 
employed such as (jannāt – gardens), (nakhīl – palm trees) and (acnāb – 
grapevines). Thus, to achieve grammatical and stylistic symmetry, the plural 
noun (fawākihu) should occur in the plural form. As for the conjunctive par-
ticle (wa), this is employed because it is coordinated to an implicit phrase 
{minhā taddakhirūn – from which you store}. Thus, we have {… {minhā 
taddakhirūn} wa minhā ta’kulūn – from which you store and from which 
you eat}. Also, Q23:19 refers to this world and to the fruits from which 
people store and eat the rest. However, in Q43:73, we have a singular noun 
(fākihatun – fruit) and there is no additive conjunctive particle (wa). The 
employment of the singular noun is to achieve grammatical and stylistic 
symmetry with the co- text where we have a singular noun (al- jannah – the 
garden) in Q43:72. Also, Q43:73 refers to the hereafter where people in 
paradise do not need to store fruits since they are available throughout the 
year. Thus, the conjunctive particle (wa) is not grammatically required. 
Thus, we have a shift from a plural noun (fawākihu) → a singular noun 
(fākihatun).

uballighukum risālāt rabbī – I convey to you the messages of my Lord, 
Q7:62, 68, 93 and 144

ablaghtukum risālata rabbī – I convey to you the message of my 
Lord, Q7:79

where the plural noun (risālāt – messages) in Q7:62 is employed, while in 
sentence Q7:79 the singular form (risālata – a message) is used, that is, we 
have a shift from the plural noun (risālāt) → the singular noun (risālata). It is 
worthwhile to note that we are exhorted by Q7 about a number of Prophets’ 
parables. In the parables of Noah, Hūd, Shucaib and Moses, we encounter 
the plural form (risālāt) due to the fact that each of these parables reiterates 
a number of moral lessons and ethical instructions. Thus, the plural form is 
stylistically more compatible. However, the singular noun (risālata) occurs 
only in the parable of Ṣāliḥ, in which we are referred to one moral lesson 
only which is that of the she- camel. Thus, the singular form is stylistically 
more compatible. Therefore, stylistic compatibility is conditioned by the 
macro context.
 Inter- sentential (macro- level) number shift is also encountered in Q2:80 
where we have a plural of multitude (jamic kathrah) which is (macdūdah – a 
few numbered days) and Q3:24 where we have a plural of paucity (jamic 
qillah) which is (macdūdāt – a limited number of days), that is, we have a 
shift from the plural of multitude → the plural of paucity. This number shift 
is context sensitive. Because the group of people in Q2:80 thought they 
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would be punished for forty days only, a plural of multitude expression 
(macdūdah) is required. However, in Q3:24, the context of situation has 
changed and this requires a stylistic number shift. There is a different group 
of people involved in Q3:24 who thought they would be punished for seven 
days only. Thus, through the plural of paucity (macdūdāt), their intended 
context- based meaning can be relayed to us.

6 morphological form shift, as in:

uballighukum risālāt rabbī wa anṣaḥu lakum – I convey to you the mes-
sages of my Lord and advise you, Q7:62

uballighukum risālāt rabbī wa anā lakum nāṣiḥun amīn – I convey to 
you the messages of my Lord and I am to you a trustworthy 
adviser, Q7:68

where we have a shift from the verb form (anṣaḥu – to advise) in Q7:62 to the 
active participle (ism al- fācil) form (nāṣiḥun – adviser) in Q7:68, that is, we 
have a shift from the verb (anṣaḥu) → the active participle (nāṣiḥun). This mor-
phological shift is due to whether the message is a direct or an indirect speech. 
In Q7:62, the verb form (anṣaḥu) is within a direct speech said by Noah to his 
people. However, the shift to an active participle (nāṣiḥun) in Q7:68 is 
required because it is a reported (an indirect) speech said by God through Hud, 
that is, the expression (nāṣiḥun amīn – a trustworthy adviser) is not Hud’s but 
God’s words and Hud has only reported these words to his people.

7 word order shift, as in:

yurīdu allāhu liyubaiyina lakum … allāhu yurīdu an yatūba calaikum … 
yurīdu allāhu an yukhaffifa cankum … – god wants to make clear to 
you … god wants to accept your repentance … god wants to lighten 
for you your difficulties …, Q4:26–28

where the word order of the first sentence is (verb + subject noun + comple-
ment), the word order of the second sentence is (subject noun + verb + com-
plement) and the word order of the third sentence is (verb + subject noun + 
complement). The verb is (yurīdu – want) and the subject is (allāhu – god).
 Let us consider Q6:102 and Q40:62 for inter- sentential word order shift:

lā ilāha illā hū khāliqu kulli shai’ – There is no deity except Him, the 
Creator of all things, Q6:102

khāliqu kulli shai’ lā ilāha illā hū – The creator of all things, there is no 
deity except Him, Q40:62

Both Q6:102 and Q40:62 have two linguistic units. In Q6:102, the two 
units are:

Q6:102 [lā ilāha illā hū – there is no deity except Him] + [khāliqu kulli 
shai’ – the creator of all things]. The context requires this word order 
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of the two linguistic units because there is reference to the leitmotif of 
polytheism in Q6:101. This has made it necessary for Q6:102 to start 
with the linguistic unit [lā ilāha illā hū] which signifies monotheism and 
a rebuttal of polytheism. However, in Q40:62, we have a shift in word 
order: [khāliqu kulli shai’ – the creator of all things] + [lā ilāha illā hū 
– there is no deity except Him]. This is because there is reference to the 
notion of creation (god’s omnipotence) in Q40:60–61. This has made it 
necessary for Q40:62 to begin with the linguistic unit that signifies the 
notion of creation [khāliqu kulli shai’].

Word order shift is also encountered in the following example:

allāhu khalaqakum … allāhu faḍḍala bacḍakum calā bacḍ … allāhu jacala 
lakum min anfusikum azwājan … yacbudūna min dūni allāhi mā lā 
yamliku … ḍaraba allāhu mathalan … ḍaraba allāhu mathalan … allāhu 
akhrajakum min buṭūni ummāhatikum … allāhu jacala lakum min 
buyūtikum sakanan … allāhu jacala lakum mimmā khalaqa ẓilālan … 
yacrifūna nicmata allāhi … – god created you … god has favoured 
some of you over others … god has made for you from yourselves 
mates.… They worship besides god that which does not possess for 
them … god presents an example … god presents an example … god 
has extracted you from the wombs of your mothers … god has made 
for you from your homes a place of rest … god has made for you, from 
that which He has created shades.… They recognise the favour of 
god …, Q16:70–83

The above first, second, third, seventh, eighth and ninth sentences start with 
a subject noun (allāhu – god). Thus, their syntactic structure is (subject 
noun + verb + complement). However, the fourth, fifth, sixth and tenth sen-
tences start with a verb (yacbud – worship), (ḍāraba – give an example), 
(ḍaraba – give an example) and (yacrif – recognise). In terms of Arabic and 
english comparative linguistics, the translation does not reflect the Arabic 
word order shift. English starts with a subject noun and not a verb.

8 case marking shift, as in:

wacada allāhu alladhīna āmanū wacamilū al- ṣāliḥāti lahum maghfiratun 
wa’ajrun caẓīmun – god has promised those who believe and do right-
eous deeds that for them there is forgiveness and great reward, Q5:9

wacada allāhu alladhīna āmanū wacamilū al- ṣāliḥāti minhum maghfira-
tan wa’ajran caẓīman – god has promised those who believe and do 
righteous deeds that for them there is forgiveness and great reward, 
Q48:29

The inter- sentential (macro-) level case marking shift is represented by (magh-
firatun wa’ajrun caẓīmun – forgiveness and great reward) in Q5:9, where we 
have the nominative case. However, in Q48:29, we have (maghfiratan 
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wa’ajran caẓīman – forgiveness and great reward) where the accusative case is 
employed for the same expressions, that is, we have a shift from the nomina-
tive case (maghfiratun) → the accusative case (maghfiratan). each of the above 
examples has two linguistic units:

Q5:9 [wacada allāhu alladhīna āmanū wacamilū al- ṣāliḥāti – god has 
promised those who believe and do righteous deeds] + [lahum maghfi-
ratun wa’ajrun caẓīmun – that for them there is forgiveness and great 
reward]. This grammatical structure shows that there is an ellipted part 
like {qāla allāhu – god has said} or the auxiliary verb (inna) after the 
first unit. Having such an ellipted part will make the second unit of 
Q5:9 in the nominative case because it is a grammatically complete 
nominal sentence which consists of (subject + predicate) where the 
predicate is required to have the nominative case: [{qāla allāhu} [lahum 
maghfiratun wa’ajrun caẓīmun] or [{inna} lahum maghfiratun wa’ajrun 
caẓīmun].

Moreover, the context of Q5:9 is related to a group of people who are urged 
to observe justice to attain God’s pledge of forgiveness and great reward. 
Therefore, it is a prerequisite which this group of people have to meet in 
order to qualify for God’s reward. However, the context of Q48:28 refers to 
muḥammad’s companions who are granted god’s forgiveness and great 
reward without prior conditions. Therefore, the second linguistic unit of 
Q48:29 [maghfiratan wa’ajran caẓīman] is the direct object of the verb 
(wacada – to promise), which takes the accusative case.

9 tense and voice shift, as in:

alladhī yursilu al- riyāḥa – He who sends the winds, Q7:57 and Q30:48

alladhī arsala al- riyāḥa – He who sends the winds, Q25:48 and Q35:9

In the above two examples, we have different tenses, a present tense (yursilu 
– to send) in Q7:57 and a past tense (arsala – sent) in Q25:48, that is, we 
have a shift from present tense (yursilu) → a past tense (arsala). Based on 
the context of each sentence, the tense shift can be explained. We find refer-
ence to a supplication in Q7:55 for something that will take place in the 
future. Therefore, the present tense (yursilu) is employed in Q7:57. As for 
Q30:48, the present tense is due to the influence of grammatical co- text 
represented by Q30:46 in which the same verb (yursilu) also occurs in the 
present tense. The shift to a past tense (arsala) in Q25:48 and Q35:9 is 
attributed to the grammatical co- text of these sentences where other past 
tense verbs have also occurred in Q25:45–47 and Q35:7.
 Let us consider the following tense and voice shift at inter- sentential 
level:

yawma nusaiyiru al- jibāla watarā al- arḍa bārizatan wa ḥasharnāhum 
falam nughādir minhum aḥadan. curiḍū calā rabbika ṣaffan laqad 
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ji’tumūnā kamā khalaqnākum awwala marratin bal zacamtum allan 
najcala lakum mawcidan. wuḍica al- kitābu fatarā al- mujrimīna 
mushfiqīna mimmā fīhi wa yaqūlūna yā wailatanā māli hāḍḥā al- kitābi 
lā yughādiru ṣaghīratan walā kabīratan illā aḥṣāhā wa wajadū mā camilū 
ḥāḍiran walā yaẓlimu rabbuka aḥadan – Warn of the day when We 
(God) will remove the mountains and you will see the earth prominent, 
and We (God) will gather them and not leave behind from them anyone. 
They will be presented before your Lord in rows, and He (God) will 
say: ‘You have certainly come to us just as We (god) created you the 
first time. But you claimed that We (god) would never make for you an 
appointment.’ The record of deeds will be placed open, and you will 
see the criminals fearful of that within it, and they will say: ‘oh, woe to 
us! What is this book that leaves nothing small or great that it has enu-
merated?’ They will find what they did present before them. Your Lord 
does injustice to no one, Q18:47–49

The above example includes seventeen verbs where shift in the tenses of 
verbs has occurred. The verbs (nusaiyir – to remove) and (tarā – to see) 
occur in the present tense; tense shift takes place in the verb (ḥasharnā – 
to gather) which is in the past tense; then more shift occurs where we find 
the verb (nughādir – to leave) in the present tense; more tense shift occurs 
where the verb (curiḍū – to be presented) is employed in the passive 
voice; another tense shift occurs where the verbs (ji’tum – came), 
(khalaqnā – created) and (zacamtum – claimed) are used in the past tense; 
then we find tense shift in the verb (najcal – to make) which is used in the 
present tense; then we find the verb (wuḍica – to be placed) employed in 
the passive voice. more tense shift is represented by the verbs (tarā – to 
see), (yaqūl – to say) and (yughādir – to leave) which are employed in the 
present tense; then we encounter tense shift in the verbs (aḥṣā – enumer-
ated), (wajadū – found) and (camilū – did) which have occurred in the 
past tense; finally, we find tense shift in the verb (yaẓlimu – to do injus-
tice) which is used in the present tense. These tense shifts are illustrated 
below:

present tense → past tense → present tense → passive voice → past 
tense → present tense → passive voice → present tense → past 
tense → present tense

It is interesting to note that tense shift can also occur at intra- sentential 
(micro) level. For more details, see Section 4.2.1.2.2.1, Point 3.

10 lexical shift, as in:

inna allāha ghafūrun raḥīm – god is forgiving and merciful, Q2:173, 
Q16:18

inna rabbaka ghafūrun raḥīm – Your Lord is forgiving and merciful, 
Q6:145
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We have a lexical shift from (allāh – god) in Q2:173 to the lexical item 
(rabb – Lord) in Q6:145, that is, we have a lexical shift from 
(allāh) → (rabb). We have two different words although the two sentences 
above have occurred in the same context of allowing people to consume 
prohibited foods when forced by necessity. The noun (allāh) collocates with 
the context of divinity (al- ilūhiyyah) and gratitude to god especially when 
reference is made to God’s bounties, God’s omnipotence, or reference to an 
admonition concerning an Islamic legal ruling as we have witnessed in 
Q2:172, 177–181, 191, 215–217, 220–225, 228–234 and Q16:3–17. 
However, the noun (rabb) is employed in the context of lordship (al- 
rubūbiyyah), which includes taking care of people, looking after their inter-
ests and the provision of food to meet people’s needs, as we have seen in 
Q6:136–144 which refer to different kinds of cattle. The lexical item (rabb) 
is semantically required to echo the semantic componential features 
[+ guardian of People] and [+ Looking After People].
 It is interesting to note that lexical shift can also occur at the intra- 
sentential (micro) level. For more details, see Section 4.2.1.2.2.1, Point 2.

11 particle shift: Particle shift can be sub- classified into two types: (i) affirma-
tion particle shift, and (ii) conjunctive particle shift.

i affirmation particle shift: This is represented by the following 
examples:

inna al- sācata ātiyatun – Indeed, the hour is coming, Q20:15

inna al- sācata la’ātiyatun – Indeed, the hour is coming, Q40:59

The affirmation particle, that is, (ḥarf al- lām – the letter /l/), is 
employed in Qur’anic discourse to affirm the predicate which includes 
a notion like monotheism, prophethood or eschatology. When such 
notions are denied by the opponent, the affirmation particle is 
employed. However, when affirmation is carried out by lexical expres-
sions or no- main-verb nominal sentences, the affirmation particle 
becomes stylistically redundant, that is, there is no need for using an 
affirmation particle. This is the case with Q20:15 which has zero affir-
mation particle, that is, we have a shift from zero affirmation particle 
(ātiyatun) → affirmation particle (la’ātiyatun). The substantiation of 
the notions of monotheism and eschatology is undertaken by the no- 
main-verb nominal sentences: (innanī anā allāhu – Indeed, I am god), 
(lā ilāha illā anā – There is no deity except me) in Q20:14. Thus, there 
is no stylistic requirement for Q20:15 to employ an affirmation parti-
cle. Q20:15 has become a reporting statement. The context of Q40:59 
is different. Q40:59 attempts to rebut the disbelievers’ views about 
eschatology. Thus, reference is made by Q40:56 which is followed by 
Q40:59 in which the affirmation particle (lām – the letter /l/) is affixed 
to the word (ātiyatun) → (la’ātiyatun).
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ii conjunctive particle shift: This is represented by the following example:

laqad arsalnā nūḥan ilā qawmih – We had certainly sent Noah to 
his people, Q7:59

wa laqad arsalnā nūḥan ilā qawmih – We had certainly sent Noah 
to his people, Q11:25 and Q23:23

There is no additive conjunctive particle in Q7:59. In Arabic, the (wa) 
has the grammatical function of coordination (al- caṭf ) when two state-
ments are interrelated thematically. However, for contextual reasons, in 
Q11:25 and Q23:23, we can observe the occurrence of the conjunctive 
particle (wa – and) affixed to the word (laqad – certainly), that is, we 
have a shift from zero additive conjunctive particle → conjunctive parti-
cle (wa). This is because Q11:25 and Q23:23 are related thematically to 
the previous sentences and the particle (wa) in Q11:25 and Q23:23 has 
achieved coordination with the previous sentences. The previous sen-
tences have focused on the disbelievers who rejected their prophets and 
disbelieved God’s signs. To attain stylistic and thematic sequentiality 
among these sentences, the coordination conjunctive particle (wa) is 
required. However, based on the context of Q7:59, we can observe that 
sentences Q7:54–58 are concerned with god’s omnipotence only. Thus, 
there is no stylistic need for Q7:59 to employ the conjunctive particle 
(wa) because it is a fresh statement that is not linked to the previous 
sentences. In other words, there is no need for (wa) to achieve gram-
matical coordination with the previous sentences.

4.2.1.2.3 INTrA- SeNTeNTIAL STYLISTIc vArIATIoN

Stylistic variation at the intra- sentential (micro) level is concerned with five 
types of stylistic change: (i) lexical stylistic variation, (ii) verb/noun stylistic 
variation, (iii) verbal/nominal sentence stylistic variation, (iv) nominative/accu-
sative case shift, and (v) past/present tense stylistic variation. This micro- level 
stylistic variation is investigated below:

i lexical stylistic variation: This is a stylistic change from one lexical item to 
another. Thus, it is a form of lexical shift. Most importantly, lexical stylistic 
variation is related to semantic contrastiveness and partial synonymy, as in:

al- yawma akmaltu lakum dīnakum wa atmamtu calaikum nicmatī – This 
day I have perfected for you your religion and completed My favour 
upon you, Q5:3

where we have two partially synonymous words (akmala – to perfect some-
thing) and (atamma – to complete something), that is, we have a shift from 
(akmala) → (atamma). The translation does not represent partial synonymy 
in English and betrays partial synonymy in Qur’anic Arabic. The verb 
(akmala) signifies the 100 per cent completion of anything. Thus, when 
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something collocates with the verb (akmala), it means it has become com-
plete and is perfected. This is intertextually backed up by (tilka casharatun 
kāmilatun – Those are ten complete days, Q2:196) which means (ten full 
days). Thus, (akmala) cannot be replaced by (atamma) in this āyah: {tilka 
casharatun tāmmatun}. This is because the verb (atamma) signifies the com-
pletion of something missing, the addition of a missing thing. Thus, when 
something is incomplete, we add what is missing to it to make it (tāmm – 
complete). Also, the verb (atamma) entails that something suffers from prior 
incompletion. This is not the case with the verb (akmala).
 Similarly, in Q29:14, we encounter lexical stylistic variation between the 
word (sanah – year) and the word (cāmm – year):

walaqad arsalnā nūḥan ilā qawmihi falabitha fīhim alfa sanatin illā 
khamsīna cāman … – We certainly sent Noah to his people, and he 
remained among them a thousand years minus fifty years …

Thus, we have a shift from (sanah) → (cāmm). one may be tempted to argue, 
in terms of semantics, that the two different words (sanah) and (cāmm) are 
used to avoid repetition and achieve lexical cohesion. If so, one can claim 
that, semantically, they are complete synonyms where one can be replaced 
for the other in all contexts. However, to avoid the poor stylistic feature of 
repetition, we could have got: {walaqad arsalnā nūḥan ilā qawmihi falabitha 
fīhim alfa sanatin illā khamsīn – We certainly sent Noah to his people, and 
he remained among them a thousand years minus fifty} which is stylistically 
perfect although the word (cāmm) is dropped. Thus, we can argue that there 
is semantic contrastiveness involved between (sanah) and (cāmm) in terms 
of contextual meaning and collocation: Semantically, the lexical item 
(sanah) designates the componential features [+ Drought] and [+ Hardship] 
while the word (cāmm) has the semantic componential features [+ fertility] 
and [+ Prosperity]. In other words, (sanah) collocates with severe shortage 
of food and economic hardship while (cāmm) collocates with abundant 
vegetation and economic affluence. This is intertextually backed up by 
Q12:49 (thumma ya’tī min bacdi dhālika cāmun fīhi yughāthu al- nāsu wafīhi 
yacṣirūn – Then will come after that a year in which the people will be given 
rain and in which they will press (olives and grapes)) where the lexical item 
(cāmm) occurs in the context of [+ fertility] and [+ Prosperity]. Based on 
Qur’anic exegesis, one can claim that Noah has suffered hardship for a long 
period of time during his prophethood. The years of hardship lasted for 950 
years (sanah). However, the period of prosperity which Noah enjoyed lasted 
for fifty years (cāmm) after the wrongdoers of his nation perished by the 
flood.
 For more details on semantic contrastiveness, see Chapter 3, Section 3.4.

ii verb → noun stylistic variation: This applies to a grammatically complex 
sentence structure with stylistic assortment using a main verb and then a 
switch to a noun in the form of an active participle (ism al- fācil), as in:
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alladhīna yunfiqūna fī al- sarrā’ wal- ḍarrā’ wa al- kāẓimīn al- ghaiẓ wa 
al- cāfīn can al- nāss – Who spend during ease and hardship and who 
restrain anger and who pardon the people, Q3:134

The verb to noun stylistic variation is represented by the assortment of using 
a main verb (yunfiqūna – to spend) then a noun (active participle) (al- 
kāẓimīn – those doing the action of restraining) and (al- cāfīn – those doing 
the action of pardoning), that is, we have a shift from a verb 
(yunfiqūna) → an active participle noun (al- kāẓimīn), (al- cāfīn). Thus, one 
may wonder why a verb form is employed for spending (yunfiqūna) but for 
restraining and pardoning, noun forms are used. Stylistically, it is perfectly 
fine to employ an all- verb-sentence structure: {alladhīna yunfiqūna fī al- 
sarrā’ wal- ḍarrā’ wa yakẓimūna al- ghaiẓ wa yacfūna can al- nāss} where we 
have three main verbs (yunfiqūna), (yakẓimūna) and (yacfūna), or an all- 
noun-sentence structure {al- munfiqīn fī al- sarrā’ wal- ḍarrā’ wa al- kāẓimīn 
al- ghaiẓ wa al- cāfīn can al- nāss} where we have three nouns (active parti-
ciples) (al- munfiqīn), (al- kāẓimīn) and (al- cāfīn). What is the pragmatic 
function of this stylistic assortment in the Q3:134? The present tense verb is 
the best linguistic vehicle to affirm the fact that an action is renewed con-
stantly and repeatedly (tikrār al- ḥadath watajaddudahu). However, the active 
participle (the noun) is the best communicative means to designate the per-
manency and perpetual continuity of an action or an attribute of someone or 
something. Linguistically, Q3:134 is the first sentence in the chain of cycli-
cal modification describing the quality of the head noun (al- muttaqīn – the 
righteous). Based on Qur’anic exegesis, one cannot attain piety unless he/
she renews constantly and repeatedly his/her good deeds throughout all 
times and circumstances. The renewal and constant repetition of an action 
are the inherent features of the present tense verb. However, restraining 
one’s anger (kaẓm al- ghaiẓ) and pardoning people (al- cafu can al- nāss) are 
character traits which can only be attained through perseverance, practising 
them throughout one’s life and training one’s self to exercise these qualities 
all the time. While the verb represents a fact plus its tense or time, the noun 
only designates a permanent (perpetual, timeless) fact.

iii verbal → nominal sentence stylistic variation: This is a linguistic process 
where a change takes place from a verbal sentence to a nominal sentence, 
as in:

jacala kalimata alladhīna kafarū al- suflā wa kalimatu allāhi hiya al- culyā 
– He (god) made the word of those who disbelieved the lowest, while 
the word of God is the highest, Q9:40

where we have two linguistic units: unit one has a main verb sentence [jacala 
kalimata alladhīna kafarū al- suflā – He (god) made the word of those who 
disbelieved the lowest] and unit two is a no- main-verb nominal sentence 
[kalimatu allāhi hiya al- culyā – the word of god is the highest], that is, we 
have a shift from a main verb sentence → a no- main-verb nominal sentence. 
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Based on the semantic and pragmatic distinction between the verbal and the 
nominal sentence, it is worthwhile to note that while the verbal sentence is 
used to affirm that an action is renewed constantly and repeatedly, the 
nominal sentence is employed to designate the permanency and perpetual 
continuity of an action or an attribute of someone or something. For this 
reason, the verbal sentence [jacala kalimata alladhīna kafarū al- suflā] 
is used.

iv nominative/accusative case shift: Let us consider the following examples:

… wal- mūfūn bicahdihim idhā cāhadū wal- ṣābirīn … – those who fulfil 
their promise when they promise and those who are patient …, Q2:177

where we observe a shift from the nominative case (al- mūfūn – those who 
fulfil) to an accusative case in (al- ṣābirīn – those who are patient). The accu-
sative case is employed for the perlocutionary effects of:

a making the noun (al- ṣābirīn) more salient than the noun (al- mūfūn),
b designating an elevated status for those who are patient, although they 

are going through severe hardship and poverty, and
c praising this category of people.

jacala kalimata alladhīna kafarū al- suflā wa kalimatu allāhi hiya al- culyā 
– He (god) made the word of those who disbelieved the lowest, while 
the word of God is the highest, Q9:40

An interesting grammatical observation can be made which is that the object 
noun (kalimata – word) occurs in the accusative case (manṣūb) with the 
vowel point /a/, while in the no- main-verb nominal sentence, the same word 
occurs in the nominative case (marfūc) with the vowel point /u/ (kalimatu – 
word). In terms of Arabic grammar, the nominative status is higher than that 
of the accusative case. Pragmatically, unit two [kalimatu allāhi hiya al- culyā] 
designates the semantic componential features [+ continuity] and [+ Perma-
nency]. Also, to consolidate this meaning, the independent pronoun (ḍamīr 
al- faṣl) (hiya – it (feminine, singular), referring to (kalimatu – word)) is 
employed to separate between the subject (al- mubtada’) (kalimatu allāhi – 
God’s word) and the predicate (al- khabar) (al- culyā – the highest).

v past/present tense stylistic variation: This is a linguistic process where a sty-
listic variation occurs from a past tense to present tense, as in:

alam tara anna allāha sakhkhara lakum mā fī al- arḍi wal- fulka tajrī fī al- 
baḥri bi’amrih wa yumsiku al- samā’a an taqaca calā al- arḍi – Do you 
not see that God has subjected to you whatever is on the earth and the 
ships which run through the sea by His command? And He restrains the 
sky from falling upon the earth, Q22:65

where we encounter the shift from the past tense verb (sakhkhara – sub-
jected) to the present tense verbs (taṣbaḥ – to become) and (yumsik – to 
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restrain), which depict the cognitive imagery of green vegetation which dec-
orates the earth and the sky that is raised without pillars, that is, we have a 
shift from past tense → present tense. Thus, the present tense is employed to 
vividly mirror the signs of God’s omnipotence. While the past tense seman-
tically signifies an action that was completed, the present tense is employed 
to designate an on- going action. In other words, the action denoted by the 
present tense verb is renewed every time. Pragmatically, through the present 
tense, the image depicted by the present tense verb can be vividly conjured 
up by the reader/hearer. 

4.2.1.2.4 INTer- SeNTeNTIAL PHoNeTIc vArIATIoN

This is phonetic shift at the macro (inter- sentential) level, which involves a 
change from one sound to another represented by the graphic (written) form of 
the lexical item, as in:

1 long → short word- final vowel: /ī/ → /i/, as in:

(cibādī – my servants, Q2:186, 34:13, Q39:53) and (cibādi – my ser-
vants, Q39:10)

The phonetic variation is represented by the long vowel /ī/ in Q2:186 
and the short vowel /i/ in Q39:10.

grammatically, the word- final long vowel /ī/ in (cibādī) is the first person 
singular possessive pronoun. However, the word- final short vowel /i/ in 
(cibādi) does not have the first person singular possessive pronoun but it has 
the short vowel point /i/ (al- kasrah). Thus, we have a shift from long vowel 
/ī/ → short vowel /i/. Semantically, the long vowel /ī/ in Q2:186, 34:13 and 
Q39:53 designates a wide section of mankind and collocates with people who 
would like to know about God’s response to their supplication when they call 
upon Him (Q2:186), people who are admonished to say what is best and those 
who Satan sows discord among them (Q17:53), people in general who are 
urged to worship God (Q29:57), people who are truly thankful to God 
(Q34:13), that is, the majority are not, and people who have transgressed 
against themselves by sinning and own excess (Q39:53). Based on these con-
texts, we can argue that (cibādī) with the long vowel /ī/ is more generic than 
(cibādi) with the short vowel /i/. The latter semantically designates a small 
section of people like those who are urged to be righteous (Q39:10). In other 
words, people who are righteous are smaller in number than those who are not 
and smaller than the majority of people who are urged to worship God. 
Q39:18 is the context in which we are told about a specific category of people 
who listen to the best speech, who are guided, and are people of understand-
ing. Thus, in such a context, the short vowel word (cibādi) (Q39:17) occurs. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the semantic componential feature of the long 
vowel word (cibādī) is [+ generic] while the semantic componential feature of 
the short vowel word is [– generic], that is, specific.
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(akhkhartanī – delay me, Q63:10) and (akhkhartani – delay me, 
Q17:62)

grammatically, the word- final long vowel /ī/ in (akhkhartanī) is the first 
person singular object pronoun. However, the word- final short vowel /i/ in 
(akhkhartani) does not have the first person singular object pronoun but it 
has the short vowel point /i/ (al- kasrah). Thus, we have a shift from long 
vowel /ī/ → short vowel /i/. Semantically, the long vowel /ī/ in Q63:10 
designates a request by a person who asks for an extension to his life and for 
death to be delayed so that he would give charity and be among the right-
eous. Thus, the semantic componential features of the word- final long vowel 
in (akhkhartanī) is [+ Self- Interest request] and [+ Avoiding Harm]. 
However, the short vowel /i/ in Q17:62 semantically designates a request by 
Satan not for his own interest but rather to inflict harm on people by mis-
guiding them. Thus, the semantic componential features of the word- final 
short vowel in (akhkhartani) is [– Self- Interest request] and [+ Inflicting 
Harm on People].

2 full graphic form → doubling second consonant: /t/ + /ṭ/ → /double /ṭ/, as in:

(al- mutaṭahhirīn – those who purify themselves, Q2:222) and (al- 
muṭṭahhirīn – those who purify themselves, Q9:108)

The full graphic form (al- mutaṭahhirīn) is employed because of the lexical 
co- text (environment) where the full graphic form (taṭahharna – to purify 
themselves) occurs and its occurrence has influenced the employment of (al- 
mutaṭahhirīn). Second, the context is concerned with (al- maḥīḍ – menstrua-
tion) and women’s purifying themselves (al- taṭahhur). Because women 
exercise this action for a very long time of their lives and it takes place 
every month, the full graphic form (al- mutaṭahhirīn) /t/ + /ṭ/ is employed. 
Thus, the semantic componential features of this word are [+ Long Time], 
[+ repetition] and [+ Physical]. However, the word (al- muṭṭahhirīn) which 
involves an ellipted consonant /t/ and the doubling of /ṭ/ occurs in the 
context of hypocritical people. Thus, the act of purification is allegorical 
(metaphorical) and is concerned with the purification of the heart rather than 
physical purification. This is backed up by the fact that although the full 
graphic verb form (yataṭahharū – to purify themselves) has occurred in the 
same sentence, the lexical co- text has not influenced the doubling of the 
second consonant /ṭ/ to get a double /ṭ/ in (al- muṭṭahhirīn). Thus, we have a 
shift from full graphic form (al- mutaṭahhirīn) → doubling second consonant 
(al- muṭṭahhirīn).

(yataḍarracūn – to humble themselves, Q6:42) and (yaḍḍarracūn – to 
humble themselves, Q7:94)

where we have /t/ + /ḍ/ in Q6:42 and/ḍ/ + /ḍ/in Q7:94. The full graphic form 
(yataḍarracūn) occurs in the context of delivery of a message to a nation and 
the messenger of the message is not necessarily staying with them for a long 
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period of time. The full graphic form is morphologically longer and this 
graphic form is compatible with the meaning of the expression (ilā umamin 
– to nations) which entails a large number of people. Thus, we have a word 
(yataḍarracūn) with a large number of letters used with another word 
(umamin) that signifies a large number of people. However, the word which 
involves the doubling of the second consonant (/ḍ/ + /ḍ/) (yaḍḍarracūn) 
pragmatically signifies the hyperbole in humbling oneself to god, and 
semantically entails that the messenger resides with his own nation because 
of the employment of the preposition (fī – in) with the verb (arsalnā fī – We 
sent to a city). Thus, we have a shift from full graphic form 
(yataḍarracūn) → doubling second consonant (yaḍḍarracūn).

3 one consonant → two consonants: /t/ → /t/ + /t/. This involves the ellipsis of a 
word- initial consonant in one form while the second form retains a full 
graphic form where we have two consonants word- initially, as in:

(tabaddal – to take more, Q33:52) and (tatabaddal – to substitute, Q4:2)

where the verb (tabaddal) involves the ellipsis of one consonant /t/. This is 
because the context of this word is specifically concerned with a legal instruc-
tion given to muḥammad who is ordered not to take any more wives. Thus, 
this instruction has the semantic componential feature [– generic order] and 
[– Long Period]. The latter semantic feature is described as short because it is 
related only to the life of muḥammad. After his death, the instruction becomes 
void and does not apply to anyone else. However, the verb (tatabaddal) has 
two word- initial consonants /t/ + /t/. This is because the context of this word is 
generic to all the Muslims who are instructed to give the orphans their prop-
erties and not to substitute the defective property of your own for the good of 
theirs. Thus, this instruction has the semantic componential features 
[+ generic order] and [+ Long Period]. The latter semantic feature is 
described as long because it is related to all times as long as the Muslim nation 
exists. Thus, we have a shift from one consonant /t/ → two consonants /t/ + /t/.

(tanazzalu – to descend, Q26:221 and Q97:4) and (tatanazzalu – to 
descend, Q41:30)

where we have the verb (tanazzalu) with one word- initial consonant /t/ 
because its context in Q26:221 is related to the descending of the devils 
upon the sinful liars, that is, the clergy whose number is limited compared 
to the general public. Thus, they represent a small category of people. Sim-
ilarly, in Q97:4, the context is concerned with the revelation of the Qur’an 
during the night of decree (lailat al- qadr) in which the angels descend during 
this night once a year only. Based on contextual meaning, we can argue that 
the semantic componential features of the verb (tanazzalu) are [+ Limited 
Number] and [+ Limited Time]. However, the verb with two consonants 
/t/ + /t/ (tatanazzalu) occurs in the context of angels who descend upon 
the believers during their death moments giving them the good tidings of 
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paradise. The action of descending by the angels takes place throughout the 
year and almost every minute a believer passes away. Based on this contex-
tual meaning, the verb (tatanazzalu) has the semantic componential features 
[– Limited Number] and [– Limited Time]. Thus, we have a shift from one 
consonant /t/ → two consonants /t/ + /t/.

4.2.1.3 The verbal sentence versus the nominal sentence

The first part of this investigation provides an insight into the pragmatic dicho-
tomy between nominal and verbal sentences and their perlocutionary effects. 
Grammatically, the nominal sentence is of two types: (i) a no- main verb sen-
tence, and (ii) an initial noun/pronoun + a main verb. However, the nominal sen-
tence may have an auxiliary (non- main) verb (inna/anna) or (kāna). The second 
part of this discussion is a practical analysis of examples of verbal and nominal 
sentences across the Qur’anic text.

4.2.1.3.1 PrAgmATIc DISTINcTIoN BeTWeeN verBAL AND NomINAL 

SeNTeNceS

In Qur’anic linguistics, a pragmatic distinction can be made between two types 
of sentence:

i the verbal sentence: This is a main verb- initial sentence, and
ii the nominal sentence: This is either a no- main-verb sentence or a noun/

pronoun- initial + main verb sentence. The (inna) and (kāna) are considered 
as auxiliary rather than main verbs. Thus, a sentence that has a sentence- 
initial (inna) or (kāna) is still regarded as a no- main-verb nominal sentence.

In Qur’anic discourse, the verbal and nominal sentences have distinct pragmatic 
functions:

1 The no- main verb nominal sentence designates three pragmatic functions:

i The pragmatic functions of: [+ Perpetuality] (al- azaliyyah), [+ eternity] 
(al- abadiyyah), [+ continuity] (al- istimrāriyyah), [+ Permanency] (al- 
daimūmah) and [+ Affirmation] (al- ta’kīd) of either an action or an 
attribute. We can also claim that the active participle (ism al- fācil) is the 
centrepiece which features heavily in the no- main-verb nominal sen-
tences. This applies in particular to God’s attributes and God’s omnipo-
tence, as in the following examples:

al- ḥamdu lillāhi rabbi al- cālamīn – All praise is due to god, Lord of 
the worlds, Q1:2

huwa bikulli shai’in calīm – He is Knowing of all things, Q2:29

innaka anta al- calīmu al- ḥakīm – It is You who is the Knowing, the 
Wise, Q2:32
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allāhu lā ilāha illā huwa al- ḥaiyu al- qaiyūm – god, there is no deity 
except Him, the Ever- Living, the Sustainer of all existence, 
Q2:255, Q3:2

allāhu ghafūrun raḥīm – god is forgiving and merciful, Q9:91

allāhu sarīcu al- ḥisāb – god is swift in account, Q24:39

al- ḥamdu lillāhi alladhī lahu mā fī al- samāwāti wamā fī al- arḍ – 
All praise is due to God, to whom belongs whatever is in the 
heavens and whatever is in the earth, Q34:1

inna fī dhālika la’āyātin likulli ṣabbārin shakūr – Indeed in that are 
signs for everyone patient and grateful, Q34:19

allāhu khāliqu kulli shai’in wahuwa calā kulli shai’in wakīl – god 
is the Creator of all things, and He is, over all things, Disposer of 
affairs, Q39:62

kāna allāhu cazīzan ḥakīmā – ever is god exalted in might and 
Wise, Q48:7

ii The pragmatic function of saliency: This is to highlight, that is, make 
salient, a given notion like monotheism, as in (ilāhukum ilāhun wāḥidun 
lā ilāha illā huwa al- raḥmānu al- raḥīm – Your god is the one god: there 
is no god except Him, the Lord of Mercy, the Giver of Mercy, Q2:163).

iii The pragmatic function of rebuttal to a denier (munkir) opponent and 
affirmation of own thesis, as in (inna hādhā lahuwa al- qaṣaṣu al- ḥaqq; 
wamā min ilāhin illā allāh; wa’inna allāha lahuwa al- cazīz al- ḥakīm – 
Indeed, this is the true narration. There is no deity except God. Indeed, 
God is the Exalted in Might, the Wise, Q3:62).

2 The noun/pronoun- initial + main verb sentence: This is a sentence with an 
initial noun/pronoun (mubtada’) + a main verb complement (khabar). 
Through the main verb, this type of nominal sentence designates the prag-
matic function of [+ renewal] (al- tajaddud) and [+ Affirmation] (al- ta’kīd) 
of an action denoted by the main verb. Thus, we do not encounter the active 
participle in the initial noun (mubtada’) + a main verb complement (khabar) 
sentences. The word order is purpose- built for the designated pragmatic 
functions, as in:

allāhu yastahzi’u bihim – god mocks them, Q2:15

allāhu yaqbiḍu wayabsiṭ – It is god who withholds and grants abun-
dance, Q2:245

allāhu yu’aiyidu binaṣrihi man yashā’ – god supports with His victory 
whom He wills, Q3:13

allāhu khalaqakum min turābin thumma min nuṭfatin – god created you 
from dust, then from a sperm- drop, Q35:11
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allāhu nazzala aḥsana al- ḥadīthi kitāban mutashābihan mathānī – god 
has sent down the best statement: a consistent Book wherein is reitera-
tion, Q39:23

It is important to note that the pragmatic function [+ renewal] is achieved 
through the verb. However, the pragmatic function of [+ Affirmation] is 
realized through the initial noun.
 Let us consider Q67:19 (awalam yaraw ilā al- ṭairi fawqahum ṣāffāt wa 
yaqbiḍn? – Do they not see the birds above them with wings outspread and 
sometimes their wings folded in?, Q67:19). This sentence involves shift 
from the noun (active participle) (ṣāffāt – outspread wings) to a verb 
(yaqbiḍn – (they, i.e. the birds) occasionally folded in wings). The verb 
(yaqbiḍn) is grammatically regarded as a full verbal sentence: verb + subject 
(they). The active participle noun designates [+ Permanency] and [+ con-
tinuity] (al- thubūt), while the verb designates [+ renewability] (al- tajaddud) 
and [+ Action] (al- ḥudūth). Q67:19 is a unique example that illustrates the 
semantic and pragmatic distinction between the active participle (the noun) 
and the verb, and most importantly, supports the Baṣrah school grammari-
ans’ claim that the active participle is a noun, that is, Q67:19 is a rebuttal to 
the Kūfah school grammarian’s argument that the active participle is a verb. 
Q67:19 could have provided either: (active participle + active parti-
ciple → ṣāffāt + qābiḍāt) or (verb + verb → yaṣfufn + yaqbiḍn). During 
flying, the birds’ permanent physical characteristic is to outspread their 
wings throughout their flying process but occasionally fold them in. Thus, 
the verb is required to demonstrate that the occasional folding in of wings is 
renewed every now and then but to outspread them is a normal permanent 
flying procedure. 

4.2.1.3.2 PrAcTIcAL ANALYSIS of verBAL AND NomINAL SeNTeNceS

In Q1:2, we encounter a nominal sentence (al- ḥamdu lillāh – praise is to god) 
consisting of a noun (mubtada’) + a prepositional phrase (khabar). The use of a 
nominal sentence designates the perlocutionary effects of [+ continuity] and 
[+ Permanency] of the action of praising the Lord. An alternative verbal sen-
tence (naḥmid allāh – We praise god) has the perlocutionary effects of [– con-
tinuity] and [– Permanency]. Pragmatically, the perlocutionary effect of the 
verbal sentence designates lack of firm belief and occasional praise of god.
 In Q2:14, we have a verbal sentence (āmannā – we have believed) followed 
by a nominal sentence with no main verb (innā macakum – we are with you). 
Both sentences are a reported speech of the hypocrites mentioned in Q2:8. The 
subsequent sentences describe their shaky belief. Thus, when they talk to the 
believers, their speech is reported through a verbal sentence structure: verb + 
implicit subject pronoun (We). The pragmatic function of a verbal syntactic 
structure is to designate [– firm Belief], [– continuity] and [+ Scepticism]. Also, 
the hypocrites have used a verbal sentence to reflect the short period of time they 
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stay with the believers and their lip service with regards to their true colour. 
Since they are Satan’s allies, have firm belief in him and are continually accom-
pany him, their reported speech with Satan is made as a nominal sentence (innā 
macakum), which designates the pragmatic functions of [+ continuity] and 
[+ Permanency].
 The same pragmatic function applies to Q2:14–15 where we find a nominal 
sentence (innamā naḥnu mustahzi’ūn – we were only mockers), which desig-
nates the pragmatic function of [+ continuity] and [+ Permanency]. This is fol-
lowed by a noun- initial main verb sentence (allāhu yastahzi’u bihim – god 
mocks them) where the employment of the verb is meant to express the prag-
matic function of [– continuity] and [– Permanency]. In other words, god’s 
mockery to the hypocrites is renewed (mutajaddid) and is occasional.
 In Q2:273 (wamā tunfiqū min khairin fa’inna allāha bihi calīm – Whatever 
you spend of good, indeed, God is knowing of it), where we have a nominal no- 
main-verb sentence at the end (fa’inna allāha bihi calīm – Indeed, god is 
knowing of it). However, the important point is the employment of an active 
participle hyperbole form noun (calīm – Knowing) rather than a verb (yaclam – 
to know) → {fa’inna allāha yaclamuh – Indeed, god knows of it}. The deliberate 
employment of an active participle noun rather than a verb guarantees the 
delivery of the perlocutionary effects of [+ Perpetuality], [+ eternity], [+ con-
tinuity], [+ Permanency] and [+ Affirmation] of the action of knowing by god 
and God’s attribute of knowing. Pragmatically, the verb fails to achieve the same 
illocutionary force of the message.
 In Q18:46, the nominal sentence structure without a main verb has been 
employed for the pragmatic function of affirmation, as in: (al- mālu wal- banūna 
zīnatu al- ḥayāti al- dunyā – Wealth and children are the attractions of this worldly 
life, Q18:46) and (al- bāqiyātu al- ṣāliḥātu khairun cinda rabbika thawāban 
wakhairun amalā – The enduring good deeds are better to your Lord for reward 
and better for one’s hope, Q18:46).
 In Q41:11 (qālatā atainā ṭā’icīn – They (the heaven and the earth) said: ‘We 
have come willingly’) where the noun (ṭā’icīn – willingly) occurs in the form of 
a sound masculine plural (jamic mudhakkar sālim), while the subject is a dual 
noun implicit in the verb (qālatā – they (the heaven and the earth) said) referring 
to the two nouns the heaven and the earth. Thus, the expected grammatical form 
of the sound masculine plural (ṭā’icīn) should be in the dual form (ṭā’icatān). The 
reason why a sound masculine plural noun is used is attributed to the employ-
ment of the verbs (qālatā – said) and (atainā – came) which collocate with a 
subject whose semantic componential feature is [+ Human]. In other words, the 
actions denoted by the verbs can only be performed by human subjects. Thus, 
the subject nouns (the heaven and the earth) are treated as a [+ Human] subject, 
which can perform the actions of any human being such as (saying), (coming) 
and most importantly, the action of (al- ṭācah – obedience to god’s command).
 Similarly, in Q12:4, Joseph reports to his father the dream he saw about the 
eleven stars, the sun and the moon prostrating to him. In Q12:4, a verb in the 
plural form (sājidīn – are prostrating) is employed, while the expected grammatical 
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form should be {sujjadan – in a state of prostration} because the action denoted 
by the verb (sajada – to prostrate) is usually undertaken by a subject whose 
semantic componential feature is [+ Human]. The reason why a plural verb form 
(sājidīn) is used instead of {sujjadan} is attributed to the fact that the object 
nouns (the eleven stars, the sun and the moon) are treated as a [+ Human] subject 
who is able to perform the action of prostration. 

4.2.1.4 Ellipsis

Ellipsis is something which is left unsaid (ellipted). However, what is unsaid is 
understood by the reader/listener. Linguistically, ellipsis takes place at sentence 
level and the ellipted elements can be conjunctive particles, pronouns, nouns or 
verbs. 
 In Q2:3, we encounter the ellipsis of the subject pronoun (huwa – it (the 
Book, the Qur’an). grammatically, the ellipted pronoun (huwa) is referred to as 
(mubtada’). Thus, the grammatical structure is (huwa hudan lil- muttaqīn – It is a 
guidance for those conscious of god). Also, the object (al- māl – money) is 
ellipted which should occur after the verb (yunfiqūn – they spend). Thus, the 
syntactic structure is (… yunfiqūn al- māl – … They spend money). In Q2:36 
(qulnā ihbiṭū bacḍukum libacḍin caduwun), the conjunctive particle (wa – and) 
before (bacḍukum) is ellipted. In Q2:93 (wa’ushribū fī qulūbihim al- cijla), the 
noun (ḥubb – love) before (al- cijla) is ellipted. In Q2:126 (waman kafara 
fa’umatticuhu qalīlan), the noun (zamanan – time) before the adjective (qalīlan) 
is ellipted. In Q2:127 (wa’idh yarfacu ibrāhīmu al- qawācida min al- baiti 
wa’ismācīlu rabbanā taqabbal minnā), the verb in the dual form (yaqūlān – they 
(two) say) before the noun (rabbanā) is ellipted.
 In Q3:197 (matācun qalīlun), the noun (taqallubuhum – their movement) 
before (matācun) is ellipted. In Q4:46 (falā yu’minūna illā qalīlā), the noun 
(īmānan – a belief ) before the adjective (qalīlā) is ellipted. In Q4:171 (walā 
taqūlū thalāthatun), the noun (ālihatunā – our gods) before (thalāthatun) is 
ellipted. In Q7:16 (la’aqcudanna lahum ṣirāṭaka), the preposition (calā – at, on) 
before the noun (ṣirāṭaka) is ellipted.
 In Q9:5 (waqcudū lahum kulla marṣad), the preposition (calā – at, on) before 
(kulla) is ellipted. In Q11:50 (ilā cādin akhāhum hūdā), the verb + subject 
(arsalnā – We (god) have sent) before the preposition (ilā) are ellipted. In Q9:69 
(wakhuḍtum kalladhī khāḍū – You have engaged like that in which they 
engaged) where we have a singular masculine relative pronoun (alladhī – which). 
There is a surface structure grammatical incongruity because of the grammatical 
process of ellipsis. Grammatically, the singular relative pronoun should be in the 
plural form (alladhīna), with the simile particle (ka) prefixed to it → {kalladhīna}. 
However, the singular masculine relative pronoun (alladhī) is used because there 
is an ellipted singular masculine noun (al- ḥadīth – talk, speech) + a prepositional 
phrase (fīhi – in it) at the end of the sentence. Thus, the underlying sentence 
without ellipsis is: {wakhuḍtum ka (al- ḥadīth) alladhī khāḍū (fīhi) – You have 
engaged (in speech) like that which they engaged (in)}.
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 In Q13:1 (walladhī unzila … al- ḥaqqu), the pronoun (huwa – it (the Qur’an)) 
before (al- ḥaqqu) is ellipted. In Q21:109 (ādhantukum calā sawā’), the nominal-
ised noun (īdhānan – announcement) before the preposition (calā) is ellipted. In 
Q27:2 (hudan wabushrā lil- mu’minīn), the masculine pronoun (huwa – it (the 
Qur’an)) before (hudan) is ellipted. In Q36:13 (waḍrib lahum mathalan aṣḥāba 
al- qaryati), the noun (mithla – like) before the noun (aṣḥāba) is ellipted. In 
Q110:1 (idhā jā’a naṣru allāhi), the object pronoun (-ka – you, singular mascu-
line) is ellipted from the verb (jā’a – come) → (jā’aka – come to you).

4.2.1.5 Modes of reading

The modes of reading are commonly known as the seven modes of reading (al- 
qirā’āt al- sabc), which have been based on the different recitation modes, which 
are read by the seven major Qur’an reciters: Nāfic al- Madani (d. 169/785), cAbd 
Allāh Ibn Kathīr (d. 291/907), Ibn cĀmir al- Yaḥṣubi (d. 118/736), cĀṣim b. Abī 
al- Nujūd (d. 127/744), Abu cAmru b. al- cAlā’ (d. 154/770), Ḥamzah b. Ḥabīb 
(d. 154/770) and cAli b. Ḥamzah al- Kisā’i (d. 189/804). There are three other 
modes of reading undertaken by the reciters Abu Jacfar (d. 130/747), Khalaf 
(d. 229/843) and Yacqūb (d. 205/820). To provide an insight into the modes of 
reading, below is a linguistic and pragmatic analysis of selected examples:

Q2:7 (khatama allāhu calā qulūbihim wacalā samcihim wa calā abṣārihim 
ghishāwatun walahum cadhābun caẓīm – god has set upon their hearts and 
upon their hearing, and over their vision is a veil. For them is a great 
punishment). 

Where we have two modes of reading for the noun (ghishāwatun – veil):

i The nominative case (marfūc), as can be observed by the (-un). Grammati-
cally, the nominative case mode of reading considers (ghishāwatun) as a 
backgrounded subject of a nominal sentence (mubtada’ mu’akhkhar) for 
grammatical necessity because it is an indefinite noun and the prepositional 
phrase (calā abṣārihim – over their vision) is a foregrounded predicate 
(khabar muqaddam). The additive conjunctive particle (wa – and) acts as a 
coordinating (cāṭifah) element, which coordinates the nominal sentence (calā 
abṣārihim ghishāwatun – over their vision is a veil) to the verbal sentence 
(khatama allāhu calā qulūbihim – god has set upon their hearts).

ii The accusative case (manṣūb), which is written as (ghishāwatan) where the 
(-an) is used. Grammatically, the accusative case mode of reading considers 
(ghishāwatan) as a direct object of an ellipted verb (jacala – to make), that 
is, we have a verbal sentence: (jacala calā abṣārihim ghishawatan – He (god) 
made a veil over their vision). Thus, the additive conjunctive particle (wa – 
and) acts as a coordinating element, which coordinates the elliptical verbal 
sentence ((jacala) calā abṣārihim ghishāwatan) to the verbal sentence 
(khatama allāhu calā qulūbihim).
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The nominative mode of reading (ghishāwatun) is preferred over the accusative 
mode of reading (ghishāwatan) for two reasons:

1 it does not require an ellipted verb, and
2 pragmatically, the nominal sentence (calā abṣārihim ghishāwatun) designates 

[+ continuity] and [+ Permanency].

Q2:37 (fatalaqqā ādamu min rabbihi kalimātin fatāba calaih – Then, Adam 
received words from his Lord, and He (God) accepted his (Adam’s) repentance).
 Where we have two modes of reading for the noun (ādamu – Adam) and the 
noun (kalimātin – words):

i The nominative case (the short vowel /u/) for the noun (ādamu), which 
is considered as a subject (fācil) and the accusative case for the noun 
(kalimātin), which is considered as a direct object of the verb 
(talaqqā – receive).

ii The accusative case (the short vowel /a/) for the noun (ādama), which is 
considered as a foregrounded, direct object and the nominative case for the 
noun (kalimātun), which is regarded as a backgrounded subject. This mode 
of reading leads to the meaning: (The words reached Adam and he was 
saved by them), that is, the words saved Adam and made him repent.

The nominative mode of reading (ādamu) is preferred over the accusative mode 
of reading (ādama) for two reasons:

1 Adam is the subject of the verb (talaqqā – receive) because the subject is 
usually placed before the object (kalimātin – words), and

2 the prepositional phase (min rabbihi – from his Lord) supports the meaning 
that Adam is the receiver, that is, the subject.

Q2:184 (wacalā alladhīna yuṭīqūnahu fidyatun ṭacāmu miskīnin – And upon those 
who are able to fast, but with hardship, a ransom as substitute of feeding a poor 
person each day).
 Where we have two modes of reading for the noun (fidyatun – a ransom) and 
the noun phrase (ṭacāmu miskīnin – feeding a poor person):

i The nominative case with nunation (tanwīn) for the noun (fidyatun), which 
is considered as a backgrounded subject of a nominal sentence (mubtada’ 
mu’akhkhar) and (wacalā alladhīna yuṭīqūnahu – And upon those who are 
able to fast) is the foregrounded predicate. However, the possessive noun 
phrase (muḍāf wa muḍāf ilaih) (ṭacāmu miskīnin – of feeding a poor person), 
we find the nominative case (the short vowel /u/) for the noun (ṭacāmu – 
feeding) because it has the grammatical function of the first noun in the pos-
sessive noun phrase (muḍāf ), the noun (miskīnin – a poor person) is in the 
genitive case because it is the second noun of the possessive noun phrase 
(ṭacāmu miskīnin), and the use of the singular form for the noun (miskīnin) 
because semantically, it is a generic noun where the plural form is not 
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required. It can also be claimed that the noun (miskīnin) occurs in the 
singular form because the noun (fidyatun) has also occurred in the 
singular form.

ii The second mode of reading has the nominative case (the short vowel /u/) 
for the noun (fidyatu – ransom) without nunation, the genitive case (al- 
jarr) for the noun (ṭacāmi – feeding), and the plural form for the noun 
(masākīn – poor people). According to this mode of reading, we have a 
possessive noun phrase (muḍāf wa muḍāf ilaih), which is (fidyatu ṭacāmi – 
a ransom as substitute of feeding) where the first noun (fidyatu) acts as a 
backgrounded subject of a nominal sentence and the noun (ṭacāmi) is the 
second noun of the possessive noun phrase (muḍāf ilaih). The relative 
clause (calā alladhīna yuṭīqūnahu – upon those who are able to fast) acts as 
a foregrounded predicate. The noun (masākīn – poor people) is used in the 
plural form because the ransom paid represents consecutive days rather 
than one day. It can also be argued that because the relative pronoun 
(alladhīna – who) is in the plural form, the noun (masākīn) should also be 
made plural.

4.2.1.6  The mutashābihāt sentences

The expression mutashābihāt in Qur’anic discourse refers to the structurally 
similar but stylistically and semantically dissimilar sentences, which can be 
encountered either in the same sūrah or in different sūrahs. The occurrence of 
mutashābihāt sentences is a major textual feature of Qur’anic discourse. for 
instance, the linguistic structure of (wamā uhilla bihi lighair allāh – That which 
has been dedicated to other than god, Q2:173) is similar to (wamā uhilla lighair 
allāh bihi – That which has been dedicated to other than god, Q5:3, Q6:145, and 
Q16:115). Also in (waqālū lan tamassanā al- nāru illā aiyāman macdūdah – And 
they said: ‘Never will the fire touch us except for a few numbered days’, Q2:80) 
and (waqālū lan tamassanā al- nāru illā aiyāman macdūdāt – And they said: 
‘Never will the fire touch us except for a few numbered days’, Q3:24). Although 
they are structurally similar, the stylistic differences between any two 
mutashābihāt sentences are not merely cosmetic. There is a significant semantic 
difference between any pair of mutashābihāt sentences. To unearth the semantic 
distinction between two mutashābihāt sentences, we need to take into considera-
tion three major factors:

i the context in which a pair of mutashābihāt sentences occur,
ii the need to achieve grammatical or stylistic symmetry, and
iii the grammatical, lexical and the stylistic co- text.

co- text is defined as the linguistic context and the relevant textual environment 
in which a word or a sentence occurs. The surrounding co- text can influence the 
meaning of a word. A detailed grammatical, stylistic and semantic analysis of 
mutashābihāt sentences will be accounted for in the present section.
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Example 1: Q2:48 and Q2:123
walā yuqbalu minhā shafācatun walā yu’khadhu minhā cadl – No interces-
sion will be accepted from any person, nor compensation will be taken from 
him/her, Q2:48

walā yuqbalu minhā cadlun walā tanfacuhā shafācatun – No intercession will be 
accepted from any person, nor any compensation will benefit him/her, Q2:123

In terms of word order, the word (shafācatun – intercession) in Q2:48 occurs 
before the word (cadlun – compensation, ransom) because its context and them-
atic environment (Q2:45) are concerned with the theme of perseverance, patience 
and righteousness. Based on Qur’anic exegesis, any person who enjoys such 
character traits qualifies for (shafācatun – intercession) on the Day of Judgement. 
Thus, this expression is highlighted in terms of word order and placed before the 
word (cadlun), which occupies a sentence- final position. Therefore, word order is 
semantically oriented in Q2:48. This sentence semantically entails that even the 
availability of wealth, which is of great value in the present life, will be of no 
value in the hereafter. In this world, one may resort to exercise intercession such 
as through mediation between two parties. If this approach is not successful, the 
mediator may resort to paying a cash present (ransom – cadlun). In Q2:123, the 
context (Q2:116) is different and is concerned with the notion of polytheism. To 
highlight the grave consequences of polytheism, even the payment of a ransom 
(cadlun) will not win god’s forgiveness. Based on this exegesis, the word 
(cadlun) is foregrounded in Q2:123 for the perlocutionary effect of admonition.

Example 2: Q2:173 and Q5:3
wamā uhilla bihi lighair allāh – That which has been dedicated to other than 
God, Q2:173

wamā uhilla lighair allāh bihi – That which has been dedicated to other than 
God, Q5:3, Q6:145 and Q16:115

This is a word order mutashābihāt. In Q2:173, the prepositional phrase (bihi – 
with it) is placed before the object phrase (lighair allāh – other than god). This 
is the unmarked (ordinary) word order in Arabic. However, in Q5:3, the word 
order is changed. The prepositional phrase (bihi – with it) is placed after the 
object phrase (lighair allāh – other than god) for the perlocutionary effects of: 
(i) highlighting (lighair allāh) which designates the notion of polytheism, and (ii) 
bringing to the attention of the reader/hearer the notion of polytheism. Placing 
(lighair allāh) first is a red signal to the audience. This is the perlocutionary 
effect which Q5:3 aims to achieve.

Example 3: Q2:126 and Q14:35
rabbī ijcal hādhā baladan āminan – my Lord, make this a secure city, Q2:126

rabbī ijcal hādhā al- balada āminan – my Lord, make this city secure, Q14:35
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Due to contextual reasons, we have an indefinite noun (baladan – a city) in 
Q2:126, while in Q14:35 we have a definite noun (al- balada – the city). The 
employment of an indefinite noun (baladan) is because in Q2:126, there is refer-
ence to Makkah before it was built by Abraham, who prayed for it to be a secure 
city for all people who would live in it after it was constructed. However, the 
context of Q14:35 is different. In this sentence, where the definite noun (al- 
balada) is used, there is reference to makkah after it was built. This is confirmed 
by the employment of the demonstrative pronoun (hādhā – this) and by the fol-
lowing prepositional phrase (biwādin ghairi dhī zarcin cinda baitika al- muḥarram 
– in an uncultivated valley near Your sacred house, Q14:37). It is important to 
note that the demonstrative pronoun (hādhā) in Q2:126 does not refer to makkah 
as such because it was not yet constructed.

Example 4: Q2:147 and Q3:60
falā takūnanna min al- mumtarīn – So never be among the doubters, Q2:147, 
Q6:114 and Q10:94

falā takun min al- mumtarīn – So never be among the doubters, Q3:60

In sentence Q2:147, we observe the verb (takūnanna – to be) with the grammati-
cal feature of nunation (nūn al- tawkīd), which is used for the pragmatic function 
of affirmation (al- tawkīd). This particular style of nunation of affirmation is 
employed as a result of the impact of the grammatical co- text surrounding the 
sentences Q2:147, Q6:114 and Q10:94. The grammatical co- text for these sen-
tences is represented by sentences Q2:144–146, Q6:111–114 and Q10:92–96 
where the affirmation particle (inna – indeed) occurs. The occurrence of (inna) 
has led to the employment of nunation in Q2:147, Q6:114 and Q10:94. Thus, 
there is a phonetic symmetry between (inna) and the nunation (-na). However, 
the absence of nunation in Q3:60 is attributed to the impact of the lexical co- text 
in Q3:59 in which the verb (kun – to be) occurs. Thus, there is a phonetic sym-
metry between (kun) and (takun) which has vowellessness (al- sukūn), that is, the 
verb (takun) ends with a vowelless consonant (ḥaruf sākin).

Example 5: Q2:284 and Q5:40
fayaghfiru liman yashā’ wayucadhdhibu man yashā’ – He will forgive whom 
He wills and punish whom He wills, Q2:284, Q3:129, Q5:18 and Q48:14

yucadhdhibu man yashā’ wayaghfiru liman yashā’ – He punishes whom He 
wills and forgives whom He wills, Q5:40

The unmarked (usual) word order in Qur’anic discourse is the occurrence of the 
verb (yaghfiru – to forgive) before the verb (yucadhdhibu – to punish) as we have 
witnessed in Q2:284, Q3:129, Q5:18 and Q48:14. The perlocutionary effects of 
this word order are to highlight the notion of god’s infinite mercy and to 
emphasise how God’s forgiveness and mercy override His wrath and punishment. 
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However, in Q5:40, the word order is changed where the verb (yucadhdhibu – to 
punish) occurs before the verb (yaghfiru – to forgive). The new word order in 
Q5:40 is influenced by the context represented by Q5:38, which is concerned 
with the male and female thieves and the reference to the Islamic legal ruling of 
punishment with regards to the crime of theft. To achieve an intertextual bridge 
between sentences Q5:38 and Q5:40, there is a stylistic requirement imposed on 
the word order of the sentence: The verb (yucadhdhibu) has to be placed before 
the verb (yaghfiru).

Example 6: Q3:47 and Q19:20
annā yakūnu lī walad – How will I have a son, Q3:47

annā yakūnu lī ghulām – How will I have a boy, Q19:29

In Arabic, the nouns (walad) and (ghulām) are partial synonyms. However, the 
shift from (walad) in Q3:47 to (ghulām) in Q19:29 is attributed to the lexical co- 
text of each noun. In Q3:47, (walad) is employed because reference is made to 
Jesus as the son of mary (al- masīḥu cīsā ibn maryam – the messiah, Jesus, the 
son of Mary, Q3:45) where (walad) and (ibn) are partial synonyms. However, in 
Q19:20, the noun (ghulām) is used because reference is made to the same word 
(ghulām) in Q19:19.

Example 7: Q4:1 and Q6:98
alladhī khalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidatin – Who created you from one 
soul, Q4:1

alladhī ansha’akum min nafsin wāḥidatin – Who produced you from one 
soul, Q6:98

where the stylistic shift is represented by the partially synonymous verbs 
(khalaqa – created) and (ansha’a – produced). Lexical co- text has influenced the 
occurrence of each verb. For instance, in Q4:1, the verb (khalaqa) has been used 
twice, and in Q6:6, 133, and 141, the verb (ansha’a) has occurred.

Example 8: Q7:30 and Q16:36
farīqan ḥaqqa calaihim al- ḍalālatu – A group deserved to be in error, Q7:30

minhum man ḥaqqat calaihi al- ḍalālatu – Among them were those upon 
whom error was decreed, Q16:36

In Q7:30, the verb (ḥaqqa – deserve) occurs in the masculine form but in Q16:36 
the same verb is employed in the feminine form. The stylistic variation from the 
masculine to the feminine form is conditioned by object of each verb. The 
 masculine verb form (ḥaqqa) is employed in Q7:30 because the masculine object 
noun (farīqan – a group) occurs in the same sentence. However, the feminine 
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verb form (ḥaqqat) is used in Q16:36 because a feminine object noun (ummatin 
– a nation) has occurred in the same sentence.

Example 9: Q7:61 and Q7:67
qāla yā qawmī laisa bī ḍalālatun – He (Noah) said: ‘o my people, there is 
not error in me’, Q7:61

qāla yā qawmī laisa bī safāhatun – He (Hud) said: ‘o my people, there is 
not foolishness in me’, Q7:67

where lexical variation is represented by the change from the noun (ḍalālatun – 
error) in Q7:61 to the noun (safāhatun – foolishness) in Q7:67. The noun 
(ḍalālatun) is employed because of the impact of the lexical co- text in Q7:60 
where the noun (ḍalāl – error) has occurred. Also, the lexical co- text in Q7:66 
employs the same noun (safāhatin) which has influenced the employment of the 
same noun in Q7:67.

4.2.1.7 Interrogative sentences

We encounter several types of interrogative sentences throughout Qur’anic dis-
course. However, for each type of interrogative sentence, there is a distinct per-
locutionary effect. The translation may not reflect some of the Arabic inherent 
pragmatic functions. The examples are selected from different sūrahs.

4.2.1.7.1 PrAgmATIc fuNcTIoNS of INTerrogATIve SeNTeNceS

In Qur’anic linguistics, Qur’anic interrogative sentences are performative speech 
acts, which display multifaceted illocutionary (communicative) forces, that is, 
pragmatic functions. The major perlocutionary effects of Qur’anic interrogatives 
are:

 1 rebuke (al- tawbīkh), as in (atacbudūna mā tanḥitūn? – Do you worship that 
which you yourselves carve?, Q37:95).

 2 contempt (al- taḥqīr), as in (ahādhā alladhī yadhkuru ālihatakum? – Is this 
the one who insults your gods?, Q21:36).

 3 reprimand (al- citāb), as in (alam ya’ni lilladhīna āmanū an takhshaca 
qulūbuhum lidhikri allāh? – Has the time not come for those who have 
believed that their hearts should become humbly submissive at the remem-
brance of god?, Q57:16).

 4 reminding (al- tadhkīr), as in (hal calimtum mā facaltum biyūsufa wa’akhīh? 
– Do you know what you did with Joseph and his brother?, Q12:89).

 5 increase, exceed in number (al- takthīr), as in (kam min qaryatin ahlaknāhā – 
How many cities have We destroyed?, Q7:4).

 6 prohibition (al- nahī), as in (mā gharraka birabbika al- karīm? – What has 
deceived you concerning your Lord?, Q82:6) meaning (do not be deluded, 
deceived).
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 7 sarcasm (al- tahakkum wal- istihzā’), as in (mā lakum lā tanṭiqūn? – What is 
wrong with you (the idols) that you do not speak?, Q37:92).

 8 wishing for something (al- tamannī), as in (fahal lanā min shufacā’? – Is 
there anyone to intercede for us now?, Q7:53).

 9 denial (al- inkār), as in (afa’aṣfākum rabbukum bil- banīn? – Has your Lord 
chosen you for having sons?, Q17:40) meaning (the Lord denies this).

10 acknowledgement (al- iqrār/al- ictirāf ), as in (alam nashraḥ laka ṣadrak? – Did 
We not relieve your heart for you?, Q94:1).

11 frightening (al- tahwīl, al- takhwīf ), as in (mā al- qāricah? – What is the strik-
ing calamity?, Q101:2).

12 order (al- amr), as in (ataṣbirūn – Will you have patience?, Q25:20) meaning 
(be patient).

13 threatening (al- tahdīd wal- wacīd), as in (alam nuhlik al- awwalīn – Did We 
not destroy the former peoples?, Q77:16).

14 arousing of desire (al- tashwīq), as in (hal adullukum calā tijāratin tunjīkum 
min cadhābin alīm? – Shall I guide you to a transaction that will save you 
from a painful punishment?, Q61:10).

15 astonishment (al- tacajjub), as in (māliya lā arā al- hudhuda? – Why do I not 
see the hoopoe?, Q27:20).

16 unlikely (al- istibcād), as in (annā lahum al- dhikrā – How will this sudden 
faith benefit them?, Q44:13) meaning (It is unlikely that they will under-
stand the new faith which will benefit them).

17 negation (al- nafī), as in (hal jazā’u al- iḥsāni illā al- iḥsān? – Shall the reward 
of good be anything but good?, Q55:60). 

4.3  Comparative linguistic analysis of long sūrahs
A comparative stylistic analysis of the longest sūrahs in the Qur’an (Q2, Q3, Q4, 
Q5, Q6, Q7 and Q8) is of high value to corpus linguistics. It reveals interesting 
linguistic information about the behaviour of simple grammatical structures in 
Qur’anic genre. The following observations are based on āyah-final syntactic 
structures, which are characterised by simple grammatical patterns. The lin-
guistic observations include: 

1 The independent pronoun (ḍamīr al- faṣl): In Q2:32, 127–129 and Q3:35, we 
encounter the syntactic structure (inna + pronoun (-ka) [innaka] + anta + 
two epithets) as in: (innaka anta al- calīmu al- ḥakīmu – Indeed, it is You who 
is the Knowing, the Wise), (innaka anta al- samīcu al- calīmu – Indeed, You 
are the Hearing, the Knowing), (innaka anta al- tawwābu al- raḥīmu – Indeed, 
You are the Accepting of repentance, the merciful) and (innaka anta al- 
cazīzu al- ḥakīmu – Indeed, You are the exalted in might, the Wise). 
However, in Q3:8, we have the same syntactic structure but with either one 
epithet (innaka anta al- wahhāb – Indeed, You are the Bestower) or two epi-
thets (innaka anta al- samīcu al- calīmu – Indeed, You are the Hearing, the 
Knowing). The grammatical pattern (inna + pronoun (-hu) [innahu] + huwa 
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+ complement (khabar)) (innahu huwa al- tawwābu al- raḥīmu –) has also 
occurred twice in Q2:37 and 54. grammatically, the pronoun (anta – you, 
singular, masculine) and (huwa – He (god)) act as an independent pronoun 
(ḍamīr al- faṣl). Pragmatically, the independent pronoun is employed to relay 
the perlocutionary effects of exclusiveness (al- ḥaṣr) and affirmation (al- 
tawkīd), that is, that an attribute is exclusive to someone or something. for 
more details, see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1.

2 The syntactic structure (auxiliary verb (inna) + subject + prepositional 
phrase + predicate (khabar)): This grammatical pattern has occurred in Q2 
five times (inna allāha calā kulli shai’in qadīr – Indeed, god is over all things 
competent, Q2:20, 106, 109, 148 and 259).

3 The syntactic structure (auxiliary verb (inna) + subject (mubtada’) + predi-
cate (khabar) (or) complement): This grammatical pattern has recurrently 
occurred as an āyah-final structure in sentences Q2:20, 109, 110, 115, 143, 
148, 153, 158, 173, 181, 182, 192, 194, 195, 196, 199, 209, 211, 215 
and 220.

4 The syntactic structure (subject (mubtada’) allāh (or) huwa + predicate 
(khabar) (or) two epithets): This grammatical pattern has occurred six times 
as an āyah-final structure in sentences Q2:29, 95, 137, 202, 205 and 218.

5 The syntactic structure (auxiliary verb (inna) + subject (mubtada’) + predi-
cate (khabar) (or) two epithets): This grammatical pattern has occurred six 
times in Q3:19, 89, 92, 97, 159 and 200, as in (inna allāha sarīcu al- ḥisāb – 
Indeed, God is swift in taking account).

6 The syntactic structure (subject (mubtada’) allāh (or) huwa + predicate (or) 
two epithets): This grammatical pattern has occurred sixteen times as an 
āyah-final structure in sentences Q3:4, 11, 15, 20, 30, 31, 57, 74, 115, 121, 
120, 134, 146, 148, 153 and 156.

7 The auxiliary verb (kana) grammatical structure (auxiliary verb (kāna) + 
subject (mubtada’) + complement (khabar) (or) two epithets): This gram-
matical pattern has dominated Q4 and has been recurrently employed in 
Q4:30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 56, 58, 85, 96, 99, 100, 104, 108, 113, 126, 130, 131, 
132, 133, 134, 147, 148, 149, 152, 158, 165, 169 and 170, as in (kāna allāhu 
wāsican calīmā – ever is god encompassing and Wise, Q4:130).

8 Q4 has also been characterised by the recurrent occurrence of the grammati-
cal pattern (auxiliary verb (inna) + subject (mubtada’) allāh + auxiliary verb 
(kāna) + complement (khabar)): This syntactic structure has occurred in 
Q4:1, 11, 16, 23, 24, 86, 94, 103, 106, 128 and 129.

9 While Q4 is characterised by the recurrent occurrence of the two grammati-
cal patterns (auxiliary verb (kāna) + subject + complement (khabar) (or) two 
epithets) and (auxiliary (inna) + subject (mubtada’) allāh + auxiliary verb 
(kāna) + complement (khabar)), Q3 is characterised by the absence of these 
two structures.
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4.3.1 Occurrence or non- occurrence of grammatical patterns

Having listed in the above section the āyah-final grammatical patterns in Q2, Q3, 
Q4, Q5, Q6 and Q7, we now turn our attention to observe the occurrence of some of 
these syntactic structures in some of these sūrahs and their absence in other sūrahs:

 1 The grammatical pattern (auxiliary verb (inna) + subject (mubtada’) allāha 
+ two epithets), as in (inna allāha ghafūrun raḥīm – Indeed, god is forgiv-
ing and Merciful) occurs only in Q2 and Q5.

 2 The grammatical pattern (huwa + two epithets), as in (huwa al- samīcu al- 
calīmu – He is the Hearing, the Knowing) occurs in Q2 and Q6 only.

 3 The grammatical pattern (allāhu + two epithets), as in (allāhu cazīzun dhū 
intiqām – god is exalted in might, the owner of retribution) occurs only in 
Q3 and Q5.

 4 The grammatical pattern (auxiliary verb (inna) + (-hu) [innahu] + two epi-
thets, as in (innahu ḥakīmun calīm – Indeed, He is Wise and Knowing) 
occurs in Q6 and Q7 only.

 5 The grammatical pattern (auxiliary verb (inna) + rabbaka + two epithets), as 
in (inna rabbaka ḥakīmun calīm – Indeed, your Lord is Wise and Knowing) 
occurs only in Q6 and Q7.

 6 The grammatical pattern (subject (mubtada’) allāhu, huwa or anta + predi-
cate (khabar)), as in (allāhu calā kulli shai’in qadīr – god is over all things 
competent) occurs in all the long sūrahs Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6 and Q7.

 7 The grammatical pattern (auxiliary verb (inna) + allāha + predicate 
(khabar)), as in (inna allāha calā kulli shai’in qadīr – Indeed, god is over all 
things competent) occurs in Q2, Q3 and Q5 only.

 8 The grammatical pattern (auxiliary verb (inna) + pronoun (-k) [innaka] + 
anta + one (or) two epithets), as in (innaka anta al- samīc al- calīm – Indeed, 
You are the Hearing, the Knowing) occurs only in Q2 and Q3.

 9 The grammatical pattern (auxiliary verb (inna) + pronoun (-hu) [innahu] + 
huwa + two epithets), as in (innahu huwa al- tawwābu al- raḥīm – He is the 
Accepting of repentance, the Merciful) occurs in Q2 only.

10 The grammatical pattern (allāhu + huwa + two epithets), as in (allāhu huwa al- 
samīcu al- calīm – It is god who is the Hearing, the Knowing) occurs in Q5 only.

11 The grammatical pattern (auxiliary verb (inna) + pronoun (-ka) [innaka] + 
predicate (khabar)), as in (innaka calā kulli shai’in qadīr – Indeed, You are 
over all things competent) occurs in Q3 only.

12 The grammatical pattern (auxiliary verb (kāna) + allāhu + predicate 
(khabar)), as in (kāna allāhu bimā tacmalūna muḥīṭ – ever is god, of all 
things, encompassing) occurs in Q4 only.

13 The grammatical pattern (auxiliary verb (kāna) + allāhu + two epithets), as 
in (kāna allāhu ghafūran raḥīman – ever is god forgiving and merciful) 
occurs in Q4 only.

14 The grammatical pattern (auxiliary verb (inna) + allāha + auxiliary verb 
(kāna) + predicate (khabar)), as in (inna allāha kāna bimā tacmalūna khabīr 
– Indeed god is ever, with what you do, Acquainted) occurs in Q4 only.
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15 The grammatical pattern (auxiliary verb (inna) + allāha + auxiliary verb 
(kāna) + two epithets), as in (inna allāha kāna ghafūran raḥīman – Indeed, 
God is Ever- Forgiving and Merciful) occurs in Q4 only.

16 Based on our empirical investigation of Qur’anic discourse, we can argue 
that the occurrence of the above grammatical structures we have encoun-
tered in the above sūrahs becomes less apparent as we proceed from Q8 
to Q114.

4.3.2 Q8 as a unique example

Having considered the occurrence of no- main-verb nominal sentences with and 
without god’s epithets at sentence- final position, we can argue that Q8 repres-
ents a unique example that is distinct from the previous sūrahs in terms of this 
grammatical feature. Statistically, we have observed eleven times where no- 
main-verb nominal sentences with god’s epithets at sentence- final position, as in 
Q8:10, 17, 42, 49, 53, 61, 63, 67, 69, 70 and 71 (inna allāha cazīzun ḥakīm – 
Indeed, god is exalted in might and Wise), (inna allāha samīcun calīm – Indeed, 
god is Hearing and Knowing), (innahu huwa al- samīcu al- calīm – Indeed, it is 
He who is the Hearing, the Knowing) and (allāhu ghafūrun raḥīm – god is for-
giving and Merciful). However, we have encountered twenty- three times where 
no- main-verb nominal sentences without god’s epithets at sentence- final posi-
tion, as in Q8:4, 5, 13, 14, 19, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 37, 41, 43, 44, 46, 48, 51, 52, 
54, 58, 66, 74 and 75 (lahum darajātun cinda rabbihim wamaghfiratun warizqun 
karīm – for them are degrees of high position with their Lord and forgiveness 
and noble provision), (anna allāha cindahu ajrun caẓīmun – god has with Him a 
great reward), (ulā’ika hum al- khāsirūn – It is those who are the losers), (kullun 
kānū ẓālimīn – All of them were wrongdoers), (inna allāha lā yuḥibbu al- 
khā’inīn – Indeed, god does not like traitors), (allāhu maca al- ṣābirīn – god is 
with the steadfast) and (lahum maghfiratun warizqun karīm – for them is for-
giveness and noble provision).

4.4 Grammatical and semantic landmarks
A thorough linguistic analysis of Qur’anic discourse that can provide an insight 
into the linguistic component of the Qur’anic text should include the following 
grammatical and semantic landmarks:

1 singular noun: In Q1:1, the lexical item (allāh – god) is a singular noun that 
has no plural form. However, in Q2:8, the word (al- nāss – people) is a plural 
noun that has no singular form. The noun (niswah – women) in Q12:30 
means a group of five women. This is a plural noun, which has no singular 
form. The singular form of (niswah) is (imra’ah – a woman), that is, the 
singular form is derived from the meaning of the plural noun (niswah). It is 
also interesting to note that (al- rīḥ – wind) is a singular noun whose plural is 
(al- riyāḥ – winds). However, when the singular form (al- rīḥ) is employed, it 
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designates the meaning [+ Punishment] (al- cadhāb) but the plural form (al- 
riyāḥ) denotes the meaning [+ mercy] (al- raḥmah), as in Q42:33.

In Q31:20 (wa’asbagha calaikum nicamahu – He (god) amply bestowed 
upon you His favours), we encounter the noun (nicmah – a favour). We need 
to point out two semantic facts about this noun:

i This noun is used as a generic noun which semantically designates both 
little and large quantities of favour. This meaning also occurs in Q2:40, 
Q3:174 and Q16:18. 

ii The noun (nicmah) collocates with a [+ Human] noun only.

2 plural of paucity (jamic qillah) and plural of multitude (jamic kathrah): In 
Q2:184 (aiyāman macdūdāt – a limited number of days), the word (macdūdāt 
– a limited number of ) occurs in the form of a plural of paucity. However, 
we expect it to occur as a plural of multitude → {macdūdah – a large number 
of} in which case it refers to the thirty days of fasting ramaḍān. However, 
the plural of paucity (macdūdāt) is employed for the perlocutionary effect of 
God’s mercy, that is, fasting is obligatory for thirty days only and not for 
more than that, that is, to lessen the burden of the notion of fasting through 
the use of the plural of paucity.

In Q16:121 (shākiran li’ancumihi – He (Abraham) was grateful for His 
(God’s) favours), we encounter a plural of paucity (ancum – little (not many) 
favours, blessings, bounties) for three reasons:

i a pragmatic reason to achieve the illocutionary (communicative) force 
of gratitude to God regardless of His little or not many bounties 
bestowed upon Abraham.

ii a semantic reason to achieve lexical cohesion because the noun (ancum) 
is already mentioned in sentence Q16:112.

iii stylistic reason to achieve stylistic symmetry because the noun (ancum) 
has already occurred in sentence Q16:112.

3 definite noun: The perlocutionary effects of definiteness (al- tacrīf ) include:

i the perlocutionary effect of grand honour (al- tafkhīm), as in Q2:2 where 
the noun (al- kitāb – the Book (Qur’an)) occurs in the definite form in 
order to achieve the pragmatic function of grand honour (al- tafkhīm) 
for (al- kitāb),

ii the perlocutionary effect of hyperbole, as in (al- fuqarā’ – in need, poor, 
Q35:15), and

iii the perlocutionary effect of multitude and abundance (al- kathrah) and 
the generic meaning (al- macnā al- cāmm), as in Q7:131 (idhā jā’athum 
al- ḥasanatu – When good things (such as prosperity, rain, fertility, chil-
dren, wealth, good health, etc) are bestowed upon them (by God)). The 
definite form of (al- ḥasanatu) also designates the pragmatic function of 
grand honour (al- tafkhīm) since the cause and the performer of the 
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action is god. The generic meaning of the definite article refers to 
God’s many different good favours bestowed upon mankind regardless 
of their faith, colour or race.

4 indefiniteness (al- tankīr), however, has the following perlocutionary effects:

i to designate the function of multitude (al- kathrah),
ii to designate the function of being generic (al- cumūm),
iii to designate the function of scorning (al- taḥqīr), belittling /paucity (al- 

taqlīl/al- qillah) and portioning (al- tabcīḍ),
iv to designate the function of honouring (al- tafkhīm, al- tacẓīm),
v to designate the function of hyperbole (al- mubālaghah),
vi to signify uncertainty and lack of specific information about the nature 

and volume of punishment in the hereafter and how it will be 
executed, and

vii to designate affirmation of the severity of punishment.

The noun (cadhāb – punishment) in Q2:2 is employed in the indefinite form 
to achieve the pragmatic functions (vi) and (vii) above. In Q3:37, we 
encounter the occurrence of the noun (rizqan – provision) in the indefinite 
form in order to achieve the pragmatic functions of multitude and generic 
variety of different kinds of food rather than one specific kind of food. In 
Q5:68, the indefinite noun (shai’in – something) occurs with a nunation 
(tanwīn) for the perlocutionary effect of belittling and scorning since the 
addressees are told that they do not have much to say about the Torah and 
the Bible. In Q7:131, the indefinite noun (saiyi’ah – bad) is employed to 
designate the function of paucity (al- taqlīl/al- qillah/al- nudrah) since it only 
rarely occurs such as famine, drought, poverty and ill health.
 In Q27:15 (cilm – knowledge) is employed in the indefinite form to 
designate the pragmatic function of multitude. In Q28:85, the word (macād 
– a place of return, i.e. makkah) is employed in the indefinite form for the 
perlocutionary effect of honouring the place. The indefinite noun (nafs – a 
soul) in Q39:56 has the pragmatic function of paucity (al- qillah), that is, 
‘some’ but not all souls. However, in Q81:14, the noun (nafs) occurs in the 
indefinite form but has the pragmatic function of being generic (al- cumūm), 
that is, every soul. In Q47:24, the indefinite noun (qulūb – hearts) is 
employed to designate the pragmatic function of portioning (al- tabcīḍ), that 
is, ‘some’ but not all hearts. However, in Q49:6, the indefinite noun (fāsiq – 
a disobedient person) is employed for the pragmatic function of being 
generic, that is, multitude (al- kathrah). In Q51:15, the noun (jannāt – 
gardens) is in the indefinite form to convey the illocutionary force of hon-
ouring (al- tafkhīm, al- tacẓīm) the place.

5 feminine noun: In Q2:48 (walā yuqbalu minhā shafācatun – nor will inter-
cession be accepted from it), the noun (shafācatun – intercession) is fem-
inine but its verb (yuqbalu – to be accepted) is in the masculine form and 
should be in the feminine form (tuqbalu – to be accepted) to achieve the 
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grammatical requirement of gender agreement between the subject and the verb. 
There are two syntactic reasons for the violation of this grammatical norm:

i There is a gap between the verb (yuqbalu) and its subject noun (shafācatun).
This gap is filled by the prepositional phrase (minhā – from it).

ii rhetorically, the subject noun (shafācatun) is a false feminine noun 
(mu’annath ghair ḥaqīqī).

The grammatical phenomenon of false feminine noun has also occurred 
in Q2:275. However, there is a third syntactic reason for the occurrence 
of the false feminine noun:

iii The false feminine noun is the synonym of a masculine noun, that is, it 
has the deep structure semantic meaning of a masculine noun, as in 
Q2:275 where the verb (jā’a – to receive) co- occurs with a false fem-
inine noun (mawciḍatun – a direction) whose synonym (deep structure 
meaning) is a masculine nominalised noun (wacḍun – a direction). The 
same applies to Q11:67 where the masculine verb (akhadha – to seize) 
co- occurs with a false feminine subject noun (al- ṣaiḥatu – the shriek) 
because the latter is the synonyme of a masculine noun (al- ṣawt – 
sound). Similarly, in Q33:63, the adjective (qarīb – near) is in the mas-
culine form but it has co- occurred with a false feminine noun (al- sācatu 
– the hour). This is because the synonym (the underlying meaning) of 
(al- sācatu) is a masculine noun (al- yawm – day).

Yet, there is a fourth syntactic reason for the violation of masculine–
feminine gender agreement:

iv In Q16:66, we encounter a true feminine noun (al- ancām – livestock), 
that is, the noun (al- ancām) is not a false feminine noun, that has co- 
occurred with a masculine coreferential pronoun (-hi – him) which is 
cliticised onto the noun (buṭūn – their bellies). Thus, grammatically, it 
should be (buṭūn + hā) – (literally meaning ‘her bellies’) where the (hā 
– her) is a feminine coreferential pronoun referring to the feminine 
noun (al- ancām). This is also a violation of the gender agreement. The 
grammatical reason for using a masculine coreferential pronoun (-hi – 
him) that refers to a feminine noun (al- ancām) is due to the semantic 
fact that (al- ancām) in Q6:66 has been employed as a co- hyponym noun, 
that is, reference is made only to a specific type of cattle which can 
produce milk, that is, the female milk- producing cattle. Thus, the deep 
structure meaning is (bacḍ/nawc – some, a category), which are both 
masculine nouns. Therefore, we have a masculine noun (bacḍ/nawc) + a 
feminine noun (buṭūn) + a masculine coreferential pronoun (-hi). Thus, 
grammatical congruity has been achieved on the deep structure level of 
the sentence since the masculine pronoun (-hi) refers to the masculine 
noun (bacḍ/nawc). Similarly, in Q49:14, we have a masculine subject 
noun (al- acrāb – the Bedouins) whose verb is in the feminine form 
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(qālat – (she) said). This simple sentence involves ellipsis where, in the 
deep structure, we have an ellipted feminine noun (qabīlah – a tribe) or 
(majmūcah – a group). Thus, the original sentence is {qālat qabīlah 
(majmūcah) min al- acrāb – A tribe (a group) of Bedouins said}. Thus, 
we have a feminine verb (qālat), which agrees in gender with the under-
lying ellipted feminine noun (qabīlah/majmūcah). This is referred to as 
the allegorical (metaphorical) feminine form (al- ta’nīth al- majāzī). 
Q49:14 refers to the Bedouin tribe of Banī Sacad.

6 nominal sentence: In Qur’anic discourse, we encounter the employment of 
the no- main-verb nominal sentence, which designates the pragmatic func-
tion of: [+ Perpetuality] (al- azaliyyah), [+ eternity] (al- abadiyyah), [+ con-
tinuity] (al- istimrāriyyah), [Permanency] (al- daimūmah) and [+ Affirmation] 
(al- ta’kīd) of either an action or an attribute. for instance, in Q1:2, Q34:1 
and Q35:1, we encounter the employment of the nominal sentence (al- 
ḥamdu lillāhi … – Praise belongs to god) where the nominal sentence is 
launched through the use of an initial nominalised noun (al- ḥamdu) rather 
than a verb (aḥmidu – I praise). In Q2:2, the employment of the nominalised 
noun (al- maṣdar – nominalisation) (hudā – guidance) instead of using a verb 
(yahdī – to guide) is for the following reasons:

i stylistic elegance, and
ii designating the pragmatic functions of [+ continuity] and 

[+ Permanency].

Similarly, in the context of God’s omnipotence referring to Jesus’ birth 
without a father (allāhu yakhluqu mā yashā’ – god creates what He wills, 
Q3:47), the noun- initial nominal sentence with a main verb is given prefer-
ence over the verb- initial verbal sentence to designate the pragmatic func-
tions of [+ continuity] and [+ Permanency] of god’s ability. We could have 
got a {yakhluqu allāhu mā yashā’}. However, the latter stylistic pattern does 
not convey the performative intent of Q3:47.

7 syntactic structure (kāna + allāhu + two adjectives): This is a major lin-
guistic idiosyncrasy of Qur’anic discourse, as in Q4:17, 99–100, 104, 
130–131, 134 and 170. In Qur’anic linguistics, the auxiliary verb (kāna) 
designates six pragmatic functions:

i eternity and continuity (al- azal, al- istimrāriyyah, lam yazal), as in (kāna 
allāhu ghafūran raḥīmā – god is ever- forgiving and merciful, Q4:96), 
(kāna allāhu calīman ḥakīmā – god is ever- Knowing and Wise, Q4:17) 
and (inna allāha kāna samīcan baṣīrā – Indeed, god is ever Hearing and 
Seeing, Q4:58) where (kāna) refers to the eternal nature of all god’s 
epithets (ṣifātu allāh azaliyyah), that these epithets are not limited by 
time and are continually taking place (mustamirrah). Thus, (kāna) 
semantically entails (God is still and continually having such qualities). 
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god’s epithets are everlasting. Thus, the auxiliary verb (kāna) has 
become tenseless, that is, it does not designate any tense.

ii past tense (al- māḍī), as in (kāna fī al- madīnati tiscatu rahṭin – There 
were in the city nine family heads, Q27:48) where (kāna) designates a 
past event, that is, the presence of the nine family heads took place in 
the past.

iii state (al- ḥāl), as in (kuntum khaira ummatin ukhrijat lil- nāss – You are 
the best nation produced as an example for mankind, Q3:110) where 
(kāna) refers to the status and condition of the muslim nation.

iv future tense (al- mustaqbal), as in (yakhāfūna yawman kāna sharruhu 
mustaṭīrā – They fear a day whose evil will be widespread, Q76:7) 
where (kāna) refers to the future tense meaning (sawfa – will) or (sa – 
the future sīn) → {yakhāfūna yawman sawfa yakūn (sayakūn) sharruhu 
mustaṭīrā}.

v to become (ṣāra), as in (kāna min al- kāfirīn – He (Satan) became of the 
disbelievers, Q2:34) where (kāna) designates a change in status or con-
dition of someone or something.

vi is characterised by (muttaṣifun biṣifah) a given attribute, as in (kāna 
allāhu calīman ḥakīmā – god is ever- Knowing and Wise, Q4:17) where 
(kāna) means (is characterised by an attribute). Thus, the underlying 
meaning of sentences like Q4:17 is {inna allāha muttaṣifun bilcilmi wal-
 ḥikmati – god is characterised by Knowledge and Wisdom}. It is inter-
esting to note that the (kāna) syntactic structure is a dominant feature of 
Q33 where it occurs twenty- four times.

8 parenthesis (parenthetical clause) (al- ictirāḍ): In Q2:24, the parenthetical 
clause (lan tafcalū – you will never be able to) has the perlocutionary effect 
of affirmation. It confirms the disbelievers’ inability to produce a sūrah 
similar to a Qur’anic sūrah. other examples of a parenthetical clause are: 
(wallāhu aclamu bimā waḍacat – god was most knowing of what she 
delivered, Q3:36), (waman yaghfir al- dhunūba illā allāh – and who can 
forgive sins except god?, Q3:135), (min alladhīna ūtū al- kitāba min qabli-
kum wal- kuffāra – the ones who were given the Scripture before you nor the 
disbelievers, Q5:57), (in shā’ allāh āminīn – god willing, safe, Q12:99), 
(wallāhu aclamu bimā yunazzil – and god is most knowing of what He 
sends down, Q16:101) and (wahuwa al- ḥaqqu min rabbihim – and it is the 
truth from their Lord, Q47:2). Let us consider Q23:1–9 as an interesting 
example of parenthesis where parenthetical clauses are placed in square 
brackets:

qad aflaḥa al- mu’minūn. alladhīna hum … walladhīna hum … 
walladhīna hum … walladhīna hum lifurūjihim ḥāfiẓūn [illā calā 
azwājihim aw mā malakat aimānuhum fa’innahum ghairu malūmīn.] 
[faman ibtaghā warā’a dhālika fa’ulā’ika hum al- cādūn.] walladhīna 
hum … walladhīna hum … ulā’ika hum al- wārithūn – The believers 
will certainly have succeeded. Who are.… Who are.… Who are.… 
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Who guard their private parts. [Except from their wives or those their 
right hands possess, for indeed, they will not be blamed.] [But whoever 
seeks beyond that, then those will be the transgressors.] And who (the 
believers) are.… Who are.… Those (the believers) are the inheritors, 
Q23:1–9

It is worthwhile to note that the above sentences are an example of cyclical 
modification where the head noun is (al- mu’minūn – the believers) which is 
modified by six relative pronoun clauses (walladhīna hum – who are) and is 
also modified by the active participle noun (al- wārithūn – the inheritors) in 
the concluding no- main-verb nominal sentence (ulā’ika hum al- wārithūn – 
Those are the inheritors). As a presentation technique of Qur’anic discourse, 
a parenthetical clause is introduced to avoid ambiguity when important legal 
details are required to be explained and to eliminate misunderstanding of 
specific matters. Below, the parenthetical clauses are placed in square 
brackets:
 The first parenthetical clause is: [illā calā azwājihim aw mā malakat 
aimānuhum fa’innahum ghairu malūmīn – except from their wives or those 
their right hands possess, for indeed, they will not be blamed] which 
explains (lifurūjihim ḥāfiẓūn – to guard their private parts) and the second 
parenthetical clause is: [faman ibtaghā warā’a dhālika fa’ulā’ika hum al- 
cādūn] which provides more legal details for the first parenthetical clause.

9 interrogative statement: In Q2:30, we find an interrogative statement (ataj-
calu fīhā man yufsidu fīhā wayasfiku al- dimā’a? – Will you place upon it 
one who causes corruption therein and sheds blood?) The perlocutionary 
effect of this question is to achieve astonishment (al- tacajjub). In Q9:38, 
the interrogative particle (mālakum – What is the matter with you?) 
delivers the illocutionary (communicative) force of psychological reassur-
ance to the addressee and wins his/her heart and mind, that is, to change 
the attitude of the addressee, soften his/her heart and psychologically 
prepare him/her to accept the text producer’s thesis. In Q22:44, an 
acknowledgement interrogative question occurs: (fakaifa kāna nakīr? – 
How terrible was my reproach?) this shows that the addressee acknow-
ledges the fate of the past disbelieving nations. We also have a denial 
interrogative statement in Q37:149 (alirabbika al- banātu walahum al- 
banūn? – Does your Lord have daughters while they have sons?). In 
Q51:24, we have an acknowledgement interrogative statement (hal atāka 
ḥadīthu ḍaifi ibrāhīma al- mukramīn? – Has there reached you the story of 
the honoured guests of Abraham?) In Q79:27, we have a rebuke interroga-
tive statement (a’antum ashaddu khalqan am al- samā’u? – Are you a more 
difficult creation or is the heaven?).

10 cyclical modification: In Q2:163, we encounter the linguistic process of 
cyclical modification where we have a head noun phrase (ilāhukum – your 
Lord), which is repeatedly modified by [ilāhun wāḥidun – one god], [lā 
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ilāha illā hū – there is no deity except Him], [al- raḥmānu – the entirely 
 merciful] and [al- raḥīmu – the especially merciful]. We also encounter 
main verb sentences + a no- main-verb nominal sentence occur as modifiers, 
as in Q5:55 where the head (alladhīna āmanū – those who believe) is cycli-
cally modified by [alladhīna yuqīmūna al- ṣalāta – those who establish 
prayers], [yu’tūna al- zakāta – give zakāt], [hum – they] and [rākicūn – bow]. 
The same applies to Q5:54 where cyclical modification of the head noun 
(qawm – a people, a nation) occurs through assorted modifiers of verbal and 
nominal sentences [yuḥibbuhum – He will love them], [yuḥibbūnahu – they 
will love Him], [adhillatin calā al- mu’minīna – humble towards the 
believers], [acizzatin calā al- kāfirīna – powerful against the disbelievers], 
[yujāhidūna fī sabīli allāhi – they strive in the cause of god] and [lā 
yakhāfūna lawmata lā’im – they do not fear the blame of a critic]. for more 
details on cyclical modification, see chapter 5.

11 shift: In Q2:284, Q3:129, Q5:18 and Q48:14, we encounter the sentence: 
(yaghfiru liman yashā’ wa yucadhdhibu man yashā’ – He will forgive whom 
He wills and punish whom He wills). This is structurally identical but stylis-
tically dissimilar to Q5:40 (yucadhdhibu man yashā’ wa yaghfiru liman 
yashā’ – He punishes whom He wills and forgives whom He wills). This is 
an interesting example of word order shift in Qur’anic discourse. In Q2:284, 
the verb (yaghfiru – to forgive) occurs first and (yucadhdhibu – to punish) 
occurs last. This word order is conditioned by its context where the verb 
(yuḥāsibkum – god will bring you to account) occurs just before the verb 
(yaghfiru – to forgive) in Q2:284 and in Q3:129, the sentence ends with 
(allāhu ghafūrun raḥīm – god is forgiving and merciful). Thus, the context 
focuses on accountability and mercy. The placement of the verb (yaghfiru – 
to forgive) at the beginning of the sentence achieves lexical symmetry, 
thematic continuity and textual coherence. Also, this word order is the result 
of the surrounding lexical co- text in Q3:133–136, which abounds with 
words referring to (raḥmah – mercy) and (maghfirah – forgiveness). 
However, in Q5:40, the sentence begins with the verb (yucadhdhibu) as a 
result of its context represented by Q5:38 which is concerned with the male 
and female thieves and the Islamic legal ruling concerning the punishment 
relevant to theft. The employment of the verb (yucadhdhibu – to punish) fits 
in well stylistically to establish thematic continuity and textual coherence.
 In Q3:35–36, we encounter an interesting grammatical problem which is 
the occurrence for four times of (innī – indeed, I) which is made up of (inna 
+ the subject (I)) followed by a verb (predicate). The first three verbs occur 
in the past tense (nadhartu – pledged), (waḍactu – delivered) and (sammaitu 
– named). However, the fourth verb is employed in the present tense (ucīdhu 
– seek refuge for someone). This is an example of inter- sentential tense 
shift. The shift from the past tense to the present tense is for a perlocution-
ary effect. The present tense verb is used to deliver the pragmatic function 
of continuity of seeking refuge for mary in god (daimūmat al- isticādhah 
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billāh) and making it renewed all the time throughout her life. However, the 
other actions denoted by the past tense verbs do not need seeking refuge in 
God for Mary and do not need to be renewed continually.
 However, Q7:131 provides an interesting example of seven types of 
intra- sentential shift:

i tense shift: We have shift from the past tense verb (jā’a – came) to a 
present tense verb (tuṣīb – to strike, to afflict). The conjunctive particle 
(idhā) collocates with the past tense verb (jā’a) because the past tense 
refers to an action that has indeed taken place. However, the conjunc-
tive particle (in) collocates with the present tense (tuṣīb) because the 
present tense also refers to uncertainty of something that has actually 
taken place.

ii conjunctive particle shift: We have a shift from the conjunctive particle 
(idhā – when, if ) to the conjunctive particle (in – when, if ). The con-
junctive particle (idhā) has the pragmatic functions of multitude and 
abundance (al- kathrah), certainty of something that has or will take 
place, that is, the notion of (al- ḥasanah – the abundant good favours of 
God upon mankind such as rain, fertility, good health, wealth, children, 
hearing, vision, etc.) is guaranteed to take place. Also, when something 
is desired to take place, the particle (idhā) is employed. Thus, (idhā) 
collocates with the positive and desired word (al- ḥasanah). However, 
the conjunctive particle (in – when, if ) has the illocutionary force and 
pragmatic function of rarity. People are rarely afflicted by (saiyi’ah – 
the bad things, the affliction such as poor health, poverty, famine, etc.). 
Also, when something is undesired to take place, as in (saiyi’atun – 
affliction, hardship), the conjunctive particle (in) collocates with it.

iii definite to indefinite noun shift: We have a shift from the definite noun 
(al- ḥasanah) to the indefinite noun (saiyi’ah). The definite article has 
the pragmatic function of multitude and abundance (al- kathrah) and the 
generic meaning (al- macnā al- cāmm), as in Q7:131 (idhā jā’athum al- 
ḥasanatu – When good things (such as prosperity, rain, fertility, chil-
dren, wealth, good health) are bestowed upon them (by God)). The 
definite form of (al- ḥasanatu) also designates the pragmatic function of 
grand honour (al- tafkhīm) since the cause and the performer of the 
action is god. The generic meaning of the definite article refers to 
God’s many different good favours given to mankind regardless of their 
faith, colour or race.

iv positive to negative noun shift: This represents the rhetorical feature of 
antithesis (chiasmus – al- ṭibāq). The rhetorical feature of antithesis is 
represented by the shift from the positive noun (ḥasanah – good things) 
to the negative noun (saiyi’ah – bad things) in Q3:120 and Q4:78.

v pronoun shift: In Q3:180, we encounter pronoun shift where we have 
third person plural pronouns in the verbs (yaḥsabanna – think), 
(yabkhalūna – withhold), (ātāhum – give), (sayuṭawwaqūn – be 
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 encircled) and (bakhilū – withhold). However, a shift to second person 
plural pronoun takes place in the verb (tacmalūn – do). Pronoun shift 
also occurs in Q10:22–23, where we have a second person masculine 
plural pronoun in the verb (yusaiyirakum – to enable you (third person 
plural masculine)) then a pronoun shift is made to the third person mas-
culine plural pronoun in (bihim – with them) which should be (bikum – 
with you), (fariḥū – they rejoice) which should be (fariḥtum – you 
rejoice), (jā’ahum – came upon them) which should be (ja’atkum – 
came upon you (plural masculine)), (ẓannū – they assume) which 
should be (ẓanantum – you (plural masculine)), (-hum – they (third 
person plural masculine)) which should be (-kum – you (second person 
plural masculine)), (-him – them (masculine)) should be (-kum – you 
(plural masculine)), and (dacaw – they supplicate) which should be 
(dacawtum – you (plural masculine) supplicate). Pronoun shift is also 
introduced in Q13:41 where there is a shift from the first person plural 
pronoun (annā – We) to the third person noun (allāhu – god). In 
Q16:51, there is a pronoun shift from the third person (allāhu – god) 
and (huwa – He) to the first person singular (iyyāya – me). Pronoun 
shift can be employed to deliver the perlocutionary effect of exagger-
ated rebuke (al- tawbīkh), as in Q24:12. In this sentence we have a shift 
from the second person plural pronoun in (samictumūhu – you (plural, 
masculine) heard it) to the third person plural in (ẓanna – to think (third 
person plural)), (qālū – they said (third person plural)), (jā’ū – they pro-
duced (third person plural)), and (ya’tū – they produced (third person 
plural)). Also, in Q35:9, there is a shift from third person singular 
pronoun (arsala – (He (god)) sent) to first person plural pronoun 
(suqnāhu – We (god) drove it).

vi shift in morphological form: For instance, in Q6:95, we encounter a 
morphological shift from a verb form (yukhrij – bring out) to an active 
participle form (mukhrij – bring out) to achieve compatibility with the 
lexical co- text in Q6:95 and 96 (fāliq – cleaver), where there are two 
active participles employed. We also observe a morphological shift 
from the ordinary verb form (tastaṭic – to be able to, Q18:78) which is 
on the morphological pattern (tastafil) to the unusual verb form (tasṭic – 
to be able to, Q18:82) which is on the morphological pattern (tasfil). 
This shift is due to contextual reasons. For more details, see Chapter 3, 
Section 3.2, Example 2.

vii noun to verb shift: Shift from the noun (active participle) (ṣāffāt – out-
spread wings) to a verb (yaqbiḍn – occasionally folded in winds) as in: 
(awalam yaraw ilā al- ṭairi fawqahum ṣāffāt wa yaqbiḍn – Do they not 
see the birds above them with wings outspread and sometimes their 
wings folded in?, Q67:19). The active participle noun designates 
[+ Permanency] and [+ continuity] (al- thubūt) while the verb desig-
nates [+ renewability] (al- tajaddud) and [+ Action] (al- ḥudūth). Q67:19 
could have provided either: (active participle + active participle → ṣāffāt 
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+ qābiḍāt) or (verb + verb → yaṣfufn + yaqbiḍn). During flying, the 
birds’ permanent physical characteristic is to outspread their wings 
throughout their flying process but occasionally fold them in. Thus, the 
verb is required to demonstrate that the occasional folding in of wings 
is renewed every now and then by the flying bird. However, the out-
spreading of the wings by the flying bird is a normal permanent and 
continuous flying procedure.

12 conjunctive particles: A pragmatic distinction is made between the condi-
tional particles (idhā – if ) and (in – if ) in Q5:6 and Q7:131. Through this 
sentence, we can claim that the conditional particle (idhā) has a Qur’an-
bound illocutionary (communicative) force and is employed when some-
thing is certain to take place. Thus, its pragmatic function signifies certainty. 
The same applies to Q2:180 and Q81:1–2. Similarly, in Q7:34, Q10:49 and 
Q35:45, the conjunctive particle (idhā) collocates with the word (ajaluhum 
– their time, i.e. death), which is guaranteed to take place. However, the 
conditional particle (in) has an inherent illocutionary force designed for 
something that is not certain to take place, that is, we are not sure whether it 
will take place or not or unsure which one that will take place, as in Q3:144, 
where the conjunctive particle (in) is employed since we are not certain 
whether muḥammad will get killed in a battle or will die a normal death. 
Thus, its perlocutionary effect signifies probability. Therefore, these two 
particles are not semantically, pragmatically and stylistically haphazardly 
employed. To justify this claim, let us consider Q7:131 where both (idhā) 
and (in) occur: (idhā jā’athum al- ḥasanatu qālū lanā hādhih wa in tuṣibhum 
saiyi’atun yaṭṭaiyarū bimūsā waman macahu – When good things are 
bestowed upon them from God, such as rain, welfare, children, good health, 
they say: ‘This is ours by right.’ And if a bad condition, such as famine, 
drought, ill health, etc. struck them, they saw an evil omen in Moses and 
those with him). In this example, the conjunctive particle (idhā) is employed 
to designate the pragmatic function of (something that is guaranteed to take 
place (rājiḥ)). In other words, god’s favours (al- ḥasanah), as a generic noun, 
definitely takes place all the time to all mankind regardless of their faith, 
colour or race. However, the conjunctive particle (in) is employed for a dis-
tinct illocutionary (communicative) force, namely, to designate the prag-
matic function of (something that rarely takes place), such as affliction, ill 
health, famine, etc. For more details on the distinction between the partially 
synonymous conjunctive particles (idhā) and (in), see chapter 6, Section 
6.6.1.1.1. It is also interesting to note that, syntactically, the noun (al- 
ḥasanatu – all good things bestowed upon mankind such as rain, fertility, 
children, wealth, good health, etc.) occurs in the definite noun to semanti-
cally entail a generic meaning and a pragmatic function of paucity (al- 
kathrah) since it is related to God being the cause and the performer of these 
good actions. However, grammatically, the noun (saiyi’atun – an evil) is 
employed in the indefinite form to semantically entail a limited/specific 
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meaning and a pragmatic function of rarity (al- qillah) as a test by God to 
mankind when rarely causing affliction to them. It is also interesting to note 
that the conjunctive particle (idhā) is employed in Q2:282 and Q5:6 to 
designate a prescribed legal obligation (taklīf ḥatmī). In other words, (the 
writing down of a loan contract) and (the rise to perform prayer) are con-
sidered as obligatory and prescribed legal obligations. To deliver this illocu-
tionary force, the conjunctive particle (idhā) is employed to safely guarantee 
the text’s performative nature, that is, its intended meaning.
 In Q24:2, we have a negated sentence beginning with (lā – no) followed 
by a conditional sentence beginning with (in – if ): (lā ta’khudhkum bihimā 
ra’fatun fī dīn allāh – do not be taken by pity for them in the religion of 
god) (in kuntum tu’minūna billāhi wal- yawmi al- ākhiri – if you should 
believe in God and the last day). This is for the perlocutionary effect of 
motivating the reader to keep his/her faith firm.
 In Q19:22–27, we encounter the recurrent employment of the conjunc-
tive particle (fa). This is for the pragmatic function that something will take 
place immediately. It is worthwhile to note that the conjunctive particle (fa) 
is pragmatically contrasted with (thumma – then), which signifies no 
urgency but delay in action. The (fa) depicts an image that something will 
happen right now without delay. This pragmatic meaning is also explained 
in Q80:17–22 where sentence 19 employs the conjunctive particle (fa) to 
signify the immediate action of giving destiny to the newly created foetus. 
After a long while, the newborn baby grows up and God eases the way for 
him/her; thus, the use of the particle (thumma); then, the baby becomes 
adult, then dies; thus, the use of (thumma); immediately after his/her death, 
burial takes place; thus, the use of the particle (fa) (thumma amātahu fa 
aqbarah – Then, He (god) causes him/her to die and provides immediately a 
grave for him/her); then, after a long time in the distant future, he/she will 
be resurrected; thus, the employment of the conjunctive particle (thumma). 
We encounter the same recurrent occurrence of the conjunctive particles (fa) 
and (thumma) in Q23:12–16. It can be claimed that the particle shift is time 
based. This is also supported by Q20:121–122. Based on the three time 
factors: (i) the action has taken place immediately, (ii) it has been delayed 
for a while, or (iii) it has been delayed for a long time, the selection of one 
of the three conjunctive particles (fa), (wa) or (thumma) can be made 
accordingly. This is demonstrated further by (fa akalā minhā fa badat 
lahumā saw’ātuhumā wa ṭafiqā yakhṣifāni calaihimā min waraqi al- jannati 
wa caṣā ādamu rabbahu fa ghawā thumma ijtabāhu rabbuhu fa tāba calaihi 
wa hadā – And Adam and his wife ate of it, and their private parts became 
apparent to them, and they began to fasten over themselves from the leaves 
of paradise, and Adam disobeyed his Lord and erred. Then his Lord chose 
him and turned to him in forgiveness and guided him, Q20:121–122).

13 the active participle (ism al- fācil): The employment of the active participle 
occurs recurrently in Qur’anic discourse instead of the verb. For instance, 
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the active participle (khāliq – creator) rather than (yakhluq – to create) has 
been observed in Q6:102, Q13:16, Q15:28, Q35:3, Q38:71, Q39:62, Q40:62 
and Q59:24. The active participle designates:

i an action (al- ḥadath) and its doer (fācil al- ḥadath),
ii an everlasting attribute (ṣifat al- thubūt),
ii a permanent attribute (state) of someone or something (ṣifat al- 

thubūt), and
iii a permanent attribute (ṣifah) of the doer of an action (ṣifat fācil al- 

ḥadath).

In Q27:3 (alladhīna yuqīmūna al- ṣalāta wa yu’tūna al- zakāta wa hum bil- 
ākhirati hum yūqinūn – who establish prayer and give zakāt, and of the 
hereafter they are certain) where we have two initial verbs (yuqīmūna – 
establish) and (yu’tūna – give), which designate the communicative force of 
[+ Interrupted Action] since one prays at different times and gives charity 
every now and then. However, the pronoun- initial nominal sentence (hum 
bil- ākhirati hum yūqinūn – of the hereafter they are certain) has a more 
powerful and distinct illocutionary force: [+ Perpetuality] (al- azaliyyah), [+ 
eternity] (al- abadiyyah), [+ continuity] (al- istimrāriyyah), [Permanency] 
(al- daimūmah) and [+ Affirmation] (al- ta’kīd) of the firm belief in the here-
after and to achieve the permanent attribute of a true believer. In Q29:3 
(falayaclamanna allāhu alladhīna ṣadaqū walayaclamanna al- kādhibīn – god 
will surely make evident those who are truthful, and He will surely make 
evident the liars), where a verb is employed first (ṣadaqū – are truthful) fol-
lowed by an active participle noun (al- kādhibīn – the liars). The illocution-
ary (communicative) force of this shift from a verb to a noun is due to the 
Qur’anic linguistic fact that the noun (active participle) has the pragmatic 
function of: [+ Perpetuality], [+ eternity], [+ continuity], [+ Permanency] 
and [+ Affirmation] of either an action or an attribute. To achieve this illo-
cutionary force, the verbal syntactic structure {alladhīna kadhabū – those 
who lied} is avoided. other examples of the active participle are Q2:58 (al- 
muḥsinīn – the doers of good), Q2:83 (mucriḍūn – refusing), Q2:106 (qadīr 
– over all things competent), Q2:116 (qānitūn – devoutly obedient), Q3:178 
(muhīn – humiliating), Q7:45 (kāfirūn – disbelievers), Q16:23 (al- 
mutakabbirīn – the arrogant), Q21:90 (khāshicīn – humbly submissive) and 
Q21:94 (kātibūn – recorders). for further details on the active participle, see 
Chapter 3, Section 3.5.

14 the passive participle (ism al- mafcūl): This has occurred recurrently in 
Qur’anic discourse, as in Q15:26 (masnūn – altered black mud), Q15:34 
(rajīm – expelled) and Q15:48 (mukhrajīn – be removed), Q17:78 (mashhūd 
– witnessed), Q17:81 (zahūq – bound to depart), Q21:101 (mubcadūn – far 
removed), Q23:6 (malūmīn – be blamed) and Q23:82 (mabcūthūn – be res-
urrected), Q25:23 (manthūr – dispersed), Q26:52 (muttabacūn – be pursued), 
Q80:13 (mukarramah – honoured) and Q80:14 (muṭahharah – purified).
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15 the absolute object (al- mafcūl al- muṭlaq): This is a recurrent grammatical 
landmark of Qur’anic discourse, as in Q69:14 (dakkatan – one blow), 
Q71:22 (makran – conspiracy), Q73:4 (tartīlā – recitation), Q73:8 (tabtīlā – 
devotion), Q73:10 (hajrā – avoidance), Q76:23 (tanzīlā – sending down), 
Q78:28 (kidhdhābā – denial), Q80:25–26 (ṣabbā – … shaqqā – pouring 
down … splitting), Q89:21 (dakkan dakkan – pounding and crushing) and 
Q89:20 (ḥuban – love).

16 foregrounding: This is a syntactic process which produces an illocutionary 
(communicative) force through making a sentence constituent more salient 
than others in terms of word order. Q6:137 is a unique example where the 
foregrounded subject is (shurakā’uhum – their partners). In Q10:61, we 
have an interesting example of the influence of context on foregrounding. 
In this sentence, we have the word order: (… fī al- arḍi walā fī al- samā’i – 
within the earth or within the heaven), where the noun (al- arḍi – the earth) 
occurs before the noun (al- samā’i – the heaven) while it is expected to 
occur after (al- samā’i) since (al- arḍi) is part of the sky. Thus, the expected 
word order is: {… fī al- samā’i walā fī al- arḍi – within the heaven or within 
the earth}. Since the context of the sentence is concerned with people, 
their provision and what is lawful or unlawful for them, the word (al- arḍi) 
occurs first before (al- samā’i) to achieve textual thematic coherence. fore-
grounding occurs in Q22:36, where the object noun (al- budna – the camels 
and cattle) is placed sentence- initially. Foregrounding also occurs in 
Q34:28 (wamā arsalnāka illā kāffatan lil- nāsi – We (god) have not sent 
you except comprehensively to mankind), where the unmarked (usual) 
word order is {wamā arsalnāka illā lil- nāsi kāffatan}. In Q35:28, the 
object noun (allāha – god) is foregrounded to designate the perlocutionary 
effect of exclusiveness of fear of God to the subject noun (al- culamā’ – 
those who have knowledge). other examples of foregrounding are: Q6:40 
(aghaira allāhi tadcūn – Is it other than god you would invoke?) whose 
unmarked (usual, without foregrounding) pattern is: {atadcūna ghaira 
allāhi}; Q12:108 (calā baṣīratin anā waman ittabacanī – with insight, I and 
those who follow me) whose unmarked structure is: {anā waman ittabacanī 
calā baṣīratin}; Q39:66 (bal allāha facbud – rather, worship god) whose 
unmarked pattern is: {bal facbud allāha}; Q45:36 (falillāhi al- ḥamdu – to 
god belongs praise) whose unmarked pattern is: {fal- ḥamdu lillāhi}; 
Q74:3 (rabbaka fakabbir – your Lord glorify) whose unmarked pattern is: 
{fakabbir rabbaka}; and Q82:19 (al- amru yawma’idhin lillāhi – the 
command, that day, is with god) whose unmarked pattern is: {lillāhi al- 
amru yawma’idhin}.

17 pronouns: The demonstrative pronoun (dhālika – this, that) performs two 
distinct perlocutionary effects:
i glorification (al- tacẓīm), as in Q2:2, where (al- kitāb – the Book) is glo-

rified, and in Q19:34 where (cīsā – Jesus) is glorified through the 
demonstrative pronoun (dhālika), and
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ii frightening (al- tahwīl wal- takhwīf ), as in Q9:63, where (al- khizyu al- 
caẓīm – the great disgrace). The employment of the demonstrative 
pronoun (dhālika) is to frighten the addressee in an attempt to help him/
her avoid ‘the great disgrace’.

In Q18:75, we encounter the employment of two pronouns referring to the 
same addressee (laka innaka – to you, you). This is for the perlocutionary 
effect of additional rebuke to the addressee (Moses) for his impatience and not 
adhering to what has been agreed with al- Khiḍr earlier, namely, not to ask 
again. However, in Q18:73, we observe only one pronoun (innaka – you). In 
Q18:79–81, we observe a pronoun shift from the first person singular (I) in 
(aradtu – I wanted) to first person plural (we) in (fakhashīnā – we feared) and 
(fa’aradnā – we wanted). The shift to the plural pronoun in Q18:80–81 can be 
attributed to the assonance involved in these two sentences. Also, in Q27:3 
(hum bil- ākhirati hum yūqinūn – They of the hereafter they are certain), the 
pronoun (hum – they) is repeated for the perlocutionary effect of affirmation. 
However, the first one is designed to create a nominal sentence through the 
initial pronoun as a subject in order to achieve the illocutionary (communica-
tive) force of: [+ Perpetuality], [+ eternity], [+ continuity], [Permanency] and 
[+ Affirmation] of either an action or an attribute.
 An interesting feature of Qur’anic discourse in terms of pronouns is the 
occurrence of subject double pronouns referring to god, as in (annī anā – I 
I, Q15:49), (innā naḥnu – We We, Q15:9, Q19:40 and Q76:23) and (innī 
anā – I I, Q20:12 and Q28:30). The perlocutionary effect of double pro-
nouns is to achieve affirmation of the subject.

18 semantic contrastiveness: In Qur’anic linguistics, the notion of semantic 
contrastiveness is represented by examples like Q112:1 (aḥad – one) and 
(wāḥid – one), Q3:40, Q19:5 (imra’ah) and Q21:90 (zawjah), Q2:60 
(infajara) and Q7:160 (inbajasa), Q7:171 (jabal) and (ṭūr), Q4:154 (nataqa) 
and (rafaca), Q81:6 (sujjirat) and Q82:3 (fujjirat). For more details on 
semantic contrastiveness, see Chapter 3, Section 3.4.

19 lexical cohesion: In Qur’anic linguistics, lexical cohesion is a linguistic 
feature of Qur’anic discourse and contributes to the cohesiveness of the 
Qur’anic text. Lexical cohesion is achieved through:

i the repetition of lexical items, as in Q2:261, 262, 264, 265, 267, 270, 
272 and 274, where the lexical item (yunfiq – spend) is repeated, Q5 
where the lexical item (yattaqī – fear god) is repeated ten times, Q6 
where the lexical item (kadhdhaba – to disbelieve) is repeated thirteen 
times, and Q30:54 where the noun (ḍacf – weakness) is repeated three 
times, the noun (quwwah – strength) is repeated twice, the verb 
(khalaqa – created) is repeated twice and the verb (jacala – made) is 
repeated twice.

ii the repetition of phrases, as in Q27:60–64 (a’ilāhun maca allāh? – Is 
there a deity with god?), Q30:20–25 (wamin āyātih – and of His 
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(god’s) signs), Q54:16, 18, 21, 30, 37 and 39 (fakaifa kāna cadhābī 
wanudhur – how severe were my (god’s) punishment and warning), 
Q55 (fabi’aiyi ālā’i rabbikumā tukadhdhibān? – So which of the favours 
of your Lord would you deny?), Q77 (wailun yawma’idhin lil- 
mukadhdhibīn – woe, that day to the deniers) and Q94:5–6 (inna maca 
al- cusri yusrā – for indeed, with hardship will be relief ).

iii synonyms, as in (gharābīb sūd – extremely black, Q35:27), (ḍaiyiqan 
ḥarajan – tight and constricted, Q6:125). Similarly, (famā wahanū … 
wa mā ḍacufū wa mā istakānū – They never lost assurance …, nor did 
they weaken or submit, Q3:146), where the verbs (wahana), (ḍacufa) 
and (istakāna) are synonyms. macro- level synonymy also takes place in 
Qur’anic discourse, where we encounter synonyms in different sūrahs, 
as in (al- raib – doubt, Q2:2) and (al- shakk – doubt, Q11:62), (yakhshā – 
fear, Q35:28) and (yakhāf – fear, Q27:10). for more details on synon-
ymy in Qur’anic discourse, see Chapter 3, Section 3.5.

iv antonyms, as in Q18:29 (yu’min – to believe) and (yakfur – to disbe-
lieve), in Q39:71, 73 (jahannam – hell), (jannah – paradise), in Q53:45 
(al- dhakar – the male) and (al- unthā – the female), and in Q30:54 (ḍacf 
– weakness) and (quwwah – strength).

20 affirmation tools: In Qur’anic linguistics, the linguistic mechanism of 
making a notion more salient than other notions is executed through affir-
mation particles. The perlocutionary effects of an affirmation particle are: 
affirmation of a notion, highlighting a given proposition and relaying the 
text producer’s intended goal to the addressee. There are three categories of 
affirmation particles: single, double and triple affirmation particles. The 
affirmation tools employed in Qur’anic discourse include the following:

i single- particle affirmation, such as the use of emphatic (inna) or (qad), 
as in:

inna wacda allāhi ḥaqq – The promise of god is truth, Q10:55

The particle (qad) is also employed for affirmation especially when the 
context refers to the hypocrites, as in:

qad yaclamu allāhu alladhīna yatasallalūna minkum liwādhan – 
God is indeed aware of those of you who steal away surrepti-
tiously, Q24:63

qad yaclamu allāhu al- mucawwiqīna minkum – god is indeed aware 
of those of you who hinder others, Q33:18

ii double- particle affirmation: Double- particle stress is achieved through 
(inna) plus the letter /l/ (the (la) lām of affirmation) used in the predi-
cate part of the sentence, as in:

inna allāha la maca al- muḥsinīn – Indeed, god is with the doers of 
good, Q29:69
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ajacala al- ālihata ilāhan wāḥidan inna hādhā la shai’un cujāb – Has 
he made the gods only one god? Indeed, this is a curious 
thing, Q38:5

inna al- sācata la ātiyatun lā raiba fīhā – Indeed, the hour is coming, 
no doubt about it, Q40:59

If we want to counter an opponent’s argument and try to convince him/her 
of our own views, we need to stress our message and repeat it more than 
once. Instead of repeating the same message three times, Arabic has the sty-
listic facility of using double- particle stress to do that. This has taken place 
in the second Qur’anic structures above because the message is addressed to 
the unbelievers (rejecters), who reject God’s views.

iii triple- particle affirmation: This stylistic affirmation mechanism is 
represented by the affirmation tools (inna + the letter /l/ the (la) lām of 
affirmation + detached pronoun), as in:

innahum la hum al- manṣūrūn. wa inna jundanā la hum al- ghālibūn 
– Indeed, they would be those given victory. Indeed, our soldiers 
will be those who overcome, Q37:172–173

inna hādhā la huwa al- qaṣaṣu al- ḥaqq – Indeed, this is the true 
narration, Q3:62

inna allāha la huwa al- cazīzu al- ḥakīmu – Indeed, god is the 
Exalted in Might, the Wise, Q3:62

where the three stylistic particles (inna), the affirmation letter (la-) which is 
cliticised onto the detached pronoun (huwa – he), and the detached pronoun 
(huwa) are effectively employed for the perlocutionary effect of affirmation, 
where the addressee’s state of mind is denial (inkār) of muḥammad’s 
prophethood as represented by Q3:61 and of monotheism as represented by 
the end of Q3:62.
 for more details on affirmation tools and translation problems, see 
Chapter 6, Section 6.6.1.3.3.

21 restriction tools: These are referred to in Arabic as (adawāt al- qaṣr (al- ḥaṣr)) 
and have the entailment of (something is being exclusive to someone or 
something). Their perlocutionary effect is denial (al- inkār). These include:

i (innamā – only), as in Q2:173, Q3:20, Q7:187, 203, Q9:93, Q21:108, 
Q42:42 and Q46:23

ii (mā … illā – no … except), as in Q3:62, 144, Q5:117 and Q36:15
iii (lā … illā – no … except), as in Q37:35
iv the detached pronoun (ḍamīr al- faṣl) (huwa), as in Q2:5, Q3:62, Q42:9 

and Q108:3
v the sentence- initial noun of a main verb sentence (al- musnad ilaihi – 

someone/something to which the action of the verb is attributed), as in 
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Q13:26 (allāhu yabsuṭu al- rizq – god extends provision), Q33:4 (allāhu 
yaqūlu al- ḥaqq – god says the truth) and Q39:23 (allāhu nazzala aḥsana 
al- ḥadīth – god has sent down the best statement)

vi the foregrounded prepositional phrase, as in Q1:5 (iyyāka nacbudu – 
You we worship) and Q3:158 (la’ilā allāhi al- maṣīr – unto god you will 
be gathered).

22 deanthropomorphism particles: In Qur’anic studies, the expression (dean-
thropomorphism) means (al- tanzīh), which means the elimination of god 
from any human qualities. In Qur’anic linguistics, we encounter four dean-
thropomorphism particles which are all negation particles meaning (no) 
whose illocutionary force is to affirm the notion of deanthropomorphism:

i (laisa), as in (laisa kamithlihi shai’ – There is nothing like unto Him, 
Q42:11).

ii (lam), as in (lam yalid wa lam yūlad – He neither begets nor is born, 
Q112:3).

iii (mā), as in (mā kāna rabbuka nasiyyā – Never is your Lord forgetful, 
Q19:64).

iv (lā), as in (lā ta’khudhuhu sinatun wa lā nawm – Neither drowsiness 
overtakes Him nor sleep, Q2:255).

23 light affirmation nūn /n/ and majestic nūn /n/: In Q96:15, the verb (lanasfa-
can – to drag) ends with the light affirmation nūn /n/ letter (nūn al- tawkīd al- 
khafīfah). However, orthographically, it is written with an additional 
word- final (alif ) letter which is transliterated as a short vowel /a/ → (lanas-
faca). This spelling is according to the cuthmānic codex (Qur’an master 
copy) and has been authorised later on by the Baṣrah school of grammar. 
However, the Kūfah school of grammar does not approve of this spelling 
and drops the additional short vowel (the alif letter /a/). The same applies to 
Q12:32 (layakūna – will be). The transliteration does not illustrate this 
orthographic distinction. Another type of (nūn /n/) is the majestic nūn, 
which is referred to in Arabic as (nūn al- caẓamah). This is prefixed to a verb 
that refers to god, as in (nazid – We (god) increase, Q42:23). 

24 Theme- rheme (al- muḥaddath canhu) sentences: This is a syntactic process 
in which the initial noun (phrase) acts as a Theme (al- muḥaddath canhu) 
and the rest of the sentence acts as the rheme (al- muḥaddath). grammati-
cally, the Theme is a foregrounded noun (phrase) but most importantly, it 
takes the nominative case regardless of its underlying (original) grammati-
cal function and case ending.

Examples of Theme- Rheme sentences are:

tilka al- rusulu faḍḍalnā bacḍahum calā bacḍ – Those messengers, some 
of them We caused to exceed others, Q2:253

where the Theme is the noun phrase (tilka al- rusulu – those messengers), the 
rheme is (faḍḍalnā bacḍahum calā bacḍ – some of them We caused to exceed 
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others), and the coreferential pronoun is (-hum – them) referring to the 
object noun phrase (tilka al- rusulu) acting as a Theme.

al- nāru wacadahā allāhu alladhīna kafarū – It is the fire which god has 
promised those who disbelieve, Q22:72

where the Theme is the noun (al- nāru – the fire), the rheme is (wacadahā 
allāhu alladhīna kafarū – has promised those who disbelieve) and the coref-
erential pronoun is (-hā – it) referring to the object noun (al- nāru) acting as 
a Theme.

al- nāru yucraḍūna calaihā – The fire, they are exposed to it, Q40:46

where the Theme is the noun (al- nāru – the fire), the rheme is (yucraḍūna 
calaihā – are exposed to it) and the coreferential pronoun is (-hā – it) refer-
ring to the object noun (al- nāru) acting as a Theme.

tilka al- amthālu naḍribuhā lil- nāss – These examples, We present to the 
people, Q29:43 and Q59:21

where the Theme is the noun phrase (tilka al- amthālu – these examples), the 
rheme is (naḍribuhā lil- nāss – present to the people) and the coreferential 
pronoun is (-hā – them) referring to the object noun (tilka al- amthālu) acting 
as a Theme.
 For more details, see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1, Point 36.

4.5  Major rhetorical features of Qur’anic discourse
The prominent rhetorical features that are encountered in Qur’anic discourse 
include:

1 Alliteration (al- mujānasah al- istihlāliyyah): Alliteration is a rhetorical 
feature that is concerned with the repetition of the same initial vowel or con-
sonant letter in either the same sentence or in consecutive sentences. For 
instance, alliteration is achieved through:

i the initial vowel (alif ) which is transliterated as either /a/ or /i/, as in 
Q2:33 (alam aqul), Q2:34 (illā iblīs), Q36:14 (idh arsalnā ilaihim 
ithnain), Q54:1 (iqtarabat al- sācatu inshaqqa al- qamaru), Q43:79 (am 
abramū amran) and Q67:22 (ahdā amman).

ii the initial consonant (fā’ – /f/), as in Q2:64 (falawlā faḍlu – if not for 
the favour), Q33:71 (faqad fāza fawzan – has certainly attained a great 
attainment) and Q34:16 (fa’acraḍū fa’arsalnā – they turned away, so We 
sent).

iii the initial consonant (mīm – /m/), as in Q2:114 (mimman manaca 
masājida), Q11:48 (mimman macak – from those with you), Q27:50 
(makarū makran makarnā makran – they planned a plan, and We 
planned a plan), Q54:15 (min muddakir – any who will remember), 
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Q77:20 (min mā’ mahīn – from a disdained liquid) and Q68:46 (min 
maghramin muthqalūn – by debt burdened down).

iv the initial consonant (nūn – /n/), as in Q36:12 (naḥnu nuḥyī).
v the initial consonant (shīn – /sh/), as in Q36:14 (shufacā’uhum shai’an).

2 Antithesis (chiasmus) (al- ṭibāq), (al- muqābalah) and (al- taṣālub): This is 
concerned with the semantic contrast between two words, phrases or sen-
tences. Antithesis achieves two functions:

i a semantic function of strengthening and affirming the meaning, and
ii a psychological function of persuasion and making the message well 

established in the reader’s/hearer’s mind.

In Q2:26–27 and Q2:33, we encounter antithesis (chiasmus). This is between 
(āmanū – believed/ kafarū – disbelieved), (al- samāwāt – heavens/ al- arḍ – 
earth) and (tubdūn – reveal/ taktumūn – conceal). Antithesis is also found in 
Q2:154 in (aḥyā’ – alive) and (amwāt – dead), in Q2:213 (mubashshirīn – 
bringers of good tidings/ mundhirīn – warners) and in Q2:216 (kurhun – 
hateful, takrahū – hate/ khairun – good, tuḥibbū – love/ sharrun – bad). In 
Q3:103, antithesis is represented by the two nouns (acdā’an – enemies) and 
(ikhwānan – brothers). In Q3:106, the verbs (tabyaḍḍu – turn white) and (tas-
waddu – turn black) are antithesis. In Q3:110, we encounter antithesis verbs 
(ta’murūn – enjoin) and (tanhawna – forbid), nouns (al- macrūf – right) and 
(al- munkar – wrong), and nouns (al- mu’minūna – believers) and (al- fāsiqūna 
– disobedient). Antithesis is also in Q7:25 through the verbs (taḥyawn – live) 
and (tamūtūn – die), and in Q9:82, antithesis is in the verbs (yaḍḥakū – to 
laugh) and (yabkū – to cry), and (qalīlan – a little) and (kathīran – a lot). Anti-
thesis in Q10:49–50 is in the nouns (nafcan – benefit) and (ḍarran – harm), and 
(bayātan – by night) and (nahāran – by day). In Q13:8, antithesis is in the 
verbs (taghīḍ – lose) and (tazdād – exceed).
 on the macro textual level, we can argue that antithesis is represented by 
the beginning and the end of Q23:1 and 117: (qad aflaḥa al- mu’minūn – 
certainly the believers will have succeeded) and (innahū lā yufliḥu al- 
kāfirūn – indeed, the disbelievers will not succeed). 

3 Assonance (al- tajānus al- ṣawtī): This is represented by Q91 and Q92 
through the final long vowel /ā/ of the last word of the sentence.

4 Asyndeton (al- faṣl): This is the absence of a conjunctive particle either 
intra- sententially or inter- sententially. Asyndeton occurs for the pragmatic 
function of affirmation and for the following reasons: 

i when god’s epithets are listed, as in (al- maliku al- quddūsu al- salāmu 
al- mu’minu al- muhaiminu al- cazīzu al- jabbāru al- mutakabbiru – the 
Sovereign, the Pure, the Perfection, the Bestower of faith, the over-
sear, the Exalted in Might, the Compeller, the Superior, Q59:23) and 
(al- maliku al- quddūsu al- cazīzu al- ḥakīmu – the Sovereign, the Pure, 
the Exalted in Might, the Wise, Q62:1). 
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ii when descriptive phrases or clauses describe the same person or 
thing, and most commonly the description of god, as in (allāh al- 
cazīz al- calīm ghāfir al- dhanb shadīd al- ciqāb dhī al- ṭawl lā ilāha illā 
hū – god, the exalted in might, the Knowing, the forgiver of sin, 
accepter of repentance, sever in punishment, owner of abundance. 
There is no deity except Him, Q40:1–3), (allāhu aḥad. allāhu al- 
ṣamad. lam yalid – god is one. god, the eternal refuge. He does not 
beget, Q112:1–3) and (allāhu … lahū al- asmā’u al- ḥusnā yusabbiḥu 
lahu mā fī al- samāwāti wal- arḍi – god … to Him belong the best 
names. Whatever is in the heavens and earth is exalting Him, 
Q59:24). other examples of asyndeton are like Q2:36 (qulnā ihbiṭū 
bacḍukum libacḍin caduwun– We said: ‘go down, enemies to one 
another’). This sentence is asyndetic because the additive conjunc-
tive particle (wa – and) before (bacḍukum) is ellipted. The nominal 
clause (bacḍukum libacḍin caduwun – enemies to one another) 
describes Adam, eve and Satan. In Q45:36 (rabb al- arḍ rabb al- 
cālamīn – Lord of the earth, Lord of the worlds), the phrase (rabb al- 
cālamīn – Lord of the worlds) is descriptive and generic, that is, it 
includes (rabb al- arḍ + rabb al- samāwāt (Lord of the heavens)). In 
Q38:30 (wahabnā lidāwūda sulaimān nicma al- cabd innahu awwāb – 
And to David We gave Solomon. An excellent servant. Indeed, he 
was one repeatedly turning back to god) and in Q38:44 (innā 
wajadnāhu ṣābiran nicma al- cabd innahu awwāb – Indeed, We found 
him patient, an excellent servant. Indeed, he was one repeatedly 
turning back to God) where there is no conjunction because the 
description is of the same person. This also applies when description 
is of the same [– Human], as in (al- ṣāfināt al- jiyād – the poised stand-
ing racehorses) which describe the horses. 

5 Disambiguation (al- tafsīr bacda al- ibhām): We also encounter disambigua-
tion in Q1:7 through the employment of the paraphrase of (al- ṣirāṭ al- 
mustaqīm – the straight path). In other words, through the disambiguating 
expression (ṣirāṭ alladhīna ancamta calaihim – the path of those upon whom 
You have bestowed favour), the addressee now knows the exact meaning of 
(al- ṣirāṭ al- mustaqīm). 

6 epizeuxis (al- tikrār al- tawkīdī (al- tawkīd), Diaphora (al- tawkīd al- lafẓī): At 
text linguistics level, this is referred to as lexical recurrence by Beaugrande 
and Dressler (1981:54), that is, the repetition of the same words or expres-
sions. This is repetition of the same word or phrase in the same sentence or 
in successive sentences. In Q2:3–4, we encounter the rhetorical feature of 
repetition (al- tikrār). Although we have one modified noun (al- muttaqīn – 
the conscious of god), the relative pronoun (alladhīna – who (masculine 
plural)) is repeated twice as a modifier. This is a form of cyclical modifica-
tion of the noun (phrase). for more details on cyclical modification, see 
Chapter 5. 
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 The perlocutionary effects of epizeuxis in Q2:3–4 are:

i to instil the message in the mind of the reader/hearer, and
ii to achieve emotional impact on him/her. 

In Q2:69–71, we have the rhetorical feature of epizeuxis because of the rep-
etition of the questions and answers. The opposite style to epizeuxis is suc-
cinctness (al- ījāz). We also encounter epizeuxis at the macro level as in Q2 
where the word (anfaqa – to spend) has occurred twenty times, such as sen-
tences 3, 215, 219, 254, 261–262, 264–265, 267, 270 and 272–274. In 
Q5:93, the verb (ittaqū – fear) is repeated three times. This is also referred 
to as diaphora (al- tawkīd al- lafẓī), where the same word is repeated for the 
pragmatic purpose of affirmation. epizeuxis in Q7:195 is also introduced 
through the recurrent employment of the interrogative sentence structure 
using the interrogative word (alahum – do they have). The verb (yarḍā – to 
be satisfied) is repeated three times. In Q12:4, we have epizeuxis through 
the verb (ra’aitu – to see). In Q30:54, epizeuxis is represented by the noun 
(ḍacf – weakness), the noun (quwwah – strength) and the verb (jacala – made).
 A unique example of epizeuxis is encountered in Q19 where god’s 
epithet (al- raḥmān – the entirely merciful) has occurred sixteen times. Q55 
provides another example of excessive epizeuxis where the interrogative 
question (fabi’aiyyi ālā’i rabbikumā tukadhdhibān – So, which of the 
favours of your Lord would you deny?) occurs thirty- one times. In Q26, the 
no- main-verb sentence (inna fī dhālika la’āyah – Indeed, in that is a sign) is 
repeated eight times (Q26:8, 67, 103, 121, 139, 158, 174 and 190), the no- 
main-verb sentence (wamā kāna aktharuhum mu’minīn – but most of them 
were not to be believers) is repeated eight times (Q26:8, 67, 103, 121, 139, 
158, 174 and 190) and the no- main-verb sentence (wa’inna rabbaka lahuwa 
al- cazīz al- raḥīm – And indeed, your Lord, He is the exalted in might, the 
Merciful) is repeated eight times (Q26:9, 68, 104, 122, 140, 159, 175 and 
191). epizeuxis is also introduced through the repetition of the verb (alqā – 
to throw) in Q20:65–70 five times. In Q89:21 and 22, (dakkan dakkan – 
pounded pounded) and (ṣaffan ṣaffan – rank upon rank) are examples of 
epizeuxis where the nominalised noun (al- maṣdar) is repeated for the prag-
matic purpose of affirmation. In Q2:282 and Q58:22, epizeuxis is introduced 
through the repetition of the noun (allāh – god) and the pragmatic function 
of epizeuxis is to achieve glorification of the noun. The same applies to the 
epizeuxis example in Q97:1–3, where the phrase (lailat al- qadr – the night 
of decree) is repeated three times for the pragmatic function of glorifying 
the phrase.
 In Q26:19–20, epizeuxis is achieved through the repetition of the word 
(facala – did) four times. epizeuxis as complete sentences occurs seven 
times in Q26 (inna fī dhālika la’āyatan wamā kāna aktharuhum mu’minīn. 
wa’inna rabbaka lahuwa al- cazīzu al- raḥīm – Indeed in that is a sign, but 
most of them were not to be believers. And indeed, your Lord, He is the 
exalted in might, the merciful) in 8–9, 67–68, 103–104, 139–140 and 
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190–191. epizeuxis as complete sentences also occur in Q26:123–126 (kad-
hdhabat cādun al- mursalīn. innī lakum rasūlun amīn. fattaqū allāha wa’aṭīcūn 
– cĀd denied the messengers. Indeed, I am to you a trustworthy messenger. 
So fear god and obey me), Q26:141–144 (kadhdhabat thamūdu al- mursalīn. 
innī lakum rasūlun amīn. fattaqū allāha wa’aṭīcūn – Thamūd denied the mes-
sengers. Indeed, I am to you a trustworthy messenger. So fear God and obey 
me), Q26:161–163 (kadhdhabat qawmu lūṭin al- mursalīn. innī lakum 
rasūlun amīn. fattaqū allāha wa’aṭīcūn – The people of Lot denied the mes-
sengers. Indeed, I am to you a trustworthy messenger. So fear God and 
obey me). 
 In the view of Beaugrande and Dressler (1981:55), recurrence (repeti-
tion) is prominently used to assert and reaffirm one’s viewpoint. This is 
evident in Q101:1–3, where the word (al- qāricah – the striking calamity) is 
repeated three times. However, van Dijk (1969; cf. Beaugrande and 
Dressler 1981:54) suggests that components of concepts recur to support the 
coherence of texts.

7 Head–Tail/Tail–Head (radd al- cajz calā al- ṣadr/radd al- ṣadr calā al- cajz): In 
Q2:207, we observe a tail–head rhetorical relationship (… ibtighā’i marḍāti 
allāh. wallāhu ra’ūfun bil- cibād – … seeking means to the approval of god. 
And god is Kind to His servants) where the tail word (allāh) refers to the 
headword (allāh – god). In Q3:18, we also encounter tail–head (radd al- caj 
calā al- ṣadr) in (qā’iman bil- qisṭ lā ilāha illā hū al- cazīz al- ḥakīm – maintain-
ing creation in justice. There is no deity except Him, the Exalted in Might, 
the Wise) where the tail word (al- cazīz – the exalted in might) refers to the 
head expression (lā ilāha illā hū – There is no deity except Him) and the 
other tail word (al- ḥakīm – the Wise) refers to (qā’iman bil- qisṭ – maintain-
ing creation in justice). In Q6:10, we have head–tail (radd al- cajz calā al- 
ṣadr) where the head is (laqad istuhzi’a birusulin min qablika – already were 
messengers ridiculed before you) and the tail that is related to it is (faḥāqa 
billadhīna sakhirū minhum mā kānū bihi yastahzi’ūn – those who mocked 
them were enveloped by that which they used to ridicule). We also have 
tail–head in Q24:35 (miṣbāḥ miṣbāḥ – a lamp the lamp), Q28:63 (aghwainā 
aghwainā – lead to error lead to error), Q40:79 (minhā minhā – upon which 
from which) where the tail word is (minhā) and the headword is also 
(minhā), Q42:40 (saiyi’ah saiyi’ah – evil act evil act) where the tail word is 
(saiyi’ah) and the headword is also (saiyi’ah), and in Q57:10, Q58:1, Q62:5, 
Q63:1 and Q64:6 (allāh allāh) where the tail word is (allāh – god) and the 
headword is also (allāh).

8 Hyperbole (al- mubālaghah): In Q4:107, we encounter the rhetorical feature 
of hyperbole in the expression (khawwānan athīmā – a habitually sinful 
deceiver). Hyperbole is also introduced in Q7:40 through the expression 
(ḥattā yalija al- jamalu fī sammi al- khiyāṭ – until a camel enters into the eye 
of a needle). In Q14:17, hyperbole is introduced through the expression  
(lā yakādu – hardly be able to) and in Q18:34 it is presented through the 
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sentence (anā aktharu minka mālan wa’acazzu nafarā – I am greater than 
you in wealth and mightier in number of men). Hyperbole is expressed 
through the expression (lā yasmacūna fīhā ḥasīsahā – they will not hear its 
sound, Q21:102) for the pragmatic function of extreme happiness and 
comfort. In Q22:73, we have hyperbole in (lan yakhluqū dhubāban – will 
never create a fly). Hyperbole is also introduced by (yakādu sanā barqihi 
yadhhabu bil- abṣār – The flash of its lightening almost takes away the eye-
sight) in Q24:43. For more details on hyperbole, see Chapter 3, Section 
3.7.2.

9 Imagery (al- taṣwīr al- fannī): This is introduced in Q22:2 (yawma tarawnahā 
tudhhilu kulla murḍicatin cammā arḍacat wataḍacu kullu dhāti ḥamlin 
ḥamlahā watarā al- nāsa sukārā wamā hum bisukārā – on the day you see it 
every nursing mother will be distracted from that child she was nursing, and 
every pregnant woman will abort her pregnancy, and you will see the people 
appearing intoxicated while they are not intoxicated). Imagery is also 
depicted in Q22:19–22 (alladhīna kafarū quṭṭicat lahum thiyābun min nārin 
yuṣabbu min fawqihimu al- ḥamīm. yuṣharu bihi mā fī buṭūnihim wal- julūd. 
walahum maqāmicu min ḥadīd. kullamā arādū an yakhrujū minhā min 
ghammin ucīdū fīhā wadhūqū cadhāba al- ḥarīq – Those who disbelieved will 
have cut out for them garments of fire. Poured upon their heads will be 
scalding water by which is melted that within their bellies and skins. And 
for striking them are maces of iron. Every time they want to get out of hell-
fire from anguish, they will be returned to it. Taste the punishment of the 
burning fire). Imagery is also introduced in Q42:45 (yanẓurūn min ṭarfin 
khafiy – looking from behind a covert glance). In Q44:48, imagery is intro-
duced (thumma ṣubbū fawqa ra’sihi min cadhābi al- ḥamīm – Then pour over 
his head from the torment of scalding water). Imagery is also introduced in 
Q75:29 (waltaffat al- sāqu bil- sāqq – The leg is wound about the leg) to 
depict the horror of the Day of Judgement. In Q89:22–23, we have imagery 
(wajā’a rabbuka wal- malaku ṣaffan ṣaffā. wajī’a yawma’idhin bijahannam – 
Your Lord has come and the angels, rank upon rank, and brought within 
view, that day, is hell).

10 Making something impossible for someone (al- tacjīz): In Q2:94, we have the 
rhetorical feature of making something impossible for someone represented 
by (fatamannaw al- mawta – wish for death).

11 Metaphor (al- isticārah, al- majāz): In Q1:6, we encounter an explicit meta-
phor (al- isticārah al- taṣrīḥiyyah) represented by the noun phrase (al- ṣirāṭ al- 
mustaqīm – the straight path) where a simile relationship is established 
between the expression (al- dīn al- ḥaqq – the true religion) and (al- ṣirāṭ al- 
mustaqīm), that is, (al- dīn al- ḥaqq) is likened to (al- ṣirāṭ al- mustaqīm).
 The notion of (al- khatm – sealing) is attributed to (qulūb – hearts) in 
Q2:7. Thus, the rhetorical feature of proverbial metaphor (isticārah 
tamthīliyyah) is introduced through which an image of a sealed heart is 
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depicted. We can visualise vividly an image of a devise or substance used to 
prevent any message passing to the heart, which is the pivotal centre of 
recognition and emotion. Q2:7 can also be an example of cognitive allegory 
(majāz caqlī).
 In Q2:10, we have explicit metaphor (isticārah taṣrīḥiyyah) where (maraḍ 
– disease) is borrowed and used to describe the heart. The word (maraḍ) 
means (futūr can al- ḥaqq – laxity or lack of interest in accepting the truth).
 In Q2:18, we have explicit metaphor in (ṣummun – deaf ), (bukmun – 
dumb) and (cumyun – blind), in Q2:86 and 174 (yashtarūn – to buy), and in 
Q2:138, the explicit metaphor is (ṣibghat allāh – literally meaning ‘the dye’ 
or ‘paint of God’).
 In Q3:106, 181, 185, Q4:56, Q5:95, Q6:30, 65, 148, Q8:14, Q10:52, 
Q16:94, Q22:9, 25, Q29:55, Q30:41, 46, Q38:8, Q54:37, 39, 48, Q59:15, 
Q64:5 and Q65:9, the verb (dhūqū – taste) is a metaphor and in Q3:118, the 
noun (biṭānah – intimates) is a metaphor because it literally means (lining) 
and usually collocates with dresses that need a lining like a jacket.
 In Q4:2, the expression (ta’kulū amwālahum – consume their properties) 
is a metaphor. The expression (musāfiḥ) in Q4:24 signifies (a person who is 
practising adultery excessively). Thus, it is a metaphor. Metaphor is also 
represented through the verb (aqraḍtum – give a loan) in Q5:12. In Q5:16, 
we have a metaphor in (al- ẓulumāt – darkness) and (al- nūr – light), whose 
underlying meanings are (misguidance) and (guidance) respectively. Meta-
phors are introduced in Q7:26 (libās al- taqwā – the clothing of righteous-
ness), in Q9:111 (ishtarā – to buy) and in Q17:12 (mubṣiratan – literally 
meaning ‘is able to see, has been given sight’). The sentence (wakhfiḍ 
lahumā janāḥa al- dhulli min al- raḥmati – Lower to them the wing of humil-
ity out of mercy, Q17:24) is metaphorical through the employment of the 
noun (janāḥ – wing). In Q18:11 and 14, metaphor is realized through the 
verbs (ḍarabnā – literally meaning ‘to hit’) and (rabaṭnā – literally meaning 
‘to tie up with a rope’) respectively. Metaphor is introduced in Q19:4 (ishta-
cala al- ra’su shaibā – my hair is ashen grey), in Q21:18 (bal naqdhifu bil- 
ḥaqqi calā al- bāṭili fa yadmaghuhu – We dash the truth upon falsehood and 
it destroys it) through the words (naqdhifu – dash) and (yadmaghuhu – 
destroy), in Q22:19 (quṭṭicat lahum thiyābun min nārin – cut out for them 
garments of fire, literally meaning ‘clothes made of fire have been tailored 
for them’), in Q22:55 (yawm caqīm – a sterile day, literally meaning ‘a day 
that cannot produce children’), in Q23:13 (qarār makīn – a firm lodging (a 
safe place)) where the word (qarār) refers to the womb, in Q27:86 (al- nahāra 
mubṣirā – the day has sight, literally meaning ‘it can see’) and in (fārighan – 
empty) in (aṣbaḥa fu’ādu umm mūsā fārighan – The heart of moses’ mother 
has become empty, Q28:10), and in Q41:39 (al- arḍa khāshicah – literally 
meaning ‘the earth is humble to God’).

12 metonymy (kināyah): This is the replacement of an underlying meaning by 
another expression. In Q2:177, we have metonymy represented by the 
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expression (ibn al- sabīl – literally meaning ‘the son of the road’), that is, the 
traveller). We also encounter metonymy in (hunna libāsun lakum wa’antum 
libāsun lahunna – They are clothing for you and you are clothing for them, 
Q2:187) whose underlying meaning is (to have sexual intercourse), and in 
(bāshirūhunna – to approach them, Q2:187) whose underlying meaning is 
(to have sexual intercourse), in Q2:222 (fa’tūhunna – to come to the wife) 
whose underlying meaning is (to have sexual intercourse through the 
vagina), in Q4:21 (afḍā – go in unto each other) and Q4:23 (dakhaltum 
bihinna – unto whom you have gone in) whose underlying meaning is (to 
have sexual intercourse), in Q2:243 (al- mawt – death) which refers to (al- 
ṭācūn – the plague), and in Q2:268 where (al- faḥshā’ – literally meaning 
‘immorality’) means (al- bukhl – to be a miser). It is worthwhile to note that 
the word (al- faḥshā’) has occurred several times in the Qur’an with the 
meaning (immorality, foul deeds, adultery (al- zinā)). However, the only 
time where (al- faḥshā’) occurs with the underlying (metonymy) meaning (to 
be a miser – bakhīl) is in Q2:268. Thus, semantically, (al- faḥshā’) is a 
polyseme, which leads to semantic ambiguity.
 In Q3:119, the expression (caḍḍū calaikum al- anāmila – they bite their 
fingertips) represents metonymy because it is a performative speech act 
whose underlying meaning is (rage). We also find metonymy in Q3:123 
(adhillah – weak) which signifies (weakness), in Q4:124 (naqīr – the speck 
on a date seed) whose underlying meaning is (scarcity), and in Q6:25 
through the nouns (akinnatan – coverings) and (waqrā – deafness).
 In Q5:64 and Q17: 29, we encounter metonymic expressions like (tajcal 
yadaka maghlūlah – to make your hand chained to your neck), (yadu allāhi 
maghlūlah – the hand of god is chained), and Q9:67 (yaqbiḍūna aidiyahum 
– they close their hands) whose underlying (intended) meaning is (being a 
miser). However, the metonymic expression (yabsuṭ al- yadd – stretch the 
hand) designates the underlying meaning of (extreme generosity). In Q5:66, 
the metonymy is represented by the verbal sentence (la’akalū min fawqihim 
wamin taḥti arjulihim – they would have consumed provision from above 
and from beneath their feet) whose underlying meaning is (expansion in 
provision – al- basṭ fī al- rizq). The expression (saqaṭa fī aidīhim – regret 
overcame them) in Q7:149 is metonymy whose underlying meaning reflects 
the perlocutionary effect of regret (al- nadam). The expression (yuqallibu 
kaffaihi – began to turn his hands about) in Q18:42 is a metonymy for 
regret, (khushshacan abṣāruhum – their eyes humbled) in Q54:7 and Q79:9 
designates the underlying meaning of (humility, weakness – al- dhull) which 
is the same meaning reflected by the metonymic expression (nākisū 
ru’ūsihim – hanging their heads) in Q32:12.
 It is worthwhile to note that metonymy can be expressed through a whole 
sentence, as in Q33:11 (hunālika ibtuliya al- mu’minūna wa zulzilū zilzālan 
shadīdan – There the believers were tested and shaken with a severe 
shaking) whose underlying meaning is (fear – al- khawf ). Another example 
of a sentence- metonymy is Q43:18 (awaman yunashsha’u fī al- ḥilyati 
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wahuwa fī al- khiṣāmi ghairu mubīn – So is one brought up in ornaments 
while being during conflict is not evident?) whose underlying meaning is 
(woman – al- mar’ah). It is also interesting to note that the imagery depicted 
by Q22:2 is a sentence- metonymy whose underlying meaning is (the fear, 
panic and terror which people are experiencing during the convulsion of the 
final hour – fazac al- nāss cinda zalzalat al- sācah). In Q44:29, we have 
sentence- metonymy (famā bakat calaihim al- samā’u wal- arḍu wamā kānū 
munḍarīn – the heaven and earth did not weep for them, and they were not 
reprieved) whose underlying meaning is (indifference towards the destruc-
tion of the misguided – cadam al- iktirāth bihalāk al- ḍāllīn). In Q38:23, 
metonymy is introduced by the noun (nacjah – literally meaning ‘ewe’) but 
whose underlying meaning is (woman). We also have a phrase- metonymy 
in (ulī al- aidī wal- abṣār – literally meaning ‘those of hands and vision’, 
Q38:45) but whose intended meaning is (righteous, good deed). In Q49:4, 
metonymy is introduced by the noun (al- ḥujurāt – chambers) whose under-
lying meaning is (place of rest).

13 onomatopoeia (al- muḥākāt al- ṣawtiyyah): This is concerned with the sym-
bolism of sounds and the verbalisation of noises. Examples of onomatopoeic 
expressions in Qur’anic discourse include: (al- qāricah – the striking calam-
ity, Q101:1–3), (ḥasīs – sound, Q21:102), (baṭsh – assault, vengeance, 
Q85:12) and (al- ṣākhkhah – the deafening blast, Q80:33).

14 oxymoron (al- irdāf al- khulfī): This takes place when two antonyms are 
placed next to each other in the same sentence, as in Q2:245 (yaqbiḍ yabsuṭ 
– withhold and grant abundance), Q11:105 (shaqiy sacīd – wretched and 
prosperous) and Q30:54 (ḍacf quwwah – weakness and strength), where the 
two nouns are placed next to each other. oxymoron is also introduced in 
Q22:4 (yuḍilluhu yahdīhi – misguide him, guide him), Q65:7 and Q94:5–6 
(cusrā yusrā – hardship, ease).

15 Parallelism (al- jinās al- ṣarfī/al- muwāzanah/al- mumāthalah). It is also 
referred to as isocolon (al- tarṣīc/al- sajc al- mutawāzī): This occurs when two 
or more words are morphologically identical, as in Q6:26 (yanhawn – 
prevent) and (yan’awn – remote). It also applies to a phrase which is parallel 
in grammatical structure and rhyme with another phrase. In Q82:13–14, we 
have parallelistic structures (inna al- abrāra lafī nacīm. inna al- fujjāra lafī 
jaḥīm – Indeed, the righteous will be in pleasure, and indeed, the wicked 
will be in hellfire). Parallelism (isocolon) also occurs in Q77:1–5, 
Q88:13–14, 15–16, 18–20 and Q100:1–5.

16 Pleonasm (al- iṭnāb): In Q2:79, we encounter pleonasm. This is a semantic 
relation that takes place between two words when one of them is redundant, 
that is, the use of the other word does not add any semantic information 
which the first word has not given. Thus, pleonasm is represented by 
(yaktubūna al- kitāba – they write the Scripture) and (bi’aidīhim – with their 
own hands) since we already know that, the writing process is carried out by 
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the hand and not by something else. The word (bi’aidīhim) is stylistically 
redundant but its perlocutionary effect is to achieve affirmation. In Q6:7, we 
have pleonasm represented by the expression (falamasūhu bi’aidīhim – they 
touch it with their hands) where touching is usually carried out by the hand. 
In Q6:38, pleonasm occurs in the expression (yaṭīru bijanāḥaihi – bird that 
flies with its wings) where the flying of birds usually takes place through the 
wings. Pleonasm is also introduced in Q29:48 (takhuṭṭahu biyamīnik – 
inscribe (a scripture) with your right hand). For more details on semantic 
redundancy, see Chapter 3, Section 3.6.4.

17 Polyptoton (jinās al- ishtiqāq): This is a lexical variation that makes the text 
more cohesive. It is the repetition of a word in different forms that are mor-
phologically related through the verb root. Examples of polyptoton are: 
Q2:43 (irkac (imperative verb) → rākic (active participle noun)), Q3:7 
(mutashābih (adjective) → shabaha (verb)), Q20:105 (yansif (verb) → nasf 
(nominalised noun /maṣdar)), Q35:22, 38 and 39 (yusmic (verb) → musmic 
(active participle noun)), (cālim (active participle noun) → calīm (active 
participle noun)), (kāfir (active participle noun) → kufr (nominalised noun)), 
Q43:79 (abrama (verb) → mubrim (active participle noun)), Q46:15 (nicmah 
(noun) → ancama (verb)), Q53:23 and 27 (asmā’ (noun) → sammā (verb)), 
(yusammī (verb) → tasmiyah (nominalised noun)), Q54:6 (yadcū 
(verb) → dāci (active participle noun)), Q56:4–5 (rajja (verb) → rajj (nomi-
nalised noun)), (bassa (verb) → (bass (nominalised noun)), Q56:69 (anzala 
(verb) → munzil (active participle noun)), Q56:64 (zaraca (verb) → zāric 
(active participle noun)), Q57:11 (yuqriḍ (verb) → qarḍ (noun)), Q69:13 
(nufikha (verb) → nafkhah (noun)), Q69:19 (ṭāfa → ṭā’if ), Q69:10, 13–15 
and 18 (akhadha → akhdhah), (nufikha → nafkhah), (dakka (verb) → dakk 
(nominalised noun)), (waqaca (verb) → wāqicah (noun)) and (khafiya 
(verb) → khāfiyah (noun)).

18 Polysendeton (al- waṣl): Polysendeton is a grammatical process for coordin-
ation (al- caṭf ) between two words, phrases, or sentences. It occurs for the 
following reasons:

i Polysendeton is co- text sensitive, that is, it is conditioned by the co- text 
(the linguistic environment in which the word occurs), as in Q35:8–9 
(afaman … fara’āhu … fa’inna … falā … fatuthīru … fasuqnāhu … 
fa’aḥyainā …) where polysendeton is achieved through the conjunctive 
particle (fa), which does not have an equivalent meaning in English.

ii Polysendeton is used with a list of God’s epithets, as in (huwa al- awwal 
wal- ākhir wal- ẓāhir wal- bāṭin – He is the first and the Last, the Ascend-
ant and the Intimate, Q57:3). Polysendeton is also employed between 
verbs related to god, as in (yuḥyī wa yumīt – He gives life and causes 
death, Q57:2).

iii Polysendeton is used with a list of people’s epithets, as in (… wa al- 
muslimāt wa al- mu’minīn wa al- mu’mināt wa al- qāniṭīn wa al- qāniṭāt 
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wa al- ṣādiqīn wa al- ṣādiqāt wa al- ṣābirīn wa al- ṣābirāt wa al- khāshicīn 
wa al- khāshicāt wa al- mutaṣaddiqīn wa al- mutaṣaddiqāt wa al- ṣā’imīn 
wa al- ṣā’imāt wa al- ḥāfiẓīn furūjahum wa al- ḥāfiẓāt wa al- dhākirīn 
allāha wa al- dhākirāt, Q33:35) where the conjunctive particle (wa – 
and) is employed before each epithet.

iv Polysendeton is employed as a coordination grammatical process 
linking two antonym words, phrases or sentences, as in Q57:3 (huwa 
al- awwalu wal- ākhiru wal- ẓāhiru wal- bāṭinu – He is the first and the 
Last, the Ascendant and the Intimate) where Gods’ epithets are listed 
but they are antonym pairs, that is, opposites. Epithets describing 
people also occur with conjunctive particles, as in (wa al- ṣādiqīna wa 
al- qāniṭīna wa al- munfiqīna wa al- mustaghfirīna bil- asḥār – and the true 
and the obedient and those who spend in the way of God and those who 
seek forgiveness before dawn, Q3:17). An example of polysendeton 
between two phrases is Q45:36 (rabb al- samāwāt wa rabb al- arḍ – Lord 
of the heavens and Lord of the earth) where conjunction is used through 
the additive conjunctive particle (wa – and) between the two antonym 
noun phrases (rabb al- samāwāt) and (rabb al- arḍ) which are coordinated 
(macṭūf calā) to each other because of the antonyms (al- samāwāt) and 
(al- arḍ). However, the third noun phrase (rabb al- cālamīn) is asyndetic 
(without a conjunction) due to its pragmatic function of affirmation and 
the semantic function of being generic, that is, (rabb al- cālamīn) seman-
tically entails the two antonym noun phrases: (rabb al- samāwāt) and 
(rabb al- arḍ). conjunction between two sentences also occurs, as in 
(tu’ti al- mulka man tashā’ wa tanzicu al- mulka mimman tashā’ – You 
give sovereignty to whom You will and You take sovereignty away 
from whom You will, Q3:26–27). Polysendeton is also required for 
antonym phrases related to humans, as in (al- āmirūn bil- macrūf wal- 
nāhūn can al- munkar – those who enjoin what is right and forbid what 
is wrong, Q9:112) and also between adjectives related to humans, as in 
(thaiyibāt wa’abkārā – previously married and virgins, Q66:5).

19 Proverb (al- mathal): In Q2:191, we have a proverb in (al- fitnatu ashaddu 
min al- qatl – the fitnah is worse than killing). In Q11:81, we have a proverb 
(alaisa al- ṣubḥu biqarīb – Is not the morning near?). Another proverb is 
introduced in Q33:53 (allāhu lā yastaḥī min al- ḥaqq – god is not shy of the 
truth).

20 rhetorical question (al- istifhām al- balāghī): In Q2:266, we have a denial 
interrogative sentence (istifhām inkārī) in (ayawaddu aḥadukum an takūna 
lahu jannatun min nakhīlin wa’acnābin … fa’aṣābahā icṣārun fīhi nārun 
faḥtaraqat? – Would one of you like to have a garden of palm trees and 
grapevines … then it is hit by a whirlwind containing fire and is burnt?) 
where the underlying answer is (No, no one would like to have a garden of 
… and then burnt). In Q4:82 (afalā yatadabbarūna al- qur’āna – Do they not 
reflect upon the Qur’an?), we encounter a denial interrogative sentence 
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(istifhām inkārī) meaning (They do not reflect upon the Qur’an). In Q43:66 
(hal yanẓurūna illā al- sācata an ta’tiyahum baghtatan wahum lā yashcurūn? – 
Are they waiting except for the hour to come upon them suddenly while 
they perceive not?), we have a negation interrogative statement meaning (lā 
yanẓurūn – they do not wait).

21 Sarcasm (al- tahakkum) or (al- sukhriyah): Q3:21, Q4:138, Q9:3, 34, 112, 
Q31:7, Q45:8 and Q84:24, provide examples of sarcasm through the verb 
(bashshir – give glad news) whose underlying meaning is sarcastic (give bad 
news). Sarcasm is also introduced in Q13:16 through the expression 
(khalaqū kakhalqihi – who created like His creation), where denial is also 
implied. We also encounter sarcasm in Q20:79 (wamā hadā – did not guide) 
and in Q22:73. Sarcasm is also introduced in Q40:83 through the verb 
(fariḥū – rejoiced).

22 Simile (al- tashbīh): In Q2:17, (mathaluhum kamathali alladhī istawqada 
nāran … – Their example is that of one who kindled a fire) we have prover-
bial simile (tashbīh tamthīlī) through the simile particles (mathal – like) and 
(ka + mathal – like) to achieve a comparison between the conditions of the 
hypocrites and the conditions of a person who kindled a fire to illuminate 
what was around him. However, when it extinguished, he was in darkness 
and could not see. Although reference is made to a person in the singular 
form (alladhī istawqada … ḥawlahu – one who kindled … around him) and 
the coreferential pronouns in (istawqada) and the (-hu – him) are in the 
singular form as well, a change in the number of pronoun is observed in 
(nūrihim … tarakahum … lā yubṣirūn – their light … left them … they 
could not see) where plural pronouns are employed (-him – their), (-hum – 
them) and (-un – they). The expected singular pronouns will produce {nurihi 
… tarakahu … lā yubṣir – his light … left him … he could not see}, which 
all refer to the person who kindled a fire. However, the perlocutionary effect 
of the employment of plural pronouns is to achieve censure (taqbīḥ) and 
rebuke the hypocrites for their repugnant alliance with Satan and the wrong-
doers. In Q2:19, we also encounter a proverbial simile (tashbīh tamthīlī) 
through the simile particle (ka – like): (kaṣaiyibin min al- samā’ – like a rain-
storm from the sky). A comparison is made between Islam as a religion and 
the rain, which is the source of life. The hypocrites’ conditions are also 
compared to (ẓulumāt – darkness), which is an implicit threat through the 
employment of (racd – thunder) and (barq – lightning). In Q2:74, we have 
simile between the heart and the stone. We also encounter metaphor in 
(qasat qulūbukum – your hearts become hardened) and in attributing the fear 
(khashyah – fear (of god)) to the stone. In Q2:187, we have implicit simile 
(tashbīh balīgh) represented by (al- khaiṭ al- abyaḍ min al- khaiṭ al- aswad – 
the white thread of dawn from the black thread (of night)) which are likened 
to dawn (daylight) and the night (darkness).
 In Q2:223, we have implicit simile in (ḥarth – a place of cultivation, a 
place where you sow the seeds). Also in Q2:264 (kamathali ṣafwānin calaihi 
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turābun – is like that of a large smooth stone upon which is dust), and in 
Q2:265 (kamathali jannatin birabwatin – is like a garden on high ground). 
In Q3:117, simile is represented by (kamathali rīḥin – like that of a wind). In 
Q4:140, simile is represented by (innakum idhan mithluhum – indeed, you 
would then be like them). In Q5:32, simile is introduced through the word 
(faka’annamā – as if ). Simile also occurs in Q6:71 through the word (kalladhī 
– like the one) and in Q6:125 through the word (ka’annamā – as though). In 
Q9:109, we have an implicit simile where a comparison is made between a 
person who laid the foundation of his building on righteousness and another 
person who laid the foundation of his building on the edge of a bank about to 
collapse. In Q10:42–43, implicit simile is represented by the words (al- ṣumma 
– the deaf ) and (al- cumya – the blind), where reference is made to people who 
are compared to the deaf and to the blind but they are neither deaf nor blind. 
We also encounter simile in Q11:24 through the simile particle (ka – like) in 
(kal- acmā – like the blind). In Q14:18, there is simile through the particles 
(mathalu – the description of, the example of, Q47:15 and Q24:35) and (ka – 
as, like). Simile is also introduced through (kalamḥ al- baṣar – as a glance of 
the eye) and (kallatī – like she) in Q16:77 and 92 respectively. In Q22:2, 
implicit simile is introduced (watarā al- nāsa sukārā wamā hum bisukārā – 
You will see the people appearing intoxicated while they are not intoxicated), 
where a comparison is made between intoxicated and non- intoxicated people. 
In Q24:39, simile is presented through (kasarabi baqīcatin – like a mirage in a 
lowland). In Q25:23, implicit simile is introduced through the comparison 
between the disbelievers’ deeds and how these deeds are turned by God into 
dispersed dust (waqadimnā ilā mā camilū min camalin fajacalnāhu habā’an 
manthūrā – And We will approach what they have done of deeds and make 
them as dust dispersed). In Q33:6, implicit simile is introduced through the 
phrase (azwājuhu ummahātuhum) meaning (His wives are like their mothers).

23 Synecdoche (al- majāz al- mursal): This takes place when we mention a part 
of a person or thing that refers to the whole of the person or thing or vice 
versa, as in Q2:19 where we encounter synecdoche through the word (aṣābic 
– fingers). The reason why (aṣābic) is a synecdoche is because one cannot 
insert all the finger in his/her ear. You can only put the fingertip in the ear. 
Thus, the relationship is a part- to-whole one. Synecdoche also occurs in 
Q2:25 through the word (al- anhār – rivers) because the rivers flow through 
the trees and not literally underneath them. Thus, it is a whole- to-part rela-
tionship. In Q2:195, Q3:182 and Q8:51, we have synecdoche represented by 
the word (aidīkum – your hands) while the underlying meaning is (anfusi-
kum – your whole body). Thus, the relationship is a part- to-whole one. Syn-
ecdoche is also introduced in Q12:82, Q16:112 and Q21:6 and 75 through 
the noun (qaryah – village) whose underlying meaning is (the people of the 
village). Thus, it is a whole- to-part relationship. Synecdoche is introduced 
through the word (wajh – face) where a part- to-whole relationship is estab-
lished since the underlying meaning of (wajh) is the whole body.
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24 Zeugma (al- cibārah al- jāmicah): This refers to a word used in a context 
with a meaning different from its usual meaning, as in Q5:106 (ḍarabtum). 
In this new context, (ḍarabtum) means (to travel). Semantically, zeugma 
represents semantic ambiguity and is similar to polysemy. The verb 
(ḍaraba) has three distinct meanings: (i) hit, (ii) travel, and (iii) give an 
example. However, the zeugma word (ḍaraba) in Q16:112 means (to give 
an example). In Q6:9, zeugma is introduced through the verb (labasa), 
which has led to semantic ambiguity because it has two different mean-
ings: (i) dress, and (ii) confuse. The second (unusual) meaning is 
employed in Q6:9. Zeugma is also introduced in Q6:60 through the 
verb (jaraḥa), which has three different meanings: (i) wound, (ii) gain, and 
(iii) commit. The second meaning has occurred in Q6:60. Zeugma is also 
represented by the verb (yakhūḍ) which means: (i) wade in water, and 
(ii) talk about. The second meaning is employed in Q6:68. Zeugma is also 
introduced in Q6:156 through the nominalised noun (dirāsatihim – their 
study) whose verb is (darasa) which has many distinct meanings: (i) study, 
learn, (ii) thresh the grain, (iii) obliterate, wipe out, (iv) have sexual inter-
course with a woman, and (v) menstruate. The first meaning is employed 
in Q6:156. The noun (qarn) whose plural form is (qurūn) is a zeugma in 
Q20:128. The word (qurūn) has three meanings: (i) an animal’s horns, 
(ii) century, and (iii) nations. The third meaning is employed in Q20:128. 
Zeugma is also introduced in Q52:12 where the noun (khawḍ) whose verb 
is (yakhūḍ) has two meanings: (i) wade in water, and (ii) discuss, talk 
about. The second meaning is employed in Q52:12.

4.6 Summary
Each linguistic or rhetorical feature of Qur’anic discourse has an illocutionary 
force (pragmatic function). Based on the discussion above, we can note the 
following:

i The unusual (marked) sentence structure is achieved through foregrounding 
and backgrounding for different communicative functions, such as motivat-
ing the reader/hearer and avoiding boredom.

ii A major stylistic feature of Qur’anic discourse is shift which occurs at the 
micro level (intra- sententially). This is represented by pronoun, lexical, 
tense, verb- initial, noun- initial and conjunctive shifts.

iii Shift also occurs at the macro level. This is represented by person, number, 
relative pronoun, gender, definite, indefinite, morphological, word order, 
case ending, tense, lexical and particle shifts.

iv Stylistic variation takes place due to lexical, phonetic, nominal to verbal and 
verbal to nominal changes.

v Ellipsis takes place at sentence level.
vi The ellipted elements are either conjunctive particles, pronouns, nouns or 

verbs.
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vii Some sentences have different modes of reading due to grammatical 
reasons.

viii Some sentences are mutashābihāt. These need to be investigated in terms of 
context and grammatical, lexical and stylistic co- text.

ix Interrogative sentences have specific pragmatic functions.
x long sūrahs have demonstrated the occurrence versus the absence of specific 

grammatical structures. 



5	 Cyclical	modification	in	Qur’anic	
discourse

5.1	 Introduction
Cyclical modification in Qur’anic discourse is an untapped linguistic investiga-
tion – neither by Arab nor Western linguists. This is an empirical investigation 
based on a thorough reading of the entire Qur’anic text, looking for examples. 
The present analysis provides an insight into the recurrence of cyclical modifica-
tion, which is a Qur’an-bound linguistic idiosyncrasy that occurs throughout the 
Qur’an. For instance, it occurs in the first Qur’anic āyah (bism allāh al- raḥmān 
al- raḥīm) and in the last Qur’anic sūrah Q114. The present analysis of the gram-
matical cyclical process of modification presents an interesting insight into the 
inherent nature of the noun (phrase) that is modified recurrently by a noun, a 
noun phrase or a clause. A theoretical discussion of the syntactic notion of modi-
fication will be provided to set the scene for a detailed and exemplified practical 
analysis.
 In the present analysis, the modifiers will be placed in square brackets. Unlike 
English, the head noun occurs before the modifier as an Arabic grammatical 
requirement. However, we can also encounter a syntactic construction in which 
the modifier occurs before the head noun. This is very rare and it is an example 
of foregrounding the modifier for the perlocutionary effects of affirmation and 
highlighting God’s omnipotence, as in the following example:

atadcūna baclan watadharūna [aḥsan al- khāliqīn] allāh [rabbakum] [rabb 
ābā’ikum al- awwalīn] – Do you call upon Bacl and leave the best of crea-
tors, God, your Lord and the Lord of your first forefathers?, Q37:125–126, 
where the backgrounded head noun is (allāh – God) which has been cycli-
cally modified by [aḥsan al- khāliqīn – the best of creators], the noun phrase 
[rabbakum – your Lord] and [rabb ābā’ikum al- awwalīn – the Lord of your 
first forefathers]. At the end of the chapter, the syntactic processes of cycli-
cal imperatives, cyclical conditional clauses and cyclical vocatives are intro-
duced and a distinction is made between these Qur’anic textual features and 
cyclical modification.
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5.2	 What	is	modification?	
The grammatical rules of a given language are tailor- made for its intrinsic lin-
guistic features and syntactic structures. Similarly, a syntactic rule for language 
(A) may not be applicable to language (B). Although there are some universal 
linguistic features among languages, the syntactic rules of one language cannot 
be used for another. This can be attributed to the linguistic incongruity among 
languages. An interesting case in point is cyclical modification in Qur’anic 
Arabic. In terms of Qur’anic linguistics, we can safely claim that the syntactic 
process of cyclical modification in Qur’anic discourse is not a universal lin-
guistic phenomenon. Cyclical modification is a diagnostic account of the seman-
tic componential features of a given noun (phrase).
 The syntactic notion of modification is derived from the verb (modify) 
meaning ‘to specify the inherent features of someone or something’. According 
to O’Grady (1996:225), modifiers are a class of elements that encode optionally 
expressive properties of heads. In other words, grammatically, a modifier is an 
optional element that describes a property of the head (O’Grady 1996:193). 
Also, the modifier has the adjectival function of syntax (Leech 1974:151). 
Semantically, however, a modifier is a specifier which helps to make more 
precise the meaning of the head (O’Grady 1996:186).
 In English, we have three types of modifiers (Leech 1974:151):

i adjectives, as in (rich people),
ii relative clauses, as in (people who own fast cars), and
iii qualifying prepositional phrases, as in (people in Leeds).

In English, a noun (phrase) may optionally have modifiers. If the modifier is 
placed before the noun (phrase), it is called pre- modifier. However, if the modi-
fier is placed after the noun (phrase), it is called post- modifier.
 To set the scene for the practical phase of cyclical modification, let us con-
sider the following theoretical syntactic details:

1 English distinguishes between the following grammatical functions:

i determiners like the definite and indefinite articles (the, a, an), as in (the 
tree, a tree, an orange).

ii modifiers as an adjective where the adjective occurs before a noun to 
form a noun phrase like (a good lady) where we have a determiner (a), 
an adjective (good) and a noun (lady). The indefinite article (a) has the 
grammatical function (determiner), the adjective (good) has the gram-
matical function (modifier), and the noun (lady) has the grammatical 
function (head). Thus, syntactically, we have: determiner + modifier + 
head. The (head) is the modified element in the phrase.

iii modifiers as a noun where the noun occurs before another noun to form 
a noun phrase like (a schoolgirl) where we have a determiner (a), a 
noun (school) and a noun (girl). Grammatically, the noun (school) 
describes the quality of the noun (girl). By form, the word (school) is a 
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noun. However, by grammatical function, the word (school) is ‘adjecti-
val’ because it has undertaken the role of an adjective describing (modi-
fying) a noun which is (girl).

iv modifiers as a relative clause where the relative clause occurs after the 
modified noun, as in (I met the teacher who taught me last year). The 
relative clause (who taught me last year) has the grammatical function 
of a modifier of the noun (teacher).

v modifiers as a prepositional phrase where the prepositional phrase 
occurs after the modified noun, as in (I know the man in the shop). The 
propositional phrase (in the shop) has the grammatical function of a 
modifier of the noun (man).

vi modifiers as a gerund (participial) where the gerund occurs before the 
modified noun, as in (the crying baby needs attention). The gerund 
(crying) has the grammatical function of a modifier of the noun (baby).

2 A modifier is an adjective, a noun, a relative clause, a prepositional phrase 
or a gerund whose grammatical function is to qualify the sense of a noun. 
Therefore, a modifier is a specifier of the inherent nature of a noun.

3 In English, sentences can be embedded within larger sentences to a poten-
tially infinite depth (Akmajian and Heny 1976:274), as in:

(Ted denied the claim that Bill had spread the rumour that Mary dis-
liked the fact that Sam had tortured her pet anteater).

5.2.1  Cyclical modification in Qur’anic linguistics

Our argument on cyclical modification is that any linguistic unit, regardless of its 
syntactic structure, which provides information about a noun (phrase) is a modifier 
of the noun (phrase). In other words, such a linguistic unit specifies the quality of 
the head noun (phrase). For instance, through modification, the quality of the noun 
(phrase) is specified. Let us consider the noun (al- birr – righteousness, Q2:177). 
Through modification, the reader/listener is told about what (a- birr) is:

[laisa an tuwallū wujūhakum qibala al- mashriq wal- maghrib] [man āmana 
billāhi wal- yawm al- ākhir wal- malā’ikati wal- kitāb wal- nabiyyīn] [ātā al- 
māla calā ḥubbihi dhawī al- qurbā wal- masākīna wabni al- sabīl wal- sā’ilīn 
wafī al- riqāb] [aqāma al- ṣalāt] [ātā al- zakāt] [al- mūfūn bicadihim idhā 
cāhadū] [al- ṣābirīn fī al- ba’sā’ wal- ḍarrā’ waḥīna al- ba’s] – Righteousness 
[is not that you turn your face towards the east or the west], but [(it) is one 
who believes in God, the last day, the angels, the Book and the prophets], 
and [gives wealth, in spite of love for it, to relatives, orphans, the needy, the 
traveller, those who ask for help and for freeing slaves], [who establishes 
prayer] and [gives zakat]; [those who fulfil their promise when they 
promise] and [those who are patient in poverty and hardship and during 
battle], Q2:177
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The modifying linguistic unit can be a pronoun, a phrase, a main verb sentence 
or a clause. Based on Qur’anic linguistics, we can make the following observa-
tions to set the scene for our practical analysis of syntactic structures involving 
cyclical modification:

1 The noun (phrase), which acts as the head, that is, the head noun (phrase), 
comes before the modifiers.

2 Cyclical modification applies only to syntactic structures where two or more 
modifiers occur to modify the head noun. In other words, cyclical modification 
does not apply to a head noun modified by a single modifier because such a 
syntactic construction represents a noun phrase which has a head noun (phrase) 
+ a modifier (adjective). This case is explained by the following example: 

allāh [aḥad] allāh [al- ṣamad] – God is One, God is the eternal refuge, 
Q112:1–2

where (allāh) is the head noun whose modifier is [aḥad – One] and the 
second head noun is (allāh) whose modifier is [al- ṣamad – the eternal 
refuge]. Both (allāh aḥad) and (allāh al- ṣamad) are simple noun phrases 
which do not involve cyclical modification because the modification occurs 
only once, represented by the modifier [aḥad] and the modifier [al- ṣamad].
 We encounter a noun (phrase) modified by a single phrase. Because the 
modification occurs only once, it does not qualify as cyclical modification, 
as in the following examples:

rabbanā [rabbu al- samāwāti wal- arḍ], Q18:14 where the head noun 
phrase (rabbanā – our Lord) is modified by the noun phrase [rabbu al- 
samāwāti wal- arḍ – the Lord of the heavens and the earth].

allāh [rabb al- carsh], Q21:22 where the head noun (allāh) is modified by 
the noun phrase [rabb al- carsh – the Lord of the Throne].

3 Cyclical modification entails a wh- question. To fully appreciate the syntac-
tic process of cyclical modification, we can simply ask a question about the 
head noun. Let us consider the following example:

allāh [rabb al- samāwāt] [rabb al- arḍ] [rabb al- cālamīn] [lahu al- kibriyā’ 
fī al- samāwāt wal- arḍ] [al- cazīz] [al- ḥakīm], Q45:36–37

The above syntactic structure involves cyclical modification. The head noun 
(allāh – God) is cyclically modified by a series of noun phrases: [rabb al- 
samāwāt – the Lord of the heavens], [rabb al- arḍ – the Lord of the earth] 
and [rabb al- cālamīn – the Lord of the worlds]. Cyclical modification carries 
on for the head noun (allāh – God), which is also modified by the fore-
grounded prepositional phrase [lahu + the backgrounded no- main-verb 
nominal sentence (al- kibriyā’ fī al- samāwāt wal- arḍ)] → [lahu al- kibriyā’ fī 
al- samāwāt wal- arḍ – to Him belongs all grandeur within the heavens and 
the earth], and by two adjectives [al- cazīz – the Exalted in Might] and [al- 
ḥakīm – the Wise].
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4 To unravel cyclical modification, we simply ask a wh- question about the 
head noun, noun phrase or pronoun. Let us take the above example 
(Q45:36–37) and make the following wh- question:

man allāh? – Who is God? The answer is: [He is the Lord of the 
heavens – rabb al- samāwāt], [He is the Lord of the earth – rabb al- arḍ], 
[He is the Lord of the worlds – rabb al- cālamīn], [He is to Him belongs 
all grandeur within the heavens and the earth – lahu al- kibriyā’u fī al- 
samāwāti wal- arḍ], [He is the Exalted in Might – al- cazīz] and [He is 
the Wise – al- ḥakīm]. Thus, the answer involves the listing of the qual-
ities which describe and specify the head noun (allāh).

5 Through cyclical modification, we can diagnose who the head noun is. In 
other words, cyclical modification specifies the qualities of the head noun.

6 Grammatically, the major types of head are:

i a noun, as in (allāh – God),
ii a noun phrase, as in (cibād al- raḥmān – the servants of the Most Gra-

cious, Q25:63), (rabbuka – your Lord, Q11:66), (al- akhsarīna acmālā – 
the greatest losers as to their deeds, Q18:103),

iii a pronoun, as in (huwa – He (God)),
iv an implicit noun, as in Q43:9 where the implicit head noun is (allāh – 

God) whose modifiers are the relative clauses in Q43:10–12,
v a relative pronoun + verb, as in (alladhīna kafarū – those who disbe-

lieve, Q2:171).

7 Grammatically, the major types of modifier are:

i a noun, as in (al- muntahā – the final goal) which modifies the head 
noun phrase (rabbika – your Lord) Q53:42

ii the nominalised noun (al- ḥamdu – praise), as in Q1:2, Q6:1 and Q35:1
iii a pronoun: Grammatically, the major types of modifier pronoun are:

a single pronoun as modifier, as in (huwa – he),
b a compound (double) pronoun as modifier, as in (innī anā – liter-

ally meaning ‘I I’), which is coreferential to and modifier of the 
head noun (allāh):

innī anā allāh – literally meaning ‘I I God’, Q28:30

annī anā al- ghafūr al- raḥīm – literally meaning ‘I I am the For-
giving, the Merciful’), Q15:49

innā naḥnu – literally meaning ‘We We’, Q15:9, Q19:40 and 
Q76:23

The pronoun (anā – I) which is coreferential to and modifier of the 
head noun (allāh):

anā allāh al- cazīz al- ḥakīm – I, God, the Exalted in Might, the 
Wise, Q27:9
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It is interesting to note that the head noun can be sandwiched 
between modifiers, a pre- modifier and a post- modifier, as in the 
above example Q27:9. This is like (The poor lady is intelligent) 
where the head noun (lady) occurs between two modifiers, a pre- 
modifier (poor) and a post- modifier (intelligent).

c a demonstrative pronoun, as in [dhālika – that, this, Q2:2] which 
modifies the head noun (al- kitāb – the book), [ulā’ika – those, 
Q2:5] which modifies the head noun (al- muttaqīn – those conscious 
of God) Q2:2 and [tilka – that, these, those, Q15:1 and Q28:2] 
which modifies the head noun phrase (āyāt al- kitāb – the āyahs of 
the Book).

d a double simile particle (ka + mathal) + relative pronoun clause, 
as in [kamathal alladhī – literally meaning ‘as like who’], that is, 
that of one who, Q2:17 and 171, where their heads are the pre-
positional phrase (min al- nāss – of the people, some people, 
Q2:8) and (alladhīna kafarū – those who disbelieve, Q2:171) 
respectively.

iv a phrase: A modifier phrase is like [rabb al- cālamīn – Lord of the 
worlds, Q1:2], [dhū intiqām – Owner of Retribution Q14:47], [cibādu 
al- raḥmān – the servants of the Most Merciful, Q25:63]. We can also 
have a modifier prepositional phrase, as in (min rabb al- cālamīn – from 
the Lord of the worlds, Q10:37) and [ilaihi al- maṣīr – to Him is the ulti-
mate return].

v a main verb: A noun phrase can be modified by a main verb modifier as 
in Q53:44, 48 [amāta – cause death], [aḥyā – give life], [aghnā – give 
wealth] and [aqnā – give satisfaction] respectively, which modify the 
noun phrase (rabbika – your Lord) in Q53:42.

vi a main verb sentence: Modifier verbal (main verb) sentences are like 
[nazzala calaika al- kitāba bil- ḥaqq … – He has sent down upon 
you …] [anzala al- tawrāta wal- injīl … – He revealed the Torah and 
the Gospel …, Q3:3] which both act as modifiers of the head noun 
(allāh – God, Q3:2). Also, the verbal sentence [yulqī al- rūḥa min 
amrihi … – places the inspiration of His command …, Q40:15] which 
modifies the head noun (allāh – God, Q40:14). Another example of a 
modifier main verb sentence is Q28:4, where the head noun is (fircawn 
– Pharaoh) with five modifier main verb sentences. This also applies 
to Q3:26 where the head noun (allāh – God) is modified cyclically by 
modifier verbal sentences in Q3:26–27. We also encounter main verb 
sentences + no- main-verb nominal sentences occur as modifiers, as in 
Q5:55 where the head (alladhīna āmanū – those who believe) is cycli-
cally modified.

vii the initial particle (anna) nominal sentence, as in Q53:47 [anna calaihi 
al- nash’ata al- ukhrā – that He has promised a second creation] which 
modifies the head noun phrase (rabbika – your Lord, Q53:42).
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viii a clause: The major types of modifier clause are:
a a relative pronoun clause: A relative clause begins with the relative 

pronoun (alladhī/alladhīna – who). Modifier relative pronoun 
clauses are like [alladhīna ḍalla sacyuhum fī al- ḥayāt al- dunyā – 
Those whose effort is lost in worldly life, Q18:104], [alladhīna 
hum fī ṣalātihim khāshicūn – Those who are during their prayer 
humbly submissive, Q23:2]. The relative pronoun clause can occur 
in the passive voice, as in (alladhīna yuḥsharūna calā wujūhihim ilā 
jahannam – Who are gathered on their faces to hell, Q25:34) where 
the passive voice verb is (yuḥshar – are gathered).

b a conditional clause: The conditional clause begins with the condi-
tional particle (idhā – if ). Modifier conditional clauses are like 
[idhā khāṭabahum al- jāhilūna qālū salāmā – If the ignorant address 
them harshly, they say words of peace, Q25:63] and [idhā marrū 
billaghwi marrū kirāmā – If they pass near ill speech, they pass by 
with dignity, Q25:72].

c a conditional clause with an initial relative pronoun [alladhīna idhā 
+ passive voice verb], as in [alladhīna idhā dhukira allāhu wajilat 
qulūbuhum – Who, if God is mentioned, their hearts are fearful, 
Q8:2].

d a no- main-verb nominal clause: Modifier nominal clauses without 
a main verb are like [lā ilāha illā hū – no deity except Him, Q3:2] 
which modifies the head noun (allāh), [lā raiba fīh – about which 
there is no doubt, Q2:2, Q10:37], [hudan lil- muttaqīn – a guidance 
for those conscious of God, Q2:2] which modify the head noun (al- 
kitābu – the Book), [tanzīlun min ḥakīm ḥamīd – a revelation from 
a Wise and Praiseworthy, Q41:42] which modifies the head noun 
(kitāb – Book (the Qur’an)), and (af ’idatuhum hawā’ – Their hearts 
are void, Q14:43) which modifies the head noun (al- ẓālimūn – the 
wrongdoers, Q14:42).

ix an active participle: In Q35:1, we have the head noun (allāh – God) 
modified by the sentence- initial active participle [fāṭir – creator] and 
[jācil – made]: [fāṭir al- samāwāti wal- arḍ – creator of the heavens and 
the earth] and [jācil al- malā’ikati rusulan … – made the angels messen-
gers having wings …].

8 In Qur’anic discourse, the modifier occurs after the head noun. This modi-
fier is called post- modifier, as in Q40:2–3. However, the modifier can also 
occur before the head noun. This modifier is called pre- modifier, as in 
Q59:22. In Qur’anic discourse, we have three types of pre- modifier:
i The pronoun [huwa – He] which is coreferential to and modifier of the 

head noun (allāh):
huwa + allāh – literally meaning ‘He God’, Q59:22–24
huwa + alladhī – literally meaning ‘He who’, Q3:6–7
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Thus, we can claim that the pre- modifier (huwa) occurs in two syntactic 
structures shown above. It is worthwhile to note that the modifier is a 
specifier of the nature of the head noun (phrase). Therefore, we have 
classified the pronoun [huwa – he] as a modifier because it specifies the 
gender and number of the head, as in:

allāh … [calaihi tawakkaltu] [huwa] [rabb al- carsh al- caẓīm] – God, 
[on Him I have relied] [He] is [the Lord of the Great Throne], Q9:129

where the pronoun [huwa] is a modifier specifying the nature of the 
head noun (allāh – God).

9 It is also interesting to note that the pronoun (huwa) pronounced as /hū/, 
which occurs at the end of the Qur’anic formula (lā ilāha illā hū – There is 
no deity except Him), cannot act as a modifier of the noun (allāh) in Q3:2 
and many other examples. This is due to the following reasons:

a The no- main-verb nominal sentence (lā ilāha illā hū) is a single lin-
guistic unit, and

b The pronoun (huwa /hū/) is a constituent of the linguistic unit (lā ilāha 
illā hū). Having said this, we cannot take (huwa /hū/) out of this phrase. 
If we do, we will get a meaningless linguistic unit: (lā ilāha illā – there 
is no deity except).

10 There are two major categories of cyclical modification in Qur’anic 
discourse:

i simple cyclical modification, and 
ii complex cyclical modification.

11 Simple cyclical modification by a word is achieved through two āyah-final 
adjectives which are God’s epithets (ṣifāt allāh), as in [ghafūr raḥīm – For-
giving, Merciful, Q2:218]. The head noun is (allāh – God).

12 Simple cyclical modification by a word is also achieved through a series of 
adjectives, which are God’s epithets that occur in the middle of the āyah, 
as in:

allāh … [al- malik] [al- quddūs] [al- cazīz] [al- ḥakīm] – God [the Sover-
eign], [the Pure], [the Exalted in Might], [the Wise], Q62:1

13 Complex cyclical modification is realized by clauses, can be assorted and 
can involve embedded sentences. For more details and examples, see 
Section 5.3.2.

14 A head in a given sūrah can be synonymous to other heads in different 
sūrahs. Because they are semantically the same and have the same semantic 
componential features or qualities, these synonymous heads thematically 
refer to the same person. Such a head is either a head noun or a head noun 
phrase. A unique example is the head noun (al- mu’minūn – the believers) in 
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Q23:1, which occurs as a head noun phrase (cibād al- raḥmān – the servants 
of the Merciful) in Q25:63 and as a head noun (al- muṣallīn – the observers 
of prayer) in Q70:22. A striking linguistic feature of these synonymous head 
nouns and the noun phrase is that they are all cyclically modified by a long 
chain of relative pronoun clause modifiers (alladhīna – who). For more 
details, see Section 5.3.2.1.1, Example 2 (Q25:63–66), Example 3 
(Q23:1–11) and example 5 (Q70:22–35).

15 Due to the linguistic incongruity between Arabic and English, the trans-
lation cannot reflect some of the types of cyclical modification in Qur’anic 
discourse. For instance, (al- muttaqīn, Q2:2) is a head noun but in trans-
lation, it assumes the grammatical function of a noun phrase made up of an 
adjective + a prepositional phrase (the conscious of God) (Ṣaḥeeḥ Inter-
national 1997:2) or it is rendered as a relative clause (those who are mindful 
of God) (Abdel Haleem 2005:4).

The above observations are discussed thoroughly in the following sections.

5.3	 Types	of	cyclical	modification
In Qur’anic discourse, we encounter two types of cyclical modification:

i simple cyclical modification, and
ii complex cyclical modification.

Let us investigate these two categories.

5.3.1  Simple cyclical modification

This type of cyclical modification is realized through either:

i a word, where two or more words occur as post- modifiers of the head,
ii a phrase, where two or more phrases occur as post- modifiers of the head, or
iii a clause, where two or more clauses occur as post- modifiers of the head.

5.3.1.1 Modification by a word

In simple modification, two words can occur to modify the same head. The head 
can be either: (i) a noun, (ii) a noun phrase, or (iii) a pronoun. Thus, in Qur’anic 
linguistics, we encounter a head noun and a head pronoun and both have the 
grammatical function of either subject or object.

5.3.1.1.1 MODIFICATIOn OF A HEAD nOUn

Examples of a simple cyclical modification with a subject head noun include:

allāh [al- raḥmān] [al- raḥīm] – God, [Most Gracious], [Most Merciful], Q1:1
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This is the first āyah in the Qur’an where the noun (allāh – God) is the head, 
which is modified by the adjectives [al- raḥmān – Most Gracious] and [al- raḥīm 
– Most Merciful].

allāh [cazīz] [dhū intiqām], Q14:47 where the head noun is (allāh) whose 
modifiers are the adjective [cazīz – Exalted in Might] and the noun phrase 
[dhū intiqām – Owner of Retribution].

allāh … [al- malik] [al- quddūs] [al- cazīz] [al- ḥakīm, Q62:1 where the head 
noun is (allāh – God) is cyclically modified by [al- malik – the Sovereign), 
[al- quddūs – the Pure], [al- cazīz – the Exalted in Might] and [al- ḥakīm – the 
Wise].

Similarly, in Q26:9, 68, 104, 122, 140, 159, 175 and 191, we have the formula 
(inna rabbaka la [huwa] [al- cazīz] [al- raḥīm]) where the noun phrase (rabbaka – 
your Lord) is cyclically modified by [huwa – He (God)], [al- cazīz – the Exalted 
in Might] and [al- raḥīm – the Merciful].

5.3.1.1.2 THE PROnOUn AS A MODIFIER

In Qur’anic linguistics, pronouns can grammatically act as either post- modifiers 
or pre- modifiers of a head noun (phrase).

5.3.1.1.2.1 The pronoun as a post- modifier  This is where the pronoun occurs 
after the head noun (phrase), as in:

rabbanā … [anta] [al- cazīz] [al- ḥakīm], Q2:129, Q40:8, Q60:5 where the 
head noun phrase (rabbanā – our Lord) is modified cyclically by: a corefer-
ential pronoun [anta – You (God)]; and by two adjectives (God’s epithet) 
[al- cazīz – the Exalted in Might] and [al- ḥakīm – the Wise].

To verify our argument that the pronoun (anta – you) is a modifier of the head 
noun phrase (rabbanā – our Lord), we can simply ask: (man rabbūna – Who is 
your Lord?) and the answer is: (anta). Thus, the pronoun (anta) is a specifier of 
the head noun phrase.

rabbī [huwa] [al- cazīz] [al- ḥakīm], Q29:26 where the head noun phrase 
(rabbī – my Lord) is modified by: a post- modifier pronoun [huwa – He 
(God)]; as well as by two adjectives [al- cazīz – the Exalted in Might] and 
[al- ḥakīm – the Wise].

allāh [huwa] [al- cazīz] [al- ḥakīm], Q29:42, Q31:9 where the head noun 
(allāh – God) is modified by: the post- modifier pronoun [huwa – He (God)]; 
and two adjectives [al- cazīz – the Exalted in Might] and [al- ḥakīm – the 
Wise].
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At times, the post- modifier pronoun (huwa) occurs further away from its head 
noun (allāh), as in:

allāh … [huwa] – God … He …, Q30:17 and 27

where the head noun (allāh) occurs in sentence 17 and its post- modifier pronoun 
(huwa – He (God)] occurs in sentence 27. This also applies to Q45:36–37.

rabbaka [huwa] [al- qawiy] [al- cazīz], Q11:66 where the head noun phrase 
(rabbaka – your Lord) is modified by: the post- modifier pronoun [huwa – 
He] and the adjectives [al- qawiy – the Powerful] and [al- cazīz – the Exalted 
in Might]. It is worthwhile to note that in translation, the post- modifier 
pronoun (huwa – He) has been translated as (who) to fit in English gram-
matical norms.

5.3.1.1.2.2 The noun or pronoun as a pre- modifier  This is where a nominal-
ised noun like (al- ḥamdu – praise, Q1:2 and Q6:1) occurs before the head noun 
as a pre- modifier. The pronoun also occurs before the head noun (phrase), 
as in:

[innī anā] allāh [rabb al- cālamīn] – Literally: I am, I am God, Lord of the 
worlds, Q28:30

where the head noun is (allāh). In this example, we have two pronouns (innī – I) 
+ (anā – I) which are both coreferential to the head noun (allāh). Also, these two 
pronouns are pre- modifiers because they occur before the head noun. The other 
modifier of the head noun is the noun phrase [rabb al- cālamīn – Lord of the 
worlds].
 To verify our argument that the pronouns (innī anā – I I) are modifiers of the 
head noun phrase (allāh – God), we can simply ask: (man anā – Who am I?) and 
the answer is: (allāh). Thus, the pronouns (innī anā) are specifiers of the 
head noun.
 It is worthwhile to note that compound pronouns occur in Qur’anic discourse, 
as in (innā naḥnu – literally meaning ‘We We’), Q15:9 and Q76:23. These pro-
nouns are referred to as the majestic plural.

huwa allāhu al- wāḥid al- qahhār, Q39:4 where the head noun (allāhu – God) 
is cyclically modified by a pre- modifier pronoun (huwa – He) and by post- 
modifier adjectives (al- wāḥid – the One) and (al- qahhār – the Prevailing).

[huwa] allāhu [alladhī lā ilāha illā hū] [cālim al- ghaib wal- shahādah] [huwa] 
[al- raḥmān] [al- raḥīm], Q59:22 where the head noun (allāhu – God) is cycli-
cally modified by: a pre- modifier pronoun (huwa – He),;the relative clause 
[alladhī lā ilāha illā hū – other than whom there is no deity], [cālim al- ghaib 
wal- shahādah – Knower of the unseen and the witnessed]; the post- modifier 
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pronoun [huwa – He]; and the adjectives [al- raḥmān – the Entirely Merci-
ful] and [al- raḥīm – the Especially Merciful]. In this example, the pronoun 
(huwa) grammatically functions in the same sentence as both a pre- modifier 
and a post- modifier of the head noun (allāhu). The same applies to Q59:23 
and 24.

5.3.1.2 Modification by a phrase

In Qur’anic discourse, phrases which assume the grammatical function of cycli-
cal modification always occur as post- modifiers, as in:

al- kitāb [lā raiba fīh] [min rabb al- cālamīn], Q10:37 where the head noun 
(al- kitāb – the Scripture) has the post- modifier phrases: [lā raiba fīh – about 
which there is no doubt] and [min rabb al- cālamīn – from the Lord of the 
worlds].

allāh [lā ilāha illā hū] [rabb al- carsh al- caẓīm], Q27:26 where the head noun 
(allāh) is modified by the no- main-verb nominal sentence: [lā ilāha illā hū – 
There is no deity except Him] and [rabb al- carsh al- caẓīm – Lord of the 
Great Throne]. 

ilāhakum [wāḥid] [rabbu al- samāwāt wal- arḍ wamā bainahumā] [rabb al- 
mashāriq], Q37:4–5 where the head noun phrase (ilāhakum – your Lord) is 
modified by the phrase: [rabbu al- samāwāt wal- arḍ wamā bainahumā – Lord 
of the heavens and the earth and that between them] and the phrase [rabb al- 
mashāriq – Lord of the sunrises].

allāh [rabb al- samāwāt] [rabb al- arḍ] [rabb al- cālamīn] [lahu al- kibriyā’ fī 
al- samāwāt wal- arḍ], Q45:36–37 where the head noun (allāh) is cyclically 
modified by a series of post- modifier noun phrases: [rabb al- samāwāt – Lord 
of the heavens], [rabb al- arḍ – Lord of the earth] and [rabb al- cālamīn – Lord 
of the worlds]. The head noun is also post- modified by the no- main-verb 
nominal sentence [lahu al- kibriyā’ fī al- samāwāt wal- arḍ – to Him belongs 
grandeur within the heavens and the earth].

al- kitāb [lā raib fīh] [min rabb al- cālamīn], Q32:2 where the head noun (al- 
kitāb – the Book) is cyclically modified by the noun phrase [lā raib fīh – 
about which there is no doubt] and the prepositional phrase [min rabb 
al- cālamīn – from the Lord of the worlds].

rabbukum [rabb al- samāwāt wal- arḍ] [alladhī faṭarahunna], Q21:56 where 
the head noun phrase (rabbukum – your Lord) is modified by the noun 
phrase [rabb al- samāwāt wal- arḍ – the Lord of the heavens and the earth] 
and by the relative clause [alladhī faṭarahunna – who created them].
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5.3.2  Complex cyclical modification

Complex cyclical modification is achieved either through (i) a relative clause, or 
(ii) a verbal or a nominal clause.

5.3.2.1 Complex cyclical modification by a clause

This is concerned with a head noun (phrase) which is cyclically modified by rel-
ative pronoun clauses. The relative pronoun is either (alladhī – who (singular, 
masculine)) or (alladhīna – who (plural, masculine)), which modifies a head 
noun (phrase). The same head noun is also modified by other modifiers such as 
clauses. Let us consider the following examples:

1 allāh [fāliqu al- ḥabbi wal- nawā] [yukhriju al- ḥaiya min al- miyyit] [mukhriju 
al- maiyita min al- ḥai] [fāliq al- iṣbāḥ] [jacala al- laila sakanan wal- qamara 
ḥusbānan] … [al- cazīz] [al- calīm] [huwa] [alladhī jacala lakum al- nujūma 
litahtadū bihā] [huwa] [alladhī ansha’akum min nafsin wāḥidatin] [huwa] 
[alladhī anzala min al- samā’i mā’an], Q6:95–99 

where the head noun (allāh – God) is cyclically modified by the clauses: 
[fāliqu al- ḥabbi wal- nawā – the cleaver of grain and date seeds], [yukhriju 
al- ḥaiya min al- miyyit – He brings the living out of the dead], [mukhriju 
al- maiyita min al- ḥai – He brings the dead out of the living], [fāliq al- 
iṣbāḥ – the cleaver of daybreak] and [jacala al- laila sakanan wal- qamara 
ḥusbānan – He has made the night for rest and the sun and moon for cal-
culation]. The head noun (allāh) is also modified three times by the coref-
erential pronoun [huwa – He (God)]. The head noun (allāh) is also 
modified twice by the adjectives [al- cazīz – the Exalted in Might] and [al- 
calīm – the Knowing]. The head noun (allāh) is further modified three 
times by the relative pronoun clauses: [alladhī jacala lakum al- nujūma 
litahtadū bihā – It is He who placed for you the stars that you may be 
guided by them], [alladhī ansha’akum min nafsin wāḥidatin – It is He who 
produced you from one soul] and [alladhī anzala min al- samā’i mā’an – It 
is He who sends down rain from the sky].

2 allāh [alladhī yukhriju al- khab’a fī al- samāwāt wal- arḍ] [yaclamu mā 
tukhfūna wamā tuclinūn], Q27:25

where the head noun (allāh) is modified by the relative pronoun clause 
[alladhī yukhriju al- khab’a fī al- samāwāt wal- arḍ – who brings forth what is 
hidden within the heavens and the earth] and by the main verb sentence 
[yaclamu mā tukhfūna wamā tuclinūn – knows what you conceal and what 
you declare].

3 allāh [alladī khalaq …] [mā lakum min dūnih min waliyyin walā shafīc] 
[yudabbiru al- amra …] [dhālika] [cālimu al- ghaib …] [jacala lakum al- samca 
wal- abṣāra …], Q32:4–9
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where the head noun (allāh) is modified by: the relative pronoun clause 
[alladī khalaq … who created]; four clauses [mā lakum min dūnih min wali-
yyin walā shafīc … – You have not besides Him any protector or any inter-
cessor], [yudabbiru al- amra … – He arranges each matter], [cālimu al- ghaib 
… – the Knowing of the unseen] and [jacala lakum al- samca wal- abṣāra … – 
He has made for you hearing and the vision]; and by the demonstrative 
pronoun [dhālika – that].

5.3.2.1.1 CYCLICAL MODIFICATIOn BY A RELATIvE CLAUSE

The linguistic process of cyclical modification by relative clauses represents an 
example of an embedded and assorted cyclical modification where the head noun 
is cyclically modified by a series of linguistically similar modifiers. This cyclical 
modification affects a noun (phrase) which is cyclically modified by either:

i a coreferential pronoun to the head noun (phrase) (huwa – He (God)) + a 
relative clause (alladhī – who, singular, masculine),

ii a relative clause (alladhī – who, singular, masculine) or (alladhīna – who, 
plural, masculine), or

iii a relative clause (alladhīna – who, plural, masculine) + a coreferential 
pronoun to the head noun (hum – they).

Among the cyclical modification by a relative pronoun clause are:

1 allāh … [huwa] [alladhī jacala lakum al- nujūma litahtadū bihā …] [huwa] 
[alladhī ansha’akum min nafsin wāḥidatin famustaqarrun wamustawdac] 
[huwa] [alladhī anzala min al- samā’i mā’an], Q6:95, 97–99

where the head noun (allāh) is cyclically modified by a series of linguisti-
cally similar modifiers whose grammatical pattern is a coreferential pronoun 
(huwa – He (God)) + a relative clause), such as:

a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; a relative pronoun clause [alladhī 
jacala lakum al- nujūma litahtadū bihā … – who placed for you the stars 
that you may be guided by them]; a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; 
a relative pronoun clause [alladhī ansha’akum min nafsin wahidatin 
famustaqarrun wamustawdac – who produced you from one soul and 
gave you a place of dwelling and of storage]; a coreferential pronoun 
[huwa – He]; and a relative pronoun clause [alladhī anzala min al- 
samā’i mā’an – who sends down rain from the sky].

Further up in Q6:100, the same head noun (allāh) is repeated and more 
cyclical modification provided by linguistically distinct modifiers.

2 cibād al- raḥmān [alladhīna yamshūna calā al- arḍi hawnā] [idhā khāṭabahum 
al- jāhilūn qālū salāmā], Q25:63–75

This is the longest cyclical modification in Qur’anic discourse, where the 
head noun phrase (cibād al- raḥmān – the servants of the Most Merciful) is 
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cyclically modified twelve times. The head noun phrase is modified in the 
same sentence by the relative pronoun clause [alladhīna yamshūna calā al- 
arḍi hawnā – those who walk upon the earth easily] and the conditional 
clause [idhā khāṭabahum al- jāhilūn qālū salāmā – when the ignorant address 
them harshly they say words of peace]. However, a long cyclical modifica-
tion of the same head noun phrase (cibād al- raḥmān) is provided by further 
embedded relative pronoun clauses whose grammatical pattern is (alladhīna 
– who, plural, masculine), as in Q25:64–75:

[alladhīna yabītūna lirabbihim sujjadan waqiyāmā] [alladhīna yaqūlūna 
rabbanā aṣrif cannā cadhāba jahannam] [alladhīna idhā anfaqū lam 
yusrifū walam yaqturū wakānū baina dhālika qawāmā] [alladhīna lā 
yadcūna maca allāhi ilāhan ākhara] [lā yaqtulūna al- nafsa allatī ḥarrama 
allāhu illā bil- ḥaqq] [lā yaznūn] [alladhīna lā yashhadūna al- zūr] [idhā 
marrū billaghwi marrū kirāmā] [alladhīna idhā dhukkirū bi’āyāt rabbi-
him lam yakhirrū calaihā ṣumman wacumyānā] [alladhīna yaqūlūna 
rabbanā hab lanā …] [ulā’ika yujzawna al- ghurfata bimā ṣabarū], 
Q25:64–68 and 72–75 

Thus, the embedded cyclical modification is provided by the following lin-
guistically assorted modifiers but most of which are relative pronoun 
clauses:

[alladhīna yabītūna lirabbihim sujjadan waqiyāmā – who spend part of 
the night to their Lord prostrating and standing in prayer], [alladhīna 
yaqūlūna rabbanā aṣrif cannā cadhāba jahannam – who say: ‘Our Lord, 
avert from us the punishment of hell’], [alladhīna idhā anfaqū lam 
yusrifū walam yaqturū wakānū baina dhālika qawāmā – who, when 
they spend, do not excessively or sparingly but are ever between that 
moderate], [alladhīna lā yadcūna maca allāhi ilāhan ākhara – who do not 
invoke with God another deity], [lā yaqtulūna al- nafsa allatī ḥarrama 
allāhu illā bil- ḥaqq – who do not invoke with God another deity, or kill 
the soul which God has forbidden except by right], [lā yaznūn – do not 
commit unlawful sexual intercourse] [alladhīna lā yashhadūna al- zūr – 
who do not testify to falsehood], [idhā marrū billaghwi marrū kirāmā – 
when they pass near ill speech they pass by with dignity], [alladhīna 
idhā dhukkirū bi’āyāt rabbihim lam yakhirrū calaihā ṣumman 
wacumyānā – who when reminded of the āyahs of their Lord do not fall 
upon them deaf and blind], and [alladhīna yaqūlūna rabbanā hab lanā 
… – who say: ‘Our Lord, grant us …’]. The same head noun phrase 
(cibād al- raḥmān – the servants of the Most Merciful) is modified by the 
demonstrative pronoun [ulā’ika – those], and by the passive voice sen-
tence [yujzawna al- ghurfata bimā ṣabarū – will be awarded the chamber 
for what they patiently endured].

3 al- mu’minūn [alladhīna [hum] fī ṣalātihim khāshicūn] [alladhīna [hum] can 
al- laghwi mucriḍūn] [alladhīna [hum] lil- zakāti fācilūn] [alladhīna [hum] 
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lifurūjihim ḥāfiẓūn] [alladhīna [hum] li’amānātihim wacahdihim rācūn] 
[alladhīna [hum] calā ṣalawātihim yuḥāfiẓūn] [ulā’ika] [hum] [al- wārithūn] 
[alladhīna yarithūna al- firdawsa] [hum] [fīhā khālidūn] – The believers, they 
who are during their prayer humbly submissive. They who turn away from 
ill speech. They who are observant of zakāt. They who guard their private 
parts. They who are to their trusts and their promises attentive. They who 
carefully maintain their prayers. They are the inheritors, who will inherit al- 
Firdaws. They will abide therein eternally, Q23:1–11

This is an example of cyclical modification of a head noun (al- mu’minūn – 
the believers), which is recursively modified by relative pronoun clauses 
whose grammatical pattern is:

a relative pronoun (alladhīna – who (plural, masculine)) + (hum – they) 
which is a coreferential pronoun to the head noun) + a modifier 
complement.

The head noun (al- mu’minūn – the believers) is cyclically modified by a 
series of linguistically different modifiers but the majority of them are rel-
ative pronoun clause modifiers. The assorted cyclical modification includes:

a relative pronoun clause →: (alladhīna – who (plural, masculine)) + a 
modifier pronoun (hum – they), which is a coreferential pronoun to the 
head noun + a modifier complement: [alladhīna [hum] fī ṣalātihim 
khāshicūn – they who are during their prayer humbly submissive],

a relative pronoun clause →: (alladhīna – who (plural, masculine)) + a 
modifier pronoun (hum – they), which is a coreferential pronoun to the 
head noun + a modifier complement: [alladhīna [hum] can al- laghwi 
mucriḍūn – they who turn away from ill speech],

a relative pronoun clause →: (alladhīna – who (plural, masculine)) + a 
modifier pronoun (hum – they), which is a coreferential pronoun to the 
head noun + a modifier complement: [alladhīna [hum] lil- zakāti fācilūn 
– they who are observant of zakāt],

a relative pronoun clause →: (alladhīna – who (plural, masculine)) + a 
modifier pronoun (hum – they), which is a coreferential pronoun to the 
head noun + a modifier complement: [alladhīna [hum] lifurūjihim 
ḥāfiẓūn – they who guard their private parts],

a relative pronoun clause →: (alladhīna – who (plural, masculine)) + a 
modifier pronoun (hum – they), which is a coreferential pronoun to the 
head noun + a modifier complement: [alladhīna [hum] li’amānātihim 
wacahdihim rācūn – they who are to their trusts and their promises 
attentive],

a relative pronoun clause →: (alladhīna – who (plural, masculine)) + a 
modifier pronoun (hum – they), which is a coreferential pronoun to the 
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head noun + a modifier complement: [alladhīna [hum] calā ṣalawātihim 
yuḥāfiẓūn – they who carefully maintain their prayers],

a demonstrative pronoun [ulā’ika – those],

a coreferential pronoun [hum – they],

an active participle noun [al- wārithūn – the inheritors],

a relative pronoun clause [alladhīna yarithūna al- firdawsa – who will 
inherit al- Firdaws],

a coreferential pronoun [hum – they],

a prepositional phrase [fīhā khālidūn – abide therein eternally]

4 rabb al- cālamīn [alladhī khalaqanī fa [huwa] yahdīn] [alladhī [huwa] 
yuṭcimunī wayasqīn] [idhā mariḍtu fa [huwa] yashfīn] [alladhī yumītunī 
thumma yuḥyīn] [alladhī aṭmacu an yaghfira lī khaṭī’atī yawm al- dīn], 
Q26:77–82

In this example, we have a head noun phrase (rabb al- cālamīn – the Lord of 
the worlds), which is cyclically modified by four relative pronoun clause 
modifiers, three coreferential pronouns (huwa – He (God)) and one condi-
tional clause modifier, as listed below:

a relative pronoun clause [alladhī khalaqanī fa [huwa] yahdīn – who 
created me and He guides me]; a relative pronoun clause [alladhī 
[huwa] yuṭcimunī waysqīn – who He feeds me and gives me drink]; a 
conditional clause [idhā mariḍtu fa [huwa] yashfīn – if I am ill, He 
cures me]; a relative pronoun clause [alladhī yumītunī thumma yuḥyīn 
– who will cause me to die and bring me to life]; and a relative pronoun 
clause [alladhī aṭmacu an yaghfira lī khaṭī’atī yawm al- dīn – who I 
aspire that He will forgive my sin on the Day of Recompense].

5 al- muṣallīn [alladhīna [hum] calā ṣalātihim dā’imūn] [alladhīna fī amwālihim 
ḥaqqun maclūm] [alladhīna yuṣaddiqūna biyawm al- dīn] [alladhīna [hum] 
min cadhābi rabbihim mushfiqūn] [alladhīna [hum] lifurūjihim ḥāfiẓūn] 
[alladhīna [hum] li’amānātihim wacahdihim rācūn] [alladhīna [hum] 
bishahādātihim qā’imūn] [alladhīna [hum] calā ṣalātihim yuḥāfiẓūn] [ulā’ika] 
[fī jannātin mukramūn], Q70:22–35

where Q70:22 has the head noun (al- muṣallīn – the observers of prayer) 
described cyclically by a series of relative pronoun clauses, 23–35. The 
modifier relative pronoun clauses of the head noun are: [alladhīna [hum] calā 
ṣalātihim dā’imūn – who are constant to their prayer], [alladhīna fī 
amwālihim ḥaqqun maclūm – those within whose wealth is a known right], 
[alladhīna yuṣaddiqūna biyawm al- dīn – who believe in the Day of Recom-
pense], [alladhīna [hum] min cadhābi rabbihim mushfiqūn – who are fearful 
of the punishment of their Lord], [alladhīna [hum] lifurūjihim ḥāfiẓūn – who 
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guard their private parts], [alladhīna [hum] li’amānātihim wacahdihim rācūn 
– who are to their trusts and promises attentive], [alladhīna [hum] 
bishahādātihim qā’imūn – who are in their testimonies upright] and 
[alladhīna [hum] calā ṣalātihim yuḥāfiẓūn – who maintain their prayer]. The 
same head noun (al- muṣallīn – the observers of prayer) is modified by: a 
demonstrative pronoun [ulā’ika – those]; a prepositional phrase [fī jannātin 
– in gardens]; and by a passive participle noun [mukramūn – honoured].

It is worthwhile to note that a modifier coreferential pronoun [huwa – He] is 
embedded in the relative pronoun clause.

6 rabbika [alladhī khalaqa faswwā] [alladhī qaddara fahadā] [alladhī akhraja 
al- marcā], Q87:2–4

where the head noun phrase (rabbika – your Lord) is cyclically modified by 
three structurally similar relative clauses, whose grammatical pattern begins 
with (alladhī – who (singular, masculine)) referring to the head noun phrase.

5.3.2.2 Assorted complex cyclical modification

Assorted modification is unique to Qur’anic discourse, where we encounter a 
noun modified cyclically by more than one type of modification, as in the fol-
lowing examples:

1 [al- ḥamdu] li allāh [rabb al- cālamīn] [al- raḥmān] [al- raḥīm] [mālik yawm al- 
dīn], Q1:1–4

where the head noun (allāh – God) is cyclically modified by linguistically 
different modifiers, such as: a nominalised noun (maṣdar) [al- ḥamdu – all 
praise is due to] acting as a pre- modifier; a noun phrase [rabb al- cālamīn – 
Lord of the worlds]; two adjectives [al- raḥmān – the Entirely Merciful] and 
[al- raḥīm – the Especially Merciful]; and by a no- main-verb nominal sen-
tence with an initial active participle [mālik yawm al- dīn – Sovereign of the 
Day of Recompense]. The nominalised noun [al- ḥamdu – all praise is due 
to] is a specifier (modifier). If we ask the question: (liman al- ḥamdu? – Who 
is all praise due to?) The answer is: (li allāh – to God).

2 al- ṣirāṭ [al- mustaqīm] [ṣirāṭ alladhīna ancamta calaihim ghair al- maghḍūbi 
calaihim walā al- ḍāllīn], Q1:6–7

where the head noun (al- ṣirāṭ – path) is modified by: an adjective [al- 
mustaqīm – straight]; and a clause [ṣirāṭ alladhīna ancamta calaihim ghair al- 
maghḍūbi calaihim walā al- ḍāllīn – the path of those upon whom You have 
bestowed favour, not of those who have evoked (Your) anger or of those 
who have gone astray].

3 al- akhsarīna acmālā [alladhīna ḍalla sacyuhum fī al- ḥayāt al- dunyā] [hum] 
[yaḥsabūn annahum yuḥsinūn ṣuncā] [ulā’ika] [alladhīna kafarū bi’āyāt rab-
bihim waliqā’ih] [ḥabiṭat acmāluhum] [lā nuqīmu lahum yawma al- qiyāmati 
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waznā] [jazā’uhum jahannam] [kafarū] [ittakhadhū āyātī warusulī huzuwā], 
Q18:103–106

The head noun is a noun phrase (al- akhsarīna acmālā – the greatest losers as 
to their deeds), which has been cyclically described by different modifiers:

a relative pronoun clause [alladhīna ḍalla sacyuhum fī al- ḥayāt al- dunyā 
– whose effort is lost in worldly life]; a pronoun [hum – they]; a verbal 
sentence [yaḥsabūn annahum yuḥsinūn ṣuncā – they think that they are 
well in work]; a demonstrative pronoun [ulā’ika – those]; a relative 
pronoun clause [alladhīna kafarū bi’āyāt rabbihim waliqā’ih – who dis-
believe in the āyahs of their Lord and in meeting with Him]; a verbal 
sentence [ḥabiṭat acmāluhum – their deeds have become worthless]; a 
negated verbal sentence [lā nuqīmu lahum yawma al- qiyāmati waznā – 
We will not assign to them on the Day of Resurrection any weight]; a 
nominal sentence [jazā’uhum jahannam – their recompense is hell]; a 
verb [kafarū – they disbelieved]; and a verbal sentence [ittakhadhū āyātī 
warusulī huzuwā – they took My signs and My messengers in ridicule].

4 It is interesting to note that although the head noun is implicit in the syntac-
tic construction, that is, it does not occur, we can still find assorted cyclical 
modification for the implicit noun through two words and a clause modi-
fying it, as in:

watawakkal calā [al- cazīz] [al- raḥīm] [alladhī yarāka ḥīna taqūm] – Rely 
upon the Exalted in Might, the Merciful who sees you when you arise, 
Q26:217

where the head noun (allāh – God) is implicitly mentioned by this sentence 
and is modified by the adjectives (al- cazīz – the Exalted in Might) and (al- 
raḥīm – the Merciful) and by the relative pronoun clause (alladhī yarāka 
ḥīna taqūm – who sees you when you arise).

5 allāh [al- cazīz] [al- calīm] [ghāfir al- dhanb] [qābil al- tawb] [shadīd al- ciqāb] 
[dhī al- ṭawl] [lā ilāha illā hū] [ilaihi al- maṣīr], Q40:2–3

where the head noun (allāh) is cyclically modified by: two adjectives [al- 
cazīz – the Exalted in Might] and [al- calīm – the Knowing]; five noun 
phrases [ghāfir al- dhanb – forgiver of sin], [qābil al- tawb – accepter of 
repentance], [shadīd al- ciqāb – severe in punishment], [dhī al- ṭawl – owner 
of abundance] and [lā ilāha illā hū – there is no deity except Him]; as well 
as by a prepositional phrase [ilaihi al- maṣīr – to Him is the destination].

6 kitābun [cazīz] [lā ya’tīh al- bāṭil min bain yadaih walā min khalfih] [tanzīlun 
min ḥakīm ḥamīd], Q41:41–42

where the indefinite head noun (kitābun – a Book) has an assorted modifica-
tion, such as: an adjective [cazīz – mighty]; a negated verbal sentence [lā 
ya’tīh al- bāṭil min bain yadaih walā min khalfih – falsehood cannot approach 
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it from before it or from behind it]; and a nominal sentence with an initial 
nominalised noun (maṣdar) [tanzīlun min ḥakīm khabīr – a revelation from 
a Wise and Praiseworthy].

7 [huwa] allāhu [alladhī lā ilāha illā hū] [cālimu al- ghaibi wal- shahādati] 
[huwa] [al- raḥmānu] [al- raḥīmu], Q59:22

where the modified head noun (allāhu) is cyclically modified by linguisti-
cally different modifiers. These include: a pre- modifier pronoun [huwa – 
He); a relative pronoun clause [alladhī lā ilāha illā hū – other than whom 
there is no deity]; a phrase [cālimu al- ghaibi wal- shahādati – Knowing of the 
unseen and the witnessed]; a post- modifier pronoun [huwa – He]; and two 
adjectives [al- raḥmān – the Entirely Merciful] and [al- raḥīm – the Especially 
Merciful].

8 [huwa] allāhu [alladhī lā ilāha illā hū] [al- maliku] [al- quddūsu] [al- salāmu] 
[al- mu’minu] [al- muhaiminu] [al- cazīzu] [al- jabbāru] [al- mutakabbiru], 
Q59:23

where the head noun (allāhu) is cyclically modified by the following lin-
guistically different modifiers. These include: a pre- modifier pronoun [huwa 
– He]; a relative pronoun clause [alladhī lā ilāha illā hū – other than whom 
there is no deity]; and eight single adjectives: [al- maliku – the Sovereign], 
[al- quddūsu – the Pure], [al- salāmu – the Perfection], [al- mu’minu – the 
Bestower of Faith], [al- muhaiminu – the Observer], [al- cazīzu – the Exalted 
in Might], [al- jabbāru – the Compeller] and [al- mutakabbiru – the 
Superior].

9 [huwa] allāhu [al- khāliqu] [al- bāri’u] [al- muṣawwiru] [lahū al- asmā’u al- 
ḥusnā] [yusabbiḥu lahu mā fī al- samāwāti wal- arḍi] [huwa] [al- cazīzu] [al- 
ḥakīmu], Q59:24

where the head noun (allāhu) is cyclically modified by linguistically dif-
ferent modifiers. These include: a pre- modifier pronoun [huwa – He]; three 
single adjectives: [al- khāliqu – the Creator], [al- bāri’u – the Inventor] and 
[al- muṣawwiru – the Fashioner]; a no- main-verb nominal sentence [lahu al- 
asmā’u al- ḥusnā – to Him belong the best names]; a main verb sentence 
[yusabbiḥu lahu mā fī al- samāwāti wal- arḍi – Whatever is in the heavens 
and earth is exalting Him]; a pronoun [huwa – He]; and two adjectives [al- 
cazīzu – the Exalted in Might] and [al- ḥakīmu – the Wise].

10 allāh [aḥad] [al- ṣamad] [lam yalid] [lam yūlad] [lam yakun lahu kufwan 
aḥad], Q112:2–4

where the head noun (allāh – God) is cyclically modified by: the adjective 
[al- ṣamad – the Eternal Refuge]; two negated main verb sentences [lam 
yalid – He does not beget] and [lam yūlad – He is not born]; and a negated 
no- main-verb nominal sentence [lam yakun lahu kufwan aḥad – to Him 
there is no equivalent].
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5.3.2.3 Embedded complex cyclical modification

An embedded sentence of this form is a sentence which is a continuation of the 
first one. This is a syntactic process that takes two different forms:

1 two or more embedded sentences with cyclical modification, and
2 within one sentence embedded cyclical modification.

These two syntactic processes are discussed below.

5.3.2.3.1 TWO OR MORE EMBEDDED SEnTEnCES WITH CYCLICAL 

MODIFICATIOn

Embedded complex cyclical modification in which we encounter cyclical modi-
fication in two or more consecutive sentences where the second and the third 
sentences are embedded in the first one. Let us consider the following examples:

1 allāh [al- caliy] [al- kabīr] – God, the Most High, the Grand, Q40:12

where the head noun (allāh) is modified by two adjectives [al- caliy – the 
Most High] and [al- kabīr – the Grand]. However, Q40:13 [huwa] [alladhī 
yurīkum āyātih – It is He who shows you His signs] [yunazzilu lakum min 
al- samā’i rizqan – He sends down provision to you from the sky] is 
embedded in āyah 12. Sentence 13 provides further modification of the 
head noun (allāh) through: the coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; the rel-
ative pronoun clause [alladhī yurīkum āyātih – who shows you His signs; 
and the main verb sentence [yunazzilu lakum min al- samā’i rizqan – sends 
down provision to you from the sky]. The same applies to the head noun 
(allāh) in Q40:14, which is cyclically modified by the embedded 
sentence 15:

allāh … [rafīc al- darajāt] [dhū al- carsh] [yulqī al- rūḥa min amrih calā 
man yashā’ min cibādih], Q40:14–15

where the head noun (allāh) is modified by two noun phrases [rafīc al- darajāt 
– the Exalted above all degrees] and [dhū al- carsh – Owner of the Throne], 
as well as by a main verb sentence [yulqī al- rūḥa min amrih calā man yashā’ 
min cibādih – He places the inspiration of His revelation upon whom He 
wills of His servants].

2 allāh [huwa] [alwaliyyu] [huwa] [yuḥyī al- mawtā] [huwa] [calā kulli shai’in 
qadīr], Q42:9

where the head noun (allāh) is cyclically modified by: two coreferential pro-
nouns [huwa – He (God)]; an adjective [alwaliyyu – the protector]; a main 
verb sentence [yuḥyī al- mawtā – gives life to the dead]; and a no- main-verb 
nominal sentence [calā kulli shai’in qadīr – over all things competent].

3 mā cind allāh [khairun –] [abqā lilladhīna āmanū …], Q42:36
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where the head noun phrase (mā cind allāh – what is with God) is modified by 
[khairun – better] and [abqā lilladhīna āmanū … – more lasting for those who 
have believed …]. However, in Q42:36, we encounter an embedded head rel-
ative pronoun clause (alladhīna āmanū – who have believed) being cyclically 
modified by: a main verb sentence (a prepositional phrase + a main verb sen-
tence): [calā rabbihim yatawakkalūn – upon their Lord rely]; a relative 
pronoun clause [alladhīna yajtanibūn kabā’ir al- ithm wal- fawāḥish – those 
who avoid the major sins and immoralities]; a conditional clause [idhā mā 
ghaḍibū [hum] yaghfirūn – when they are angry, [they] forgive]; a relative 
pronoun clause [alladhīna istajābū lirabbihim – those who have responded to 
their Lord]; a main verb clause [aqāmū al- ṣalāta – (they) established prayer]; a 
no- main-verb nominal sentence [amruhum shūrā bainahum – whose affair is 
determined by consultation among themselves]; a main verb sentence [mimmā 
razaqnāhum yunfiqūn – they spend from what We have provided them]; and a 
relative pronoun + a conditional clause + a coreferential pronoun (hum) 
[alladhīna idhā aṣābahum al- baghyu hum yantaṣirūn – those who, when 
tyranny strikes them, they defend themselves], Q42:36–39

4 Although we have cyclical modification of the head noun (allāh – God) in 
the first sentence, the modification of the same head noun continues through 
further embedded sentences, as in the following example (Q59:22–24):

[huwa] allāh [alladhī lā ilāha illā hū] [cālim al- ghaib wal- shahādah] 
[huwa] [al- raḥmān] [al- raḥīm], Q59:22

where the head noun (allāh) is cyclically modified by: a pre- modifier 
pronoun [huwa – He (God)]; a relative pronoun clause [alladhī lā ilāha illā 
hū – other than whom there is no deity]; a noun phrase [cālim al- ghaib wal- 
shahādah – knower of the unseen and the unwitnessed]; a post- modifier 
coreferential pronoun [huwa – He (God)]; and two adjectives [al- raḥmān – 
the Entirely Merciful] and [al- raḥīm – the Especially Merciful].
 The modification of the same head noun (allāh) carries on by Q59:23, 
which is an embedded sentence:

[huwa] allāh [alladhī lā ilāha illā hū] [al- malik] [al- quddūs] [al- salām] 
[al- mu’min] [al- muhaimin] [al- cazīz] [al- jabbār] [al- mutakabbir], 
Q59:23

where the head noun (allāh) is cyclically modified by: the pre- modifier 
coreferential pronoun [huwa – He (God)]; the relative pronoun clause 
[alladhī lā ilāha illā hū – other than whom there is no deity]; and a series of 
adjectives [al- malik – the Sovereign], [al- quddūs – the Pure], [al- salām – the 
Perfection], [al- mu’min – the Bestower of Faith], [al- muhaimin – the 
Observer], [al- czīz – the Exalted in Might], [al- jabbār – the Compeller] and 
[al- mutakabbir – the Superior].
 Similarly, the modification of the head noun (allāh) carries on through 
the embedded sentence Q59:24, which is also an embedded sentence:
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[huwa] allāh [al- khāliq] [al- bāri’] [al- muṣawwir] [lahu al- asmā’ al- 
ḥusnā] [yusabbiḥu lahu mā fī al- samāwāti wal- arḍ] [huwa] [al- cazīz] 
[al- ḥakīm], Q59:24

where the head noun (allāh) is further cyclically modified by: a pre- modifier 
coreferential pronoun [huwa – He (God)]; and a series of adjectives [al- 
khāliq – the Creator], [al- bāri’ – the Inventor] and [al- muṣawwir – the Fash-
ioner]; a prepositional phrase [lahu al- asmā’ al- ḥusnā – to Him belongs the 
best names]; a main verb sentence [yusabbiḥu lahu mā fī al- samāwāti wal- 
arḍ – whatever is in the heavens and earth is exalting Him]; a post- modifier 
coreferential pronoun [huwa – He (God)]; and by two āyah-final adjectives 
[al- cazīz – the Exalted in Might] and [al- ḥakīm – the Wise].

5.3.2.3.2 WITHIn OnE SEnTEnCE EMBEDDED CYCLICAL MODIFICATIOn

Embedded complex cyclical modification in which we encounter cyclical modi-
fication in the same complex sentence, which has two nouns modified separately. 
The first cyclical modification is for the first noun or noun phrase while the 
second cyclical modification is for the second noun or noun phrase, which is 
embedded within the same sentence. However, more cyclical modification for 
the second noun or noun phrase takes place in the following embedded sen-
tences, as in the following examples:

1 min al- nāss [yaqūlū āmannā billāhi wabil- yawm al- ākhir] [mā [hum] 
bimu’minīn] [yukhādicūn allāha walladhīna āmanū] [mā yakhdacūn illā 
anfusahum wamā yashcurūn] [fi qulūbihim maraḍun …] [lahum cadhāb alīm 
bimā kānū yakdhibūn] [idhā qīla lahum lā tufsidū fī al- arḍi qālū …] [alā 
innahum [hum] al- mufsidūn walākin lā yashcurūn] [idhā qīla lahum āminū 
kamā āmana al- nāsu qālū …] [idhā laqū alladhīna āmanū qālū …] [idhā 
khalaw ilā shayāṭīnihim qālū …] [allāhu yastahzi’u bihim wayamudduhum 
fī …] [ulā’ika] [alladhīna ishtaraw al- ḍalalata bil- hudā famā rabiḥat 
tijāratuhum …] [kamathali alladhī istawqada nāran falammā aḍā’at mā 
ḥawlahu …] [ṣummun] [bukmun] [cumyun] [lā yarjicūn] [kaṣaiyibin min al- 
samā’ fīhi ẓulumātun waracdun …], Q2:8–19

where the head is the prepositional phrase (min al- nāss – of the people), 
which is cyclically modified by several modifiers: a main verb sentence 
[yaqūlū āmannā billāhi wabil- yawm al- ākhir – say: ‘We believe in God and 
the last day’]; a negated no- main-verb nominal sentence plus an embedded 
coreferential pronoun [hum – they]: [mā [hum] bimu’minīn – but they are 
not believers]; a main verb sentence [yukhādicūn allāha walladhīna āmanū – 
they deceive God and those who believe]; a main verb sentence [mā 
yakhdacūn illā anfusahum wamā yashcurūn – but they deceive not except 
themselves], a prepositional phrase [fī qulūbihim maraḍun … – in their 
hearts is disease]; a nominal sentence with a main verb [lahum cadhāb alīm 
bimā kānū yakdhibūn – for them is a painful punishment because they used 
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to lie]; a conditional sentence [idhā qīla lahum lā tufsidū fī al- arḍi qālū … – 
When it is said to them: ‘Do not cause corruption on the earth’, they say]; a 
nominal sentence with a main verb + an embedded modifier coreferential 
pronoun [hum – they]: [alā innahum [hum] al- mufsidūn walākin lā 
yashcurūn – Unquestionably, it is they who are the corrupters but they per-
ceive it not]; three conditional sentences [idhā qīla lahum āminū kamā 
āmana al- nāsu qālū … – when it is said to them: ‘Believe as the people have 
believed’, they say], [idhā laqū alladhīna āmanū qālū … – when they meet 
those who believe, they say] and [idhā khalaw ilā shayāṭīnihim qālū … – 
when they are alone with their evil ones they say]; a nominal sentence with 
a main verb [allāhu yastahzi’u bihim wayamudduhum fī … – God mocks 
them and prolongs them in]; a demonstrative pronoun [ulā’ika – those]; a 
relative pronoun clause [alladhīna ishtaraw al- ḍalalata bil- hudā famā rabiḥat 
tijāratuhum … – who have purchased error in exchange for guidance, so 
their transaction has brought no profit]; a simile + a relative pronoun clause 
[kamathali alladhī istawqada nāran falammā aḍā’at mā ḥawlahu … – they 
are like one who kindled a fire but when it illuminated what was around 
him]; three plural nouns [ṣummun – deaf], [bukmun – dumb] and [cumyun – 
blind]; a negated main verb sentence [lā yarjicūn – they will not return to the 
right path]; and a simile with a nominal sentence with a main verb sentence 
[kaṣaiyibin min al- samā’ fīhi ẓulumātun waracdun … – like a rainstorm 
from the sky within which is darkness, thunder].

2 alladhīna kafarū [kamathal alladhī yanciqu bimā lā yasmacu illā ducā’an 
wanidā’an] [ṣummun] [bukmun] [cumyun] [hum] [lā yacqilūn], Q2:171

where the head is a relative pronoun clause consisting of a relative pronoun 
(alladhīna – who) + a verb (kafara – to disbelieve) + an implicit subject 
plural pronoun (hum – they). The head relative pronoun clause is cyclically 
modified by many modifiers, such as: two simile particles (ka + mathal) + 
relative pronoun clause [kamathal alladhī yanciqu bimā lā yasmacu illā 
ducā’an wanidā’an – (They are) like that who shouts at what hears nothing 
but calls]; three plural nouns [ṣummun – deaf], [bukmun – dumb] and 
[cumyun – blind]; a coreferential pronoun [hum – they] referring to the head 
relative pronoun clause; and a negated main verb sentence [lā yacqilūn – 
they do not understand].

3 rabbakum [alladhī khalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidah] [khalaqa minhā 
zawjahā] [baththa minhā rijālan kathīran wanisā’], Q4:1

where the object head noun phrase (rabba + kum – your Lord) is cyclically 
modified by a relative pronoun clause [alladhī khalaqakum min nafsin 
wāḥidah – who created you from one soul], and two verbal sentences [khalaqa 
minhā zawjahā – created from it its mate] and [baththa minhā rijālan kathīran 
wanisā’ – dispersed from both of them many men and women].
 Then, we encounter two embedded sentences with the object head noun 
(allāha – God), which, for lexical cohesion, has replaced the first head noun 
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phrase (rabbakum – your Lord). Thus, we can argue that the modification of 
the head noun (allāha) is indeed a modification of the first head (rabbakum). 
Therefore, the relative pronoun clause [alladhī tasā’alūn bihi – through 
whom you ask one another] and the no- main-verb nominal sentence [kāna 
calaikum raqībā – is ever an Observer over you] are a continuation of the 
syntactic process of cyclical modification that has taken place at the first 
part of the complex sentence.

4 cibād al- rahmān [alladhīna yamshūna calā al- arḍi hawnan] [idhā khaṭabahum 
al- jāhilūna qālū salāmā] [alladhīna yabītūna lirabbihim sujjadan waqiyāmā] 
[alladhīna yaqūlūna rabbanā aṣrif cannā cadhāba jahannam] [alladhīna idhā 
anfaqū lam yusrifū walam yaqturū wakānū baina dhālika qawāmā] 
[alladhīna lā yadcūna maca allāhi ilāhan ākhar] [lā yaqtulūna al- nafsa allatī 
ḥarrama allāhu illā bil- ḥaqq] [lā yaznūn] [alladhīna lā yashhadūna al- zūr] 
[idhā marrū billaghwi marrū kirāmā] [alladhīna idhā dhukkirū bi’āyāt rabbi-
him lam yakhirrū calaihā ṣumman wacumyānā] [alladhīna yaqūlūna rabbanā 
habb lanā min azwājinā wadhurriyyātinā qurrata acyun wajcalnā lil- 
muttaqīna imāmā] [ulā’ika] [yuzjawna al- ghurfata bimā ṣabarū …], 
Q25:63–75

Q25:63–75 provides a head noun phrase (cibād al- rahmān – the servants of 
the Most Merciful), which is cyclically modified by a long chain of embed-
ded and assorted modifiers. These modifiers of the head noun phrase (cibād 
al- rahmān) include: a relative pronoun clause [alladhīna yamshūna calā al- 
arḍi hawnan – who walk upon the earth easily]; a conditional clause [idhā 
khāṭabahum al- jāhilūna qālū salāmā – if the ignorant address them they say 
peace]; a relative pronoun clause [alladhīna yabītūna lirabbihim sujjadan 
waqiyāmā – who spend the night to their Lord prostrating and standing in 
prayer]; a relative pronoun clause [alladhīna yaqūlūna rabbanā aṣrif cannā 
cadhāba jahannam – those who say: ‘Our Lord, avert from us the punish-
ment of hell’]; a relative pronoun + an embedded conditional clause 
[alladhīna idhā anfaqū lam yusrifū walam yaqturū wakānū baina dhālika 
qawāmā – who, if they spend, do not excessively or sparingly but are ever 
between that moderate]; a relative pronoun clause [alladhīna lā yadcūna 
maca allāhi ilāhan ākhar – who do not invoke with God another deity]; two 
negated verbal sentences [lā yaqtulūna al- nafsa allatī ḥarrama allāhu illā bil- 
ḥaqq – do not kill the soul which God has forbidden except by right] and [lā 
yaznūn – do not commit unlawful sexual intercourse]; a relative pronoun 
clause [alladhīna lā yashhadūna al- zūr – who do not testify to falsehood]; a 
conditional clause [idhā marrū billaghwi marrū kirāmā – if they pass near ill 
speech, they pass by with dignity]; a relative pronoun + an embedded condi-
tional clause [alladhīna idhā dhukkirū bi’āyāt rabbihim lam yakhirrū calaihā 
ṣumman wacumyānā – who, if reminded of the āyahs of their Lord, do not 
fall upon them deaf and blind]; a relative pronoun clause [alladhīna 
yaqūlūna rabbanā habb lanā min azwājinā wadhurriyyātinā qurrata acyun 
wajcalnā lil- muttaqīna imāmā – who say: ‘Our Lord, grant us from among 
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our wives and offspring comfort to our eyes and make us an example for the 
righteous’]; a demonstrative pronoun [ulā’ika – those]; and a passive voice 
main verb sentence [yujzawna al- ghurfata bimā ṣabarū … – (they) will be 
awarded the chamber for what they patiently endured …].
 It is interesting to note that within the embedded modifier relative 
pronoun clause Q25:65, we have embedded cyclical modification of an 
embedded head noun (jahannam – hell), whose modifiers are: the no- main-
verb sentence [inna cadhābahā kāna gharāmā – its punishment is ever- 
adhering] and a main verb sentence [innahā sā’at mustaqarran wamuqāmā 
– it is evil as a settlement and residence].

5 mā cind allāh [khair] [abqā] lilladhīna āmanū [calā rabbihim yatawakkalūn] 
[alladhīna yajtanibūna kabā’ir al- ithim wal- fawāḥish] [idhā mā ghaḍibū hum 
yaghfirūn] [alladhīna istajābū lirabbihim] [aqāmū al- ṣalāt] [amruhum shūrā 
bainahum] [mimmā razaqnāhum yunfiqūn] [alladhīna idhā aṣābahum al- 
baghyu hum yantaṣirūn], Q42:36–39

where (mā cind allāh – what is with God) is the head noun phrase, which is 
cyclically modified by [khair – better] and [abqā – more lasting]. Then within 
the complement of these two modifiers, we encounter a head clause with the 
syntactic structure: [relative pronoun + verb + subject pronoun (lilladhīna 
āmanū – for those who have believed)]. This head phrase is cyclically modi-
fied by linguistically different modifiers. These include: a main verb sentence 
which involves a foregrounded prepositional phrase + main verb + an implicit 
subject pronoun [calā rabbihim yatawakkalūn – upon their Lord rely]; a rel-
ative pronoun clause [alladhīna yajtanibūna kabā’ir al- ithm wal- fawāḥish – 
who avoid the major sins and immoralities]; a conditional clause [idhā mā 
ghaḍibū hum yaghfirūn – if they are angry, they forgive]; a relative pronoun 
clause [alladhīna istajābū lirabbihim – who have responded to their Lord]; a 
verbal sentence [aqāmū al- ṣalāt – (They) establish prayer]; a no- main-verb 
nominal sentence [amruhum shūrā bainahum – Their affair is determined by 
consultation among themselves]; a main verb sentence [mimmā razaqnāhum 
yunfiqūn – they spend from what We have provided them]; and a relative 
pronoun + a conditional clause [alladhīna idhā aṣābahum al- baghyu hum 
yantaṣirūn – who, if tyranny strikes them, they defend themselves].

5.4	 Applied	analysis	of	cyclical	modification
Having underlined the grammatical and semantic functions of a modifier, we 
turn our attention to a practice- based analysis of cyclical modification from 
Qur’an discourse. Below is a practical analysis of cyclical modification. The 
examples under investigation cover the sections discussed above.

Examples 1: Q2:1–5
al- muttaqīn [alladhīna yu’minūna bil- ghaib] [yuqīmūn al- ṣalāt] [mimmā 
razaqnāhum yunfiqūn] [alladhīna yu’minūna bimā unzila ilaika wamā unzila 
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min qablika] [bil- ākhirati … [hum] [yūqinūn] [ulā’ika] [calā hudan min rab-
bihim] [ulā’ika] [hum] [al- mufliḥūn], Q2:1–5 

This is an example of an embedded complex modification where the head noun 
(al- muttaqīn – the conscious of God) is cyclically modified by assorted modifi-
cation which includes: a relative pronoun clause [alladhīna yu’minūna bil- ghaib 
– who believe in the unseen]; a main verb sentence [yuqīmūn al- ṣalāt – establish 
prayer]; a main verb sentence [mimmā razaqnāhum yunfiqūn – spend out of 
what We have provided for them]; a relative pronoun clause [alladhīna 
yu’minūna bimā unzila ilaika wamā unzila min qablika – who believe in what 
has been revealed to you and what was revealed before you]; a main verb sen-
tence with a foregrounded prepositional phrase [bil- ākhirati … yūqinūn – they 
are certain in faith of the hereafter]; a coreferential pronoun [hum – they], a 
demonstrative pronoun [ulā’ika – those]; a prepositional phrase [calā hudan min 
rabbihim – upon right guidance from their Lord]; a demonstrative pronoun 
[ulā’ika – those]; a coreferential pronoun [hum – they]; and an adjective [al- 
mufliḥūn – the successful].

Example 2: Q3:2–4
allāh [lā ilāha illā hū] [al- ḥai] [al- qaiyūm] [nazzala calaika al- kitāba bil- 
ḥaqqi …] [anzala al- tawrāta wal- injīl], Q3:2–4

This example involves embedded complex cyclical modification of the head noun 
(allāh – God). The linguistically assorted modifiers of the head noun are: a no- main-
verb nominal sentence [lā ilāha illā hū – there is no deity except Him]; and two 
adjectives [al- ḥai – the Ever- Living] and [al- qaiyūm – the Sustainer of existence].
 The modification of the head noun (allāh) also involves two modifier verbal sen-
tences: [nazzala calaika al- kitāba bil- ḥaqqi … – He has sent down upon you the Book 
in truth] and [anzala al- tawrāta wal- injīl – He revealed the Torah and the Gospel].

Example 3: Q3:5–6
allāh [huwa] [alladhī yuṣawwirukum fī al- arḥām kaifa yashā’] [lā ilāha illā 
huwa] [al- cazīz] [al- ḥakīm] [huwa] [alladhī anzala calaika al- kitāba], Q3:5–6

The head noun (allāh) is modified by: a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; a 
relative pronoun clause [alladhī yuṣawwirukum fī al- arḥām kaifa yashā’ – who 
forms you in the wombs however He wills]; a negated nominal sentence [lā ilāha 
illā huwa – there is no deity except Him]; two adjectives [al- cazīz – the Exalted 
in Might], and [al- ḥakīm – the Wise]; a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; and 
a relative pronoun clause [alladhī anzala calaika al- kitāba – who has sent down 
to you the Book].

Example 4: Q3:26–27
allāhu [mālika al- mulki] [tu’tī al- mulka man tashā’] [tanzicu al- mulka 
mimman tashā’] [tucizzu man tashā’] [tudhillu man tashā’] [biyadika 
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 al- khair] [innaka calā kulli shai’in qadīr] [tūliju al- laila fī al- nahār] [tūliju al- 
nahāra fī al- lail] [tukhriju al- ḥaiya min al- maiyit] [tukhriju al- maiyita min 
al- ḥai] [tarzuqu man tashā’ bighair ḥisāb], Q3:26–27

This is an example of a series of modifier verbal sentences, that is, main verb 
sentences cyclically modifying the head noun (allāh – God): a noun phrase 
[mālika al- mulki – Owner of Sovereignty]; a main verb sentence [tu’tī al- mulka 
man tashā’ – You give sovereignty to whom you will]; a main verb sentence 
[tanzicu al- mulka mimman tashā’ – You take sovereignty away from whom You 
will]; a main verb sentence [tucizzu man tashā’ – You honour whom You will]; a 
main verb sentence [tudhillu man tashā’ – You humble whom You will]; a main 
verb sentence [biyadika al- khair – in Your hand is all good]; a no- main-verb 
nominal sentence [innaka calā kulli shai’in qadīr – Indeed, You are over all 
things competent]; a main verb sentence [tūliju al- laila fī al- nahār – You cause 
the night to enter the day]; a main verb sentence [tūliju al- nahāra fī al- lail – You 
cause the day to enter the night]; a main verb sentence [tukhriju al- ḥaiya min al- 
maiyit – You bring the living out of the dead]; a main verb sentence [tukhriju al- 
maiyita min al- ḥai – You bring the dead out of the living]; and a main verb 
sentence [tarzuqu man tashā’ bighair ḥisāb – You give provision to whom You 
will without limit].

Example 5: Q6:95–99
allāh [fāliqu al- ḥabbi wal- nawā] [yukhriju al- ḥaiya min al- maiyiti] [mukhr-
iju al- maiyiti min al- ḥai] [fāliqu al- iṣbāḥ] [jacala al- laila sakanan wal- shamsa 
wal- qamara ḥusbānan] [al- cazīz] [al- calīm] [huwa] [alladhī jacala lakum al- 
nujūma litahtadū bihā …] [huwa] [alladhī ansha’akum min nafsin wāḥidatin 
famustaqarrun wamustawdac] [huwa] [alladhī anzala min al- samā’i mā’an], 
Q6:95–99

This is an example of an embedded and assorted cyclical modification where the 
head noun (allāh – God) is cyclically modified by a series of linguistically dif-
ferent modifiers, such as: a nominal sentence with an initial active participle 
(noun phrase) [fāliqu al- ḥabbi wal- nawā – the cleaver of grain and the date 
seeds]; a main verb sentence [yukhriju al- ḥaiya min al- maiyiti – He brings the 
living out of the dead]; a no- main-verb nominal sentence with an initial active 
participle [mukhriju al- maiyiti min al- ḥai – He brings the dead out of the living]; 
an active participle phrase [fāliqu al- iṣbāḥ – He is the cleaver of daybreak]; a 
main verb sentence [jacala al- laila sakanan wal- shamsa wal- qamara ḥusbānan – 
He has made the night for rest and the sun and moon for calculation]; two adjec-
tives [al- cazīz – the Exalted in Might] and [al- calīm – the Knowing]; a 
coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; a relative pronoun clause [alladhī jacala 
lakum al- nujūma litahtadū bihā … – He who placed for you the stars that you 
may be guided by them]; a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; a relative 
pronoun clause [alladhī ansha’akum min nafsin wāḥidatin famustaqarrun wamus-
tawdac – who produced you from one soul and gave you a place of dwelling and of 
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storage]; a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; and a relative pronoun clause 
[alladhī anzala min al- samā’i mā’an – who sends down rain from the sky].
 Further up in Q6:100, the same head noun (allāh) is repeated and more cycli-
cal modification provided in Q6:101–103.

Example 5: Q6:100–103
allāh … [badīc al- samāwāt wal- arḍ] [khalaqa kulla shai’] [huwa] [bikulli 
shai’ calīm] [dhālikum] allāh [rabbukum] [lā ilāha illā hū] [khāliqu kulli 
shai’] [huwa] [calā kulli shai wakīl] [lā tudrikuhu al- abṣār] [huwa] [yudriku 
al- abṣār] [huwa] [al- laṭīf] [al- khabīr], Q6:100–103

There are many linguistically different embedded modifiers describing the head 
noun (allāh) as explained below:

a noun phrase [badīc al- samāwāt wal- arḍ – the Originator of the heavens and 
the earth]; a main verb sentence [khalaqa kulla shai’ – He created all things]; a 
coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; and a prepositional phrase [bikulli shai’ 
calīm – Knowing of all things]. Then, we encounter in Q6:102 the same head 
noun (allāh – God) cyclically modified by: a pre- modifier demonstrative 
pronoun [dhālikum – that]; a noun phrase [rabbukum – your Lord]; a negated 
no- main-verb nominal sentence [lā ilāha illā hū – there is no deity except Him]; 
an active participle nominal sentence [khāliqu kulli shai’ – the Creator of all 
things]; a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; a nominal sentence with a fore-
grounded prepositional phrase [calā kulli shai’ wakīl – Disposer of all things]; a 
negated verbal sentence [lā tudrikuhu al- abṣār – vision does not perceive Him]; 
a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; a main verb sentence [yudriku al- abṣār – 
(He) perceives all vision]; a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; and two adjec-
tives [al- laṭīf – the Subtle] and [al- khabīr – the Acquainted].

Example 6: Q14:42–43
al- ẓālimūn [muhṭicīn] [muqnicī ru’ūsihim] [lā yartaddu ilaihim ṭarfuhum] 
[af ’idatuhum hawā’], Q14:42–43

This is an example of an embedded cyclical modification where the head noun 
(al- ẓālimūn – the wrongdoers) is cyclically modified by an embedded active 
participle [muhṭicīn – racing ahead], a phrase made up of an active participle 
whose grammatical function is the first noun in the possessive noun phrase (al- 
muḍāf ) + the second noun in the possessive noun phrase (al- muḍāf ilaih) 
[muqnicī ru’ūsihim – their heads raised up], a negated main verb sentence [lā 
yartaddu ilaihim ṭarfuhum – their glance does not come back to them] and a no- 
main-verb nominal sentence [af ’idatuhum hawā’ – their hearts are void].

Example 7: Q15:9
[innā] [naḥnu] [nazzalnā al- dhikra] wa [innā] [lahu laḥāfiẓūn] – It is We 
who sent down the message and We will be its guardian, Q15:9
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This is an example of a rare linguistic case where the head noun is not men-
tioned in the sentence. We can argue that the two pronouns (innā naḥnu – We 
We) form a compound (double) pronoun. Both pronouns are coreferential to and 
modify an implicit head noun (allāh – God). However, to use an overt head noun 
(allāh), the sentence structure will have to be changed to:

{allāh nazzala al- dhikra wa huwa lahu ḥāfiẓ – God sent down the message 
and He will be its guardian.} while Q15:9 enjoys a sublime style and is 
compatible with the rhyme of the surrounding sentences to achieve asso-
nance, its alternative counterpart is stylistically poor and cannot achieve 
assonance. We can argue that the implicit head noun (allāh) is cyclically 
modified by the two pronouns [innā – We] and [naḥnu – We], the verbal 
sentence [nazzalnā al- dhikra – sent down the message], the pronoun [innā – 
We] and the no- main-verb nominal sentence [lahu laḥāfiẓūn – to it will be 
its guardian].

Example 8: Q22: 34–35
al- mukhbitīn [alladhīna idhā dhukira allāhu wajilat qulūbuhum] [al- ṣābirīn 
calā mā aṣābahum] [al- muqīmī al- ṣalāt] [mimmā razaqnāhum yunfiqūn], 
Q22: 34–35

Q22:34 introduces the head noun (al- mukhbitīn – the humble). However, Q22:35 
provides embedded complex cyclical modification of the head noun. The linguis-
tically assorted modifiers include:

a conditional clause with an initial relative pronoun [alladhīna idhā 
dhukira allāhu wajilat qulūbuhum – who, if God is mentioned, their hearts 
are fearful] where the clause starts with a relative pronoun (alladhīna – 
who) but is immediately followed by a passive voice conditional particle 
(idhā – if ). However, the meaning of the whole clause is hinged upon the 
conditional particle. The head noun is also modified by a no- main-verb 
nominal sentence with an initial active participle [al- ṣābirīn calā mā 
aṣābahum – the patient over what has afflicted them], a noun phrase [al- 
muqīmī al- ṣalāt – the establishers of prayer] and a main verb sentence 
[mimmā razaqnāhum yunfiqūn – those who spend from what We have 
provided them].

Example 9: Q28:4
fircawn [calā fī al- arḍ] [jacala ahlahā shiyacan] [yastaḍcifu ṭā’ifatan minhum] 
[yudhabbiḥu abnā’ahum] [yastaḥyī nisā’ahum] [kāna min al- mufsidīn], 
Q28:4

This is an example of an embedded complex modification where the head noun 
(fircawn) is cyclically modified by five embedded main verb sentences and a no- 
main-verb nominal sentence as shown below:
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a main verb sentence [calā fī al- arḍ – exalted himself in the land]; a main 
verb sentence [jacala ahlahā shiyacan – made its people into factions]; a main 
verb sentence [yastaḍcifu ṭā’ifatan minhum – oppressing a sector among 
them]; a main verb sentence [yudhabbiḥu abnā’ahum – slaughtering their 
newborn sons]; a main verb sentence [yastaḥyī nisā’ahum – keeping their 
females alive]; and a no- main-verb nominal sentence [kāna min al- mufsidīn 
– he was of the corrupters], which is also embedded in the same macro 
sentence.

Example 10: Q29:40
fakullan akhadhnā bidhanbih [faminhum man arsalanā calaihi ḥāṣiban] 
[waminhum man akhadhathu al- ṣaiḥatu] [waminhum man khasafnā bihi al- 
arḍ] [waminhum man aghraqnā], Q29:40

where the action of (akhdhuhum bidhunūbihim – seizing them for their sin) 
grammatically acts as the head noun phrase, which is cyclically modified by a 
series of four clauses each with a main verb: [faminhum man arsalanā calaihi 
ḥāṣiban – among them were those upon whom We sent a storm of stones], 
[waminhum man akhadhathu al- ṣaiḥatu – among them were those who were 
seized by the blast], [waminhum man khasafnā bihi al- arḍ – among them were 
those whom We caused the earth to swallow] and [waminhum man aghraqnā – 
among them were those whom We drowned].
 Exegetically, the modifier main verb clause [faminhum man arsalanā calaihi 
ḥāṣiban – among them were those upon whom We sent a storm of stones] refers 
to the destruction of the nation of Prophet Lot, who were punished by a violent 
tornado with showers of stones. The modifier main verb clause [waminhum man 
akhadhathu al- ṣaiḥatu – among them were those who were seized by the blast] 
refers to the nation called Thamūd and Prophet Shucaib. The modifier main verb 
clause [waminhum man khasafnā bihi al- arḍ – among them were those whom 
We caused the earth to swallow] refers to Qārūn. The modifier main verb clause 
[waminhum man aghraqnā – among them were those whom We drowned] refers 
to Pharaoh and his army.

Example 11: Q39:4–6
[huwa] allāhu [al- wāḥid] [al- qahhār] [khalaqa al- samāwāt wal- arḍ bil- ḥaqq] 
[yukawwiru al- laila calā al- nahār] [yukawwiru al- nahār calā al- lail] 
[sakhkhara al- shamsa wal- qamar] [huwa] [al- cazīz] [al- ghaffār] [khalaqa-
kum min nafsin wāḥidatin …] [anzala lakum min al- ancām thamāniyata 
azwājin] [yakhluqukum fī buṭūni ummahātikum khalqan min bacdi khalq …] 
[dhālikum] allāhu [rabbukum] [lahu al- mulku] [lā ilāha illā hū], Q39:4–6

where the head noun (allāhu) is cyclically described by linguistically different 
modifiers which include: pre- modifier pronoun (huwa – He); two adjectives [al- 
wāḥid – the One] and [al- qahhār – the Prevailing]; four main verb sentences: 
[khalaqa al- samāwāt wal- arḍ bil- ḥaqq – He created the heavens and earth in 
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truth], [yukawwiru al- lail calā al- nahār – (He) wraps the night over the day], 
[yukawwiru al- nahār cala al- lail – (He) wraps the day over the night] and 
[sakhkhara al- shamsa wal- qamar – He has subjected the sun and the moon]; a 
post- modifier coreferential pronoun (huwa – He); two adjectives [al- cazīz – the 
Exalted in Might] and [al- ghaffār – the Perpetual Forgiver]; three main verb sen-
tences: [khalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidatin … – He created you from one soul], 
[anzala lakum min al- ancām thamāniyata azwājin – He produced for you from 
the grazing livestock eight mates] and [yakhluqukum fī buṭūni ummahātikum 
khalqan min bacdi khalq … – He creates you in the wombs of your mothers cre-
ation after creation]; a demonstrative pronoun [dhālikum – that], a noun phrase 
[rabbukum – your Lord]; a no- main-verb nominal sentence [lahu al- mulku – to 
Him belongs dominion]; and a no- main-verb nominal sentence [lā ilāha illā hū – 
There is no deity except Him].

Example 12: Q40:2–3
allāh [al- czīz] [al- calīm] [ghāfir al- dhanb] [qābil al- tawb] [shadīd al- ciqāb] 
[dhī al- ṭawl] [lā ilāha illā hū] [ilaihi al- maṣīr], Q40:2–3

This is an example of assorted complex modification where the head noun (allāh) 
is modified by two adjectives [al- czīz – the Exalted in Might] and [al- calīm – the 
Knowing]. The head noun is also cyclically modified by a series of noun phrases: 
[ghāfir al- dhanb – the Forgiver of sin], [qābil al- tawb – accepter of repentance], 
[shadīd al- ciqāb – severe in punishment] and [dhī al- ṭawl – infinite in bounty]. 
The head noun (allāh) is further modified by a no- main-verb nominal sentence 
[lā ilāha illā hū – There is no deity except Him] and is also modified by a prepo-
sitional phrase [ilaihi al- maṣīr – to Him is the ultimate return].

Example 13: Q40:14–15
allāh [rafīc al- darajāt] [dhū al- carsh] [yulqī al- rūḥa min amrihi calā man 
yashā’ min cibādih], Q40:14–15

This is an example of an embedded complex cyclical modification where the 
head noun (allāh) is modified by two noun phrases [rafīc al- darajāt – the Exalted 
above all degrees] and [dhū al- carsh – Owner of the throne]. The head noun is 
further modified by a main verb sentence [yulqī al- rūḥa min amrihi calā man 
yashā’ min cibādih – He places the inspiration of His command upon whom He 
wills of His servants].

Example 14: Q43:9–12
… [al- cazīz] [al- calīm] [alladhī jacala lakum al- arḍa mahdan …] [alladhī 
nazzala min al- samā’i mā’an …] [alladhī khalaqa al- azwāja kullahā …], 
Q43:9–12

where there is no explicit head noun or pronoun. In this example, there is an 
implicit head noun (allāh – God) which is cyclically modified by: two adjectives 
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[al- cazīz – the Exalted in Might] and [al- calīm – the Knowing]; and three relative 
pronoun clauses: [alladhī jacala lakum al- arḍa mahdan … – who has made for 
you the earth a bed], [alladhī nazzala min al- samā’i mā’an … – who sends down 
rain from the sky] and [alladhī khalaqa al- azwāja kullahā … – who created all 
the species].

Example 15: Q44:6–8
rabbika [huwa] [al- samīc] [al- calīm] [rabb al- samāwāti walarḍi …] [lā ilāha 
illā hū] [yuḥyī wayumīt] [rabbukum] [rabbu ābā’ikum al- awwalīn], 
Q44:6–8

where the head noun phrase (rabbika – your Lord) is cyclically modified by lin-
guistically different modifiers, such as: a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He 
(God)]; two adjectives [al- samīc – the Hearing] and [al- calīm – the Knowing]; a 
noun phrase [rabb al- samāwāti walarḍi … – the Lord of the heavens and the 
earth]; a no- main-verb nominal sentence [lā ilāha illā hū – there is no deity 
except Him]; a main verb sentence [yuḥyī wayumīt – He gives life and causes 
death]; a noun phrase [rabbukum – your Lord]; and a noun phrase [rabbu 
ābā’ikum al- awwalīn – the Lord of your first forefathers].

Example 16: Q45:36–37
allāh [al- ḥamdu] [rabb al- samāwāt] [rabb al- arḍ] [rabb al- cālamīn] [lahu al- 
kibriyā’ fī al- samāwāt wal- arḍ] [huwa] [al- cazīz] [al- ḥakīm], Q45:36–37

This is an example of an embedded complex cyclical modification of the head 
noun (allāh) by linguistically different modifiers which include: a nominalised 
noun [al- ḥamdu – all praise]; three noun phrases [rabb al- samāwāt – Lord of the 
heavens], [rabb al- arḍ – Lord of the earth] and [rabb al- cālamīn – Lord of the 
worlds]; a prepositional phrase [lahu al- kibriyā’ fī al- samāwāt wal- arḍ – to Him 
belongs all grandeur within the heavens and the earth]; a coreferential pronoun 
[huwa – He]; and two adjectives [al- cazīz – the Exalted in Might] and [al- ḥakīm 
– the Wise].

Example 17: Q46:8
allāh [huwa] [aclamu bimā tufīḍūna fīh] [kafā bihi shahīdan bainī wabaina-
kum] [huwa] [al- ghafūr] [al- raḥīm], Q46:8

This is an example of an assorted cyclical modification where the head noun 
(allāh) is modified by: a post- modifier pronoun [huwa – He (God)]; a main verb 
clause [aclamu bimā tufīḍūna fīh – the most knowing of that in which you are 
involved]; a main verb sentence [kafā bihi shahīdan bainī wabainakum – Suffi-
cient is He as Witness between me and you]; a post- modifier coreferential 
pronoun [huwa – He (God)]; and two adjectives [al- ghafūr – the Forgiving] and 
[al- raḥīm – the Merciful].
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Example 18: Q53:42–53
rabbika [al- muntahā] [huwa] [aḍḥaka wa’abkā] [huwa] [amāta wa’aḥyā] 
[khalaqa al- zawjain al- dhakara wal- unthā] [anna calaihi al- nash’ata al- ukhrā] 
[huwa] [aghnā] [aqnā] [huwa] [rabbu al- shicrā] [ahlaka cādan al- ūlā] [al- 
mu’tafikata ahwā], Q53:42–53

where the head noun phrase (rabbaka – your Lord) occurs with an embedded 
complex cyclical modification by linguistically different modifiers, such as: a 
noun [al- muntahā – the finality]; a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; two verbs 
(acting as main verb sentences) [aḍḥaka wa’abkā – (He) makes one laugh and 
weep]; a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; two verbs (acting as main verb sen-
tences) [amāta wa’aḥyā – (He) causes death and gives life]; a main verb sentence 
[khalaqa al- zawjain al- dhakara wal- unthā – He creates the two mates, the male 
and female]; a no- main-verb sentence with an initial particle (anna) [anna calaihi 
al- nash’ata al- ukhrā – upon Him is the next creation]; a coreferential pronoun 
[huwa – He]; two verbs (acting as main verb sentences) [aghnā – (He) enriches] 
and [aqnā – (He) suffices]; a coreferential pronoun [huwa – He]; a noun phrase 
[rabbu al- shicrā – the Lord of Sirius]; and two main verb sentences [ahlaka cādan 
al- ūlā – (He) destroyed the first people of cĀd] and [al- mu’tafikata ahwā – (He) 
hurled down the overturned towns].

Example 19: Q81:19–21
rasūl [karīm] [dhī quwwatin] [cinda dhī al- carshi makīn] [muṭāc] [amīn], 
Q81:19–21

where the head noun is (rasūl – messenger (Gabriel)) which is modified by 
[karīm – noble], [dhī quwwatin – who possesses great strength], [cinda dhī al- 
carshi makīn – who is held in honour by the Lord of the Throne], [muṭāc – is 
obeyed there], and [amīn – is worthy of trust]. This is an example of an embed-
ded complex cyclical modification where sentences 20–21 continue with the 
syntactic process of cyclical modification of the head noun (rasūl – messenger 
(Gabriel)).

Example 20: Q85:12–16
rabbika [huwa] [yubdi’u wayucīd] [huwa] [al- ghafūr] [al- wadūd] [dhū al- 
carsh al- majīd] [faccāl limā yurīd], Q85:12–16

To determine the head noun (phrase), we can ask the questions: (man huwa? – 
Who is he?), (man yubdi’u wayucīd? – Who originates and repeats?), (man al- 
ghafūr al- wadūd? – Who is the Forgiving and the Affectionate?), (man dhū 
al- carsh al- majīd? – Who is the Honourable Owner of the Throne?), and (man 
huwa faccāl limā yurīd? – Who is the Effecter of what He intends?). The answers 
to these questions can identify the modifiers of the head noun phrase (rabbika – 
your Lord). These modifiers are: [huwa – He (your Lord)], [innahu yubdi’u 
wayucīd – who originates and repeats], [huwa – He (your Lord)], [al- ghafūr – the 
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Forgiving], [al- wadūd – the Affectionate], [dhū al- carsh al- majīd – Honourable 
Owner of the Throne], and [faccāl limā yurīd – the Effecter of what He intends]. 
This is an example of an embedded complex cyclical modification where sen-
tences 13–16 are embedded and carry on with the syntactic process of cyclical 
modification of the head noun phrase (rabbika – your Lord).

5.5	 Cyclical	imperatives	
Imperatives are instructions but are not modifiers of a noun (phrase) although 
they are directed to a specific noun (phrase). The notion of cyclical imperatives 
is a syntactic process in which imperative sentences occur repeatedly after a 
noun (phrase). These imperatives are also cyclical, that is, recurrently men-
tioned and are all referring to the same noun (phrase), as in the following 
examples:

Example 1: Q2:40–48
In Q2:40–43, we encounter the noun phrase (banī isrā’īl – Children of Israel) 
followed by a chain of instructions. The Children of Israel are instructed to 
undertake a series of actions. The cyclical imperative sentences are:

idhkurū nicmatī allatī ancamtu calaikum – remember My favour which I have 
bestowed upon you,

ūfū bicahdī ūfī bicahdikum – fulfil My covenant, I will fulfil your covenant,

iyyāya farhabūn – be afraid of me, 

āminū bimā anzaltu muṣaddiqan limā macakum – believe in what I have sent 
down confirming that which is already with you,

lā takūnū awwal kāfirin bih – be not the first to disbelieve in it,

lā tashtarū bi’āyātī thamanan qalīlan – do not exchange My signs for a small 
price,

iyyāya fattaqūn – fear only Me,

lā talbisū al- ḥaqqa bil- bāṭil wataktumū al- ḥaqqa wa’antum taclamūn – do not 
mix the truth with falsehood or conceal the truth while you know it,

aqīmū al- ṣalāt – establish prayer,

ātū al- zakāt – give zakāt,

irkacū maca al- rākicīn – bow with those who bow in worship and obedience, 
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istacīnū bil- ṣabri wal- ṣalāt – seek help through patience and prayer,

idhkurū nicmatī allatī ancamtu calaikum – remember my Favour that I have 
bestowed upon you,

ittaqū yawman lā tajzī nafsun can nafsin shai’an – fear a day when no soul 
will suffice for another soul at all. 

Example 2: Q2:172–173
In Q2:172–173, we encounter the noun phrase (alladhīna āmanū – those who 
have believed) followed by a chain of instructions. The believers are ordered to 
undertake a series of actions. The cyclical imperative sentences are:

kulū min ṭaiyibāt mā razaqnākum – Eat from the lawful things which We 
have provided for you.

ishkurū lillāh – Be grateful to God. 

ḥarrama calaikum al- maitata wal- dama wal- laḥma al- khinzīr wamā uhilla 
bihi lighair allāh – He has forbidden to you dead animals, blood, the flesh of 
swine and that which has been dedicated to other than God.

Example 3: Q17:22–39
This is the longest chain of imperative sentences pertaining moral instructions:

lā tajcal maca allāhi ilāhan ākhara – Set up no other god beside God.

allā tacbudū illā iyyāhu – Do not worship except Him.

bil- wālidaini iḥsānā – Good treatment to your parents.

lā taqul lahumā uffin – Do not say to them so much as ‘uff ’.

lā tanharhumā – Do not repel them.

qul lahumā qawlan karīmā – Speak to them a noble word.

akhfiḍ lahumā janāḥa al- dhulli min al- raḥmati – Lower to them the wing of 
humility out of mercy. 

qul rabbī irḥamhumā – Say: ‘My Lord, have mercy upon them’.

āti dhā al- qurbā ḥaqqahu wal- miskīna wabni al- sabīl – Give the relative his 
right, and also the poor and the traveller.
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lā tubadhdhir tabdhīrā – Do not spend wastefully. 

lā tajcal yadaka maghlūlatan ilā cunuqika – Do not make your hand chained 
to your neck.

lā tabsuṭhā kulla al- basṭi – Do not extend it completely.

lā taqtulū awlādakum khashyata imlāqin – Do not kill your children for fear 
of poverty.

lā taqrabū al- zinā – Do not approach unlawful sexual intercourse. 

lā taqtulū al- nafsa allatī ḥarrama allāhu illā bil- ḥaqq – Do not kill the soul 
which God has forbidden, except by right.

lā taqrabū māla al- yatīm – Do not approach the property of an orphan.

ūfū bil- cahd – Fulfil every commitment.

ūfū al- kail – Give full measure. 

zinū bil- qisṭāsi al- mustaqīm – Weight with an even balance.

lā taqfu mā laisa laka bihi cilm – Do not pursue that of which you have no 
knowledge. 

lā tamshī fī al- ardi maraḥā – Do not walk upon the earth exultantly.

lā tajcal maca allāhi ilāhan ākhara – Set up no other god beside God.

Example 3: Q26:83–87
Abraham’s supplication:

rabbī habb lī ḥukman – My Lord grant me authority.

alḥiqnī bil- ṣāliḥīn – Join me with the righteous.

ijcal lī lisāna ṣidqin fī al- ākharīn – Grant me a reputation of honour among 
later generations.

ijcalnī min warathat jannat al- nacīm – Place me among the inheritors of the 
garden of pleasure.

ighfir li’abī – Forgive my father.

lā tukhzinī yawma yubcathūn – Do not disgrace me on the day they are 
resurrected.
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Example 4: Q33:32–34
lā takhḍacna bil- qawl … – Do not be soft in speech …

qulna qawlan macrūfā – Speak with appropriate speech.

qurna fī buyūtikunna – Abide in your houses.

lā tatabarrajna tabarruja al- jāhiliyyati al- ūlā – Do not display yourselves as 
was the display of the former times of ignorance.

aqimna al- ṣalāt – Establish prayer.

ātīna al- zakāt – Give zakāt.

aṭicna allāh warasūlah – Obey God and His messenger.

udhkurna mā yutlā fī buyūtikunna min āyāt allāh wal- ḥikmah – Remember 
what is recited in your houses of the āyāt of God and wisdom.

Example 5: Q49:12
In Q49:12, we encounter the relative pronoun clause (alladhīna āmanū – those 
who have believed) followed by a chain of instructions. The believers are 
ordered to undertake a series of actions. The cyclical imperative sentences are:

ijtanibū kathīran min al- ẓanni … – Avoid much negative assumption.

lā tajassasū – Do not spy.

lā yaghtab bacḍukum bacḍan – Do not backbite each other.

ittaqū allāha – Fear God.

Example 6: Q74:1–7
In Q74:1–7, we encounter the noun (al- muddaththir – who covers himself, i.e. 
Muḥammad) followed by a chain of instructions. Muḥammad is ordered to 
undertake a series of actions. The cyclical imperative sentences are:

qum fa’andhir – Arise and warn.

rabbaka fakabbir – Glorify your Lord.

thiyābaka faṭahhir – Purify your clothing.

al- rujza fahjur – Avoid uncleanliness.

lā tamnun tastakthir – Do not confer favour to acquire more. 

lirabbika faṣbir – Be patient for your Lord.
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5.6	 Cyclical	conditional	clauses
Cyclical conditional clauses (al- jumlah al- sharṭiyyah) are not modifiers of a noun 
(phrase). A conditional clause is formed by [a conditional particle (idhā – if ) or 
(man – whoever) + subject + verb] + [a main verb sentence which is the comple-
ment of the conditional clause (jawāb al- sharṭ)]. In cyclical conditional clauses, 
the verb of the conditional clause usually occurs in the passive voice and occa-
sionally in the active voice. Cyclical conditional clauses involve a syntactic 
process in which a chain of conditional clauses occur repeatedly before a main 
verb sentence which is the complement of the conditional clause. This syntactic 
process is explained in the following examples:

Example 1: Q33:28–32
In Q33:32–34, we have the noun phrase (azwājika – your (Muḥammad’s) wives) 
and later on we find its counterpart noun phrase (nisā’ al- nabiy – the Prophet’s 
wives). The wives of the Prophet are commanded to undertake a series of spe-
cific actions. The cyclical imperative sentences are:

in kuntunna turidna al- ḥayāt al- dunyā wazīnatahā fatacālaina umattickunna 
wa’usarriḥkunna sarāḥan jamīlā – If you should desire worldly life and its 
adornment, then come, I will provide for you and give you a gracious 
release. 

in kuntunna turidna allāh warasūlah wal- dār al- ākhirah fa’inna allāh acadda 
lil- muḥsināti minkunna ajran caẓīmā – If you should desire God and His 
messenger and the home of the hereafter, then indeed, God has prepared for 
the doers of good among you a great reward.

man ya’ti minkunna bifāḥishatin mubaiyinatin yuḍācaf lahā al- cadhāb ḍicfain 
– Whoever of you should commit a clear immorality, for her the punishment 
would be doubled twofold.

man yaqnuṭ minkunna lillāh warasūlih watacmal ṣāliḥan nu’tihā ajrahā mar-
ratain … – Whoever of you devoutly obey God and His messenger and does 
righteousness, We will give her reward twice. 

in ittaqaitunna falā takhḍacna bil- qawl fayaṭmaca alladhī fī qalbihi maraḍ – 
If you fear God, then do not be soft in speech to men, lest he in whose hear 
is disease should covet.

Example 2: Q77:8–13
[idhā al- nujūmu ṭumisat] [idhā al- samā’u furijat] [idhā al- jibālu nusifat] 
[idhā al- rusulu uqqitat] li’aiyi yawmin ujjilat. liyawm al- faṣl, Q77:8–13

where the cyclical conditional clauses are: [idhā al- nujūmu ṭumisat – when/if the 
stars are obliterated], [idhā al- samā’u furijat – when/If the heaven is opened], 
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[idhā al- jibālu nusifat – when/if the mountains are blown away] and [idhā al- 
rusulu uqqitat – when/if the messengers’ time has come]. These conditional 
clauses are related to the complement of the conditional clauses: (li’aiyi yawmin 
ujjilat. liyawm al- faṣl – for what day was it postponed? For the Day of 
Judgement).

Example 3: Q81:1–14
[idhā al- shamsu kuwwirat] [idhā al- nujūmu inkadarat] [idhā al- jibālu suyyi-
rat] [idhā al- cishāru cuṭṭilat] [idhā al- wuḥūshu ḥushirat] [idhā al- biḥāru sujji-
rat] [idhā al- nufūsu zuwwijat] [idhā al- maw’ūdatu su’ilat] [idhā al- ṣuḥufu 
nushirat] [idhā al- samā’u kushiṭat] [idhā al- jaḥīmu succirat] [idhā al- jannatu 
uzlifat] calimat nafsun mā aḥḍarat, Q81:1–14

where the cyclical conditional clauses are: [idhā al- shamsu kuwwirat – when/if 
the sun is wrapped up in darkness], [idhā al- nujūmu inkadarat – when/if the stars 
fall dispersing], [idhā al- jibālu suyyirat – when/if the mountains are removed], 
[idhā al- cishāru cuṭṭilat – when/if full- term she- camels are neglected], [idhā al- 
wuḥūshu ḥushirat – when/if the wild beasts are gathered], [idhā al- biḥāru sujjirat 
– when/if the seas are filled with flame], [idhā al- nufūsu zuwwijat – when/if the 
souls are paired], [idhā al- maw’ūdatu su’ilat – when/if the girl who was buried 
alive is asked], [idhā al- ṣuḥufu nushirat – when/if the pages are spread], [idhā al- 
samā’u kushiṭat – when/if the sky is stripped away], [idhā al- jaḥīmu succirat – 
when/if hellfire is set ablaze] and [idhā al- jannatu uzlifat – when/if paradise is 
brought near]. These conditional clauses are related to the complement of the 
conditional clauses: (calimat nafsun mā aḥḍarat – a soul will then know what it 
has brought with it).

Example 4: Q82:1–5
[idhā al- samā’u infaṭarat] [idhā al- kawākibu intatharat] [idhā al- biḥāru fujji-
rat] [idhā al- qubūru bucthirat] calimat nafsun mā qaddamat wa’akhkharat, 
Q82:1–5

where the cyclical conditional clauses are: [idhā al- samā’u infaṭarat – when/if 
the sky breaks apart], [idhā al- kawākibu intatharat – when/if the stars fall, dis-
persing], [idhā al- biḥāru fujjirat – when/if the seas are erupted] and [idhā al- 
qubūru bucthirat – when/if the contents of graves are exposed]. These conditional 
clauses are related to the complement of the conditional clauses: (calimat nafsun 
mā qaddamat wa’akhkharat – a soul will then know what it has put forth and 
kept back).

5.7	 Cyclical	oath	clauses
Cyclical oath (al- qasam) is not a modifier of a noun (phrase). An oath structure 
is formed by: an oath verbal sentence (Q84:16–17); an oath noun (Q89:1 and 
Q93:1); a noun phrase (Q89:2–3, Q93:1 and Q95:1); a no- main-verb nominal 
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sentence (Q95:3); an oath noun + nominalization particle (mā) + verb (Q91:5–7); 
or a noun + conditional clause (Q91:2–4, Q92:1–2) followed by the complement 
of the oath (jawāb al- qasam) which is the core statement of the oath. However, 
the conditional clause (idhā) has a semantically temporal meaning (cindamā – 
when). Cyclical oath clauses involve a syntactic process in which a series of oath 
clauses occur repeatedly before a main verb sentence, which is the core state-
ment of the oath. Grammatically, it is a complement of the oath clause. This syn-
tactic process is explained in the following examples: 

Example 1: Q84:16–19
[falā uqsimu bil- shafaq] [wal- laili wamā wasaq] [wal- qamari idhā ittasaq] 
latarkabanna ṭabaqan can ṭabaq, Q84:16–19

where we have cyclical oath represented by the following cyclical oath 
structures:

an oath verbal sentence [falā uqsimu bilshafaq – I swear by the twilight 
glow],

an oath verbal sentence (oath noun + mā + verb) [wal- laili wamā wasaq – 
and by the night and what it envelops], and

an oath noun + conditional (temporal) clause [wal- qamari idhā ittasaq – and 
by the moon when it becomes full].

The above cyclical oath constructions are followed by their complement of the 
oath (jawāb al- qasam): (latarkabanna ṭabaqan can ṭabaq – that you will surely 
experience state after state), which is the core statement of the oath sentences.

Example 2: Q89:1–5
[wal- fajr] [walayālin cashr] [wal- shafci wal- watri] [wal- laili idhā yasri] hal fī 
dhālika qasamun lidhī ḥijr, Q89:1–5

where cyclical oath is achieved through the following series:

an oath noun [wal- fajr – by the dawn],

an oath noun phrase [walayālin cashr – and by the ten night],

two oath nouns [wal- shafci – and by the even number] and [wal- watri – and 
by the odd number], and

an oath noun + a conditional (temporal) clause [wal- laili idhā yasri – and by 
the night when it passes].
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The above cyclical oath syntactic structures are followed by the core statement 
and the complement of the oath: (hal fī dhālika qasamun lidhī ḥijr – is there not 
in all that an oath sufficient for one of perception?).

Example 3: Q91:1–10
[wal- shamsi waḍuḥāhā] [wal- qamari idhā talāhā] [wal- nahāri idhā jallāhā] 
[wal- laili idhā yaghshāhā] [wal- samā’i wamā banāhā] [wal- arḍi wamā 
ṭaḥāhā] [wanafsin wamā sawwāhā] … qad aflaḥa man zakkāhā. waqad 
khāba man dassāhā, Q91:1–10

where cyclical oath is achieved through the following series:

an oath noun + a noun phrase [wal- shamsi waḍuḥāhā – by the sun and its 
brightness],

a series of an oath noun + a conditional (temporal) clause: [wal- qamari idhā 
talāhā – by the moon when it follows it], [wal- nahāri idhā jallāhā – by the 
day when it displays it] and [wal- laili idhā yaghshāhā – by the night when it 
covers it], and

an oath noun + nominalisation particle (mā) + verb: [wal- samā’i wa mā 
banāhā – by the sky and He who constructed it], [wal- arḍi wa mā ṭaḥāhā – 
by the earth and He who spread it] and [wanafsin wamā sawwāhā – by the 
soul and He who proportioned it].

The above cyclical oath constructions are followed by their complement of the 
oath: (qad aflaḥa man zakkāhā. waqad khāba man dassāhā – he has succeeded 
who purifies it, and he has failed who instils it with corruption) which are the 
core statements for the oath constructions.

Example 4: Q95:1–4
[wal- tīni wal- zaitūni] [waṭūri sīnīna] [wahādhā al- baladi al- amīn] laqad 
khalaqnā al- insāna fī aḥsani taqwīm, Q95:1–4

where cyclical oath is achieved through the following series:

two oath nouns [wal- tīni – by the fig] and [wal- zaitūni – by the olive],

an oath noun phrase [waṭūri sīnīna – by the Mount Sinai], and

a no- main-verb nominal sentence [wahādhā al- baladi al- amīn – by the 
secure city].

The above cyclical oath constructions are followed by their complement of the 
oath: (laqad khalaqnā al- insāna fī aḥsani taqwīm … – We have certainly 
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created man in the best of stature), which is the core statement of the oath 
constructions.

5.8	 Cyclical	vocative	clauses
Cyclical vocative (al- munādā) is not a modifier of a noun (phrase). A vocative 
structure is formed by the vocative particle (yā – O!), which usually precedes a 
noun (phrase). Cyclical vocative phrases involve a syntactic process in which a 
series of vocative phrases occur repeatedly before a main verb sentence, which is 
the core statement of the vocative syntactic structure. Also, the core statement of 
the vocative sentence is usually imperative (instructional). The structure of the 
vocative clause is: [a vocative particle + a noun phrase] + a core statement. This 
syntactic process is explained in the following examples, where the vocative parti-
cle + noun phrase are placed in square brackets followed by the core statement:

Example 1: Q19:42–45
The cyclical vocative statements are achieved through the following series:

[yā abatī – O my father] lima tacbudu mā lā yasmacu walā yubṣiru walā 
yughnī canka shai’ā – why do you worship that which does not hear and 
does not sea and will not benefit you at all?

[yā abatī – O my father] innī qad jā’anī min al- cilmi mā lam ya’tika fattabicnī 
ahdika ṣirāṭan sawiyyā – indeed there has come to me of knowledge that 
which has not come to you, so follow me; I will guide you to an even path.

[yā abatī – O my father] lā tacbud al- shaiṭān inna al- shaiṭāna kāna lil- 
raḥmāni caṣiyyā – do not worship Satan. Indeed Satan has ever been disobe-
dient to the Most Merciful.

[yā abatī – O my father] innī akhāfu an yamassaka cadhābun min al- raḥmāni 
fatakūna lil- shaiṭāni waliyyā – indeed I fear that there will touch you a pun-
ishment from the Most Merciful so you would be to Satan a companion in 
hellfire.

However, it is very rare to encounter cyclical vocative statements which occur 
consecutively, as we have seen in the above example. Cyclical vocative state-
ments may not occur in a row, as in the following examples:

Example 2: Q9:23, 28, 34, 38, 119 and 123
The cyclical vocative statements are achieved through the following series:

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] la tattakhidhū ābā’akum wa’ikhwānakum 
awliyā’ … – [O you who have believed] do not take your fathers or your 
brothers as allies …, Q9:23
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[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] innamā al- mushrikūna najasun falā yaqrabū al- 
masjida al- ḥarāma … – [O you who have believed] indeed the polytheists 
are unclean so let them not approach al- Masjid al- Ḥarām, Q9:28

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] inna kathīran min al- aḥbāri wal- ruhbāni 
laya’kulūna amwāla al- nāsi bil- bāṭil … – [O you who have believed] indeed 
many of the scholars and the monks devour the wealth of people 
unjustly …, Q9:34

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] mālakum idhā qīla lakum anfirū fī sabīli allāh 
… – [O you who have believed] what is the matter with you that when you 
are told to go forth in the cause of God …, Q9:38

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] ittaqū allāha wakūnū maca al- ṣādiqīn … – [O 
you who have believed] fear God and be with those who are true, Q9:119

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] qātilū alladhīna yalūnakum min al- kuffār … – 
[O you who have believed] fight those adjacent to you of the disbelievers …, 
Q9:123

Example 3: Q24:21, 27 and 58
The cyclical vocative statements are achieved through the following series:

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] lā tattabicū khuṭuwāti al- shaiṭān … – [O you 
who have believed] do not follow the footsteps of Satan …, Q24:21

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] lā tadkhulū buyūtan ghaira buyūtikum ḥattā … 
– [O you who have believed] do not enter houses other than your own 
homes until …, Q24:27

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] liyasta’dhinkum alladhīna malakat aimānukum 
… – [O you who have believed] let those whom your right hands possess … 
ask your permission …, Q24:58

Example 4: Q33:9, 41, 49, 53, 56, 69 and 70
The cyclical vocative statements are achieved through the following series:

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] idhkurū nicmata allāhi calaikum … – [O you 
who have believed] remember the favour of God upon you …, Q33:9

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] idhkurū allāha kathīrā … – [O you who have 
believed] remember God with much remembrance, Q33:41

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] idhā nakaḥtum al- mu’mināti thumma … – [O you 
who have believed] when you marry believing women and then …, Q33:49
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[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] lā tadkhulū buyūta al- nabiyyi illā an yu’dhana 
lakum … – [O you who have believed] do not enter the houses of the 
Prophet except when you are permitted for …, Q33:53

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] ṣallū calaihi wasallimū taslīmā … – [O you 
who have believed] ask God to confer blessing upon him (the Prophet) and 
ask God to grant him peace, Q33:56

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] lā takūnū kalladhīna ādhaw mūsā … – [O you 
who have believed] be not like those who abused Moses …, Q33:69

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] ittaqū allāha waqūlū qawlan sadīdā – [O you 
who have believed] fear God and speak words of appropriate justice, 
Q33:70

Example 5: Q49:1, 2, 6, 11 and 12
The cyclical vocative statements are achieved through the following series:

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] lā tuqaddimū baina yadai allāhi warasūlih … – 
[O you who have believed] do not put yourselves before God and His 
messenger …, Q49:1

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] lā tarfacū aṣwātakum fawqa ṣawti al- nabiyyi … 
– [O you who have believed] do not raise your voices above the voice of the 
Prophet …, Q49:2

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] in jā’akum fāsiqun binaba’in fatabaiyanū … – 
[O you who have believed] if there comes to you a disobedient one with 
information, investigate …, Q49:6

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] lā yaskhar qawmun min qawmin casā an 
yakūnū khairan minhum … – [O you who have believed] let not a people 
ridicule another people, perhaps they may be better than them …, Q49:11

[yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū] ijtanibū kathīran min al- ẓanni inna bacḍa al- 
ẓanni ithmun … – [O you who have believed] avoid much negative assump-
tion. Indeed, some assumption is sin …, Q49:12

For more details on the vocative syntactic structure, see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1, 
Point 17.

5.9	 Summary
Modification means the description of the main noun (phrase), which is called 
the head noun. We can note the following:
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i Modification can be achieved through adjectives, main verb sentence, rel-
ative clauses, pronouns or prepositional phrases. These modifying units are 
called modifiers.

ii Modifiers can be either pre- modifiers (before the head noun (phrase)) or 
post- modifiers (after the head noun (phrase)).

iii Cyclical means (repeatedly).
iv Complex cyclical modification is achieved by a series of clauses, which can 

also be embedded within each other.
v Imperative, conditional, oath and vocative sentences can occur cyclically 

(repeatedly). However, this is not modification. In other words, we have a 
series of imperative, conditional, oath or vocative sentences.



6 Theory and practice of Qur’an 
translation

6.1 Introduction 
This account is both practice oriented and theoretical. It offers practical insights 
into specific Qur’an translation problems. In the present chapter, syntactic, 
semantic, morphological, stylistic, cultural and phonetic Qur’an-bound trans-
lation problems will be accounted for. The cornerstone of the current discussion 
is the presentation of a variegated number of Qur’anic sentences whose trans-
lations are inaccurate, the presentation of examples which demonstrate how 
Qur’an translators are undecided among themselves, and how the same translator 
provides a different translation to the same sentence that occurs in a different 
place in the Qur’an. These examples will be thoroughly explained under dif-
ferent headings, which represent the problems involved. 
 The present analysis of the linguistic, stylistic, phonetic, pragmatic and cul-
tural problems in Qur’an translation is of value to translation quality assessment 
exercise. The discussion demonstrates that translation is simulation (pretending 
to be what one isn’t) and in interference, the disguise shines through (Newmark 
1991:80). The Qur’anic examples also support Beaugrande’s claim that trans-
lation is a utopian activity (2003:13). Bassnett asserts that we are now at a water-
shed in translation studies, where there are all kinds of shifting and conflicting 
concepts of translation being continually reassessed and revised (Bassnett and 
Lefevere 1998:26). 

6.2 Translating the Qur’anic text
While the Bible is indeed an anthology compiled of distinct writings (Moir 
2009:32), ‘there is no textus receptus, a generally accepted form of the Qur’an’ 
in any language other than Arabic. Thus, for Moir, the Qur’an loses both its 
authority and its authenticity in translation, since the Arabic language is part of 
the message itself (2009:32). However, the Bible is a text that reports the divine 
word and there is a distinction between language and message, permitting the 
translation to be received as authoritative and authentic.
 Although we emphasise that translators should have text analysis skills, we 
disagree with Wilss’ argument (1982:49) that the limited ability of the translator 
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with regards to text analysis is the major cause of mistranslation. Our position is 
particularly true when two languages are linguistically and culturally incongru-
ent. Linguistically and culturally incongruent languages like Arabic and English 
lead to translatability problems. This is also due to the semantic fact that some 
expressions are delexicalised in a given target language (TL). In other words, 
such words are source language- specific and constitute a void in the TL. Having 
such a problem, we expect that the target text (TT, i.e. the English translation) 
can suffer from semantic lacunas and is not effectively equivalent to the source 
text (ST, i.e. the Qur’an) in terms of:

i perlocutionary effect on the target language reader,
ii stylistic patterns, and
iii semantically oriented sound effect.

Thus, pragmatically, the TT is not as much performative as the ST.
 The major problem of linguistic and cultural incongruity between Arabic and 
English is well represented by the semantically oriented Arabic- bound factors:

a Arabic- bound semantically oriented morphological system, 
b Qur’an-specific pragmatically oriented stylistic system,
c the plural, double- pronoun, and foregrounding and backgrounding system,
d Arabic- bound figures of speech,
e the performative active participle,
f words with irregular vowel points,
g the cohesion system, and most importantly,
h the intriguing translation problem of the structurally similar but stylistically 

dissimilar sentences known as al- mutashābihāt.

Thus, due to linguistic and cultural incongruity between Qur’anic Arabic and 
English, the flavour and feel of the Qur’anic message cannot be determined by 
the TL. Based on the above, translation is not just ‘a thorough acquaintance by 
the translator with the subject matter concerned’ (Nida 1964:150–151). In his 
discussion, Beaugrande (2003:8) classifies Qur’anic discourse as highly sens-
itive. He claims that it would be difficult to imagine a more sensitive and chal-
lenging text for translation than the Qur’an (Beaugrande 2003:8). Its very title 
al-Qur’anal-Hakīm would be more accurately translated as the Glorious Qur’an 
or Noble Qur’an, while Holy Qur’an is a tautology modelled on the Christian 
term Holy Bible. Arberry (1980:24) concedes that the rhetoric and rhythm of 
Qur’anic Arabic are so characteristic, so powerful and so highly emotive, that 
any version whatsoever is bound in the nature of things to be but a poor copy of 
the glittering splendour of the original. According to Welch (1990:273), many 
Arabic words that are central to the teachings of the Qur’an are rich in their con-
notations and require a variety of English rendering in different contexts. This is 
true with regards to polysemy. For instance, in Q2:268 we encounter (al- faḥshā’ 
– literally meaning ‘immorality’). However, this is a polysemous word, which 
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has led to an inaccurate translation (Ṣaḥeeḥ International 1997:56, Abdel Haleem 
2005:31). The noun (al- faḥshā’) is employed as a metonymy whose underlying 
and accurate meaning is (al- bukhl – to be a miser). It is worthwhile to note that 
the word (al- faḥshā’) has occurred several times in the Qur’an with the meaning 
(immorality, foul deeds, adultery (al- zinā)). However, the only time where (al- 
faḥshā’) occurs with the underlying (metonymy) meaning (to be a miser – 
bakhīl) is in Q2:268. Thus, semantically, (al- faḥshā’) is a polyseme, which leads 
to semantic ambiguity.
 Historically, the first time the Qur’an was published in the West was in 
1537–1538 by Paganini (Venice) and there is only one copy left, which is now 
in the Monastery San Michele Frati Minori in Venice. The first Qur’an trans-
lation to be published in the West was in 1543, made by Bibliander and pub-
lished by Oporinus in Basel.

6.3 Theological position towards Qur’an translation
During the first/seventh century, no sooner had Imām Abu Ḥanīfah 
(80/699–150/767) issued his controversial fatwā (a formal legal judgement) 
allowing the converts to read in their prayers the first sūrah of the Qur’an, al- 
fātiḥah, in their own native languages than he made a U- turn and withdrew his 
fatwā. Muslim theologians had also linked the translation of the Qur’an with the 
notion of inimitability (icjāz). In their view, Qur’anic genre is inimitable due to 
Qur’an’s prototypical linguistic and stylistic features upon which its naẓm (word 
order system) is hinged. Since the first/seventh century and up to our modern 
time, no Muslim theologian has sanctioned the use of the expression ‘translation 
– tarjamah’ of the Qur’an. Instead, only the expression ‘tarjamat macānī – trans-
lation of the meanings’ of the Qur’an is permitted. This theological position 
advocated by Muslim scholars is stylistically based. It argues that Qur’anic genre 
represented by its stylistic patterns cannot be reproduced in any other Semitic or 
non- Semitic language. This position also represents a number of issues directly 
linked to the notion of equivalence in translation studies:

i The Qur’an, in the Muslim faith, is the word of God (kalām Allāh),
ii Translation is the word of a human (kalām al- bashar) and the word of God 

cannot be matched by that of a human,
iii The language of man is stylistically inferior to that of God,
iv The translator as a human has limited mental faculties,
v Since it is impossible for a native Arab to produce a discourse similar to that 

of the Qur’an, speakers of other languages cannot reproduce the Qur’an in 
other languages,

vi Qur’anic genre is characterised by stylistic idiosyncrasies that are absent in 
other languages, such as cyclical (recursive) modification (al- waṣf al- 
lawlabī), shift (al- iltifāt), semantically oriented conjunctions and preposi-
tions, affirmation particles, and morphological change in the word form that 
is semantically oriented (cf. Abdul- Raof 2004),
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vii For Muslim scholars, Arabic is the only ‘container’ (wicā’) that can gram-
matically, semantically, stylistically and phonetically accommodate the lan-
guage of the divine Scripture, the Qur’an,

viii The Qur’an, for Muslim exegetes, does not have synonyms, and most 
importantly,

ix The word of God, that is, the Qur’an, is uncreated while the word of man, 
that is, his/her translation, is created.

Thus, for Muslim theologians, it is impossible for a human to attain an equi-
valent non- Arabic vulgate Qur’an. However, this theological scepticism has 
been backed up by Greenstein’s claim (1990:87) that translation is no more than 
an aid to reading the source text and not a substitution. I have also found the two 
incidents mentioned above very interesting. Neither Imām Abu Ḥanīfah nor the 
theologians were translation theorists. In other words, the notion of equivalence 
was not born yet. However, a linguistic- stylistic landmark had appeared during 
the fifth/eleventh century. The notion of word order system (al- naẓm) had been 
introduced by the rhetorician cAbd al- Qāhir al- Jurjāni (d. 471/1078), who laid 
down the theoretical framework of his theory of semantic- syntax (word order – 
cilm al- macānī).

6.4 Qur’anic discourse and Arabic culture
The universal fact that language behaves under the influence of its own culture is 
best demonstrated through translation studies and applied semantics. To this 
effect, verbatim rendering should be avoided and cultural transplantation, that is, 
domestication and cultural transposition of the source text (ST) needs to be 
applied. Our claim can be brought into line with Nida’s (1945:194) argument 
that almost all would recognise that language is best described as a part of 
culture when dealing with many types of semantic problems, particularly those 
in which the culture under consideration is quite different from his/her own. The 
expression (brother- in-law), for instance, loses its signification when translated 
literally into Arabic (akh fī al- qānūn – a brother in the law). While English 
applies this expression to the brother of your husband, the brother of your wife, 
the husband of your sister, the husband of your husband’s sister and the husband 
of your wife’s sister, Arabic expresses itself differently: akhū zawjī, akhū 
zawjatī, zawj ukhtī, zawj ukht zawjī, and zawj ukht zawjatī, respectively. 
According to Beaugrande (2003:2), the priority of the translator is to invest a 
well- developed bilingual sensitivity and bicultural sensitivity in weighing the 
complex factors of the translation process, such as the multiplex relations 
between word meanings and text meanings in light of cultural differences.
 Cultural transplantation (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins, 2002:32) (cultural 
substitution (Baker 1992:31)) continues to be a useful translation technique in 
the translation of proverbial expressions such as (lā nāqata lī fīhā walā jamal – I 
have nothing to do with this), while its verbatim counterpart is (neither a female 
camel do I have in this matter nor a male camel), which is misleading to the 
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target text (TT) audience. Cultural transplantation can be of value to sensitive 
texts as in (mā yafcalu allāhu bi- cadhābikum in shakartum wa āmantum?, 
Q4:147), which can be domesticated to the New Guinea’s readers with luxuriant 
imagery (God does not hang up jaw bones), since this relates to their custom of 
hanging up the jawbones of their enemies. However, in Qur’an translation, we 
get (What would Allāh do with your punishment if you are grateful and believe?) 
(Ṣaḥeeḥ International 1997:128). Cultural transplantation in Qur’an translation is 
ruled out entirely due to the objection by Muslim scholars. The opposite of cul-
tural transplantation (domestication) is ‘foreignization’ introduced by Venuti 
(1995), which preserves the ST cultural values and is ST’s author- oriented:

(watawaddūna anna ghairadhātal-shawkah takūn lakum, Q8:7)

Domestication: You wished that theunarmedone (unarmed group, unarmed 
enemy party) would be yours.

Foreignisation: You wished that the one that has no thorn would be yours.

where (ghaira dhāt al- shawkah) is a metonymy for (an unarmed enemy group 
which have wealth). Thus, defeating such a group is both easy and financially 
beneficial.
 Also, in Qur’an translation, schools of exegesis have to be taken into con-
sideration. Thus, intra- language translation plays a significant role in the TT. The 
Qur’an translator ought to be aware of the cultural Muslim tradition that draws a 
distinction between exegesis (tafsīr) and hypothetical opinion (ta’wīl). The latter 
is subdivided into commended and uncommended hypothetical opinion. There 
are seven different modes of reading the Qur’anic text (al- qirā’āt), which also 
have a significant impact on the translation of the Qur’an. These modes are 
related to the articulatory phonetics of a given Qur’anic expression. Different 
modes of reading have different significations.
 Words, for Nida (1945:196), are fundamentally symbols for features of the 
culture and, therefore, the words which designate the closest equivalence must be 
employed. However, the present investigation demonstrates that some features of 
culture are not represented by individual ‘words’ only but rather by grammatical 
and prosodic forms. Thus, research in cross- cultural rhetoric such as that by 
Enkvist (1991) and Hatim (1997) ought to consider the built- in cultural aspects of 
syntax and phonology in sensitive discourse. Qur’anic discourse is highly contro-
versial. Variations in grammatical and prosodic forms in Qur’anic genre have led 
to serious theological differences among different Islamic schools of thought and 
subsequently have led to political differences among the relevant communities of 
these schools of law. Although this falls outside the scope of the present account, 
we shall only focus on a sample of such cases that has a knock- on effect on trans-
lation outcome and the cross- cultural pragmatic failure. 
 Our discussion is hinged upon the thesis that different languages exhibit dis-
tinct cultures and speech acts and that Qur’anic discourse is characterised by 
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culturally acceptable multifarious prototypical grammatical and prosodic fea-
tures that are alien to the target language (TL). It is also marked by stylistic vari-
ation and most importantly by what, on the surface structure, seems to be 
grammatically incongruent. Thus, limits of translatability set in during the 
process of translating Arab culture- bound grammatical and prosodic aspects to a 
different language and culture. Although the gist of the sentences that involve 
one of the pragma- linguistic aspects of Qur’anic Arabic is possible to render into 
the TL, the TT is far from accurate in terms of empathy with the ST, and most 
importantly, the performative intent (intentionality) of the ST producer whose 
illocutionary force (communicative purpose) is undermined. Hence, the ST goal 
has not been delivered and cross- cultural failure is attained. The translation 
between two linguistically incongruous languages such Arabic and English has a 
considerable amount of limitations pertaining the underlying meaning of the 
source text. Qur’anic Arabic is a genre in its own right. The present work 
attempts to provide an insight into how much room the translator has to man-
oeuvre and negotiate culture- bound grammatical and prosodic problems.

6.5 The attainment of equivalence 
The shades of a colour are too many and are different from each other. Similarly, 
the word’s shades of meaning are numerous and are distinct from each other. 
Thus, the notion of total equivalence in translation between any two languages 
and, in particular, between two linguistically and culturally incongruent lan-
guages, is delusion. However, for Newmark (1988:48), the overriding purpose of 
any translation should be to achieve ‘equivalent effect’, which is the desirable 
result rather than the aim of any translation. Newmark, however, is sceptical of 
this, especially when there is a pronounced cultural gap between the SL and the 
TL text (Newmark 1988:48). Moir (2009:43) concludes that whatever level of 
equivalence may be achieved, the target text will necessarily be an imperfect or 
approximate rendering of the source text.
 As a universal linguistic phenomenon, total synonymy is rare. In Qur’anic 
discourse, however, the notion of synonymy is rejected by classical Qur’an 
scholars. They argue that there is no synonymy in Qur’anic discourse. Their 
position is driven by their theological concern that to sanction the view that syn-
onymy occurs in the Qur’an is to undermine the notion of linguistic 
inimitability.
 Qur’anic genre is characterised by unique stylistic patterns that are linguisti-
cally and rhetorically prototypical to Qur’anic Arabic (cf. Abdul- Raof 2004). An 
in- depth account of Qur’anic discourse can only be attained through:

i a rhetorical analysis, which is pragmatically based, and
ii a stylistic analysis, which is syntactically and semantically based.

Any act of translation between any two languages whether linguistically and 
culturally congruous or incongruous entails loss at any level of language. Having 
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said this, it is not surprising to encounter claims by translation theorists with 
regards to the limitations encountered by the translator in his/her pursuit to attain 
equivalence, whether at the text, sentence or word level. To have textual equiva-
lence for Smalley (1991:129) seems beyond the reach of the translator. Trans-
lation theorists like Newmark and Nida have expressed their scepticism about 
the attainment of equivalence at the word level. For Nida (1994:160), no two 
words in any two languages ever have precisely the same designative and asso-
ciative meanings, as in the Qur’anic expressions (ḥajj – pilgrimage), (ṣiyām – 
fasting), (al- bacth – eschatology), (yawm al- qiyāmah – the Day of Judgement) 
and (jinn – Jin, invisible beings). In a similar vein, Newmark (1988:83) argues 
that culture- bound expressions have no one- to-one equivalents and can lead to 
either over- translation, as in Qur’anic expressions like (junub – the state of cere-
monial impurity, Q4:43), or under- translation, as in Qur’anic expressions like 
(sūrah – chapter), (āyah – verse), (mutashābihāt – allegorical) and (qarḍan 
ḥasanan – a beautiful loan). For Beaugrande (2003:13), translation is a utopian 
activity, an open space for unlimited further progress and surely nowhere more 
so than for the Qur’an.
 We can argue that examples from Qur’anic discourse have prompted Larson 
(1984) to claim that there is seldom a complete match between languages. Because 
of this, it is often necessary to translate one word of the source language by several 
words in the receptor language in order to give the same meaning (Larson 
1984:57). The fact that the TL is spoken by people of a culture, which is often very 
different from the culture of those who speak the source language, will automati-
cally make it difficult to find lexical equivalents. The lexicons of the two languages 
will not match. This mismatch will make it necessary for the translator to make 
many adjustments in the process of translation (Larson 1984:153). This indicates 
that in translation, we often encounter SL words, which do not correspond seman-
tically, stylistically and grammatically to TL words. This has led to voids in lan-
guage. ‘The semantic relations between the words of different languages have no 
one- to-one sets of correspondences or even one- to-many sets. The relations are 
always many- to-many, with plenty of scope for ambiguities, obscurities and 
“fuzzy” boundaries’ (Nida 1994:147). These ambiguities, obscurities and fuzzy 
boundaries between the SL and the TL are illustrated in the following sections. 
However, while we highlight the Qur’an-bound translation problems and how the 
TL grammatical, semantic and stylistic mechanisms fail to accommodate Qur’anic 
intricacies, our discussion does not intend to provide ‘a reactionary racist ideology’ 
(Kade 1964:88, quoted by Wilss 1982:48).
 Having examined several Qur’an translations, we can safely argue that the 
text producer’s performative intent is relayed through intrinsic linguistic and sty-
listic mechanisms, which bear different performative effects on the text receiver 
(the reader of the Qur’an). In terms of Qur’an translation, the major translation 
problems stem from the nominal sentence (noun- initial with a main verb or a no- 
main-verb sentence), the active participle, foregrounding and backgrounding, 
hyperbole morphological forms, shift, semantically oriented conjunctives, gram-
matical case (marfūc or manṣūb) and tense (past, present and future). These 
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Qur’an-specific features are the vehicle of the Qur’an’s performative intent and 
have influenced the limits of translatability. 

6.5.1 Literalness and diversity in Qur’an translation

In terms of equivalent performative intent, Qur’an translation betrays five inher-
ent idiosyncrasies of Qur’anic Arabic:

i perlocutionary effects,
ii partial synonymy,
iii stylistic variation at inter- and intra- sentential levels,
iv polysemy, and
v semantic contrastiveness.

In terms of translation process and translation output, Qur’an translation suffers 
from: (1) literalness, and (2) diversity. These are explained below:

1 literalness in Qur’an translation is of two types: (i) stylistic literalness, and 
(ii) semantic literalness.

i stylistic literalness: This is the literal transfer of the ST stylistic norms to 
the TT, as in (calā allāh falyatawakkal al- mutawakkilūn – Upon God let 
those who would rely rely, Q14:12), (bil- najmi hum yahtadūn – By the 
stars they are guided, Q16:16), (al- jānna khalaqnāhu min qablu min nār 
al- samūm – The jinn We created before from scorching fire, Q15:27) and 
(al- budna jacalnāhā lakum min shacā’ir allāh – The camels and cattle We 
have appointed for you as among the symbols of God, Q22:36).

ii semantic literalness: This stems from misreading the lexical items in 
terms of their semantic contrastiveness, constituent semantic compo-
nential features, polysemy, context- based meaning and morphological 
distinction, as in (muṭahharatun, Q2:25, Q3:15 and Q4:57), (infajara, 
Q2:60 and inbajasa, Q7:160), (mutashābihāt, Q3:7), (cajīb, Q11:72 and 
cujāb, Q38:5), (aṣlaḥa, Q21:90), (yaṣṭarikh, Q35:37, yastaṣrikh, Q28:18 
and yaṣrukh), (ṣarīkh, Q36:43 and muṣrikh, Q14:22), (al- ḥusnā, Q16:62 
and Q10:26) and (al- karīm, Q44:49, Q82:6 and 11). Examples of 
semantic literalness are (faraddū aidiyahum fī afwāhihim – They 
returned their hands to their mouths, Q14:9), (zurqā, Q20:102), (al- 
ḍurru, Q21:83), (yuzliqūnaka bi’abṣārihim – almost strike you down 
with their looks; would trip you up with their eyes, Q68:51), (dhālika 
huwa al- ḍalāl al- bacīd – This is to stray far, far away, Q14:18), (al- acmāl 
al- ṣāliḥāt – good works, Q18:46), (khushubun musannadah – worthless 
as hollow pieces of timber propped up; pieces of wood propped up; 
propped- up timbers, Q63:4) and (al- huṭamah – the crusher, Q104:4).

It is worthwhile to note that, in terms of semantic componential features, 
there is a distinction between (al- ḍurru, Q21:83), where the letter /ḍ/ has the 
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short vowel /u/ and its counterpart (al- ḍarru), where the letter /ḍ/ has the 
short vowel /a/. The word (al- ḍurru, Q21:83) semantically entails 
[+ Disease], thus it is specific while (al- ḍarru) entails [+ Suffering], and thus 
it is generic. Because Job (Aiyūb) was afflicted with a disease for eighteen 
years, the accurate translation for (al- ḍurru, Q21:83) should be (disease). 
God’s epithets represent a unique example of semantic literalness (Q59:23). 
Ignoring the morphological pattern, the semantic nuances of each pattern, 
the grammatical function of each pattern and the semantic componential 
features of each lexical item, the Qur’an translator has inadvertently pro-
vided the same meaning (pure, purify) to the semantically different words 
(muṭahhar, Q:2:25), (yaṭhur, Q2:222), (ṭahhara, Q3:42), (yataṭahhar, Q7:82), 
(mutaṭahhir, Q2:222), (muṭṭahhir, Q9:108), (muṭahhir, Q3:55) and (ṭahūr, 
Q25:48).

2 diversity in Qur’an translation: There are many different Qur’an trans-
lations. Diversity in Qur’an translation stems from two sources:

i dogmatic views: Qur’an translation is inspired by sectarian textual ana-
lysis of the Qur’an. The sectarian textual analysis of the Qur’an is due 
to theologically different opinions pertaining anthropomorphism and 
exoteric (non- allegorical, literal) meaning of the Qur’anic text, and eso-
teric (allegorical, non- literal) meaning of Qur’anic expressions. For 
more details and examples, see Section 6.7.

ii diverse translation approaches which have led to either inaccurate ren-
dering, stylistic patterns counter to TL linguistic norms or different 
translations, as in (azwājun – wives; companions (the latter is wrong), 
Q2:25, Q3:15 and Q4:57), (ummah – religion; brotherhood; com-
munity; nation, Q2:143), (mutashābihāt – unspecific; ambiguous; alle-
gorical; not entirely clear, Q3:7), (huwa shadīd al- miḥāl – He has 
mighty plans; He is severe in assault; with the strength of His power 
supreme; He is very powerful and severe in punishment, Q13:13), 
(cindahu umm al- kitāb – With Him is the Mother of the Book; The 
source of the Scripture is with Him, Q13:39), (faraddū aidiyahum fī 
afwāhihim – They returned their hands to their mouths; They tried to 
silence them; they put their hands in the mouths of their messengers 
preventing them even to speak, Q14:9), (yusqā min mā’in ṣadīd – He 
will be given foul water to drink; He will be given a drink of purulent 
water; He is given, for a drink, boiling fetid water; water like liquid 
puss, Q14:16), (calā allāh falyatawakkal al- mutawakkilūn – Let anyone 
who trusts, trust in God; Upon God let those who would rely rely; On 
God let all men of faith put their trust; those who trust, should put their 
trust in Allah alone, Q14:12), (ghill – resentment; bitterness; lurking 
sense of injury, Q15:47), (ciḍīn – bands; portions; shreds; parts, 
Q15:91), (zurqā – blue- eyed; bleary- eyed; sightless, Q20:102), (aṣlaḥa, 
Q21:90 which is wrongly translated literally as (to amend)), (yaṣṭarikh 
– cry aloud for assistance; cry out loud; cry out; cry bitterly, Q35:37, 
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yastaṣrikh – help; seek one’s help; call for help again, Q28:18 and 
yaṣrukh), (ṣarīkh – one responding to a cry; one to help; helper to hear 
one’s cry; there will be none to hear them, Q36:43 and muṣrikh – help; 
call to one’s aid; listen to one’s call, Q14:22), (cālim al- ghaib wal- 
shahādah – He is knower of the unseen and the witnessed. He knows 
what is not seen and what is seen; all- knower of the unseen and the 
seen, Q13:9) and (kufuwan – equivalent; comparable; like, Q112:4). An 
example of over- translation is (al- huṭamah – that which breaks to 
pieces; the hellfire which tears apart everything; the crushing fire, 
Q104:4).

6.6 Voids in Qur’an translation 
It stands to reason, in the view of Nida (1964:192), that there can be no absolute 
correspondence between languages since not two languages are identical either in 
the meaning to corresponding expressions or in the way in which such expressions 
are arranged in phrases and sentences. Translation theory has attempted to set up 
appropriate criteria for good translation quality and has been successful in formu-
lating adequate practical procedures for the attainment of equivalence. However, 
these procedures are at times impractical for languages that are linguistically and 
culturally incongruent like Arabic and English. Thus, the reproduction of the 
closest natural equivalent of Qur’anic Arabic in the TL in terms of meaning, perlo-
cutionary effects and stylistic patterns is not a straightforward task.
 Stylistic structures, and cultural and religious expressions alien to other lan-
guages, cultures and religions lead to the problem of void. A void is a gap in the 
TL at the syntactic, morphological, semantic, phonetic or cultural level. This gap 
can be lexical, grammatical, stylistic, rhetorical or phonological. A Qur’an-
bound expression which leads to a void in the TL fits in well with the ‘minimax 
theory’ or ‘relevance theory’ developed by Ernst- August Gutt (1991), which is 
based on the principle that ‘speakers use the minimum amount of effort to com-
municate the maximum amount of information’ (Gentzler 2001:190). However, 
due to the complex nature of the Qur’anic expression and stylistic structure, the 
relevance theory approach (Gutt 1991:99) does not work for Qur’anic discourse. 
Gutt’s approach encourages translators to use this principle when translating, 
allowing the translator to make changes in order to maximise the relevance of 
the communication for the intended audience (Gutt 1991:99).
 A void occurs in translation when there is no one- to-one correspondence 
between a SL word, a semantically oriented stylistic structure, or a phonetic 
feature and a TL equivalent. In other words, a void means there is no TL equi-
valent that can replace a SL expression, a stylistic structure or a phonetic feature. 
Therefore, voids lead to:

a untranslatability,
b skewing of information (translation lacuna), or
c over- translation (periphrastic translation).
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A void usually occurs between languages which are linguistically and culturally 
incongruent, such as Arabic and European languages, and Arabic and Chinese or 
Japanese. This is because Arabic language and culture are different from these 
languages and cultures. If we come across any type of void in the ST, the trans-
lation approaches we recommend include:

i periphrastic translation of SL words, and
ii a stylistic structure (word order) which is natural to the TL norms. 

The periphrastic translation can also be supported by footnotes to explain a 
lexical or a cultural void. Thus, in the view of Newmark (1988:79), to write off 
as ‘untranslatable’ a word whose meaning cannot be rendered literally and pre-
cisely by another word is absurd, particularly when it could at least be better 
delineated by componential analysis into four or five words, though as a foot-
note, not in the text. 
 Voids can be accounted for through different levels of analysis, such as the 
linguistic, lexical, stylistic, phonetic, cultural and rhetorical levels.
 The grammatical/stylistic norms and phonological features are language and 
culture- specific. The investigation illustrates that voids cannot be captured by the 
grammatical/stylistic or phonetic systems of the TL. The sensitive ST, however, 
can be satisfactorily rendered in the TL by grammatical transposition (Dickins et 
al. 2002), although this translation approach is more appropriate for modern 
standard Arabic than the classical Arabic of the Qur’an. The examples will 
demonstrate that it is the grammatical level where translation loss is generally 
most immediately obvious (Dickins et al. 2002:96). Newmark highlights the 
importance of grammatical problems in translation and refers to grammatical 
gaps (Newmark 1988:129). His approach, however, can be of little assistance to 
the translation of a sensitive text from classical Arabic into modern English. 
Newmark claims that there is a syntactic compulsion to fill in the grammatical 
gap and that the translator would have to supply some details, if they are lacking 
in the TL text (Newmark 1988:130). This may be a successful translation 
approach between Indo- European languages but cannot be applied to linguisti-
cally and culturally incongruous languages such as Arabic and English. We can 
argue that an effective translation of sensitive or non- sensitive texts should meet 
five criteria: 

i Fidelity to the ST meaning in order to preserve ST illocutionary force 
(intentionality, text goal and communicative function),

ii Intelligibility in order to achieve acceptability of the TT by the TL readers,
iii Naturalness of the TT, that is, to rid the TT of any sense of foreignness,
iv Conformity to TL grammatical norms to achieve cohesion and structural 

harmony, and
v Conformity to ST stylistic type to preserve SL genre.
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6.6.1 Types of void

Each text, a word or a sentence, has its innate lexico- grammatical socio- cultural 
norms, has a desired performative (communicative) goal, has an illocutionary 
force and is produced for a purpose. Therefore, a text has a pragmatic function. 
Different texts are pragmatically different from each other. Hence, the preserva-
tion of the text producer’s intentionality (pragmatic purpose) is the pivotal cri-
terion for a successful translation. For Hatim (1997:35), a text is the carrier of 
ideological meaning, a factor which makes it particularly vulnerable to changing 
socio- cultural norms. We are reminded by Nida (1964:160) of the dangers eman-
ating from the translation between two linguistically and culturally incongruous 
languages. Larson (1984:180) admits that the terms which deal with the religious 
aspects of a culture are usually the most difficult, both in analysis of the source 
vocabulary, and in finding the best receptor language equivalents. This is 
because the TL reader ‘is not conscious of the various aspects of meaning 
involved’ (Larson 1984:180). With regards to Qur’an translation, we encounter 
six major types of TL void: syntactic voids, stylistic voids, morphological voids, 
lexical voids, cultural voids and phonological voids.

6.6.1.1 Syntactic voids

Syntactic voids are Qur’an-bound grammatical functions. Syntactic voids include: 
the grammatical functions of words (verb, noun, adjective), the active participle, 
the passive participle, the passive voice, the conditional sentence, the singular 
noun, the plural noun, double- pronouns and the double/triple affirmative tools. If 
the grammatical function of any of these words has a performative intent in the 
ST, the word becomes a void and it may be difficult to find an accurate equivalent 
in the TL with an identical performative (perlocutionary) function. It is not diffi-
cult to translate the verb, the noun, the present participle or the conditional sen-
tence. However, it is not easy to find an equivalent illocutionary force for a SL 
void which carries the same communicative function in the TL.
 According to House (1973:166), the translation of intra- linguistic variation is 
severely curbed because each language is unique in its diversification. It is 
usually quite impossible to render these variations in a satisfactory manner. On 
the level of inter- lingual translation, Jakobson (1966:233) claims that there is 
ordinarily no full equivalence between code- units, while messages may serve as 
adequate interpretations of alien code- units or messages. At the grammatical 
level of Qur’anic discourse, we encounter the syntactic feature of shift (iltifāt). 
Alien to European languages, shift does not constitute a translation problem. 
However, when it is reproduced into a European language, it loses its perlocu-
tionary effects and the desired illocutionary force:

i alerting the reader to a Qur’an-bound theme,
ii it is a linguistic ornament whose communicative function is to achieve viv-

idness and avoid monotony in style, and
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iii for cAbd al- Salām (1982:158), shift is a rhetorical ornament employed to 
colour Qur’anic discourse.

English, however, does not tolerate this Qur’anic pragma- linguistic norm, as in:

waman yacṣī allāha warasūlahu fa’inna lahu nāra jahannama khālidīna fīhā 
abadā – Whoever disobeys God and His Messenger, then indeed, for him is 
the fire of hell, and they will abide therein forever, Q72:23

where we have a shift from the third person singular pronoun (-hu – him) in 
(lahu – to him) to the third person plural pronoun (-īn – they), which is implicit 
in the word (khālidīn – to abide forever).
 We can also have shift in tense, as in:

allāhu alladhī arsala al- riyāḥa fatuthīru saḥāban fasuqnāhu ilā baladin maiyi-
tin fa’aḥyainā bihi al- arḍa bacda mawtihā – It is God who sends the winds, 
and they stir the clouds, and We drive them to a dead land, Q35:9 

where we have a shift from the past tense (arsala – sent) to the present tense 
(tuthīru – to stir) and then to past tense (suqnā – drove). The past tense signifies 
the pragmatic function of highlighting the prompt execution of an action, that is, 
the immediate completion of the actions of sending the winds and driving them. 
The pragmatic function of shift to the present tense, however, is to signify God’s 
omnipotence, and to depict a vivid cognitive imagery of how the clouds are 
formed by the winds in order to enable people to ponder upon this natural phe-
nomenon (al- Darwīsh 1992, 8:132; al- Zamakhshari 1995, 3:583). 
 Category shifts (Catford 1965, cf. Munday 2001:60) also constitute a trans-
lation non- equivalence raison d’être. In Qur’anic discourse, we encounter gram-
matical forms such as singular/plural forms, masculine/feminine forms, active/
passive participles, particles and prepositions. Due to the grammatical mismatch 
between Arabic and English, some of these forms relay semantic overtones that 
cannot be captured by the TL. These category shifts include: 

a intra- system shift: This takes place when we have a singular/plural lexical 
item in the SL that needs to be rendered to a plural/singular form so that it 
meets the TL norms, as in:

aṣwāfihā … awbārihā … ashcārihā … – their (rough) wool, and their 
soft, fury wool and their hair … Q16:80

where the SL words (aṣwāf, awbār, ashcār) are all in the plural form but the 
target language linguistic system has obliged the translator (Asad 1980:407) 
to render them in the singular form.
 Also in:

lan yanāla allāha luḥūmuhā walā dimā’uhā – It is neither their meat nor 
their blood that reaches God, Q22:37 (al- Hilali and Khan 1983: 448) 
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where (luḥūm – meat) and (dimā’ – blood) are in the plural form while 
the TL lacks this and provides the two words in the singular form 
(meat) and (blood) respectively. 

b class shift: This takes place when a source language item, which belongs to 
a grammatical class, adopts a different grammatical class in the target text, 
as in: 

(mushrikīn, Q30:42) which is a noun but it has been changed in English 
to a verb plus a complement (worshipped others besides God) as a 
requirement of the TL (Ali 1983:1063). Also, in (yastawī), Turner 
(1997:331) and Ṣaḥeeḥ International (1997:791) provide a target text- 
oriented translation with a class shift: (The companions of hellfire and 
the companions of the Gardens of Heaven are not equal, Q59:20) where 
the source language verb (yastawī – to equal) is changed to an adjective 
(equal) in the target language. 

c structure shift: This involves a change in grammatical structure (word order) 
between the SL and the TL, as in:

lilladhīna lā yu’minūna bil- ākhirati mathalu al- saw’ – The attribute of 
evil applies to all who do not believe in the life to come, Q16:60

where Asad (1980:403) has to change the source language order which is a 
marked (unusual) word order in which the subject noun phrase (mathalu al- 
saw’ – the attribute of evil) is backgrounded (placed sentence- finally) to 
bring about a stylistic effect. In the TL, however, we have the subject noun 
phrase (mathalu al- saw’) foregrounded (placed sentence- initially). 

d unit shift: This is referred to as a semantic void by Dagut (1978), where a 
single source language item is rendered into a phrase in the target language, 
which means lack of a one- item equivalent in the TL, as in (al- mawqūdhah 
– any animal that receives a violent blow, is left to die, and then eaten 
without being slaughtered according to Islamic law, Q5:3) and (daḥā – to 
flatten something while giving it a round shape at the same time like a pizza 
base, Q79:30). The use of a feminine noun rather than a masculine or a noun 
in the plural form rather than the singular is also semantically oriented in 
Qur’anic Arabic and is therefore a Qur’an-specific syntactic idiosyncrasy. 
The employment of the feminine form for the masculine noun signifies 
weakness. However, pragmatically, it is employed for the perlocutionary 
effect of sarcasm, as in Q29:41 (… kamathali al- cankabūt ittakhadhat baitan 
… – … like the spider who builds (to itself ) a house … Q29:41) (Ali 
1983:1039) where the subject masculine noun (al- cankabūt – spider) is given 
a feminine pronoun (t), which is cliticised onto the end of the verb (ittakhad-
hat – (she) builds). This represents a syntactic void in English whose render-
ing would result in the violation of the TL linguistic norms. Similarly, in 
Q31:27, we encounter the noun (shajarah – a tree) used in the singular to 
signify a generic sense (walaw annamā fī al- arḍi min shajaratin … – And if 
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all the trees on earth … Q31:27) (Ali 1983:1087). The Qur’anic text, 
however, has not chosen other possible forms of noun such as (ashjār/shajar 
– trees) which are generic plural nouns because the plural form does not 
signify the intended meaning. Similarly, the use of the noun (kalimāt – 
words, Q18:109) as plural of multitude (jamic kathrah) has a distinct seman-
tic function from that of the singular (kalimah – a word). These semantic 
nuances cannot be accommodated by the TT that has its own instinctive 
syntactic norms. 

Syntactic voids are also represented by the occurrence of the following 
grammatical elements:

i the employment of a definite/indefinite noun: In Qur’anic discourse, the 
employment of a noun in the indefinite form has a semantic bearing on 
the interpretation of the statement, as in:

subḥāna alladhī asrā bicabdihi lailan – Limitless in His glory is He 
who transported His servant by night, Q17:1 (Asad 1980:417)

where the noun (lailan – by night) is used in the indefinite form to indi-
cate the very short period of time during which the night journey took 
place (al- Zamakhshari 1995, 2:622).

ii the employment of an active participle (ism al- fācil) is (ṣāghir – 
debased, Q7:13, 19, Q9:29 and Q27:37), which is used instead of a verb 
or an adjective in order to highlight the perlocutionary effect of con-
tinuity of a state and give it a permanent status, as in:

bal hum qawmun khaṣimūn – They are a people prone to dispute, 
Q43:58

For more details on the active participle, see Section 6.6.1.1.2.

iii the employment of the passive voice: Let us consider the following 
example:

latarawunna al- jaḥīm – You will surely see the hellfire, Q102:6

where the verb (tarawunna – to be made see something) is in the passive 
voice but this cannot be transferred into a passive voice in English; 
thus, this syntactic void is changed to an active voice (tarā – will see). 
Also, in Q25:3, the passive voice (yukhlaqūn – are created) is used for 
the pragmatic function of highlighting the might of the ellipted subject 
(allāh): (… wahum yukhlaqūn – they are created).

iv the employment of a masculine/feminine verb/noun and the notion of multi-
tude and paucity: Let us consider the following examples:

ghulibat al- rūmu – The Romans have been defeated, Q30:1

qālat al- acrābu – The Bedouins said, Q49:14
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In Qur’anic linguistics, the verb is employed in the feminine form in order 
to achieve the perlocutionary effect of multitude (al- kathrah), as we have 
seen in Q30:1 and Q49:14 above. The translation has failed to mirror the SL 
pragmatic value.
 However, in Qur’anic linguistics, the verb is employed in the masculine 
form in order to provide the perlocutionary effect of paucity (al- qillah), as in 
the following example:

qāla niswatun – Woman said, Q12:30

The translation of Q12:30 has also failed to mirror the perlocutionary effect 
of paucity in Qur’anic Arabic. In terms of transfer of meaning, the trans-
lations of the above sentences are accurate. However, the TL reader is 
denied an interesting pragmatic function represented by the verbs (ghulibat 
– are defeated) and (qālat – said). The pragmatic function designates:

1 the grammatical function of allegorical feminine noun (al- mu’annath 
al- majāzī).

2 the grammatical function of ellipsis. There is an ellipted feminine noun 
(phrase) with the feminine verb form (qālat – said; ghulibat – are 
defeated) and an ellipted masculine noun (phrase) with the masculine 
verb form (qāla – said (masculine, third person singular)).

3 the pragmatic function of multitude (al- kathrah) when the verb is 
used in the feminine form but its subject noun is masculine, as in 
(qālat al- acrābu – the Bedouins said, Q49:14) and (ghulibat al- rūmu – 
the Romans have been defeated, Q30:1). The feminine verb form 
semantically entails the underlying meaning (acdād kabīrah – a large 
number of, or juyūsh – big armies), which are both feminine ellipted 
nouns.

4 the pragmatic function of paucity (al- qillah) when the verb is employed 
in the masculine form but its subject noun is feminine, as in (qāla nis-
watun fī al- madīnati – a few women in the city said, Q12:30). The mas-
culine verb form semantically entails the underlying meaning (cadad 
qalīl – a small number of ), which is a masculine ellipted noun phrase.

Having considered the perlocutionary effects of multitude and paucity of the 
verbs, the translation has skewed the ellipted element of quantity repres-
ented by (a tribe), (a large number of ) and (a small number of, a few). 
 Similarly, in (aiyām macdūdah – a few numbered days, Q2:80) and 
(aiyām macdudāt – a few numbered days, Q3:24), where the word 
(macdūdah) signifies a plural of multitude (jamic kathrah), while the word 
(macdūdāt) denotes a plural of paucity (jamic qillah). Thus, the semantic dif-
ference lies in [+ Large Number] versus [– Large Number]. The same 
applies to the nouns (sanābul – spikes, Q2:261) and (nicam – favours, 
Q31:20), which denote the plural of multitude while their counterparts (sun-
bulat – spikes, Q12:43) and (ancum – favours, Q16:121) signify the plural of 
paucity. As a syntactic mechanism in Qur’anic discourse, the grammatical 
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notions of plural of multitude (jamic kathrah) and the plural of paucity (jamic 
qillah) are missing in the TL. English syntax does not have it. Similarly, 
Q16:121 introduces an interesting example of the syntactic void of the 
plural of paucity represented by the noun (ancum), which is incorrectly 
translated as plural (blessings, favours). We recommend a context- based, 
TL intended meaning: (little blessings or favours) to accommodate the 
underlying meaning of the plural of paucity. It is worthwhile to mention that 
the accurate exegesis of Q16:121 is to take the grammatically salient active 
participle (shākiran), which is rendered as (grateful). We are informed by 
Qur’anic exegesis that although the blessings of God were (little), Abraham 
was persistent in his gratitude and that his acts of gratitude for the ‘little’ 
blessings were continuous, that is, the active participle → [+ Continuity] and 
[+ Persistence]. Thus, to be faithful to the SL deliberately used active parti-
ciple, we recommend a context- based meaning for (shākiran) which is: 
(continuously grateful).

v the employment of a nominative/accusative case: Grammatical incongruity 
occurs in Qur’anic Arabic for a communicative function, as in:

lākin al- rāsikhūna fī al- cilmi minhum wal- mu’minūna yu’minūna bimā 
unzila ilaika wamā unzila min qablika wal- muqīmīna al- ṣalāta wal- 
mu’tūna al- zakāta wal- mu’minūna billāhi … – But those firm in know-
ledge among them and the believers believe in what has been revealed 
to you, and what was revealed before you. And the establishers of 
prayer and the givers of zakāt and the believers in God …, Q4:162

where we find a series of active participles in the nominative case: (al- 
rāsikhūna – firm in; al- mu’minūna – the believers; al- mu’tūna – the givers; 
al- mu’minūna – the believers). However, the active participle (al- muqīmīna 
– the establishers) is the only noun that has occurred in the accusative case. 
This shift from the nominative to the accusative case mark is employed for 
a pragmatic function. In order to highlight the importance of something, 
Qur’anic stylistics allows the violation of its grammatical norms. Qur’anic 
genre attempts to draw our attention to the importance of establishing 
regular prayer. To achieve this performative goal, the word is given a dif-
ferent case mark that does not represent its grammatical function. In other 
words, the word (al- muqīmīna) should have been used in the nominative 
case as {al- muqīmūna} like the other active participles in the same sentence. 
In Qur’anic linguistics, this is called ‘the accusative case for praise’ (al- naṣb 
calā al- madḥ) to highlight the importance of praying. By giving the wrong 
grammatical form to a word, the status of the lexical item and its underlying 
message are highlighted (al- Rāzi 1990, 2: 85; al- Darwīsh 1992, 2: 526; al- 
Zamakhshari 1995, 1: 577). The same applies to Q2:177 (al- mūfūna bicahdi-
him idhā cāhadū wal- ṣābirīna fī al- ba’sā’i wal- ḍarrā’i – Those who fulfil 
their promise when they promise, and those who are patient in poverty and 
hardship) where the active participle (al- ṣābirīna – patient) occurs in the 
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accusative case although it is coordinated (macṭūfah) to the first active parti-
ciple noun which is in the nominative case (al- mūfūna – those who fulfil). 
Grammatically, because it is coordinated to a nominative case noun, the word 
(al- ṣābirīna) should be in the nominative case as well (al- ṣābirūna). Since the 
TL does not have the nominative and accusative case ending system, this 
significant communicative signal cannot be achieved in translation.
 We also find the other kind of accusative case which violates Arabic 
grammatical norms; this is called the accusative case for dispraise (al- naṣb 
calā al- dhamm), which the TL lacks, as in:

imra’atuhu ḥammālata al- ḥaṭabi – His wife, the carrier of firewood, 
Q111:4

where the noun (ḥammālata – carrier) occurs in the accusative case in order 
to achieve the perlocutionary effect of rebuke and dispraise. Grammatically, 
this word should have occurred in the nominative case as {ḥammālatu} 
since it is coordinated to the previous noun (amra’atuhu – his wife), which 
is in the nominative case.
 The same applies to the translation of Q2:62 and Q5:69, where we have a 
shift from the accusative case in the noun (al- ṣābi’īna – the Sabeans) in Q2:62 
to the nominative case in the same noun (al- ṣābi’ūna) in Q5:69. Also, sentence 
Q5:69 may be considered as grammatically incongruent because the subject 
noun (al- ṣābi’ūna – the Sabeans) occurs in the nominative case, although it is 
the subject of (inna) which requires its noun to be in the accusative case (al- 
ṣābi’īna). It is also worthwhile to consider the underlying meaning of the nomi-
native case in (salāmun – peace) in Q51:25 and provide a meaning based on 
intertextuality (Q4:86) that feeds into the translation of (salāmun) which is ‘a 
greeting’. The nominative in Arabic literally means (‘elevated’ – marfūc, i.e. 
the underlying meaning is (better than)). As we are urged by Q4:86 to respond 
to any greeting (taḥiyyah – a greeting) with a better greeting (salāmun) as a 
gesture of respect to the person who has greeted us. Our recommended 
intertextuality- based translation is (peace and blessing) as an ‘elevated, more 
respectful’ greeting. While Arabic achieves this through the grammatical 
mechanism of the nominative case, English can achieve this meaning through 
the addition of words based on either context or intertextuality.
 Although Qur’anic exegesis is a major source of Qur’an translation, one 
should not take too much liberty in the translation of a culture- based expres-
sion. For instance, in Q37:49 (ka’annahunna baiḍun maknūn), we encounter 
a strange translation: (As free of faults as if they were hidden ostrich eggs). 
I wonder whether the TL reader knows that the ostrich keeps its eggs well. 
Most seriously, Q37:49 does not refer to the ostrich.

vi the employment of a double- pronoun: The employment of the double- 
pronoun is to achieve the pragmatic function of affirmation. Qur’anic dis-
course employs two subject pronouns adjacent to each other and refers to 
the same person (God). This is a Qur’an-specific syntactic feature, which 
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constitutes a syntactic void in the TL since it is abnormal to its syntactic 
norms, as in:

innā naḥnu nazzalnā calaika al- qur’āna – It is We who have sent down 
to you the Qur’an (Ṣaḥeeḥ International 1997:849) and (We Ourself 
have sent down the Qur’an to you) (Abdel Haleem 2005:402), Q76:23

innī anā rabbuka – I am your Lord (Ṣaḥeeḥ International 1997:421) and 
(I am your Lord) (Abdel Haleem 2005:196), Q20:12

where we have double- pronouns (innā naḥnu – literally meaning ‘we we’) 
and (innī anā – literally meaning ‘I I’) respectively. Since the double- 
pronoun is a syntactic void, the TL has failed to accommodate it and 
replaced it with (It is We who) and (I) respectively. One can also observe 
the unnecessary violation of the TL grammatical norms using (Ourself ), 
which English does not have anyway. This is merely a vain attempt to 
capture the deep structure theologically oriented meaning of monotheism 
signified by the majestic plural pronoun (naḥnu – We) referring to God.

vii The negation particles (lā – no) and (lan – no): In terms of translation 
studies, these negation particles represent a negation void in the TL. The 
negation particle (lā) has the semantic componential feature of [+ No Speci-
fied Time], [+ Open- Ended] and [+ Generic], as in (lā yatamanawnahu – 
they will not wish for it, Q62:7). Phonetically, one can also argue that the 
word- final long vowel /ā/ of the negation particle (lā) designates the 
meaning of open- endedness in time. However, the negation particle (lan) 
has the semantic componential feature of [+ Future Tense], as in (lan yata-
mannawhu – they will not wish for it, Q2:95). Phonetically, one can also 
claim that the word- final nasal sound /n/ of the negation particle (lan) is 
unvocalised (sākin) which, thus, signifies a specific future time.

6.6.1.1.1 COHESIVE DEVICES AS A TRANSLATION PROBLEM

In Qur’anic linguistics, cohesive devices are characterised by the following sty-
listic and pragmatic features:

i They are linguistic resources used to achieve cohesion in the Qur’anic text,
ii They are Qur’an-bound,
iii They have an illocutionary force,
iv They are context sensitive,
v They have inherent semantic componential features,
vi They are semantically oriented, and
vii They occur intra- sententially and inter- sententially.

Based on the above Qur’anic conjunction idiosyncrasies, some Qur’anic cohe-
sive devices constitute voids in the TL and limits of translatability are imposed 
on the translator. Let us consider the partially synonymous conjunctive particles:
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1 (idhā) and (in):

idhā sa’alaka cibādī cannī fa’innī qarīb ujību dacwata al- dāci idhā dacān, 
falystajībū lī – When my servants ask you (O Muḥammad) concerning 
Me, indeed I am near. I respond to the invocation of the supplication 
when he/she calls upon Me. So let them respond to Me, Q2:186

The stylistic void is represented by the cohesive device (idhā – when, if ), 
which enjoys innate illocutionary (communicative) force and delivers 
Qur’an-bound pragmatic functions, such as:

i When something is guaranteed to take place, as in (kutiba calaikum idhā 
haḍara aḥadukum al- mawtu – Prescribed for you when death 
approaches one of you, Q2:180) and (idhā al- shamsu kuwwirat wa idhā 
al- nujūmu inkadarat – When the sun is wrapped up in darkness and 
when the stars fall, dispersing, Q81:1–2) where death, the wrapping up 
of the sun in darkness, and the falling of the stars are inevitable events. 

ii When something occurs frequently, that is, [+ Repetition] and [+ Multi-
tude], as in (watarā al- shamsa idhā ṭalacat tazāwaru can kahfihim – You 
would see the sun when it rose, inclining away from their cave, Q18:17), 
(idhā uḥṣinna – when, if they are sheltered, Q4:25), and (ujību dacwata 
al- dāci idhā dacān – I respond to the invocation of the supplication when 
he calls upon Me, Q2:186). To verify our claim that conjunctive particles 
designate distinct perlocutionary effects, let us consider the following:

idhā qumtum ilā al- ṣalāti faghsilū … wa in kuntum junuban 
faṭṭaharū – When you prepare for prayer, wash.… If you are in a 
state of ceremonial impurity, bathe your whole body, Q5:6

where the particle (idhā) has been selected for frequently repeated 
actions such as the action of ablution for the five daily prayers. 
However, (in), is employed when we have actions that do not take place 
frequently such as (the state of ceremonial impurity – junuban) that 
does not happen frequently (al- Suyūṭī 1996, 1: 402).

iii When (idhā) designates a prescribed legal obligation (taklīf ḥatmī), as 
in Q2:282 and Q5:6 where (the writing down of a loan contract) and 
(the rise to perform prayer) are considered as obligatory and prescribed 
legal obligations.

iv When something is desired to take place, as in Q7:131 where (idhā) 
collocates with the word (al- ḥasanah), which means (all the good things 
bestowed upon mankind such as welfare, good health, prosperity, chil-
dren, knowledge, etc.) Similarly, in Q110:1, (idhā) collocates with the 
word (naṣr – victory).

Going back to Q2:186, we can argue that through the employment of 
the conjunctive particle (idhā), Q2:186 has the following semantic 
entailments:
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i that people will definitely enquire about their Lord,
ii that the person is required to supplicate repeatedly, and
iii that his/her prayers will definitely be answered.

However, the use of (when) in the TL fails to relay the SL pragmatic 
functions.
 However, the conjunction (in – when, if ) has distinct perlocutionary 
effects and pragmatic functions:

i the impossibility of something to take place, as in (qul in kāna lil- 
raḥmāni waladun … – Say: ‘If the Most Merciful had a son …?’, 
Q43:81) which semantically entails ‘monotheism’, that is, its under-
lying meaning is ‘it is impossible for God to have a son’. Thus, the use 
of (idhā) will produce a counter- productive illocutionary force of the 
intended meaning of Q43:81. Similarly, in Q5:116 (in kuntu qultuhu 
faqad calimtahu – If I had said it, You would have known it) where the 
conjunctive particle (in) is used by Jesus in his dialogue with God to 
entail: (It is impossible that I (Jesus) have said such a thing about You 
(God)): 

ii the rarity of something to take place, as in (in ataina bifāḥishatin – if 
they commit adultery, Q4:25) and (qul ara’aitum in jacala allāhu calai-
kum al- nahāra sarmadan – Say: ‘If God should make for you the night 
continuous?’, Q28:71). 

iii the probability or uncertainty of something to take place, as in (in 
ṭā’ifatāni min al- mu’minīna iqtatalū – If two factions among the 
believers should fight, Q49:9) and also in Q4:3, which means (prob-
ably, we may deal unjustly with orphan girls) in other words, (we are 
uncertain whether we will deal justly with orphan girls). The same 
applies to Q2:271. The same applies to Q3:144, where the conjunctive 
particle (in) is employed to designate uncertainty of whether 
Muḥammad will be killed in battle or die a normal death. 

iv the uncertainty of something taking place, as in (lākin unẓur ilā al- jabali 
fa in istaqarra makānuhu fasawfa tarānī – but look at the mountain; if it 
should remain in place, then you will see Me, Q7:143) and (fas’alū ahla 
al- dhikri in kuntum lā taclamūn – So ask the people of the message if 
you do not know, Q21:7). 

v When something is undesired to take place, as in Q3:140 where (in) 
collocates with the word (qarḥun – a wound). Similarly, (in) collocates 
with (saiyi’atun – affliction, hardship) in Q7:131.

2 (law): 

The other cohesive counterpart is (law – if ), which designates the perlocu-
tionary effect of reproach (al- tawbīkh). In other words, the cohesive device 
(law) pragmatically entails that something is impossible to take place, as in 
(law ṭāra al- insānu – if man flies, that is, it is impossible for a human to have 
wings to fly). However, if we say (in ṭāra al- insānu – if man flies, that is, it 
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is likely that a human can have wings to fly). The perlocutionary effect of 
(law) is demonstrated by Q35:14 below:

(law samicū mā istajābū – If they (the idols) heard, they would not 
respond). Since this sentence is about the idols, the employment of the 
cohesive device (law) censures the polytheists and designates the 
impossibility for idols to take the action of responding to their worship-
per’s prayers. Thus, to replace (law) with (in), the perlocutionary effect 
will change significantly to (It is possible (likely) that the idols will 
respond). Therefore, the translation has failed the intentionality 
(intended meaning) of the text producer.

3 (fa), (wa), (thumma) and (lammā):

The cohesive device (fa) can be a stylistic void in the TL. In Qur’anic lin-
guistics, (fa) is a stress particle in Qur’anic discourse employed to achieve 
an illocutionary (communicative) force that cannot be met by the TL, as in:

fadkhulū abwāba jahannama khālidīna fīhā falabi’sa mathwā al- 
mutakabbirīn – Hence, enter the gates of hell, therein to abide! And 
evil, indeed, shall be the state of all who are given to false pride, 
Q16:29

(Asad 1980:397)

fatamattacū fasawfa taclamūn – Enjoy, then, your (brief ) life: but in time 
you will come to know (the truth)!, Q16:55

(Asad 1980: 402)

In Q16:29, the use of the stress particle (fa – and) prefixed to (fadkhulū – 
enter (imperative)) and (labi’sa – what an evil) is to show ‘the intensity of 
torment’ and for hyperbole of this punishment to this category of disbeliev-
ers who are mentioned earlier in Q16:23–24. The conjunctive particle (fa), 
however, performs the perlocutionary effect of a threatening command. It is 
also interesting to note that the particle (wa – and) in (walanicma dār al- 
muttaqīn – And how excellent is the home of the righteous, Q16:30) has a 
distinct meaning, which is that of explaining the high level of pleasure and 
joy for the paradise dwellers.
 Also, pragmatically, the conjunctive particle (fa) designates an action 
that takes place without delay. Thus, its major semantic componential fea-
tures are [+ Immediate Action] and [– Delay], as in:

idhā qaḍā amran fa’innamā yaqūlu lahu kun fayakūn – When He 
decrees a matter, He says to it: ‘Be’, and it is, Q40:68

where we can observe in (kun – be) + (fayakūn – and it is) the phonetic 
process of concealment (al- ikhfā’) that has taken place between the alveolar 
nasal sound /n/ and the labio- dental sound /f/. This concealment is due to 
the fact that the place of articulation of both sounds /n/ and /f/ are adjacent 
to each other. This phonetic process of concealment semantically designates 
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the meaning that, in terms of time, not even a split second is required by 
God to create humans or non- humans. The use of (wa) instead of (fa) will 
change the illocutionary force dramatically.
 While the SL makes a crucial pragmatic distinction between the conjunc-
tive particle (fa – and) and its counterpart (wa – and), the TL stands helpless 
to negotiate this problem and can only provide the cohesive device (and) for 
(fa). The componential features of (wa) are [– Immediate Action] and 
[+ Delay]. This semantic distinction can be illustrated by Q12 where we 
encounter the employment of both (fa) and (wa). When the context entails 
[+ Immediate Action] and [– Delay] in the action denoted by the verb, the 
(fa) is used, as in Q12:63, 70, 88 and 99. However, when the context 
involves [– Immediate Action] and [+ Delay] in the action denoted by the 
verb, the conjunctive particle (wa) in (wa lammā – and when) is used, as in 
Q12:59, 65, 69 and 94.
 The order in the occurrence of cohesive devices is context sensitive and 
semantically oriented. A pragmatic distinction can be made between the 
cohesive device (thumma – then) whose semantic componential features are 
[– Immediate Action] and [+ Delay] and its counterparts (fa). In Q7:195, we 
encounter (thumma) followed by (fa): (thumma kīdūni fa lā tunẓirūn – then 
conspire against me and give me no respite), where (thumma) occurs first, 
followed by (fa). However, in Q11:55, we encounter the opposite order: (fa 
kīdūnī … thumma lā tunẓirūn – so plot against me … then do not give me 
respite), where (fa) occurs first, followed by (thumma). In Qur’anic dis-
course, the contextual meaning of the cohesive device needs to be taken into 
account, although it is unlikely that the TL will be able to capture the 
nuances involved. Q7:195 and Q11:55 provide an insight into the complex 
nature of Qur’anic linguistics and Qur’an translation:

i The marriage of context and meaning: Exegetically, Q7:195 is an 
implicit reference to Muḥammad and his people, who are polytheists 
worshipping idols. The context of Q7 involves a short period of chal-
lenge between the two parties. Because the challenge in Q7:195 is less 
intense than in Q11:55, we do not find the word (jamīcan – all of you) 
in Q7:195, and we find a word- final short vowel /i/ in (kīdūni – plot 
against me). The phonetic feature of the word- final short vowel /i/ sig-
nifies the short period of challenge between the two parties. However, 
in Q11:55, the context involves confrontation, a long period of intense 
challenge between Prophet Hūd and his polytheist people, and an accu-
sation against Hūd of sanity inflicted upon him by their gods 
(Q11:50–58). This has led him to challenge them and their gods and 
pronounce himself free from whatever they associate with God. Thus, 
Hūd in Q11:55 has challenged the polytheists not to give him any 
respite. To exaggerate in his perlocutionary effect of challenge, Hūd has 
added the word (jamīcan – all of you) and the word- final long vowel /ī/ 
in (kīdūnī – plot against me). The phonetic feature of the word- final 
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long vowel /ī/ signifies the long period of challenge between the two 
parties. Unlike Q7:195, the surrounding co- text of Q11: 55 has played a 
role in the occurrence of the word- final long vowel /ī/ in (kīdūnī), where 
many other words have also occurred with the phonetic feature of a 
word- final long vowel: (innī – I am, Q11:54), (annī – I am, Q11:54), 
(innī … rabbī – I am … my Lord, Q11:56) and (rabbī – my Lord, 
Q11:56 (twice), 57 (twice)).

ii In Q7:195, the cohesive device (thumma) comes first to express a 
[–Immediate Action] and [+ Delay] in the verb (kīdūni), that is, you can 
take your time in plotting against me. However, (fa) occurs next, pre-
fixed to the negative particle (lā – no), that is, give me no respite imme-
diately and as soon as you can. The immediate no respite suits well the 
context of Q7:195, which is marked by a short period of challenge and 
the immediate punishment that will be imposed on the polytheists 
during this life. In other words, the (fa) → (the punishment will be 
inflicted very soon, unexpectedly). This analysis is intertextually backed 
up by Q7:4 and Q7:95 (How many cities have We destroyed, and Our 
punishment came to them at night or while they were sleeping at noon) 
and (We seized them suddenly). This designates the immediate (sudden) 
punishment signified by (fa), the word- final short vowel /i/ in (kīdūni – 
to plot against me) and (tunẓirūni – to give me no respite) in Q7:195. 
Thus, (fa lā tunẓirūn – give me no respite, Q7:195) is synonymous with 
(fa akhadhnāhum baghtatan – We seized them suddenly, Q7:95).

iii In Q11:55, the cohesive device (fa) occurs first to express [+ Immediate 
Action] and [– Delay] with regards to the action of plotting. However, 
(thumma) occurs next as a contextual requirement of the delay in the 
infliction of punishment that will be imposed on the polytheists during 
this life. In other words, the (thumma) → (the punishment will not be 
inflicted soon). This analysis is intertextually backed up by Q11:3 and 
Q11:8 (Seek forgiveness from your Lord and repent to Him. He will let 
you enjoy a good provision for a specified term and give every doer of 
favour his reward. But if you turn away, then indeed, I fear for you the 
punishment of a great day) and (If We hold back from them the punish-
ment). This entails the delay in punishment signified by (thumma) in 
Q11:55.

The temporal conjunctive particle (lammā – when) occurs in the subordi-
nated clause, as in: (When the students took John to the library, the staff 
welcomed him). Let us compare this to Q12:15 (falammā dhahabū bihi 
wa’ajmacū an yajcalūhu fī ghayābati al- jubbi wa awḥainā ilaihi 
latunabbi’annahum bi’amrihim hādhā wahum lā yashcurūn – So when they 
took him (Joseph) out and agreed to put him into the bottom of the well. But 
We (God) inspired to him: ‘You will surely inform them sometime about 
this affair of theirs while they do not perceive’) where we find the temporal 
conjunction (lammā) and is translated as (when) used. This is wrong. The 
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subordinate clause in which (lammā – when) occurs has an ellipted main 
clause {fajacalūhu fīhā – they dropped Joseph into the well}. The translation 
strategy is either: (i) to ignore (lammā) and replace it with (so) or (then) so 
that you have one TL main clause, or (ii) to add to the translation the ellipted 
main clause {they dropped Joseph into the well} if you want to use (when).
 Although there is a semantic distinction between the interrogative parti-
cles (mā – what) and (man – what), the translation of Q21:98 is accurate 
where (mā) is employed. However, in Q21:98 (mā) designates the text pro-
ducer’s performative intent that reference is made exclusively to the idols. 
Thus, the perlocutionary effect of (mā) is [– Human], that is, the idols. If we 
use (man) instead, the perlocutionary effect is [+ Human]. To eliminate dis-
ambiguation and misunderstanding of Q21:98 by the text receiver, (mā) is 
stylistically selected. Thus, the meaning of Q21:98 is ((only the disbelievers 
and their) idols are the fuel of hell)). However, to use (man) instead, the 
meaning of Q21:98 is (the disbelievers, their idols, as well as other humans 
which you worship like some Prophets and angels are the fuel of hell).

6.6.1.1.2 TRANSLATION PROBLEMS OF THE ACTIVE PARTICIPLE

The active participle (ism al- fācil) constitutes a translation problem because it 
designates many pragmatic functions different from those in other languages. 
When the pragmatic function is missing in the TL, a void emerges in the TL. Let 
us consider the pragmatic and semantic functions as well as the semantic compo-
nential features of the active participle in Qur’anic Arabic to appreciate the 
skewing of information in the translation process: 

i The active participle designates an everlasting attribute (ṣifat al- thubūt – 
permanent attribute or state of someone or something). The morphological 
pattern that conveys the meaning of a permanent attribute or state is (fācil). 
This is the most recurrent morphological pattern when reference is made to 
an attribute of God because through this morphological pattern God’s 
attributes can pragmatically designate a permanent state that does not cease 
at any moment, that is, a state or an attribute that was, is and will be. God’s 
attributes are also called (permanent attributes – ṣifah mushabbaha) because 
semantically they denote a permanent state or attribute but grammatically 
they have the surface structure morphological pattern of the active parti-
ciple. However, human attributes or states may or may not be permanent. 
The active participle has the pragmatic function of continuity of a given 
state. This pragmatic function designates an everlasting attribute of the doer 
of the action (ṣifat fācil al- ḥadath). Thus, the active participle entails the 
semantic componential features of [+ Permanent State] and [+ Permanent 
Attribute] of a [+ Human] or [– Human] noun. 
 The pragmatic function of the active participle also refers to the perma-
nent state of someone or something. Thus, the semantic componential fea-
tures of the active participle are [+ Permanent Attribute of Doer] and 
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[+ Permanent State of Someone or Something], as in (muslimūn – Muslims, 
Q2:133), (mu’minūn – believers, Q2:285), (muttaqūn – righteous, Q2:177), 
(mustahzi’ūn – mockers, Q2:14), (kāfirūn – disbelievers, Q2:254) and 
(khālidūn – abide eternally, Q2:39).

ii The active participle represents a permanent attribute (ṣifah) of the doer of 
an action (ṣifat fācil al- ḥadath). For instance, when we say: (kātib – writer), 
this active participle designates three important facts: (a) an attribute that 
describes the doer of the action, (b) an action of writing, and (c) the doer of 
writing. 

iii permanency and continuity of carrying out an action (al- istimrār): The mor-
phological pattern that conveys the meaning of permanency and continuity 
of carrying out an action is (fācil). The active participle has the pragmatic 
function of continuity of doing an action. Thus, the semantic componential 
features of the active participle are [+ Action] and [+ Doer of Action], as in: 
(cābidīn – worshippers, Q21:53), (rākicūn – those who bow in prayer, sājidūn 
– those who prostrate in prayer, āmirūn – those who enjoin, and nāhūn – 
those who forbid, Q9:112) and (qāhir – the subjugator, Q6:18). 

iv abundance (al- takthīr): The morphological pattern that conveys the meaning 
of large quantity or number is (mufaccil), as in (mubadhdhirīn – the wasteful, 
Q17:27), (muṭaffifīn – those who give less than due, Q83:1), (musawwimīn 
– having marks of distinction, Q3:125) and (mukadhdhibīn – those who 
denied, Q3:137). Thus, the semantic componential feature of the active 
participle (mufaccil) is [+ Abundance]. 

v partnership (al- mushārakah): There are two morphological patterns that 
convey the pragmatic meaning of reciprocal cooperation and participation. 
These patterns are (mufācil) and (mutafācil), as in (mucājizīn – those who 
cause failure, Q:51) and (mutashākisūn – quarrelling, Q39:29). Thus, the 
semantic componential feature of the active participles (mufācil) and 
(mutafācil) is [+ Partnership]. 

vi reflexiveness: The morphological pattern that conveys the meaning of a 
reflexive action is (munfacil). This means that the action taken by the subject 
affects the doer (subject) itself, as in (munqacir – uprooted, Q54:20), 
(munhamir – pouring down, Q54:11) and (munqalibūn – will return, 
Q7:125). Thus, the semantic componential feature of the active participle 
(munfacil) is [+ Reflexive Action]. 

vii colour: The morphological pattern that conveys the colour of someone or 
something is (mufcall), where the last letter is doubled. This pragmatic func-
tion meaning has occurred three times only in the Qur’an, as in: 
(mukhḍarrah – to become green, Q22:63), (muswaddah – blackened, 
Q39:60) and (muṣfarrā – to turn yellow, Q39:21). Thus, the semantic com-
ponential feature of the active participle (mufcall) is [+ Colour], which 
designates either a positive or a negative outcome. 

viii inconvenience or unnatural mannerism (al- takalluf ): The morphological 
pattern that conveys the meaning of either inconvenience or unnatural 
(unacceptable) mannerism is (mutafaccil), as in: (mutabarrijāt – not 
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 displaying adornment, Q24:60), which signifies inconvenience to the ladies, 
(mutakabbir – arrogant, big- headed, Q40:27) and (mutakallifīn – preten-
tious, conceited, Q38:86), which signify abnormal mannerism. Thus, the 
semantic componential features of the active participle (mutafaccil) are either 
[+ Inconvenience] or [+ Unnatural Mannerism].

ix hyperbole: There are many morphological patterns that convey the perlocu-
tionary effect of hyperbole: (faccāl) as in (faccālun – effecter, Q85:16); (facīl) 
as in (calīm – learned, Q7:109); (facūl) as in (kafūr – ungrateful, Q22:66); 
(ifcalla) as in (iṣfarra – to turn yellow, Q39:21, and ikhḍarra – to turn green, 
Q22:63); (yafcalla) as in (yakhḍarr – to become green, Q22:63, yaswadd – to 
become black, Q39:60, and yaṣfarr – to become yellow, Q39:21); and (muf-
calla) as in (mukhḍarrah – become green, Q22:63, muswaddah – become 
black, Q39:60, muṣfarrah – become yellow, Q39:21, and muṭma’innah – 
reassured, … marḍiyyah – pleasing (to God), Q89:27–28). 

x A translation problem also occurs, in some rare cases, when the surface 
structure meaning of the active participle denotes an underlying meaning 
which is slightly distinct from the surface structure meaning as explained 
below: 

1 The active participle surface structure meaning can signify an under-
lying meaning of the passive participle (ism al- mafcūl) meaning. In 
other words, in this rare situation, the underlying meaning of the active 
participle is in fact the meaning of a passive participle, as in: (cāṣim – 
protector, Q11:43), whose underlying meaning is a passive participle 
(macṣūm – is protected); (rāḍiyah – pleasant, Q69:21), whose under-
lying meaning is a passive participle (marḍiyyah – is being pleasing to 
God); (dāfiq – is ejecting, Q86:6), whose underlying meaning is a 
passive participle (madfūq – is ejected); and (āmin – has safety, 
Q29:67), whose underlying meaning is a passive participle (ma’mūn – 
is made safe). 

2 The active participle surface structure meaning can signify an under-
lying meaning of the nominalised noun (al- maṣdar), as in: (khā’inah – 
one who deceives, Q5:13), whose underlying meaning is a nominalised 
noun (khiyānah – deception); (ṭāghiyah – something causing an over-
powering blast, Q69:5), whose underlying meaning is a nominalised 
noun (ṭughyān – overpowering); (kādhibah – someone who denies, 
Q56:2), whose underlying meaning is a nominalised noun (kidhb – 
denial); (kāshifah – remover, Q53:58), whose underlying meaning is a 
nominalised noun (kashf – removal); (khāliṣah – exclusive, Q38:46), 
whose underlying meaning is a nominalised noun (ikhlāṣ – exclusive-
ness); and (lāghiyah – unsuitable speech, Q88:11), whose underlying 
meaning is a nominalised noun (laghu – unsuitability of speech). 

Regardless of any type of syntactic void, the TL should avoid odd grammatical 
structures like (He it is who sends down) as a translation for (huwa alladhī 
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anzala …, Q3:, Q6:99, Q16:10, Q48:4). The translation should portray TL indi-
genous grammatical and stylistic norms so that we do not alienate the TL reader. 
Structural foreignness in translation is counter- productive. According to Gentzler 
(2001:37), translations are judged to be successful when they read fluently, 
giving the appearance that they have not been translated. This is in contrast to 
Venuti’s (1992) translation approach which calls for foreignising the ST in the 
TL. Venuti encourages the translator to carry over into the TL the linguistic and 
cultural differences of the ST. 
 An interesting example of the active participle is the word (ṣāffāt – out-
spread wings), which has occurred next to a verb (yaqbiḍn – occasionally 
folded in winds) in (awalam yaraw ilā al- ṭairi fawqahum ṣāffāt wa yaqbiḍn – 
Do they not see the birds above them with wings outspread and sometimes 
their wings folded in?, Q67:19). The active participle noun designates [+ Per-
manency] and [+ Continuity] (al- thubūt), while the verb designates [+ Renew-
ability] (al- tajaddud) and [+ Action] (al- ḥudūth). Q67:19 is another example of 
the inability of the TL to convey the illocutionary (communicative) force of 
the active participle in Qur’anic Arabic. The TL can only provide a past parti-
ciple verb (outspread) and (folded in). Q67:19 could have provided either: 
(active participle + active participle → ṣāffāt + qābiḍāt) or (verb + 
verb → yaṣfufn + yaqbiḍn). During flying, the birds’ permanent physical 
characteristic is to outspread their wings throughout their flying process. This 
intended meaning is safely relayed through the active participle (ṣāffāt). 
However, birds occasionally fold their wings in. This intended meaning is con-
veyed through a verb (yaqbiḍn). Thus, the verb is required to demonstrate that 
the occasional folding in of wings is renewed every now and then but not con-
tinually. However, the outspreading of the wings is a normal permanent flying 
procedure. This illocutionary force is conveyed through the active participle 
(ṣāffāt).

6.6.1.2 Stylistic voids

For Hatim (1997:114), word order (sequencing) involves the order in which 
information is presented to the addressee. Word order, Hatim argues, subsumes 
the various devices used in manipulating texture and in the process underlining 
topic salience within the sentence. This is important ‘to insure that any loss 
incurred is compensated for’ (1997:115). 
 There are stylistic patterns, which are Qur’an-specific. Stylistic voids are 
structural voids and result from a number of stylistic mechanisms prototypical of 
Qur’anic discourse: 

i The ST may have a noun, a verb, an adjective or an adverb at the beginning 
of the sentence in order to achieve a specific pragmatic function. This is 
called foregrounding. An example of foregrounding is:

calā allāhi falyatawakkal al- mu’minūn – upon God let the believers 
rely, Q9:51
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where the prepositional phrase (cala allāhi – upon God) is placed sentence- 
initially.

ii The ST may also have a noun, a verb, an adjective or an adverb at the end of 
the sentence in order to achieve a pragmatic function. This is called 
backgrounding. 

iii The ST may have a structurally complex sentence.
iv Qur’anic discourse may have the same or different cohesive devices 

repeated in successive sentences for a pragmatic function. This is called 
saturated cohesion. 

v The Qur’anic text may not use any cohesive device between some sentences 
for a pragmatic function. This is called zero cohesion.

vi In Qur’anic discourse, a verb or a noun is deleted in some sentences for a 
pragmatic function. This is called ellipsis. 

vii In Qur’anic discourse, a change in the verb tense or in the pronoun in terms 
of the first, second or third person may occur. This is called stylistic shift. 
For example, in Q24:55 (liyumakkinanna lahum dīnahum alladhī irtaḍā 
lahum waliyubaddilannahum min bacdi khawfihim amnan yacbudūnanī lā 
yushrikūna bī shai’ā – He (God) will surely establish for them therein their 
religion which He has preferred for them and that He will surely substitute 
for them, after their fear, security, for they worship Me, not associating any-
thing with Me), where we have a stylistic shift in pronoun. We have the 
subject pronoun in the third person (He (God)) at the beginning of the sen-
tence but at the end of the sentence, we expect the pronoun to appear in the 
third person as well (yacbudūnahu – worship Him) and (bihi – with Him). 
Stylistic shift, however, occurs and changes the pronoun to a second person 
(yacbudūnanī – worship Me) and (bī – with Me). Stylistic shift is a Qur’an-
specific rhetorical device whose pragmatic function is to ‘waken up’ and 
alert the reader to something significant. In the above example, stylistic shift 
aims to highlight the notion of monotheism. 

viii Stylistically, the interrogative particles (mā – what) and (mādhā – what) are 
not employed haphazardly but rather enjoy distinct perlocutionary effects: 
(mā) entails a mild interrogative request, while (mādhā) entails a more 
forceful interrogative request, hyperbole, rebuke and censure (taqrīc). When 
the context is that of confrontation, a stand- off and to show off power, 
(mādhā) is required stylistically, as in Q37:85. However, when a debate is 
taking place and a gentle interrogative request is made, (mā) is needed, as in 
Q37:87 and 92. However, (mā) is employed in Q26:70 due to the fact that 
the context is that of debate and mild request as explained by Q26:71. 

6.6.1.2.1 STRUCTURALLY COMPLEx STYLE

In Qur’anic linguistics, stylistic void can occur at a sentence level. This is a 
structural void in the TL because the SL structure is alien to the stylistic norms 
of the TL. Q2:164 is an example of the structurally complex syntactic structure:
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inna fī khalqi al- samāwāti wal- arḍi wakhtilāfi al- laili wal- nahāri wal- fulki 
allatī tajrī fī al- baḥri bimā yanfacu al- nāsa wamā anzala allāhu min al- samā’i 
min mā’in fa’aḥyā bihi al- arḍa bacda mawtihā wabaththa fīhā min kulli 
dābbatin wataṣrīfi al- riyāḥi wal- saḥābi al- musakhkhari baina al- samā’i wal- 
arḍi la’āyātin liqawmin yacqilūn – Indeed, in the creation of the heavens and 
the earth, and the alteration of the night and the day, and the ships which 
sail through the sea with that which benefits people, and what God has sent 
down from the heavens of rain, giving life thereby to the earth after its life-
lessness and dispersing therein every moving creature, and directing of the 
winds and the clouds controlled between the heaven and earth are signs for 
a people who use reason, Q2:164 

where (āyāt – signs) which is the noun of the auxiliary verb (inna) is backgrounded 
and its predicate (fī khalqi al- samāwāti wal- arḍi … baina al- samā’i wal- arḍi – in 
the creation of the heavens and the earth, … between the heaven and earth) is fore-
grounded. The predicate of (inna) is a long complex sentence that is stylistically 
peculiar to the TL. Similarly, (allāha facbud – worship God), where the object 
(allāha – God) is a foregrounded object. Also, in this structural void, the TL cannot 
accommodate the conjunctive particle (fa) called (al- fā’ al- faṣīḥah – the conjunc-
tive particle denoting an ellipted element(s) in the sentence).
 A unique example of syntactic (structural) ambiguity is Q6:137, where the 
subject (shurakā’uhum – their partners (idols)) is backgrounded, whose verb is 
(zaiyana – to induce, to make something (to someone) pleasing (fair)), its first 
object is the prepositional phrase (likathīrin min al- mushrikīna – to many of the 
pagans (polytheists)), and second object is the construct noun phrase (qatla 
awlādimhim – the killing of their children) which are both foregrounded. To 
solve a syntactic ambiguity, our approach is through ST word re- ordering to 
produce a ST unmarked (usual) word order. However, Ṣaḥeeḥ International 
(1997:186) has opted for keeping the ST structural ambiguity and marked 
(unusual) word order. Thus, producing a syntactically ambiguous translation. 
We recommend that the subject (shurakā’uhum – their partners (idols)) has to be 
placed first in the TT. Also, the pronoun (their) of (their idols) has to be changed 
to a definite article (the) → (the idols) in Abdel- Haleem’s version (2005:90).
 An interesting example of a structurally complex style that represents a stylis-
tic void in English is Q12:4 as illustrated below: 

idh qāla yūsufu li’abīhi yā abati innī ra’aitu aḥada cashara kawkaban wal- 
shamsa wal- qamara ra’aituhum lī sājidīn – When Joseph said to his father: 
‘O my father, indeed I have seen in a dream eleven stars and the sun and the 
moon; I saw them prostrating to me’. Ṣaḥeeḥ International (1997:308) and 
MuṣḥafAl-MadīnahAn-Nabawiyah (1990:623) divide the sentence into two 
units to capture the structural complexity of the SL sentence. Abdel Haleem 
(2005:145), however, translates the verb (ra’aitu) as (to dream), while the 
same verb later on is translated as (to see). His translation also divides 
Q12:4 into two units to capture its stylistic complexity.
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An example of a short structure but alien to TL stylistic norms is (allāhu lā ilāha 
illā huwa, Q3:2), which has been provided with literal translations:

Allāh, there is no deity except Him, Q3:2
(Ṣaḥeeḥ International 1997:62)

God: there is no god but Him
(Abdel Haleem 2005:34)

Allāh! There is no god but He
(MuṣḥafAl-MadīnahAn-Nabawiyah 1990:139) 

Stylistic non- equivalence also occurs due to the Qur’an-bound stylistic mech-
anism of foregrounding (al- taqdīm) and backgrounding (al- ta’khīr), which, 
among other things, has the following perlocutionary effects, which the TL 
cannot accommodate. Thus, a stylistic void occurs:

i to achieve denial and astonishment (al- inkār wal- tacajjub): This is where the 
predicate (al- khabar) is foregrounded and its subject (al- mubtada’) is fore-
grounded. Let us consider the following example:

a rāghibun anta can ālihatī yā ibrāhīm – Have you no desire for my 
gods, O Abraham?, Q19:46

where the predicate (rāghibun – have no desire for something or someone, 
i.e to reject) is foregrounded due to its pragmatic importance, since this 
predicate expresses the denial of Abraham to polytheism and astonishment 
from his action. The stylistic structure of Q19:46 has the semantic entail-
ment of ‘Abraham’s action is wrong and he should not have rejected the 
worship of idols’. Thus, we cannot have the alternative stylistic option: {a 
anta rāghibun can ālihatī yā ibrāhīm?} where the subject (anta) is fore-
grounded while its predicate (rāghibun) is backgrounded. The meaning’s 
perlocutionary effect has completely changed. 

ii to consolidate and establish a judgement (taqwiyat al- ḥukm wataqrīrih): 
This is encountered in:

alladhīna hum birabbihim lā yushrikūn – They who do not associate 
anything with their Lord, Q23:59

where the musnad illaihi (hum – they) is foregrounded in order to affirm the 
negation of polytheism on the part of the believers. In other words, in order 
to affirm that (the people who are apprehensive from fear of their Lord, 
Q23:57) do not believe in polytheism (lā yushrikūn), the musnad illaihi 
pronoun (hum), which refers to those people, is placed before the verb as a 
more elevated style than alternative options: 

{alladhīna birabbihim lā yushrikūn} or {alladhīna lā yushrikūn 
birabbihim}.
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Also, stylistically, English cannot accommodate the semantic distinction 
between (aḥad) and (wāḥid), Q112. For more details, see Chapter 3, 
Section 3.4.

6.6.1.2.2 THE DETACHED PRONOUN AS A STYLISTIC VOID

The detached pronoun is referred to in Arabic as (ḍamir al- faṣl) like (huwa – he, 
hiya – she, anta – you (singular, masculine), hum – they) as opposed to the 
attached pronoun (ḍamir al- waṣl), which is attached to (cliticised onto) a noun 
like the (-hā – her) in (kitābuhā – her book). Grammatically, the detached 
pronoun occurs between the subject (al- fācil) and its predicate (al- khabar). 
Pragmatically, however, the employment of a detached pronoun aims to achieve 
the illocutionary (communicative) force of specification (al- takhṣīṣ), which is a 
stylistic void in the TL. Through the detached pronoun, we can establish a spe-
cific relationship (cilāqah khuṣūṣiyyah) between the subject and its predicate. 
This important pragmatic relationship cannot be captured by the TL, as in the 
following examples: 

kunta anta al- raqība calaihim – You were the observer over them, Q5:117

inna allāha huwa yaqbalu al- tawbata can cibādihi – It is God who accepts 
repentance from His servants, Q9:104

innā naḥnu nazzalnā al- dhikra – Indeed, it is We who sent down the 
message, Q15:9

anna allāha huwa al- ḥaqq – God is the truth, Q24:25 and Q31:30

kunnā naḥnu al- wārithīn – It is We who were the inheritors, Q28:58

tajidūhu cinda allāh huwa khairan – You will find it with God. It is better 
and greater in reward, Q73:20 

where the detached pronouns are (anta – you, huwa – he, naḥnu – we, huwa – 
he, huwa – he, naḥnu – we, and huwa – he) in the above sentences respectively. 
Through the employment of the detached pronoun, Qur’anic genre has affirmed 
the specification relationship between (anta – you (which is implicit in the verb 
(kunta – you were))) and (al- raqība – observer) in Q5:117, (allāh) and the verb 
(yaqbal – accept), (innā – we) and (nazzalnā – sent down) in Q15:9, (allāha) and 
(al- ḥaqq – the truth) in Q24:25 and Q31:30, (naḥnu – we (which is implicit in 
the verb (kunnā – we were))) and (al- wārithīn – the inheritors) in Q28:58, and 
between (allāh) and (khairan – better and greater in reward) in Q73:20. Through 
the employment of the detached pronoun, the epithets (al- raqība, al- ḥaqq, al- 
wārithīn) in Q5:117, Q24:25 and Q28:58, the verbs (yaqbal) in Q9:104 and 
(nazzalnā) in Q15:9, and the noun (khairan) in Q73:20 have all affirmed that 
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these qualities and actions are specific to God only. Thus, no one else can share 
them with the Lord. Hence, the theological notion of monotheism is affirmed, 
too. The most alarming translation is that of Q73:20. When the predicate occurs 
as a verb as in Q9:104 (yaqbalu) and in Q15:9 (nazzalnā), the dummy subject 
(it) is employed plus the relative pronoun (who) to fill the stylistic void of 
(huwa) or (naḥnu). All Qur’an translations have provided periphrastic rendering 
which fails to accommodate the perlocutionary effects of specification (al- 
takhṣīṣ) and specific relationship (cilāqah khuṣūṣiyyah), as in (will be improved 
and increased for you, Abdel Haleem 2005:396), (You will find it with Allāh. It 
is better and greater in reward, Ṣaḥeeḥ International 1997:838) and (Ye shall find 
it with Allāh. Yea, better and greater in reward, Muṣḥaf Al-Madīnah An-
Nabawiyyah 1990:1844). Through the foreignisation of the ST style, the 
detached pronoun (huwa) is preserved in Q35:10 (wamakru ulā’ika huwa yabūr 
– The plotting of those – it will perish) instead of domesticating the ST style to 
(The plotting of those will perish). A better TL natural style is: (Their plotting 
will fail). 

6.6.1.2.3 THE FUTURE TENSE

In Arabic, there is a pragmatic distinction between the future tense particles: (sa 
– al- sīn) and (sawfa), which both can be translated into (will, going to), as illus-
trated below:

i (sa – al- sīn) as a future tense particle: This designates the near future (al- 
mustaqbal al- qarīb), as in:

sayaclamu al- kuffāru liman cuqbā al- dār – The disbelievers will know 
for whom is the final home, Q13:42

sayaclamu alladhīna ẓalamū aiyah munqalabin yanqalibūn – Those who 
have wronged are going to know to what kind of return they will be 
returned, Q26:227

sanurīhim āyātinā fī al- āfāqi – We will show them our signs in the hori-
zons, Q41:53

where all Qur’an translations use either (will) or (going to) for the Qur’anic 
near future tense particle (sa – al- sīn). 

ii (sawfa) as a future tense particle: This designates distant future (al- 
mustaqbal al- bacīd), as in:

sawfa astaghfiru lakum rabbī – I will ask forgiveness for you from my 
Lord, Q12:98

wala sawfa yucṭīka rabbuka – And your Lord is going to give 
you, Q93:5

sawfa taclamūn – You are going to know, Q102:4
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where all Qur’an translations use either (will) or (going to) for the Qur’anic 
distant future tense particle (sawfa). The other perlocutionary effects of the 
distant future tense particle (sawfa) are:

1 punishment (al- wacīd), as in Q102:4, and
2 reward (al- wacd), as in Q93:5.

It is interesting to note that the future tense in Qur’anic Arabic is also intro-
duced through a past tense verb, as in: (atā amru allāh – The command of God 
is coming, Q16:1), where the past tense verb (atā – came) designates the per-
locutionary effect of affirming the certainty of something to take place in the 
future, that is, the past tense has the semantic componential feature of 
[+ Affirmed Certainty] and [+ Future]. Thus, based on the pragmatic function 
of the past tense and its semantic features, we recommend that the past tense 
verb (atā) should be translated as (will definitely take place). Also, the past 
tense can signify a present tense, as in Q26:4 where the past tense verb (ḍallat 
– remained) should be translated as a present tense verb (ḍallat – remain). 

6.6.1.2.4 STYLISTIC SHIFT IN VERBAL/NOMINAL SENTENCES

In Qur’anic genre, the verbal sentence is semantically distinct from the nominal 
sentence. Let us consider the following example:

alladhīna yuqīmūna al- ṣalāta wa yu’tūna al- zakāta wa hum bil- ākhirati hum 
yūqinūn – Who establish prayer and give zakāt, and of the hereafter they are 
certain in faith, Q27:3

where the ST is divided into two sentences: a verbal sentence (alladhīna 
yuqīmūna al- ṣalāta wa yu’tūna al- zakāta – Who establish prayer and give zakāt), 
which has initial verbs (yuqīmūna – to establish) and (yu’tūna – to give); and a 
nominal sentence (hum bil- ākhirati hum yuqinūn – of the hereafter they are 
certain in faith), which starts with a detached pronoun (hum – they) as a subject 
preceding the verb (yūqinūn – are certain in faith). Stylistically, the second sen-
tence can also start with a verb (yūqinūn bil- ākhirati – They are certain in faith). 
The stylistic selection of a verbal sentence is to signify renewal of an action, that 
is, there may be an interrupted period of time but the same action is renewed 
every now and then. This applies to the five times of prayer where there are gaps 
in between during the day, and also the time at which one pays his/her zakāt 
(regular charity), which is done once a year and there is a gap after that. 
However, with the no- main-verb nominal sentence, the underlying perlocution-
ary effect is different. In order to highlight the continuity and certainty of the 
belief in the hereafter, that is, eschatology, the nominal grammatical structure is 
employed. If a verbal pattern is used, the feature of continuity will not be 
achieved. Second, on the rhetorical level, we would have lost the two detached 
pronouns used for affirmation (hum – they), which elevate the level of affirma-
tion and add more stylistic effectiveness to the nominal sentence.
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 Shift from a verbal to nominal sentence is also semantically oriented, as in:

wa’idhā laqū alladhīna āmanū qālū āmannā wa’idhā khalaw ilā shayāṭīnihim 
qālū innā macakum innamā naḥnu mustahzi’ūn – When they meet those who 
believe, they say: ‘We believe’; but when they are alone with their evil ones, 
they say: ‘Indeed, we are with you; we were only mockers’, Q2:14

where the verbal sentence is (qālū āmannā – we believe) and the no- main-verb 
nominal sentence is (innā macakum innamā naḥnu mustahzi’ūn – Indeed, we are 
with you; we were only mockers). 
 This sentence is about the hypocrites. Qur’anic discourse employs the verbal 
sentence to signify finite duration and discontinuity on the part of the speaker. In 
other words, what the hypocrites have said through the verbal sentence is false. 
However, the nominal sentence designates continuity and infinite duration of an 
action. Thus, in the verbal sentence, the hypocrites’ belief is short and does not 
last for long. However, in the nominal sentence, their friendship with the evil 
ones lasts forever. This underlying intentionality is expressed through the 
nominal sentence. Since the TL lacks this syntactico- semantic relationship, 
accurate translation cannot be achieved.
 Stylistic void in terms of the semantically oriented stylistic shift from a verbal 
to nominal sentence is also illustrated in Q7:193 and Q21:55:

sawā’un calaikum a dacawtumūhum am antum ṣāmitūn – It is all the same 
for you whether you invite them or you are silent, Q7:193

where we have a verbal sentence: verb + subject + object: (dacawtumūhum), 
which has (verb (to invite) + subject (implicit pronoun you (plural masculine)) + 
object (-hum – them)). In Qur’anic linguistics, the verbal sentence where the 
verb is sentence- initially pragmatically designates the perlocutionary effect of 
renewal of an action that is taking place (al- tajaddud wal- ḥudūth). Thus, the 
verbal sentence (dacawtumūhum) means (the disbelievers have renewed their 
appeal and prayers to the idols and have been doing this action repeatedly but at 
different times, from time to time, i.e. [+ Interruption]). However, the no- main-
verb nominal sentence is (antum ṣāmitūn – you are silent), which designates 
pragmatically the meaning (continuity of an action all the time without interrup-
tion, i.e. [– Interruption]).
 The same analysis applies to the following example:

qālū a ji’tanā bil- ḥaqqi am anta min al- lācibīn – They said: ‘Have you come 
to us with truth, or you are of those who jest?’, Q21:55

where the verbal sentence is (ji’tanā), which pragmatically means [+ Interruption] 
action, that is, an action that takes place from time to time. However, the nominal 
sentence is (anta min al- lācibīn), which pragmatically means [– Interruption] in the 
action that has taken place, that is, the action is done repeatedly without a pause.
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 To change the nominal sentence in Q7:193 to the verb (ṣamattum) and in 
Q21:55 to the verb (lacibta), the underlying meaning and the text producer’s 
intentionality would have dramatically changed. The nuances of these examples 
cannot be captured by Qur’an translation.
 In Q4:142, we encounter a unique example of the pragmatically oriented sty-
listic shift from the verbal to nominal sentence. This shift expresses the powerful 
stylistic impact of the nominal sentence (huwa khādicuhum – He is deceiving 
them) as it designates the componential features of [+ Continuity] and [+ Perma-
nency], which are lacking in the verbal sentence (yukhādicūna allāha – The 
hypocrites think to deceive God), which has the semantic componential feature 
of [+ Interruption] and [– Continuity], as in:

yukhādicūna allāha wa huwa khādicuhum – The hypocrites think to deceive 
God, but He is deceiving them, Q4:142

The stylistic shift from a past tense verb to an active participle noun is deliberate 
and for a good pragmatic purpose, as in:

falayaclamanna allāhu alladhīna ṣadaqū wa layaclamanna al- kādhibīn – God 
will surely make evident those who said the truth, and He will surely make 
evident the liars, Q29:3 

where we have a verb (ṣadaqū – said the truth) used in the past tense rather than 
in the active participle form (al- ṣādiqīna – literally meaning ‘the speakers of the 
truth’). The deliberate employment of a verb is because the past tense verb 
designates information that the action denoted by the same verb does not seman-
tically entail: [+ Continuity] and [+ Firmness in Faith]. The past tense refers to a 
shaky belief in Islam, that is, the addressee is still sceptical about the Qur’an and 
is not firm yet in his/her belief in the prophethood of Muḥammad. The addressee 
is called (mutarddid – a floater, has not decided yet). The employment of the 
past tense is context sensitive and refers to the early days of Islam. However, the 
occurrence of the active participle noun (al- kādhibīn – the liars) is a communica-
tion strategy which entails the semantic componential features of [+ Continuity], 
[+ Renewability] and [+ Permanency] of the character trait of lying (al- dawām 
calā al- kadhib). In other words, the act of lying is a permanent habit and a well- 
established feature of the character of some people. This applies to Q33:35 (al- 
dhākirīna allāha kathīran wal- dhākirāt – The men who remember God often and 
the women who remember God often), where morphology is employed as an 
effective communication mechanism to deliver the pragmatic function of 
[+ Continuity], [+ Renewability] and [+ Permanency] through the active parti-
ciple (al- dhākirīna) and (al- dhākirāt). However, the TT has failed to show the ill-
ocutionary force of the SL active participle, which is rendered in the TL as a 
verb to provide a translation that is compatible with English grammatical and 
stylistic norms. 
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6.6.1.2.5 STYLISTIC SHIFT IN VERB FORM

This is a Qur’an-specific stylistic variation on the morphological level of a given 
lexical item, which leads to inaccurate translation due to the fact that the TL 
lacks an equivalent stylistic or morphological mechanism. Let us consider the 
following examples:

Example 1:
tatanazzalu calaihimu al- malā’ikatu – The angels will descend upon them, 
Q41:30

tanazzalu al- malā’ikatu – The angels descend, Q97:4

where the two verbs (tatanazzalu/tanazzalu) are given the same translation as (to 
descend). This is not an accurate rendering of the intentionality of the Qur’anic text. 
The verb (tatanazzalu) in Q41:30 denotes the componential feature of [+ Repeated 
Action]. In other words, an action that takes place more than once. However, the 
other verb (tanazzalu) in Q97:4 has the componential feature of [– Repeated 
Action]. In other words, an action takes place only once (al- Rāzi 1990, 27:105).

Example 2:
lā jarama annahum fī al- ākhirati hum al- akhsarūn – Truly, it is they, who in 
the life to come shall be the losers, Q11:22

(Asad 1980:316)

lā jarama annahum fī al- ākhirati hum al- khāsirūn – Truly, it is they, who in 
the life to come shall be the losers, Q16:109]

(Asad 1980: 413)

In Qur’anic linguistics, although the two adjectives (al- akhsarūn – the losers) 
and (al- khāsirūn – the losers (Asad 1980:316, 413)) are distinct in morphological 
form, both of them are employed to express the same perlocutionary effect of 
hyperbole. However, each word form relays a different semantic signification. In 
Q11:22, the word (al- akhsarūn) refers to a double action by people who have 
misled themselves but have also misled others. In Q16:109, however, the word 
(al- khāsirūn) signifies a single action by people who have misled themselves 
only. The TT, however, provides an identical version for the two semantically 
and pragmatically different sentences. Thus, the TT fails to mirror the semantic 
distinction between the two morphologically distinct lexical items. This is due to 
the fact that the hyperbole epithet (al- akhsarūn) constitutes a delexicalised item 
in English, that is, a lexical gap in the English lexicon. 

6.6.1.3 Morphological voids

Words which are morphologically related can designate different nuances. Let 
us consider the following examples of morphological voids, which illustrate the 
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context- sensitive nature of morphological shift in Qur’anic discourse where a 
translation fails to capture this. 

6.6.1.3.1 HYPERBOLE WORD FORM

The word (yumassikūn) in Q7:170 is given the meaning of a different lexical 
item (yamsikūn) that is morphologically related to the first one. The SL verb 
(yumassikūn) has the inherent semantic componential features of [+ Repetition 
of Action] and [+ Hyperbole]. However, the TL provides an alternative meaning 
(yamsikūn – to hold fast), which neither signifies repetition nor does it provide 
the perlocutionary effect of hyperbole. Thus, the SL intended meaning is lost. 
The same applies to (al- khallāq, Q15:86), which is a lexical void and has been 
confused with (al- khāliq – Creator). However, (al- khallāq) has a distinct mor-
phological form which semantically designates [+ Repetition of Action] and 
[+ Hyperbole].
 Similarly, the passive participle in Arabic has an additional perlocutionary 
effect of hyperbole, which cannot be captured by the TL, as in:

jannātu cadnin mufattaḥatun lahum al- abwāb – Gardens of Eternity, where 
doors will (ever) be open to them, Q38:50 (Ali 1983:1228)

In this structure, there is a special type of passive participle (ism mafcūl) 
(mufattaḥatun). Thus, neither the ordinary passive form (futiḥat) nor the adjec-
tive (maftūḥatun) are employed. Although both verb forms and the adjective 
mean (be open), there is a subtle underlying semantic difference between these 
three forms: The ordinary passive form (futiḥat) and the adjective (maftūḥatun) 
simply mean (be open), the lexical item (mufattaḥatun) signifies ‘the doors get 
open by order rather than by any form of touch, that is, automatically open by 
order of the people of paradise’. The expression (mufattaḥatun) entails that the 
people of paradise simply say: (Open!) and the doors get open. If the adjective 
(maftūḥatun) is used instead, it will mean that someone else opens the doors for 
the people of paradise (al- Qurṭubi 1997, 15:193).
 Another interesting example is the Qur’anic expression (khawwān), which 
has a semantically and stylistically motivated morphological form:

inna allāha lā yuḥibbu man kāna khawwānan athīmā – Allāh loveth not 
anyone who is a traitor, guilty, Q4:107

(Bell 1937, 1:83)

Qur’anic genre employs (khawwān) to express a special emotive signification as 
well as a perlocutionary effect of hyperbole. Although Arabic has another word 
(khā’in), this lexical item neither provides an emotive signification nor does it 
have any rhetorical purpose. The word (khā’in) simply means (traitor). However, 
the word (khawwān) defies the TL since it has the innate semantic feature of 
[+ Hyperbole]. For this reason, its intended meaning has been diluted and 
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betrayed by all Qur’an translators, who have simply provided the same meaning 
of a [– Hyperbole] word (khā’in – traitor) (al- Zamakhshari 1995, 1:551; al- 
Qurṭubi 1997, 5:360).
 Due to the cross- linguistic variations between Arabic and other related or 
non- related languages, morpho- semantic change especially in the hyperbole 
pattern of adjectives cannot be captured by the TL. Consider the following 
Qur’anic statement with different hyperbole patterns, which echo different 
degrees of hyperbole and, thus, trigger distinct semantic overtones that cannot be 
accommodated by the TL:

innā hadaināhu al- sabīla immā shākiran wa’immā kafūrā – Lo! We have 
shown him the way, whether he be grateful or disbelieving, Q76:3

(Pickthall 1969:623)

In this structure, we have two distinct hyperbole morphological patterns: one is 
the pattern (fācil) for the adjective (shākir) and the other pattern is (facūl) for the 
adjective (kafūr). This shift in morphological pattern is not without good seman-
tic and pragmatic reasons. One may wonder why one cannot have the same 
pattern without this morphological mismatch. We can argue that this morpho-
logical shift is semantically motivated. Although both morphological patterns 
are stylistically employed to express hyperbole, only the pattern (kafūr) → (facūl) 
enjoys the innate semantic componential features of [+ Great Degree of Hyper-
bole] and [+ Majority]. The other one (shākir) → (fācil) does not. This is attrib-
uted to the fact that the majority of people are ungrateful to their Lord. Thus, 
Qur’anic discourse employs the [+ Greater Degree of Hyperbole] pattern 
(kafūr) → (facūl) meaning (disbelieving, ungrateful). However, to express the 
pragmatic function that only a minority of people are grateful to their Lord, a 
weaker hyperbole pattern (shākir) → (fācil) meaning (grateful) is selected. The 
latter morphological form represents the innate semantic componential features 
of [+ Weak Degree of Hyperbole] and [– Majority].
 We can argue that this morpho- semantic change in Q76:3 is justified by the 
intertextual relationship with Q34:13, where the morphological pattern (facūl) 
for the word (shakūr) is employed:

waqalīlun min cibādiya al- shakūr – Few of My servants are grateful, Q34:13
(Ali 1983:1137)

However, to weaken the greater degree of hyperbole of the pattern (facūl), Qur’anic 
genre opts for the employment of the word (qalīl – few) as a stylistic mechanism to 
negate the componential semantic features of [+ Great Degree of Hyperbole] and 
[+ Majority]. Thus, the use of (qalīl – few) has weakened the hyperbole nature of 
the pattern (facūl), which can now only designate [+ Weak Degree of Hyperbole] 
and [– Majority], meaning only few people are (shakūr – grateful).
 We can also argue that the morphological change in the word form is seman-
tically oriented. Some Qur’anic expressions appear in different morphological 
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forms with two distinct meanings. Qur’an translators cannot capture the seman-
tic subtleties involved because they form morphological voids in the TL. Instead, 
they provide the same translation to the stylistically and semantically different 
sentences, as in:

lā jarama annahum fī al- ākhirati hum al- akhsarūn – Assuredly, it is they in 
the hereafter who will be the greatest losers, Q11:22

la jarama annahum fī al- ākhirati hum al- khāsirūn – Assuredly, it is they in 
the hereafter who will be the greatest losers, Q16:109

which have both the same translation. However, the two morphologically related 
words (al- akhsarūn) and (al- khāsirun) have distinct significations in Qur’anic 
exegesis.
 Hyperbole words on the morphological pattern (faccāl) are morphological 
voids in English. In Qur’anic linguistics, we distinguish semantically between a 
hyperbole word and its morphologically related forms because they are partial 
synonyms and, contextually, do not signify the same perlocutionary effect. Thus, 
(callām, Q5:109, 116, Q9:78 and Q34:48) does not mean (know, knower) and is 
distinct semantically from (calīm → facīl). The hyperbole expressions (ẓalūm 
jahūl, Q33:72) do not have the same meaning of (ẓālim jāhil → fācil). The hyper-
bole word (kaffār, Q14:34) is not the same as (kāfir). Similarly, the hyperbole 
word (ṣabbār, Q14:5, Q31:31, Q34:19 and Q42:33) is different from 
(ṣabūr → facūl). Also, the hyperbole word (ghaffār, Q20:82, Q38:66, Q39:5, 
Q40:42 and Q71:10) is semantically different from (ghafūr → facūl) and 
(ghāfir → fācil). The accurate translation of hyperbole words should take into 
account their semantic componential features and provide a periphrastic trans-
lation since there is no word- for-word equivalents for such morphological voids.
 For more details on these two words, see Section 6.6.1.2.5, Example 2. The 
same applies to (yataḍarracūn, Q6:42) and (yaḍḍarracūn, Q7:94), which are both 
translated as (to humble themselves). 

6.6.1.3.2 CONTExT- SENSITIVE PHONIC FORM

In Qur’anic discourse, the occurrence of a phonic form is context sensitive. In 
other words, the morphological form of a word is conditioned by the context in 
which it is born. An interesting example of a phonic form which is context 
sensitive is: 

i  the verb (tasṭic – is able to) whose original morphological form is either 
(tastaṭīc – is able to) or (tastaṭic – is able to), and 

ii the verb (isṭācū – is able to) whose original morphological form is either 
(tastaṭīc – is able to) or (tastaṭic – is able to). 

 Let us consider how the occurrence of a phonic form is context sensitive 
through the verbs (tasṭic), (tastaṭic), (isṭācū), (istaṭācū) and (tastaṭīc).
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innaka lan tastaṭīc macī ṣabrā – Indeed, you will never be able to have 
patience with me, Q18:67

hādhā firāqun bainī wabainika sa’unabbi’uka bita’wīli mā lam tstaṭic calaihi 
ṣabrā – He said: ‘This is parting between me and you. I will inform you of 
the interpretation of that about which you could not have patience, Q18:78

dhālika ta’wīlu mā lam tasṭic calaihi ṣabrā – That is the interpretation of that 
about which you could not have patience, Q18:82

famā isṭācū an yaẓharūhu wamā istaṭācū lahu naqbā – They (Gog and 
Magog) were unable to pass over it (the wall) nor were they able to dig 
through it, Q18:97

The context involves two characters, al- Khiḍr and Moses, and in each context a 
specific verb form is required to signify a context- based meaning related to the 
actions undertaken by al- Khiḍr: tearing open the ship that belongs to poor people 
(Q18:71), the killing of a young boy (Q18:74) and the restoration of a wall about 
to collapse (Q18:77). In sentences Q18:67 and 78, the full verb form, referred to 
in Arabic as the ‘heavy form of the verb’, has been used: (tastaṭīc) in sentence 
67, where the letters /t/ and /ī/ are kept, and (tastaṭic) in sentence 78, where the 
letter /t/ is maintained. Using the ‘heavy’ form of the word in 67 and 78 has the 
pragmatic function of expressing ‘extra useful information and a serious situ-
ation’. In Q18:66, Moses begs al- Khiḍr to join him: (hal attabicuka calā an 
tucallimunī mimmā cullimta rushdā – May I (Moses) follow you (al- Khiḍr) so 
that you teach me something of that knowledge which you have been taught?). 
al- Khiḍr responds: (innaka lan tastaṭīc macī ṣabrā – Verily, you will never be able 
to have patience with me, Q18:67). This context is about the anticipated dif-
ficulties ahead of al- Khiḍr’s journey and Moses has no patience to withstand 
them. Similarly, the context of Q18:78 is about the difficulties which al- Khiḍr 
and Moses have encountered and the three actions which al- Khiḍr embarked on. 
Pragmatically, these difficult circumstances require the full verb forms: (tastaṭīc) 
in Q18:67, which has six letters (t + s + t + ṭ + ī + c), and (tastaṭic) in Q18:78, which 
has five letters (t + s + t + ṭ + c). The ‘heavy’ morphological form is compatible 
with the difficult circumstances. 
 Now, the context has changed and al- Khiḍr is explaining to Moses why he 
did the three actions to which he (Moses) objected strongly. The circumstances 
have now become clear to Moses, whose frame of mind is more relaxed. There-
fore, al- Khiḍr employs a different verb form, whose pattern is more relaxed and 
which has only four letters (t + s + ṭ + c), that is, it is easy to pronounce and has 
less letters. Thus, we have (tasṭic) in Q18:82. Context and meaning have closed 
ranks to influence morphological form. 
 Similarly, in Q18:97, the context is about the story of Dhū al- Qarnain and 
God and Magog (Q18:83–96). We encounter two morphologically different verb 
forms in Q18:97. These are:
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1 The verb (isṭāc) has five letters (i + s + ṭ + ā + c) and is used for a context refer-
ring to a highly smooth wall, which is extremely difficult to scale up. The 
inability to scale up the smooth wall necessitates having the morphological 
form (isṭāc), which has a smooth pronunciation due to its simple form and is 
pragmatically compatible with the smoothness of the wall. 

2 The verb (istaṭāc) with six letters (i + s + t + ṭ + ā + c) and is related to the 
context of digging a hole through the wall. This is a difficult task. Thus, we 
have the verb form with six letters, which requires more effort in its articu-
lation. Therefore, it is pragmatically well suited for the hard effort required 
for digging a hole in a solid wall. We can safely claim that the translations 
are inaccurate due to the linguistic fact that English lacks the morphological 
mechanism to generate similar verb forms to match the context of each verb 
form. For more details on the contextual meaning of the four verbs above, 
see Chapter 3, Section 3.2, Example 2.

Qur’anic discourse makes intended selection of a given morphological pattern 
rather than the other. Different morphological patterns of a given lexical item 
occurs for a good reason. In Qur’anic linguistics, the adjectives (al- caliy, 
Q2:255), (al- aclā, Q87:1), and (al- mutacāl, Q13:9) are not employed haphazardly. 
Each is context sensitive and each has a specific shade of meaning. However, 
Qur’an translations have missed this point. They are all given the same meaning 
(the Most High). 
 Context- sensitive phonic forms are morpho- semantic problems. Lexical 
items, which are related morphologically, pose a translation problem in the TL 
due to the linguistic fact that the TL lacks the morphological mechanism, which 
enables it to reproduce the ST’s semantically oriented morphological patterns.
 Similarly, the verbs (anzala) and (nazzala) are morphologically related. The 
verb (nazzala) has the morphological pattern (faccala), which signifies that some-
thing is repeatedly taking place for some time. For this reason, the Qur’an is 
called (tanzīl) because its revelation took twenty- three years, that is, it was 
revealed as a piecemeal at different stages over many years. The semantic dis-
tinction between (anzala), whose morphological pattern is (afcala) and (nazzala), 
whose morphological pattern is (faccala) is illustrated by the following sentence:

nazzala calaika al- kitāba … anzala al- tawrāta wal- injīl – He (God) has sent 
down upon you the Book (the Qur’an), and He revealed the Torah and the 
Gospel, Q3:3

al- kitāb alladhī nazzala calā rasūlihi wal- kitāb alladhī anzala min qabl – The 
Book that He sent down upon His messenger and the Scripture which He 
sent down before, Q4:136 

where (nazzala) in Q3:3 and Q4:136 signifies multitude in terms of quantity and 
recurrence of the revelation to highlight the fact that it was not revealed as one 
piece, while (anzala) in Q4:136 denotes the revelation of a divine scripture as 
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one piece. Therefore, the verb (nazzala) enjoys the semantic componential fea-
tures of [+ Recurrence] and [+ Multitude], while the verb (anzala) has the 
semantic componential features of [– Recurrence] and [– Multitude]. Based on 
context- based meaning, (nazzala) and (anzala) are partially synonymous. The TL 
lacks the morphological mechanism to generate the semantic distinction made in 
Qur’anic Arabic. This is another example of linguistic incongruity between 
Arabic and English. For more details on the contextual meaning of the above 
two verbs, see Chapter 3, Section 3.2, Example 6.
 The hyperbole morphological patterns (ṣiyagh al- mubālaghah) also pose a 
problem in Qur’an translation. These are nouns which are derived from verbs to 
form morphological patterns. In Qur’anic discourse, we encounter the following 
hyperbole morphological patterns: (faccāl + facīl), as in (kaffār athīm – a sinning 
disbeliever, Q2:276), (khawwān athīm – a habitually sinful deceiver, Q4:107), 
(affāk athīm – a sinful liar, Q26:222), or (faccāl) repeated twice, as in (sammācūn 
… akkālūn – listeners … devourers, Q5:42). Also, we encounter the hyperbole 
morphological pattern recurrently used in the same sūrah, as in (awwāb – one who 
repeatedly turns back to God, Q38:17, 30 and 44) and (ḥallāf mahīn … hammāz 
… mannāc … athīm – a worthless habitual swearer … a scorner … a preventer …, 
Q68:10–12). The hyperbole morphological pattern semantically signifies hyper-
bole and persistence to carry on doing the same action, which generates the same 
outcome. An interesting example of a translation problem related to the hyperbole 
morphological patterns is the partially synonymous words (khāliq) and (khallāq):

lā ilāha illā hū khāliq kulli shai’ – There is no deity except Him, the Creator 
of all things, Q6:102

inna rabbaka huwa al- khallāq al- calīm – Indeed, your Lord, He is the 
Knowing Creator, Q15:86

where the SL morpho- semantic distinction between (khāliq) and (khallāq) has 
been skewed by the TL and both words are translated as (Creator). For more 
details on the contextual meaning of the above two verbs, see Chapter 3, Section 
3.2, Example 8.

6.6.1.3.3 AFFIRMATION TOOLS

We encounter in Qur’anic discourse three effectively employed stress mecha-
nisms. In Qur’anic linguistics, there are three categories of affirmation particles: 
single, double and triple stress particles. The perlocutionary effects of an affir-
mation particle are: affirmation of a notion, highlighting a given proposition and 
relaying the text producer’s performative (intended) goal. Due to pragmatic 
incongruity between Qur’anic Arabic and English, at times, the TL cannot 
accommodate some of Qur’anic genre stress tools. It is worthwhile to note that 
the use of a particular stress particle is interrelated to the addressee’s state of 
mind where we have: 
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i open- minded (khāli al- dhihn),
ii floater (undecided) (mutaraddid), and
iii denier (munkir). 

The affirmation tools employed in Qur’anic discourse include the following:

1 single- particle stress, such as the use of emphatic (inna) or (qad), as in;

inna wacda allāhi ḥaqq – The promise of God is truth, Q10:55

where, at the end of the sentence, we have (lā yaclamūn – but most of them 
do not know), which entails that the addressee’s state of mind is that of a 
floater who cannot make up his/her mind. Thus, a single stress particle 
(inna) is sufficient to convince him/her.
 The particle (qad) is also employed for affirmation especially when the 
context refers to the hypocrites. However, this affirmation feature is lost in 
some Qur’an translations of the following statements:

qad yaclamu allāhu alladhīna yatasallalūna minkum liwādhan – God is 
indeed aware of those of you who steal away surreptitiously, Q24:63

qad yaclamu allāhu al- mucawwiqīna minkum – God is indeed aware of 
those of you who hinder others, Q33:18

where the particle (qad) is rendered as (indeed). Apart from the translations 
of Ali and Asad, other Qur’an translators have overlooked this significant 
rhetorical aspect in Qur’anic discourse.

2 double- particle stress: Qur’anic discourse uniquely employs the stylistic 
means of double- particle stress, such as (inna) plus the letter (/l/ (la) – the 
lām of affirmation) used in the predicate part of the sentence to substantiate 
or rebut an argument with a sceptic, who either denies monotheism or the 
prophethood of Muḥammad. In terms of the communication of a statement 
with a double- particle, the communicative value of such a statement is the 
equivalent of saying the same statement three times (cf. al- Jurjāni 1984:304; 
al- Hilāli 1986:37). Therefore, the pragmatic signification of a single- particle 
stress is distinct from that of a double- particle stress. However, this exegeti-
cally significant distinction cannot be captured by English, as in: 

inna allāha la maca al- muḥsinīn – Indeed, Allāh is with the doers of 
good, Q29:69

ajacala al- ālihata ilāhan wāḥidan inna hādhā la shai’un cujāb – Has he 
made the gods only one god? Indeed, this is a curious thing, Q38:5

inna al- sācata la ātiyatun lā raiba fīhā – Indeed, the hour is coming, no 
doubt about it, Q40:59

In the above Qur’anic structures, we have a style with the double- particle 
stress, that is, (inna) plus the (la) prefixed to (maca – with, shai’un – thing, 
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ātiyatun – coming). We may wonder why. If we talk to a proponent who 
holds our own ideas and supports them, we do not need to repeat or stress 
twice to him/her what our intended message is in order to convince him/her. 
We can stress it to him/her once. However, if we want to counter an oppo-
nent’s argument and try to convince him/her of our own views, we need to 
stress our message and repeat it more than once. Instead of repeating the 
same message three times, Arabic has the stylistic facility of using double- 
particle stress to do that. This has taken place in the second Qur’anic struc-
ture above because the message is addressed to the unbelievers who oppose 
God’s views. The two renderings of the above Qur’anic structures have once 
again failed to reproduce the source text’s intentionality and informativity. 
We have the same translation for two semantically distinct SL structures.

3 triple- particle stress: This stylistic affirmation mechanism is represented by 
the affirmation tools (inna + lām of affirmation + pronoun), as in:

innahum la hum al- manṣūrūn. wa inna jundanā la hum al- ghālibūn – 
Indeed, they would be those given victory. Indeed, Our soldiers will be 
those who overcome, Q37:172–173

For the perlocutionary effect of affirmation, the triple- particle stress mech-
anism can be employed for the open- minded addressee (khāli al- dhihn), 
such as the believers in monotheism, as in the above example.

inna hādhā la huwa al- qaṣaṣu al- ḥaqq – Indeed, this is the true 
narration, Q3:62

where three stylistic particles (inna), (la-) (prefixed to (huwa – he)), and the 
detached pronoun (huwa) are effectively employed for the perlocutionary 
effect of affirmation because the addressee’s state of mind is denial (inkār) 
of Muḥammad’s prophethood as represented by Q3:61 and the rejection of 
monotheism as represented by the end of Q3:62. Triple- particle stress also 
applies to Q22:58 and 64. 
 Due to pragmatic and stylistic incongruity between English and Qur’anic 
Arabic, triple affirmation is relinquished in the TL. 

6.6.1.4 Lexical voids

Lexical voids are well represented by the following cases:

1 Religious culture words: There are some words which are specific to the SL 
religious culture. These include expressions with religious overtones which 
have no equivalents in the TL, such as the religious culture words (imām, 
āyah, sūrah, ictikāf, suḥūr, caqīqah, tarāwīḥ, nāfilah, cumrah, jamarāt, aiyām 
al- tashrīq, al- jamrah al- ṣughrā, al- jamrah al- kubrā, ṭawāf al- ifāḍah). Other 
lexical voids include religious belief expressions such as (cadhāb al- qabr, 
shahīd). Although some SL religious words can have equivalent words in 
other languages, the meaning of the equivalent TL word is not exactly the 
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same in terms of the componential features and the religious connotation of 
the TL word. For instance, the religious word (ṣawm) can be translated as 
(fasting). However, the concept of fasting designates different notions in 
different religions. Therefore, there is skewing of information and trans-
lation loss. 

2 Semantic incongruity: This shines through the lexical item (āyah) which 
represents an interesting example of lexical voids. It is a delexicalised 
expression in English, which has been inaccurately translated as (verse). 
This translation is theologically oriented and can mislead the TL audience. 
Based on Qur’anic exegesis, (āyah) signifies a specific perlocutionary effect 
of a sign of God that substantiates the Islamic belief of the notion of God 
being the text producer of the Qur’an and Muḥammad being no more than a 
messenger, acting as a postman, relaying the word of God to people. There-
fore, the transfer of (āyah) to (verse) runs counter to the text producer’s per-
formative (intended) meaning and the very essence of Islam since (verse) 
semantically entails:

i the Qur’an is not God’s word,
ii the Qur’an is ‘poetry’, and by logical conclusion,
iii Muḥammad is a poet.

Our claim is intertextually based on many Qur’anic statements, which reject 
such an argument, as in (am yaqūlūna shācir – They say Muḥammad is only 
a poet, Q52:30), (bal iftarāh bal huwa shācir – Muḥammad has invented the 
Qur’an and he is a poet, Q21:5). These statements represent the argument 
put forward by people who disbelieved Muḥammad during the nascent 
phase of Islam. However, their claim has been rebutted by Q16:80 (wamā 
callamnāhu al- shicra wamā yanbaghī lahu in huwa illā dhikrun waqur’ānun 
mubīn – We did not give Muḥammad knowledge of poetry, nor is it befit-
ting for him. It is not but a message and a clear Qur’an) and Q69:41 (mā 
huwa biqawli shācir – The Qur’an is not the word of a poet). Having said 
this, we can safely conclude that the word (verse) should be replaced by 
(Qur’anic statement) as an approximation to (āyah). Similarly, the word 
(sūrah) is rendered as (chapter), which puzzles the TL reader when he/she 
encounters Qur’anic ‘chapters’ of a few words while, culturally, a ‘chapter’, 
in the TL, is usually a few pages. Exegetically, (sūrah) is morphologically 
derived from (sūr – wall) meaning divinely well- protected Qur’anic state-
ments against any sceptical views or alteration. In other words, the Qur’anic 
statements are well preserved by a divinely protective shield as we are 
informed by Q15:9 and Q85:22. An alternative translation to ‘chapter’ is 
‘section’. Similarly, an example of literal translation at the lexical level is 
(al- ṣāliḥāt, Q18:46) which has been translated wrongly as (works) by Abdel 
Haleem (2005:186). The accurate translation is (virtuous deeds). To avoid 
embarrassment from the TL audience, Yusuf Ali opts for the wrong trans-
lation of (azwājun, Q2:25, Q3:15 and Q4:57) as (companions). The accurate 
meaning is (wives).
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3 Delexicalised lexical items: This is represented by the word (sijjīn, Q83: 7, 
8) which has been left out in a transliterated form, and (mutashābihāt, Q3:7), 
which is wrongly translated as (unspecific) by Ṣaḥeeḥ International (1997: 
62) and (ambiguous) by Abdel Haleem (2005:34). The Qur’an-bound 
expression (mutashābihāt) should be supplied by a functional translation 
based on how this lexical item linguistically and stylistically behaves in the 
Qur’anic text. We recommend the periphrastic translation: (the structurally 
similar but stylistically and semantically dissimilar sentences). For more 
details on (mutashābihāt), see Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1.6. Similarly, the 
expression (musāfiḥ) in Q4:24 signifies (a person who practises adultery 
excessively). Thus, it is an explicit metaphor (isticārah taṣrīḥiyyah), which 
reflects the image of pouring water excessively. The water is man’s semen. 
Also, in Q4:107, we encounter the perlocutionary effect of hyperbole in the 
expression (khawwānan athīmā – a habitually sinful deceiver), which signi-
fies excessive treachery and sin.

6.6.1.4.1 SEMANTIC CONTRASTIVENESS AND SYNONYMY

This is an account of the impact of context on the phonic verb form and on its 
subsequent illocutionary force. This is a discussion of how the semantic compo-
nential features of a lexical item play a major role in stylistic choices. Also, this 
discussion represents another limit of translatability in Qur’an translation, as in 
(infajara) and (inbajasa): 

fanfajarat minhu ithnatā cashrata cainan – Twelve springs gushed forth from 
it. Q2:60

fanbajasat minhu ithnatā cashrata cainan – Twelve springs gushed forth from 
it. Q7:160

where the TT provides an identical translation to the two semantically different 
verbs, which are both context sensitive. The verb (infajara) signifies the gushing 
of water in large quantities. Thus, its major semantic componential feature is 
[+ Large Quantities]. However, the verb (inbajasa) means a weak flow of water. 
Thus, its major semantic componential feature is [– Large Quantities]. The TL 
lexical pool of resources cannot accommodate the SL semantic subtleties. 
 We also encounter (jabal) and (ṭūr), (nataqa) and (rafaca), as illustrated below:

nataqnā al- jabal fawqahum – We (God) raised the mountain over them, 
Q7:171

rafacnā fawqahum al- ṭūr – We (God) raised the mount over them, Q4:154

In Qur’anic linguistics, the verb (nataqa – to raise over) collocates with the noun 
(jabal – mountain), while the verb (rafaca – to raise over) collocates with the 
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noun (ṭūr – mount). The semantic componential features of the verb (nataqa) are: 
[+ Forceful], [+ Threatening] and [+ Fear]. This verb has the entailment: (to uproot 
forcefully to throw away at someone, to shake violently). These semantic features 
are suitable for the noun (jabal), whose componential features are: [+ Big], 
[+ High] and [+ Deep Rooted]. Also, the context of Q7:171 refers to a situation 
which involves threat. Thus, context has influenced the stylistic usage of the verb 
(nataqa) with its object noun (jabal). However, the verb (rafaca) in Q4:154 collo-
cates with the object noun (ṭūr) due to the componential features of each word. 
The verb (rafaca) has the componential features: [– Forceful], [– Threatening] and 
[– Fear]. This verb does not entail: (uprooting forcefully, throwing away some-
thing at someone, shaking violently). The semantic componential features of 
(rafaca) and its underlying meaning are suitable to collocate with the object noun 
(ṭūr) whose semantic features are: [– Big], [– High] and [– Deep Rooted]. 
 The translation of both verbs (nataqa) and (rafaca) as (to raise over) has 
skewed the underlying pragmatic functions and the underlying semantic features 
of each lexical item. 
 An interesting example is (aḥad) and (wāḥid):

qul huwa allāhu aḥad … wa lam yakun lahu kufuwan aḥad – Say: ‘He is 
God, who is one.… Nor is there to Him an equivalent one’, Q112:1

unlike Arabic, English does not distinguish between these two lexical items. The 
lexical items (aḥad) and (wāḥid) are partial synonyms and there are major 
semantic contrastive differences between them. 
 The lexical items (aḥad) and (wāḥid) are partial synonyms and one may 
wonder why one cannot use (wāḥid) instead of (aḥad) in Q112:4 {wa lam yakun 
lahu kufuwan wāḥid}. The use of (wāḥid) instead of (aḥad) in Q112:4 is stylisti-
cally wrong since (wāḥid) does not collocate with the negative and Q112:4 has 
the negation particle (lam – no). More importantly, the use of (wāḥid) in Q112:4 
would entail ‘there are more than one (god) who have no equivalent to them.’ 
For more details, see Chapter 3, Section 3.4, Example 12. 
 In Qur’an translation, lexical voids occur in English when two lexical items 
deceptively appear as synonyms. For such words, we cannot find a one- word 
equivalent but an over- translation. Let us consider the following examples:

The two verbs (ya’isa) and (qanaṭa) are an interesting example of semantic 
contrastiveness and partial synonymy in Qur’anic linguistics and which 
receive non- equivalent meanings in Qur’an translation.

lā tai’asū min rawḥ allāh – Do not lose hope of God’s mercy, Q12:87

lā taqnaṭū min raḥmat allāh – Do not despair of God’s mercy, Q39:53

The meaning of (ya’isa) is (an ordinary state of being hopeless/desperate, to 
lose hope). Thus, it should be translated as (frustrated, discouraged, dispirited, 
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disheartened). For Q12:87, we recommend the translation: (Do not lose hope of 
God’s mercy). 
 The meaning of (qanaṭa) is (to lose hope and being truly desperate, utterly 
wretched, totally despondent, that is, a more intense form of hopelessness). 
Thus, the recommended translation is (to despair). For Q39:53, we recommend 
the translation: (Do not despair of God’s mercy). This meaning is backed up by 
Q42:28 (huwa alladhī yunazzilu al- ghaitha min bacdi mā qanaṭū – It is He who 
sends down the rain after they had despaired). Thus, the two verbs (ya’isa) and 
(qanaṭa) are lexical voids. 
 Another example is the pair (yaqsim) and (yaḥlif ), which according to 
Qur’anic linguistics are not synonyms, as in:

falā uqsimu bimawāqici al- nujūm – I swear by the setting of the stars, 
Q56:75

yaḥlifūna billāhi innahum laminkum wamā hum minkum – They swear by 
God that they are from among you while they are not from among 
you, Q9:56

The meaning of (yaqsim) is (to swear truthfully, to take oath honestly). However, 
we should not be misled by the meaning of Q7:21, where the word (qāsama – to 
swear) has also occurred. This is due to the fact that the contextual meaning is 
paramount in this statement. The context of situation is hinged upon Satan (al- 
shaiṭān) talking to Adam and Eve in Paradise. Satan, in Q7:20 has already whis-
pered to them to mislead them, deceived them to have a taste of the forbidden 
tree and, thus, they have disobeyed God’s command. We are also told by Q7:22 
that Satan is a clear enemy of mankind. Having said this, we can conclude that 
the verb (qāsama – to swear) is different from (yaqsim). The verb (qāsama) 
means (to swear in order to deceive). Satan swears (qāsama) in order to deceive 
Adam and Eve. However, the meaning of (yaḥlif ) should be (to swear untruth-
fully, i.e. false oath). This verb occurs in the context of the hypocrites as in 
Q4:62, Q9:42, 56, 74, 95, 96, 107, Q58;14, 18 and Q68:10. The meaning of 
(yaḥlif ), which we recommend as (to swear untruthfully) is backed up by Q68:10 
(lā tuṭic kulla ḥallāfin mahīn – Do not obey every worthless habitual swearer). 
Semantically, English does not distinguish between (to take oath) and (to swear) 
while Qur’anic Arabic differentiates between honest/truthful oath/swearing and 
dishonest/untruthful oath/swearing. Thus, in Qur’anic discourse, the meaning of 
the two verbs is context sensitive and represents a lexical void. 
 The impact of semantic contrastiveness and lack of synonymy is also reflected 
by the nouns (maṭar) and (ghaith), which are both rendered as (rain) in the TL. We 
also need to examine the meaning of (ṣaiyib). Based on Qur’anic linguistics, we 
recommend that the translation of (maṭar) is (rain of destruction/punishment), as in: 

wa’amṭarnā calaihim maṭaran fasā’a maṭaru al- mundharīn – We rained upon 
them a rain and evil was the rain of those who were warned, Q27:58
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As for the noun (ghaith), we recommend the meaning (relief and a long- awaited 
rain after a drought), as in:

huwa alladhī yunazzilu al- ghaith min bacdi mā qanaṭū – It is He who sends 
down the rain after they had despaired, Q42:28

which indicates a state of distress. Thus, (ghaith) collocates with (relief and a 
long- awaited rain after a drought), that is, it designates the meaning (incām – 
favour, blessing). Thus, semantically, English does not differentiate between 
(maṭar) and (ghaith). The two nouns are lexical voids as there is no one word 
equivalent but an over- translation (paraphrase).
 For (ṣaiyib), in order to preserve the SL perlocutionary effect, we recommend 
the meaning either (a violent and destructive rainstorm intended to frighten) or 
(a violent cloudburst intended to frighten), as in:

ṣaiyib min al- samā’ – A rainstorm from the sky, Q2:19

We also encounter semantic contrastiveness in singular/plural nouns which 
deceptively appear as synonymous, as in (rīḥ) and (riyāḥ): 

wa’ammā cādun fa’uhlikū birīḥin ṣarṣarin cātiyah – As for cĀd, they were 
destroyed by a fierce roaring wind, Q69:6

where the singular noun (rīḥ) semantically entails torment and destruction; thus, 
it means (fierce, violent wind, raging storms). However, the plural noun (riyāḥ) 
has the semantic entailment of (benevolent winds of blessings and bounties), 
as in: 

allāhu alladhī yursilu al- riyāḥa fatuthīru saḥāban … – It is God who sends 
the winds so that they raise clouds …, Q30:48

Therefore, the nouns (rīḥ) and (riyāḥ) are lexical voids since their semantic 
entailment cannot be accommodated by the TL. 
 Unlike English, Arabic provides a subtle semantic distinction between the 
verb (fahhama) and (callama), although they are both on the morphological 
pattern (faccala). For instance, in Q21:79, we encounter the occurrence of the 
verb (fahhama → faccala) rather than its morphologically related verbs 
(fahima → facila) and (afhama → afcala). In terms of semantic contrastiveness, 
the verb (fahhama) entails (understanding well everything hidden or apparent). 
However, had we used (fahima), this would semantically entail that Solomon 
had already understood through his own effort without a divine revelation from 
God or without any form of teaching. However, this entailment does not fit in 
well with the illocutionary force of the intended meaning of Q21:79. Also, the 
morphological pattern (faccala → fahhama) is phonetically smoother than 
(afcala → afhama), especially when a pronoun is attached to the verb as we have 
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(fafahhamnāhā – We gave understanding of it to). Moreover, the stylistic selec-
tion of (fahhama → faccala) designates the perlocutionary effect of multitude (al- 
takthīr, al- kathrah) and intensity of action like (qaṭṭaca – to cut into pieces) and 
(kassara – to break into pieces). The alternative morphological pattern 
(afhama → afcala) lacks this pragmatic function (Sarḥān 2013:150). 
 Arabic semantically distinguishes between the verbs (yanẓur – to look at), 
(yubṣir – to see) and (yarā – to see), as in:

tarāhum yanẓurūna ilaika wahum lā yubṣirūn – You see them looking at you 
while they do not see, Q7:198

walammā jā’a mūsā limīqātinā wakallamahu rabbuhu qāla rabbī arinī anẓur 
ilaika qāla lan tarānī walākin unẓur ilā al- jabali fa’in istaqarra makānahu 
fasawfa tarānī – When Moses arrived at Our appointed time and his Lord 
spoke to him, he said: ‘My Lord, show me (Yourself ) that I may look at 
You.’ God said: ‘You will not see Me, but look at the mountain, if it should 
remain in place, then you will see Me’, Q7:143

One of God’s epithets is (al- baṣīr – the Seeing) but not (al- naẓīr), which does not 
exist anyway when related to (yanẓur). Thus, when someone is (baṣīr) of some-
thing, it means he/she is well aware, knows well about it and is knowledgeable. 
However, the verb (yanẓur) designates the eyes turning left or right trying to pin-
point something or someone. The lexical confusion due to lexical void is well 
represented by Q7:143 where we have (yurī), (yanẓur) and (yarā), which have 
been rendered as (to show), (to look at) and (to see) respectively. 
 In terms of Qur’anic linguistics, lexical voids have led to inconsistency in 
Qur’an translation. A case in point is the active participle words (hāmidah, 
Q22:5) and (khāshicah, Q41:39). The lexical item (hāmidah) has occurred only 
once in the Qur’an but has been rendered as (barren (Ṣaḥeeḥ International 
1977:452)) and (lifeless (Abdel Haleem 2005:209)). However, the word 
(khāshicah) and its morphological derivatives have been used seventeen times, as 
in Q2:45, Q3:199, Q17:109 and Q20:108. Qur’an translations have shown incon-
sistency in rendering the underlying meaning of this word. We encounter trans-
lations such as (submissive to Allāh, Q2:45; humbly submissive to Allāh, 
Q3:199; humble men and humble women, Q33:35; to be stilled, Q20:108 and 
Q41:39; to become humbly submissive, Q23:2 and Q57:16; humbled, Q42:45, 
Q54:7, Q59:21, Q68:43, Q70:44, Q79:9 and Q88:2 (Ṣaḥeeḥ International 1977). 
However, in Abdel Haleem (2005), we find (the humble, Q2:45; humbling them-
selves before God, Q3:199; humble men and humble women, Q33:35; to be 
hushed, Q20:108; lying desolate, Q41:39; humbly Q23:2; to humble Q57:16; 
humiliation Q42:45; downcast Q54:7, Q68:43, Q70:44, Q79:9 and Q88:2; 
humbled, Q59:21. 
 Qur’anic linguistics distinguishes between the lexical items (hāmidah) and 
(khāshicah) in terms of context. In Q22:5, the thematic focus is hinged upon 
vegetation and revival of earth after the rain. Thus, the word (hāmidah) is 
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 contextually suitable to echo drought, too poor to produce vegetation, bleak and 
lifeless. However, for Q41:39, for instance, the lexical item (khāshicah) is 
employed to be thematically compatible with the theme of Q41, which revolves 
around worship, supplication and prostration to God. Thus, it is contextually 
suitable to represent the perlocutionary effect of humbleness to the Lord. 
 More interesting examples of the impact of semantic contrastiveness and syn-
onymy on Qur’an translation are lexical pairs like (mawt) and (wafāt) which 
both mean in English (death); (sanah) and (cāmm) which both mean in English 
(year); (yafcal) and (yacmal) which both mean in English (to do); (yunṣit) and 
(yastamic) which both mean in English (to listen to, to listen attentively to); and 
(nabī) and (rasūl) which mean in English (prophet) and (messenger) respectively. 
Also, the TL cannot accommodate the semantic difference between (yaṣrukh – 
cry) and (yaṣṭarikh). For the latter, we recommend the translation (cry aloud due 
to pain) as it occurs in Q35:37. 
 Let us consider the two partially synonymous words: (akmala – to perfect 
something) and (atamma – to complete something); and (sanah – year) and 
(cāmm – year):

al- yawma akmaltu lakum dīnakum wa atmamtu calaikum nicmatī – This day 
I have perfected for you your religion and completed My favour upon 
you, Q5:3

walaqad arsalnā nūḥan ilā qawmihi falabitha fīhim alfa sanatin illā khamsīna 
cāman … – We certainly sent Noah to his people, and he remained among 
them a thousand years minus fifty years …, Q29:14

The translation neither reflects partial synonymy nor does it convey the intended 
meaning of these words. For more details, see Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1.2.3, 
Point i. 

6.6.1.4.2 POLYSEMY AND QUR’AN TRANSLATION

Polysemy is a semantic problem in Qur’an translation, which has not been taken 
into consideration during the process of Qur’an translation. It can be observed 
that most Qur’an translations have provided inaccurate transfer of the context- 
sensitive polysemes. Taking context into account in the translation of polysemy, 
let us consider the following examples:

(al- ākhirah, Q39:9) should be translated as (hellfire), (al- ākhirah, Q14:27) 
should be translated as (the grave), (al- karīm, Q44:49) should be translated 
as (the arrogant), (al- karīm, Q82:6) should be translated as (who pardons), 
(al- karīm, Q82:11) should be translated as (pious), (ittaqū, Q23:52 and 
Q16:2, 52) should be translated as (to worship), (ittaqū, Q2:189) should be 
translated as (do not disobey), (taqwā, Q22:32) should be translated as (sin-
cerity), (taqwā, Q4:131 and Q49:3) should be translated as (monotheism, or 
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to be a monotheist), (al- sū’, Q33:17) should be translated as (killed and 
defeated), (al- ḥusnā, Q16:62) should be translated as (boys), (al- ḥusnā, 
Q10:26) should be translated as (paradise), (al- ḥaqqu, Q2:282) should be 
translated as (the money), (naṣīb, Q70:24) should be translated as (share, or 
portion), (al- ḥasanah … al- saiyi’ah, Q3:120) should be translated as (victory 
… defeat), (al- ḥasanah … al- saiyi’ah, Q7:131) should be translated as (rain 
and fertility … drought and infertility), (al- ḥasanah … al- saiyi’ah, Q13:22, 
Q28:54 and Q41:34) should be translated as (pardon and good words … 
saying foul words and doing harm).

(jabbār) is a polyseme and has the hyperbole morphological form (faccāl). 
The expression (jabbār) in Q5:22 should be translated as (strong and heavily 
built, muscular person), in Q19:32 it should be translated as (too arrogant to 
worship God), in Q26:130 and Q28:19 it should be translated as (kill people 
in great numbers), and in Q50:45 it should be translated as (has control or 
authority over others). 

For more details and examples on polysemy, see Chapter 3, Section 3.6.

6.6.1.5 Cultural voids 

As a text occurs within a context of situation and is part of a culture, it is worth-
while to refer to the claim made by Malinowski (1946:306) that the study of any 
language, spoken by a people who live under conditions different from our own 
and possess a different culture, must be carried out in conjunction with the study 
of their culture and their environment. For Snell- Hornby (1988:40), language is 
not an isolated phenomenon … but is an integral part of culture. 
 After the First World War, when the British and the French colonised some 
Arab countries, they came with the idea that they were not occupiers but rather 
were there to enable the people to rebuild their countries. Their claim, however, 
has drawn on Qur’anic intertextuality in order to win the hearts and minds of the 
Arabs:

huwa ansha’akum min al- arḍi wastacmarakum fīhā – He has produced you 
from the earth and made you settle down in it, Q11:61

where the verb (istacmara – to enable someone settle down somewhere) is 
employed in the Qur’an with a positive connotative meaning. Having realised that 
the occupation of the British and the French is for different political and economic 
ends, the Arabs have developed a negative connotative meaning to the Qur’anic 
word (istacmara). Thus, it has become a ‘false friend’ (Newmark 1988:72). The 
Qur’anic expression (istacmara) has now been clothed with the negative politically 
oriented meaning (to colonise). To achieve cultural or functional equivalence, 
Newmark (1988:83) calls for a cultural componential analysis as the most accurate 
way of translating, that is, deculturalising a cultural word. 
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 In the view of Nida (1945:194), the person who is engaged in translating from 
one language into another ought to be constantly aware of the contrast in the 
entire range of culture represented by the two languages. However, the ‘entire 
range of culture’ which Nida is referring to has missed out the culture of sens-
itive texts whose grammatical and prosodic forms are also culture- specific and 
often the most perplexing. Kirn and Hartmann (2012) wonder whether people in 
various cultures have the same concept of home. What does exactly come to 
your mind when you think of home? (Kirn and Hartmann 2012:101). In central 
Africa, Pygmies build lobembe from plant materials. In Mongolia, the traditional 
house is the gher (wooden poles covered with skins and textiles). However, in 
British culture, the home is associated with a bungalow, a detached or semi- 
detached terrace house, or a flat. 
 Through the strategy of cultural substitution (Baker 1992:31), we can provide 
the TL reader with a good substitute if he/she is familiar with the substitute 
word. This strategy involves replacing a culture- specific word with a TL word, 
which does not have the same propositional meaning but is likely to have a 
similar perlocutionary impact on the TL audience. Although this approach gives 
the TL reader a taste of the SL meaning, this becomes a futile translation strategy 
when a periphrastic translation is provided because there is no word- for-word 
replacement available in the TL. This is the case in Qur’anic discourse. Although 
cultural transplantation (Dickins, Hervey and Higgins, 2002:32) may work for 
ordinary cultural expressions like (qais wa lailā – Romeo and Juliet), this type of 
cultural adaptation is unlikely to satisfy Qur’an-specific cultural expressions 
which are non- existent in the receiving culture. For Venuti (1992), however, the 
translator should not be forced to alter the ST in order to conform to the TL cul-
tural norms and ideas. In other words, the translator should not be subservient to 
the ST author. For Venuti (1992), the SL cultural and linguistic norms should be 
carried over into the TL. One may wonder whether this would work for Q43:48 
(mā nurīhim min āyatin illā hiya akbaru min ukhtihā – We showed them not a 
sign except that it was greater than its sister (Ṣaḥeeḥ International 1997: 
693) → (Even though each sign We showed them was greater than the previous 
one (Abdel Haleem 2005:318) where SL linguistic norms (style and lexis 
(ukhtihā – sister)) are carried over into the TL → (literal) versus change in SL 
linguistic norms (style and lexis (ukhtihā – previous)) are adapted and domestic-
ated to suit the TL norms → (communicative). However, Venuti’s approach in 
Qur’an translation will alienate the TL audience due to the linguistic and cultural 
incongruity between Qur’anic Arabic and English. Foreignisation has been used 
in Qur’an translation as in Q35:13 (qiṭmīr), which is rendered as (the membrane 
(skin) of a date seed) instead of domesticating the metonymy to (nothing, any-
thing) → (They possess nothing/They do not possess anything). The same applies 
to (naqīr) in Q4:53 and 124, which is foreignised as (the speck on (groove of ) a 
date seed (stone)). 
 Cultural voids include words which are specific to the SL religious culture, 
such as (ẓihār, cumrah, tayammum, ciddah, tarāwīḥ, aiyām al- tashrīṭ, ṭawāf al- 
ifāḍah, al- jamrah al- ṣughra and al- jamrah al- kubrā). Cultural voids also include 
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articles of clothing like (al- khimār), which occurs in the plural in Q24:31. In the 
view of Catford (1965:100), articles of clothing provide examples of material 
culture which differ from one culture to another and may lead to translation 
difficulties. 
 Qur’anic culture- specific words can be translated through a periphrastic 
description of the semantic features of the SL word. The periphrastic translation 
of cultural voids includes a brief description of the religious content of the void 
word. Because there is no word- for-word cultural equivalent for religious culture 
words, we recommend that a cultural void is transliterated first, made italic and 
then that a periphrastic translation is provided in brackets or in a footnote. The 
transliteration of a word means the SL word is written phonetically in the TL. 
For instance, the Islamic cultural void (tayammum) is a transliteration of the 
Arabic word and whose periphrastic translation is: (to strike hands on clean earth 
and then pass the palm of each on the back of the other and then blow off the 
dust from them and then rub them on your face). 
 A unique example of cultural void is the expression (ẓihār, Q33:4 and Q58:2), 
which occurs in the verb form (yuẓāhir). The notion of (ẓihār) is Qur’an-bound 
and refers to a pre- Islamic divorce oath pronounced by the husband. If a husband 
wants to divorce his wife by saying the oath: (anti kaẓahri ummī – You are to me 
like the back of my mother), this delivers the perlocutionary effect of (I will not 
have sexual intercourse with you anymore, just like I cannot have it with my 
mother), where the word (ẓahr – back) comes from, divorce is enforced. This oath 
represents an exaggerated form of comparison between the wife and the husband’s 
mother. After Islam, this type of divorce was invalidated. Thus, the paraphrase of 
(ẓihār) echoes the underlying semantic componential feature [+ Simile] and  
[+ Divorce]. Therefore, (ẓihār) → divorce. The verb form in Q58:2 should be 
 rendered as (to divorce by saying: ‘you are like the back of my mother’).

(makkah) and (bakkah):

We encounter many Arab or Islamic culture- bound words in Qur’anic discourse. 
If these words are transliterated and foreignised into the TL, a footnote is 
required to untangle their underlying SL meaning, as in (makkah, Q48:24) and 
(bakkah, Q3:96): 
 The word (Makkah) is a name of a city, which has special cultural signifi-
cance in Islam. Thus, its transliteration in Q48:24 has solved the problem. 
However, in Q3:97, we have the word (Bakkah), which is a metonymy for 
(makkah), that is, it can be used as a name for the same city (Makkah). Thus, we 
have either: 

i to foreignise the metonymy and transliterate it,
ii to paraphrase the metonymy and explain the denotative meaning of 

(bakkah), or
iii to foreignise the metonymy, transliterate it and provide a footnote with an 

intertextual reference to the other name of the city (makkah) in Q48:24. 
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The meaning of the noun (bakkah) in Q3:97 is context based. Since reference is 
made to (ḥijju al- bait – pilgrimage to Kacbah), the use of (bakkah) is stylistically 
more appropriate. The noun (bakkah) is morphologically derived from the verb 
(bakka) [b + k + k], whose nominalised noun (maṣdar) is (al- bakk – overcrowded-
ness). This is due to the fact that during the pilgrimage season, Muslims in huge 
numbers perform pilgrimage. Thus, we need a word which can portray an 
extremely busy place. Semantically, the noun (bakkah) means (overcrowded-
ness). Thus, this noun successfully depicts the semantic context of the very busy 
season of pilgrimage because (yabikku al- nāsu bacḍuhum bacḍan – people jostle 
(mill about)). The noun (makkah) is another name of (bakkah). Since there is no 
need for the depiction of overcrowdedness, the noun (makkah) is employed in 
Q48:24. 

6.6.1.5.1 PRAGMATIC FAILURE

Writers and speakers produce texts and perform speech acts that lead our readers 
and listeners to believe in something, to sympathise with their viewpoints, to 
persuade them to do something and to play with their feelings: to make them 
angry or to make them happy, to raise their spirits when they are in distress, to 
make them dare when they are fearful, to frighten or ridicule them. However, 
pragmatically, we fail to reproduce the SL texts or speech acts in another lan-
guage with parallel impact on our audience. Hence, in this case, the pragmatic 
success of the ST matches up with the pragmatic failure of the TT. 
 Pragmatic failure may not necessarily be the outcome of the literal rendering 
of the ST but rather can be attributed to an array of cultural and linguistic factors. 
With the notion of equivalence gaining more weight in the twentieth century, we 
now hear of the pragmatic dimensions of translation studies and the strong bonds 
between language and culture. We are no longer transferring source- language-
coated ideas but rather target- language-coated cultures. Hence, the pragmatic 
level of language needs to be at the heart of translation. Thus, for Casagrande 
(1954:338), one does not translate languages, one translates cultures. This 
culture- based translation approach lead one to rightly argue that misunderstand-
ings are not only the outcome of linguistic incongruities but also of cultural ones. 
We are also warned about the cross- cultural differences by Wierzbicka (1985). 
We can, therefore, argue that the cultural turn in translation studies has begun 
and translation is now perceived as part of our awareness of both the source and 
the target cultures. An example of the cultural impact on translation studies are 
Bassnett (1998) and Bassnett and Lefevere (1990), who find the text embedded 
in its network of both source and target cultural signs. They’ve called this shift 
of emphasis ‘the cultural turn’ in translation studies. 
 Pragmatic failure is the pragmatic misrepresentation of what the original 
author potentially attempted to achieve in his/her text. In other words, it is the 
absence of pragmatic effects, emotional or mental, in a given communicative 
transaction, and is the non- attendance of the overall aim of the discourse. Prag-
matic failure is the inappropriate decoding of the context in which the ST 
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evolved by the cultural mediator and text negotiator, the translator. It is the 
inability to capture and communicate effectively the ST’s linguistic and paralin-
guistic constituents through which a succinct, yet psychologically captivating, 
perlocutionary effects are delivered. It is to do with cultural gaps. Pragmatic 
failure is the inability to package in an act of communication the linguistic, 
semantic, textual, cultural and psychological elements of the original speaker/
writer. Thus, the translation output echoes pragmatic incongruity between the ST 
producer and the TT receiver due to the fact that the TT has failed to trigger ana-
logous consequential perlocutionary effects on the TL audience’s feelings, 
thoughts or actions. 
 However, a pragmatically successful speech act is an eloquently forceful dis-
course. A speech act of this calibre can be achieved through rhetorical, stylistic 
and linguistic mechanisms of a given language. These mechanisms enable us to 
meet our communicative goals in context- sensitive situations. Thus, a pragmat-
ically successful translation is one that takes the SL context into consideration 
and is able to produce an eloquently forceful TT with an analogous perlocution-
ary impact on TL audience through the employment of TL rhetorical, stylistic 
and linguistic mechanisms. As language users and text producers, we need our 
communication to be expressive and forceful by using sugar- coated expressions, 
which are pragmatically effective and emotively charged. If language is the 
weapon, words are the bullets (Abdul- Raof 2006:1). For instance, a speech act 
with an allegory like (hādhā saifun – This is a sword) is pragmatically more 
effective than its ordinary non- allegorical counterpart (hādhā qalamun – This is 
a pen). 
 On the pragmatic level, pragmatic effects are perlocutionary effects. In other 
words, they are the effects of the text on the reader’s behaviour, feelings, beliefs, 
attitudes or actions. Thus, the perlocutionary effects of a given text are defined 
by Hickey (1998a:8) as the thoughts, feelings and actions that result from 
reading a text. For Austin (1962:101), reading or saying something will often, or 
even normally, produce certain consequential effects upon the feelings, thoughts 
or actions of the audience. A speech act is, therefore, a form of doing something 
and is described by Austin (1962:6) as a performative utterance according to 
which all utterances are a means of performing intended actions. In other words, 
there is a performative intention behind every message (Hervey 1998:11). The 
theory of communication, in the view of Miller (1974:5), makes a critically 
important distinction between the signal that is transmitted and the message that 
the signal conveys. Miller (1974:15) also argues that a far more important source 
of difficulty in communication is that we so often fail to understand a speaker’s 
intentions. We are also reminded by Thomas (1983:91) that pragmatic failure is 
an area of cross- cultural communication breakdown. The translator’s task, there-
fore, is to decode the intended meaning of the SL speech act and to make sure 
that the ST’s intended pragmatic force is fully understood and rendered force-
fully in the TT. In this case, we can claim that the TT, as an act of communica-
tion, is also a perlocutionary act which, therefore, should not only stimulate an 
equivalent perlocutionary effect of the ST but also its intent. Should the TT 
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either fail to generate corresponding perlocutionary effects or misrepresent the 
intention of the ST, the translation is deemed flawed and the translation has led 
to a pragmatic failure. The translator, during the process of linguistic forensic 
analysis, should be able to detect all the potential pragmatic effects intended by 
the original author and then formulate a TT, which is capable of triggering ana-
logous perlocutionary effects on its readers. The intention of the original author 
is paramount in cross- cultural communication. 
 A perlocutionary act for Austin (1962:109) and Davis (1980:39) is described 
as what we bring about or achieve by saying something, such as convincing, per-
suading, deterring, surprising or misleading. We shall, thus, look at language and 
meaning through a pragmatic telescope and enjoy the view of context. Accord-
ing to Sperber and Wilson (1986:11), the interpretation of a text in context can 
be accounted for by adding an extra pragmatic level provided by the grammar. A 
better understanding of the nature of language, argued Austin (1962), must 
involve a better understanding of how language is embedded in social institu-
tions, and of the various actions it can be used to perform. Austin (Austin 
1962:27) provides the example of the performative utterance (I divorce you) by 
a husband to his wife and how it has a culturally different effect between the 
Christian and the Muslim faiths. In other words, a speech act in a literate culture 
can mean totally different things in an oral culture (Hatim 1997:73). For him, 
this is at the root of cross- cultural pragmatic failures. It is now commonplace in 
studies of intercultural communication, Hatim (1997:73) claims, to suggest that 
‘pragmatic’ meaning is not only negotiable but also highly variable across both 
linguistic and cultural divides. Cross- cultural communication, Kingscott 
(2002:250) argues, is important to getting a message across. Different cultures 
react in different ways to the way messages are communicated.

6.6.1.6 Phonological voids 

Sound effects, in the view of Newmark (1988:58), should be taken into account. 
This is due to the fact that they can have ‘a powerful effect’. The ears enjoy the 
nasal sound /m/ that is well suited for the conspiracy theme of the statement 
Q43:79 (am abramū amran fa’innā mubrimūn – Or have they devised some 
scheme? But indeed, We too have been scheming). However, the sound effect is 
lost in translation. The translation problems which stem from phonological voids 
are attributed to the following reasons: 

i innate musical sound effects: These include onomatopoeic words where the 
word imitates the sound. An onomatopoeia is a word whose sound suggests 
its meaning, such as (bang). Such words enjoy sound effects due to the rep-
etition of sounds or syllables. For Newmark (1991:123), onomatopoeia, 
assonance, rhyme and rhythm, as well as conveying the accurate meaning 
appeal to the readership’s senses. Onomatopoeic words occur in Qur’anic 
discourse with some rhetorical features, such as alliteration (the repetition of 
the initial letter in two or more successive words), assonance (when two or 
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more words are similar in sound to each other) and rhyme (when two or 
more words end with a similar sound), as in Q55 where the words (al- mīzān 
– the balance, Q55:7–9) and (tukadhdhibān – to deny) occur repeatedly. In 
Qur’anic discourse, the words with special sound effects have a perlocution-
ary effect (a pragmatic (communicative) function). The TL cannot accom-
modate SL phonological voids because they do not have equivalent TL 
words with the same sound effects, which lead to the same pragmatic func-
tion achieved by the SL. For example, words like (al- qāricah – the striking 
calamity, Q101:1–3) and (al- ṣākhkhah – the deafening blast, Q80:33) have 
the perlocutionary effect of reminding the reader of the horrors of the Day 
of Judgement. The literal meaning of the verb (qaraca – to knock violently) 
and the verb (ṣākhkha – to cause clamour) indicate their sound effect. It is 
impossible to reproduce the same sounds of words or the rhyming features 
between any two different languages. Examples of phonological voids are 
the assonance words, which produce musical sound effects required for the 
recitation of the Qur’an. These words have a rhyming feature, occur at the 
end of each Qur’anic sentence, and usually end with a long vowel followed 
by a consonant. The musical sound effects also produce the stylistic feature 
of assonance. Examples of assonance phonological void are like Q68 whose 
assonance represented by its āyah-final words are marked by a long vowel + 
a nasal sound /n/ or /m/ to provide cadence and musical effects. However, 
we encounter onomatopoeic words, which have sound effects but do not 
have a pragmatic function. Such words are possible to find an equivalent to 
them in the TL, such as (ḥasīs – the sound of hellfire, Q21:102). Similarly, 
the verb (waswasa – to whisper, Q114:) reflects the pragmatic function of 
Satan’s influence on human kind. 

ii vowel lengthening reflects the text producer’s performative intention and 
has a perlocutionary effect: Let us consider the following example:

āl’āna waqad caṣaita qablu wakunta min al- mufsidīn?! – Now?! You 
have disobeyed God before and have been of the corruptors, Q10:91

In this rhetorical question, Pharaoh is asked contemptuously whether he is 
really serious about accepting Moses’ faith. The lengthening of the initial 
vowel /ā/ of the word (āl’āna – now?!) designates a performative intention 
which highlights:

a Pharaoh’s disgraceful past and outrageous deeds,
b a rejection of his announcement when he has realised that he is going to 

be swallowed by the sea waves: 

qāla āmantu annahu lā ilāha illā alladhī āmanat bihi banū isrā’īl 
wa’anā min al- muslimīn – Pharaoh said: ‘I believe that there is no 
deity except that in whom the Children of Israel believe and I am 
of the Muslims’, Q10:90, and

c rebuke and sarcasm.
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Similarly, we have two distinct phonetic forms: (cibādī – My servants, 
Q2:186, Q14:31 and Q15:42) and (cibādi – My servants, Q39:10, 16, 17 and 
Q43:68) where we have a word- final long vowel /ī/ and a word- final short 
vowel /i/. This vowel length designates a change in meaning: The phonetic 
form with a long vowel /ī/ (cibādī) semantically entails [+ Multitude], that 
is, a large number of people. However, the phonetic form with a short vowel 
/i/ (cibādi) semantically entails [– Multitude], that is, a small number of 
people. The translation fails the performative intent of the ST producer. 

iii sound and grammatical/semantic/pragmatic properties of an expression: The 
sounds of some Qur’anic expressions echo semantic overtones, which are 
lost in the TL. The flow of sound in Qur’anic discourse is sacrificed to 
sense. However, in Qur’anic discourse sound and sense are interrelated. The 
occurrence of a specific sound in a given lexical item feeds into the seman-
tic properties of the word in question, as in:

al- kāẓimīna al- ghaiẓ – Those who restrain anger, Q3:134

In terms of articulatory phonetics, the repetition of the same inter- dental 
sound /ẓ/ requires the placement of the tip of the tongue between the upper 
and lower teeth; this is also a form of biting. Since it is not easy to restrain 
your anger, you need to bite your tongue, so to speak, in order not to express 
your anger. Similarly in: 

kallā idhā dukkat al- arḍu dakkan dakkā – Hay! When the earth is 
pounded to powder, Q89:21

where we have an interesting onomatopoeic expression (dakkan dakkā – to 
pound to powder) in which the two violent bang sounds represented by the 
onomatopoeic words (dukkat), (dakkan) and (dakkā) complement the under-
lying overtone and performative intention of the expression. This provides a 
vivid violent sound of pounding the earth to pieces. 

wal- laili idhā cascasa – And the night as it dissipates, Q81:17

The verb (cascasa) reflects through its ‘difficult to articulate’ pharyngeal 
sound /c/ the unpleasant phenomenon of darkness or night- time. Darkness is 
always associated in the Qur’an with misguidance, disbelief, Satan and the 
path leading to the hellfire. The marriage of meaning and sound in Qur’anic 
discourse is also exemplified by Q44:16 and Q85:12 in which the employ-
ment of onomatopoeic sounds /ṭ/ and /sh/ signifies God’s performative 
intention of vengeance with might: 

yawma nabṭishu al- baṭshata al- kubrā innā muntaqimūn – One day, We 
shall seize you with a mighty onslaught. We will indeed exact retribu-
tion, Q44:16

inna baṭsha rabbika lashadīd – Truly strong is the grip (and power) of 
your Lord, Q85:12
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where the SL sounds /ṭ/ and /sh/ of (nabṭishu al- baṭshata) gives us the 
feeling of someone jumping on an orange to flatten it and the splash of its 
juice. Thus, it has the entailment of [+ Force] and onomatopoeia. It, there-
fore, signifies vengeance with mighty power. This cannot be reproduced by 
the TT. Moreover, polyptoton in Q44:16 is also lost. 
 Although synonyms can convey some identical meanings, such as the 
Qur’anic expressions (yashkur – to thank, to be grateful to), Qur’anic dis-
course makes a delicate selection of words whose sounds contribute to the 
word’s meaning, as in the selection of the word (al- ḥamdu) in Q1:2 below: 

(al- ḥamdu lil- lāhi rabbi al- cālamīn – Praise be to God, Lord of the 
Worlds, Q1:2) in which the word (al- ḥamdu) is employed rather than 
(al- shukru) where we can equally say: (al- shukru lil- lāhi rabbi al- 
cālamīn). The reason why the word (al- ḥamdu) is employed is due to 
the fact that the sound /ḥ/ is, from an articulatory phonetics point of 
view, articulated at the deepest end of the vocal tract, while the sound /
sh/ of (al- shukru) is articulated at the front of the mouth. This is similar 
to the English expression (lip service), that is, our expression of grati-
tude or praise of the Lord should be genuine. Thus, it should be 
expressed with a deeper sound rather than a near- the-lips sound. 

Similarly, words that involve voiceless (quiet) sounds are employed to 
match the meaning of the overall statement and context of situation, as in 
(mabthūth – dispersed, Q101:4) and (hāwiyah – will be an abyss, Q101:9) 
where the weak voiceless sounds /th/ and /h/ occur to match the state of 
calamity and total destruction the world will be in when the whole universe 
has been destroyed. The sounds echo the state of nothingness. The same 
applies to the employment of sibilant sounds like the voiceless alveolar fric-
ative /s/ which is repeatedly employed in the words of Q114 for two 
reasons: 

a to echo the semantico- phonetic interrelationship, and
b to highlight the whispering effect of Satan upon people’s behaviour and 

beliefs.

The word (allāh) is a noun, which involves phonetic and grammatical fea-
tures that cannot be met by English. This noun cannot be made plural in 
Arabic while its counterpart in English (God, Lord) can be → (Gods, Lords). 
The singularity grammatical feature of (allāh) is a unique syntactic idiosyn-
crasy, which highlights the major Qur’anic notion of monotheism/oneness 
(al- tawḥīd). Since the notion of monotheism refers to the oneness/unity of 
God who has no partners, that is, being alone, the word (allāh) is the only 
Arabic word that is linguistically capable of designating this theologically 
oriented perlocutionary effect. 
 Let us consider Q35:2 (mā yaftaḥ allāhu min raḥmatin falā mumsika lahā 
wamā yumsik falā mursila min bacdih – Whatever God grants to people of 
mercy, none can withhold it; and whatever He withholds, none can release it 
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thereafter). The short vowel /a/ (al- fatḥah) is well employed to deliver the 
illocutionary force of depicting the image of generosity when one spreads 
his/her hand as a symbol of spending. This performative intention (under-
lying meaning) is depicted through the word- final short vowel /a/ of 
(mumsika – withhold). However, the vowellessness (al- sukūn) is equally 
well suited for depicting the notion of clinching the hand as a symbol of 
being penny- pinching and of greediness. This performative intention is 
depicted through the word- final vowelless letter /k/ (ḥaruf sākin). The perlo-
cutionary effects of the short vowel and vowellessness are backed up by 
intertextuality as we are informed by the words (yaftaḥ – to grant, literally 
meaning ‘to open up’) and (raḥmatin – mercy) in Q35:2, (qālat al- yahūdu: 
‘yadu allāhi maghlūlah’ – The Jews say: ‘The hand of God is chained’, that 
is, a metonymy whose underlying meaning is: ‘God is stingy’), and (bal 
yadāhu mabsūṭatān yunfiqu kaifa yashā’ – Rather, His (God’s) two hands 
are spread, that is, a metonymy whose underlying meaning is: ‘God is gen-
erous’. He spends however He wills) in Q5:64. 
 Odd words whose sounds are semantically oriented can pose a translation 
problem, as in Q18:14 where the lexical itme (shaṭaṭā), which is regarded as 
an odd word due to its sounds, the /sh/ + /ṭ/ + /ṭ/. However, the odd innate 
phonetic feature is not captured by the TL: (an excessive transgression, an 
outrageous thing to do). The phonetically odd word (shaṭaṭā) delivers an ill-
ocutionary (communicative) force of odd belief counter to monotheism, that 
is, polytheism.
 Word- initial single or double sound can be semantically oriented, as in 
(tafarraqū – to become divided, Q3:103) and (tatafarraqū – to be divided, 
Q42:13). The voiceless alveolar sound /t/ (al- tā’) occurs once at the begin-
ning of the word (tafarraqū) in Q3:103 to provide the pragmatic notion of 
unity. Thus, its componential feature is [+ Single Nation]. This matches the 
context of situation of Q3:103 where reference is made to the Muslim 
nation, which is an admonition not to be divided and be one nation. 
However, the voiceless alveolar sound /t/ occurs twice at the beginning of 
the word (tatafarraqū), that is, /t/ + /t/, in Q42:13, to provide the pragmatic 
notion of multitude of nations, that is, disunity. Thus, its componential 
feature is [– Single Nation]. This matches the context of situation of Q42:13 
where reference is made to many nations who have become divided. 
 Word- final single or double sound can also have an underlying overtone. 
When the leitmotif of monotheism needs to be highlighted, the word- final 
single sound is employed, as in:

man yushāqq allāha – Whoever opposes God, Q59:4

where the word- final concussion sound (ṣawt al- qalqalah) the /q/ occurs in 
(yushāqq – to oppose). In this word, we have an assimilation of the other /q/ 
sound and the word originally has two sounds (yushāqiq – to oppose). This 
assimilation is theologically motivated. When monotheism is to be high-
lighted, one /q/ sound is required. However, when God and the name of 
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Muḥammad are referred to, we encounter a word- final double concussion 
sound, that is, /q + q/, as in:

man yushāqiq allāha wa rasūlahu – Whoever opposes God and His 
messenger, Q8:13

where there is no assimilation of the /q/ sound and we have two separate /q/ 
sounds in (yushāqiq), since the prophethood of Muḥammad needs to be 
highlighted rather than monotheism. Although this case of two separate /q/ 
concussion sounds occurs in Q4:115 where the name of Muḥammad occurs 
only, we find the name of God occurs in the following āyah Q4:115. Thus, 
the phonetic rule remains valid. 
 The word- final nasal sound /n/ enjoys the perlocutionary effect of affir-
mation (nūn al- tawkīd) which is lost as a void in the TL, which cannot 
capture this pragmatically oriented phonetic feature, as in (takūnanna – to 
be, Q2:147, Q6:114 and Q10:94). The nasal sound /n/ appears at the end of 
the word as a double sound /nn/. This pragmatic function of affirmation is 
context sensitive and is interrelated to the psychological state of the people 
involved in the surrounding sentences. The word- final nasal sound /n/ is 
doubled because the context requires affirmation to rebut a sceptical cat-
egory of people, who doubted the change of the direction of prayer (al- 
qiblah) from Jerusalem to Makkah and questioned the prophethood of 
Muḥammad. 
 On the prosodic level, Qur’anic discourse is hinged heavily upon the rhe-
torical feature of assonance, which is sound based. The pervasive sound of 
melodic recitation (tajwīd, tartīl), according to Poonawala (1990:192), is 
basic to a Muslim’s sense of his/her culture and religion even before he/she 
can articulate that sense. It is this mysterious power and charm of its inimi-
table music, the very sounds of which create a captivating effect in the heart 
of its listener, which can move him to tears and ecstasy. No doubt, Poona-
wala (1990:192) concludes, this unique quality is lost in translation. It is 
interesting, therefore, to investigate the correlation between sound and sense 
in Qur’anic discourse. In Qur’an translation, however, the phonetic/prosodic 
idiosyncrasies are sacrificed to sense. The phonetic/prosodic features are 
one of the underpinning elements of Qur’anic texture without which 
Qur’anic symphony will be out of tune. Assonance and consonance are 
always encountered in Qur’anic discourse (cf. Cassels 1983; al- Suyūṭī 1988, 
1:25–27). However, they are not the only Qur’anic rhetorical features that 
defy translation. Cadence is a Qur’anic attraction through which Qur’anic 
discourse achieves euphony. Cadence is the most prominent Qur’anic proto-
typical phonetic feature which is translation- resistant.

6.7 Translation problems and Qur’anic exegesis
Qur’an translation is exegetically and theologically oriented, that is, the 
Qur’anic text can only be understood through a given exegetical work that is 
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hinged upon a given school of exegesis. A Qur’an translation is always based 
upon the theological views of the exegete. Historically, there are four major 
schools of Qur’anic exegesis: the school of Madīnah was established by Ubai 
b. Kacb (d. 20/640), the school of Makkah was established by cAbd Allāh b. 
cAbbās (d. 68/687), the school of Kūfah was established by cAbd Allāh b. 
Mascūd (d. 32/653), and the school of Baṣrah was established by al- Ḥasan al- 
Baṣri (d. 110/728). These schools, however, adopt different exegetical 
approaches: intertextual, rational, jurisprudential, linguistic and historical. Let 
us consider the impact of Qur’anic exegesis upon Qur’an translation: 

1 The mode of reading (al- qirā’āt) is irregular (shādhdhah), as in the follow-
ing example:

allāhu alladhī rafaca al- samāwāti bighairi camadin trawnahā – It is God 
who erected the heavens without pillars that you can see, Q13:2

For mainstream exegetes, this sentence means that (God raised up the 
heavens, as you can see them, without any pillars). However, for non- 
mainstream exegetes, it means (God raised up the heavens without any 
pillars which you may be able to see). The latter means that there are ‘invis-
ible pillars’ that support the heavens. For this exegetical reason, Qur’an 
translation has been subjected to two distinct textual analyses (cf. for 
instance, al- Hilali and Khan 1996:319, Pickthall 1969:248, Asad 1980:356, 
Ali 1983:602 and Zafrulla Khan 1981:231, Ṣaḥeeḥ International 1997:326, 
Abdel Haleem 2005:153). 

2 Syntax- oriented Qur’anic exegesis: Non- mainstream schools of exegesis 
have relied on grammatical analysis in order to extract the meaning of a 
given āyah in order to suit their theological position:

i reported speech said by different speakers: Qur’an exegetes aim to 
satisfy their dogmatic views. As a result, we encounter the following 
translation problems:

… wazulzilū ḥattā yaqūla al- rasūlu walladhīna āmanū macahu matā 
naṣru allāhi alā inna naṣra allāhi qarīb – They were shaken until the 
messenger and those who believed with him said: ‘When is the help of 
God?’ Unquestionably, the help of God is near, Q2:214

The translations which have adopted an exegesis based on the Sunni school 
of thought have provided this meaning: (… They were so shaken that even 
the messenger and the believers with him cried: ‘When will God’s help 
arrive?’ Truly, God’s help is near). According to this exegesis- based trans-
lation, the answer (alā inna naṣra allāhi qarīb – Truly, God’s help is near) is 
considered as God’s speech. However, translations that are based on Shīcī 
exegesis have given a different translation: (… They were so shaken that the 
believers cried: ‘When will God’s help arrive?’ The messenger replies: 
‘Truly, God’s help is near’). Therefore, the answer (alā inna naṣra allāhi 
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qarīb – Truly, God’s help is near) is understood as the Prophet Muḥammad’s 
speech. Here lies the major theological distinction between the two trans-
lations. However, Ibn cAṭiyyah (d. 541/1146), a mainstream grammar- based 
exegete, is in favour of the former exegetical analysis of Q2:214. 

ii synonymy: Theologically oriented linguistic position with regards to 
either the occurrence or non- occurrence of the semantic notion of synon-
ymy in Qur’anic discourse. Since synonymous expressions are inter-
changeable, it makes the occurrence of one or the other as redundant. 
This linguistic fact has made Qur’an exegetes believe that Qur’anic dis-
course does not employ synonymy. For them, Qur’anic expressions, 
which may on the surface appear synonymous, do not signify complete 
synonymy. For them, this is due to the fact that an apparently syn-
onymous word designates prototypical semantic componential features 
that are lacking in the other word of any set of words, as in (qanaṭa – to 
despair, Q15:56) and (ya’isa – to despair, Q5:3), (bukhl – niggardly, 
Q92:8) and (shuḥḥ – greed, Q33:19), (ru’yā – vision, Q12:43) and (ḥulm 
– muddled dreams, Q12:44), and (ḥalafa – to swear, Q5:89) and (aqsama 
– to swear, Q7:49). Although the same set of apparently synonymous 
words occur in different places in the Qur’an, we encounter the employ-
ment of different meanings by translators of the same set of words. This 
is a clear indication of the serious nature of synonymy in Qur’anic genre 
and how undecided the translator is towards this semantic problem.

Qur’an exegetes claim that although there may be an overlapping theme 
(mafhūm mushtarak) shared by apparently synonymous words, there are 
nuances of meaning among these words, and most importantly, each word 
has an ad hoc meaning to a given context of situation and has a distinct per-
locutionary effect. In Qur’anic discourse, although the common theme 
shared by (qanaṭa) and (ya’isa) is (inqiṭāc al- amal – hopelessness), for 
Muslim exegetes, the two words are not synonymous and, therefore, are not 
semantically interchangeable. Muslim linguists and exegetes have expressed 
two distinct theological views with regards to synonymy in the Qur’an: 

a There is no synonymy in the Qur’an: Among the proponents of this 
view are exegetes like al- Ṭabarī, Ibn Taimiyyah, al- Zamakhshari and 
Ibn al- cArabī, linguists like Thaclab, al- Rāghib al- Aṣfahānī, Ibn Manẓūr 
and al- Zarkashi, and scholastic scholars and rhetoricians like Abū Hilāl 
al- cAskari.

b There is synonymy in the Qur’an: Among the advocates of the occur-
rence of synonymy in the Qur’an are linguists like al- Mubarrad, 
Sībawaih, al- Fairūzābādī, Ibn Jinni and the scholastic scholar and rheto-
rician al- Rummāni. 

In Qur’anic linguistics, when two apparently synonymous words are coord-
inated by the conjunct (wa – and), they form a lexical doublet. Although 
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they may be interchangeable in other contexts, the two expressions are not 
complete synonyms because of the conjunction, as in: 

likullin jacalnā minkum shircatan waminhājan – We have assigned a law 
and a path to each of you, Q5:48

alam yaclamū anna allāha yaclamu sirrahum wanajwāhum? – Do they 
not realise that God knows their secrets and their private 
discussions?, Q9:78

The same applies to the particles (aiyāna) and (matā), which are translated 
as (when) but in fact they are not synonyms. 

iii semantic ambiguity: Due to different exegetical analyses of an expression, 
Qur’an translators are undecided about the selection of the accurate meaning 
of a word, as in (mufraṭūn) in Q16:62. We have encountered different mean-
ings for this expression depending on which exegetical work the translator 
has adopted. The expression (mufraṭūn) is translated as (to be given priority) 
by Abdel Haleem (2005:170), (to be neglected, abandoned) by Pickthall 
(1969:274), Zafrulla Khan (1981:256) and Ṣaḥeeḥ International (1997:361), 
(to be the first to be hastened on into the fire) by Ali (1983:672) and al- 
Hilali and Khan (1996:355), and (to be left out of God’s grace) by Asad 
(1980:403). This has obviously resulted in either over- translation or under- 
translation. The problem of giving different meanings to a given Qur’anic 
word by different Qur’an exegetes of different schools of exegesis also 
applies to other Qur’anic expressions such as (ṣacīd) in Q5:6, where we 
encounter different translations like (sand) and (earth) and at times both 
(sand or earth). 

iv conjunctive particle (adāt al- rabṭ): This can lead to different Islamic legal 
rulings (aḥkām), that is, the grammatical analysis of a cohesive particle in a 
given āyah varies from one school of thought to another. Thus, different 
exegetes have expressed different views with regards to the same Islamic 
legal ruling. The translation of the conjunctive particle (wa – and) should 
not have any problem in Qur’an translation. This is not true especially when 
sensitive jurisprudential matters are hinged upon the coordination of con-
secutive sentences through the conjunct (wa) in a long āyah, as in Q4:6, 
28:44–46 (cf. al- Qurṭubi 1997, 5:41; al- Jaṣṣāṣ 1994, 2:78). In Q4:6, for 
instance, Muslim jurists claim that (walā ta’kulūhā isrāfan wabidāran an 
yakbarū – Do not consume it (i.e. the orphans wealth) before they come of 
age. If you do so, this is squandering) should be considered as one speech 
unit rather than misunderstood as coordinated to the previous one. Qur’an 
translators have misunderstood this jurisprudential problem, which resulted 
in inaccurate rendering. 

v the conditional sentence: The conditional sentence in Qur’anic discourse has 
a performative intent. Conditional sentences consist of two parts: the first 
part is called protasis (ficl al- sharṭ) and the second part is called apodosis 
(jawāb al- sharṭ). Semantically, apodosis is dependent upon protasis. In other 
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words, the action or state expressed by the verb in apodosis will not take 
place if the action or state expressed by protasis has not taken place, as in: 
(in tadrus tanjaḥ – If you study, you will succeed) where protasis is (in 
tadrus – if you study) and apodosis is (tanjaḥ – you will succeed). Thus, (al- 
najāḥ – success) will not take place unless (al- dirāsah – studying) takes 
place. In Arabic rhetorical studies, the major conditional particles are (law, 
idhā, in) which can only be translated as (if ). However, this is a wrong trans-
lation because they are not synonyms; they are not interchangeable and each 
enjoys a distinct perlocutionary effect in Qur’anic Arabic. The particles 
(idhā) and (in) occur in conditional sentences while the conditional particle 
(law) occurs in hypothetical sentences with a past or a present verb signify-
ing a future or a past meaning. However, the conditional particles (idhā) and 
(in) have distinct pragmatic meanings. The conditional particle (idhā) signi-
fies that the action denoted by the verb is certain and affirmed to take place, 
while the conditional particle (in) signifies that the action denoted by the 
verb is not certain to take place and cannot be affirmed, as in:

idhā waṣaltu fastaqbilnī fī al- maṭāri – If I arrive, receive me at the 
airport.

in tubdū al- ṣadaqāti fanicmā hiya wa’in tukhfūhā watu’tūhā al- fuqarā’a 
fahuwa khairun lakum – If you disclose your charitable expenditures, 
they are good, but if you conceal them and give them to the poor, it is 
better for you, Q2:271 

The employment of the conditional particle (idhā) in the first sentence desig-
nates certainty and affirmation of (al- wuṣūl – arrival) while the use of (in) in 
the second sentence alludes to uncertainty and non- affirmation of (ibdā’ – 
disclosure, (ikhfā’ – concealment), that is, people may not conceal the 
charity given to the needy. In other words, (in) denotes a sense of scepticism 
in the communicator’s mind. However, the conditional particle (law) usually 
co- occurs with and signifies either a future or a past meaning. The particle 
(law) forms a hypothetical clause. It, therefore, signifies that the action 
denoted by the verb has not taken place. In other words, it implies that what 
is supposed either does not take place or is not likely to do so, as in:

waclamū anna fīkum rasūla allāhi law yuṭicukum fī kathīrin min al- amri 
lacanittum – Be aware that it is God’s Messenger who is among you: in 
many matters you would certainly suffer if he were to follow your 
wishes, Q49:7 

We have (law) + present tense verb (yuṭicu). Thus, because of the conditional 
particle (law – if ), the addressee discerns scepticism about the act of (ṭācah – 
following, obedience) of peoples’ wishes on the part of Muḥammad. In other 
words, the conditional particle (law) occurs with the present tense for the per-
locutionary effect of continuity, namely, ‘Muḥammad has not followed/did 
not follow the wishes of people and will never do so in the future’.
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 For more details on conditional conjunctives, see Section 6.6.1.1.1 and 
Chapter 4, Section 4.4, Point 12. 

vi ellipsis: Exegetes have warned about the occurrence of ellipsis in Qur’anic 
discourse. This stylistic feature can be a translation problem. Let us consider 
the following elliptical example:

walaw anna qur’ānan suyyirat bihi al- jibālu aw quṭṭicat bihi al- arḍu aw 
kullima bihi al- mawtā bal lillāhi al- amru jamīcan – If there ever to be a 
Qur’an with which mountains could be moved, the earth shattered, or 
the dead made to speak {it would have been this one}, but everything is 
truly in God’s hands, Q13:31 

The ellipted phrase is {lakāna hādhā al- qur’ān – it would have been this 
Qur’an} which should have been inserted after the word (al- mawtā – the 
dead). Among the translators who accounted for this ellipted phrase and put 
it in brackets within the same sentence are Abdel Haleem (2005:155), 
Ṣaḥeeḥ International (1997:333), Ali (1983:613) and Pickthall (1969:252). 
However, other Qur’an translations have failed to account for ellipsis and 
have produced inaccurate rendering such as that by Asad (1980:365) and 
Zafrulla Khan (1981:235).

vii coreferentiality or pronominalisation (cawdat al- ḍamīr): Coreferentiality is a 
recurrent linguistic problem in Qur’anic exegesis and can lead to different 
exegetical analyses and consequently different translations. Consider the 
following examples:

fa’anzala allāhu sakīnatahu calaihi wa’aiyadahu – And God sent down 
His tranquillity upon him and supported him, Q9:40

where coreferentiality is represented by the attached pronoun (al- ḍamīr al- 
muttaṣil) (-hi – him) in (calaihi) which may refer to: 

a Muḥammad, which is the most acceptable grammatical analysis. Thus, 
the meaning is (God sent down His tranquillity upon Muḥammad and 
supported him),

b Abū Bakr al- Ṣiddīq. Thus, the meaning is (God sent down His tranquil-
lity upon Abū Bakr and supported him), or 

c To both Muḥammad and Abū Bakr al- Ṣiddīq. In other words, we should 
have (calaihimā – on both of them). Therefore, the meaning is (God sent 
down His tranquillity upon Muḥammad and Abū Bakr and supported 
him). The reason why we find the singular coreferential pronoun (-hi) 
instead of the dual (-himā – both of them) is to signify their, that is, 
Muḥammad and Abū Bakr, unity as one person. For this reason, we 
encounter a different orthographic version, that is, mode of reading, in 
other codices such as that of Ḥafṣah, Muḥammad’s wife, as {fa’anzala 
allāhu sakīnatahu calaihimā wa’aiyadahumā – God sent down His tran-
quillity upon Muḥammad and Abū Bakr and supported both of them}.
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d However, the coreferential pronoun (-hu – him) attached to the verb 
(wa’aiyadahu) refers to Muḥammad. 

However, the coreferential pronoun (-hu – him) in (watusabbiḥūhu – and 
exalt Him) must refer to God only: (litu’minū billāhi warasūlihi 
watucazzirūhu watuwaqqirūhu watusabbiḥūhu bukratan wa’aṣīlā – That you 
(people) may believe in God and His Messenger and honour him (the 
Prophet) and respect him (the Prophet) and exalt Him (God) morning and 
afternoon, Q48:9).
 A coreferential pronoun can lead to semantic ambiguity as in the āyah 
about Mary (Maryam) in (fanādāhā min taḥtihā allā taḥzanī, Q19:24) where 
the pronoun (-hā) may refer either: 

a To cīsā (Jesus), where the meaning will be (But he (Jesus) called her 
from below), or 

b To Jibrīl (Gabriel), where the meaning is (But he (Gabriel) called her 
from below). This exegetical analysis is backed up by the linguistic 
feature of intertextuality in Q19:17 where reference has already been 
made to Gabriel (fa’arsalnā ilaihā rūḥanā fatamaththala lahā basharan 
sawiyyā – We sent to her Our Spirit (Gabriel) to appear before her in 
the form of a perfected man). 

It is interesting to note that all the available Qur’an translations give diverse 
meanings to the coreferential pronouns in the above examples.

viii polysemy (al- ishtirāk al- lafẓī), homonymy (al- jinās al- tāmm) and self- anto-
nyms (al- aḍdād): A polyseme is a word with multiple meanings. A 
homonym refers to two or more words which have the same form (graphic 
and phonological) but differ in meaning. Qur’anic polysemes and homo-
nyms are context sensitive, that is, the meaning of the homonym is condi-
tioned by the context in which it occurs. However, self- antonyms are 
context- free, that is, the meaning of the self- antonym is not decided by the 
context. These lexical idiosyncrasies of Qur’anic discourse have a marked 
effect on the notion of equivalence in Qur’an translation as in the homonym 
expression (hudā), which has eighteen different meanings such as faith, 
Prophets and Scriptures, the Qur’an, Muḥammad, the Old Testament, mono-
theism, repentance and guidance. Also, the expression (al- sū’) has eleven 
different meanings and (al- raḥmah) has fourteen different meanings. Sim-
ilarly, we encounter self- antonymous expressions like (masjūr, Q52:6) and 
(sujjirat, Q81:6), which can signify three different context- free meanings: to 
fill, to evacuate and to boil over. This has led to diverse translations by dif-
ferent Qur’an translators. This also applies to other self- antonyms like 
(ṣarīm, Q68:20), which can either mean (to be desolate, stripped bare), (a 
harvested or reaped farm land) or (black as if burnt). For more details on 
polysemy, see Chapter 3, Section 3.6.
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ix the vowel point: Let us consider the following example:

yā aiyuhā alladhīna āmanū idhā qumtum ilā al- ṣalāti faghsilū wujūhakum 
wa aidiyakum ilā al- marāfiqi wamsaḥū bi ru’ūsikum wa arjulakum ilā al- 
kacbaini, Q5:6, where the theological difference among mainstream and 
non- mainstream schools of exegesis is reflected in the difference in the 
translation of the expression (wa arjulakum – your two feet). For main-
stream exegetes, this expression should have the mode of reading with an 
accusative case (al- naṣb) as shown above (wa arjulakum). Therefore, the 
meaning is (and wash your feet). Thus, the translation of this āyah should 
be (You who believe, when you are about to pray, wash your faces and 
your hands up to the elbows, wipe your heads and wash your feet up to 
the ankles). This exegetical translation is based on the linguistic approach 
that adopts the mode of reading with an accusative case. Thus, the noun 
(arjulakum) is made coordinated to (macṭūf calā) the first nouns in the 
same āyah (wujūhakum wa- aidiyakum – your faces and your hands) 
which both have occurred with the accusative case. However, translations 
based on Shīcī non- mainstream exegesis have produced a different trans-
lation to the expression which is written as (wa arjulikum) meaning (and 
pass your wet hands over your feet), that is, the feet should not be washed 
in ablution. This translation is based on the exegetical analysis which 
adopts the mode of reading with the genitive case (al- majrūr) where we 
get (wa arjulikum), which makes this noun coordinated to the immedi-
ately preceding noun (bi ru’ūsikum – your heads), which is also in the 
genitive case through the preposition (bi – with). 

x syntax- based Arabic rhetoric: We encounter two types of cognitive allegory 
(majāz caqlī) that constitute a translation problem from a syntactic point 
of view:

a cognitive allegory with an object relationship (majāz caqlī calāqatuhu al- 
mafcūliyyah), as in (lā cāṣima al- yawma min amr allāh) Q11:43 where 
the expression (cāṣim) occurs in the active participle form (ism al- fācil). 
However, according to Qur’anic exegesis based on Arabic rhetoric, this 
word should be given the signification of a passive participle (ism al- 
mafcūl), that is, it should have occurred in the form of {macṣūm – being 
saved}. None of the available Qur’an translations has managed to 
capture this accurate meaning. The sentence above should be translated 
as (Today, no one will be saved from God’s command). 

b cognitive allegory with a subject relationship (majāz caqlī calāqatuhu al- 
fāciliyyah), as in:

wa’idhā qara’ta al- qur’āna jacalnā bainaka wabaina alladhīna lā 
yu’minūna bil’ākhirati ḥijāb mastūr – When you recite the Qur’an, We 
put between you and those who do not believe in the hereafter a con-
cealed partition, Q17:45 
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where the word (mastūr) occurs in the passive participle (ism al- mafcūl). 
In cilm al- bayān (figures of speech) of Arabic rhetoric, the expression 
(mastūr) signifies the meaning of an active participle (ism fācil) and thus 
should have occurred in the form of an active participle {sātir}. None of 
the available Qur’an translations has tackled this underlying meaning. 
Q17:45 should be given the translation: (When you recite the Qur’an, We 
put between you and those who do not believe in the hereafter a dividing 
barrier). 

xi phonetically based Qur’anic exegesis: Pause (al- waqf ) in Qur’anic exegesis 
leads to different meanings. We have encountered divergent Qur’an trans-
lations for āyahs that for some exegetes involve a pause but for others they 
do not, as in the following example:

mā yaclamu ta’wīlahu illā allāhu wal- rāsikhūn fī al- cilmi yaqūlūna 
āmannā bihi …, Q3:7 

If there is a pause after the word (allāhu), the meaning will be: (No one 
knows its true interpretation except God. But those who are firm in know-
ledge say: ‘We believe in it’, Q3:7). Thus, this translation is based on the 
grammatical rule which considers the (wa – and) attached to the word (al- 
rāsikhūn – firm in knowledge) as a resumptive particle (wāw isti’nāfiyyah), 
whose grammatical role has a semantic function that has made ‘knowledge’ 
exclusive to (God). However, if there is no pause after the word (allāhu), the 
meaning will be: (No one knows its true interpretation except God and those 
who are firm in knowledge. Those firm in knowledge say: ‘We believe in 
it’). Thus, the translation is based on the grammatical rule that treats the (wa 
– and) attached to the word (al- rāsikhūn – firm in knowledge) as a coordin-
ation particle (wāw al- caṭf ), whose grammatical role also has a semantic 
function that has made ‘knowledge’ shared between (God) and (those who 
are firm in knowledge). 

xii Qur’an translation based on a dogmatic position: Qur’an translation prob-
lems are represented by the following cases:

a sectarian exegesis: The interrelation between Qur’anic exegesis and 
Qur’an translation is related to sectarian textual analysis of the Qur’an. 
Most Qur’an translations are provided with exegetical notes, which are 
either within the text or as footnotes. Among the interesting theologi-
cally controversial issues in Qur’an translation are notions like infalli-
bility (al- ciṣmah) and intersession (al- shafācah). These two notions are 
expressed differently by different Qur’an translators. Mainstream exe-
getes and translators (ahl al- sunnah wal- jamācah) believe that ordinary 
men and women, other than Muḥammad, are infallible (ghair macṣūm) 
and do not provide intercession on the Day of Judgement. This is 
counter to the Shīcī exegetes and translators. 

b the theological position towards anthropomorphism: The theologically 
controversial problem of anthropomorphistic expressions (al- tashbīh or 
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al- tajsīm) when reference is made to one of the entity attributes of God 
(asmā’ wa ṣifāt allāh), such as (al- yadd – the hand), (al- cain – the eye), 
(yasmac – to hear), (majī’ – coming), (ru’yat allāh – the seeing of God) 
and (istiwā’ – to sit down). The difference in the translation of these 
anthropomorphistic notions relies heavily upon the theological orienta-
tion of the translator. The theological analysis of these expressions have 
led to the dichotomy in Qur’anic exegesis known as commendable 
interpretation (al- ta’wīl al- maḥmūd) versus objectionable interpretation 
(al- ta’wīl al- madhmūm). In other words, traditional versus hypothetical 
(rational) Qur’anic exegesis (al- tafsīr bil- ma’thūr wal- tafsīr bil- ra’i), 
where the former applies the literal (exoteric, non- allegorical) textual 
meaning of the Qur’anic text and does not recognise the allegorical sig-
nification of Qur’anic expressions, while the latter adopts the non- literal 
(esoteric, allegorical) meaning of Qur’anic expressions. 

For instance, Qur’an translations based on Shīcī, Ibāḍī, Ṣūfī and Muctazilī 
exegetes who represent the non- mainstream school of Qur’anic exegesis, 
provide non- literal (esoteric, allegorical) translation, as in (wujūhun 
yawma’idhin … ilā rabbihā nāẓirah – Some faces, on that day, will be 
looking towards their Lord, Q75:22–23), where the contentious theological 
problem of seeing God on the Day of Judgement is avoided through using 
(looking towards) unlike translations which provide literal (exoteric, non- 
allegorical) textual meaning where the same expression (ilā rabbihā nāẓirah) 
is rendered as (looking at their Lord) which is based on mainstream 
Qur’anic exegesis. Similarly, (wa’ashraqat al- arḍu binūri rabbihā – The 
Earth will shine with the light of its Lord, Q39:69). Mainstream exegetes 
provide an exoteric meaning for this sentence, that is, that the light of God 
will shine on Earth. However, for Muctazilī exegetes, the word (nūr – light) 
is allegorically accounted for and means (the truth, the Qur’an and the 
proof ). For Ṣūfī exegetes, Q39:69 means (the land of the soul will shine 
with the Lord’s light of justice and truth during the time of Imām al- Mahdī). 
However, for Shīcī exegetes, the word (nūr) is also allegorically accounted 
for and means (justice) or that (God will create a special light to shine on 
Earth). Also, in Q13:2 (istawā calā al- carsh) is rendered by non- mainstream 
translators as (God is firmly established on the throne of authority), while 
mainstream translation provides (God established Himself above the 
throne). Similarly, (wal- arḍu jamīcan qabḍatuhu yawma al- qiyāmah wal- 
samāwātu maṭwiyyātun biyamīnih – The Earth entirely will be within God’s 
grip on the Day of Judgement and the heavens will be folded in His right 
hand, Q39:67). For Muctazilī, Sufī, Shīcī and Ibāḍī exegetes, this sentence 
represents an imagery of God’s might and that it is not concerned with any 
concrete things like the physical body parts such as (qabḍah – grip) and 
(yamīn – the right hand). For them, the expressions (qabḍah) and (yamīn) 
have the esoteric meaning (qudrah – power). For Shīcī exegetes, Q2:56 
(thumma bacathnākum min bacdi mawtikum – Then We revived you after 
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your death, Q2:56) substantiates their belief in the doctrine of the return (al- 
rajcah) of their twelfth Imām from his occulation (al- ghaibah), who was Abū 
al- Qāsim Muḥammad al- Ḥasan known as al- Mahdī al- Muntaẓar (born in 
255/869) and disappeared in (260/874) or (264/878). Shīcī exegetes claim 
that the return of their Imām al- Mahdī al- Muntaẓar will be similar to the 
return of Ezra (cUzair) after he was dead for 100 years and then was brought 
back to life. Mainstream, Muctazilī, Ṣūfī and Ibāḍī exegetes do not share 
this view.

6.8  The translation of mutashābihāt 
Qur’anic mutashābih sentences are a translation problem due to the fact that the 
TL neither has the linguistic mechanism nor the stylistic patterns that can accom-
modate this problem in a way that can meet the linguistic and stylistic norms of 
English. It is inaccurate to translate the expression al- mutashābihāt into English 
as (the ambiguous Qur’anic statements (āyāt)). We believe that, in terms of 
Qur’anic linguistics, al- mutashābihāt should be rendered as ‘the structurally 
similar but stylistically dissimilar statements’. In other words, such sentences are 
similar on the surface structure but are distinct on the deep structure. Although 
the notion of al- mutashābihāt in Qur’anic studies refers to both theological and 
linguistic features of Qur’anic discourse, our main concern in the present 
linguistic- stylistic investigation is the sentences that are marked by stylistic vari-
ation, which occur either within the same Qur’anic chapter or in different chap-
ters. Thus, we can argue that there are two categories of al- mutashābihāt: (i) the 
theological mutashābihāt, and (ii) the linguistic- stylistic mutashābihāt. The latter 
category of Qur’anic constructions demonstrates structural similarities and sty-
listic differences. However, the meaning of the linguistic aspect of al- 
mutashābihāt constitutes a semantic void in applied semantics as illustrated by 
the following examples:

Example 1:
inna hādhā la shai’un cajīb – This is an amazing thing, Q11:72

inna hādhā la shai’un cujāb – This is a curious thing, Q38:5

The two verbs (cajīb/cujāb) differ in morphological form due to their different 
contexts where each morphological pattern enjoys: (i) distinctive stylistic effec-
tiveness, (ii) different semantic componential features, and (iii) a different entail-
ment. Although the translation provides two distinct adjectives for these verbs, it 
fails to capture the underlying semantic subtleties, performative intentions and 
the contextual meaning of the Qur’anic text. The context of Q11:72 refers to 
Abraham’s ninety- nine-year- old barren wife and is also intertextually related to 
Q51:29 (faṣakkat wajhahā waqālat cajūz caqīm – She struck her face and said: ‘I 
am a barren old woman’). Thus, it is an amazing thing to be pregnant while 
being too old, barren and having a very old husband. To express her surprise, 
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Abraham’s wife employs the morphological pattern (facīl) → (cajīb) as well as 
two affirmation devices: the particle (inna – verily) and the affirmation letter (l – 
the lām of affirmation). Pragmatically, in such an act of communication, these 
are sufficient linguistic and stylistic mechanisms through which the speaker’s 
perlocutionary effect of surprise is relayed to the audience. The speaker’s state 
of mind is a floater, that is, uncertain of his/her own decision (mutaraddid). 
Abraham’s elderly wife is not sure of what she has been told. She is in a shock 
and cannot believe it.
 However, sentence Q38:5 refers to a different context and the addressee’s 
state of mind is a denier (munkir) of Muḥammad’s prophethood. The word 
(cujāb) is intertextually related to Q50:2 where the disbelievers have said: (hādhā 
shai’un cajīb). It is worthwhile to note that this syntactic structure (Q50:2) 
neither has the affirmation mechanism of the particle (inna – verily), nor the 
affirmation letter (l – the lām of affirmation), nor does it have the semantically 
and stylistically powerful morphological pattern (fucāl) which we have encoun-
tered in Q38:5. The word (cujāb) is used in Q38:5 for a distinct perlocutionary 
effect but the TL fails to account for this.
 The word (cujāb) → (fucāl) has the semantic componential features [+ Extra-
ordinary] while its counterpart (cajīb) → (facīl) has the componential feature 
[– Extraordinary]. The translation has failed to convey this performative intent to 
the TL reader.
 For more details, see Chapter 3, Section 3.2, Point 9.

Example 2:
Conjunctions signify different perlocutionary effects in their linguistic contexts 
that cannot be captured by the TT. Function words in Qur’anic discourse are not 
independent of cultural context. Our claim is counter to that of Newmark 
(1991:89), as explained below:

man asalama wajhahu lillāhi wahuwa muḥsinun – Whoever submits his self 
to God while being a doer of good …, Q2:112

man yuslimu wajhahu ilā allāhi wahuwa muḥsinun – Whoever submits his 
whole self to God and is a doer of good …, Q31:22

where we have a shift from the preposition (li – to) prefixed to the noun (allāhi – 
God) in Q2:112 to the preposition (ilā – to) that precedes the noun (allāhi) in 
Q31:22. This variation is not without a good communicative reason. The type of 
addressee is heavily involved in Q2:112 where we have a denier (munkir). The 
use of the preposition (li) in Q2:112 is dependent on the context of situation 
represented by the previous sentence Q2:111 in which some people, that is, the 
deniers of monotheism, have made a false claim. To rebut their claim, the prepo-
sition (li) is employed. Semantically, this preposition designates [+ Total Surren-
der]. Thus, this preposition is semantically and stylistically required to highlight 
a higher spiritual status than the other preposition (ilā), which does not signify 
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the same performative intention. However, the context of situation is different for 
Q31:22. This sentence refers to people who claim that they follow what their 
fathers and forefathers had been worshipping of idols. Thus, stylistically, the prep-
osition (ilā) is employed. The other semantic distinction between these two prepo-
sitions is that (li) is used for specificity while (ilā) is employed to designate an end, 
that is, to gain something which has not been achieved. The translation has failed 
to capture the semantic and Qur’an-bound stylistic and semantic nuances.

Example 3:
The TL also fails to accommodate the semantic difference between SL interroga-
tive particles, as in:

idh qāla li’abīhi waqawmihi mā tacbudūn? – When he said to his father and 
his people: ‘What do you worship?’, Q26:70

idh qāla li’abīhi waqawmihi mādhā tacbudūn? – When he said to his father 
and his people: ‘What do you worship?’, Q37:85

The translations of the two above mutashābih sentences are identical. However, 
these two structurally identical interrogative sentences are stylistically different 
because of the use of semantically different interrogative particles (mā) in 
Q26:70 and (mādhā) in Q37:85, which both are wrongly translated as (what). In 
Q26:70, the particle (mā) is employed just to achieve an interrogative sentence 
whose answer is (nacbudu aṣnāman – We worship idols, Q26:71). However, the 
interrogative particle (mādhā) fulfils the perlocutionary effect of hyperbole. 
Thus, pragmatically, it carries the performative intent of rebuke to the addressee, 
who is a denier (munkir) of monotheism. Second, there is no answer to the ques-
tion in Q37:85. In fact, there are more rebuke sentences represented by 
Q37:86–87, which establish the context for the style employed in Q37:85. Thus, 
the contextual meaning is lost in the TL.

Example 4:
Another example of cohesive devices that are Qur’an-specific, semantically and 
pragmatically oriented which cannot be captured by the TL is:

waman aẓlamu mimman dhukkira bi’āyāti rabbihi fa acraḍa canhā – Who is 
more unjust than one who is reminded of the verses of his Lord but turns 
away from them?, Q18:57

waman aẓlamu mimman dhukkira bi’āyāti rabbihi thumma acraḍa canhā – 
Who is more unjust than one who is reminded of the verses of his Lord; 
then he turns away from them?, Q32:22 

The stylistic variation lies in the shift from the conjunctive particle (fa) which is 
rendered as (but) in Q18:57 to (thumma) which is rendered as (then) in Q32:22. 
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These two conjunctions have different semantic and pragmatic significations. 
The context of situation in Q18:57 refers to people who are still living. Although 
they are frequently reminded about the signs of God, they immediately forget 
about the admonition and persist with their arrogance. Thus, the particle (fa) is 
stylistically required since it semantically signifies an immediate action and a 
short span of time. However, the context of situation of Q32:22 refers to the 
dead as we are told by Q32:12. Because those people died a long time ago, the 
span of time is longer. Although those people were also reminded about God’s 
signs, they ignored these signs and now it is too late for them. Thus, stylistically, 
the conjunctive element (thumma) is required to convey a different perlocution-
ary effect. 
 The TL also fails to capture the nuances of some Qur’anic coordinating con-
junctions such as the (wa) and the (fa) which signify distinct underlying mean-
ings, as in: 

wa lammā jā’a amrunā najjainā hūdan – When our command came, We 
saved Hud, Q11:58

wa lammā jā’a amrunā najjainā shucaiban – When our command came, We 
saved Shu’aib, Q11:94

fa lammā jā’a amrunā najjainā ṣāliḥan – When our command came, We 
saved Ṣāliḥ, Q11:66 

The grammatical distinction between the above sentences is represented by the 
use of the conjunctive element (wa) in both Q11:58 and 94 and the use of the 
conjunctive element (fa) in Q11:66. This stylistic conjunction shift is due to con-
textual factors. The context of Q11:58 and 94 is about the admonition and advice 
given by the two Prophets Hūd and Ṣāliḥ to their own nations. Although their 
preaching lasted for quite a long time, people still disbelieved them. After this 
long period of time, the wrath of God was inflicted on these two nations. In other 
words, the conjunction (wa) is used to express the long period of time that pre-
ceded God’s punishment. This is supported by Q11:57 and Q11:93 which both 
refer to delay in action. However, the context of situation of Q11:66 is different 
in terms of time: God’s punishment to Ṣāliḥ’s people was shortly after their 
rejection of his advice and admonition, that is, there is a shorter period of time. 
This is supported by Q11:65, which also applies to Lot’s story whose context of 
situation is Q11:81, which also refers to the short period of time. Thus, stylistic 
harmony is achieved through the influence of context. Second, the co- text 
Q11:61–67 is marked by the occurrence of the same conjunctive particle (fa). 
Thus, stylistic symmetry is achieved by Q11:66 and the rest of the surrounding 
statements. This semantically oriented grammatical distinction which reflects the 
ST’s performative intention is not captured by the TT.
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6.9 Summary 
Having put translation theory into practice, we note the following:

i Qur’an translation is exegesis- based.
ii Different Qur’an translations represent different translation approaches 

which adopt archaic English, communicative English, literal meaning, sty-
listic literalness or periphrastic translation.

iii Different Qur’an translations echo different schools of thought.
iv None of the Qur’an translations has succeeded in translating the inherent 

meaning of mutashābihāt sentences.
v None of the Qur’an translations has succeeded in figuring out the distinction 

between the initial main verb sentences and the no- main-verb sentences or 
the noun- initial sentences. The innate illocutionary force of such sentences 
is lost.

vi The loss of the illocutionary effect is attributed to grammatical and stylistic 
incongruity between Arabic and English.

vii The loss of the illocutionary effect is also attributed to the syntactic and sty-
listic voids in English.

viii Major Qur’an translation problems stem from syntactic, stylistic, morpho-
logical, lexical, cultural and phonological voids.



7 Stylistic and pragmatic analysis 
of Q18

7.1 Introduction
The present chapter aims to provide a thorough stylistic and pragmatic analysis 
of Q18 (sūrat al- kahf ) that can be a model for contrastive and corpus linguistics. 
Similarly, the current approach can be taken as a model for the investigation of 
other sūrahs. The analysis focuses on the grammatical, semantic, morphological, 
stylistic and phonetic landmarks of Q18 together with any relevant pragmatic 
functions. Sūrat al- kahf is the sixty- eighth sūrah in terms of revelation and is 
revealed after Q88 (sūrat al- ghāshiyah) and before Q42 (sūrat al- shūrā).

7.2  Linguistic analysis of sūrat al- kahf
Language is a resourceful means embodied in its inherent syntactic, semantic, 
morphological, phonetic and stylistic wealth. Every text, written or spoken, has a 
functional communication. The written/spoken text producer manipulates lan-
guage for given performative intentions to win the hearts and minds of his/her 
audience. The text producer’s communicative objectives can be met through 
intentionally well- selected context- sensitive linguistic structures. In other words, 
in any communication, the text producer does not aim through a text (a word, a 
sentence, or a full running text) to inform his/her audience only; rather, he/she 
aims to establish social relationships with the text receivers (audience) and bring 
about a change in their position towards a given point of view. This leads us to 
the perlocutionary effect of Qur’anic speech acts such as admonishing, persuad-
ing, convincing, deterring, or inspiring. According to Austin (1962:101), saying 
something will often, or even normally, produce certain consequential effects 
upon the feelings, thoughts or actions of the audience.
 The present linguistic analysis aims to unveil the functional communication 
in Qur’anic discourse. The linguistic investigation provides an in- depth account 
of sūrat al- kahf through the word, phrase, sentence and text levels of the lan-
guage of Q18. The linguistic analysis accounts for syntactic, semantic, morpho-
logical, phonetic and stylistic landmarks of this sūrah. These are examined 
below:
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7.2.1 Syntactic landmarks

The dichotomy between verbal and nominal sentences (main verb sentence and 
no- main-verb sentence – al- jumlah al- ficliyyah wal- jumlah al- ismiyyah) is 
evident in Q18 for distinct pragmatic functions.

7.2.1.1 Grammatical features

On the grammatical level, sūrat al- kahf is characterised by the following gram-
matical features:

1 The active participle (ism al- fācil): The employment of the active participle 
which semantically echoes the signification of a nominal sentence is used to 
designate the pragmatic functions of constancy (al- thabāt) of doing some-
thing, intrinsicality (al- luzūm) of a given feature which is inherent in 
someone or something and absolute certainty (al- yaqīn) of something. The 
nunated (munawwan) active participle, however, furnishes the statement in 
which it occurs with musical beauty through the word- final tanwīn. The 
active participle has occurred in Q18:3 (mākithīn – remain forever), six 
(bākhicun – kill yourself ), eight (jācil – make), eighteen (bāsiṭun – stretched), 
nineteen (qā’ilun – a speaker), twenty- three (fācilun – to do), thirty- five 
(ẓālimun – unjust), forty- two (khāwiyatun – collapsed), forty- nine 
(mushfiqīn – fearful), fifty- one (muttakhidh – take), fifty- three (muwāqicū – 
fall therein) and sixty- nine (ṣābiran – patient).

2 The constant trait (al- ṣifah al- mushabbaha): In Arabic, al- ṣifah al- 
mushabbaha is referred to as such because it overlaps in its pragmatic func-
tion with the active participle (ism al- fācil) in that both pragmatically 
designate constancy (al- thabāt) of doing something and intrinsicality (al- 
luzūm) of a given feature which is inherent in someone or something. Mor-
phologically, however, al- ṣifah al- mushabbaha is derived from a trilateral 
intransitive verb while the active participle is derived from a transitive verb. 
Semantically, the constant trait is employed to designate an intrinsic perma-
nent characteristic that continues with time. In Q18, we encounter examples 
of al- ṣifah al- mushabbaha (ṣāliḥ – righteous) in Q18:82, 88 and 110.

3 The superlative noun (ism al- tafḍīl): Grammatically, this is a noun that is 
derived from a cognitive or an action verb to denote a common quality 
between two parties. Functionally, it represents an event that is either under-
taken or affected by the subject of the statement. Semantically, the common 
trait can designate either [+ Multitude] or [– Multitude]. The abundant 
occurrence of the superlative noun in Q18 is not without a good reason. This 
can be attributed to the timing of the revelation of Q18 as a Makkan sūrah. 
Thus, pragmatically, during the nascent phase of Islam in Makkah, the per-
locutionary effect of the discourse of propagation was hinged upon the psy-
chological impact upon the audience and the distinction between good and 
evil. To win the hearts and minds of the opponents, the stylistic technique of 
the superlative noun was employed in Q18 to depict the difference between 
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monotheism which leads to paradise and polytheism which leads to the hell-
fire. The superlative noun is represented by lexical items like Q18:15 (aẓlam 
– more unjust), 21, 26 (aclam – most knowing), 24, 81 (aqrab – nearer), 34 
(acazz – mightier in number) and 39 (aqall – less). However, when the 
superlative noun occurs in the definite form as in (al- akhsarīn – the greatest 
losers, 103), it enjoys the perlocutionary effect of hyperbole. The superla-
tive noun occurs in one of the following pragmatic situations:

a when there is a major difference between the preferred (al- mufaḍḍal) 
and its counterpart the preferred over (al- mufaḍḍal calaihi): This prag-
matic condition is intertextually related to Q42:11 (laisa kamithlihi 
shai’ – There is nothing like unto Him). Thus, since there is no one of 
equal knowledge to God’s, there is no information value to mention the 
name of any person who acts as the preferred over in the sentence 
where the preferred noun (rabb – Lord) occurs. Thus, the superlative 
noun (aclam – most knowing) is employed in Q18:21 (rabbuhum aclamu 
bihim – Their Lord is most knowing about them) and Q18:26 (qul 
allāhu aclamu bimā labithū – Say: ‘God is most knowing of how long 
they remained’). Similarly, the superlative noun (aẓlam – more unjust) 
occurs in Q18:15 (man aẓlamu mimman iftarā …? – who is more unjust 
than one who invents …?) and Q18:57 (man aẓlamu mimman dhukkira 
bi’āyāti rabbihi – who is more unjust than one who is reminded of the 
verses of his Lord).

b when the preferred over (al- mufaḍḍal calaihi) is of little significance 
compared to the preferred (al- mufaḍḍal) and after details have been 
provided about the preferred: This pragmatic condition is represented 
by the occurrence of the superlative nouns (aqrab – nearer), (akthar – 
greater), (acazz – mightier in number) and (aqall – less) in Q18:24, 81, 
34, 34 and 39 respectively.

c the preferred over is deleted in the context of mercy: For instance, the 
superlative noun (aqrab – nearer, Q18:81) is employed where the word 
(ruḥmā – mercy) occurs without mentioning the preferred over.

d neither the preferred nor its counterpart the preferred over are men-
tioned: The superlative noun occurs in this context to achieve the prag-
matic functions of hyperbole and comparison between good and evil, as 
in Q18:15 (faman aẓlam mimman iftarā calā allāhi kadhibā – who is 
more unjust than one who invents about God a lie) where the superla-
tive noun (aẓlam – more unjust) is employed to highlight the perlocu-
tionary effect of injustice due to the invention of lies about God.

4 The passive voice: The passive voice in sūrat al- kahf has been employed for 
different perlocutionary effects, such as:

a denial of the agent: For instance, in Q18:36 the passive voice (wala’in 
rudidtu ilā rabbī – Even if I should be brought back to my Lord) is used 
to depict the psychological state of the speaker’s arrogance, denial of 
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eschatology and disbelief in God. The speaker does not want to 
acknowledge the fact that God is the agent (doer) of the action of resur-
rection and God’s omnipotence in re- creation after death. Thus, the use 
of the passive is an evasive stylistic technique employed by a denier to 
avoid reference to the agent of an action. The speaker avoids the active 
voice in which the agent (my Lord) occurs: {wala’in raddanī rabbī ilaihi 
– Even if my Lord should bring me back to Him}.

b the agent is known to the speaker and hearer: The other pragmatic func-
tion of the passive voice is to achieve brevity which can be arrived at 
through the deletion of the agent when it is known to the speaker and 
the hearer. Since structural ambiguity does not occur, the passive voice 
is employed for the rhetorical purpose of brevity, as in Q18:66 (cullimta 
– you have been taught).

c caution: Based on the text producer’s performative intention, it is pre-
ferred not to employ the agent of an action verb, which entails a 
positive connotative meaning. For instance, the verb (kataba – to 
decree) intertextually entails mercy as in (kataba calā nafsihi al- raḥmah 
– He has decreed upon Himself mercy, Q6:12). However, in Q2:216 
(kutiba calaikum al- qitālu – fighting has been enjoined upon you), the 
verb (kutiba – has been enjoined) is employed in the passive voice 
because semantically it denotes a negative connotative meaning since 
(al- qitāl – fighting) leads to death which is not welcomed by humans. 
Similarly, the verb (yughīth – to relieve) entails a positive connotative 
meaning. However, in Q18:29 this verb has been employed in the 
passive voice where the agent is missing as a stylistic cautionary 
measure that avoids the placement of the word (allāh – God) adjacent to 
a verb which bears a negative connotation → {wa’in yastaghīthū billāh 
yughāthū bimā’in yashwī al- wujūh – If they call God for relief, they 
will be relieved with water like murky oil which scalds their faces} 
where we have the disallowed word order {yastaghīthū + allāh + 
yughāthū}.

d awe: The perlocutionary effect of the passive voice is to depict an atmo-
sphere of awe. This depiction also achieves the rhetorical function of 
imagery, as in Q18:18, 42 and 48.

5 Diversity of pronouns: In terms of text cohesion, the use and assortment of 
pronouns give texture to the text. On the stylistic level, however, the variety 
of pronouns provides a sublime style. Thus, the text becomes more cohe-
sive. A major linguistic feature of Q18 is the large amount of attached and 
implicit pronouns which have occurred especially in the long āyahs such as 
Q18:19, 20–21 and 57. For instance, in Q18:19, we encounter the third 
person masculine plural pronoun (hum – them) in (bacathnāhum – awakened 
them), the implicit pronoun in (yatasā’alū – they question one another) 
refers to the third person masculine plural (they), the implicit pronoun in 
(labithtum – you remained) refers to the second person masculine plural 
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(you), the implicit pronoun in (labithnā – we remained) refers to the first 
person masculine plural (we), the implicit pronoun in (yanẓur – look), (ya’ti 
– bring), (yatalaṭṭaf – be cautious) and (yushcir – to make one aware of 
something) refer to the third person masculine singular (he). However, some 
of these pronouns can lead to structural ambiguity. For instance, the implicit 
pronoun in (yundhir – warn, Q18:2) can refer either to (al- kitāb – the Book) 
or to (cabdihi – His servant) in Q18:1. Similarly, in Q18:21, the implicit 
pronoun in (yaclamū – know) can refer either to (al- fityah – the youths, 
Q18:10) or to (ahl al- madīnah – the people of the city, Q18:19).
 Unlike Q18:72, where a single pronoun is used (innaka – you), in 
Q18:75, we encounter the employment of two pronouns referring to the 
same addressee (laka innaka – to you, you). This is for the perlocutionary 
effect of additional rebuke to the addressee for his impatience and not 
adhering to what has been agreed with al- Khiḍr earlier, namely, not to ask 
again.

6 Cohesive devices: These are employed for the linguistic purpose of cohe-
sion. Let us consider the employment of conjunction in Q18:

i Repetition of cohesive devices (conjunction): We have observed the 
repetition of specific conjunctive particles, such as the temporal con-
junctive particle (idh – when) in Q18:10, 14, 16, 21, 39, 50, 60 and 63; 
the double temporal conjunctive particle (ḥattā idhā – when) in Q18:71, 
74, 77 and 96 (twice); the additive conjunctive particle (ammā … fa – 
as for, + subject) in Q18:79, 80 and 82; the additive conjunctive particle 
(immā – either) in Q18:86, 87 and 88; the causal conjunctive particle 
(idhan – thus, then) in Q18:14, 20 and 57; the interrogative conjunctive 
particle (lawlā – why?) in Q18:15 and 39.

ii Adversative conjunction: This is concerned with the contradiction rela-
tionship between what has been said and what is to come and is 
expressed through the particle (lākin – but). In Qur’anic discourse, we 
have the adversative conjunctive particle (lākinnā) in Q18:38: This is 
made up of the conjunctive particle (lākin – but) + first person singular 
pronoun (anā – I) → {lākin anā}. However, the initial letter (al- alif – /a/) 
of (anā) is dropped. Thus, we have got (nā) which is joined with the 
final letter /n/ of /lākin/. Thus, the /n/ is doubled /nn/ (mushaddad). This 
phonetic process aims to produce a phonetically easy- to-pronounce 
word (lakinnā). It is worthwhile to note that Ibn Mascūd, Ubai b. Kacb 
and al- Ḥasan al- Baṣri have read: {lākin anā}.

7 The nominative case (al- ḍammah) in (al- ḥamdu): The word (al- ḥamdu – 
praise, Q18:1) has the short vowel /u/ in order to achieve the perlocutionary 
effects of continuity, permanency and stability of a given state (al- thubūt 
wal- dawām), which the accusative or the genitive cases fail to deliver 
through the short vowels /a/ and /i/ respectively. However, in terms of 
semantic contrastiveness, the lexical item (al- ḥamd) is distinct from its 
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partial synonym (al- madḥ – praise) due to their different componential fea-
tures: The word (al- ḥamd) denotes [+ Genuine Praise], while the lexical 
item (al- madḥ) may designate [– Genuine Praise].

8 The imperative case: This is referred to in Arabic as (al- ṭalab) which occurs 
in an imperative verb form, as in Q18:22, 26, 29, 109 and 110 (qul – say), 
Q18:24 (idhkur – remember), Q18:27 (itlu – recite), Q18:28 (aṣbir – be 
patient), Q18:32 (aḍrib – present), Q18:50 (isjidū – prostrate), Q18:95 
(acīnūnī – assist me) and Q18:96 (i’tūnī – bring me), (anfikhū – blow). The 
imperative case can also be negated, as in Q18:22 (lā tumārī – do not argue) 
and (lā tastaftī – do not enquire), Q18:23 (lā taqūlanna – do not say), Q18:28 
(lā tacdu – do not pass beyond) and (lā tuṭic – do not obey).

9 Ellipsis: This includes the following cases:

i ellipsis of an object: The direct object of the verb (yundhir – warn) in 
Q18:2 is ellipted. The ellipted object is (alladhīna kafarū – those who 
have disbelieved). However, the direct object of the verb (yubashshir – 
give good tidings) in Q18:2 is mentioned (al- mu’minīna – those who 
have believed). In Q18:12, the direct object of the verb (ḍaraba – cast a 
cover of sleep) is ellipted because it is understood from the context. The 
ellipted direct object is (ghishāwah – a veil).

ii ellipsis of a clause: In Q18:48, we have an ellipted clause (qā’ilīna 
lahum – saying to them) which is God’s speech and should be placed 
before the sentence beginning with (laqad ji’tumūnā – you have come 
to Us). Thus, the full grammatical structure without ellipsis is: {qā’ilīna 
lahum laqad ji’tumūnā – saying to them: ‘You have come to us’}. The 
performative intent of the clause (laqad ji’tumūnā) is to achieve threat 
and make them feel sorry for their disbelief in resurrection (al- tahdīd 
wal- taghlīẓ wal- tandīm).

iii presence or ellipsis of a pronoun: We have a mutashābih case where 
two sentences are structurally identical but stylistically distinct: (alam 
aqul laka innaka lan tastaṭīca maciya ṣabrā – did I not tell you that with 
me you would never be able to have patience, Q18:75) and (alam aqul 
innaka lan tastaṭīca maciya ṣabrā – did I not say that with me you would 
never be able to have patience, Q18:72). In Q18:75, we encounter the 
presence of the pronoun (laka – to you) for the perlocutionary effects of 
affirmation of the message of patience and rebuking the addressee who 
is Moses. However, in sentence 72, the pronoun (laka) is ellipted since 
there is no reason yet to affirm or rebuke.

iv the ellipsis of a noun: In Q18:59, there is an ellipted noun (ahl – the 
people) in the noun phrase (tilka al- qurā – those villages (i.e. nations)) 
whose grammatical structure without ellipsis is: {tilka (ahl) al- qurā – 
(the people) of those nations}.

10 Singular/plural verb: In Q18:79, we find the verb (aradtu an acībahā – I 
wanted to cause defect to it). The use of the first person singular in (aradtu) 
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referring to the speaker (al- Khiḍr) is used because of the negative connota-
tive meaning inherent in the verb (acībahā) in an attempt to make this action 
directly related to and undertaken by al- Khiḍr himself rather than God. 
However, the other two verbs (fa aradnā, 81) and (fa arāda, 82) are related 
to positive results such as (khairan, zakātan, aqraba ruḥmā) and (raḥmatan 
min rabbika) respectively. The use of the plural, however, in (aradnā – We 
wanted) is used because al- Khiḍr has consulted with his righteous col-
leagues about decision- making to damage the ship. This is a stylistic tech-
nique inherent to Qur’anic discourse, as in (idhā mariḍtu fahuwa 
yashfīni – When I am ill, it is He who cures me, Q26:80) where the verb 
(mariḍa – to get ill) refers to the speaker (Abraham), while the second verb 
(yashfīni – to cure me) refers to God due to the positive versus negative 
connotative meanings of the two verbs respectively (get ill → Abraham) 
while (give recovery and good health → God). Similarly, in Q61:5, we 
encounter the negative connotative meaning verb (azāgha – to deviate some-
thing) occurs first because the subject belongs to the unbelievers, while the 
same verb is placed in the second part of the sentence because its subject is 
God. However, the word order in Q9:118 is different to that of Q61:5. In 
Q9:118, the verb (tāba) has a positive connotative meaning. Thus, it occurs 
in the first part of the sentence with its subject (God) followed by the same 
verb whose subject is [+ Human].

11 Singular/plural pronoun: (aradtu – I intended, 79), (khashīnā – we feared, 
80) and (aradnā – we intended, 81): The singular pronoun (I) in (aradtu) is 
employed because the action of damaging the ship is undertaken by al- Khiḍr 
himself, while the plural pronoun of the verbs (khashīnā) and (aradnā) 
represent the two actions of killing the boy and supporting the wall as God’s 
instructions to al- Khiḍr. Thus, the plural pronoun represents a joint action of 
God and al- Khiḍr. The use of the plural pronoun is to demonstrate respect to 
the Lord. This is similar to Q12:79 where the plural pronoun is used in 
(na’khudh – we take), (wajadnā – we found), (matācanā – our possession) 
and (innā – we).

12 Singular/plural noun: The noun (fityatun – the youths) is plural whose 
singular form is (fatā – a youth). However, (fityatun) is a broken plural 
(jamic taksīr), which semantically designates the plural of paucity (jamc 
qillah).

13 Foregrounding and backgrounding: Q18:1–2 where the word (qaiyiman – 
straight) is backgrounded, while the negated clause (lam yajcal lahu ciwajā – 
has not made therein any deviance) is foregrounded. The unmarked (usual) 
word order is: {al- ḥamdu lillāhi alladhī anzala calā cabdihi al- kitāba qaiyi-
man wa lam yajcal lahu ciwajā – Praise is to God who has sent down upon 
His servant the Book and has not made therein any deviance}. Foreground-
ing has taken place for the text producer’s performative intention of high-
lighting the fact that the Qur’an does not have (ciwajā – defects, i.e. 
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contradiction, literally meaning ‘crookedness’) and it is free from any errors 
(qaiyiman – straight). However, in some personal codices of the compan-
ions, we find a paraphrase of Q18:1–2 for clarity: {wa lam yajcal lahu 
ciwajan walākin jacalahu qaiyiman – He (God) has not made in it any devi-
ance but he has made it straight}.

14 Present and past tense:

i present tense: In Q18:42, the verbs (yuqallib – turn about) and (yaqūl – 
say) are used in the present tense to show that these two actions are 
repeatedly done. Also, the use of the present tense in (yaqūlūn – (they) 
say) in Q18:49 is to depict vividly the horrible condition of those who 
have disbelieved.

ii past tense: In Q18:47, 99–100) the pragmatic function of the use of the 
past tense verbs (ḥasharnā – gathered), (jamacnā – assembled), and 
(caraḍnā – presented) is to attract the attention of the reader/listener to 
the fact that the actions denoted by these three action verbs will cer-
tainly take place.

15 Negation: Let us consider the two negation particles (lam) and (lan).

i the negative particle (lam): In Q18:1, we encounter a negated clause 
(lam yajcal lahu ciwajā – has not made therein any deviance). This is a 
parenthetical clause between the object noun (al- kitāba – the Book) and 
the adjective (state) (qaiyiman – straight) used for the perlocutionary 
effect of hyperbole and also for achieving affirmation of the negated 
parenthetical clause.

ii the negative particle (lan): In Q18:58, the negation particle (lan – never) 
has been used for affirmation, in response to their denial (inkārahum), 
and to signify the text producer’s performative intent that the unbe-
lievers in resurrection will never be able to escape from punishment. 
Thus, (lan) is employed when a denier (munkir) is involved.

16 Word order: In Q18:46, the noun (al- mālu – money) occurs first before the 
noun (al- banūna – children) because usually people in general are more pre-
occupied with money and wealth than with children.

17 Noun: In Q18:49, the noun (al- wail – woe) is masculine but it has been 
made feminine (wailata) for the perlocutionary effect of hyperbole of the 
bad state and destruction.

18 Denial interrogative statement: (man aẓlamu mimman iftarā calā allāhi 
kadhibā? – Who is more unjust than one who invents about God a lie, 
Q18:15) which means {lā yūjad aẓlam mimman iftarā calā allāhi kadhibā – 
There is not anyone who is more unjust than the one who invents a lie about 
God, i.e. such a person is the most unjust among the unbelievers}. In 
Q18:49 (māli hādhā al- kitāb …? – What is this Book that …?) is an aston-
ishment interrogative statement (tacajjub).
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19 Sound and meaning: The expression (shaṭaṭā, Q18:14) involves the sound /ṭ/ 
which is a voiceless pharyngealised alveolar plosive. This expression aims 
to deliver the perlocutionary effect of excessiveness in disbelief and poly-
theism. Through the sound and meaning, the perlocutionary effect of hyper-
bole is achieved. To say (shaṭṭat al- dār) meaning (The house is too far). 
Semantically, the word (shaṭaṭā) is a polyseme which has other meanings 
such as (kadhibā – lying) and (jawrā – injustice).

20 sentence- finally no- main-verb nominal sentences: It can be observed that 
there is no sentence- final (end of āyah) main- verb nominal sentences with 
God’s epithets. In other words, we do not encounter any of God’s epithets in 
sentence- final position in Q18. There are six examples of no- main-verb 
nominal sentences at sentence- final position:

huwa khairun thawāban wakhairun cuqbā – He is best in reward and 
best outcome, Q18:44

kāna allāhu calā kulli shai’in muqtadirā – God is ever, over all things, 
Perfect in Ability, Q18:45

al- bāqiyātu al- ṣāliḥātu khairun cinda rabbika thawāban wakhairun amalā 
– The enduring good deeds are better to your Lord for reward and for 
hope, Q18:46

bi’sa lil- ẓālimīna badalā – Wretched it is for the wrongdoers as an 
exchange, Q18:50

kāna al- insānu akthara shai’in jadalā – Man has ever been, most of any-
thing, prone to dispute, Q18:54

kāna wacdu rabbī ḥaqqā – Ever is the promise of my Lord true, Q18:98

21 parenthetical clause: The negated clause (lam yajcal lahu ciwajā – (He) has 
not made therein any deviance) is a parenthetical clause between the object 
noun (al- kitāba – the Book) and the adjective (state) (qaiyiman – straight) 
used for the perlocutionary effect of hyperbole and for achieving affirmation 
of the negated parenthetical clause.

7.2.2 Semantic landmarks

On the semantic level of Qur’anic discourse, Q18 is marked by the following 
semantic features:

i Polysemy: Polysemy (polyseme) refers to a word which has many different 
meanings. Polysemy is also called lexical ambiguity. Although semantic 
ambiguity (lexical ambiguity) can result from polysemy, context makes us 
understand the intended meaning of the speaker. For instance, the word 
(kitāb, Q18:1 and 27) is a polyseme and has two different lexical meanings: 
(the Qur’an) and (al- sijill – one’s record of deeds); the lexical item (yarjum, 
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Q18:20 and 22) is a polyseme and has two different meanings: (yaqtul bil- 
ḥijārah – to stone someone to death) and (yaẓunn – to suppose, assume); the 
lexical item (yaẓhar, Q18:20 and 97) is a polyseme and has three different 
meanings: (yaẓfur bi- shakhṣin mā – to seize the possession of someone), 
(al- taghallub calā shakhṣ – to be triumphant over someone) and (yartafic – to 
go or grow higher).

ii The underlying meaning of a lexical item is different from its denotative 
meaning: This is encountered in Q18:80 where the word (warā’) usually 
means (behind). However, (warā’) in this āyah enjoys the underlying 
meaning (amām – in front of ), which is the antonym of the surface meaning. 
This is a case of what is known as (gharīb – an unusual usage of a word) 
meaning the employment of a rarely used word, which has a specific 
meaning different from its denotative meaning. Similarly, the verb (yughīth) 
is used in the meaning (to provide aid to the needy). However, this verb has 
been employed in Q18:29 meaning (to provide punishment through giving 
water like murky oil which scalds the faces of people who call for help). 
This is to achieve the perlocutionary effect of mockery of the people of the 
fire. 

iii The employment of a negated noun followed by its synonym: In Q18:1–2, 
we have a negated noun (lam … ciwajā – has not any deviance) in the phrase 
(lam yajcal lahu ciwajā – has not made therein any deviance) followed by its 
synonym (qaiyiman – straight). Thus, on the rhetorical level, this is to 
achieve antithesis (al- ṭibāq). On the pragmatic level, however, this is a sty-
listic mechanism through which a discourse can achieve affirmation, seman-
tic transparency and semantic explicitness.

iv Semantic contrastiveness: This is the case where two lexical items which 
are partially synonymous but contrast with each other in terms of their dif-
ferent shades of meaning and componential features, as in (qaryah – town, 
Q18:59 and 77) and (madīnah – city, Q18:19 and 82). However, context 
plays a major role in clarifying the semantic distinction between the two 
words. The lexical item (qaryah) occurs in negatively oriented contexts, as 
in the story of the town whose people refused to offer food to Moses and al- 
Khiḍr. This also applies to Q2:259, Q4:75, Q6:123 and Q7:4. However, the 
occurrence of the lexical item (madīnah) is associated with positively ori-
ented contexts. In Q18: 82, for instance, the context is about the two orphan 
boys and their righteous father. This also applies to Q15:67 and Q36:20.

7.2.3 Morphological landmarks

On the morphological level of Qur’anic discourse, Q18 provides an interesting 
example of phonetically and semantically oriented morphology. This is demon-
strated by the following lexical items:

(tastaṭīc) which is on the morphological pattern (tastafcil) Q18:67
(tastaṭic) which is on the morphological pattern (tastafil) Q18:78
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(tasṭic) which is on the morphological pattern (tasfil) Q18:82
(isṭāca) which is on the morphological pattern (isfacala) Q18:97
(istaṭāca) which is on the morphological pattern (istafcala) Q18:97

In sentences Q18:67 and 78, the full verb form has been used where the letters /t/ 
and /ī/ are both maintained in sentence 67 (tastaṭīc), and where the letter /t/ is 
used in sentence 78 (tastaṭic). This is referred to in Arabic as the ‘heavy’ form of 
the verb, that is, using the full verb form without deleting any letter(s) from it. 
The employment of the ‘heavy’ form of the word has the pragmatic function of 
expressing extra useful information and a serious situation and is semantically 
more emphatic. Thus, the context is about the expected difficulties ahead of al- 
Khiḍr’s journey, which Moses will have no patience to withstand (Q18:67). Sim-
ilarly, the context of Q18:78 is about the difficulties, which al- Khiḍr and Moses 
have encountered, and the three actions undertaken by al- Khiḍr. Therefore, we 
encounter the full verb form (tastaṭīc) in Q18:67 which has six letters 
(t + s + t + ṭ + ī + c) and the full verb form (tastaṭic) in Q18:78 which has five letters 
(t + s + t + ṭ + c). The ‘heavy’ morphological form is compatible with the difficult 
circumstances.
 The context has changed and now al- Khiḍr is explaining to Moses why he did 
the three actions to which he (Moses) objected strongly. The circumstances have 
now become clear to Moses. Therefore, al- Khiḍr employs a different verb form 
whose pattern is more relaxed and which has only four letters (t + s + ṭ + c), that is, 
easy to pronounce and less in letters. Thus, we have (tasṭic) in Q18:82.
 Similarly, in Q18:97, the context is about the story of Dhū al- Qarnain and God 
and Magog (Q18:83–96). We encounter two morphologically different verb forms 
in Q18:97. The first verb (isṭāc) has five letters (i + s + ṭ + ā + c) and the second 
(istaṭāc) has six letters (i + s + t + ṭ + ā + c). In sentence 97, we have a context referring 
to a highly smooth wall, which is extremely difficult to scale up. The smoothness 
of the wall necessitates to have the morphological form (isṭāc), which has a smooth 
pronunciation due to its simple form and smoothness of pronunciation. However, 
the second verb (istaṭāc) is related to the context of digging a hole through a solid 
wall. This is a difficult task. Thus, we have a verb form with six letters, which 
requires more effort in its articulation. Pragmatically, the difficulty in pronuncia-
tion has matched the difficulty of digging a hole in a rock- hard wall. Again, 
context and meaning have closed ranks to influence morphological form.

7.2.4 Phonetic landmarks

On the phonetic level, Q18 is characterised by the following features:

i sound- based semantically oriented lexical items: Q18 provides an interest-
ing example of sound- based semantically oriented lexical items. Q18:29, for 
instance, displays a sound- based case where the word (surādiq – wall) is 
employed instead of its more commonly used counterpart (sūr – wall). The 
text producer’s performative intention has influenced the conscious stylistic 
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choice that leads to the overall leitmotif of the sentence (actadnā lil- ẓālimīna 
nārā – We prepared fire for the wrongdoers). To back up this serious 
warning, the message has to be:

1 repeatedly announced, and
2 trumpeted loud, that is, a ‘fire alarm’ is required.

To achieve these perlocutionary effects, we need:

a a phonetically loud sound represented by the voiced alveolar trill /r/ which 
is described as (tikrār mutaraddid – concomitant trilling sound) in order to 
serve the function of saying the message repeatedly (mukarrar), and

b an audibly released sound /q/ which is described as (qalqalah – the concus-
sion sound) in order to awaken the reader/listener who has not heeded yet. 
The audibly released sound /q/ serves as the siren of Q18:29. Thus, (surādiq) 
is the ‘fire’ alarm, where the lexical word (fire) is used here as a pun. Stylis-
tically, however, the word (surādiq) is a (ghrīb) word, meaning ‘not com-
monly used’. This is another element of the psychological technique, which 
influences the reading comprehension of the text of sentence 29.

ii phonetic ellipsis: This includes the ellipsis of a sound which affects the 
orthographic shape of the lexical item, as in Q18:17 (al- muhtadi – the 
rightly guided) and (yahdi – to guide) and Q18:64 (nabghi – seek) 
where the word- final short vowel /i/ should be a long vowel /ī/.

iii modes of reading: (kalimatan) in Q18:5 is read by the Madīnah, Kūfah 
and Baṣrah reciters with the short vowel nunation /an/ in the accusative 
case (manṣūb) because it represents what the polytheists have said in 
Q18:4 about God: (ittakhadha allāhu waladā – God has taken a son). 
Thus, (kalimatan) means ‘what has been said’ the paraphrase of which 
is (kaburat tilka al- kalimah kalimatan – That word is a grave word). 
The other mode of reading is (kalimatun) with the short vowel nunation 
/un/ in the nominative case (marfūc) because it is regarded as the subject 
of the verb (kabura – to become greater, bigger). In Q18:49, we have 
the verb (yughādir – to leave). For al- Ḍaḥḥāk, this is read as (nughdir), 
that is, the long vowel /ā/ is dropped but the meaning is the same.

7.2.5 Stylistic landmarks

One of the most eye- catching stylistic idiosyncrasies of Q18 is stylistic aversion. 
This occurs at different levels: case ending, negation particles, prepositions and 
conjunctive particles. Stylistic aversion aims to achieve many perlocutionary 
effects such as suspense, attracting the reader’s attention and making him/her 
closely attached to the text, as explained by the following examples:

1 The accusative case ending (al- naṣb): In Q18:5, the word (kalimatan – a 
word) is employed instead of the expected (kalimatun) in the nominative 
case (al- marfūc).
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2 The negation particle (in – not) is employed instead of the expected particle 
(ma – not), as in Q18:5 (in yaqūlūna illā kadhibā – They speak not except a 
lie). The pragmatic function of the negation particle (in) is to achieve the 
perlocutionary effects of affirmation and restriction (al- ta’kīd wal- ḥaṣr) 
required for highlighting and exposing the invented allegations against God 
who the opponents claim has adopted a son. Grammatically, (kalimatan) is 
specification (tamyīz), which achieves the pragmatic function of astonish-
ment (al- tacajjub) from the claim that God has adopted a son. The specifica-
tion word (kalimatan) can also provide the perlocutionary effects of censure 
(al- citāb) and blame (al- dhamm).

3 The preposition (min): To achieve the pragmatic function of making the 
reader alert and attached to the text, the preposition (min – from) is 
employed while it is linguistically redundant, as in Q18:31 (asāwir min 
dhahab – bracelets of gold) and (thiyāban khuḍran min sundusin – green 
garments of fine silk). Grammatically, we can have a grammatically and 
semantically sound structures without the preposition (min): (asāwir dhahab 
– gold bracelets) and (thiyābi sundusin khuḍrin – green fine silk garments).

4 noun initial nominal sentence: We can also observe an interesting stylistic 
pattern (innā (We) + verb in the first person plural (jacalnā – We have made) 
in Q18:7 where an affirmation majestic plural pronoun (innā) is used first. 
This pattern is followed by the pattern (innā (We) + the active participle 
(jācil – maker) in Q18:8 where an affirmation majestic plural pronoun (innā) 
occurs first + the active participle (jācilūn – We are the makers). The 
employment of the initial noun nominal sentence in both sentences 7 and 8 
is for the pragmatic functions of (al- thubūt – permanency, perpetuality) and 
(dawām – continuance) in order to highlight the leitmotif of God’s omnipo-
tence which could not have been achieved through the alternative verb- 
initial grammatically acceptable structures: (jacalnā … jacalnā … – We have 
made … We have made) since the verbal sentence semantically signifies 
non- continuity, lack of constancy and interruption of an action to be 
resumed at a later stage. Thus, the initial verb style would have undermined 
the theological notion of God’s omnipotence.

7.2.6 Rhetorical landmarks

Sūrat al- kahf presents some rhetorical features, which are explained below. 
Among the prominent rhetorical features in Q18 are:

i Antithesis: This is between (lam yajcal lahu ciwajan – (He) has not made 
therein any deviance) and (qaiyiman – straight) Q18:1–2. Antithesis is also 
introduced in Q18:18 through (aiqāẓ – awake) and (ruqūd – asleep), and in 
Q18:29 (yu’min – believe) and (yakfur – disbelieve).

ii Censure (citāb): The pronoun (laka) is added in Q18:75 to express greater 
censure since Moses has violated the agreement twice not to ask al- Khiḍr 
again. Stylistically, it has the rhetorical function of affirmation. (al- ta’kīd).
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iii Denial interrogative statement: (man aẓlamu mimman iftarā calā allāhi 
kadhibā? – who is more unjust than one who invents about God a lie?, 
Q18:15) which means {lā yūjad aẓlam mimman iftarā calā allāhi kadhibā – 
There is not anyone who is more unjust than the one who invents a lie about 
God, that is, such a person is the most unjust among the unbelievers}. In 
Q18:49 (mā lihādhā al- kitāb – what is this book that …?) is an astonishment 
interrogative statement (tacajjub). Denial interrogative statement is also 
introduced in Q18:102 to signify that the unbelievers’ scepticism is false.

iv Epizeuxis: (lam yajcal lahu ciwajan qaiyiman – (He) has not made therein 
any deviance, straight, Q18:1–2) where the word (ciwaj) is negated to sub-
stantiate the quality of (istiqāmah). This is a repetition for the pragmatic 
function of affirmation and disambiguation.

v Implicit simile, imagery and hyperbole: In Q18:6, we have three rhetorical 
features combined together: (i) a comparison is made between Muḥammad 
and someone who is (bākhic nafsahu – killing himself through grief ), (ii) 
(bākhic nafsahu) depicts an image of someone who is missing his beloved 
ones who have left him alone, and who is very upset about their departure, 
and (iii) a hyperbole for the extreme sadness Muḥammad has been experi-
encing. Hyperbole: (anā aktharu minka mālan wa’acazzu nafarā – I am 
greater than you in wealth and mightier in number of men, Q18:34).
 In Qur’anic discourse, the rhetorical feature of hyperbole can be intro-
duced through one of the following morphological patterns:

a The morphological pattern (faclān), as in (ṛāḥṃāṇ – entirely merciful),
b The morphological pattern (faccāl), as in (ghaffār – perpetual forgiver),
c The morphological pattern (facūl), as in (shakūr – grateful), and
d The morphological pattern (facīl), as in (ḥakīm – wise).

vi Imagery: This is introduced in Q18:32–37 where a cognitive image of two 
people debating depicted vividly. Also in Q18:45, God’s omnipotence about 
eschatology is introduced through a vividly depicted cognitive image of 
cause and effect: The rain revives the dead earth, vegetation grows but soon 
it becomes dry remnants scattered by the winds. Q18:45 has a performative 
intent, namely, admonition and the perlocutionary effect of a moral lesson 
to be learned. This is introduced in the next statement Q18:46 (Wealth and 
children are no more than adornment of the worldly life (similar to the 
adornment of vegetation). However, the enduring good deeds are better to 
your Lord and for your reward after resurrection).

vii Metaphor: (rabaṭnā – make firm, Q18:14), (rajman bil- ghaib – guessing at 
the unseen, Q18:22)

viii Proverb: (al- mālu wal- banūna zīnatu al- ḥayāti al- dunyā – Wealth and chil-
dren are but adornment of the worldly life, Q18:46)

ix Sarcasm: (yughāthū bimā’in kal- muhli – They will be relieved with water 
like murky oil, Q18:29)

x Zeugma: (faḍarabnā – cast, Q18:11)
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7.2.7 Textual landmarks

This is concerned with Q18 as a text on its own surrounded by other texts 
(sūrahs). A textual investigation involves the textual feature of coherence within 
Q18. Thus, this is a micro- level coherence. It also investigates the coherence 
links between Q18 and the surrounding sūrahs, that is, Q17 and Q19.

7.2.7.1 Micro- level coherence

This is concerned with the inter- āyah coherence. In terms of coherence with a 
previous sentence, sentences 7–8 are thematically linked and aim to achieve:

i psychological reassurance to Muḥammad,
ii admonition to the reader through God’s omnipotence that God has bestowed 

upon the unbelievers a grace period (muhlah) and adornment (zīnah – attrac-
tive things) so that they may show gratitude to God’s favours,

iii lack of appreciation of God’s blessings (baṭirū al- nicmah), and
iv affirmation of God’s ability to take away His favours from people.

In Q18:50, the theme of this sentence is concerned with Satan who disobeyed 
God’s command to prostrate to Adam. However, the theme of the previous sen-
tence is about the record of deeds on the Day of Judgement and those who disbe-
lieved resurrection. Q18:50 is thematically linked to Q18:48–49 because it is a 
reminder to those who are boastful of their status, wealth and children, who 
disdain the poor, and who fail to distinguish between the truth and falsehood. 
Therefore, the story of Satan and Adam depicts a vivid example of the above 
category of people who are admonished to avoid Satan and his followers, take 
them as enemies and focus on winning the hereafter.

7.2.7.2 Macro- level coherence

This is concerned with the beginning and end of the same sūrah and with the 
inter- sūrah coherence. The latter aims to establish the logical sequentiality 
(chaining, dovetailing) between the major leitmotifs that have occurred in Q17, 
Q18 and Q19. This involves the thematic links between Q18 and Q17, as well as 
between Q18 and Q19 as explained below:

i Coherence at the same sūrah level: In terms of coherence between the begin-
ning and the end of Q18, we can observe the occurrence of the theme of 
monotheism in Q18:4 and Q18:110.

ii The thematic links between Q17 and Q18: Among the major themes (leit-
motifs) that have occurred in both Q17 and Q18 are:

a Q17 begins with the word (subḥān – exalted) and Q18 begins with (al- 
ḥamdu – praise). Both words entail deanthropomorphism (al- tanzīh) 
and monotheism.

b Both Q17:111 and Q18:110 end with a statement of monotheism.
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iii The thematic links between Q18 and Q19: Among the major themes (leit-
motifs) that have occurred in both Q18 and Q19 are:

a The introductory part of both Q18 and Q19 is concerned with some-
thing that is of a miraculous nature. In Q18, we are informed about the 
companions of the cave who slept for 309 years. In Q19, we are told 
about Zechariah, who is an elderly man with an elderly and barren wife 
but his wife gets pregnant and gives birth to John (yaḥyā).

b Q18:110 refers to monotheism and the end part of Q19 (Q19:88) also 
ends with monotheism.

7.3 Summary
Based on the stylistic, pragmatic and textual features of Q18, we note the 
following:

i The innate grammatical, semantic, morphological, phonetic and stylistic 
characteristics of Q18 have performative intentions (perlocutionary force).

ii Grammatical features of Q18 are like the active participle, constant trait, 
superlative noun, passive voice, pronouns, cohesive devices, ellipsis, tense, 
interrogatives and foregrounding and backgrounding.

iii Semantic features are like polysemy and semantic contrastiveness.
iv Phonetic features are represented by words whose sound has a bearing on 

their meaning.
v Stylistic features are like case ending, negation and nominal sentences.
vi textual features represent the sūrah’s coherence at the micro and macro 

levels.
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